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FOREWORD

M. Vazquez & B. Schmieder
Co-t. 'hairs. Scientific Organising C 'ommittee

After the positive experiences with the Advances in Solar Physics Euroconferenccs held in
Tenerife. Thessalonikii and Postdam. the same group of solar astronomers, under the umbrella
of the Joint Organisation for Solar Observations (.JOSO). proposed to the European
Commission two further meetings with the name Solar and Space Weather Euroconferences
(SOLSPA). The series is aimed at gathering. around selected topics of interest to solar
physics, different communities of researchers involved in that field. observers. theoreticians
and technical and industrial users in order to get the best overviews of those topics. We paid
particular attention to the training of young people.

The topic of this first meeting was The Solar C 'ycle and Terrestrial ( 'Iimate. One of the most
important challenges to Mankind is to produce sustainable development while protecting the
environment. A clear warning that something might go wrong is the increase in the mean
temperature of the Earth over the last 150 years. Apart from an intrinsic variability. three
external agents could be responsible for this: a) the increasing emission of greenhouse gases.
such as carbon dioxide, produced by the burning of fossils fuels. b) the emission of different
types of aerosols of natural and anthropogenic origins. and c) the increase in the mean level of
magnetic activity on the Sun. Evaluating this last contribution was emphasised during the
conference.

The venue was again Tcncrifc. CajaCanarias. the main savings bank of the province.
generously supplied its Conference Centre in Santa Cruz de Tcnerifc. including the necessary
personnel. The names of Antonio Perez. ( iustavo Garci a. Alberto Sacramento and Aran cha
Martin should be mentioned here.

Around 200 colleagues from the fields or solar physics and climatology attended the meeting
and contributed to a good atmosphere for discussion. Twenty-six countries were represented.
most of them European. More than 40 young scientists participated in the conference. and we
particularly appreciated those coming from l.astem l.urope. whose presence \\as made
possible through European l inion support.

The conference took up four lull days. with a busy agenda of scientific and social events. plus
a fifth day devoted to \isiting the Teide Observatory. The first part \\as devoted to the study
of solar variabiiity and how it could influence the terrestrial climate. The second part \\as
dedicated to evaluating the different contributions of greenhouse gases. aerosols and solar
activity to cIimate change. together \\ ith the presentation or some import ant projects. Finally.
Prof. I:. Parker summarised the scientific highlights or the meeting. During the final
afternoon. there were different reports on the development or Solar Physics in luropc. and the



xvi

annual meeting of JOSO. The visit to the Teide Observatory allowed participants to see the
new developments of the Canary Islands' solar telescopes.

One of the most memorable moments was the SolarMusic@Solspa2000 (Thursday evening).
The first part was performed by three solar astronomers: Ines Rodriguez Hidalgo and Andras
Ludmany at the piano and Andras Ludmany and Rob Rutten playing the flute transmitted
their enthusiasm and professionalism to the audience. Then we heard with pleasure a Tenerife
choir. Carpe Diem, conducted by Luis Correa and formed by a group of people involved in
education. They offered Spanish and Latin-American songs, including an amusing one about
Thales Theorem to celebrate the European Year of Mathematics. They finished with the
University anthem. Gaudeamus Igitur.

There were numerous appearances in the media (newspapers. radio and TV), with a public
lecture by Paa! Brekke. on The Sun through the Eyes of SOHO.

The meeting was sponsored by the European Union under the TMR and INCO programmes.
The Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias provide significant financial support as well as
important infrastructure facilities. Other support came from the Spanish Ministry of Science
and Technology. the Observatoire de Paris and the companies Iberia. DISA, Banco Bilbao
Vizcaya Argentaria (BBV A) and Sun Microsystems. The social events were possible thanks
to the support of the Town Councils of La Laguna and Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the Cabildo
Insular de Tenerife and the Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias.

We wish to thank the European Space Agency for its willingness to publish these proceedings
and for its great help to spread the contents of the meeting to the media at the international
level. Andrew Wilson has carefully. and patiently. collected the papers for these proceedings.
The papers were not refereed; the authors are responsible for the contents.

Finally. the organisers would like to express their gratitude to the members of the Local
Organising Committee. The team of Judith de Araoz. Eva Bejarano and Tanja Karthaus
deserves a special mention.
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WHAT MAKES THE SUN TICK?

The Origin of the Solar Cycle

K. Petrovay
Eotvos University, Department of Astronomy, Budapest, Pf. 32, H-1518 Hungary
Phone: +36 20 3404907 Fax: +36 1 3722940 E-mail: kris@astro.elte.hu

Abstract. In contrast to the situation with the
geodynamo, no breakthrough has been made in the
solar dynamo problem for decades. Since the ap
pearance of mean-field electrodynamics in the 1960's,
the only really significant advance was in the field
of flux tube theory and flux emergence calculations.
These new results, together with helioseismic evi
dence, have led to the realization that the toroidal
magnetic flux giving rise to activity phenomena must
be stored and presumably generated below the con
vection zone proper, in what I will call the DOT
(Dyna.rno-Overshoot-Tachoclyne) layer. The only
segment of the problem we can claim to basically un
derstand is the transport of flux from this layer to the
surface. On the other hand, as reliable models for the
DOT layer do not exist we are clueless concerning the
precise mechanisms responsible for toroidal/poloidal
flux conversion and for characteristic migration pat
terns (extended butterfly diagram) and periodicities.
Even the most basic result of mean-field theory, the
identification of the butterfly diagram with an cx
w dynamo wave, has been questioned. This review
therefore will necessarily ask more questions than
give answers. Some of these key questions are

Structure of the DOT layer

n-quenching and distributed dynamo

High-latitude migration patterns and their in
terpretation

- The ultimate fate of emerged Hux

1. INTRODUCTION

The turn of the millennium invites us to look back
and draw balances in all fields of human activity. Yet
in solar dynamo theory we also have an added incen
tive to make such an assessment. In the theory of
the geodvnamo a significant breakthrough has been
achieved in the past few years (Glatzmaier & Roberts
1995, Kuang & Bloxham 1997, Olson et al. 1999).
leading to a surge of renewed activity in the held.
One cannot but wonder if a similar breakthrough is
within reach in the case of the solar dynamo. Un
fortunately. as it will turn out from this review. the
prospects are rat her bleak. at least on a short term.

Proc f '' So/ur & Sf'"'" \\'c111!1trEurmontercn, <'. 'T/Jc Solor Crc le 1111dTcrrcstnal ( '/11111111· · S1111111Cru: de Trnentc. Trncn]«, S1w111.
25-29 Sc111c11chcr](!!)() 1FS.\ .\1'-HJ3. Dl'C rmbrr ]IHJOJ

As for such a comparative assessment one needs a
wider historical outlook this review will not be re
stricted to the developments that have taken place
since the reviews of Weiss (1994) and Schmitt (1993).
(Such developments were mostly limited to advances
in the study of interface dynamos, cf. Sect. 3 be
low.) A wider historical overview, starting with the
dawn of mean-field theory in the 1950s and 60s will
thus be given in Section 2 below. Given the finite
amount of space available, I will compensate for this
wider temporal scope of the review hy restricting at
tention strictly to the problem of the origin of the
solar cycle, i.e. of the 22 year periodic variation of so
lar activity, and associated migration patterns (but
terfly diagram). Solar activity variations on both
shorter and longer timescales are ignored, as are
the solar-type magnetic cycles in other stars, non
axisymmetric phenomena such as active longitudes,
and the problem of the long-time phase coherence of
the cycle. This restriction is imposed out of necessity
only, and in no way does it imply that these effects
do not yield important clues even to the origin of
the 22 year cycle itself. Clearly, a critical test of any
t.hoorv of the solar cycle is whether it can h<' readily
extended to predict these other phenomena as well.

After the historical overview, Section 3 will at
tempt to cut some order in the dazzling multitude
of solar dynamo models by introducing a classifi
cation scheme. Three main rnorlcl families can be
clearly discerned: overshoot dynamos, interface dy
namos and flux transport models, circulation-driven
"conveyor belt" models being the most important
subgroup of the latter class. Finally, Section 4 calls
attention to some key areas where more intensive
theoretical or observational efforts could lead to sig
nificant advance.

But first of all we should state clearly what are the
basic observational facts to be interpreted by a so
lar cycle model. Once we apply our aforementioned
restriction excluding long-term variations, stellar ac
tivity etc., t.hr: remaining list is quite short.

The 11/22 year cycle period. Beside re
producing the value of the period, the crude
agreement of this value with the timescale of
polo-equator diffusion in the convective zone
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also asks for an explanation. While such an
order-of-magnitude equality can certainly be
coincidental (cf. the coincidence of the solar ro
tation period with the convective turnover time
in the deep convective zone), a natural explana
tion for it would clearly make any cycle model
more attractive.

·-------------------;

60

~ 30
"~)
c
2
" 0"O

.~

"..J -30

Time [years]

Figure 1: Extended butterfly diagram of solar activity:
time-latitude distribution of sunspot groups (low-latitude
branches) and polar [aculae (high-latitude branches). Af
ter· M akarov & Sivamman (1989}

- The characteristic migration pattern
(extended butterfly diagram). Our knowl
edge of latitudinal migration patterns of mag
netic flux is summarized in the extended but
terfly diagram of Figure 1. The tracers shown
here track partly toroidal and partly poloidal
fields. 1 While azimuthal field lines by defi
nition cannot cross the surface. the observed
properties of large-scale solar active regions"
strongly suggest that they are tracers of a sub
surface toroidal field, locally bulging out into
the atmosphere. In this sense. photospheric
magnctometrv can give us information about
the migration patterns of the toroidal field
component as well. At low (~ 35°) latitudes
both the poloidal and the toroidal field cornpo
nents migrate equatorward. At high latitudes.
poloiclal fields show a marked poleward migra
tion. ctsindicated also by the migration pattern
of a munbor of tracers such as quiescent promi-

1 '\ot.e that. oll'ing to our assumption or axial symmetry.
"toroidal" is llU\\' svrionvmous with "zon al" or "azimuthal",
<knot ing t lu- o-cumponent of a vector field in spherical co
ordinates. wh il« ··poloidal"· is svnonvmous with "meridional"'.
d<'J10ti11g t lu- rPmailling components. This relieves us from
gi\·illg a morr- g('ll<'ric definition of these terms.

cTo lie s1"'cific: their preferential East. \VPst. orient.ation
followmg l l alo» polari tv rules. (The wcst crn, or leadinu
magnet «: polarity is identical OH t ho S<-lIIH' hemisphere and
wi: hill r lu- saJJJt' nTI<'. and alt «mates bet ween hemispheres
and n·clt;,.; I

nences or the coronal green line. The migration
pattern of high-latitude toroidal fields is less
clear -a point we will return to in Section 4.2
below.

- The confinement of strong activity (large
active regions) to low heliographic lati
tudes l<I>I ~ 35°.

- The phase dilemma( s). In its original sense
(Stix 1976) the phase dilemma consists of the
fact that at low latitudes the radial field (de
rived by azimuthal averaging of the niagne
tograms) is in an approximately 7T phase lag
compared to the toroidal field at the same lat
itude. Another phase lag to be explained is
the 7T /2 lag between the two branches of the
butterfly diagram, i.e. that the polar field re
versal occurs slightly after the sunspot maxi
mum. Finally, the phase of torsional oscilla
tions (cycle-related periodic oscillations of the
rotational velocity in migrating belts) relative
to the toroidal field is a third quantity con
straining theories of the cycle.

2. HISTORY
2.1. Convection zone dynamos

It all started with Parker's (1955) classic paper that
set down the foundations for solar an dynamo tho
ory. In its trace. mean field electrodvnamics \\·as
developed during the 19GO's (Steenbeck et al. 19GG.
Krause & Radler 1980). To give a reminder of the
basics, described in so many other reviews (e.g. Cowl
ing 198L Belvedere 1985) the induction equation in
a turbulent conductive medium reads

o1B = v x (U x B + E) - \7 x TJV x B. (1)

where B is the mean magnetic field, U is the large
scale How velocity, 81 denotes time derivative, 11 is
the magnetic diffusivity, and {is the turbulent dcc
tromor.iv« force arising as a result of the interaction
between the turbulent velocity field v and the r.urbu
lent magnetic field. This latter is in turn the rc-sulr
of the action of v on the mean field B. so { is a
functional of v and B. Assuming scale separation
l « H n where HB is the length scale of the nu-an
field and I is the scale of turbulence. { can be ('X

panded in the derivatives of B. For homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence this vield«

[ = oB - .-J \ x B (:2)

where n and /3 are now fuuct.ionals of v onlv. Substi
tuting (2) into (1) we Sl'C' tkt t tho rolo of 3 is forrnallv
identical to that of I/. For this reason j is called tur
tnileni uuunict.ic diffusivity. and «lcmentarv consid
erations or PH'n dimensional analysis yield 3 ~ l 1·.



As for turbulence the Reynolds number (3 IT/ » 1, in
practice T) can be omitted in equation (1). In con
trast, the pseudoscalar a gives rise to a qualitatively
new effect, the a-effect.

In the axisymmetric case considered here, using
spherical coordinates B, ¢, r , B can be split as

where eq, is the azimuthal unit vector, B is the
toroidal field component, and A. is the (toroidal) vec
tor potential of the poloidal field. We further assume
that U is a pure rotation

U = rsinBr2eq,

and introduce the shear vector

0 = r sinB 'VD

In the limit r sin B / H 8 -'t co the form of the vector
operators simplifies to their form for the local Carte
sian frame ex' = eo, ey' = eq,, ez' = e,.. Now we
introduce a new frame xyz by rotating x'y'z' around
e9 with an angle -rr /2 ::; t::..B < rr/2 so that n.r = 0.
With these assumptions and notations the poloidal
and toroidal parts of equation (1) read

81A = aB + ,3 \72 A. (3)

(4)

known as the classic dynamo equations.
It is clear from (3-4) that the role of the pseu

doscalar a is to turn the poloidal and toroidal field
components into each other which implies some kind
of helical motion. The classic candidate for this. sug
gested by Parker (1955) is the passive advcction of
fields by helical convective motions. Later, alterna
tive mechanisms for an a-effect were also proposed,
based on a dynamic interaction of field am! motions
(see Section 4.3 below). A general property of those
mechanisms is that a turns out to be positive in
the bulk of the solar convective zone in the north
ern hemisphere. while it tends to be ncgatin· in r hr
stably stratified laver below. (Being a pseudoscalar.
o changes sign between hernispheres.)

Tho shear 0. associated with differential rotation.
in turn, winds up the poloidal field into a toroidal
component. \Yithout the Cl and n terms W(' would
be left with a diffusivelv deca~·ing field, so at least
one of these terms is nccessarv for dynamo action in
both equations. Depending 011which. if anv, of the'
dynamo terms in (-!) is discarded, we distinguish o".
nil and o2D dvn.uuos. n:! .lvnamos can lH' shown
to gin• rise to non-oscillatory behaviour and toroidal
and poloidal field amplitude's of the same order of
magnitude which docs not agree with the properties
of the solar dynamo. Thus. in what follows we \\·ill
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concentrate on an dynamos, neglecting the second
term on the r.h.s. of (4). (Note, however, that under
more general conditions than those considered here,
oscillatory a2 dynamos can also be constructed, as
pointed out recently by Schubert & Zhang 2000.)

Assuming that beside a and /3, 00 can also be
regarded constant, the system (3--4) is homogenous
and linear, admitting wavelike solutions of the form

B = B0 exp [i(wt - kx)]

A.= A.0 exp [i(wt - kx + 6)]

(5)

(6)

where w = wn + iw1 is a complex frequency while
all other variables are real. w 11, A.0 and Bo can he
taken to be non-negative without loss of generality.
Introducing the (signed) Reynolds numbers

Ro. = n/iJk (7)

as well as the dynamo number and the nondimen
sional frequency

D =Re.Rn w=w/f3k2 (8)

and substituting the Ausatz (5 G) into (3 4) we find

(1 + i0).-1o = k-1 R1,B0 e-ir\ (9)

(1 + iw)B0 = -ik,RoA.0 ci6 (10)

The product of these latter equations is

(1 + i:.:.:)2 = -iDkr/k (11)

As only k; app(•arc in (HJ), 110 unstable modes
(self-excited field or ..dynamo waves") oxist with
k; = 0. Remembering the way we oriented our x
axis this implies that dynamo uiaues propaqat» along
isorotationol .rnrf1Lccs. But in which direction" The
imaginary part of (11) reads

2::::11(1 - 01) = -Dk,/k (12)

As tor unstable 111od('S(sclf-cxri tc'.d field or ..clvnamo
wavos'") JJ1 ::; (L (12) .\·idds the important result

J,·,.D < IJ, (13)

known as the Parker Yoshinmra sign rule. Thus.
e.g. in the northern hr-rnisphnr« «quatorward propa
gation (k,. > 0) implies D < (J. With a posi t iv« o, as
is t.ho casC' int he hulk of the' ronvoct.ive zone. this im
p!iC's iJ,.O < 0. an outward (kcrC'asing rotational rate.
This was indeed t llC' µ,c'IH'rnl('XJH'c·tation for r.h« solar
internal ror ar ioual la1\· 111r.h« lDGU's and lCJIO's.

ThC' solution of ( l l) is

0 =I± (1 - i)(-Uk,/2k)1/:2 (Ll)

Fe Jr unsr ahlc mode's obviouslv the plus sign applies.
So t.h« grm\'th rar o is

- ::.,'I = (- Dk, I2J..:) I /:2 - 1 (15)
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Unstable modes thus exist when IDI 2: 2 in nondi
mensional units. As according to equation (8) IDI
decreases with k, it is the lowest k modes, with a
scale comparable to the solar radius R8 that have
the highest growth rate and will dominate the so
lution. (Note that this implies that our formalism,
derived for the limit kr sine --+ oo, is strictly speak
ing invalid for these modes -nevertheless it may still
be used for general guidance.)

Note that when w1 = 0, WR = 1 follows from (14):
the period of the critical mode is thus just the
diffusive timescale corresponding to R8. Esti
mating ex and Dz on the basis of helical convection
and the observed differential rotation, D proves to be
order of unity for a convection zone dynamo, show
ing that the dynamo is indeed approximately critical,
and thus naturally explaining the agreement of the
cycle period with the diffusive timescale.
Finally, let us note that it is straightforward to

work out from the above formulae that for an equa
torward propagating wave, the phase of the radial
field component relative to the toroidal field is -3n / 4
if ex > 0 in the northern hemisphere and 7r / 4 other
wise (Stix 1976).

Taken altogether, the above considerations showed
that for the expected positive ex-effect in the solar
convective zone, assuming an inwards increasing ro
tational rate, one can correctly reproduce the cycle
period, the equatorward branches of the butterfly di
agram as a dynamo wave, and the low-latitude phase
relationship. (The high-latitude poleward branch
could obviously be reproduced by assuming arn > 0
there, though this line was not pursued, relying on
the Babcock-Leighton approach instead.) All this
gave the impression that, missing details apart, the
basic mechanism of the solar dynamo is well under
stood.

2.2. Crisis

The first warning signs that something is amiss be
gan to appear towards 1970, with the realization that
most of the magnetic flux in the solar photosphere,
and presumably below, is present in a strongly in
termittent form, concentrated into strong flux tubes
(Weiss 1964, Sheeley 1966, Stenflo 1973, Howard &
Stenfio 1972). Flux tube theory developed in the
1970's and it became clear that for thicker fiux bun
dles, owing to their lower surface/volume ratio, vol
ume forces such as buoyancy, curvature and Corio
lis forces dominate over the drag of the surrounding
plasma fiows acting on the surface. These tubes can
then move largely independently of the surrounding
fiows, invalidating simple one-fiuid descriptions like
mean field theory. Thus, solar magnetic fields can
be divided into two components: passive fields, con
sisting of thin fiux fibrils, that move passively with

the flow owing to the drag and are the subject of
mean field theory; and active fields, consisting of
thick flux bundles moving under the action of vol
ume forces. And the characteristics of large active
regions strongly suggested that they are essentially
(fragmented) loops formed on toroidal flux bundles
of 1022Mx which clearly fall in the active category,
outside the jurisdiction of mean field models.
What is more, Parker (1975) called attention to

the fact that such fiux bundles cannot be stored in
the convective zone for a time scale comparable to
the cycle period, being subject to buoyant instabil
ities that can rapidly remove the whole tube from
the zone. The only place to store these tubes is near
the bottom of the convective zone, especially in the
stably stratified but still turbulent lower overshoot
layer below it. Toroidal fiux tubes lying here may
still develop finite-wavelength buoyant instabilities
that may give rise to loops erupting through the con
vective zone into the atmosphere, producing active
regions. This scenario has gained firm foundations
with the first nonlinear calculation of the emergence
of such loops through the convective zone (Moreno
Insertis 1986), and such flux emergence models have
by now evolved into an independent chapter of the
global dynamo problem. In the present review we
will not deal with this topic in detail (see the review
by :VIoreno-Insertis 1994), even though fiux emer
gence models are the only real "success story" of dy
namo theory since the 1960's. While many details
are still unclear, by now these models can reproduce
sunspot proper motions and active region fiux distri
butions to a quite convincing detail. A very robust
main conclusion from the models, of great impor
tance for the global dynamo, is that in order to re
produce the observed characteristics of active regions
the toroidal fiux tubes must have a field stregth of
about 105G -an order of magnitude higher than
the turbulent equipartition field in the deep convec
tive zone. Explaining the origin of such strong fields
is a major challenge for dynamo theory.

Guided by these realizations, in the 1980's the first
attempts were made to construct dynamos operating
in the lower overshoot layer. The unknown profiles
of a and the differential rotation, however, greatly
impeded progress, allowing a far too wide parameter
space to play with. Therefore, attempts were made
to numerically simulate the whole convective zone.
with a consistent picture of differential rotation, heli
cal convection, and dynamo (Glatzrnaier 1985). ;\'ev
ertheless, the results (poleward propagating dynamo
waves) were at odds with the observations, and when
finally even the predicted differential rotation profile
(constant on cylinders) was proven wrong by helio
seismic measurements (constant on cones), the sim
ulational approach was abandoned (cf. the remarks
in Section 5).



On the other hand, the helioseismic determination
of internal differential rotation gave new impetus to
mean field dynamo theory. Those inversions clearly
showed that most of the shear (the !I-effect) is con
centrated in a thin layer near the bottom of the con
vective zone, known as the tachocline. This was seen
as further evidence that a thin layer situated about
200 000 km below the solar surface is of key impor
tance for the working of the solar dynamo. Depend
ing on the physical viewpoint we study it from, this
layer is alternatively called dynamo layer, overshoot
layer or tachocline In the present review for sim
plicity I will refer to it as the DOT (Dynamo
Overshoot i-+ Tachocline) layer.

Table 1: A classification scheme for solar dynamo mod
els

Migration due to

dynamo flux
wave transport

-0
<l.J

a "5

.c IF BL-0 ·5cro v;

es -0
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0 ro
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[/) P.. OL CPo:

0
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3. MAIN FAMILIES OF MODELS

Solar mean field dynamo theory in the past decades
gave rise to a bewildering variety of models. :\'ever
theless, all recent models (i.e. those using the he
lioseismic rotation law ) can be classified into just
four main types according to a plausible classifica
tion scheme (Table 1 and Figure 2). On« classifi
cation parameter here divides the models according
to whether they still interpret the butterfly diagram
as a dynamo wave just like the orthodox convection
zone dynamos did, or if they substitute that with
some flux transport mechanism (meridional circula
tion or pumping). The other parameter in turn di
vides the models according to whether the n- and D
effects are cospatial or "distributed", i.e. thov take
place in different (adjacent or very distant) parts of
the model volume. The resulting four model tvpes
arc as follows.

3.1. Cospatial wave models: OL
dynamos

\Viddy known as "ovorshoot layer" or OL dynamos.
these are perhaps the most conservative models that
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simply replant the concepts of the convective zone
dynamos of the 1960's and 70' into the DOT layer.
As the helioseisrnic inversions show D,.n > 0 at low
latitudes, these models need to assume n < ()to get
the right migration directions. This assumption is
rather plausible in the DOT layer for several different
physical mechanisms for a. The state-of-the-art in
this approach is represented by the model of Rudiger
& Brandenburg (1995).

Successes:

The buttcrflv diagram COIIWS out right. The
Parker-Yoshimura rule leads to polar and equa
torial branches separated at the corotational
latitude, as observed.

Difficu.ltics:
The low-latitude phase dilemma: as now a <
0, r.h« radial field is found to be nearly in phase
with the toroidal field, instead of being in an
tiphase as observed.

The cycle period tends to be too short for
thin layer models. This is basically because
the same amount of differential rotation is now
concentrated in a much thinner layer, leading
to much stronger shear and much higher dy
namo numbers. This may IH· compensated by
reducing n, e.g. by arguing that, as nonlin
ear dfrcts act via a quenching of the a and
n mechanisms, it is natural to expect that af
ter saturation the dynamo will be effectively
critical. Yet the degree to which the nonlin
earity can increase the cycle period depends a
lot. on the assumptions made, and in general
it does not seem sufficient (Rudiger 1994). At
any rate, cortniu "tricks". such as using an o2 n
dynamo (Gilman et al. 1089) or introducing an
intcrmittoncc factor (Rudiger & Brandenburg
1~)95), e<111save the models, but then the crude
rnincid<'llC<' of the period with tho lateral dif
fusiv« t irncscalc is coincidental.

For ;t11 rqnatorial coufiurunout of strong fields
t.lu: n-effc·ct needs to b(' arbitrarily confined
to low latitudes. :\'evPrthclcss, such n-
distributions arc indocd found in some calcu
lations (cf. Schmitt 1993).

3.2. Distributed wave models: IF
dynamos

Parker ( 1D~J:3)sugf!,csted a dynamo where the diffu
sivitv discontiuuouslv varies by rnanv orders of mag
nitude across a surface. The rr-cffcct operates on
tho high-diffusivity side of t.lu: interface, while then
effcct (shear) is limited tot he low-diffusivity side. He
showed that under these conditions a dynamo wave
can IH' oxrit ed. obeying the Parkor-Yoshinnn a sign
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~ Dynamo wave

- - - - - - - - ->- Meridionai circulation

Pumping

Buoyant emergence

Figure 2: Sctu.nuit.i« illustration of the main features of uuiiu solar d.nnoino Tiu: stl.c:s of n and 0 ctf'u:ls
awl loroidal/polozdal field transport m crluitiisms and directions arc shown ui a nu.rulional 1r11.ad'1'11Jc. The internal lny1Ts
11111Tkcrl sclicmutu.ollu an. from the inside outwards. tlu nuluit.inr.. DOT aiu! conrrctn:e la.nrr», OL: Overshoot layer
dy11.1111ws: IF: Interjoc« dynamos: CP: Cospatiol pumpiru; uuulrls: BL: B11/wo1·k-Lc1ghton type inodcls:



rule. The a t.trar.ti ye fe•atu re of this model is that the·
toroidal field generatPd 011 the low diffusivitv sido can
be made arbit.rarilv strong by reducing the value of
magnetic diffusivity thoro. Thus. t.h« origin of 10'' G
fields could he explained.

Parker's analytic. plane parallel model has been
extended to more roalisr ic situations and incorpo
rated in full solar dynamo models in a number of pit
pns (Charbonneau & \lac:Gregor 1997. \Iarkid &
Thomas 1999). C nfort una t elv. th« rosul ts arr: so11H'
\Y hit t contradicrorv m\·ing to numerical problems r<'
lat.ed to modelling the discontinuitv. In this rout.ext
we· may perhaps nor o that the main physical diffor
eilC<' of the~s<' IF models compared to thr: 0 L mod
els is the spatial separation ofn and n. TIH· intro
duction of <t discontinuitv between tlu:m is an itddc·d
feature that urn simplifv the analytic truat mont but
at t h« same time complicate t.h« numerical c:itlc11la
tions. A model whore- the cliffusivit y is continuouslv
dist ributnd. albeit wit h ii sharp grndient. wit h n and
\I COllCe~nt.ratc•d Oil r ho t \\"()sides of this gradient. tu.iv
wol! IH' worth considering. Beside• be~ing more- re-al
isr ir. such it model might also avoid the numorira l
problems nu-ur ionorl.

S11.ffC8SCS."

Strong toroidal fic•lcb can lJC' roadilv oxplainc-d.

Diffir:nltin:
At t.h« present stage. numerical difficulties pro
vail. An evaluar.ion of the phvsiral porforuuuue
of t!IC' models will 011h· brpossibl« aft or thr-«:
arr: resolved.

3.3. Cospatial transport models: CP
dynamos

In au inhomogeneous modiurn. r ho proper oxprossion
of {is morr- general t.han oquarioi: (2). t h« scalars
n and ("3 lH'iug subst iruu-d by r.ousorin l <'xprc•ssiolls.
A t ousorial /i-t crrn in (2) can r hon altcruat ivolv lJC'
wrir tr-u as

whor« n = Tr ii. the Ltst rorm is t !lC'vectorial product
r-quivalcnt oft he acr iou of the ant isvnuncr.ric part of
ci ou B, and !\sis r hr- svnunetrir: .uu] tracdC'ss part of
ci. Substituting (2) into (1) ,,-e S<'<'that the rolo of---:
is a!lalogucms to that of U. i.e. it Iorrnallv dc•scrihc•s
an .ulvcr.tion of the nr.umetic field. This dfc·ct is
calh-d the (uorrual ) ptnnpttu; of tho field alollg t lw
inhomogenr-itv. The· (I s-t<'rm rau !JC' shown to gin·
ris« to a similar cffoct with t.h« difference that t.hr
sign of the transport dqHmds 011 tho orient at1011 of
t ho field component perpendicular to the pumping
direct ion (anomalous pumping: sc'<' Potrovav FJ9-! for
a ckt ailed discussion}.
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It must he strc•ssed that t.ho descriptions using a
tensorial alpha and t hose- 11si11gpumping eff<'cts are
formally equivalent. The advantago of the pumping
formalism is that it helps OIH' to get a physical "'feel
inu" of the prorcssos at work.

Depending Oil t h« particular inhomogenoirv asso
ciated with the pumping. one can speak of de•nsit_1·
pumping, turbulent pumping de. It was sugg<~ste•cl
by Krivoclubskij S.: Kicha t.iuov ( IDD 1) that. inst «ad
of a ppm ling to a dvn.uuo wav«, t.h« field rnigrat ion
pat torus «an also lH' iur orprot cd lrv ckllsity pumping.
dircxt c•d t owards t h« mt at ioual axis for poloirlal Iiclds
and a\vay from it for toroidal fields. This pump
ing is Sl!]J]JOSe'd to Cl]JC'ri\1<'throughout the «onvorrivc
ZOIH'. inst «ad of 1H'i11grnnfiilC'd to the: DOT lavr-r. A
ruoro d<·taik-d modr-l along t hes<' lines has n•cc•11t!_1·
boen constructed hv Kit chatinov d a]. ( 1999). \\"hile
the· model rcprod1H·e•s woll t.hr- phas<' relation for the
rorsionnl oscill;1t ions. it deH's not C'\'C'IIaddress q1lC'S
r ious such as t hr origin of tho ckc•p-sC'ated toroidal
field. Tims. while t h« h;1siC"conrx-pt is interest ing. at
rho pn•se'!lt stag<' this ··cospi1ti;d pumping .. approach
cannot !JC' reginclc·d as a soriou« aspuant fur t hr- <'X
planation oft h« ,u,lohal dvn.uuo.

3.4. Distributed transport models: BL
dynamos

TIH•sc• ilr<' gc·ne'!"itlh· known as "Babcock -Leighton
t ,-pc•" lllodC'ls (!IC'IIC"e'the· 13L rndc•). Whil« t hov in
dc•C'd grc·\\· out of t !IC'S<'n1ic•mpirical approach of Bah
cork (I %1) i1!1!] L<•ighton ( lDG-!) t.o t lu- solar c:-·de.
rhov did get il lot morr- radir.al in t.h« 199(J's. In
dec·d. in the C'l"itof c-011\"c'Ctivt: ZOIH' .lvnarnos. in the
l!)(i(J"s aud /(h. tlll' Balxoc'k-Lc-ight ou appro.uh \\"ilS
not sc•c•n as IH'cc•ssarih· ronllictiur; wit h rh« d\·11a1110
wav« t hoorv of t!IC' rvrk-. \\"ith a dvu.uuo opcr.u iug
thnJ11glio11t t lio C"(Jn\·c·C"tin•zm1C'. t h« n-effpct c·itl!S<'d
by t lie- in.liu.u ion of act iv.- rc•gion ilXC'Srelative t ci E
\\'(which is t ho ccirnc•rstOIH' of this approarh l could
lJC'c·onsidcred as lwlical convort ion ca11ght in t ho act:
and ill his mat lu-mnr ic.al forruulat ion of the 111odC'l
Le~igl1to11 (19Gl) oxplicir.lv assumed that tho toroidal
Iiold 111igraticm is t ho rr-sul t of a dynamo \\"ii vr. It
\\"<tsonlv t l«: polow.ud migrar ion oft ho poloid.il Iiold
that \1·as mr orprr-u«! in 1<·n11s of ;i l.u ornl t r.msport .

In subsc-qtu-nt \Trsio11s of t!IC' model. nu-ridioual
ci1"C"11lat.i011pl.ivs t l!C' m.uu role' ill t r.uisport i11,u,the
poloidal fields to t.lu- polc•s IIC'ar t.ho surfac«. ,\11d
from lwn· it \\"ilS just CJIH'step to cl(JS<' t hr- cirdc· .uid
assumr: t.har tlu- dc•c•p roturn How of moridiou.il cir
C"11Lttion is J"C'S]HJ!lsihl<' for t hr: c•q11aton\·ard drift of
r.lu- toroidal field. This step. 111adC' In· \Yan,u, rl al.
(l!J!JI) was radiC"a] indcx«]: it. rc•pn•srntcd t lic- first
bronk with t.h« c.monical int.crprc-t.u.ion of t lw li11t
t r-rllv diagralll as a dvu.uuo wav«. gc'IH'riilh· <l("("<'ptc•d
for 1hn·e decadc·s.
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The model essentially works like a conveyor belt:
the poleward meridional circulation near the surface
transports the poloidal fields towards the poles at
high latitudes, giYing rise to the poleward branch of
the butterfly diagram. At the poles, the fields are
advected down to the bottom of the convective zone
where the shear converts them into toroidal fields
that get amplified while advected towards the equa
tor. Once these are strong enough, they are sup
posed to form buoyantly emerging loops at low lat
itudes that give rise to active regions, the Coriolis
force lending an inclination to the loop planes, i.e.
introducing an a-effect, and thus regenerating the
poloidal field.

More recent versions of the model (Choudhuri
et al. 1995, Dikpati & Charbonneau 1999) have de
veloped it into an internally consistent modelling ap
proach with the ambition of yielding a complete de
scription of the solar cycle. As such, this family of
models is at present the most serious competitor of
the OL class.

Successes:
- The low-latitude confinement of strong activity

comes out rather naturally. (The toroidal field
is amplified by shear as it is advected equator
ward.)

- A tolerable reproduction of the extended but
terfly diagram (although the latitude where the
two branches part tends to be too high). Note,
however. that the original (one-dimensional)
Babcock-Leighton models gave a much closer
fit to the observed migration patterns, which
was their main asset. In the extension to two
dimensions, BL dynamos had to sacrifice this
achievement.

Diffirnlties:
- The agreement of the corotational latitude
with the latitude where the butterfly branches
diverge must be considered coincidental (if re
produced at all).

- The a-effect is confined to the surface. This is
probably unrealistic even for flux tube alpha,
cf. the discussion in Section 4.3 below.

The model, as all models relying on a flux tube
alpha, is not self-exciting. as this a-effect works
for strong fields only. It needs another dynamo
mechanism to "kick it in".

A serious problem is that the approach only
works with an unrealistically low value for the
turbulent diffusivity in the convective zone.
3 ~ 10 krn2 /s. (This is needed to keep the
two parts of the "conveyor belt" separated.
In fact the main difference between the BL
and IF models is that the separated seats of

a and !1 communicate by diffusion in the IF
models.) There is no justification for such
a low value. On physical grounds, .8 ~
0.5lv ::: 500 km/ /s is expected -indeed, even
the one-dimensional Babcock-Leighton models
predicted 600 krn2 /s. According to the contro
versial proposal of Vainshtein & Rosner (1991),
011 the other hand, the diffusivity should have
been quenched by many orders of magnitude to
values far lower than those used in the BL mod
els. (Note that by now this question has been
settled: diffusivity suffers no strong quenching
in realistic, intermittent fields in three dimen
sions, Gruzinov & Diamond 1994, Petrovay &
Zsarg6 1998.)
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Figure 3: Steamy window: with realistic turbulent trans
port parnmeters. an arbitrary time-dependent poloulal
field pattern imposed at the bottom of the convective zone
is rejicct.cd, somcuiluii blurred, at the surface. After
Pctrovtu, E1Szakrily (1999)

One mav wonder if the effect of the strong dif
fusive link can be reduced by some kind of se
lective field pumping that would keep the t\YO
fide! components apart. Petrovay S: Szakaly
(1999) investigated this possibility in a model
of poloidal field transport. incorporating all
known transport effects (circulation. diffusion.
turbulent pumping, density pumping). It turns
out that diffusion is dominant. forging such a
strong link between the DOT region and the
surface that anv migration pattern imposed at
the bottom will be reflected at the top (Fig. 3).



This seems to represent a serious difficultv for
I3L models.

4. KEY ISSUES

4.1. Structure of the DOT region
It is obvious from the above model descriptions that
a thorough understanding of the structure and dy
namics of the DOT layer is crucial for advance in so
lar dynamo theory. Lnfortunately, at present \\'P do
not have a reliable model for this layer. As a compli
cated interplay of convection, rotation and magnetic
fields is expected there. as a first step one would ex
pect to develop models for just one aspect of till'
problem: a model for overshoot with no rotation
and magnetic fields: a non-magnetic model for the
t.achocline with 110 overshoot; etc. Nevertheless. W('

lack ovon such simplistic models. and surprisingly lit
tle effort is made to construct them.

In the case of overshoot. the way to construct
such a model is in principle well known: it consists
in solving a conveniently truncated hierarchy of the
Reynolds stress equations. Marik & Petrovay (2000)
present preliminary results from a numerical study
of this problem.

Helioseismic inversions show that the thickness
of the tachoclino is about 0.1 flc,i· This is p11Z
zling, as even in the absence of turbulent diffu
sion, the Eddington - Sweet circulation should hav«
mixed these layers enough in 4.6 · lO!l yoars to ex
tend the t.achocline to much gn'atcr depths (Spiogr-l
S: Zahn 1992). It is most often assumed that the
solution to this "thin tachoclino problem" resides
in anisotropic turbulence: an extremely strong hor
izontal anisotropy would indeed effectively smooth
out horizontal gradients without contributing much
to tho vertical transport. I3ut in view of strong
nonlinear mode coupling in turbulence, such an ex
treme anisotropy seems dubious. Forgacs-Dajka &
Petrovay (2000) explore the alternative possibilitv
that the nccessarv horizontal momentum trans for
is due to an inverse .\-effect: however, the rwces
sarv amplitude ofA proves even more unrealistically
large. Magnetic decoupling of the envelope from the
radiative interior is a third explanation put forward
bv Rudiger & Kit.chatinov (1997).

4.2. High-latitude field patterns

In order to be able to decide between various dynamo
models, one needs an issue on which they yield con
fiicting predictions that arc relatively easy to t.ost.
One such case is the migration of the toroidal field at
high latitudes. In dynamo wave: (OL and IF) models
at high latitudes all field components migrate pole
wards. following the Parker Yoshimura rule. In con
trast, the toroidal field in I3L models typically shows

l l

an cquatorward migration. advcctod by the return
How of meridional circulation near the bottom of the
convective zone. Thus. if a clear signature of mi
grating high-latitude toroidal fields were found. this
could solve the problem in cit her way, depending on
tho direction of migration. It is ofr.on claimed (e.g.
Harvey 1994) that high latitude ephemeral active re
gions show an oquatorward migration. I3ut a closer
cxaniina ti on of such claims shows that they arc based
only on tho fact that high latitude ephemeral regions
as a whole tend to lie in the backwards extension
of the low-latitude buttvrfiv "wings" (just as polar
faculae do). and not on a dct ailed studv of migra
tiou patterns anuruq high-latitude regions onlv. On
the other hand. Callebaut & Makarov (1992) claim
that at least 50 7c of polar Iaculae (well known for
their poleward drift) correspond to dipoles with a
proforoutinl east \\'l'St oiir-nt at.ion , thus forming part
of t.he toroidal field. It has evr-n been claimed that
the highest-latitude part of the sunspot butterfly di
agram also shows a poleward drift (Becker 1959). A
clarification of this issue would clearly be important.

A related problem is the origin of ephemeral ac
t ive regions in general. If thov are used as magnetic
tracers we would obviously like to know what kind
of field do thev trace?

4.3. Origin and profile of o

It is sometimes claimed that the origin of the n
c>ffcct assumed is a basic difference between vari
ous dynamo models. so that excluding a certain n
mechanism amounts to excluding a dynamo varietv,
In reality, om knowlodg« of all possible types of n
('ff('cts is so scarce that wildly differing o-profilos can
he derived for tho same- mechanism, depending 011

particular muddling assumptions. And vice vc-rsa: a
giv('n profile, used as input in a dynamo model, may
be t.ho consoquenro of various n-nwchanisms.

Xlore in-depth studv oft ho possible o-rncchanisms
that can reduce this uncorr.aiuty could nevert.heless
really bo used to constrain dynamo models in tho
future. For now. I will arguC' that, indcpendout lv of
its mechanism. n should be oxpectcd to be «onccn
t.ratcd towards the bottom of the convective zone. or
at least to porvad« it uniformlv (and not to be con
ceutruted to the surface. ;is assumed in I3L models).
Let us SP(' this for the' three o-merh.unsms that have
been proposed.

Cyclonic convection. In this classic varic-t v
of the n-l'ff('c:t. proposed bv Parker (EJS5). n
results from t lio effrct of rotation 011 com·('C
t ion. so it. increases wi th the' Coriolis number.
peaking near the bottom of tho solar convcct ivc
zone'. Its sign is positive in the unstable lavor
and ncgati vc in tho overshoot layer below.
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- Magnetostrophic waves. This mechanism
was proposed by Schmitt (1987) specifically
to suggest an alternative a-mechanism for the
overshoot layer that will not be suppressed by
the strong toroidal fields there. It consists
in growing helical waves and its sign is neg
ative, as required by the dynamo wave models.
More detailed calculations of its profile were
performed by Ferriz Mas & Schussler (1994),
though the results may rely too heavily on
the background stratification of the (incorrect)
overshoot model used.

- Flux loop alpha. The magnetix flux loops
emerging through the convective zone and cre
ating the active regions are essentially large
amplitude nonlinear versions of the above men
tioned unstable magnetostrophic waves, giving
rise to a similar (but positive) a-effect. It
is clear that after their decay, owing to their
tilt, active regions contribute to the passive
poloidal field. But is this contribution lim
ited to the surface, or do the "feet" of the
loop similarly decay, down to the bottom of
the convective zone? This problem relates to
the next subsection, but one expects that the
eroding action of external turbulence (Petrovay
& Moreno-Insertis 1997) will lead to the de
cay of the whole loop, thereby extending the
a-effect clown to its footpoints. In fact, our
turbulent erosion calculations show that 90%
of the magnetic flux in an emerging flux loop
is lost before it reaches the surface! This lost
flux, already submitted to the action of Corio
lis force, should contribute to the poloidal field
and to the a-effect far more than the actual
active regions. And then we did not even men
tion the possibility of "failed active regions":
flux loops that, their field strengths being too
weak, never make it to the surface (Petrovay &
Szakaly 1993, Moreno-Insertis et al. 1995). All
this strongly speaks for a flux loop n concen
trated to the bottom of the convective zone.

- Unstable Rossby waves. Recently, Dik
pati & Gilman (2000) considered a shallow
water model of the tachocline, analysing
the behaviour of small perturbations of its
geostrophic equilibrium state. They find that
such large-scale perturbations are unstable if
the subadiabaticity is low enough and they are
characterized by a correlation between the ver
tical components of velocity and vorticity, i.e.
by a non-vanishing mean helicity. In other
words, these perturbations essentially behave
like global-scale unstable Rossby waves, and
owing to their mean helicity they can be ex
pected to yield an a-effect.

4.4. The ultimate fate of emerged flux

This problem is interesting in its own right, as well as
because of its importance for the a-effect problem.
Once the active region has decayed, what happens
to the "trunks" of the magnetic trees'? Will thev
just stay there, "bleeding"? Will they reconnect and
be drawn back below the convective zone? Or will
they also decay? As indicated above, the turbulent
erosion models (Petrovay & Moreno-Insertis 1997)
seem to support the latter possibility. At any rate,
thorough observational studies of the active region
decay (cf. the review by van Driel-Gesztelyi 1999)
may shed more light on this problem.

5. CONCLUSION: ...AND THE
SIMULATIONS?

As \YC have seen, there is still no really convincing
answer to the question "What makes the Sun tick?".
Several conflicting approaches exist, none of which
can fully explain the observed features of the solar
cycle and all of which rely on some more or less arbi
trary assumptions. In contrast to the optimistic out
look of about three decades ago, nothing seems safe
now, not even the dynamo wave origin of the sunspot
butterfly diagram. And the prospects do not seem
to promise a spectacular change in this situation in
the near future.
A number of previous reviews (c.g. Weiss 1994)

expressed the view that the ultimate solution to the
solar dynamo problem should be expected from nu
merical hydrodynamical simulations. So the reader
may ask: why was the simulational approach hardly
even mentioned in this review'? Why is it that only
mean field models were treated? The answer does
not lie in the (undeniable) bias of the author but in
the fact that in the past decade there simply have not
been any numerical simulations constructed with the
ambition of producing a global model for the solar
cycle. As we indicated above, such attempts were
made back in the 1980's; but, after their failure in
reproducing the butterfly diagram and the internal
rotation profile became clear, this line of research
was completely abandoned. Those very few hydro
dynamical simulations in the 1990's that had some
direct bearing on the solar dynamo problem aimed at
the modelling of smaller volumes inside the convec
tive zone with the main purpose of studying the fine
structure and transport of the magnetic field (Nord
lund et al. 1992, Tobias et al. 1998, Dorch & Nord
lund 2000).
The belief in the "miraculous healing power" of

simulations may indeed have been too zealous be
fore. After all, even in an ideal future where an in
finite computing potential would make it feasible to



make a 3D direct numerical simulation of the whole
Sun for 4.6 ·109 vears, the result would have no more
direct benefit for us (apart from demonstrating that
the laws of classical magnetohydrodynamics are in
deed sufficient to describe solar phenomena) than of
fering a chance to determine any physical quantity
at any internal point of our star with arbitrarv pre
cision. This feat. though far beyond the possibilities
of contemporary observational solar physics, is still
basically experimental work that. though important.
in no way can substitute "real" theory.

And yet. the other extreme, represented bv the
present complete abandonment of the simulatioual
approach, is just as lament able as its opposite. This
is especially so as the great advance in the geocly
namo problem I referred to in the Introduction can
mainly bo attributed to the success of numerical sim
ulations. The following pseudo-historical quote by
Borges fits nicely the present situation in this re
spect.

Jorge Luis I3orgcs:
On Rigour in Science

...In that Empire. the A.rt of Cartogrnpln- achieved
such Periect.ion that the 111apof a single Provine»:oc
cupied a 1d10Je City, and the map of the Enipire. a
1d10fo Province. 1Fith t.iuio. these Gigantic Maps
proved unsa tisiectory and the Colleges of Cartog
raphers set up a .\lap of tlu: Empire that unc! the
size of the Empire and coincided with it point lff

point. Less addicted to tlu: Study of Cartography.
the Following Generations considered this exte11sin'
.\lap useless and, not without. Disrespect. tlicv a/Jan
denied it to tlie .Uern· of tlu: Sun and of the Seasons.
In the 1Festern deserts /Jrnken Ruins of tlu: .\fop still
persist, i11lw/Jitcclby A.niwals and Beggars; in all the
Country 110 other Rclict« of the Geogrnpliic Disci
plines rcrnain.

Si .\1rnz },IJRA:\"DA: Via.Jes de iuuoru:« priulerites,
libro cuart.o. cap.XL\'. Lcrida. 1G58
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THE SOLAR CYCLE IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP!
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ABSTRACT

The solar rotation in the upper third of the convec
tion zone shows a temporal variation that is clearly
related to the solar cycle and resembles the so-called
"torsional oscillation" known from measurement of
the solar surface. Near the base of the convect.ion
zone, the equatorial rotation rate shows a tempo
ral variation with a period of about l.:l years. The
strong correlation between the even-a coefficients,
which sense the aspherici ty of the Sun, and the cor
responding component of the surface magnetic field
appears to be an effect of the solar surface. The total
mode energy decreases substantially with increasing
activity, while the total energy supply rate decreases
only slightly. We speculate that the excess of the
supplied energy might contribute to the irradiance
variation.

Key words: Sun: activity; Sun: interior; Sun: oscil
lations.

1. INTRODUCTION

With helioseismic observations from the Global Os
cillation Network Group (GONG) project and the
Solar Oscillations Investigation (SOI) using the
Michelson Doppler Irnager (MDI) aboard the So
lar and Heliospheru: Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft
covering about five years, we have data sets available
which allow us to study the solar interior and its tem
poral variation with unprecedented detail. Here, we
present a brief summary of recent results.

The acoustic modes arc described in spherical har
monics characterized by the radial order n, the num
ber of nodes in radial direction, the degree I, the
number of node lines on the solar surface, and the
azimuthal order m, the number of node lines through
the poles. Each (n, l) multiplet contains (21 + 1)
modes of different m. The degeneracy of these modes

*Operated by AURA, Inc. under a cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation

is lifted by symmetry-breaking processes such as ro
tation and asphericity. The frequencies Vnlrn of the
modes within a multiplet are usually expressed as an
expansion in orthogonal polynomials:

}max
~ (1)

Vnlm = lint + ~ aj (n, l) Pj (m) ,
j=l

where lint is the central mode frequency, the ppl(m)
are orthogonal polynomials, for example Legendre or
Clebsch-Gordan (see Ritzwoller & Lavely, 1991 and
Schou et al., 1994), and aj(n,l) are the so-called a
coefficients. The odd-order coefficients describe the
internal rotation of the Sun, while the even-order co
efficients sense the asphericity of the solar structure,
expressed in parameters such as sound speed or tem
perature.

(1)

The acoustic modes are thought to be stochastically
excited by the release of acoustic energy from sources
near the top of the turbulent convection zone (see, for
example, Rast, 1999 and Stein & Nordlund, 1998).
The mode area and width, as measured in a power
spectrum, can be used to estimate the combined
kinetic and potential mode energy and the rate at
which energy is supplied to the modes.

In the following sections, we briefly describe the
GONG and MDI data sets and the analysis tech
mqucs. We then focus on the temporal variations
found in hclioseismic observations. We discuss the
temporal variation of the internal solar rotation, the
variation of the even-a coefficients, and finally the
variation of the mode energy and the energy supply
rate.

2. DATA AND ANALYSIS

We used 45 GONG data sets processed through the
GONG pipeline (Hill et al., 1996) covering the pe
riod l 995 May 7 to 1999 December 23. Each data set
covers I08 days and consecutive data sets overlap by
36 days. The mode parameters for each mode, char
acterized by radial order n, spherical harmonic de
gree l , and azimuthal order m, were estimated from

l'roi. f '' Solilr & Sf'"' c \\"eillhcr Furocontrrcncc. "F/11·S11/i1rCvc!« 11111/ 'lcrrrstnol ( "/1111///c Si111/11Cm: d1· Trucri]«, 1rn1'1"1/c. S/)(1111
25 29 September 2Ullll 1FS\ S/'-Hi.i. Dcccmhcr 201!1!)
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Figure 1. Top: Temporal and latitudinal variatzon of the residual rotation rate at radius 0.99R0 (after subtract
ing a temporal average) of the combined GONG and MDI data sets. Bottom: The magnetic flux from NSO Kitt
Peak synoptic maps symmetrized around the equator (dark grey indicates high activity).

the 108-day power spectra using the standard GONG
analysis (Anderson, Duvall, & Jefferies, 1990), which
fits modes up to l = 150. We used only fits that
passed the quality tests of the peak-fitting algorithm
described in detail by Hill et al. (1998). The fre
quencies within each multiplet were then fitted to a
polynomial series to obtain the a coefficients. The
MDI data sets consist of 18 non-overlapping 72-day
time series covering the period 1996 May 1 to 2000
April, 9, with two interruptions due to problems with
the SOHO satellite. From the MDI data, the a coef
ficients were determined by directly fitting the mul
tiplets in Fourier spectra up to l = 200 (Schou et al.,
1994)

The odd-a coefficent sets were inverted using the two
dimensional regularized least-squares (RLS) method
and the two-dimensional subtractive optimally local
ized averages (OLA) method (Schou et al., 1998, and
references therein), resulting in estimates of the ro
tation rate on, for example, a 51 x 49 point grid
in radius and latitude. The grid points are spaced
evenly in latitude. while the radial spacing depends
on the sound speed and, as a consequence, the grid
points are more closely spaced near the surface. To

calculate rotation-rate residuals, we subtracted an
error-weighted temporal mean, calculated for each
grid point, from the inversion results.

The even-a coefficients were inverted for sound speed
with a two-dimensional method (Antia & Basu,
1994) using only modes with frequencies between L5
to 3.5 mHz and even coefficients up to a14. The
higher order coefficients do not appear to be signif
icant, at least for GONG data. This estimates the
sound speed on a 16 x 10 grid in radius and lati
tude. We note that the inversion kernels are nearly
the same for sound speed and magnetic field (see
Figure 10 in Dziembowski et al., 2000). Thus, the
inversion could have been done for either quantity or
a combination of them, for a discussion see Antia et
al. (2000) or Dziembowski et al. (2000).

To calculate the mode energy and the energy supply
rate, we determined the mode width, r, and am
plitude, A, for each (l, n) multiplet as a weighted
average over all successfully fitted m values in the
GONG data sets. We corrected for the effects of the
spatial mask used in the reduction of GONG data
and the gaps in the time series (Komm, Howe, &
Hill, 2000a). The mode energy, E, is proportional
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to mode width times amplitude, E ex .\I". and t h«
energy supply rate, dF/dt. is proportioual to !llocle
energy times mode width or dfc'/dt ex.\!'" (Golclre
ich, Murray, & Kumar 1991: ( 'hr istcnscn-Dalsgaard
ct al., 1996). The conversion factors used for GO:\(;
data are described in Komm. Howe,,\: llill (2000b).

As in previous work. we used the magnetic flux (in
Gauss) from the :\SO Kitt Peak synoptic: chart s ' as
activity measure.

:L TIES1TlS

:J l Temporal variation of the iut.crnal rot at ion

In this Section, we discuss the temporal variat iou of
the residual rotation rate from near surface layers
to the base of the convection zone. Figu1-c l slm1\·s
the temporal and latitudinal variation of the rcsicl-
11a.Irotation rate at radius O.DDR,J (after subt ra.t
i11ga t.cmpora.l average) of t ho combined C:():\(; a11d
\I Dl data scls. Bands of Lister- and slowcr-t lia n
average rot at.ion move oquatorward du ri 11µ,the «ou r-«:
of i.hc solar cvclc in a m an uc-r rcmi111s<·<·ntof t lw
so-called "torsional os.i lla t ion" pat.tern olN·n·l'c\ 111

1ht.tp:/ /WW\\ .nso.noao.edu/ Jls()kp /da.t a.uch .litml
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Doppler measurements of the solar surface (Howard
& LaBontc, 1980; Snodgrass, 1984; Ulrich, 1998).
The rrns-variation is less than 1% of the average ro
tation which agrees with surface measurements. The
corresponding variation of the magnetic flux sym
metrized around the equator (bottom panel) shows
that the bands of faster-than-average rotation are lo
cated cquat.orward of the location of high magnetic
activity in agreement with surface Doppler observa
tions.

Figure '2 shows the temporal and latitudinal varia
tion of the residual rotation rate at three different
depths of inversions from the MDI data sets. The
torsional oscillation pattern extends clown to at. least
11% (i· = O.D2R,,) or the upper third of the convcc
t.ion zone; this pat.t crn is not a surface phenomenon.
The existence of this pattern in the upper part of the
convect ion zone is by now well-established (Howe et
al., 2000a: l lowe. Kouun , & Iii!!, 2000; Toomre ct al.,
'2000; Ant.ia ,'l,c Basu. 2000).

In Figure :L the residuals in equatorial rotation rate
near the base oft he convection zone show a periodic
variation with a period of about 1.3 year (Howe et
al .. 2000b). The solid line represents the main com
poncnt of a11empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
of the GONC data (Komm ct al., 2000). The l\IDI
data alone do not show the periodic behavior, which
cornes as 110 surprise since t.hc current analysis of
7'2-day non-overlapping data sets docs not provide
sufficient temporal resolution. However, with one or
two except ions. the \I DI data coincide with the EJ\ID
«ornponcut (solid line). This unexpected periodicity
might have impli.:a t ions for the understanding of so
lar maguc-ri.: activity. since the dynamo is expected
to operate near t.h« t.achocli nc-, the interface between
«onvectiou zone and radiat.i vc interior.

:l.2. Temporal variation of the sound speed

Figure ;j shows the temporal variation of the mean
even a C'oefficients. The even-a coefficients show a
good correlation with the corresponding components
of the magnetic activity up to a14. For higher order
coefficients. the correlation breaks clown, most likely
clue to the increasing difficulty in fitting higher order
coefficients to noisy data. This correlation is bv now
wcll-ostahlished (How«, Korn111,& llill, 1999: Ant ia
et al.. 2000: Dziernbowski ct al .. 2000).

Ant.i« ct. al. (2000) calculatecl two-di ruc-usiouat urvor
sions for sound speed using c·vcn-u coefficients Irorn
(;()NC and \ID! data. Aft.or subtract inµ, the t om
poral llH'<lll from of' each grid pom! i11 ia t it udr-. the
rc·s1ilt.i11gresidual souncl speed shows 110s1gnd1<';1nt
t cm pornl variat ion ;it any subsurface dc·pth ((J.<Jl)/l
or lwlow) 111cont rns1 tot 11('rotation rc'sHltuik i hu
J1 appears r.h.u t lu i('l11poral variat1011 111t h.- ,.,.('I'
11-<·odficw111sari:«: i'r..u: ,·1!;111gcs1ak111g pLH'(' 111i lw
s111·face J;n·,·1·~.
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Figure 3. Variation with tune of the residuals in equatorial rotation rate at radius 0.72R0. The symbols denote
the data-inversion pairuiqs: GONG-RLS (open squares), MDI-RLS (filled circles). The solid line represents the
main component of an empirical mode decomposition of the GONG data.

3.3. Mode Energy and Energy Supply Rate

Figure 5 shows the mode energy at low- and high
acti vity levels (top panel), averaged over 20 and 11
data sets respectively. The mode energy decreases
noticeably with increasing activity. The difference is
about 13% on average near 3.0 mHz (bottom panel).
Figure 6 shows that the energy supply rate decreases
only slightly with increasing activity (top panel); the
low- and high-activity subsets are almost indistin
guishable. The decrease in supply rate from low to
high activity is about 4% on average (bottom panel),
except between about 3.0 and 3.6 mHz where the
supply rate shows a zero change. The small varia
tion of the energy supply rate might be compatible
with a zero change (Chaplin et al., 2000).

To estimate the total amount of energy and energy
supply rate in all p-rnodes, we fitted power laws to
the average energy and supply rate. We then as
sumed that the fitted power laws are valid for all l
values, used the high-! frequencies measured by An
tia & Basu (1999), and calculated both quantities for
modes between 1.5 and 4.5 mHz and l :S 2540 (up
per limit for this frequency range). In this way, we
estimated a total energy of 3.0 1034 erg and a total
energy supply rate of 3.2 1030 erg s-1 (Komm, Howe,
& Hill, 2000c). We repeated this procedure for the
low- and high-activity subsets, shown in Figures .5
and 6, and found a decrease of about 8% in mode en
ergy and a decrease of only 1% in energy supply rate
with increasing activity. We speculate that the 7%
excess energy might be transferred to the increasing
number of flux tubes and thus might contribute to

the irradiance variation. The estimated total supply
rate is about the same size as the total (spectrally in
tegrated) solar irradiance variation (Lean, 1997, and
references therein), which means that p-rnodes might
contribute about 5% to the observed irradiance vari
ation.

4. SUMMARY

The internal solar rotation, derived from odd-a coef
ficients calculated from GONG and MDI data, shows
clearly a variation with the solar cycle. The pat
tern of alternating bands of faster- and slower-than
average rotation extends over the upper third of the
solar convection zone and agrees with the surface
pattern known as torsional oscillations. The pat
tern disappears with increasing depth; no organized
pattern is noticeable in the middle of the convec
tion zone. At the base of the convection zone, the
residuals of the equatorial rotation rate show a peri
odic behavior with a period of about 1.3 years. The
torsional oscillation pattern in the upper convection
zone has been established by several investigations,
but the variation at the base of the convection zone
has not been confirmed independently at the time of
this presentation.

The sound speed of the solar interior, derived from
even-a coefficients, shows no solar-cycle related vari
ation or any other systematic temporal variation. It
appears that the good correlation between the even-a
coefficients and the corresponding coefficients of the
magnetic activity is strictly a surface effect.
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Figure 4. Temporal rttrutiion of the GON(; {diamond] and Ml)! (cross) mean even a coefficients tu units of
10:3 nll z, The error bars (/I'( about the st:» of tlu s1;111.boisfor «: as, almost twice as large for aio, and about
three tunes as large for o1:i. Th« curves show the corrcspotulinq components of the magnetic flux, for GONG
(solzd) and MDI (dashed).

The mode energy decreases by about I :i% from min
imum to high activity, while the energy supply rate
remains rather constant. This result leaves 11swith
the puzzle that the energy supplied to the p-rnodos
remains nearly constant during the solar cycle. while
the energy contained in the modes decreases substan
tially. We speculate that the excess mode energy
might contribute to the irracliance variation. This
speculation has to be test.ed with new observations.
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ABSTRACT

We present some of the theories of what Petrovay (200 l )
called the DOT (Dynarno-Overshoot-Tachocline) layer
emphasizing some predictions that may be tested by he
lioseismology. We first recall some constraint on these
theories obtained by the previous latitudinal-average
studies of the tachocline. Then, we investigate the lati
tudinal and temporal variations of the tachocline param
eters by using our recent analysis of the 6 years of he
lioseismic observations with the LOWL instrument op
erating in Mano Loa. Hawai since 1994. Within the ob
servational uncertainties. our preliminary work yields no
compelling evidence of variations or general trend of the
tachocline parameters during the ascending phase of the
current solar cycle ( 1994-2000).

Key words: Sun; Tachocline; Overshoot; Solar Cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

The solar tachocline. so called after Spiegel & Zahn
( 1992). is defined as the layer at the base of the convec
tion zone (hereafter. CZ) where important radial shear oc
curs. It is the transition zone where the angular velocity
changes from its latitude-dependent value in the CZ to its
constant and intermediate value in the radiative interior.
We can emphasize three main reasons why this layer is of
particular interest.

(i)Shear turbulence and/or meridional circulation inside
the tachocline may provide a mechanism for mixing ma
terial between the CZ and the radiative interior (e.g. Brun
et al. 1999; Schatzman et al. 2000) which is needed to
understand, for instance. the burning of lithium and the
depletion of helium and to reach a better agreement be
tween solar models and helioseismic observations (e.g.
Richard et al. 1996; Brun et al. 1999).

(ii)The tachocline may be the scat for angular momen
tum transport processes that could lead to the observed
rigid rotation rate of the radiative interior. Hydrody
namical transport by unstable shear flow (e.g. Chaboyer
et al. 1995) and transport by internal gravity waves in

the tachocline (Kumar et al. 1999; Kim & MacGregor
2000) have been studied but they have not been found
efficient enough to lead to an uniform internal rotation
at the present age of the Sun. This probably requires
also the presence of an internal magnetic field (Mestel
& Weiss 1987; Charbonneau & MacGregor 1993; Gough
& Mcintyre 1998).

(iii) Finally, the tachocline is the best location for an os
cillatory solar dynamo which is generally believed to be
responsible for the solar magnetic cycle for the following
reasons: ( l) Its radial and latitudinal differential rotation
has the ability to produce a toroidal field by shearing a
pre-existing poloidal field. (2) The o-effect, the essen
tial mechanism for producing poloidal field from toroidal
field, is usually located in the CZ but the tachocline can
also produce a strong n-effect by magnetic buoyancy in
stability (Ferriz-Mas et al. 1994) and/or by the unstable
shallow-water modes (Dikpati & Gilman 2000a). (3) Be
cause the tachocline (or part of it) may also be located
in the slight sub-adiabatic overshoot layer, the toroidal
tields can be stored for an extended period of time, and
therefore can be amplified and acted on by the n-effect
before they escape to the surface through buoyant rise or
be disrupted completely by convective shredding.

We will first (Sect. 2) give some terminology about the
different layers and their properties at the base of the CZ
(also to be defined). Then. in Sect. 3, we present some
models of the tachocline and their predictions that may
be tested by helioseismology. Previous results obtained
by forward modeling on the latitude-average properties
of the tachocline are summarized in Sect 4. Then we use
a new dataset from the LOWL instrument to investigate
the latitudinal and temporal variations of the tachocline
parameters during the ascending phase of the current so
lar cycle (Sect. 5).

' LAYERS AT THE BASE OF THE CONVECTION
ZONE: TERMINOLOGY. DEFINITIONS AND

OBSERVATIONS

J\s mentioned above. there is, beside the tachocline, an
other layer defined at the interface between the super
adiabatic CZ and the radiative interior: the overshoot
layer. Different models exist for this layer. The first

Pnu r' :':olur& S/)(lU; \~'c11rl1cr 1:·11r1wo11/cr<'llU', 'The Solu: Cvi!: 11111/lvrrrst nn! Clmuuc, .\011/u ('r11: 1fr 'linrnt: Trncnl«. S1u1111
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Figure I. Schematic representation of the overshoot
layer between the radiative zone boundary rr= and the
Schwarzschild boundary r sd (i.e. where the temperature
gradient equals both its adiabatic and radiative value
\7 = \7 a= V rJ· re represents the seismically observed
base of the CZ. Two different models of the convective
(Fe) and radiative (Fr) flux variations are drawn for
comparison. The total flux F1 = Fe + Fr remains con
stant. The model (I) of Canu to (I 997) allows a positive
convective flux in the slightly sub-adiabatic and seismi
cally observed part of the overshoot in contradiction with
the Schwarzschild criterion while the model (2) of Zahn
(I 99I) is such that Fe :S 0 in all the overshoot layer.

particular radius, ts«, corresponds to the Schwarzschild
boundary which defines the beginning of the convectively
unstable zone where the temperature gradient equal its
adiabatic value v = v ad. A second particular radius
is where the temperature gradient is taking its radiative
value (v = \7,.) and the total flux is equal to the radia
tive flux (F1 = F,. ). This radius, r,.0, defines the radiative
zone boundary. The region between rsd and r-: is what
we here call the overshoot region (see Fig. 1). The 'base
of the convection zone' re=· measured by helioseismol
ogy, corresponds to the location where the temperature
gradient changes abruptly. If we allow a slightly sub
adiabatic zone below r sd then helioseismology cannot
distinguish between the slightly super-adiabatic CZ and
the slightly sub-adiabatic overshoot layer (Christensen
Dalsgaard et al. 1995; Gilman 2000) and r-. <r., <r,«.
Calibrations made by Basu ( 1997) lead to a value of
re = 0. 713 ± 0.001R8. Helioseismology can also place
an upper limit for the slightly sub-adiabatic overshoot
zone [rco, r sd]. This upper limit is 0.05 pressure scale
heights, about 2800Km or r--;» 0.004R,, (Basu & Antia
1997). This is therefore a very thin layer. Another ques
tion concerning this layer is about the sign of the con
vective flux inside. If we follow the Schwarzschild crite
rion, we should have Fe :S 0 as in Zahn (1991 )'s model
because this layer is (slightly) sub-adiabatic, but Ferriz
Mas ( 1996) and Canuto ( 1997) pointed out that, with a
nonlocal mixing-length treatment of the CZ, this is not
necessarily valid in the overshoot zone and we may well
have Fe > 0 and V < \7 nd in spite of the Schwarzschild
criterion. In that case the downward convective energy
transport (Fe < 0) occurs only in the other (lower) part

of the overshoot zone [r,.=, rczl, called the overshoot layer
proper (Canuto 1997; Monteiro et al. 1998). In the same
way, the zone with positive convective flux is sometimes
called CZ proper (e.g. Ferriz-Mas 1996). These differ
ences in the overshoot models may have some importance
as it has been shown that flux tubes with equipartition
field strength (~ 104 G) can be stored in all the over
shoot layer while the field strength of 105 gauss required
in order to explain the observed active regions at the sur
face (e.g. Schi.issler et al. 1994 ), can only be stored where
the convective flux is negative (Ferriz-Mas 1996).

3. THEORY: SOME MODELS OF THE
TACHOCLINE AND THEIR PREDICTIONS

3.1. Purely hydrodynamic models

The first theory of the tachocline was developed by
Spiegel & Zahn ( 1992). They mainly address the prob
lem of the thickness of the tachocline, which we summa
rized as follows. The differential rotation !11(8) at the
top of the radiative interior induces a latitudinal temper
ature gradient and therefore a meridional circulation that
would, without any stress acting on it, spread towards the
interior in a thermal time-scale leading to a non rigid rota
tion rate in the interior and a very thick tachocline for the
present Sun. We therefore need to invoke some stresses
acting in the tachocline in order to prevent its progression
towards the interior. Using a purely (i.e. non-magnetized)
hydrodynamic model where the tachocline is treated as
a boundary layer, Spiegel & Zahn (1992) suggest that a
strong enough anisotropic turbulence could lead to a thin
tachocline. They thus obtained a relation between the
thickness of the tachocline w and the horizontal turbu
lent viscosity coefficient vh assumed to be much higher
than its vertical counterpart.

(
!I )"(r )4vh = 8.34 106 ~ __!:..:'_ cm" s-1 (1)
I'v w

Nevertheless there remain two major questions with this
approach. First, the latitudinal rotation profile inside the
tachocline is likely to be linearly stable to 2D distur
bances according to Rayleigh's criterion (Charbonneau
et al. 1999b) and so it is probably not the process leading
to the anisotropic turbulence assumed in the model. A
solution to this problem may be found in a recent work
of Dikpati & Gilman (2000a) showing that, if we allow
radial deformations of the layer and use the so-called
shallow water model as a first approximation of the full
3D problem, then the tachocline is found unstable in the
slightly sub-adiabatic overshoot zone even in the purely
hydrodynamic case (Fig. 2). The second difficulty with
this hydrodynamic model is that, even if it leads to a lati
tudinal independent rotation at the base of the tachocline.
it cannot explain the fact that there is also no significant
radial gradient in the interior.
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ness of 0.01.JR, and it is slightly sub-adiabatic 11 ith
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3.2. Magnetized models

Because it is very likely that the tachocline is magne
tized, another mechanism that can lead to anisotropic tur
bulence in the tachocline is magnetic instability. It has
effectively been shown (Gilman & Fox 1997. 1999; Dik
pati & Gilman 1999) that there exists a joint instability
between latitudinal differential rotation and toroidal mag
netic fields. But two different kind of magnetic fields arc
usually invoked in the solar interior, namely primordial
fields and dynamo generated fields. As we shall see. in
both cases theories relate their properties to the shape of
the tachocline.

(i) Dynamo generated magnetic fields. In virtually all
dynamo theories (overshoot layer. interface or Babcok
Leighton dynamos. see the review of Petrovay (2001) ).
the shape and especially the thickness of the tachocline
and the overshoot layer are key issues since they deter
mine the strength of the magnetic field that can be stored
and the process by which it is transformed. Using an
MHD version of their shallow water model (Dikpati &
Gilman 2000b) demonstrate that the presence of a mag
netic field in the tachocline would induce a pro lateness of
the tachocline otherwise oblate. This can also be tested
by helioseismology by measuring the central position of
the radial shear at different latitudes. Such measure
ment of the prolateness would allow us to estimate the
strength of the magnetic field depending on its geome
try and localization inside the tachocline. The shape of
the tachocline as obtained from this model is shown as a
function of the toroidal field strength on Fig 3.

(ii) Primordial magnetic fields. Independently of any
magnetic field that may be generated in the CZ. Gough &
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Figure 3. Shape of the top surface of the tuchocline
with a broad nonuniform toroidal magnetic field of dif
ferent strength. G is the same quantity as in Fig. 2
and h is related to the width of the tachocline by w
0.035R. (1+ Ii) Dikpati & Gilman (2000b ).

Mcintyre ( 1998) argue that we must also have a magnetic
field in the radiative interior in order to explain the uni
form (with no radial shear) rotation rate observed there.
This large scale poloidal magnetic field would also con
fine the shear in a thin layer as a result of a balance be
tween upward diffusion of the magnetic field and down
ward advection by the thermally driven tachocline circu
lation. They obtain the following relation between the
thickness of the tachocline and the strength of the inter
nal magnetic field:

(

() ) 7 . '). . :l l lQ l"co .IBol = 2.3 10 -. (-. ) (Gauss).
.\ IL'

(2)

Such internal field is also required in the magnetic mod
els of Rudiger & Kitchatinov ( 1997) and MacGregor &
Charbonneau ( 1999) where the tachocline is identified
with an MHD boundary layer located in the radiative
interior. Assuming no magnetic coupling at the core
envelope interface and that advective effects (as modeled
by Spiegel & Zahn ( 1992)) dominate the viscous effects
to prevent the inward spreading of the layer, MacGregor
& Charbonneau ( 1999) obtain:

(
,. ) :iIBol r--;» 3 10-8 ~ (Gauss).
u:

(3)

This work also suggests that the primordial magnetic field
is very likely to be decoupled from the tachocline i.e.
entirely contained within the radiative interior. The in
teraction between a primordial time-independent mag
netic field that would extend into the CZ and the time
dependent dynamo-generated magnetic field had never
theless been investigated by Boru ta (1996) suggesting
that this interaction would lead to an inversion and an
amplification of the primordial field by an amount that
depends again on the thickness of the tachocline. On the
other hand. if the dynamo magnetic field is generated in
the CZ, it has been shown to have only a weak influence
on the dynamics of both the tachocline and the radiative
interior (Hujeirat & Yorke 1998; Garaud 1999).
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4. HELIOSEISMOLOGY: FORWARD MODELING
AND THE LATITUDE-AVERAGE TACHOCLINE

Solar oscillation modes are identified by three integers:
the spherical harmonics degree l and azimuthal order m,
and the radial order n. The frequency splitting bv,,1171
induced by the rotation \!(r. µ)can be calculated by:

bVn/m =foio1K,,1m(r. µ) \!(r, µ)drdµ (4)

where, r is the fractional solar radius, µ = cos( B) and
K,,1m are kernels calculated from a standard solar model.

Following Kosovichev ( 1996) we parameterize the rota
tion rate between 0.4 and 0.8 solar radius by an error
function of the form:

111(B) - llo (, (r - rc(B) ))
ll(r,B)=lla+ 2 (+erf 0_5w(B) (5)

where Ila represents the rigid rotation rate in the radia
tive interior, 111(B) the rotation rate at the top of the
tachocline, and rc(B). w(B) the central position and the
width of the tachocline at the colatitude B.

Several authors have inferred the latitude-average prop
erties of the tachocline (i.e. r c and w independent of B)
by looking for the parameters that give the best fit to the
helioseismic observations, either by calibration (Koso
vichev 1996; Basu 1997) or by genetic forward modeling
(Charbonneau et al. l 999a). A weighted average of these
results leads to a position r c = 0. 704 ± 0.002Rc;l and a
width w = 0.052 ± O.OlOR.o:. Therefore, it seems that,
in a latitude-average, the tachocline is centered around
O.OlRc-; below rco and its upper third part is located in
the nearly adiabatically stratified zone above re. Never
theless this results must be taken with caution because the
decreasing radial resolution with latitude tends naturally
to show a thicker tachocline at high latitudes thereby in
fluencing the average thickness and position. The param
eters obtained this way should therefore be regarded as
upper limits for the tachocline properties. The latitude
average width is however probably the best estimate to
use in the formulae obtained from the various theories of
Sect. 3 which assume also a spherical symmetry.

In the hydrodynamic theory, Eq. l with a with of0.05R.
leads to an horizontal turbulent viscosity coefficient of
about 3 106cm2 s:'. several order of magnitude higher
than the microscopic value. In the MHD theories the
same value of the width leads to a primordial magnetic
field strength of !Bal ~ 10-1Gauss for both Eq. 2 and 3.
This suggests that even a weak magnetic field is enough
to keep the radiative interior rotating rigidly and to con
fine the radial shear to a thin layer compatible with ob
servations. By analyzing the splitting coefficients from
GONG observations. Basu (1997) set an upper limit of
0.3MG for a field located at the base of the CZ. From
Eq. 2 this would correspond to a width of 0.0045R:
which cannot be excluded from observations. By shear
ing a poloidal field of 10-·1Gauss the theory of MacGre
gor & Charbonneau ( 1999) predicts the generation of a
toroidal field of >- O.lMG which is also compatible with
the 0.3MG limit.

5. SEARCH FOR VARIATIONS WITH TIME AND
LATITUDE USING INVERSION TECHNIQUES

5. l. Motivation

Theories predict variation with latitude of the shape of
the tachocline. We have seen for example that, in the
shallow-water model, the presence of a magnetic field
would induce a prolate tachocline otherwise oblate. Both
the magnetic model of Rudiger & Kitchatinov ( 1997) and
the 2D hydrodynamic model of Spiegel & Zahn (1992)
predict a thicker tachocline at the pole than at the equator
(see also Elliott 1997). In the model of Gough & Mcin
tyre (1998) the tachocline is thicker where the horizontal
component of the magnetic field in the radiative interior
is small. The poles should be therefore thicker but that
may also be true for other latitudes. This means that the
shape of the tachocline could also be a diagnostic for the
geometry of the magnetic field. Some attempts have been
made to infer latitudinal variations in the tachocline pro
file from observations (Antia et al. 1998; Charbonneau
et al. l 999a). but no compelling evidence has been found
yet. Even if, as shown in the previous section, the re
sults tend to argue in favor of a prolate tachocline thicker
at high latitudes than at the pole, this may very well be
due to the limits in resolution associated with the datasets
used.

Time variations are also expected mainly because of the
changes of the magnetic field strength and geometry dur
ing the solar cycle. Some evolution of the large scale
circulation inside the layer or the action of internal grav
ity waves may also induce temporal changes or oscilla
tions in the tachocline parameters. Small amplitude os
cillations, with a period of 1.3 year, have recently been
found in the rotation profile close to the boundaries of the
tachocline (Howe et al. 2000). These results are based on
both GONG and MDI data but have not been confirmed
by independent analysis (Antia & Basu 2000). If these
oscillations are real, the 1.3 year period remains unex
plained (see Gough 2000). Because of the observed mag
netic cycle, we rather expect the tachocline variations to
be on the time scale of the solar cycle ( 11years). A first
attempt at detecting long term temporal variations in the
tachocline have been made by Basu & Schou (2000) us
ing 11 sets of MDI observations covering 72 days each
between July 1996 and April 1998. They found no clear
changes in the width or position of the tachocline but gave
some hints that the position may move slightly outwards
with increased activity.

5.2. The observations: LOWL instrument

The LOWL instrument is a Doppler imager based on a
Potassium Magneto-Optical Filter that has been operat
ing on Mauna Loa, Hawai since 1994 (see Tomczyk et al.
(1995) for a detailed description). The spectra were pro
cessed using the LOWL pipeline. which has been recently
improved (Jimenez-Reyes 2001). Annual time series for
degrees from ( = 0 up to 99 have been created by using
spherical harmonic masks and a Fast Fourier Transform



has been applied to each one of the time series. The aver
age duty cycle over one year of observations was around
20/{. A detailed description of the fitting method can be
found in Jimenez-Reyes et al. (2001).

5.3. Method: inversion and deconvolution

In general, inferring the internal rotation rate from ob
served splittings requires inverting the integral Eq. 4.
In order to achieve this. we have used a 2D Least
Squares (LS) method (Corbard et al. 1997). Because
the method is linear, the solution at any point (r0, v0)
is linear combination of observations < ll(r0, v0) >=
LC111111h>· Jlo)bnlm· From Eq. 4 this is equivalent to tak
ing a linear combination of the kernels J\111,,,. The result
ing kernel

"'(ro, Jlo. r, p) =L c,,1,,, (ro, /Lo)l\-,,1,,,(r. p) (6)

is called averaging kernel because it follows from the
previous equations that the quantity < n(ro. /lo) > is
an average of the rotation rate in a domain defined by
;;(ro, /Lo, r, 11):

< O(ro. /Lo) >= [1 [1 "'(ro. /10. r. /l)O(r. /l)drd11 (7)lo lo
The difficulties arise from the fact that Eq. 4 is an ill
posed problem with no unique solution. In this global
LS method. we therefore need to introduce some a-priori
knowledge on the rotation profile in order to regulari;e
the solution and avoid strong oscillations. Nevertheless.
this Regularized Least Squares (RLS) approach prevents
us from recovering accurately sharp gradients as those ex
pected in the tachocline because they do not conform to
the global smoothness a-priori introduced. However we
can then use our knowledge of the resolution in order to
reach a better estimate of the tac hoc line width. The basic
idea is to approximate Eq. 7 by a convolution equation
(Charbonneau et al. 1999a; Corbard et al. 1998). If the
the tachocline profile after inversion is approximated by
an rTj function of width wand if the radial part of aver
aging kernel is approximated by a Gaussian of standard
deviation rr,.. then the 'true width· 11·" can be obtained by:

I ., 8 .,
IC,. V II'- - o;

5 .4. Results and Discussion

The results are shown in Fig. 4. The radial resolution
obtained is about 0.12R. at G0° and ().rnR. at the equa
tor. The angular resolution achieved with LOWL data is
about 20° at the equator. Because the radial shear doesn't
exist at about 30° and because the angular resolution de
crease at high latitudes. we limit our analysis to two lat
itudes: the equator and GD°. Therefore. in the following.
prolateness refers to the difference between the central
position of the layer at these two latitudes.

Because the inferred width at the equator is always lower
than the resolution we cannot use our simple model
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Figure 4. Inferred tachoclinc parameters as a function
of time from LOWL observations. The full and dashed
lines correspond rcspcctivelv to .fit at the equator and at
G0°. For the width (upper left), the lower dashed line is
obtained after deconvolution using Eq. 8. The scale 011

the right of the lower right panel corresponds to the fit at
G0° (dashed line).

for deconvolving. This indicates that the width of the
tachocline at the equator is probably lower than the local
spacing of the grid used for the inversion i.e. 0.02R:; ..
The same happens at G0° for 1995. 1998 and 1999.
There is therefore no strong evidence of a systematically
thicker tachocline at G0°. Moreover the errors reported
on the plot are formal errors as obtained from the fits
but Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out which
suggest that the uncertainties on the inferred widths af
ter the whole inversion process arc between ±0.02 and
±o.o:rn ..

(8)

The center of the tachocline is always found deeper at
the equator than at GU0. The variation of this pro lateness
with time is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum of prolate
ness found is about O.CJ2R. and no prolateness is found
the first and last years. These differences and their fluctu
ations are nevertheless very small and arc also very sen
sitive to the inversion parameters chosen and especially
the amount of regularization used. The lower panel of
Fig. 5 illustrates this point by showing that. with a more
regularized inversion. the maximum prolateness is about
().();)[?. and a minimum is no longueur found for 1994.

Generally speaking. we do not find from this analysis ev
idence of any general trend or significant oscillation in
the tachocline parameters during the ascending phase of
the actual solar cycle. In particular we do not find an out
ward trend for the central position as suggested by Basu
& Schou (2000). Nevertheless. a pro lateness of the layer
is observed every year which allow us to. at least. exclude
an oblate tachocline. The amount of prolateness found
between the equator and GO' is however of the same or
der of magnitude than the uncertainties on the width of
the layer. We can therefore only set an upper limit for
the prolatcncss which is around U.O:\H .. This is in good
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1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Figure 5. Difference between the central position inferred
at 60° and at the equator, as a function of time. The upper
plot corresponds to the results of Fig. 4 while the lower
plot corresponds to inversion using stronger regulariza
tion.

agreement with previous estimates of Antia et al. ( 1998)
(0.004<~rc/ Rs<0.023) and Charbonneau et al. ( l 999a)
(~re '.:::'.0.023R8). Using the shallow-water model and
shape curves as shown in Fig. 3, this would correspond
to a toroidal magnetic field strength of about O.lMG if
it is located in the overshoot layer or about 0.6MG if it
is located in the radiative interior. If the toroidal field is
concentrated in bands migrating towards the equator dur
ing the ascending phase of the cycle, one would expect,
from the shallow water model, a decreasing prolateness
for the period ofLOWL observations. This general trend
cannot be excluded but is not observed from our prelimi
nary analysis of LOWL data.
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ABSTRACT

Solar magnetic acnvity causes fluctuations in the
Sun's radiative out.put as well as in the solar wind.
Here I present a broad, brief description of the
sources of these fluctuations. Because of the ener
getic dominance of the Sun's radiative output in the
terrestrial atmosphere, I concentrate on the different
types of solar radiative variability of the Sun as ob
served from the Earth. This leads to discussion of
the different magnetic structures observed in the so
lar atmosphere and their thermodynamic conditions.
Emphasis will be on the solar photosphere where the
bulk of the Sun's radiant energy originates. Magnetic
properties of the solar corona leading to fluctuations
in the solar wind will be discussed briefly. I want
the reader to see how the variability across the solar
spectrum comes from differences in physical condi
tions from the deepest visible layers to the outermost
regions we see. It is in these regions where coronal
holes and coronal mass ejections produce solar wind
variations needed to explain cosmic ray modulation.
The change in the nature of the Sun's variability from
the photosphere to the corona comes directly from
changes in topology of magnetic fields as we move
out from the photosphere to the corona.

Key words: solar irradiance: activity; solar cycle.

1. l:\TRODCCTIO:\'

Variability in both the Sun's radiative output and
solar wind is important in current studies of the
solar-terrestrial interaction. Time series of the Sun's
radiative variability outside the wavelength region
from 300 nm to 1000µm are distinctly different from
that in this spectral region visible from the surface
of the Earth. These differences arise from magnetic

*The National Center for Atmospheric Research is spon
sored by the U.S. National Science Foundation

structures observed in the solar atmosphere and their
thermodynamic conditions. The observed variabil
ity comes from two basic solar properties: 1) the
evolution of solar surface structure during the l I-yr
Schwabe cycle and 2) the transit of these structures
across the solar disk due to the 27-day rotation of the
Sun. Figure Ia shows the magnetic field distribution
in the photosphere on August 8, 2000 for compari
son with the Sun's appearance in visible light (I b)
and the ECV (le). Such patterns change with the
emergence and decay of magnetic regions contain
ing sunspots, hut their visibility and aspect changes
as they rotate across the solar disk visible from the
Earth. Figure le shows the EUV solar image on the
same date. Clearly, the ECV radiation originates in
a much more extended atmosphere than the radia
tion at visible wavelengths.

The solar photosphere is very important because the
bulk of the Sun's radiant energy between 160 nm and
1 mm wavelength originates there. At wavelengths
below 160 nm, the radiation comes from the higher
temperature solar chromosphere and corona. Typi
cal values for electron temperature and density of the
photosphere are 6000° K and 1011 /cm3 compared to
values of 2 x 106° Kand 107/cm3. In these lower
density layers, we see magnetic fields in the form of
fine loops and flux ropes as they emerge from sunspot
regions. This change in magnetic topology is the key
concept in understanding both radiative variability
as function of wavelength and variability in the struc
ture of the solar wind.

Section 2 describes the wavelength dependence vari
ability from the X-ray region to the visible and onto
the very long wavelengths. In Section 3, coronal
structure and variability of the solar wind will be dis
cussed. Section 4 summarizes our progress in mod
eling the variable solar atmosphere. In Section 5, I
present current questions and conclusions from this
survey.

l'r.« J '1 So/or & Sf'""' \\ rnthrr Furor onleren: t. "lh« Solru ( \1 le .uu! Trrnvtriu! ( 'linurtc · Sunru ( 'ru: de Trncnt: lenNi/t .. Spoin
l.' ~1! S1p1eu1hcr iooo(FS.\ sru,: l nrcmber 2UIJIJJ
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Fiqure 1. The Sun on 8 A11g11st2000. a. Solar Magnetogram from the U.S. National Solar Observatory, positive
magnetic polarity (white) and negative polarity (black), b. VVliite Light Image from the SOHO/MDI experiment,
and c. FeXV 19.5 nm EUV image from the SOHO/EIT experiment.

2. THE SPECTRC:d OF SOLAR IRRADIANCE
VARIABILITY

2.1. The Schwabe Cycle in TSI, Solar Magnetism,
and Sunspot Counts

In considering climate effects of the Sun, the total so
lar irradiance (TSI) is energetically the dominant so
lar input. Figure 2 shows the Frohlich-Lean compos
ite TSI record (Frohlich-Lean 1997) together with the
sunspot number record and our record of the Sun's
average magnetic field strength from 1976 to 2000.
This epoch of modern daily observation is our ba
sic source of nearly continuous measurements of so
lar magnetic fields, radiation, and surface structure:
therefore, it is our baseline for estimating both past
and future changes in solar radiation. George Ellery
Hale and his colleagues at :\It. Wilson Observatory
first measured solar magnetic fluxes early in the 20th
century. Daily measurement of solar magnetism over
the full solar disk, however, did not commence until
the 1950s when the necessary electronic systems for
measuring the longitudinal Zeeman effect in spectro
heliograms became available. The total irradiance
(Figure 2 upper panel) obviously follows the 11-year
Schwabe cycle of solar magnetic activity as traced in
sunspot counts (Figure 2 middle panel). However,
the sharp downward excursions are due to the pas
sage of individual spots as they cross the solar disk.
Thus, we see the obvious confrontation of bright and
dark features on the solar disk in producing both a
"'0.1 % brightening at the time of maximum sunspot
count as well as short-lived darkenings superimposed
on it. The net effect is an increase in the solar irra
diance in phase with the magnetic activity cycle of
the Sun.

The average solar magnetic field shown in Figure 2
lower panel follows this same cyclic pattern. Strong
magnetic fields emerge from the solar interior in
sunspots and their faculae. Sunspots are dark, cool
regions where these strong fields pierce the visible
photosphere. In contrast, their associated faculae
appear as brighter regions against the neighboring
quiet Sun. As a sunspot region evolves and fades,

the faculae disperse into a magnetic network outlin
ing large supergranulation cells (30 Mm diameter)
on the quiet solar surface. Thus, it appears that the
faculae and their remnants are the source of the in
crease in TSI at solar maximum despite the presence
of the dark spots.

Figure 2 clearly shows the strong correlation between
the irradiance and the average magnetic field on so
lar cycle time scales, but the correlation weakens on
comparison of daily values. As the stronger correla
tion between TSI and sunspot number suggests, the
short term irradiance changes depend more on field
concentrations in the photosphere than on the mean
global field strength.

The cyclic behavior of the Sun's strong surface mag
netic field reflects the cyclic variation of the solar
dynamo located at a depth of one quarter of a solar
radius. Weak magnetic fields are generated from a
local surface dynamo process in the quiet Sun and
also organize into the network mentioned in the pre
vious paragraph. The role of these weak fields in the
Sun's radiative variability is not known at this time.

2.2. Radiative Variability at Different
Wavelengths in the Solar Spectrum

The TSI measures the radiant energy from all wave
lengths from the radio spectrum to X-rays, but
the very short and long wavelengths (EUV and ra
dio) show quite different signatures of solar variabil
ity compared to that for the visible spectrum from
300 nm to 1000 µm. Figure 3 shows this difference
between total irradiance and two spectral irradiances
in the period from 1993 to 1995 in the descending
phase of solar cycle 22. The two spectral irradiances
are in the Ly n line of neutral hydrogen at 121.6 nm
and in the 1-2 nm x-ray band. The Ly o data are
from CARS/SOLSTICE, courtesy of Gary Rottman,
and the x-ray fluxes are from the YOHKOH/SXT,
courtesy of Loren Acton. A time series for the im
portant ECV region from 10 nm to 90 nm cannot be
shown due to the lack of observation from 1978 to
1999.
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Figure 2. The 11-year Schwabe Cycle in Total Solar Irradiance (upper), Average Solar Magnetic Field (middle),
and Average International Sunspot Number (lower).
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The Ly o: time series is typical of the Sun's UV vari
ability: clear episodes of 27-day rotational modula
tion due to bright active regions as they transit the
solar disk superposed on the rise and fall of the solar
cycle. In contrast, variability of the x-ray record is
much stronger and more transient in time. During
quiet periods such as in the second quarter of 1994
in Figure 3, these CV and X-ray records and the
TSI show the 27-day rotational modulation pattern.
When the Sun was much more active at the begin
ning of 1994, these three records are quite different,
i.e., more TSI decreases due to sunspots, a strong
but regular 27-day modulation in Ly o:, and .a sharp,
sustained increase in the X-ray flux. Amplitudes of
these fluctuations differ by orders of magnitude in
these three wavelengths, i.e., 0.1% in TSI, 15% in
Ly o, and lOX in soft X-rays.

Therefore, the solar spectrum is also a spectrum of
radiative variability in which the extremes in wave
length (X-ray and radio) show stronger, more tran
sient fluctuations than the spectrum from 90 nm to
1 cm wavelength. This mid range spectrum from the
Lyman continuum edge at 91.2 nm to the far IR at
1 cm varies more slowly and carries 99.9% of the ra
diant energy. Despite the energetic dominance of the
CV-Visible-IR wavelength range, radiation at wave
lengths below 90 nm drives heating and molecular
balance above the neutral troposphere in the Earth's
thermosphere. See Solanki & Cnruh (1997).

In the next section, this spectrum of variability will
be connected to the appearance of the Sun in wave
length ranges corresponding to the Total, UV, EUV,
and X-ray irradiances.

2.3. The Physical Nature of Sources of Radiative
Variability

The appearance of the Sun at visible, UV, EUV, and
X-ray wavelengths in Figure 4 shows how the differ
ences in time series of irradiances (Figure 3) arise
from differences in the distribution of bright and dark
features on the visible face of the Sun.

In the photospheric spectrum, 300 nm to 1000 µm,
we see small dark spots and faint vein-like faculae
on a bright disk covered with very small granulation
cells (Figure 4 upper panel). Areas of spots and fac
ulae are small fractions of the total disk area. Thus,
the bulk of the TSI comes from this nearly feature
less, bright disk. The spots and faculae associated
with strong magnetic fields modulate the apparent
solar output at the 0.1% level because of their small
areas relative to total disk area.

At UV wavelengths below 180 nm and in some deep
absorption lines such as Call K 393.3 nm, the facu
lar regions appear to fill with brighter fine structures
than at visible wavelengths, i.e. as in Figure 4 middle
panel. They are called plages. In the CV, the Sun
still appears as a disk with a sharp edge; therefore,
the bulk of G"Vradiation originates in thin layers im-

mediately above the photosphere. At these shorter
wavelengths, sunspots are covered by the CV emit
ting layers and become less visible. We now see the
cause of differences between TSI am! CV time series
in Figures 3 upper panel and 3 middle panel: move
ment of plages across the disk as the Sun rotates pro
duces the 27-day modulation in the CV irradiance.
The transition from faculae to plage in magnetic re
gions occurs because we "see" higher layers due to
an increase in opacity of the solar chromosphere at
these wavelengths.

In the ECV and X-ray spectra below 30 nm, im
ages 4b and 4c show dark coronal holes, bright ac
tive regions, and emission structures extending be
yond 0.2 solar radii outside the disk. This distri
bution of bright and dark features results in X-ray
variability in Figure 3 lower panel that is so different
from that shown in the visible spectrum (Figure 2
upper panel) and UV (Figure 2 middle panel). Fur
thermore, sequences of these short wavelength im
ages show transient brightenings due to solar flares
and jet-like eruptions. Fluctuations in coronal radi
ations show higher frequencies than the longer wave
lengths due to these transient events. Production of
highly ionized FeXV and 2 nm X-rays requires elec
tron temperatures of ,....,2 x 106° K compared with
6000° and 10,000° in the photosphere and chromo
sphere, respectively. Thermodynamically, ECV and
X-ray emissions come from a tenuous, high temper
ature plasma capable of varying quite rapidly due
to dynamic fine structures tied to the magnetic field
lines.

The field lines arching into the corona are firmly
rooted in the high density photosphere where the gas
pressure is the controlling force. In the corona, the
situation is reversed: magnetic tension and pressure
dominate because the gas pressure is so low.

To appreciate the complexity of the magnetic struc
ture of the corona, high resolution images are neces
sary. Figure 5 shows such an image at 17.1 nm from
the TRACE experiment. The field lines connect to
smaller regions in the atmosphere and then expand
out into the low density corona. Furthermore, the
emission appears to be concentrated along the field
lines. This image shows the extreme inhomogene
ity of the solar corona. Foreground structures are
obviously transparent to emission from features in
the background, i.e., the medium is optically thin.
The transparency and inhomogeneity of the coronal
plasma rules out simple layer models for estimating
irradiances.
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Figure 3. Comparison of TS! Variability with LT awl X-ray Variability 1993-1995.· TS/ all wavelengths
(upper), Lyn LT 121.6 nm (middle). 1-2 tun X-ray (lower).
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White Light Image - TSI

c
FeXV 19.5 nm Image - EUV

Call K Image - UV

1-2 nm Image - X-ray
Figure 4. Appearance of the Sun in different "Irradiances. ,. a TSI - VIRGO/MDI white light image. b. LT
lines BBSO Call K image. c. 8Ul/ - VJRGO/EIT image. d. X-ra.11- YOHKO!f/SXT image.
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Figure 5. Image o] Coronal Magnetic Structure illu.ininot cd /Jy lo'UV emissron [roui the FcXl ! 17. 1 nm /,'UV.
Dato. on 08/19/19.9.9 from the TRACE experiment.
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3. COROXAL STRUCTURE A:'ID
VARIABILITY OF THE SOLAR WIND

3.1. Coronal Holes and Solar Wind Stream
Interaction Regions

In coronal holes, the magnetic field lines are open
into the interplanetary medium. This magnetic
topology results in higher speed plasma flows rela
tive to the flows from sunspot regions where the field
lines close back to the photosphere and impede the
solar wind outflow. As the Sun rotates, the higher
speed outflow overtakes the slower wind and pro
duces shocks in a thin boundary layer on the lead
ing edge of the spiral wind stream. Such discontinu
ities scatter incoming energetic particles and thereby
modulating the cosmic ray flux at the Earth. These
interaction regions associated with coronal holes con
centrate in spiral patterns near the solar magnetic
equator and extend far into the heliosphere.

3.2. Coronal Mass Ejections, Flux Ropes, and
Prominences

Ejections of coronal plasma are more dynamic events
introducing structure into the solar wind. When
ejected in a direction to intercept the Earth, they
produce geomagnetic activity. CMEs appear to be
expulsions of long, horizontal magnetic flux ropes as
sociated with solar prominences. The solar image in
Figure 6 shows prominences seen against the solar
disk as dark filaments. A filament is a condensation
of neutral hydrogen in the low corona that appears
dark because it absorbs the radiation from below.
They follow long channels that may extend nearly
around the Sun. Such channels are observed to pass
through sunspot regions as well as lie in quiet re
gions outside sunspot formation latitudes closer to
the poles. Prominences show continuous internal
flows and appear to be relatively stable for long pe
riods of time. When observed "end-on" at the limb,
filaments lie at the bases of helmet streamers in the
corona. Current models show the condensation ly
ing inside a large diameter magnetic flux rope with
a helical field. The buoyant flux rope is held down
in the corona by the hydrogen condensation. This
configuration can be destabilized by violent events
such as flares or more subtle changes in field topol
ogy in quiet regions. Such destabilization then al
lows the flux rope to rise through the corona and
pass into the heliosphere, carrying with it the hydro
gen condensation and magnetized plasma. Such an
ejection is seen in the three coronagraph images in
Figure 7. I emphasize that the filament eruption is
only one part of the C:\'IE process. Excellent exam
ples of CNIEs can be seen in images from the Large
Angle and Spectrometric Corongraph (LASCO) on
SOHO.

Both coronal holes and mass ejections have charac
teristic cyclic signatures that follow the Schwabe cy
cle. Their aggregate effect produces fluctuations in

the heliospheric plasma that can modulate the cos
mic ray flux. We then have a terrestrially important
variation in energetic particle fluxes that arises from
coronal phenomena that have little direct connection
to variations in the Sun's radiative output. Xever
theless, they correlate through the underlying cause.
the solar magnetic cycle.

4. .\IODELIXG SOLAR VARIABILITY

Computations of the solar output and its variability
are needed to replace missing data, past or present.
Such estimates also can be made from models of
structures observed in the solar atmosphere. Because
of complexity of the magnetized solar atmosphere. a
full "forward" computation of the Sun's output is not
possible at the present time.

4.1. Radiative Variability

Estimates of solar radiation come from regres
sion transformations and irradiances computed from
model atmospheres. Regressions between two or
more observables give a linear transfer function to
estimate one variable from the other, i.e.,

A typical exam pie is the use of the 10. 7 cm radio
flux to estimate CV irradiances. See Tobiska et al.
(2000). A more successful approach is mult-variant
regressions of an observed irradiance on a set of solar
activity indices such as sunspot index, facular index,
Call K index, .\IgII index. For example.

Irr adf X, t) = a;..+b;.. Isunspot+c;.. Ifaculae+d;.. 1network·
(2)

These indices contain information on the darkness
of spots and the brightness of faculae and plages.
This multi-variant scheme is the common method
for estimating the TSI using data from daily solar
images (Frohlich et al. 1988; Chapman et al. 1996).

Given a set of physical models of sunspots, faculae.
quiet atmosphere, etc., and the theory for the pro
duction and transfer of radiation: radiation emerging
from them can be computed and summed to give an
irradiance, i.e.,

Irrad(.\, t) = I:disklstructure(A, x, y) (3)

where emergent intensity (j S(T) exp(-T) dr) from
each structure is is computed and then summed over
the full solar image. This synthesis approach has
been used successfully by Solanki, et al. (1997) and
Fontenla et al. (1999) to compute the solar spectrum
and its variability.

Since the solar photosphere is the dominant source of
radiative energy from the Sun, modeling it as a com
posite stellar atmosphere is a viable approach. Since
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Figure 6. Solar IrnoJ}P in the 11! 6/)6 ..'f nm line, 08/09/:!000. Th c durk jiltuncuts ILT'f' promineiices seen aquinsi
the disk. They are the loci of m aqnet u fi11.r ropes that produce CM!c's. From tlu: MrL11no Loe Solar Ohserrut ors;
(//AO).

Fiqure 7. Images of the corona recorded on 08/17/1.98.9 ot 18:44 UT. 18:51 iT. ou d 18·54 UT. The sequence
shows a prominence eruption awl expulsion of coronol plo.sn.u in lower lejt qiuutrant . From the /v!k3 corouuqraph
at. the Mtiutu: Loa Solar ObsrTnator·y (/!AO).
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the depth of the photosphere is so small relative to
the solar radius, we use the plane parallel atmosphere
approximation in solving the radiative transfer equa
tions in the photosphere and low chromosphere. This
condition fails as we go into the corona as demon
strated in Figure 5 where the EUV emission occurs
in the thin flux tubes from active regions. Therefore,
the increasing inhomogeneity and spatial extent of
the solar atmosphere as we observe into the corona
forces the use of multi-variant schemes (Equation 2)
for estimating irradiances in the E"CV.The transient
nature of EUV and X-ray variability makes predic
tion difficult.

Given the reality of a highly structured solar atmo
sphere, the best method for determining radiative
variability is to continue measuring it from space.
But research to determine the physical conditions in
sunspots, faculae, plages, prominences, and coronal
holes must be continued as a basis for realistic pre
diction of solar change.

5. PLASMA VARIABILITY

The coronal structure and its extension into the
heliosphere presents similar problems in estimating
plasma variability. This is complicated further by
the transient C\!IE events associated with promi
nence eruptions. Theoretical models of magnetic
flux ropes and prominences now exist (Low 1996:
Rust & Kumar 1996), but they have not been ap
plied to operational prediction of CMEs. The physics
of solar wind stream interaction regions is under
stood, but their aggregate effect throughout the he
liosphere is difficult to model. Observations of the
speed, density, and magnetic field of the solar wind
are now available from many spacecraft. These mea
surements give empirical boundary conditions for
computation of heliospheric structure and its effect
on spacecraft environment and cosmic ray fluxes.
Such a computational approach is now underway in
the Solar, Heliospheric, and Interplanetary Project
(http://sec.noaa.gov/shine).

6. CO.\"CLl,"SIO.\"SAND QUESTIONS

We now know the degree of variability of the TSI
during the last 22 years, and magnetic activity ap
pears to be the principal source of the observed vari
ations. However, we are not yet able to measure any
long-term change in the quiet Sun because of uncer
tainties in the measurements and the shortness of
the record. We also have a good picture of vari
ability at wavelengths below 300 nm. Variability
of the spectrum above 160 nm cannot be detected
in data from current space experiments, except in
the cores of strong absorption lines. Current atmo
spheric models do give spectral irradiances in the vis
ible close to the observed values. Our record of UV,
EUV, and X-ray variability will continue to improve

as new instruments are flown in space to measure
both irradiances and images showing the radiation
sources. Many questions remain in our study of so
lar variability and its origins, though.

A very fundamental questions is: Does the Suns lu
minosity change? Irradiance measurements only de
fine the Suns radiation in the direction of the Earth:
therefore, they cannot determine the radiative out
put at all directions from the Sun. As in all stellar
measurements, we assume that the luminosity is ob
tained from an irradiance by assuming spherical sym
metry in the radiation field. Only advanced stellar
atmosphere computations with magnetic fields can
address this question.

Another puzzle is the formation of flux ropes needed
for prominences and CMEs. Such magnetic flux
ropes are observed, but how are they formed and
maintained during the solar cycle, particularly at
high latitudes. Equally important is the question
of destabilization of these ropes to produce C~IEs.

Foukal's observations of dark faculae at 1.6microns is
now questioned by new, high resolution observations
(Foukal et al. 1989; Wang et al. 1998). Observation
of dark faculae requires the temperature of faculae
to crossover that of the quiet photosphere. This, in
turn, gives a decrease in irradiance over broad ranges
in the spectrum. If the temperature crossover does
not exist, then the net effect of faculae is to increase
the irradiance at all wavelengths.

The solar atmosphere is obviously not a quiet stel
lar envelope when observed at short wavelengths.
High resolution observations of the chromosphere
and corona show small scale transient fluctuations.
The existence of such fluctuations questions the re
ality of statistical equilibrium in both excitation and
ionization in our attempts to synthesize the spec
trum.

7. RELEVA.'\T CONFERENCES, INTER.\"ET
SITES, BOOKS

The literature on solar magnetic fields and their ef
fects is extensive and increasing rapidly due to more
use of the Internet. The following Web sites are
sources for all of the solar images in this brief re
view:
http://www.bbso.njit.edu/
http://mlso.hao.ucar.edu/
http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/
http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/EIT
http://penumbra.nascom.nasa.gov/TRACE/Data/
http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/yohkoh..archive.html
http:// sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/ data/

Instructive papers on the subject can be found in the
following conference proceedings:

The Solar Cycle, Proceedings of U.S. NSO 12th Sum-



mer Workshop, K.L. Harvey (ed.), Astronomical
Society of the Pacific Conference Series, vol. 27,
1992

The Solar Engine and Its Influence on Terres
trial Atmosphere and Climate, E. Nesme-Ribes
(ed.), NATO ASI Series 1: Global Environmen
tal Change, vol. 25, Springer-Verlag, 1993

The Sun as a Variable Star: Solar and Stellar Irra
diance Variations, Proceedings of the 143rd IAC
Colloquium, L\1. Pap, C. Frohlich, H.S. Hudson,
and S.K. Solanki (eds.), Cambridge Lriiversity
Press, 1994

The Sun as a Variable Star: Solar and Stellar Irra
diance Variations (Contributed Papers), Proceed
ings of the 143rd IAC Colloquium, J.M. Pap, C.
Frohlich, H.S. Hudson, and W.K. Tobiska (eds),
Solar Physics, vol. 154, no. 1, 1994

Histoire Solaire et Climatique, E. Nesme-Ribes and
G. Thuillier, Belin, Paris, 2000

La Historia del Sol y El Cambia Climatico, M.
Vazquez Abeledo, :\IcGraw Hill, Madrid, 1998
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ABSTRACT

Our aim is to perform a study about the connections
between the' ariations of the total solar irradiancc (TS!)
and the solar activitv phenomena during the I I-year
solar cycle. We use the TSI data registered by a lot of
experiments (from ERB/NIMBUS 7 to VIRGO/SOHO)
and the solar indices related to sunspot. radio flux on
lO.? cm. coronal green line and solar flare activity A
comparison between the solar cycles 21. 22 and the
ascending phase of the 231'1cycle is made. Moreover. we
tried to review the links bctw ccn the global solar
magnetic fields and the neutrino flux fluctuations. for
understanding the solar interior role in the surface
activity

I. INTRODUCTION

The Sun is the primary source of energy responsible for
gov crning both the weather and the climate of Earth
The proofs that our Sun is not a constant star arc very
"ell documented. For that reason alone. the idea that
variations in the solar radiation output could be
responsible for terrestrial changes 111 the Earth
environment comes immediately in cvcrybodvs mind.
"Global warming .. has become a very hot and serious
subject for a wide range of scientific communities. as it
can have extensive social. ecological and economic
implications. How much is the Sun responsible for this.
and how much other natural or human-made processes.
is still an open debate.

Much meteorological and climatic data suggest that
there arc significant responses in Earth· s atmosphere
and oceans to the variability of the Sun: drought cycles.
variations in global sea surface temperatures. variations
in stratospheric temperatures at specific locations and in
the storms across the oceans. variations in the vcar-io
year tree growth as dctcnnincd by tree-ring studies. and
long-tcnn climate variations. All of them show
remarkable correlation with various forms of solar

variabilitv 0\ er time spans ranging up to I00.000 years.
The generally accepted most likely mechanism for
connecting the solar variability with the global climate
is the variation of the total solar irradiancc (TS[). which
if it is large enough must undoubtedly affect climate.

Counting the TSI as a product of the solar interior
processes with the atmosphere phenomena. some
considerations about the solar interior role in the surface
solar activity arc made (section 2) In section 3. the TSI
varia tions in correlation" ith some solar activitv indices
arc analvzcd during the maximum. the minimum and
the ascending phase of the I I-year solar cycles 21-23.
The results arc discussed in comparison with the ones
obtained for the "hole TSI space registered period
(since I978). Short Fourier analyses of the longest
series of indices (R. F 10.7 and TS!) arc presented in
section -L

2. THE ROLE OF THE SOLAR INTERIOR IN THE
SURF ACE ACTIVITY

In order to understand the surface manifestation of the
Sun 's activity. one has to begin from the physical
processes inside the Sun. because although the bulk of
the solar energy is radiated into space from the
photosphere. cromosphcrc and corona. it is generated in
the central core. TI1c only physical measurable quantity
that can give us some information about what happens
in the opaque interior of the Sun - is the solar neutrino
rate. With the purpose to dctcnninc the solar neutrino
fluxes of different energies. there arc five detectors that
take neutrino flux measurements since 1970: Horncsakc.
GALLEX. SAGE. Kamiokandc and SuperKamiokandc
There arc many attempts to establish if there is a
correlation of the neutrino flux with the solar I I-\ car
cycle. These studies arc now in progress. the analvsis of
GALEX data showing an anti-correlation. while the
SuperKamiokandc data show a correlation with the
activity cycle (Grandpierrc 1999)

Pri« J '' Solar & S/)(IU' \Veu1/ier Furmuntcrcnc«. 'Th c Solur Cvcl« an.! Tcrre.11r111/ ( "/1111n11•· \u111u ( 'ru: de Trnrn]«, Trnrritr, Sf'"'"·
25 29 Scf'IC111her 2()()1) ILS.-\ SJ' . .J('3. December 21!1!())
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Even if it is controversial. we present here a few results
found in the literature. for underlining the importance of
the attempt to correlate all the processes that take place
at all the layers of the Sun. from its core to the corona
and its extension to the interplanetary space.

The phenomenon that links all the aspects of the solar
variability is a common source. the magnetic activity of
the Sun. Magnetic fields weave through the outer third
of the Sun· s interior - the convection zone - and
penetrate the solar surface. extending outward through
the solar atmosphere. This is why a connection between
the global solar magnetic field and neutrino fluxes is an
important approach. An anti-correlation between these
t\YOquantities was found. As the solar diameter rises up
when the magnetic pressure decreases. a correlation
between the solar size and measured neutrino fluxes was
visible and even highly significant (Gavryuseva and
Gavryusev 1999). Moreover. an important correlation
was observed between the neutrino flux and the
numbers of flares shifted by 27 days backward (Klochek
ct al. 2000). This is explained by the fact that the time
necessary for the magnetic fields to emerge from the
bottom of the convective zone to the Sun· s surface is
about 27 days (Moreno-Inscrtis et al. 1994). That
correlation agrees with the idea that the interaction
between neutrinos and solar magnetic fields occurs at
the bottom of the convective zone (McNutt 1997).

3. TSI VARIATION ANALYSIS

The Sun· s total (spectrally integrated) radiative output is
the variability best quantified observationally.
Overlapping cross-calibrated measurements made by
active cavitv radiometers since November 1978

I
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F1g11re1. A composite record or total solar irradtance compiled
trom detailed cross-calibrations of various radiometric
measurements from J 9-8 ro J 999. adjusted 10 the absolute scale
otSpace Absolute Radiometric Reference 1.\cJRR).

compose a total irradiance database with sufficient long
term precision to identify an l l-year cycle (Willson
1994.Lee III et al. 1995) (see fig. 1).

The difference between the nurumum and maximum
amplitude of the total irradiance cycle may be as much
as 0.15% and precedes the phase of solar activity
(Schatten 1988).

This total irradiance variations have been explained in
terms of a combination of decreases due to sunspot
blocking and increases due to bright faculae and plages
(Foukal and Lean. 1990) both of which are positively
correlated with solar magnetic activity. The two effects
tend to cancel each other. and the net positive
correlation of the total solar irradiancc is explained as a
slight excess of facular brightening over sunspot
darkening (Reid 2000).

3.1. Extreme Phases Studies of the Solar Cycles

By following the evolution of the solar activity
phenomena throughout a cycle of 11 year we can
distinguish the following phases of the cycle: minimum.
ascending phase. maximum. descending phase. The
cycle phases differ by duration and are characterized by
different levels of solar activity. For this reason studies
of correlations between various manifestations of the
solar activity in each phase represent a very interesting
topic of the solar physics.
The Romanian Solar Group at AIRA (the Astronomical
Institute of the Romanian Academy) held by G. Maris is
implied in studies of the link between TS! and certain
solar activity indices. in the maximum and minimum
phase period for solar cycles. The study covers the solar
cycles 21-23 (the maximum phase of the SC 21 (1979-
1980). the minimum of SC 22 (1985-1987). the
maximum of SC 22 (1989-1990). (Maris and Dinulescu
1995. Maris and Dinulcscu 1997) the minimum of SC
23 (1996-1997) and the ascending phase of SC 23. The
authors consider that the dependence between TS! and
various solar activity indices should be analyzed
separately for different phases of the solar cycle. taking
into consideration the evolution of the solar magnetic
field in a wav specific to each phase of the cycle.

From the solar activity indices we have chosen:

R - the daily sunspot relative number (the Wolf number)
(Sunspot Bulletin. SIDC-Brusscls). defined as:

R = k (IOg + f),



"ere g is number of sunspot groups. f is total number of
spot on the visible hemisphere and k reduces the
obscrx ed values to the standard sunspot number:

F - the radio flux on I0.7 cm (2800 MHz). dailv values
expressed in units of I02= Wm-=H/1 (Solar-Geophysical
Data. NGOC-Boulder. Colorado) (SGD)

In the previous papers there were used also other indices
in our analysis. We rev iew here some of them:

le - the coronal index in green line. 530.3nm (Tatranska
Lomnica Observatory):

11A- the daily flare total areas index defined b~ Maris
and Dinulescu ( 1997) as:

IrA=IA;

where IA; is the sum of the flare areas in one dav.
expressed in millionths of solar disk.

SFN - the daily scaled flare number defined by Pap and
Vrsnak (1989) as:

SFN =I k;N;

were k, is the scaling coefficient wi th values rangmg
between 0 5 and 50_ by the importance class of the
flares. and N; is the daily number of flares in a particular
class of importance. calculated by us for the period
studied:

The correlation bctw ccn TS! and the abox c mentioned
solar indices has been analyzed (using the linear
regression method) in the extreme phases of the solar
cycles (maximum and minimum) as well as for the
subdivision of these periods. as follows:

a) in the maximum phases of the solar cycles 21
( 1979-1980 ). 22 ( 1989-1990) and n (1999-2000 ):

b) in the minimum period <if solar activity for the
cycles 21-22 (1985-1987) and n (19%-1997):

c) for annual periods: 1979: 1980: 1985: 1986: 1987:
1989: 1990:

d) on Carrington rotations. from rotations 1758 to
17% and 1809 to 183():

c) in deeps<if irradiance (DI: 27 Feb. - 2 May 1980:
02 quarterlyIV.1980: 03 quarterly II. 1989: D+:
quarterly Ill. 1990)
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In the tables below we present the correlation
coefficients between TS! and the solar activitv indices
used for the minimum (table I) and respectively
maximum phase (table 2) of the last three cycles.

Table I. The correlation coefficients between TS! and
the solar activitv indices during the minimum phase
between the solar eve/es] I ''
Interval R F 10.7 le I,.\ SF'i
'85- '87 ·O091 0 224 ·0435 -0.086 -0 022
1985 -0.233 -0.228 . () 285 -0.320 -0.252
1986 -0.199 -0.199 -0.189 -0.335 -0.177
1987 .0.202 0 384 .0.684 '0 042 ·O077
D '86 -0.350 -0.228 ·0435 -0.281 -0.244

r (TSI, R) = - 0.121
r (TSI, F 10.7)= - 0.119

Xlinimum :,;c 22 - 23:
rFch. 1996 Fch. 1997)

No correlation is observed between TS! and any of the
analyzed indices during the minimum phases (SC 21-
22 1985-87 and SC 23 1996-97 - sec table I J

Unlike the maximum solar periods. "here a large
number of well-defined "deeps.. is registered. in the
analyzed minimum only one significant ""deep··. 3
September - 3 I December 1986 could be selected. The
TS! registered a pronounced decrease 0\ er several days.
followed up by a slow reversion to the previous values:
this demonstrates once more the complexity of high
energy phenomena at the scale of the entire solar
atmosphere which by determining each other bring
about unforeseen consequences in the TS! variation. On
the "deeps.. analyzed in the maximum phases. the
absolute \ alucs of the correlation coefficients were
without exception higher than those of the "deep..
analyzed in the minimum (Maris and Dinulcscu. 1995).
The "deep" of the minima emphasizes a more
pronounced anti-correlation between TS! and R than in
the annual intervals or throughout the entire interval
considered. the same tendency being maintained also for
the flare activity evaluated through I1A and SFN. While
between TS! and FI 0. 7 there is a rather anti-correlation.
between TS! and I, there is a slightly positive
correlation: this fact demonstrates. on the one hand. an
anti-phase variation between the TS! and the UV
radiation (well approximated by the F IO 7 index) from
the low corona. and on the other hand. an almost linear
dependence between TS! and the green emission of the
upper corona (estimated by the le index)

Given the intrinsic relationship bctw ccn the solar
differential rotation and the generation of the toroidal
magnetic fields that dctcnninc the small-scale magnetic
activitv in the solar atmosphere (the activity regions).
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we have presented in detail the analysis of the linear
correlation on the Carrington solar rotations. Out of the
total 39 solar rotations analyzed. in 61'Y<,of the cases the
correlation index oscillates bctw ccn positive and
negative values indicating the correlation or anti
correlation. respectively. between TS! and various
manifestations of the solar activity in the photosphere.
chromosphere and corona. In I3'Yo of the rotations. the
correlation coefficient between TS! and the considered
indices remains negative. which means that there is a
variation of the analyzed phenomena in anti-phase. The
correlation coefficient has a strange behaviour in 26%
of the rotations studied when it remains positive for all
the analyzed phenomena. The positive correlation is
explained by the absence of spots groups in the
photosphere (R = 0) in the longer periods specific to the
solar activity minimum. which determines the quasi
total absence also of the flare phenomena from the
chromosphere (11A= 0. SFN = 0).

A slight anti-correlation between TS! and R is observed
for the deep of irradiancc (0"8(>). due lo the blocking
effect of the sunspots. A slight positive value of the
correlation coefficient appears for the year 1987. This is
because the 1987 year is already the beginning of the
ascending phase of SC 22 and as \\C will sec also for
the ascending phase of SC 23. it may be a confirmation
of a diminish of the sunspots blocking effect.

Between TSI and F I0.7. there are the same trends as
for the above indices. with a slight negative value in the
deep 0"86 and an increase of the UV radiation
contribution to TSI for the beginning of the ascending
phase of SC 22 ( 1987).

The correlation coefficients between TS! and the
coronal index le has an increased value for the year
1987. while for the flare indices only one slight positive
value is found for the year 198(>. This proves that the
eruptive area OrA) brought some contribution. through
its emissivity from X-rays to visible light. to the total
solar radiation output.

Fahie l. The correlation coefficients between TSI and
the solar activitv indices on the maximum phases ofthe
,\'Csl I and l l.
Interval R F 10.7 le Ir A SF\"
1979 -0.528 -0.497 0.176 -0.302 -0.264
1980 -0.412 -0.566 -0.006 -0.465 -0.385
1989 -0. 419 -0.375 -0.467 -0.117 -0.094
1990 -0.280 -0.182 -0.249 -0.139 -0.23(,
D1 -so -0.450 -0.666 -0.696 -0.584 -0.55i<
D2 '80 -0.506 -0.831 -0 022 -0.588 -0.519
0'89 -0.655 -0.399 -0.606 -0.190 c0.117
D '90 -0.761 -0.339 -0.718 -0.252 -0.191

The study of the maximum phases shows an anti
correlation between TSI - Rand TSI - F 10.7 (see table
2) due lo the fact that in this phase the blocking effects
of the sunspots are dominating and the active regions
contribution in the radio flux manifests in a stronger
way. The negative values become more evident in the
deeps of irradiance. In the deeps of SC 21 (01 ·so and
02 "80) the anti-correlation of the radio flux and
eruptive areas is more powerful. '' hilc in the deeps of
SC 22 (0 "89 and 0 "90) we have higher values for the
coronal index.

3.2. The Current Solar Cycle Analysis

The ascending trend of all the three indices (TSL R and
F 10.7) can observe in the figure below. for the period
19%-1999 (the ascending phase of the current cycle).
For the last I00 days in the graphs a different shape
between TSI curve and the other two curves is evident
that corresponds to the beginning of the maximum
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phase of the solar cycle. "here the blocking effect is
acting more efficiently.

The correlation coefficients between '/SJ and the solar
activitv indices during the ascending phase o[.'i'C l3: I
Oct 19% - Nov. 1999: r (TSI, R) =+ 0.-t 15 I

r (TSI, F to.7) =+ 0.531~

For the ascending phase of the present solar cycle one
can sec a positive \ aluc of the correlation coefficients
both between TS! and Ras well as TSI and F 10.7. This
tendency remains the same over the entire period Nm.
1978 - Nov. 1999 (evidently. the correlation is slightly
lower. but it remains positive).

The correlation coefficients between J:\'J and the solar)
activi tv indices during the period 1978 1999. I
Nm 1978 - Nm. 1999: r (TSI, R) =+ 0.367

r (TSI, F to.7) =+ 0.-tOO

The period Nm. 1978 - Nm. 1999 begins a year before
the maximum of SC 21 and contains t\\ o fazes of
maximum. two of minimum. two ascendant and two
descendent phases. therefore. two complete cycles of 11
vcar. The positive value ofr (TSI. R) and r (TS!. F 10.7)
for two complete cycles is quite unexpected It seems
that the tendency manifested on the ascending phase of
SC 2-1imposes a general trend for a longer period. One
can sec the same tendency for the year 1987. that can be
considered the beginning of the ascending phase of SC
n <sec table I ).

4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF TS!. R AND F HU

On the series of data \\ c applied the estimated pm' er
spectral density using Welch· s a\ crag ed pcriodogram
method. The data arc divided into 0\ crlapping sections.
each of w hich is dctrcnded and w indow ed by a Hanning
\\ indow. The results arc presented in figure -; \Ve
choose to focus only on the inter, al between ten and a
hundred days because here \\C expect to find the
relevant information. For Rand F I0.7 a peak at about
28 days can be observed For TS!. a deep at about 28
days appears. superposed mer a larger plateau bctw ccn
25 and 40 clays. The same plateau could be obscrx ed 111

the R power spectral density. An harmonic component
at about 14 clays is seen in R and TS! data and
pracricalb absent in F I0. 7 data

The coherence function. defined as: !P,/ I (P,, P..,.)
show s the little coherence of TS! data wi th R and FI o. 7.
rcspcctivclv, except for a surprising feature around <iO
davs The sunspot - radio coherence function reaches a

4 ..,-'

peak of mer 90'~;;.at 28 days and keeps its value higher
of 90'% O\Cr the entire spectrum.

, Sol.11~.1dioH11.~l!l.i cm
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" CONCLUSIONS

This correlation TSI - R is due to the fact that R is a
numerical index: it gi\ cs no information about the
sunspots importance (area). During the maximum
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phases. there are big sunspots that define very energetic
active regions that have usually big flares: these highly
emissive regions give the 0.15 % rise of the total

To1al Sol<'ll h.-.:iidi.•mc-e v.s. Su""'Pot Rel.,)tive N1,111nbets
09--~---

Tot..>! Solar lrr.1dl;:mcft v.~. Sol..>1 R.Jdio Fluw 10.1 cm
·---------~-------~~
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118-- --

07

.,, 0 6 -

~ 0 5
j

I) J - -

0 2 -- -- -- - --1- - -- --~--- -- - -- -~-...-

u r

0-:--- '10"' ~______.____ - - .•~-- _._____ :__ ;____

10

<;,uR$.f)ol Rela....,... Hmnbono.v.'. SoJ..-.1 R.uJI,.. Flux 10-7 cm
I--------.-----------------.---

F1g11re ./. The coherence tunction: TS! v.s R.
TS! v.s. Fl 0. -. and R F.S. 1:10. -.

radiation output observed during the maximum activity
periods. The situation is completely different during the
minimum. "hen the sunspots blocking effect is weaker
because there arc no big sunspot groups and no
important emissive events. Here. the correlation
coefficients are decreasing to zero.

The positive correlation between TSI and R or Fl0.7
during the ascending phase. remains a matter of a
further study as "ell as a deeper Fourier analysis
applied on the studied indices. The correlation betw een
TSI and some solar activity indices also ask for other

indices that would characterize better the physical
properties of the involved phenomena.

The strange correlation between very important global
characteristics of the solar power engine should be
regarded as an evidence of the connection between the
processes taking place inside the Sw1 and its outer
layers.
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ABSTRACT

The rising phase of solar cycle 23 from the time of
minimum in 1996 to its high activity phase in 2000, is
significantly different from the previous two cycles.
Cycle 23 is magnetically weaker with sunspot and
facular area almost a factor of two lower than in cycle
22. The evolution of total solar irradiance (TSI) rela
tive to solar magnetic flux and activity indices is dif
ferent for the rising phase of this cycle. While most
activity indices are consistently lower for cycle 23,
current measurements of TSI from SOHO/VIRGO
and UARS/ ACRIMII indicate an increase similar to
the one observed during the past solar cycle. Mod
els of TSI based on facular excess and sunspot pho
tometry gave good TSI estimates for cycle 22, but
they give TSI estimates below the observed values
for cycle 23. This difference raises questions about
TSI observations themselves, TSI estimates based on
ground-based observations and the sources of solar
radiative variability. We review the recent measure
ments of solar magnetism, solar activity and radia
tive variability from both ground-based and space
observatories to give a comprehensive overview of the
rising phases of both solar cycle 22 and 23.

Key words: Sun: activity, Sun: irradiance, Methods:
data analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The solar activity cycle has been observed in
sunspots for centuries, but measurements of solar ir
radiance and solar magnetic flux cover only two and
a half cycles, i.e. cycles 21-23. Solar cycles 21 and 22
were very active cycles, but cycle 23 has been a weak
cycle so far. Other cycles, such as solar cycles 9 and
17, similar to cycle 23 existed in the past, but this is
the first time that a relatively weak cycle is observed
with a modern array of instruments. In this paper,
we analyze the rising phase of solar cycle 23, from
the time of solar minimum in 1996 into its maxi
mum phase in summer of 2000. We will describe
the evolution of the solar irradiance and magnetic

flux during this time and compare it to the analo
gous period for cycle 22. In particular, we will dis
cuss the measurements of total solar irradiance (TSI)
during the two cycles and their relationship to mag
netic flux observations. Since its beginning in 1996,
solar cycle 23 has been magnetically less active, with
sunspot area and total magnetic flux systematically
below the values for the two previous cycles. In con
trast, the SOHO/VIRGO and UARS/ ACRIMII ex
periment show an increase in TSI in 1999 larger then
expected from empirical models based on sunspot
and facular observations. If this "anomalous" be
havior of TSI is real, it raises the question if mag
netic activity in the form of sunspots, faculae, and
enhanced network is the only source of solar radiative
variability. Given the importance of variations in the
Sun's radiative output for the Earth's environment,
this question is relevant not only to understand the
solar activity cycle, but also the solar influence on
the Earth's system.

2. THE RISE OF SOLAR CYCLE 23: 1996-2000
PERIOD

Solar minimum between solar cycle 22 and 23 oc
curred in 1996. Minimal solar activity was reached
in the spring and fall of 1996. These two periods
had equally low solar activity and were separated by
a small burst of activity of the declining cycle 22.
The time of solar minimum is not a single point in
time, but rather an extended period, usually last
ing a couple of years, when the old and new cycles
coexist and the average level for magnetic activity
remains low. It is often useful for practical purposes
to define the onset of a new cycle more precisely. The
time of minimum for solar cycle 23 was chosen in Oc
tober 1996 (Josdyn et al., 1997; de Toma, White, &
Harvey, 2000). Activity remained very low until the
summer of 1997, when, in two solar rotations, there
was an increase in the emergence of magnetic flux
in the solar atmosphere. Several new active regions
appeared between August and September 1997, and
there was a relatively small, but clear, increase in
most indices of solar activity (Figures 2-3). Activ
ity continued to rise in the years 1997-1999, but the

Proc /''So/or & S11uce \Vcurher Eurocontrrencr, 'F/Je Sola: ( \r le an.! Fcne111111! C/1111u1<·· .\'u111<1Cru: de Trnrrit«. Trnrrit«, S110111
25-29 Septcmher 21!1!0(ESA .\'l'--103. December 201JIJ)
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Figure 1: Evolution of the solar corona (SOHO /LAS CO) and of the phoiosperu: magnetic field (NSO /Kitt Peak) during
the rising phase of solar cycle 23. At the time of solar minimum in the Spring of 1996, there are not active regions on
the solar disk and only the magnetic network is visible. At the same time, the corona is weaker and coronal streamers are
confined at equatorial latitudes. In March 1998, the cycle has reached a moderate a.ctivity level. We notice an increase
in the coronal emission, and two bands of active regions associated with the new cycle 23 which have formed at mid
latitudes. As the cycle evolves, there is an increase in the magnetic jlu« emerqcnce, and the corona assumes a more
symmetric shape. The November 1999 itruiqcs are at high activity: the corona is very symmetric, with streamers visible
at many latitudes. and large activity complexes are seen in the Northern hemisphere of the Sun. The LASCO image on
July 14, 2000 shows a coronal mass ejection (CME) eueni which was preceded by a large flare. The CME induced an
interplanetary shock wave and caused a large (class G5) geomagnetic storm the [ollounnq day. This was the largest solar
particle event so far in cycle 23.
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Table 1. Solar Activity Indices and Total Solar Irradiance: Yeady Values

Magnetic Flux 18.898 17.075
l 1986 1989 1990 1996 1999 2000"

1371.414 1372.299
1366.608

7.200 21.057 6.743 15.014

Mg II 280nm index .282 .274
He I 1083nm index 46.139 76.578 74.960 42.732 68.773 74.231

.264 .279 .264
FlO. 7 radio flux 74.0 213.4 189.8 72.0 153.5 181.3
Sunspot Number 13.4 157.6

18275.7
Sunspot Area 73.7 1828.07

142.6 8.6 93.3 118.8
1333.83 55.25 862.50 1425.08

Facular Area 28552.0
TSI (Nimbus 7/ERB)

23369.2 1444.5 12496.6
1372.641

TSI (SOHO/VIRGO v2.5) 1365.634
TSTTSOHO /VIRGO v3Jl)
TSI (SOHO/DIARAD )

"Averages for the year 2000 arc based on the period .lanuary-Junc 2000, and are still preliminary

1366.038 1366.850 1366.918
1366.162 1366.976 1367.241

rise was fairly slow, characterized by small, simple,
and short-lived sunspots and sunspot groups and by
a relatively low flare activity. The highest values
for sunspot number and the 10.7cm radio flux were
reached in November of 1999 and again in March and
July 2000. The first half of 2000, as we approached
solar maximum, was characterized by higher solar ac
tivity and an increasing number of CMEs and flare
events, often associated to geomagnetic storms like
the storms on April 7, June 8 and July 15, 2000. The
latter was a very strong geomagnetic storm, which
followed an intense flare eruption and full-halo C:\IE
on July 14 (Figure 1), and has been the largest so
lar radiation storm so far in cycle 23. Geomagnetic
storms have also been associated to coronal holes
at equatorial latitudes, as on Feruary 24 and Au
gust 28, 2000. In the spring-summer of 2000 sunspot
number and 10.7cm radio flux fluctuated a lot going
from relatively high values, as on May 16 (ssn = 189
and Fl0.7 = 264.5) and mi July 18 (ssn = 228 and
Fl0.7 = 270.5), to low values, as on May 6 (ssn = 50
and Fl0.7= 129.1). However, the average values for
sunspots, radio flux, as well as, magnetic flux re
main moderate and systematically below the values
observed in the two previous cycles, as illustrated by
Table 1 and Figures 2-3.
As the cycle progresses, the distribution of photo
spheric magnetic fields and the shape of the solar
corona change significantly (Figure 1). A number
of observations, such as the distribution of coronal
streamers and of coronal holes, the topology of the
unipolar magnetic fields in the polar regions, and
the latitudinal distribution of sunspot regions, all in
dicate that in summer of 2000 we arc reaching the
maximum phase of solar cycle 23. Observations of
the solar corona from SOHO/LASCO (Figure 1) and
MLSO/MK4 show the corona has an almost symmet
ric configurations, typical of solar maximum. Coro
nal holes and helmet streamers, have been reaching
equatorial latitudes since winter of 2000. In sum
mer of 2000, the unipolar magnetic field in the po
lar region is weak, i.e. about 0.2 x 1022 Mx in the
North and -0.2 1022 Mx in the South, according
to NSO/Kitt Peak data, but has not reversed yet.
Sunspots are appearing over a large range of lati
tudes from about 3 to 38 deg. in both hemispheres.

10.7 cm Radio Flux

50 ~---· !.---·---~~~~~

1996 2004 20061998 2000 2002
TIME (year)

Figure 2. Comparison of the observed values of
the 10.7cm radio flux for solar cycle 23, with the
NOAA/NASA solar prediction made in 1997, and with
the previous cycle. Solar cycle 22 data have been shifted
to match the time of minimum between cycle 21 and 22
in September 1986 with the recent minimum in October
1996.

Some active regions arc occurring below 10 deg. and
a few within 5 deg. from the equator.
Solar cycle 23 has been so far much weaker than
expected by the NOAA/NASA predictions made in
September 1997 shown in Figure 2. Cycle 23 has
shown a relatively slow rise during his ascending
phase in 1997-1999, and has not reach the level of
activity seen in cycle 22 and 21 yet.

2.1. Comparison of Solar Cycle 22 and 23

In Figure 3, we present the time series for the com
posite TSI (Frohlich & Lean, 1997), the NSO/Kitt
Peak magnetic flux data, and some common indices
of solar activity. They include chromospheric indices
such as the Mg II core -to -wing ratio at 280 nm and
He I equivalent width at 1083nm, the coronal 10.7
cm radio flux, and the sunspot number. Average
values during low and high activity for cycles 22 and
23 are given in Table 1, where we report annual aver
ages at solar minimum and two and three years after
minimum. Analysis of these observations shows that
cycle 23 has been less vigorous magnetically than
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Figure 3. Time series of daily values for total solar irra
diance (composite), NSO/Kitt Peak magnetic flux data,
Mg II 280nm index (composite), the He! 1083nm index,
the 10.7cm radio flux, and the sunspot number from 1g18
to the present. The rising phase of cycle 23 is quite differ
ent from cycle 21 and 22. Cycle 21 and 22 were strong
cycles with a fairly rapid rise from minimum to maxi
mum activity. So far cycle 23 has been a weaker cycle.
On average, sunspot number, 10.7 radio flux, magnetic
flux, and the Mg II and He I indices are lower for cycle
23 than for the two previous cycles. In 2000, during the
maximum phase of cycle 23, sunspot number and area
fluctuated a lot reaching at times unusually low values.
In contrast, the observed values for TS! in late 1999 and
2000 are almost at the same level observed during the
previous cycle maximum in 1989.

SanFernandoObservatory Sunspot Area

1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000

SanFernandoObservatory Facular Area

111,

!, ' ~

~ ~l~~i~1.~10"

1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000
TIME(yoar)

Figure 4. Sunspot and facular areas derived from im
ages taken at San Fernando Observatory in the blue con
tinuum at 672.3 nm and in the Ca II k line at 393.4 nm,
respectively.

cycles 21 and 22. The photospheric magnetic flux,
most activity indices, as well as UV irradiance have
lower values for this cycle. In particular, we note
the lower values for sunspot number and area for
this cycle. Observations at San Fernando Observa
tory of sunspot and facular area are a factor of two
lower than in solar cycle 22 (Figure 4, and Table
1). This is consistent with the magnetic flux mea
sured at NSO/Kitt Peak, and with the weaker effect
of sunspot passages on TSI. However, the relative in
crease in TSI from minimum to maximum is about
the same for both cycle 22 and 23.

3. TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE

In Figure 5, we note the decrease in the effect of
sunspot disk passages on TSI during the rise of cy
cle 23 compared to the corresponding phase of cycle
22, as expected from the photometric observations of
sunspots which indicate a decrease in the number of
large spots and spot groups. Despite the weaker ef
fect of sunspots on TSI, the relative increase in TSI in
1999-2000 is similar to the one observed during the
maximum phase of cycle 22. Empirical models based
on sunspots and faculae, which well represented TSI
observations during the last solar cycle, fail to ex
plain completely the observed rise in TSI during the
present cycle.

3.1. Observations and Models

Measurements of TSI from SOHO /VIRGO v2.5
showed an early increase in TSI starting at the end
of 1996 and continuing in 1997. At the end of 1999,
the observed increase in TSI was already 1Wm-2,
and comparable to the increase observed in TSI by
Nimbus-7 /ERB during the maximum of solar cycle
22 (Figure 5). UARS/ ACRIMII observations, cur
rently available up to 1999, seemed to confirm the
trend in the SOHO/VIRGO observations. In con
trast, the magnetic flux remained low until Septem
ber 1997, and only in the fall of 1997 started to show
the effects of increased solar activity. Observations
of chromospheric irradiances also showed very little
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Figure 5. Total solar irradiance as measured by Nimbus-
7/ERB, SOHO/VIRGO and UARS/ACRIMII during the
rising phase of solar cycle 22 and 23. The difference in
the absolute values of the observations is due to differ
ences in the absolute calibration of the instruments. The
average increase in total solar irradiance during the first
three years of cycle 22 and 23 are similar, but the modula
tion of total solar irradiance induced by sunspot passages
across the solar disk is much weaker for cycle 23.

or no increase until the summer of 1997, in agree
ment with the magnetic flux evolution.
To better understand the TSI observations, we have
used empirical model of TSI based on the photo
metric indices derived at San Fernando Observatory
(Chapman, Cookson, & Dobias, 1996; Chapman et
al., 1997). Images in the Call K line at 393.4nm
are used to estimate bright features in the form of
plages/faculae and network, while images in the red
continuum at 672.3 nm are used to estimate the pho
tospheric contribution of sunspots. The indices are
derived from the residual images, i.e. after the quiet
Sun center-to-limb variation has been subtracted,
and the intensity is normalized to the disk center in
tensity (Walton & Preminger, 1999). All the pixels
are added together with the appropriate contrast and
therefore, include both dark and bright features. The
Ca II index is dominated by bright structures and
the red continuum index by sunspots. These indices,
which give the contrast pixel by pixel, are superior
to other commonly used photometric indices, which
assume the contrast for spots and faculae, i.e. PSI
(Frohlich, Pap, & Hudson, 1994) and PFI (Lean et
al., 1988 and references therein).
In Figure 6, we present the TSI model based on the
San Fernando photometric indices and its fit to ob
servations. The model is computed for the period
1988-1996 and extrapolated forward in time. Mod
els estimates are in excellent agreement with obser
vations for solar cycle 22: the correlation coefficient
is 0.935 and accounts for 87% of the variance of
the data. The model predicts an increase of about
0.5 wm-2 from 1996 to the end of 1999, and un-
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Figure 6. Residuals between total solar irraduuice com
posite as derived from satellite observations and modeled
irradiance using San Fernando indices. The model is
based on a fit to observations for the period 1988-1 g96
and extrapolated forward in time. Both version v2.5 (top
panel} and v3.0 (bottom panel) of the VIRGO data are
compared with model estimates. The model is in better
agreement with version v3. 0 than with v2. 5, but for both
versions the observed increase in 1999 is larger than the
modeled increase.

derestimates the observations from SOHO/VIRGO
v2.5 by about a factor of two. The disagreement
between model estimates and SOHO/VIRGO v2.5
starts in 1996 and continues to the present time (de
Toma ct al., 2000b). Results similar to ours have
been obtained by Frohlich (1999) using an empirical
model based on different facular and sunspot proxies.
The disagreement between observations and models
of TSI has led to a revision of the SOHO/VIRGO
observations. VIRGO data are the weighted average
of measurements from two radiometers, PM06 and
DIARAD (Frohlich & Anklin, 2000) on board the
SOHO spacecraft. Anomalies have been found in
both radiometers after the instruments are powered
off. A new version of the VIRGO data, v3.0, have
been released on September 4, 2000. The VIRGO
v3.0 data (Figure 5) are significantly different from
the v2..J data. For version v3.0, the increase from
minimum to maximum is reduced from 1\Vm-2 to
0.8 wrn-2. A different sensitivity correction from
the one used in VIRGO v3.0 is applied to the DI
ARAD data from the DIARAD team. The latest
DIARAD data also show a TSI increase in late 1999
of 0.8wm-2, in agreement with VIRGO version "3.0
(Table 1). A comparison between SOHO /VIRGO
v3.0 observations and the model estimates is shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 6. Models estimates
and observations have an higher correlations in 1996-
2000 for the VIRGO data v3.0 than for v2.5 and
there is very good agreement up to 1997. However,
starting in 1998 the observations show a faster in
crease. In figure 7, we present a second set of models
for the rising phase of cycle 22 and 23, where we
fit Nimbus-7 /ERB and SOHO/VIRGO v3.0 sepa
rately during the period 1986-1999, and 1996-1999.
In this case, we used the Mg II index to estimate
facular and network contribution, since the San Fer
nando Ca II K images we used before to estimate
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Figure 7. In the two panels we show the residuals be
tween model fits and observations from Nimbus-7/ERB,
and SOHO/VIRGO v3.0 for the rising phase of solar cy
cle 22 and 23. The models use the San Fernando index
for sunspots and the Mg II index for faculae to estimate
total solar irradiance. Good correlation between data and
models is found for both cycle 22 and 23, but the model
equations are significantly different. To fit the observed
rise in total solar irradiance during cycle 23, a higher
coefficient for the f acular term is needed.

faculae and network started only in 1988 and does
not cover the rising phase of cycle 22. We find very
good agreement between models and observations for
both Nimbus--? /ERB and SOHO/VIRGO data, with
correlation coefficients of 0.91 and 0.93, respectively.
However, to account for the faster rise in TSI during
this cycle, the coefficient in the linear regression for
our facular index, in this case the Mg II index, is al
most 33% larger for cycle 23 than for cycle 22.
Empirical models based on sunspots and faculae have
been largely used in the past to model TSI (Foukal
& Lean, 1988; Chapman et al., 1996; Lean et al.,
1998). Results for solar cycle 22 have given very
good fits to observations, leading to the assumption
that "dark" spots and "bright" faculae and network
are responsible for most of the observed variability
in TSI (Chapman et al., 1996; Lean et al., 1998).
We now find that is not possible to fit cycle 22 and
23 with the same model. It is very important to
determine if the current measurements of TSI are
correct, and if the difference between the two cycles
is real. We emphasize the challenge to measure TSI
with an accuracy of 200ppm, which is necessary to
understand the TSI differences we see.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We are now in the maximum phase of solar cycle 23.
This is usually an extended period of time, that lasts
2 or 3 years. The periods of highest activity during
the rise of cycle 23 were in November 1999, and July
2000.
So far, cycle 23 has been magnetically weaker than
the two previous cycles, this is confirmed by a num
ber of observations including: sunspot area and num
ber, magnetic flux, coronal 10.7cm radio flux, and
the chromospheric Mg II and He I indices.

TSI evolution during this cycle is not completely con
sistent with magnetic flux and the other indices of
solar activity. TSI values in late 1999 are larger then
expected by empirical models based on cycle 22 ob
servations. To fit TSI observations well during cycle
23, an increase in the facular contribution to TSI of
about 33% relative to cycle 22 is necessary, accord
ing to our model estimates.
If the measures of TSI are correct, the faster increase
in TSI suggests that the sources of radiative variabil
ity may be different for this cycle. It is very impor
tant to investigate this discrepancy between the two
cycles further to better understand the sources of
TSI variability. This is crucial not only to the un
derstanding of the Sun itself, but to the understand
ing of the solar influence on the Earth's atmosphere
and climate. However, measurements of one com
plete cycle (cycle 22) and parts of cycles 21 and 23
are not enough to understand fully if and how the
solar atmosphere may have changed between cycles
22 and 23. It is thus very important to continue the
TSI measurement programs through cycle 23 and in
the future.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements of solar irradiancc with the neces
sary precision to rovcal t hr sun's intrinsic variabil
ity started in 1978. These measurements have re
waled dips in solar brightness due to the passage of
sunspots across the solar disc mi a solar rotation time
scale and a remarkable incrr-aso of the solar irradi
ance at solar activity maximum. In order to uncover
a possible connection between solar irradiancc varia
tions and climate. however. it is necessary to extend
the irradianco record to earlier times with the help
of models.

A brief introduction is given to the results of irradi
ance measurements and to our current understand
ing of the underlying physical causes, followed by an
overview of the efforts to reconstruct irr adiance or
the underlying magnetic field at earlier times. The
secular variation of solar irradiance. in particular the
magnitude oft he irradiance increase since the Maun
der minimum. is critically discussed.

1. Il\TRODUCTIOI\"

There is considerable circurnst anti al evidence that
solar var iabilitv influences the Earth's climate. For
example, indic;ttors of solar activity ( 14C concentra
tion) and of climate (glaciers) show a clear corre
lation over the last 7000 years (Eddy 1977). Also.
the solar cycle lcngt h shows an excellent correlation
with northern hcrnisphr-rr- land temperatures since
approximately 1860 (Friis-Christensen and Lassen
1991), although mor« recently the two records have
diverged (sec Sect. 5).

In order to determine whether there really is a signif
icant solar contribution to global climate change or
whether these are just chance correlations we need to
first determine the variation of solar quantities that
actually could affect tho Earth's climate, since pa
rameters such as the solar cycle length arc at best
proxies of the relevant physical variables. In a sec
ond step it is then necessary to study tho reaction
of the Earth's atmosphere with the variability of the

Pro: !''So/or & S11oce \\"n11her lurncontrrrmc. "The So/ill" C1<le and Trrresniat ( "/u1111/e'. Sunt« ( ·ru: de Teneritr. Tenerite . Spain,
25-29 September 21HH! a.s» SP-Hi.i. Dcccmb«): 21JIJIJ)

solar parameters. The present review concentrates
on the first step.

Three main routes by which the Sun could influence
climate have been identified:

1. Variations of the total solar irradiance. i.e. the
brightness of the Sun as measured above the
Earth's atmosphere, integrated over all wave
lengths. This quantity represents to very high
accuracy the total r adiat ive input to Earth.

2. Variations of tho Sun's spectral irradiance. i.e.
changes in the Sun's brightness at a certain
wavelength or within a given wavelength rangr.
The UV radiation influences atmospheric chem
istry, in particular the production and destruc
t ion of ozone (e.g. Haigh 1994, 1996). A differ
ent rate of change of lJV relative to total irradi
ance can have a significantly different effect on
the radiative heating of the Earth's atmosphere
(Larkin ct al., 2000).

3. Variations in the hcliosphcric magnetic field
(which is anchored in the Sun's interior). Such
variations, coupled with corresponding changes
in the solar wind. influence the number and the
energy spectrum of the cosmic rays reaching the
Earth (Potgictcr 1998, Simpson 1998) These in
turn have been linked to global cloud cover by
Svcnsmark and Friis-Christensen ( 1997), Svcns
rnark (1998). Marsch and Svcnsrnark (2000).

This review concentrates on the long-term variations
of total and spectral irr adiancc, where long-term im
plies a time scale of centuries. Thus, changes on the
solar evolution time scale ( 109 years) and the ther
mal time scale of the rouvr-r tinn zone (10" years) will
not be touchcd upon. Also, variations on the time
scale of solar rotation up to that of the solar cy
cle are dealt with relatively briefly. More details on
these shorter term variations arc presented by Fligge
ct al. (2000a. these proceedings). In addition to the
irradiancc we also bricfiv touch upon changes in the
underlying magnetic field. which has an influence on
the cosmic ray flux.
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Figure 1. The total solar irradiance vs. time. Plotted is a composite of measurements made between 1918 and
2000 by various instruments. Figure kindly provided by C. Frohlich.

2. PHYSICAL CAUSES OF SOLAR
IRRADIAKCE VARIATIONS

Measurements with sufficient accuracy to reveal to
tal solar irradiance (TSI) variations at a level of
0.1% have been regularly carried out since 1978 (see
Frohlich 2000for a review). A number of instruments
have been involved, each with its own absolute irra
diance calibration. The absolute values obtained by
the various instruments may differ somewhat, but
they exhibit very similar relative changes. A consis
tent time series combining the outputs of the various
instruments (i.e. a composite) was constructed by
Frohlich and Lean (1998, cf. Frohlich 2000, 2001).
This composite is plotted in Fig. 1 and now covers a
full solar cycle and one half each of two others.

Unfortunately, this period is not sufficiently long to
search for signs of solar influence on climate due
partly to the large intrinsic short-term variability of
the climate system. Also, the cycles covered so far
(Nos. 21, 22, 23) are too similar to directly allow
us to extrapolate to earlier times, when the Sun was
either more active (cycle 19) or, as was usually the
case, less active.

In the case of solar spectral irradiance the observa
tional evidence is even less complete. Almost all the
measurements are restricted to the UV. Knowledge
of the variability in the visible is limited to the re
sults of VIRGO on SOHO (and is only reliable on

short time scales) and no direct measurements exist
of irradiance variability at wavelengths greater than
1 micron.

In order to learn how total or spectral irradiance var
ied in the past we need to obtain a physical under
standing of the causes of irradiance variability. To
help reconstruct past irradiance we also need to un
cover proxies of irradiance that have been measured
for as long a time as possible (a quantitative recon
struction from first principles is not currently possi
ble). In addition, the variability and activity level of
Sun-like stars needs to be studied. The investigation
of a sufficiently large sample of Sun-like stars may
help to determine the full range of solar variability
within a short period compared to that required to
gain the same knowledge from the study of the Sun
alone. All these (complementary) approaches have
been taken by various investigators.

On time scales of the solar cycle and less the major
source of both spectral and total irradiance variabil
ity is the magnetic field at the solar surface. For
sunspots this was already clear in the early 1980's
(e.g. Hudson et al. 1982,Foukal 1981). A theoretical
explanation for why the Sun darkened globally due
to (local) spots at its surface had also been provided
(Spruit 1982). The dip in TSI due to the passage
of a sunspot group across the solar surface is illus
trated in the upper panel of Fig. 2, while the lower
panel exhibits the brightening due to the passage of
a region composed mainly of faculae.
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Figure 2. Traces of the total solar irraduuu:e recorded
by the VIRGO instrument on SOHO (thick solid
curves) in November and December 1996 [upper
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panel), Above each trace JvlD! full disc continuum
images [or five days within these periods an: marked.
Note the passage of two small spots (upper panel) and
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The role of bright faculae and the network has taken
a considerably longer time to work out. D11eto the
network's distribution over the whole solar disc. the
small size of individual clements and the weakness
of an individual clement 's signature in almost every
proxy, it was particularly difficult to include in the
analysis, and even today poses the largest problem.
Early work (e.g. Foukal and Lean 1986, 1988) em
ployed chrornosphcric proxies of Iaculae and the net
work. More recently. Fliggc ot al. (2000b, 2001, cf.
Solanki and Fliggc 2001) have directly determined
the fraction of the irradiancc variations caused by
the magnetic field using a combination of rnagne
tograrns and atmospheric models of the various types
of magnetic features. They have shown that over
95% of the measured irr adiancc variability is caused
by magnetic fields at the solar surface (sec Fligge et
al. 2000a, t hese proceedings. for details).

This work. togct her with that of Frohlich and Lean
(1998), suggcst s that also the irradiancc variations
over past solar cycles can he determined from the
surface distribution of the magnetic field, if appro
priate records of the field distribution or of proxies
thereof are available.
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Since the spectra of sunspots and faculac can be cal
culated over a broad range of wavelengths (covering
over 99% of the contribution to the TSI and its vari
ation) with sufficient accuracy to reproduce the best
observations (Unruh ct al. 1999) it is straightforward
to model also changes in the spectral irradiance on
time scales of a solar cycle or less, once the total ir
radiance has been reconstructed (Solanki and Unruh
1998, Unruh ct al. 1999. Fliggc ct al. 2000b). the
results of the models arc in surprisingly good agree
ment with the available data.

3. RECOKSTRUCTIOKS OF PAST CYCLIC
IRRADIAKCE VARIATIOKS

Proxies of the magnetic flux distribution arc indeed
available in the form of the Zurich Sunspot Relative
!'\umber (R0• since 1700), the Group Sunspot Num
ber (Ry, since 1610). sunspot and facular areas (As.
At, since 1874), Ca II plage areas (A1,, since 1915).
etc. None of these is a perfect proxy for either the
sunspot or facular contribution to the TSI, whereby
the sunspot contribution is more reliably represented
than that of the faculac. This has to do with the
clearer signal produced by sunspots.

Nevertheless, these data can he employed to recon
struct the cyclic component of the irradiance back
to the Maunder minimum. It should he noted that
in this Section we do not discuss any possible secu
lar trend, so that the irradiance curves shown here
indicate only 2. part of the total change of the ir
radiance. The various reconstructions of this type
differ in the length of time that they cover, the data
they are based on and the underlying assumptions
regarding the details of the reconstruction (Foukal
and Lean 1990, Lean ct al. 1995, Solanki and Fliggc
1998, 1999. Lockwood and Stamper 1999). In Fig. 3
we plot the reconstruction due to Solanki and Fligge
(1999) from 1700 to 1998. As more and increasingly
better data are available. the quality of the recon
struction improves. Thus between 1700 and 1749
only yearly values of the sunspot number arc reli
ably available, between 1750 and 1817 only monthly
and between 1818 and 1874 daily values arc available,
while from 1874 onwards other proxies in addition to
daily sunspot number can also be used. The increas
ing quality of the reconstruction is clearly visible in
the figure; whereas in the early part of the recon
struction only the outline of the cycle is reproduced.
from 1818 onwards the reconstruction can separate,
even if only partially. between the contributions of
faculae and sunspots.

It is possible to separate between these distinct con
tributions on the basis of a single data record by tak
ing into account the fact that the sunspot and facu
lar contributions have different time scales. Finally.
from 1874 onwards the contributions from these two
sources can be clearly separated due to the availabil
ity of separate data records (note that for the facu
lae a set of five proxies are used in order to obtain
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Figure <I. Reconstructed cyclir component of solar to
tal irraduuu:e since 1700. See text for details. (From
Solanki and Fliggc 1999).

results that are as robust as possible. Solanki and
Fliggr 19!)9).

A number of assumptions need to be made for such
a reconstruction. For example. the properties of
sunspots and faculae are assumed to be independent
of time. Tims there is little room in such models for
the factor of 2-3 enhanced cyclic brightness variabil
ity seen in Sun-like stars by Lockwood ct al. (1992).
Earlier modelling (Schatten 1993) appeared to sup
port the possibility of such strong cycles within the
context of our understanding of solar surface fea
tures. However. more recent and more careful mod
elling (Radick et al. 1998. Knaack et al. 2001) has
shown that the behaviour of these stars cannot be
reconciled with that of the Sun unless their surface
features differ significantly from t hose on the Sun.
Could this imply that the Sun is currently in an atyp
ical state. so that we may not use mr-asurcments of
current irradiancc variations to reconstruct the past?
However. t here is new evidence for a bias among the
observations of Lockwood et al. (1992) in the selec
tion of stars (Radick 2001). which suggests that the
behaviour of the Sun in the last 2-3 cycles is not
atypical and may he used as a guide for the recon
struction of TSI at earlier times.

The magnitude and source of the cyclic component of
irradiancc variations is thus well known. Further im
provements of the reconstructions of this component
oft he complete irradiance variation arc needed, and
indeed possible. but these arc expected to improve
things quantitatively (e.g. improve the separation
between sunspots and facula« prior to 1874) but not
qualitatively.

Once the spectral irradiance changes over a given cy
cle can he reproduced by a model (sec Sect. 2) it is

possible to determine them all the way back to the
Maunder minimum. The remarks made above re
garding the TSI reconstructions apply equally to the
spectral irradiancc. Here the uncertainty is larger
due to the weaker constraints set by observations
during the space era.

4. SECULAR IRRADIANCE VARIATIOKS:
II\CREASE II\ THE IRRADIAI\CE LEVEL

SII\CE THE MAUI\DER !\III\I!\IU!\I

Let us now turn to the possible secular change in
irradiancc. There is some evidence that the cyclic
irradiancc variations discussed above lie on top of a
slowly changing irradiance background. Such a sec
ularly changing background is irnportant for a possi
ble influence of solar irradiancc variations on climate
since. if we average over 11 years, the net increase in
TSI due to the cyclic component alone corresponds
to only 0.6 W m~2 (i.e. roughly 0.04S1c) since the
Maunder minimum.

There arc basically two lines of evidence for secular
changes in solar irradiance. both of them somewhat
indirect.

4.1. Stellar evidence

As the Suns magnetic activity waxes and wanes not
only does its irradiancc vary but also the brightness
in the cores of prominent spectral lines such as Ca II
H and K in the violet part of the solar spectrum.
White rt al. (1992) found from a comparison of the
Ca II emission of 102 field stars (measured by Bali
unas and .Jastrow 1990) with the Sun that the range
of the Ca II emission from the Sun lies considerably
higher than for most of the stars in this sample.

Thus the Sun is more active than these stars even
during the minima of its last few activity cycles. Bal
iunas and .Iastrow (1990) concluded that the stars
with the lowest Ca flux levels arc in a Maunder mini
mum state. Since the Ca II core emission is produced
mainly in faculae and the network and there arr no
faculae at activity minimum. the lower emission seen
in these stars must hr due to a reduced network.
White et al. (1992) actually found that the ornis
sion must be reduced to below the level achieved by
simply removing all the network emission (alt hough
there is considerable uncert ainty about this). If cor
rect. this would imply that other mechanisms than
purely magnetic ones arc responsible for the reduced
Ca II flux at Maunder minimum.

Lean ct al. (1992) and Zhang et al. ( 1994) used the
correlation between variations of Ca II and of irradi
ance (respectively irradiance due to faculae) over t hr
solar cycle to extrapolate the irradianco back to the
Maunder minimum level. They obtained that the
Sun was less bright by 0.24% (Lean rt al. 1992).
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n•sp1·ctiYdy hv 0.2-0.G'I. 1·mllpared to the present
(Zhang et al. 199.S).

One prublorn with the ILtli1mas and .last row ( l!JIJO)
result is that for the stars ill t lu-ir sample there is
110 good wav to distinguish IJl'twr-on stars of solar
age in a Maunder iuinimum st at « and older. less
rapidly rotating stars wit Ii gennall.v lower art ivitv
lovels. I\ewer observations of t 111'old open rlust cr
l\((i7 show that t hcre arr- indeed sonic stars with an
activity level below that of t ho Sun (Radick 2001).

Frn111 rho stellar side t hr-rr- is thus some (althongh
not qui tr definite) rvidl'll<T for the drxrcasc i11not
work 111agnrtic Hux and h<'lll'l' oft lw irradianrr-. Also.
t hr-ro is considr-rable unrc-rt aintv n·gardi11g t hi' mag-
11iti HII' oft he ir radianro chang<' bet we-on t hr :\Ia1111der
111inin11m1and a present dav activity minimum. This
is partly seen in t hc larg<' range of possible values
gin•11 hv Zhang rt al. ( lD!J:)) in their arlmitt odlv sim
plr: analysis. Additional uuccrt aintv is caused by t hr
fact that it is now unclear which stars in the sam
plr: of Baliunas and .last row (I !!DO) represent true
:\la1mdl'r rni11i111n111stars.

Schmitt (I !J!JI) has argued ou t ho basis of a corn
plr-t1·volume sample of stars obsorvr-d in Xvravs that
t hr-rr- is no l'\·ide11cr for stars oxhibit ing much smaller

111ag1wtic activity than parts of the Sn11 (vis. coro
nal Iiolos). Accord ing to h i111 therefore the Sun
won Id st ill have c1msiderahll' 111ag111'tir flux during
the Maunder mi11i11t1m1and would thus not be nm ch
l1·ss bright at t han dur iug a current minimum. This
sngg<'st s that cit her the net work fir Ids do not weaken
significantly in the Xlaundor n1i11i111un1rclativo tot hr
present-day minimum. or anot her source of X-rays
opens 11p t here. or that stars in a Maunder mini
mum state arr r-xtrr-mclv rare (awl t.h« lower Ca II
emission in many Sun-like stars has ot her, unknown.
causox). It should be noted. however. that X-ray flux
depr11ds at least as strongly 011magnet ic field t opol
ogy (open or closed Hux ) as mi the total amount of
1nagnl'1 ic flux.

.J.2. Hrliosplwric evidence

Evidence for secular trends in solar activity comes
from the int crplanet ary magnetic field reconstruct rd
from the aa-indcx of goomagno! ic activity (Lockwood
et al. 1999). They find that t h« int crplanr-t arv
magnetic flux at t hP mini11n1111of solar activity has
roughly doubled sin er 1900. Tho reconstructed int or
planet arv field is plot trd i11t lw upper frame of Fig . .J
(dashed curve). Thr- >'rcnla r t rr-nd is oven st rongor
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than the cyclic signal in the interplanetary field. This
behaviour is mirrored by the 10Be concentration in
Greenland ice (Beer 2000), which is represented by
the dotted curve in Fig. 4. 1013c is produced by the
interaction of cosmic rays with constituents of the
upper atmosphere. Siner the cosmic ray flux is mod
ulated by the heliospheric magnetic field and by the
solar wind. the 10Be concentration (like that of 11C)

is a measure of the hcliospheric effect of solar activ
ity.

Lockwood and Stamper (1999) have argued that
since the irradiance over a solar cycle correlates
rather well with the interplanetary flux that there
fore the secular trend in the latter must also be re
flected in the TSI. This is an interesting approach,
although one needs to keep in mind the following.
The heliospheric magnetic field is the extension of
the open magnetic flux on the solar surface. The
open flux is only a small fraction (a few percent at
solar maximum) of the total magnetic flux. A model
has been proposed by Solanki ct al. (2000), which re
produces both the reconstructed interplanetary field
(Lockwood ct al. 1999) and the 1013e record with
high accuracy. The model is represented by the solid
curve in Fig. 4. The model produces a secularly vary
ing open Hux by requiring that this flux has a lifetime
of years (in contrast to the major part of the mag
netic flux emerging at the solar surface. which dis
appears again within days or. at the most. months).
Such a long lifetime of a small fraction of the to
tal flux has been confirmed by Wang et al. (2000).
Unfortunately. due to the much shorter lifetime of
most of the magnetic flux we cannot use the same
or a similar model to explain a secular trend in the
total magnetic flux. This implies that another cause
must be found for any significant secular trend in the
irradiance.

4.3. Other approaches

An alternative approach regarding the magnitude of
a possible secular trend since the Maunder minimum
is to try to set limits on it. A lower limit is obvi
ously close to zero (there is as yet no definitive evi
dence that a trend exists). Setting an upper limit is
far less straightforward and is never quite free of as
sumptions. Besides stars and the interplanetary field
there are basically two ways in which such limits can
be set.

4.3. l. Comparison of reconstructed irradiance
with measurements

By requiring that part of the reconstructed irradi
ancc record since 1978 should match the observed
irradiancc, an upper limit can be set on the irradi
ancc change since the Maunder minimum. It is an
upper limit. since cycles 2L 22 and 23 are relatively
similar. The composite record of measured irradi
ancc plotted in Fig. 1 is consistent with no secular

trend (excepting the controversial analysis of Willson
1997). and cannot be reconciled with large secular
trends. Solanki and Fligge (1998) used this tech
nique to set an upper limit of 5 W m-2 since the
Maunder minimum (Solanki and Fligge 1998, 1999).

4.3.2. Limit derived from magnetograms

One can in principle set an upper limit on any secular
change in irradiance due to changes in the magnetic
fiux by considering a magnctogram at solar activity
minimum. If we know the irradiance enhancement
due to each magnetic feature and obtain the flux in
the magnetic features at activity minimum (i.e. in
the network). then we can estimate the brightness of
the Sun in the absence of the network. This tech
nique, which assumes that the secular variations are
entirely magnetic in origin, has never been applied.
It requires extremely deep rnagnctograms (tests have
shown that the resulting increase in irradiance since
the Maunder minimum increases linearly with de
creasing noise level) and a very good knowledge of
the brightness of network clements.

In summary. there is circumstantial evidence for a
secular trend in solar irradiance. However. none of
this evidence is clear-cut or straightforward. so that
the absence of such a trend cannot be ruled out.
Even more difficult than determining the magnitude
oft he secular irradiance variations is to discover their
detailed time dependence.

5. FUKCTIONAL FORM OF THE SECULAR
IRRADIANCE CHAI\GE

For studies of the influence of solar variability on
climate it is not sufficient to know by how much the
irradiance has changed since the Maunder minimum.
one also requires the exact time dependence of its
variation. So far three approaches have been taken.

Lean ct al. (1995) have assumed that the background
irradiance is proportional to the amplitude of the
solar cycle (specifically the amplitude of the group
sunspot number) and have reconstructed the irradi
ancc accordingly.

Hoyt and Schatten (1993) on the other hand pro
pose a trend corresponding closely to cycle length.
although a number of other indicators also enter into
it. Baliunas and Soon (1995) have presented evi
dence that the amplitudes of stellar cycles (seen in
Ca II H + K) scale with the length of the stellar
cycle. Such a relation is also known for the Sun (al
though with a relatively low correlation coefficient of
0.4 or less).

In the absence of a clear-cut preference for one or
the other of these possible trends Solanki and Fligge
(1998, 1999), cf. Fligge and Solanki (2000). have
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Figure 5. (a) Record of cycle amplitude derived
from the sunspot relative number record. (b) Cy
cle length (obtained following the procedure given
by Friis-Christensen and Lassen 1991). (e) Cross
correlation [unction of the two quantities.

presented two reconstructions, one based on a sec
ular trend following the cycle amplitude, the other
following cycle length.

Finally, Lockwood and Stamper (1999) have em
ployed the secular trend of the interplanetary mag
netic field to determine the secular behaviour of the
irradiancc. Specifically, they correlate the measured
irradiance with the measured interplanetary fields
(over cycles 21 and 22) and apply the same corre
lation to the interplanetary magnetic field at earlier
epochs to obtain the irradiance. As shown by Solanki
et al. (2000) the trend in the interplanetary field is
determined by both the cycle amplitude and length
(with the amplitude playing a somewhat bigger role).
As pointed out in Sect. 4.2, so far no a priori physical
reason for the irradiance to follow the interplanetary
magnetic field has been found, although a connection
should not be ruled out.

The cycle length and amplitude records arc more
closely related than suggested by the correlation
coefficient, which typically is on the order of 0.3-
0.4. The cross-correlation [unction. between the two
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Figure 6. Reconstructed total solar irraduuu:e vs.
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curves include both a cyclic and an estimated secular
component.

quantities has a maximum amplitude when the two
records arc out of phase by roughly one cycle, with
the cycle length leading the cycle amplitude. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5. This explains why Friis
Christensen and Lassen (1991) found a good corre
lation with air temperature over land masses, while
Reid (1987) noted that sea surface temperatures had
risen faster than solar activity.

The complete change in irradiance is given by the
combination of the cyclic variability (described in
Sect. 3) and the secular variation (note that in the
model of Lockwood and Stamper 1999 these two con
tributions are not modelled separately).

The total solar irradiance as reconstructed by Hoyt
and Schattcn (1993; dashed), Lean et al. (1995;
dash-dotted) and Solanki and Fligge (1998, 1999;
solid) is plotted in Fig. 6. Note that the reconstruc
tion following cycle length and amplitude are not too
different since approximately 1850, but deviate con
siderably prior to that.

In Fig. 7 the irradiance curves since 1978 resulting
from the various models are compared with the mea
surements (as presented by Frohlich 2000). Consid
erable differences between the curves are seen. and
not all models exhibit a satisfactory agreement with
the data. The models of Solanki and Fligge (1998,
1999) turn out to reproduce this set of data very well.

If we make the assumption that the secular irradi
ance change is due to changes in the magnetic net
work alone, then it it possible to not only estimate
the evolution of the TSI but also that of the spec
tral irradiance. Fligge and Solanki (2000) and Lean
(2000) have both used the models of Unruh, Solanki
and Fligge (1999) to reconstruct the spectral irradi
ance since the Maunder minimum (Lean ct al. 1995
previously carried out a simpler reconstruction of in-
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tegrated UV irradiance). Fligge and Solanki (2000)
employed the TSI changes modelled by Solanki and
Fligge (1999), while Lean (2000) chose those of Lean
ct al. (1995). Accordingly Fligge and Solanki (2000)
obtain two different secular trends, one following
the cycle amplitudes. one the cycle length. The re
constructed irradiance at wavelengths shortward of
300 nm is plotted in the upper part of Fig. 8, while
the irradiance longward of 700 nm is displayed in
the lower part of Fig. 8. l'\ote the order of magni
tude larger variation in the UV, where however the
influence of sunspots is far weaker compared to the
IR.

In addition to the assumption underlying the TSI re
construction the spectral irradiance models have the
additional uncertainty that they assume the spec
trum of the network clements to be the same as of ac
tive region faculae. The results of Topka et al. (1997)
and Ortiz et al. (2000) suggest. however, that this is
not the case. Hence. there are grounds for improv
ing and extending the models of long-term spectral
irradiance measurements.

6. COKCL USIONS

An overview has been given of our present knowl
edge of solar irradiance variations since the Maunder
minimum. The results as well as the assumptions
underlying them and the uncertainties are discussed.
In spite of the significant progress of the last years
considerable uncertainties remain. some of which be
come visible in the difference between the various re
constructed records of past irradiance. Before these
are sorted out the exact role played by solar irradi
ance in determining climate will remain unclear.

Figure 8. Reconstruction of the increase (in percent)
of spectral solar irradiance since the Maunder mini
mum. Top: for the ultraviolet at ,\ < 300 nm, Bot
tom: for the infrared at ,\ > 700 nm. (From Fligge
and Solanki 2000).
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Abstract: This topic refers to the interaction of the solar
XUV radiation with the earth's upper atmosphere: The
highly variable photon flux from the sun is absorbed in
the terrestrial thermospheric-ionospheric (T/I) region
thus controlling most of the processes in the altitude
region from about 90 km to 600 km.
In the terrestrial T/I altitude regions molecular nitrogen
and molecular and atomic oxygen are the primary
neutral constituents. These constituents absorb the XUV
solar photons <I 02.7 nm (photoionization limit of
molecular oxygen) generating the daytime ionosphere.
By interaction of the photoelectrons with the T/I
constituents (neutral particles, electrons and ions) most
of the energy is converted into heating. T/I temperatures
are lowest at the turbopause at about 90 km and highest
at the exosphere at about I000 km.
The solar XUV spectrum from 110 nm to I nm is
generated in the lower chromosphere through the corona
at temperature levels ranging from some 10.000K up to
about I00.000.000 K with corresponding spectral
emissions from neutral atoms and moderate to highly
ionized atoms. With the exception of the hydrogen
Lyman-continuum spectral line emissions dominate the
XUV spectrum.
In view of an active sun with flares, solar rotations and
cycles XUV absorption and subsequent processes lead
to a vivid picture of our fascinating terrestrial
atmospheric T/I altitude region. It is still under
investigation also in the frame of the international
TIGER Program of ISCS/SCOSTEP.

1. Introduction
With reference to the title, there are two aspects with
respect to 'ionizing radiation", the nature of the solar
XUV spectrum and the nature of the terrestrial T/I
altitude region.
There is no clear definition of the XUV spectral region,
yet. However, dealing with the terrestrial T/I altitude
region, the spectral region of 110 nm to 16 nm is of
primary interest, because the main energy transfer from
the sun to the upper atmosphere is going on in this part
of the spectrum.

Since the photoionization-absorption cross sections of
the T/I gases exceed 10*10-22 m'', the XUV radiation is
fully absorbed by a T/I gas layer of <1 mm thickness at
NTP. The main gas constituents are atomic oxygen and
molecular nitrogen and oxygen. The photoionization
limits are at 102.7 nm (corresponding to -12.1 eV) for
molecular oxygen, at 91.1 nm for atomic oxygen and at
79.6 nm for molecular nitrogen (sec bars in Figure I).
The absorption of XUV photons by the T/I particles
initiates a complex series of subsequent processes that
includes the generation of photoelectron-ion pairs
(supplying the ionosphere), electron-particle-collisions,
excitation of molecules, electron heating, dissociation of
molecules, ion-molecule reactions, secondary
ionization, escaping radiation, etc .. Most of the energy
finally is converted to T/I heating. The temperature
distribution shows lowest values at he turbopause at
about 90 km and highest at the exosphere exceeding 600
km (see below in Fig. 8 ).
The physics of the solar atmosphere is even more
complex as compared to the T/l region. With (kinetic)
temperatures ranging from some I0.000 K (lower
chromosphere) up to about 100.000.000 K (transition
region and corona), an equivalent energy range from
some eV (I eV corresponds to -1240 nm) to -10.000
eV (-0.1 nm) is covered. In this hot plasma spectral
emissions from neutral atoms (H I, He I, CI, 0 I,. ..) and
moderate to highly ionized atoms (He II, C II, C III, 0
II, 0 III, 0 IV, ..., Ne VII, Ne VIII, ..., Mg IX, ....Si XI, ...,
Fe X, Fe XI, Fe XII, ..., Fe XVI, ...) are generated. With
the exception of the hydrogen Lyman-continuum (91
nm to 70 nm) spectral line emissions dominate the XUV
spectrum.
In Figure I the bars (lower part of the Figure) cover the
XUV spectral ranges where T/l atoms/molecules are
ionized. The upper part of Fig. I shows the ASSI Solar
EUV Reference Spectrum (Schmidtke et al., 1992) as it
is used in intervals in thermospheric/ionospheric (Tl)
physics, for example for computations and modelling.
The spectrum was measured on November I0. 1988
during moderate solar activity conditions with a value of
the Covington index of F 1117 "' 150 (a description of this
index see below).
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2. Measuring techniques
Based on the most spread techniques as used in the
laboratory, first measurements of the solar XUV spectra
below 120 nm were conducted by Johnson et al. (1958)
launching rockets with film spectrographs. This way
solar emission continua and spectral lines down to 97.7
nm have been investigated. However, the capability of
photographic recording is limited by the straylight
background from longer wavelengths: Since the
Schumann-Runge film is also sensitive to visible light,
more than seven orders of magnitude of energy in the
VIS as compared to solar emissions near 100 nm have
to be kept off the film. Additional disadvantages of the
film are the low absolute accuracy, a low dynamic range
of less than two orders of magnitude and a very low
temporal resolution of minutes. Also the film recovery
is difficult and costly for rockets and it is almost
impossible for satellites.
The photoelectric techniques as used by Hinteregger
( 1963) has proven superior to the film techniques.
Depending on the photo-sensitive material, XUV
detectors are not sensitive to the VIS radiation. The
photon recordings can even be transferred to ground via
telemetry providing a time resolution down to small
fractions of a second.

Sensitivity of photoelectric, proportional and Geiger
counting devices has improved to an extend such that
single-photon counting is close to reality, especially at
shorter wavelengths (below 10 nm) that is more
sensitive than film by orders of magnitude.
Since more than three decades photoelectric techniques
is applied in rocket and satellite space missions to
determine the solar XUV irradiance. In order to
understand the results better, some of the problems
involved applying these techniques are to be explained:
Due to the strong absorption of XUV photons, the
reflecting grating spectrometers and the photon
detectors must be 'open' - to be operated under vacuum
conditions. The common problems associated with
vacuum exposed optics are surface changes of the
optical components causing decreases or even increases
of their sensitivity. Two processes cause these changes,
( 1) the interaction of the high energetic XUV photons
with the upper layers of the optical surfaces and (2) the
out-gassing from the vacuum exposure during the
mission.



(1): For example, previously deposited contaminants
can be removed from the optical surfaces by either
evaporation in the space environment or scrubbing by
XUV photons. As a consequence, the overall
instrumental sensitivity increases or decreases
depending on the efficiency of the lower surface layers.
(2): In the vacuum environment the upper layers of the
optical surfaces may be removed. In addition,
contaminants of lower efficiencies to XUV photons are
often deposited on the surfaces during the mission
causing a decrease of the efficiency. Hydrocarbons are
the most likely source of these contaminants. If the
hydrocarbon molecules are polymerized into a film by
solar XUV radiation, the instrumental efficiency may
drop dramatically.
The effects causing efficiency changes are of complex
nature, and even worse, both tendencies, increasing and
decreasing sensitivity changes, are competing with each
other with time and with wavelength range. They can
neither be traced or measured individually nor be
modelled. For these reasons it is not possible to correct
the recorded photometric XUV data to distinguish solar
irradiance changes from instrumental efficiency
changes. The only way to derive accurate solar XUV
flux numbers is to repeatedly determine the instrumental
efficiency during the mission. This was not yet done in
the past. It is planned for the first time for the ISS
SOLAR mission of the SOL-ACES (Wicnhold ct al.,
2000) experiment with true in-flight calibration
capability.
These problems have to be taken into account when
results from solar XCV measurements are discussed.
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3. Solar XUV variability
Solar XUV radiation is recorded using satellites
repeatedly since 1967 as shown in Figure 2. (The
wavelength range is extended toward longer
wavelengths up to 200 nm, because there are quite a few
missions covering both wavelength ranges > 110 nm
and < 110 nm.) Considering the XUV spectral range,
due to the technological difficulties as explained above,
there is a serious lack on XUV data with respect to time
and spectral coverage as well as to sufficient
radiometric accuracy (< 20 %). For example, up to now
there is no XUV data set covering a full solar cycle.
While there have been satellite missions during the solar
cycle 20, there is a large XUV 'hole' thereafter.
Still, the recorded data provide a rough picture on the
variability of the solar XUV fluxes depending on the
solar activity. Out of the large variety of solar processes,
there are three types of activity of special interest for T/I
aeronomy: Solar flares, emissions from active regions as
'modulated by solar rotations and solar cycles. These
types of activity represent periods of less than an hour,
of about 27 days and of -11 years, respectively. As a
general rule, coronal emissions from active regions
increase significantly stronger with solar activity than
those of chromospheric origin ~ with the exception of
resonance emissions from Be-like ions such as Mg IX
and Si XI.
To get some hints about the magnitude of variability
that occurred in the past, examples of the three noted
types of activity arc presented.

EUV hole I EUV hole II

IM 5

1?85 1990 1998 20001995

Time I wavelength coverage of solar flux measurement from satellites by spectrometers

time I year

Fig. 2: Time/wavelength coverage of solar XUV1UV spectrophotometric measurements from satellites
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Fig. 3: Increased intensity of the He II 30.4 nm emission line as recorded during a 2B solar flare on 15 June 1973
aboard AEROS-A satellite (Schmidtke, 1978)

As to flares: In Fig. 3 the increased emission of the
ionized helium atom at 30.4 nm amounts to about 25 %
intensity changes during a relatively short period of -15
min for a 2B type flare on 15 June 1973. This emission
is chosen, because it is about representative for the
integral flux change of the spectral range from 110-1
nm. Though coronal emissions exceed this increase by
far, the bulk of the XUV flux is of chromospheric origin
being well represented by the helium 30.4 nm line.
XUV changes with solar rotation of -27 days primarily
depend on the state of solar activity of the
corresponding solar cycle that differs from one to the
next one. Strongest variability is observed at the peak of
the cycle activity with recorded total flux increases up
to 40 %. In Fig. 4 photon fluxes of the spectral lines of
He II (30.4 nm), C III (97.7 nm), HI (102.5 nm), 0 VI
(103.2 nm), 0 V (63.0 nm), He I (58.4 nm) and Fe XVI
(33.5 run) fairly well represent a typical solar rotation at
higher activity levels. Largest amplitudes are noted for
coronal emissions (see Fe XVI line at 33.5 nm).
In the lower part of Fig. 4 the Covington index is
marked for comparison. The index is equal to the
numerical value (in units of 10·22 W m" Hz.1) of the
solar radio noise at 2800 Hz, i.e. at a wavelength of 10.7
cm.
This 10.7 cm flux is primarily generated in the
chromospheric/coronal transition region by thermal
bremsstrahlung mechanisms. It is well correlating with
the higher ionized solar XUV emissions such as Fe X
XII at medium and high solar activity. Correlation is
less satisfying for the bulge of chromospheric

emissions. At solar minimum it may even anti-correlate
with solar XUV emissions (Schmidtke, 1984). Still, this
index is widely used as a proxy to represent the XUV
energy flux for example in T/I modelling (see also
Figures 7 and 8) because of the lacking availability of
solar XUV data with adequate time coverage and
radiometric accuracy.
It is still rather difficult to quantify solar XUV
variability with solar cycle due to the lack on
corresponding recordings with time as well as due to the
lacking calibration capability of space instrumentation
during the past satellite missions - as required to
achieve high radiometric accuracy of the data. For this
reason only rough estimates can be presented.
The large data set as available from the EUVS
experiment aboard Atmospheric Explorer-E (AE-E) can
demonstrate solar cycle 20 variability for the given
period (Hinteregger, 1981 ). The ratio of solar flux
changes with wavelength from the beginning of the AE
E mission (close to solar minimum of cycle 21) toward
the solar maximum shows (see Fig. 5) decreasing values
toward longer wavelengths. Again, the strongest
changes appear with coronal emissions at shorter
wavelengths: The variability of highly ionized
emissions from iron atoms even exceeds one order of
magnitude during the given fraction of the solar cycle
20 from July 1976 to January 1979, whereas typical
chromospheric emissions from hydrogen and helium
increase by factors of two to three during the same
period.
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Fig. 6: Solar continuum spectra obtained with
proportional counter and Bragg spectrometers by

various authors demonstrating strong variability in the
wavelength region <l nm (Kreplin ( 1977).

In this Figure reference is also given to the interaction
of the XUV radiation with the terrestrial environment as
marked by 'Ionization<---> Dissociation' etc ..
The total amount of variability with solar cycle is still
under discussion. As supported by ionospheric
observations (Rawer, 1984) an increase of the total
XUV flux by a factor of two (+100 %) with solar cycle
is a reasonable estimate.

The most variable solar radiation energy (see Fig. 6) is
recorded at wavelengths <l nm. However, as compared
with the XUV radiation from 110-1 nm the contribution
to the energy budget of the T/I altitude region is
negligible(< 0.1 mW m').

4. Thermospheric/ionospheric implications of XUV
solar flux changes
The orders of magnitude of the total solar output with
respect to the involved XUV energy should be noted
first: The total energy of the solar radiation is of the
order of 1366 W m'. The strongest EUV emission line,
that is the one of hydrogen Lyman-alpha (H I at 121.6
nm), is only contributing about 5.5 mW m', and the
energy from the total XUV spectral range below 110 nm
( 110-1 nm) amounts to about 3.5 mW m". Taking into
account a variability with solar cycle of 100 % (see
above), solar XUV energy changes are about 3.5 mW
m". This is a fraction of 2.6* 10·5 with respect to the
'solar constant' (total solar radiation energy at the top of
our atmosphere at 1 solar-earth distance unit).
A basic energy flux of the order of 3.5 mW m' and a
variable flux component of up to the same order of
magnitude - this is the main contribution to the energy
which drives most of the processes of our upper
atmosphere (in the thermospheric/ionospheric altitude
region).
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Fig. 7: XUV induced thermospheric density changes computed with the MSIS model. (Solar quiet and high activity
conditions are chosen with F 10.7=80 I AP=Oand F 10 7=200 I Ar=80, respectively.)
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The interaction of the solar XUV radiation with the
terrestrial environment is primarily triggered by the
absorption of the photons by the T:I particles (02, :\2

and 0) leading to ionization and to a series of secondary
processes with energy conversion into heating and
escaping radiation. The most important parameters
characterizing the T I state are the density and
temperature. To get an overview of possible TI
implications as induced by solar XlJV changes total
upper atmospheric density (Fig. 7) and temperature
changes (Fig. 8) from solar minimum to maximum
conditions are presented as IS computed using the \1SIS
model. Solar quiet and high activity conditions arc
chosen with F 111_c,8() Ar 0 and F 1117 200 Al' 80,
respectively (The index AP is representing the
geornagnctical activity as induced by the solar wind. ).
Thcrmosphcric parameters arc set at equatorial levels.
Provided the XL.'\' changes are fairly represented by
these numbers w hich amount to a factor of two (that Is a
reasonable approach, sec ahove ) the corresponding total
thcrmospheric density changes increase with altitude to
a maximum of a factor of ten (at the level of the
exosphere >600 km) as given in Fig. 7. At the same
level of altitude the temperature is increased from about
800 K to 1300 K.

The presented numbers should be considered as about
maximum possible changes of the given TI parameters
as induced by the solar XL.'\' variability on a longterm
scale of a solar cycle. On shorter time scales any smaller
changes might occur.

5. Problems and outlook
Due to the given technological difficulties there arc still
serious problems to be solved and open questions to he
answered. The most urgent aims to meet should he to

conduct future measurements with true in-flight
calibration and
provide full time coverage of t\\ o subsequent
solar cycles.

A combination of sophisticated Xl'V spectre
photometers (SOl!O CU.IAS SE\1 and SL\ffR:
TIMED SEE: !SS SOL-ACES) and low-cost broad
band sensors (S'.\OE: CiOES: Pl!OTO'.\) would
provide a reasonable technological base for this
pu1vosc.
It is the primary goal of the international SCOSTEP
ISCS TIGER Program to support activities in this
context.
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Abstract:

The UV solar radiation is a key input for the physics of
the Earth'stratosphere by its action on the
photochemistry, temperature and dynamics. In the
Earth'climate records, different time scale are found. For
the shortest, a possible candidate inducing such
variations may be the Sun. However, total solar
irradiance change may be small regarding its direct
radiative effect on the Earth'ternperature. Positive
retroactions are invoked to amplify the radiative solar
induced effects. UV may be considered and several
mechanisms will be briefly reviewed. Therefore, for
stratosphere as well as Climate, absolute UV irradiance
and variability are needed. We shall reviewed the
present results in term of accuracy and availability, and
shall consider the expected results from the coming
rmssrons.

I Scientific rationale Physics of Earth'atrnosphere and
climate

The solar ultraviolet has a double importance for the
Earth atmosphere. First, it plays a major role in the
temperature, photochemistry and Dynamics of the
middle atmosphere. Second, being originating from the
solar photosphere and chromosphere, this last part
induces variability in time of the spectral UV
irradiance.

UV produces atomic oxygen by photodissociation of
molecular oxygen. Atomic oxygen by recombination
with molecular oxygen, generates ozone which has
strong absorption bands in the middle UV and is at the
origin of the temperature increase of the stratosphere.
Consequently, between 120 and 300 nm, the solar
radiation is fully absorbed in the Earthatmosphere by
ozone and molecular oxygen. Therefore, UV being the
dominant source of energy in the middle atmosphere, it
plays a major role in the stratosphere thermal structure
and Dynamics (Hood. 1999).

Variability in the visible domain is very small except
in the core of some Fraunhofer lines (e.g. Ca lines).
Below 400 nm. the observed variability is increasing
for decreasing wavelength. At 200 nm, from solar
minimum to solar maximum activity, the change is
87c. However, the existence of the catalytic reactions
induce significant changes in the middle atmosphere
(Hood. 1999).

As UV varies according solar activity, ozone presents a
similar variation with the solar cycle (Hood and Mc
Cormack, 1992). Furthermore, other minor species
participate in a cycle of complex catalytic reactions. As
we shall see below, the initial motivation (and still up
to date) was the ozone possible destruction through
catalytic reactions involving chlorine. As all these
processes are strongly wavelength dependent, accurate
UV solar irradiance and its variation, are requested for
atmospheric Physics, in particular to identify the
origin of the natural/anthropogenic ozone variation.

Is the Earth'climatc concerned by solar activity? This is
an important question which occupies a central
position in the present debate about the
Earth'atmosphere warming. When the reconstructed
temperature of the last millennium is displayed
together with the reconstructed solar activity (Eddy,
1976, Lean, I 997a), a correlation clearly appears. A
typical example is the Maunder minimum together
with the particularly cold period of second half of the
XVIIth century. This is strongly supported by several
other results such as, for example the relation between
the temperature change and the length of the solar cycle
(Friis-Christensen and Lassen, 1991, and Lassen and
Friis-Christensen, 1995 ), the sea-surface temperature
from 1860 and the sunspots number (Reid, 1991).
However, a correlation is not a demonstration of a
physical link, but a way to make investigation.
Natural climate variability independent of solar forcing
may exist, but will be not considered here.
Several semi empirical modelling were made using as
inputs, the solar activity, the greenhouse gas
concentration and the volcanic aerosols for the last
century (Schlesinger and Ramankutty, 1992; Kelly and
Wigley, 1992). Volcanic aerosols have effects not
extending more than a few years depending of the
quantity of injected materials in the troposphere and
their altitude. Greenhouse gas concentration have a
continuous increase and do not follow the temperature
decrease as experienced in the I900's and in 1940-1970
for example. These last variations arc better represented
when the solar activity is taken into account. In the
Milankovitch'astronomical theory of climate, the
amount of energy received by the Earth is slowly
changing with time due to the change of the
Earthorbital parameters. The amount of change per
decade is not great, but applied with persistence.
Furthermore, positive retrnactions act as amplifiers of
the initial change. Such as are the albedo and
thcrmohalinc circulation. In the Milankovich'theory,

Pro: /\1 Solar (\: SJhlU' \\"nulier f_'11roc(/11(erence. 'The So/or ( \,/e u1U/ Fcrresrrwl ('/i1nuft · Sunt« ( 'ru: de Trncn;«, Tencri]«. Spain.
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the total solar irradiance is changing by effect of Sun
Earth distance change while no change is made as a
function of wavelength. During the Schwabe cycle, the
total solar irradiance changes by 0.1 % (cycle 21-22),
but could be greater during the Maunder minimum
(0.3% as quoted by Lean, 1997a). Applying this
amount in a GCM model, Sadourny (1995) simulated
the cold period which occurred during the Maunder
minimum with tile right amplitude of temperature
change. However, it remains to explain thow such a
total irradiance change applied during some solar cycles
is able to produce the observed effect. In other words,
what is the mechanism generating this rapid response
of the atmosphere ?

When considering the Solar activity/Earth'clirnate link,
we have to consider changes as a function of
wavelength applied over short time as compared to
duration encountered in the glacial-interglacial
transition ror example. Consequently, positive
retroactions as amplifiers are searched. Thermohaline
circulation due to low velocity of water circulation
cannot be part of processes. But, the Earth' atmosphere
is a likely candidate. Indeed, clouds covers plays a very
important role in climate processes and its relation
with cosmic rays as recently shown by Svensmark and
Friis-Christensen (1995), opens the field of positive
retroactions.
In many cases, climate evolution due to solar activity,
are simulated by changing the total solar irradiance,
that is to say affecting equally all wavelengths and
considering a constant amount of ozone. This last
assumption is not the reality as shown by Hood and
Mc Cormack (1992). For solar cycle 22, the total solar
irradiance changes of 0.1 'le of which about one third,
can be attributed to the 200-400 nm domain (Lean et
al., l 997b ). The remaining is likely distributed in the
visible and IR solar continuum. The incident photons
after scattering and reflection, are absorbed in the
troposphere and Earth'surface (visible and IR domain),
while those below 300 nm are fully absorbed. Its is
also a wavelength domain where catalytic reactions are
strongly acting. This is why UV and ozone are
presently considered as a potential driver in the
Sun/Earth'climate relationship.
Ozone change may have several effects (Soon, 1996;
Haigh, 1994 and 1999; Shindel!, et al., 1999), such as

- on the stratosphere temperature due to ozone
absorption in UV and IR at 9.6 urn, ozone being
also a greenhouse gas,

- on Dynamics down to the upper troposphere,
- on waves propagation.

In the above works, stratosphere photochemistry is
included leading to amplify the radiative solar activity
effects by changing the stratosphere and troposphere
Dynamics. This is likely to occur at low latitudes by
changing the troposphere-stratosphere temperature
gradient which drives the strength of the Hadley cell
and the propagation of the planetary waves.

Ozone may be also involved in some biosphere
mechanism through plankton and carbon dioxide cycle.
All these processes are under evaluation and the key
input is the UV solar irradiance and its variation.

II Strategy of measurements and missions

In the seventies. UV observations were carried out
from balloons and rockets. Comparisons of the results
showed discrepancies up to 20% above 200 nm
reaching in some cases a factor two between Ly a and
200 nm (Heath and Thekaekara, 1977).
The importance of accurate solar data being well
acknowledged, the NASA Office of Space Science
wrote in 1978, a recommendation for the coming space
missions which should :

" include long-term observations of solar irradiance at
ultraviolet wavelengths, the global distribution and
time variation of atmospheric trace species and the
dynamics behaviour of the upper atmosphere."

The analysis of the reported discrepancies leads to
consider potential sources:

i) calibration source accuracy,
ii) procedure of calibration,
iii) ageing of the instruments exposed to Sun radiation,
iv) material deposition during ground operation,
v) material deposition in orbit.

Comparison of international standards made regularly
have insured that there is no significant discrepancy in
the national standards used for calibrating the
instruments (Kohler et al., 1996). Procedure of
calibration were checked in details through an initiative
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST): in the case of the ATLAS missions, three
sunspectrometers being part of the mission. the same
source was provided to PI teams for estimating its
spectral irradiance by running a home calibration.
Comparison of the results to the original data allowed
to detect weaknesses of the procedures and derive
appropriate corrections.

Materials exposed to space has been also subject of
laboratory investigations as well as exposition to space
environment, samples being retrieved to ground
afterwards. Several missions of that type were
performed bringing important information about the
stability of glasses characteristics in presence of UV.
EUV, X rays and contamination from the platform
itself (LDEF missions, Clark et al., 1984).
Indeed, an important source of degradation in space is
the material deposited on the first optical surface during
ground and space operations. These material are
generally destroyed by the hard solar radiation. By
polymerisation of the hydrocarbon compounds, light
elements disappear while carbon or similar particles
remain on the entrance optics. Cleanliness of rooms,
thermal vacuum chambers and associated equipments,



is the major concern. Low outgassing materials used in
the construction of the spacecrafts and instruments was
also strongly recommended and checked during the
design phase by the space agencies.

Another step for avoiding instruments ageing and for
monitoring its responsivity was made in the
instrument design. Entrance optics were kept under
tight covers during the ground operations and if
possible, during the first weeks in orbit where most of
the outgassing is occurring. Furthermore,
incorporating in flight calibration sources or equivalent
system has allowed significant increase in the
instrument performance as we shall show below.

A further step for increasing the scientific return of the
solar space observations. was in the field of the
scheduled operations and capability of instrument
retrieval. This led to the following strategy :

i) Two or more instruments in orbit
ii) Use of short term mission with instrument retrieval

allowing to make a post-flight calibration
iii) Instruments intercomparison before flight and after

if possible.

This strategy as well as the new concepts as shown
above were not fully applied immediately. However.
better results were obtained concerning the absolute
solar irradiance and its variability by the Solar
Mesosphere Explorer (Rottman. 1988) and by the
SpaccLab I and SpaceLab II which provided data in
agreement within -1- ';{ RMS (Labs et al., 1985:
Vanhoosier et al., 1988). The main results of this
strategy will be obtained with the NOAA. Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), the ATLAS
missions. ERS2 and SOHO satellites, as we shall
show below.

III Irradiance measurements

3.1 instruments and missions

We have considered here only missions after 1985.

For the measurement of the stratospheric ozone vertical
profiles. the scattered light as a function of wavelength
was observed on board the NIMBUS 7 satellite by the
SBUV spectrometer (Cebula ct al .. 1998aJ. Daily
spectral data were also obtained by deploying a diffuser
plate to direct the solar light towards the instrument.
Before the completion of that mission ( 1987 ). NOAA-
9 and NOAA-11. both carrying the SBUV/2
spectrometers, were launched in 1985 and 1988
respectively. SBUV instruments are made of two
Ebert-Fastic double monochromators. A similar
instrument took place eight time on the Space Shuttle
(SSBUV) for checking the SBU\' absolute photometric
scale. The SBCV instruments are calibrated with
secondary standards prov ided by National Institute for
Standards and Technology (NISTJ.
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On board UARS, the SOLSTICE (Rottman et al.,
1993) and SUS IM (Brueckner et al., 1993) instruments
were placed. The first consists in three double gratings
spectrometers having the capability to observe both the
Sun and a set of stars (mainly 0 and B) for which the
stability is well acknowledged, and which are used for
calibration. The SUSIM instrument, existing in two
models (one on UARS, another on ATLAS) consists
in two double gratings spectrometers. whose in flight
calibration is made by use of four deuterium lamps.
The ground calibration was done using the SURF
radiation run by NIST for both instruments.

The ATLAS missions have a payload made of several
instruments dedicated to the Earthatmosphere and solar
observations For these measurements, the SSBUV,
SOLSPEC (Thuillier et al., 1997, 1998) and SUSIM
instruments were placed on board the Space Shuttle.
SSBUV as SBUV is made of two double gratings
spectrometers, while SOLSPEC uses three of them and
contains deuterium and tungsten lamps for in flight
relative calibration. SOLSPEC was calibrated with the
Heidelberg Observatory blackbody (Mandel ct al.,
1998) which temperature is measured by a pyrometer
calibrated by the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTBJ of Berlin. It also used the NIST
lamps for absolute scale checking. The three ATLAS
missions had a 10-day duration.

ERS2 was launched in May 1995 and carried the
GOME instrument dedicated to ozone monitoring. For
that, it needs the absolute solar irradiance which is
measured by the same instrument made of four double
gratings monochromators. GOME was calibrated by
tungsten ribbon lamps provided by NIST.

SOHO carries several instruments. Among them,
SUMER is a high resolution spectrometer using two
detectors (one is used for comparison). This high
resolution instrument (0.0042 nm) is also a high
spatial resolution instrument. Full Sun information
was obtained by scanning the slit perpendicular to its
long axis. The instrument was calibrated using a
secondary standard calibrated against the synchrotron
radiation (BESSY I of PTBJ.

Tables l and II summarize the missions and the
instruments characteristics.

3.2 comparisons of the recent results

For comparing two dataset from different instruments.
the wavelength scale and slit functions should be
identical, otherwise, their ratio may vary of an amount
which is not related to their photometric scales. To
avoid that effect, running mean over typically 2 to 5
nm is made. However, nearby deep Fraunhofer lines or
strong emission lines. large oscillations of their ratio
may be generated.
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SUMER and SOLSTICE have in common the 120-
156 nm domain. For comparing with SOLSTICE,
SUMER radiance data were transformed into irradiance.
An agreement of 15 7c between the two data sets is
found which is within the combined uncertainties of
each data set (Wilhlem et al.. 1999).

The SBUV/2 instruments on board NOAA 9 and 11
spacecrafts use, for observing the Sun, a diffuser plate.
Its retlecti vity experienced a long-term change. For the
NOAA 11 mission, the solar irradiance measured
decreased especially at 200 nm of 47r and 18 % in a
year and five years respectively. This effect was
decreasing at greater wavelength (5% at 300 nm and
close to zero at 400 nm after 5 years). Using eight
Shuttle flights with the SSBUV instruments
appropriate corrections were made (Cebula et al..
l 998a) providing absolute spectral irradiance having an
accuracy of 2.3 0( (2 CT) at 180 nm with better number
for greater wavelengths. This allows to derive the long
term change, 7 9r at 200 nm from 1989 to 1994,
which was found in agreement (within l 7r) with the
long-term change inferred from the Mg II index (based
on the solar rotation) as proxy of solar activity (see
next section).

For the time of ATLAS 1 and 2, Woods et al. (1996)
compared the four data sets from UARS (SOLSTICE.
SUSIM) and from ATLAS (SSBUV, SUSIM).
Between 120 and 400 nm. the SUSIM to SOLSTICE
irradiance ratio was calculated at 3 nm resolution.
Below 150 nm, this ratio exhibits strong oscillations
due to the presence of intense chromospheric lines.
Above, the ratio remains within ± 2'/c around unity,
and in the domain 300-350 nm very close to unity.
When comparing with the mean of the four spectra
measured on 29 March 1992 (ATLAS 1), with each
individual spectrum. SOLSTICE and SUSIM/UARS
remain in good agreement. SSBUV presents deviations
from the mean not exceeding 2 rlc. but
SUSIM/ ATLAS shows differences especially between
250 and 300 nm and above 350 nm (figure l ). The
same work was done for the 15 April 1993 (ATLAS 2)
with similar conclusions. However. SUSIM /ATLAS
presents a difference with respect to the mean below
300 nm, which is increasing shortwards and reaching
F!c at 220 nm.

The solar irradiance measured at the same time on 29
March 1992 by the three spectrometers SSB UV.
SOLSPEC and SUSIM on board ATLAS l were
compared by Cebula et al. ( 1996). The three spectra
being averaged. deviation from the mean are opposed
for SOLSPEC and SUSIM at 250 nm and close to zero
for SSBUV. Comparing the mean ATLAS I spectrum
with the mean UARS spectrum. the deviation was less
than I rk (figure 2). Further comparisons made by
Thuillier et al. (1998) for ATLAS l and 2
measurements between the three instruments observing
at the same time confirm the conclusions of Woods et
al. ( 1996) (figure 3).
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GOME placed on ERS2, provides solar irradiance
which were compared with the data obtained during the
3th Shuttle flight (January 1996) of SSBUV in the
domain 310-410 nm. From the unity, the ratio of the
two datasets deviate no more than 5% with a mean
value of 27c. However, this ratio presents periodic
variation as a function of wavelength showing obvious
etalon pattern due to some optical component (Weber
et al., 1998). The long-term instrument stability has
not been kept and a decrease of irradiance from July
1995 has been observed increasing towards the short
wavelength (15 % at 245 nm in January 1996).

3.3 the UV variability

With instrument perfectly stable, solar variability is
naturally obtained. Whatever the means used to retrieve
the instruments characteristics, this is done with a
certain precision which can masked the solar variability
in certain domain where it is particularly small. but
still of scientific interest.
A usual proxy of solar activity is the radio flux at
FI0.7 cm. It is emitted in the solar atmosphere
transition region and therefore is not characterising
accurately the UV which originate from the
chromosphere. The Mg II index has been proposed by
Heath and Schlesinger ( 1986). In the core of the Mg II
Fraunhofer line, the h and k chromospheric
components are noticeable on a high resolution
spectrum as shown on Figure 4 (top). With a low
resolution instrument, a smooth Mg II absorption line
is recorded (figure 4. bottom). The Mg II index is
obtained by making the ratio between the solar
continuum and the core. For that, the Mg II absorption
line is sampled at some specific wavelengths allowing
to calculate the Mg II index. Its advantage is to be
nearly independent of the instrument absolute
responsivity, that is to say not ageing dependent.
However. it dependents of the slit function of the
spectrometer making the observations. This is why.
for establishing a long series. it is mandatory to
dispose of overlapping observations by two successive
missions. This has been done up to now.

The SBUY instruments has provided the longest series
initiated by NIMBUS 7 and continued by NOAA 9 and
11 providing data from 1978 to 1994. Figure 5 shows
the long-term variation after setting the Mg II index on
a unique scale (Deland and Cebula, 1993). The
Schwabe cycle is clearly shown as well as the effect of
the solar rotation in particular at solar maximum. After
taking into account the specific slit functions of the
SBUY. and the SOLSTICE and SUSIM instruments
on board UARS, de Toma et al. ( 1997 ), and Cebula
and Deland ( l998b) showed that the corresponding Mg
II indices were consistent and have a linear dependence.
This has allowed to extend the NOAA series by adding
SOLSTICE data after October 1994 when NOAA 11
was no more observing (Viereck and Puga, 1999).
Furthermore, GOME on board ERS2, provides Mg II
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indices which are in agreement with those measured at
the same time by SOLSTICE on board UARS (Weber
et al., 1998).
The Mg II index allows to derive the irradiance
variability as a function of wavelength. The observed
variability at a given wavelength has been evaluated as
a function of the Mg II index change generated by the
solar rotation. This leads to Figure 6 which provides
the percentage of change (scale factors) as a function of
wavelength normalised on a constant Mg II index
percentage change. As these results are based on
variability due to the solar rotation, it is important to
investigate if they are also usable over a long-term, i.e.
the Schwabe cycle. This is discussed in details by
DeLand and Cebula (1998) who conclude positively.
The scale factor of Figure 6 was established from the
SBUV/2 data, then not covering the domain below 175
nm. This was made down to Ly a by Lean et al.
( 1992) over four solar rotation, and Chandra et al.
( 1995) over both short and long times scales who
suggested the domain below 175 nm to be
underpredicted by the scale factor. However, this being
kept in mind, the scale factor allows to derive the
variability at any wavelength at any date for which the
Mg II index is available.

IV Next missions and conclusions

The importance of UV in Earth' atmospheric Physics
and Climate is well acknowledged. As a consequence
strong requirements in term of accurate solar irradiance
data and its variability have been made.
The comparisons shown above of solar irradiance
measured by several instruments having different
design, and different method and source of absolute
calibration, agree within 4 to 5 % in the UV with
certain domain quoted at 2 %. The most consistent
results are found for the UARS spectrometers. It is
also noticeable that comparisons of mean spectra (e.g.,
mean UARS and mean ATLAS spectra) show better
agreement than comparison of two individual spectra.
This suggests errors not even distributed as a function
of wavelength .
Solar spectral irradiance variability as described by the
Mg II index, provides consistent results when observed
by different instruments after appropriate processing
and comparisons allowed by overlapping missions.
The series extends now over 22 years. The solar
spectral irradiance variability obtained from the solar
rotation is consistent with the long-term observed
changes. This allows to use that solar proxy for
simulating effects of solar activity change in the
Earth'atmosphere and climate.

For the future, we note the following:

UARS, originally designed to operate during 18
months, is still working with, however a limited
payload. including the two spectrometers SOLSTICE
and SUSIM running nominally. UARS is expected to
operate up to 2003.
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The ENVISAT l platform will carry two
spectrometers, MERIS (Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer) and SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging
Absoption SpectromMeter for Atmospheric
CHartographY, Bovensmann et al., 1999). They study
the land surface and middle atmosphere by observing
the backscattered light. They will be also able to carry
solar spectral observations as GOME. ENVISAT 1
will be launched by mid 2001.

The next operation will be the SOiar Radiation and
Climate Experiment (SORCE, Rottman et al., 1997,
2000) investigation which is designed to operate from
mid 2002 on board a free-flying satellite for a 6-year
duration. It will carry four instruments:

i) TIM monitoring the total solar irradiance,
ii) SOLSTICE observing the spectral irradiance from

120 to 320 nm,
iii) SIM measuring the spectral irradiance from 200 to

2000 nm,
iv) XPS observing several XUV bands from 1 to 35

nm.

On board the International Space Station (ISS), a solar
pallet (SP) will be operated for a duration of three
years. It will be launched in 2004. It consists in three
instruments which description is given by Thuillier al.
(1999):

i) SOVIM measuring the total solar irradiance (TSI),
ii) SACES observing from 17 to 220 nm,
iii) SOLSPEC observing from 180 to 3000 nm.

These two missions have basically the same scientific
aims: measurement of the total and spectral solar
irradiance and how is partitioned the variability per
spectral domains within the total solar irradiance, for
Atmospheric and Climate Physics. They are obviously
closely related in term of spectral domains. However,
the main difference may be found in the different
calibration principles used by SACES, SOLSTICE and
SOLSPEC. Furthermore, ISS-SP will extent more in
the IR domain while SORCE will extent more in
EUV.

For these missions, it is expected to relate UARS with
SORCE, and SORCE with the Space Station
experiments and ENVISAT 1. This will allow
continuity and useful comparisons for both spectral and
total solar irradiance data provided by instruments of
different concepts and calibrations. Anticipated accuracy
is about 3% or better. An advantage of the ISS is the
retrieval of the instruments for a post-mission
laboratory check. We finally note that the strategy of
overlapping missions will be still applied. This will
insure that TSI, UV and EUV absolute irradiance and
their variability will be accurately measured as required
for the understanding of the solar variability role in
Atmospheric and Climate Physics.
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Platform instruments launch date operation
NOAA9 SBUV/2 3/1985 ended 5/1997
NOAA II SBUV/2 9/1988 ended 10/1994
UARS SOLSTICE, SUSIM 91 1991 working

ATLAS 1-2-3 SSBUV, SOLSPEC, SUSIM 3/92. 3193. 11/93 completed
ERS2 GOME 5/95 working
SOHO SUMER 12/1995 working

Table I: Platforms, missions and instruments used for UV measurements from 1988.

Instrument range (nm) bandpass (nm)
SBUV 170-410 1.1

SOLTICE-UARS 119-420 0.1-0.2
SUSIM-UARS 115-410 0.15-1.1-5
SUSIM-ATLAS 115-410 0.15-5
SSBUV-ATLAS 160-405 0.15

SOLSPEC-ATLAS 200-2500 1 nm below 850 nm
GOME-ERS2 240-790 0.2 to 0.4
SUMER-SOHO 46.5-161 0.0042

Table II : Spectral characteristics of the instruments.
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ABSTRACT

Since the start of the SoHO mission. EIT -thc Extreme
ultraviolet Imaging Telescope- offers a global view of
the solar corona over the whole rising phase or the
current activity cycle. Such a dataset is unprecedented.
We give here the current results of an on-going
investigation over the entire EIT archive. In this
process, numerous classes or magnetic regions of all
sizes as well as dynamical events will he identified in
the images. The change in their properties (location.
size. topology. Ii fctimc. integrated llux) and their
mutual relationships will then he monitored over the rise
of magnetic activity towards the current maximum. In
the Fe xv images (2 MKJ. the on-disk and off-disk
intensity distributions haw been evaluated. and their
evolution is described. We developed an image
processing technique that extracts the smallest
detectable features. The cosmic ray hits arc statistically
disentangled from the solar point-like phenomena. and
the trends in ho th rates arc assessed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The expanding solar atmosphere is one or the main
sources or interactions between the Sun and the Earth
environment. The coronal instruments aboard the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHOJ -a joint
NASA/ESA mission- were primarily designed to
elucidate the physical mechanisms responsible rm
accelerating the solar wind and for heating the corona.
Although earlier missions (Skylab, SMM. Yohkoh I
improved the understanding or the largest energy
releases. a new generation or more sensitive instruments
was needed to explore the so-called "Quiet Sun .. regions
that account for the largest volume in the hot and thin
corona. Among SoHO coronal experiments. EIT. the
Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (Dclaboudinicrc
el al. 1995. Moses el al. 1997 J uses innovative normal
incidence mirrors to provide glohal high-resolution
views of the on-disk corona (its field or view is 45 min).
It is able to image the taint emission or the corona 111

four ion lines corresponding approximately to 80 000 K
(Hell. 30.4nm). !MK (FeIXIX. 17.lnmJ. l.fiMK
(Fe XII. 19.5 nm). and 2 MK (Fe xv. 28.4 nm). Since
January 19% -berore the minimum or cycle 23- it has
ensured a near continuous monitoring. except for a
couple of interludes ( 133 days from June 25. 1998 when
contact with the SOHO spacecraft was temporarily lost.
and 42 days from December 22. 1998 J.

Scanning the EIT I SoHO archive -systcmatically and
automatically- paves the way to investigations in many
different fields of solar physics. The need is also
inherent to such a huge data set :
• There is no simple way Ill render on a screen the

complete information or even a single image
(typical images arc I024 x 1024 pxl x 14 hits I pxl I.
Their global and individual wealth seems thus
better suited to an algorithmic approach that
synthesises the parameters or interest. facilitating
further interpretations. Yet. the visual inspection is
not to he underestimated. In some algorithms. It
drives the choice of parameters that would
othcrwi sc he arbi trary.

• Identification or all kinds or local or glohal events
is possible With the USC of advanced pattern
recognition schemes. Once time series arc
available. statistical tools can he applied to help
defining normal conditions or cross-correlating
behaviours.

Consequently, it is expected that from such an analysis
well-known solar objects and events arc extracted. or
which properties and mutual relationships at all
available space and time scales can he followed. This
scale issue is known tll he linked to many signitlcant
questions of solar physics.

Comparable synoptic surveys have been undertaken
with success by other space and ground-based imagcr
teams: SXT I Yohkoh (e.g. Hara, 2000). HXT I Yohkoh
(e.g. Sakao. 2000 J. LASO) I So HO (e.g. Rich. Dcrc.
Howard. 20001. MDI I SoHO (e.g. Turmon. Pap.
Mukhtar. Bogart. 19991. Wilcox Solar Observatory.
Mauna Loa Solar Obscr vator y. NSO. and naturally by
all dedicated instruments providing extended time series
(e.g. Sunspot Index Data Centre. GOES. NOAA.
CELIAS. COSTEP & ERNE I SoHOJ.
As rm EIT. some studies were already carried out
fruitfully rm a few specific parameters. The Sun centre
coordinates and radius arc monitored, leading to the
description or the height structure or the chromosphere
and transition region over the years (Aucherc el al.
1998). The average signal is also plotted to assess the
global EUV tlux from the corona. hut so far. it served to
estimate the degradations undergone hy the telescope.
particularly hy its CCD.
The evolution or the atmospheric structuring informs
about the causally linked regions. namely the higher
corona above, and the convection zone below :
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• Radiometric solar UV measurements are pre
requisites to terrestrial climate models. The flares,
the coronal mass ejections (CMEs), the coronal
holes, or the He II flux density are all observed with
the EIT in a unique way. Each embodies one
impact of the corona on the Earth. Furthermore. the
scientific results of our scanning process will be
input to new Space Weather models (Poedts, 1999).
The corona is the source of the subsequent
heliospheric processes.

• The definition and correlation of new activity
indices assess meaningfully the solar and stellar
variability.

• In order to understand the dynamo and the solar
variability. it is important to describe accurately the
differential rotation. By comparing diverse tracers
such as bright points. new insights are gained
(Brajsa et al. 2000).

Table 1 shows the status of the EIT collection as of
September 2000. It amounts to a total of approximately
170000 images. At the time when these lines are
written. it is realistic to assume that EIT observations
will cover the full cycle 23 until some successor
prolongs the monitoring. However. almost five years of
daily scrutiny have already passed, and the time is ripe
to tackle the archive as a whole.

Number of images Nb. of images
Wavelength I .ff.fr (Full Field, ffhr (Full Field .

Full Resolution) Hal Resolution)
17.1 nm Fe IX/X 5 581 2 479
19.5 nm Fe XII 61 858 38 437
28.4 nm Fe xv 5 596 1415
30.4 nm He II 9 563 3 307

Table 1. Status of the EIT archive as of September
2000. The full field is 45' wide, full resolution gives
1024 x 1024pixels. half resolution gives
512 x 512 pixels.

Given the extent of the archive. we first focussed on the
Fe xv bandpass (2 MK) as it allows dealing with

•• /07/01 &7/01/01 97/07/01 96/01/01 98/07/01

2158 ~J 70 210 76 7'172 a1
<l'J Dlslc

smaller. more regular data series. By nearing the
temperature ranges, potential comparisons with
Yohkoh I SXT are hence legitimated. This paper deals
therefore with the 2 MK corona only.
Two kinds of analysis can be envisioned : photometric
and morphological studies. Both have been undertaken
for their expected benefits are different.

2. PHOTOMETRIC STUDIES

The a priori easiest quantitative parameters to extract
from EVY solar images are of photometric nature. This
approach consists, for example, in recognizing active
regions (AR) by their brightness, or in tracking the
global emission of the corona. It suffers unfortunately
from various instrumental and operational drawbacks.
The main ones owe to the badly estimated loss of
sensitivity that is only partly recovered through
recurrent bakeouts of the detector. Other corrections
must compensate for the variable location viz. distance
of SoHO with respect to the Sun.
However. the photometric approach is usually very
instructive as shown hereafter. It is also the required
first step toward on-flight calibrations and the desirable
radiometric advances.
All the analysed full-field 28.4 nm images went through
the following steps :
• The image is corrected for the electronic offset. the

grid shadow. the pre-flight flatfield. and converted
to logarithmic scale.

• The image is split into "on-disk" (< 950'cRo).
"off-disk"(> 105%Rt)), and "limb" (in-between).

• The intensity histograms are computed on-disk and
off-disk. As it exhibits singularities, the limb region
is excluded from this study.

• The histograms of the log intensities were shifted to
take into account the variable exposure time. the
filter configuration and the binning.

After the recovery of SoHO, not all data were hitherto
processed yet.

99/01/01 Figure 1. The on-disk
intensity distributions or
EIT Fe xv images from
January 1996 to December
1999. Each vertical slice is a
median distribution over
two days. The vertical lines
indicate the bakeout periods
with their durations below.
The lowest significantly
represented, the most
represented and the highest
significantly represented
intensities are plotted.
Intensities and occurrences
have log scales.
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In Figure 1. the histograms arc nicely modulated if there
arc only one or two active regions. during e.g. 19%.
From July 1997 onwards. the picture is more intricate.
The most represented signal appears to vary between
0.5 and 3 DN/s. It seems strongly affected hy the
repeated efforts to recover the sensitivity of the detector
hy means of bakcouts 1 heating it from its working
temperature of -60"C up to +1Y'C during tens to
hundreds of hours J. Although the pre-flight photometric
calibration of the EIT has been finalized (Dere el 11/.
2000). it is impossible to infer radiometric quantities as
long as the degradations are not corrected for.
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Figure 2. One EIT Fe xv image with its on-disk and
off-disk histograms. The lognormal fit appears as a
parabola. the power laws as straight lines. "Occ.Max' is
the maximum number of occurrences in the active
region area. "S.Max" is the brightest signal reached.

Nonetheless. the shape or the distributionx contains
information. In (Pauluhn el 11/. 20001. quiet Sun EUV
distrihutionx arc better fitted hy a lognorma: than hy
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other functions. We therefore fitted the Quiet Sun
component or the Fe xv on-disk histograms with a
Iognormal expression :

-1l111Xl-I/ .,:

I No - ,·t(X)=-e _.rr

x
E4. I

which turns out to he a parabola in a log-log scale.
Indeed, it is apparent (Sec Figure 2) that the observed
distributions exhibit a parabolic shape at the lower
intensities. The active regions (AR J or higher
intensities produce a power law distributed tai I.
Interestingly. the coronal holes do not generate a
perceptible mismatch between the on-disk histograms
and the fitting functions.

Figure 3. Parameters or the lognorrnal corrcspondmg tl>
a fit of the on-disk "quiet Sun" intensity distributions
From top to bottom : N . c" and 02 or E4. I.

Due to the normaliz ation. the N ... c'' and 0- parameters
arc not independent. It is still worth noting that the first
two increased chiefly during the SoHO vacation.
whereas 02 rose later. after mid J lJLJLJ. c'' relates to the
quiet Sun brigtuncss. hut it contains contributions trom
additive features in the line ()f sight 11'.l.'. the ca1wpy1.
and from the instrument sensitivity drill since tile
tlatticld degradation rx not corrected Im. 0' may give a
more direct access tl> the 4111ct Sun evolution. C\'Cn 111t
al so encompasses elevated structures. or their absence
r likc above coronal holcx i.
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Figure 4. Parameters of the power law corresponding to
a fit of the on-disk "active Sun .. intensity distrihutions.
From top to bottom : slope. maximum signal and
maximum number of occurrences (S.Max and Occ.Max
respectively of Figure 2)

From a first look at the graphs in Figure 4 we can make
the following observations :
• The exponent of the power law docs not change

much over the course of the four years under study.
• The maximum signal (S.Max) saturates at

-80 DN/s. It is not instrumental. and relates rather
~/07/01 ~7;01;::1

210 76 7'1.72 S1
OFr Df!k

to the size and the filling factor of the brightest
objects in the corona.

• The maximum number of occurrences (Occ .Max i.
related to the area covered hy active regions (ARs ).
increased hy one order of magnitude through 1997.
and has roughly stabilized since then.

This confirms that the increase in EUV tlux with rising
activity would originate in the expansion of ARs. Their
average brightness seems conversely to he fairly
constant and their maximum brightness to he controlled
hy the filling factors. and by the instrument resolution.

Although the field of view has not heen restricted to a
ring yet. and has been kept externally square instead. it
is instructive to look at the off-disk histograms in the
same manner as the on-disk ones (Figure 5 and
Figure 2 ). A couple of artefacts are noticed in Figure 5 :
• A visible light leak suddenly occurred in 1996 and

was finally cancelled via the use of an additional
aluminium filter early 1998. High off-disk signals
were recorded meanwhile in a rather limited area.

• The electronic offset is not perfectly known. By
suhtracting an incorrect value, one introduces errors
affecting mainly low intensities. Short exposure
times thus enhance this problem (e.g. July 1996)

The active regions. observed once per solar rotation in
the on-disk figure. are now seen twice, at the East and at
the West limb. The median EUV t1ux has increased
exponentially from early 1996 to late 1999. As far as the
instrumental degradation is concerned, this means that
an intensity level of less than 1 DN/s has not degraded
the imager appreciably, since the recovering effect of
the bakeouts are barely seen. Physically, it is interpreted
as the cumulative emission of the canopy that develops
with the magnetic cycle. This observation will he
subject to further quantitative analysis.
The tlux has increased by a factor 8 in the considered
period. while the sunspot numher increased by 20 times.
and the 10.7 cm radio tlux hy a factor 2J in the same
interval.

160.00

Figure 5. The off-disk
intensity distributions ot
EIT Fe xv images from
January 1996 to December
1999. Each vertical slice is
a median distribution over
two days. The vertical lines
indicate the hakeout periods
with their durations below.
The lowest significantly
represented, the most
represented and the highest
significantly represented
intensities are plotted.
Intensities and occurrences
have log scales.
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3. MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES

A complementary line consists in the use of advanced
pattern recognition techniques. Although it pushes the
current methods to their limits. it proves feasible to
segment EUV solar structures. The principal current
constraints originate in the high CPU requirements that
contradict somewhat the purpose of scanning the whole
archive. and in the programming standards not
compauble with the otherwise prevalent IDL language.
expanded by the SSW (Solar SoftWarc library). Besides
the increased confidence provided by sophisticated
tools. this approach allows deciphering subtle
phenomena like the morphology. the dynamics. or the
complexity of ARs. As a first application. we report
about the small features in the EIT Fe xv images.
We developed and programmed a non-linear filtering
method that replaces each pixel hy a "best estimate
value .. built from the 5X5 neighbourhood. It is named
"MinimumPlane Fit" (MPF) as a plane is titted through
the lowest pixels of the neighbourhood, and the central
pixel is interpolated. It proves to efficiently extract the
small bright objects as illustrated in Figure 6.
Small features are then counted whether on-disk or off
disk. and as a function or the level or the background on
top of which they occur. Its threshold has been set at
35 DN. It is the boundary between the photon-noise and
the read-noise dominated regimes. Given the typical
exposure times (-100 s J. it also roughly corresponds to
the coronal holes maximal brightness. Features arc
extracted if the raw signal exceeds the filtered one hy
more than 2 .5 0. sigma heing the quadratic sum of the
read noise and the Poissonian photon noise. In the
following. one event accounts for one pixel belonging to
a feature. Darker off-disk (> 1.05 x R <·Jlregions cannot
exhibit any solar point-like source. This is where the
cosmic ray hit rate is estimated to he quite steady
around a value of 4.1(r" cvt/pxl/s (Figure 7 ). In contrast.
on-disks densities or small bright features are not much
a function of exposure time. They can thus he associated
with small solar structures. The cosmic hits rate
contributes at most to half of the observed density :
4.10-"evi/pxl/s x -100 s = 4.101 cvt/pxl < 102 Eq. 2
102 is the minimum density or pixels involved in on
disk (<0.95 xR<,il small features as seen in Figure 8.
The extracted entities that are not cosmic hits appear to
he bright points or magnetic loop tootpoints.

Figure 6. Extraction of point-like features in an EIT
image. The upper picture is a raw Fe xv image in log
scale. The middle one has been MPF-filtered. The areas
below 35 DN happen to correspond to coronal holes.
They arc encircled and hatched. The bottom picture is
the difference image. Small features are highlighted hy
contours based on the 2.5 0 criterion and dilated for
clarity. They match cosmic hits. bright points or
magnetic loop footpoints in the original image. In this
paper. the limb region is always excluded.
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Figure 7. Cosmic ray hits rate measured in the EIT
Fe XV images. The average value is approximately
4.10-s event/pxl/s. The tlux is modulated by the solar
rotation. The sudden peaks correspond to proton events
or telemetry inconsistencies.

The remarkable result is the regular decrease of the
density of solar point-like features from 0.04 evt/pxl
early 1996 down to 0.01 evt/pxl late 1999 in the darker
parts of the on-disk images ii.e. coronal holes). These
tiny features are visually identified as bright points.
In the more intense part of the solar disk, the density of
small objects is higher since many magnetic loop
footpoints are included in the count. Still, there is a
decline from 0.12 evt/pxl to 0.03 evt/pxl. These results
would confirm observations from SXT (Nakakubo.
Hara. 2000) but could possibly he fully or partly
attributed to instrumental effects such as Point Spread
Function. or Charge Collection Efficiency degradations.
The analysis is now going on in order to characterize the
events photometrically and geometrically.

1996 1997 1998

1996 1997
-....,.-,,..-,--- '11 () _\

19991998
Figure 8. Decrease of the bright points and loop
footpoints densities for the darker (upper graph) and
brighter (lower graph) Fe xv solar disk. The excesses
come from proton showers or telemetry faults, the
troughs issue from absorbing prominences that augment
the area hut not the bright points rate.

CONCLUSIONS

Several trends have been found in the 2 MK corona
from January 1996 to December 1999. The tlux has
exponentially increased by a factor 8 due to the
expansion of active regions. The density of point-like
solar sources has decreased from 0.04 to 0.01 evt/pxl in
the coronal holes. and from 0.12 to 0.03 evt/pxl
elsewhere. Sophisticated tools are currently being
developed in collaboration with image analysis teams.
The results will extend with further investigations. the
examination of the three other wavelengths, and the
continuation and improvements of the synoptic
monitoring. It is expected that this study will lead
simultaneously to a deepening of the EIT instrument
understanding. and to new insights in solar physics.
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ABSTRACT

Recent studies of the variation of geomagnetic activity
over the past 140 years have quantified the "coronal
source" or "open" magnetic flux F, that leaves the solar
atmosphere and enters the heliosphere and have shown
that it has risen, on average. by 34% since 1963 and by
140% since 1900. This variation is reflected in studies
of the heliospheric field using isotopes deposited in ice
sheets and meteorites by the action of galactic comic
rays. The variation has also been reproduced using a
model that demonstrates how the open flux accumulates
and decays, depending on the rate of flux emergence in
active regions and on the length of the solar cycle. The
cosmic ray flux at energies > 3 GeV is found to have
decayed by about 15% during the 201h century (and by
about 4% at >13 GeV). We show that the changes in
the open flux do reflect changes in the photospheric and
sub-surface field which offers an explanation of why
open flux appears to be a good proxy for solar irradi
ance extrapolation. Correlations between F,, solar cycle
length, L. and I I-year smoothed sunspot number, R 11,
explain why the various irradiance reconstructions for
the last 150 years are similar in form. Possible implica
tions of the inferred changes in cosmic ray flux and irra
diance for global temperatures on Earth are discussed.

Key words: Solar variability; climate change; helio
spheric field; solar irradiance: cosmic rays

I. INTRODUCTION

I. I. Solar Irrad iance Variations

There has been a growing interest in long-term varia
tions of the Sun. What was once termed the "solar con
stant" has been shown to vary with the sunspot cycle
and thus is now generally referred to as the "total solar
irradiance", S. The amplitude of this variation is of or
der 0.1% [Willson, 1997: Frohlich and Lean, 1998 J.
Irradiance variations are mainly caused by the combined
effect of darkening by sunspots with the brightening of
associated faculae and of the network. Of the two, the
brightening is the dominant effect [Chapman et al.,
1997], but both are associated with the magnetic field at
the solar surface [Fligge et al., 1998 j. Variations of the
irradiance on this l I-year timescale have not been con
sidered to be greatly significant for Earth's climate be
cause their effects are smoothed by the heat capacity of
the oceans [Wigie\' and Raper, 1990 J. However. con
tmuous and homogeneous sunspot observations have

been made since 1749, and sunspot numbers show
longer-term, secular variations (on timescales of order
I00 years and greater) in addition to the I I-year solar
activity cycle [Gleissberg, 1944; Pulkkinen et al.,
2000]. Any associated changes in the total solar irradi
ance on these longer timescales would be significant for
global climate change because they would not be
smoothed. Thus an understanding of the ratio of the
amplitudes of the variations on I I-year and longer
timescales is of great importance. Using various proxy
data, attempts have been made to extrapolate the re
cently observed total solar irradiance variation back in
time [Hoyt and Schatten, 1993; Lean et al., 1995; So
lanki and Fligge, 1998; 1999; Lockwood and Stamper,
1999; Lean, 2000] and these reconstructions have been
used to evaluate its role in the rise of average surface
temperatures on Earth [Lean et al., 1995; Lockwood et
al., l 999b; Tett et al., 1999].

1.2. Cosmic Rays

The Earth is shielded from galactic cosmic rays by the
heliosphere. A number of processes are active, although
their relative importance is still a matter of debate.
However, the heliospheric magnetic field is the key
component of this shield [Moraal et al., 1993; Pot
gieter, 1995], such that the cosmic ray fluxes seen at
Earth are very highly anticorrelated with the local helio
spheric field (the interplanetary magnetic field, IMF)
[Cane et al., 1999]. The field is dragged out of the sun
by the continuous, but highly variable, solar wind and
fluctuates with the level of magnetic activity on the sun.
This results in the fluxes of those cosmic rays that do
penetrate the shield and reach the Earth, showing a clear
solar cycle variation. with a strong anticorrelation with
sunspot numbers.

Cosmic rays are a key part of the global electric circuit
that is driven primarily by thunderstorms [Bering et al ..
1998]. They generate air ions in the subionospheric gap
which allows current to flow between the tops of thun
derclouds and the ionosphere and also between the
ionosphere and the ground in association with the fair
weather electric field. It is not known what sort of
modulation to this circuit could be brought about by the
changes in cosmic ray fluxes, not what the implications
of this might be.

Svensmark and Friis-Christensen [1997 J and Svensmark
[ 1998] have reported a solar cycle variation m the
global fraction of terrestrial cloud cover seen from
space. These authors proposed that this 1s because
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cloud cover is directly influenced by the galactic cosmic
rays incident on Earth. The cloud data used by
Svensmark and Friis-Christensen [1997) and Svensmark
[1998] were compiled from a variety of sources. Con
cerns about this compilation of diverse and uncalibrated
cloud data were pointed out by a number of authors (see
review by Soon et al. [2000]) and the correlation was
made weaker when data for after 1992 became available
[Kristjansson and Kristiansen, 2000]. There was also
no clear dependence on cloud type, as would have been
expected. Another criticism has been that the polar re
gions were excluded from the study because cloud cover
there could not always be distinguished from the ice
caps. However, subsequent work has shown that there
is a strong correlation for one subset of the cloud cover.
as seen at infrared wavelengths [N. Marsh and H.
Svensmark, private communication, 1999: Marsh and
Svensmark, 2000]. These observations are possible at all
latitudes (for both day and night), and so true full-globe
averages could be used. The data are the "D2" set com
piled and inter-calibrated by the International Satellite
Cloud Climate Project (ISCCP) [Rossow et al., 1996].
The strong correlation with cosmic ray fluxes is for
clouds that are inferred to be at low altitudes and so is
associated mainly with stratus and stratocumulus cloud
types. The correlations are strongest for maritime re
gions at midlatitudes and are poor in areas dominated by
other phenomena such as the El Nino-Southern Oscilla
tion (ENSO). The correlations are compelling, espe
cially with the higher energy of cosmic rays (but not so
high in energy that the amplitude of the solar cycle
variation becomes negligible). The correlation coeffi
cient for 12-month smoothed data exceeds 0.85.

Several more cycles of data are required before we can
be confident that the solar cycle variation of cloud cover
is not just a chance occurrence. The mechanism or
mechanisms that could result in a correlation between
cosmic ray fluxes and the global cloud cover are highly
controversial and are certainly not yet understood, al
though clear possibilities are emerging [Svensmark,
2000, this volume]. If present, such a mechanism would
mean that long-term changes in the heliospheric field
were of great importance.

1.3. Geomagnetic Activity

As well as modulating the solar irradiance and the helio
spheric field (discussed above in sections I.I and 1.2),
solar activity causes geomagnetic activity through en
ergy extracted from the solar wind flow by Earth's mag
netosphere. This has been monitored in a continuous
and homogeneous manner since 1868 using antipodal
observing stations in southern England and Australia.
The level of activity was quantified by Mayaud [1972],
who developed the aa index, using the range of the
fluctuations of the horizontal component of the field
observed in 3-hour intervals at these stations. The aa
index was designed to be very well correlated with other
planetary indices of geomagnetic activity; for example,
the variations in annual means of aa and the planetary

Ap index are almost identical since the start of the Ap
data series in 1932 [Mayaud, 1972; Ahluwalia, 1997).
This is true for both the solar cycle and the longer-term
variations. The long-term changes in aa are also highly
correlated with related phenomena, such as the occur
rence of low-latitude aurorae [Pulkkinen et al., 2000].
The aa data sequence shows a systematic long-term rise
in geomagnetic activity since 1900, a variation which
shows some intriguing similarities to the observed rise
in global mean surface temperatures [Cliver et al.,
1998b]. Clilverd et al. [1998] have analyzed in detail a
variety of potential causes for this rise in aa and elimi
nated most of them. For example, the long-term drift of
the geomagnetic field has caused a systematic shift in
the magnetic latitudes of the stations: The Northern
Hemisphere station used to generate aa has drifted
about 4° equatorward in magnetic coordinates since
1868, whereas that in the Southern Hemisphere has
drifted about 2° poleward. However, the data show that
the activity at both stations has risen in an almost identi
cal manner and thus the rise is not caused by this effect.
Stamper et al. [1999] studied interplanetary data from
solar cycles 20, 21, and 22 (1963-1996) in a search for
the cause of the rise in aa. They used the theory of solar
wind power extraction by Earth's magnetosphere [Va
syluinas et al., 1982] to show that the largest of several
contributions to the long-term change in aa was a rise in
the magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field
around the Earth. Lockwood et al. [l 999a] also used this
theory to, effectively, separate the effects of nonrecur
rent geomagnetic activity (for example, induced by co
ronal mass ejections) and recurrent geomagnetic activity
(due to fast solar wind streams) and thereby developed a
procedure to compute the magnitude of the interplane
tary field at Earth BE from the aa data.

1.4. Solar Cycle Length

There is another important indicator of long-term solar
change derived from a continuous measurement se
quence. This is the solar cycle length L, derived from
the sunspot numbers R. Gleissberg [1944] noted that
there was a long-term (of order 80-100 years) quasi
periodic behavior in R and that this was related to L. He
employed a long-timescale secular filter to smooth the
values of L, which were determined from the times of
adjacent minima and maxima of R. In recent years a
variety of other methods to determine L have been de
veloped. For example: Hoyt and Schatten [1993] deter
mined from each annual mean of R the fraction of the
cycle that had been completed and then measured the
delay to the same point in the next cycle; Fligge et al.
[1999] have employed Morlet wavelets; Mursula and
Ulich [1998) have used median activity times; Friis
Christensen and Lassen [1991] used a method and filter
that were similar to Gleissberg's; and Lockwood [2000]
has used an autocorrelation technique.

These various techniques produce variations in L that
are similar but with distinct differences. The variation
found by Friis-Christensen and Lassen [1991] anticor-



relates both with global average temperatures on Earth
and the aa geomagnetic index. This is because it falls
more gradually over the last 100 years than, for exam
ple, the variations deduced by Lockwood [2000] and
Fligge and Solanki [1998] that show more step-like
falls, followed by periods of more constant L.

The irradiance constructions of Hoyt and Schatten
[I 993] and Solanki and Fligge [1998; 1999] depend on
L. These reconstructions are quite similar to those from
other methods. and some possible reasons why L is a
valuable proxy are discussed in section 4.

1.5. Coronal Source Flux

The coronal source surface is where the magnetic field
becomes approximately radial. It is a roughly spherical
surface at a heliocentric distance r of about 2.5R, (where
R, is a solar radius: that is, the photosphere is at r =
IR,). This surface can be considered as the boundary
that separates the solar corona from the heliosphere. The
magnetic flux threading the coronal source surface is
called the open solar flux or the coronal source flux, F,.
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Figure 1: Variation of annual means of the coronal
source flux F, as derived from the aa index by the
method of Lockwood et al. [1999aj (thin line bounding
grey shaded area) and from interplanetary measure
ments of the radial component of the interplanetary
magnetic field near Earth (thick line). The dark area
gives the variation of the smoothed sunspot number.

On annual timescales, the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF, the heliospheric field in the ecliptic plane), obeys
the Parker spiral orientation with a garden hose angle y
that is approximately constant at a given r [Gazis, 1996;
Stamper et al., 1999]. Thus the IMF's radial component
near Earth B,E = BE cos (y) can also be estimated from
the aa geomagnetic activity data using the method of
Lockwood et al. [1999a]. This has significance for the
heliosphere away from the ecliptic plane because the
Ulysses spacecraft has shown that sheet, rather than
volume, currents dominate, to the extent that latitudinal
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gradients of the average radial heliosphenc field are
small [Balogh et al., 1995; Lockwood et al., 1999b].
This means that the radial field B, , at a heliocentric
distance r and at any latitude, is approximately equal to
(r!Ri)2B,£, where R1 = I AU. Because, on average, the
Parker spiral theory of the heliospheric field applies and
because this does not predict significant flux crossing
the current sheet at r < R1, the total magnetic flux leav
ing the Sun and entering the heliosphere (the coronal
source flux) is F.1 = (1/2)(4rtR12)<1B,1J>. The method of
Lockwood et al. [ l 999a] for deriving annual means of F,
from the aa index assumes that both Parker spiral theory
and the uniformity of B, were valid at all times since
1868. The method was developed using data from solar
cycles 21 and 22 and then tested against independent
interplanetary measurements from cycle 20 [Locbrnod
and Stamper, 1999]. Their results are shown in figure
I. The lightly shaded area is the coronal source flux
estimated from the aa index: the thick line is the corre
sponding value derived from the mean radial field
<IB,EI> measured by spacecraft near r = R1• The area
shaded black gives the variation of smoothed sunspot
number for comparison. Figure I shows that the average
Fs has risen by 34% since 1964 and by 140% since
1900.

2. LONG TERM CHANGES IN THE PHOTOSPHERE
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The changes in the total open flux of the sun relate spe
cifically at the source surface (r"" 2.5R,.) and could re
sult from changes that are restricted to the corona (IR., <
r ::; 2.5RJ, with little implication for the total flux
emerged through the photosphere (which contains both
open and closed solar flux and is of order is of order
IOF.1 [Wang et al., 2000b]), nor possibly even for the
distribution of that flux over the solar surface. As dis
cussed above, changes in the total solar irradiance, on
timescales of 20 years or less, are well explained by
magnetic phenomena in and below the solar photo
sphere (r"" 1R.r> and so the implications for irradiance of
the drift in open flux are not immediately clear. How
ever, Lockwood and Stamper [1999] obtained a correla
tion of the coronal source flux F, with solar irradiance
measurements of 0.84. In fact, they correlated the data
from the various monitors separately and used the re
gression fits to intercalibrate the instruments. If the
intercalibration of the instruments by Frohlich and Lean
[1998] is adopted, this correlation falls to 0.79. From
this correlation, Lockwood and Stamper derived a long
term irradiance variation that is strikingly similar to that
of Lean et al. [1995]. This agreement is even closer for
the revised reconstruction presented recently by Lean
[2000]. Lean used a method which employs sunspot
numbers added to a long-term drift with a waveform
given by I I-year running means of sunspot numbers,
and with an amplitude based on a comparison of the
Maunder minimum and noncyclic Sun-like stars. The
extrapolation by Lockwood and Stamper is also quite
similar to the reconstruction by Solanki and Fligge
[1998], who add contributions by the active regions
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(based on sunspot numbers, R) to a quiet sun (network)
variation (based on cycle length, L).

The possibility that F, could be used as a valid single
proxy for irradiance variation reconstruction (as op
posed to a composite of added terms) is also suggested
by the fact that the changes in F.1, as shown in Figure 1.
do have some marked similarities to some changes seen
in the solar photosphere; thus they appear to reflect
changes in the magnetic field there and in the subsurface
layers. Figure I shows that the peak sunspot number R
at the maximum of the solar cycles has risen in associa
tion with Fs.Figures 2a and 2b show that this is also true
for have the solar-cycle averages of sunspot number R11

[Lockwood et al., 1999b]. Figure 2c shows that there is
also some similarity to the variation of solar cycle
length, L, as deduced by the autocorrelation technique
of Lockwood [2000]. (To aid comparison, Figure 2c
shows {12.5 - L}, note that 12.5 years is merely a con
venient reference value and has no significance). In
addition, careful inspection reveals that there has been a
small upward drift of the minima in R (figure I).
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Figure 2: (a) The 11-year running means of the coro
nal source flux F.,, derived from the aa index of geo
magnetic activity (see Figure 1); (b) 11-year running
means of the sunspot number, R11; (c) (12.5 -L), where
L is the length of the solar cycle in years and is derived
from autocorrelation functions of sunspot number R,
using the method of Lockwood [2000].

Foster and Lockwood [2000] have shown that there is
also a strong correlation between annual means of F,
and the standard deviations of sunspot latitudes. They
employed the observations of sunspot groups that were
made at Greenwich between 1874 and 1981 and ex
tended this sequence using the observations made in a
compatible way at Mt. Wilson after 1967. Figure 3
shows that the spread of sunspot latitudes increases with
a very similar waveform to Fs , although the long-term
(-100-year) drift is a smaller fraction of the solar cycle

variation than it is for F." In other words, the photo
sphere shows more spots, spread over a greater area of
its surface, when F.1 is higher. Thus the variations in F.1
do appear to be a symptom of changes in the surface
field. These findings indicate that there have been con
siderable changes in the processes that generate and
distribute photospheric and coronal magnetic fields.
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Figure 3: (a) The variation of annual means of the co
ronal source flux, Fs, as shown in Figure 1, compared
with (b) the average of the standard deviations of sun
spot group latitudes, (aN+a5)12, as deduced by Foster
and Lockwood [2000] from Greenwich and Mount Wil
son sunspot group observations. aN and a5 are the
standard deviations for the Northern and Southern so
lar hemispheres, respectively, and are effectively the
width of the wings in the butterfly diagram.

The magnetic field at the photosphere includes both
open flux (that threads the coronal source surface) and
the larger closed flux (that does not) and is generated by
dynamo processes in the solar interior, in particular at
the base of the convection zone (at around r = 0.7R,).
This field emerges in active regions (as bipolar magnetic
regions, or BMRs) [Harvey and Zwaan, 1993] at a total
rate which increases with the number of sunspots. Most
of the flux associated with BMRs is annihilated by dif
fusion toward the neutral line between regions of oppo
site field polarity, but some is added to the fields associ
ated with the supergranulation network. This field is
transported over the solar surface by the differential
rotation in the outer Sun, by convection associated with
supergranules, and by meridional poleward flow in the
surface layers. As the centers of the two polarity regions
of a BMR separate in the differential rotation, the mag
netic field loops rise through the coronal source surface,
and the coronal source flux increases. Open flux (that
threads the coronal source surface) accumulates near the
poles, where it forms the large coronal holes seen at the
subsequent sunspot minimum [Wang et al., 2000a].



Recent theoretical modelling by Solanki et al. [2000]
predicts a role for both cycle length and emergence rate
in the long-term variation of coronal source flux shown
in Figure I. These authors used the sunspot number to
quantify E, the rate of flux emergence through the pho
tosphere in BMRs. The basic equation is the continuity
of open network flux:

dF,ldt = y E - F,/'tN (I)

where Eis the rate of flux emergence through the photo
spheric active regions, tN is the time constant for de
struction of open network flux and y = (I + tr /tar' and
thus depends on the time constants for flux annihilation
in active regions ta and for transfer of flux from active
regions to the network 'tr. Solanki et al. [2000] estimate
y to be 0.015 and derive a best fit with a time constant
tN of 4 years. Because this tN is sufficiently large, the
cycle length l will influence the amount of residual
open network flux because shorter cycles will mean that
this decay does not progress as far as during longer cy
cles. This prediction is confirmed by Figure 4, which
contrasts the variation of {12.5 - l} (bottom graph)
with the rate of increase in the coronal source flux,
dF/dt from the variation of F, shown in figure I (top
graph). Because 20-year intervals were used to evaluate
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Figure 4: (top) Rate of increase in the coronal source
flux (dF,Jdt). Running means over 20-year intervals are
presented. (bottom) The variable {12.5 - l}, where l is
the length of the solar cycle, in years, derived from the
autocorrelation function of sunspot number R using 20-
year intervals (as in Figure 2c).

l, running means of dF, /dt over 20-year intervals are
presented. A clear similarity is evident. In particular,
when l is a maximum (minima in {12.5 - l} ), dF.1 /dt is
negative. Some lag is present in Figure 4, but consider
ing that these are smoothed data sets. this is probably
not significant. This relationship between the cycle
length land dF, ldt was inherent in the modelling of the
F, data sequence by Solanki et al. [2000]. Thus Figure
4 confirms their conclusion that cycle length l and the
rate of flux emergence (related to sunspot number R) in
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active regions are both key elements in the Jong-term
accumulation of open solar flux (when average sunspot
numbers R11 are high and/or when cycle lengths l are
low) and its decay (when R11 is low and/or when cycle
lengths l are large).
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Figure 5: The variations of the coronal source flux F"
derived from geomagnetic activity by Lockwood et al.
[ /999a] and as shown in Figure I (dot-dash line); and
as predicted using the model of Solanki et al. [2000]. as
adapted by Foster and Lockwood [2000/ (solid line).

Figure 5 shows the observed variation of F, and a best
fit model prediction using the Solanki et al. model and
equation (I). In this plot, the emergence rate E has been
quantified in a slightly different way, using the spread of
sunspot latitudes (figure 3) and the best-fit tN is 3.8
years. [Foster and Lockwood, 2000], but the result is
almost exactly the same as presented by Solanki et al.
[2000]. It can be seen that the agreement is excellent.
Thus we have a new understanding of how variations in
the flux emergence rate and solar cycle length have pro
duced the observed long-term drift in the coronal source
flux.

3. LONG-TERM VARIATIONS IN COSMIC RAYS

Because of their large gyroradii and complex paths,
cosmic rays sample much greater regions of the helio
sphere than do near-Earth satellites. Thus we would
expect a strong anticorrelation of the coronal source flux
F, with cosmic ray fluxes. The products of galactic
cosmic ray bombardment of the atmosphere have been
detected using neutron monitors continuously since
1953. Cosmic rays are also shielded by the geomagnetic
field, such that the range of energies studied depends on
the latitude of the observing station. For example, for
the mid-latitude station at Climax, USA, primary cosmic
ray particles of energy exceeding 3 GeV can be de
tected, whereas for the lower-latitude stations at Huan
cayo, Peru and Haleakala, Hawaii the greater shielding
by the geomagnetic field means that only primaries of
energy exceeding 13 GeV can be detected. The two
stations at Huancayo and Hawaii provide a homogene-
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ous data sequence, the data series being continued at
Hawaii, after monitoring ceased at Huancayo in 1993.

Lockwood [2000] has shown that there is a strong anti
correlation between the fluxes of cosmic rays and the
coronal source F, deduced from the aa geomagnetic
index by Lockwood et al. [1999a]. The correlation coef
ficients for count rates at Climax (C) and Huan
cayo/Hawaii (H) are cc= -0.874 and cH= -0.897. The
best-fit, least squares linear regressions are C/l03 = 5.22
- 0.278Fs and H/103 = 1.866 - 0.345F,. The correla
tions show that cc2 = 76.4% and cH2 = 77.3% of the
variations in the cosmic ray fluxes seen at Climax and
Huancayo/Hawaii, are explained by the strength of the
heliospheric field alone. Other factors, such as drifts
that depend on the polarity of the heliospheric field
[Ahluwalia and Wilson, 1996; Usoskin et al., 1998) and
the solar wind flow [Sabbah, 2000], collectively con
tribute a maximum of (1 - cc2) = 23.6% and (1 - ci) =
22.7% to the variations.

Using the high correlations and the corresponding least
squares regression fits between C and F, and between H
and F5, along with the data sequence of F, shown in
Figure 1, the cosmic ray fluxes can be extrapolated back
to 1868. The results are shown in Figure 6, the solid line
being for the Climax data (>3 GeV), and the dashed line
being for the Huancayo/Hawaii data (> 13 GeV). In both
cases, the count rates have been normalised to the aver
age value seen during solar cycle 21. The plot indicates
that the average fluxes of cosmic rays above 3 GeV
were approximately 15% higher in 1900 than they are
now, whereas the fluxes at energies above 13 GeV were
higher by about 4%.

Also shown in Figure 6 is the variation of cosmic ray
fluxes since 1937 deduced from a collection of ionisa
tion chambers at high latitudes, and near sea level
[Ahluwalia, 1997) (solid line joining dots). The sites
employed are Cheltenham (1937-1956), Fredericksberg
(1956-1972) and Yakutsk (1954-1994 ). The geomag
netic energy cutoffs at these stations are 2.2 GeV, 2.2
GeV and 1.7 GeV, respectively, but fluxes are limited
by the higher atmospheric cutoff of about 4 GeV in each
case. The muons detected relate to somewhat higher
energy primary cosmic rays than for the neutron moni
tors discussed above, and the median energy observed
by these ionisation chambers is 67 GeV. To provide a
single sequence, considerable intercalibration factors
have been applied to the data from these ionisation
chambers [Ahluwalia, 1997), and thus long-term drifts
may not be accurately represented. Of particular con
cern is that so little overlap in data (1954-1956) exists
for full annual means from Cheltenham and Yakutsk.
Nevertheless, there are strong similarities for the varia
tion for >13 GeV predicted from the F, values (the cor
relation coefficient is 0.811 ). In terms of the percentage
change, both the solar cycle variations and the longer
term drifts seen by the ionisation chambers are smaller
(indicating that they are responding to higher-energy
primary cosmic rays that are less influenced by the he-
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Figure 6: Inferred variation of cosmic ray fluxes since
1868. The solid line is an extrapolation using Fs, based
on the correlation with counts C by the cosmic ray
neutron detector at Climax (geomagnetic energy cutoff
of 3 GeV). The dashed line is based on the correlation
with the counts H by the cosmic ray neutron detectors
at Huancayo!Hawaii (geomagnetic energy cutoff 13
GeV). The line joining dots is the variation deduced
from three ionization chambers by Ahluwalia [1997},
which respond to a median energy of 67 GeV. Jn all
cases, the variation is relative to the average value seen
during solar cycle 21. After Lockwood [2000}.

liospheric shield). Analysis of global carbon-14 produc
tion [Struiver and Quay, 1980] implies that the com
bined ionisation chamber data may underestimate a
slight downward drift in the cosmic ray fluxes in the
period 1937-1970 [O'Brien, 1979].

The high anticorrelations between cosmic ray fluxes and
the coronal source flux imply that there should be a
stronff, anti-correlation between F, and the abundance of
the 1 Be isotope in ice cores, produced by cosmic ray
bombardment. The 10Be isotope is formed as a spalla
tion product in the upper atmosphere when galactic
cosmic rays impact oxygen and nitrogen nuclei. This
isotope is deposited in ice sheets by precipitation over a
subsequent extended period. Thus a lag is expected.
Lockwood [2000] found a strong anticorrelation of F.,
with the 10Be isotope abundance (derived from the Dye-
3 Greenland ice core [Beer et al., 1998]) for annual
means from 1868-1985. The peak correlation coefficient
is at a lag of 1 year and is -0.64. The best-fit, least

I. . . [10B . -I] 104squares mear regression is e m atoms g =
(1.323 - 0.133F,). Figure 7 compares the extrapolated
variation of cosmic ray flux (at >13 GeV) since 1868
(solid line, as shown in Figure 6), with the '0Be isotope
record, scaled using the regressions given above. In
both cases, the variation is relative to the average value
seen during solar cycle 21. The long-term trend is re
produced in both data sets although the solar cycle
variations are not identical. This is consistent with the
results of Fligge et al. [1999], who found that cycle
lengths derived from the 10Be isotope data were not fully
reliable, presumably because the extended response
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Figure 7: Variation of cosmic ray flux since 1868. The
solid line is an extrapolation using F,,, based on the
correlation with fluxes at >3 GeV shown in Figure 6.
The dashed line is based on the 10Be isotope record,
scaled using the correlations with F." Jn both cases, the
variation is relative to the average value seen during
solar cycle 21.
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Figure 8. Extrapolated coronal source flux F.,.from the
10Be isotope data, using the regression analysis of data
since 1868.

function is variable (due to a spread of isotope deposi
tion timescales caused by climate variability) and the
difficulties in dating the ice.

We can use the full data sequence of the 10Be isotope
data, along with the regression with F, for data since
1868, to estimate the coronal source flux back to near
1400. This extrapolation is shown in Figure 8: These
data are I I-year running means in which the solar cycles
have been smoothed out. Comparison with Figure 2
shows that the drift in average F, since 1868 is very well
reproduced. The plot shows that variations in F, seen
since 1900 are similar in amplitude to those seen at prior
times. Particularly rapid changes are seen late in the
"Maunder minimum" of sunspot activity (roughly 1645-
1715) [e.g., Cliver et al., 1998b], with F., falling to its
lowest value of 1.2 x 1014 Wb near 1700, toward the
end of this period. This corresponds to a value of about
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one quarter of present-day values. That F.1 should reach
a minimum at the end, rather than in the middle, of the
Maunder minimum is consistent with the model of So
lanki et al. [2000]. This is because the F, would decay
throughout the minimum because the flux emergence
rate in active regions was exceptionally low.

Other studies similarly confirm the drift of F, discussed
here. For examgie, Bonino et al. [1995] use the Tita
nium isotope 4 Ti, produced in meteorites by galactic
cosmic rays and having a half life of about 96 years, to
deduce a rise in the heliospheric field throughout the
zo" century: the rise found is four times larger than
would be deduced from sunspot numbers using the anti
correlation with cosmic ray fluxes seen since 1953.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Recent work has revealed that there have been important
long-term (here meaning -100 year) changes in the
magnetic field in the solar atmosphere. Some of this
field permeates the coronal source surface and enters the
heliosphere. Because of the work by Solanki et al.
[2000], an understanding of these changes is becoming
available to us, in terms of the emergence of flux in ac
tive regions, its transfer to the network, and the balance
between loss of open network flux and its accumulation
in coronal holes. In particular, this gives us an under
standing of why the length of the solar cycle has impor
tant implications. Shorter solar cycles facilitate a rise in
the coronal source flux; longer cycles allow it to decay.
However, the accumulation of the coronal source flux is
also strongly dependent on the rate of flux emergence in
active regions. In general, the peak and cycle-averaged
sunspot numbers are larger when cycles are shorter.
Thus shorter cycles can also be associated with larger
flux emergence rates and there is less time available for
the open flux to decay. Together, these effects mean that
the net effect is that shorter cycles correlate with in
creasing coronal source flux.

The change in the coronal source flux was revealed by
studies of the long-term drift in geomagnetic activity
[Lockwood et al., I999a; b]. Because this work was
based on the quantitative theory of solar wind
magnetosphere coupling, the change in the open solar
flux has been quantified and found to be considerable (a
factor of 2.4 change since 1900). The variation is con
firmed by studies of isotopes produced by cosmic ray
bombardment in ice cores and meteorites. Cross
correlation allows us to calibrate these changes and so
extrapolate the solar changes further back in time. For
example, the 10Be isotope in ice cores shows us that by
the end of the Maunder minimum the coronal source
flux had fallen to about a quarter of present-day values.

In addition to influencing the transfer of energy from the
solar wind to the magnetosphere, the rise in F, will have
caused the cosmic ray flux incident on the Earth to have
fallen. In this paper, we have estimated that the cosmic
ray fluxes above 3 GeV were 15% higher, on average,
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around 1900 than they are now. The corresponding fig
ure for >13 GeV particles is about 4%. The potential
implications of this are not yet understood.

4.1. Potential Effects of Cosmic Ray Variations

Cosmic rays generate air ions in the subionospheric gap
which allows current to flow in the global electric cir
cuit. This connects thunderclouds with the ground via
lightening, by closing the loop via the ionosphere [Ber
ing et al., 1998]. It is not yet known what sort of modu
lation to this circuit is caused by the changes in cosmic
ray fluxes, nor what influence this might have.

The apparent correlation between cosmic rays and
global cloud cover will remain just that until we have
sufficient data to confirm or disprove its significance.
That having been said, the strong correlation for the
global low-altitude cloud cover, [Marshand Svensmark,
2000] is very self-consistent and interesting and would
be very important indeed were it to reflect a genuine and
active mechanism. Potential mechanisms that might
explain how cosmic ray products grow in size to allow
water droplets to condense are now beginning to
emerge. Given that we now know that cosmic ray fluxes
have declined systematically over the past 100 years
with the increasing heliospheric field, it is now very
important to investigate these mechanisms, both ex
perimentally and theoretically.

4.2. Solar Irradiance Reconstructions

Lockwood and Stamper [1999) found a correlation of
the coronal source flux F, with solar irradiance meas
urements and used this to generate a reconstruction of
past variation of irradiance. Figure 9 contrast this to
other reconstructions of the irradiance. A fair degree of
agreement can be seen between the various variations
inferred, despite the fact that they are based on different
assumptions and proxies. Figure 2 offers a simple prac
tical reason as to why these solar irradiance reconstruc
tions are similar. The coronal source flux F, , which was
used as a proxy for total irradiance by Lockwood and
Stamper [1999], is highly correlated with the 11-year
running means of sunspot number, which Lean et al.
[1995] and lean [2000] use to give the waveform long
term drift. The coronal source flux is also related to the
cycle length (Figures 2 and 4), which was used as a
proxy for total irradiance by Hoyt and Schatten [1993]
and to give the quiet sun variation by Solanki and
Fligge [1998). Thus these methods are not as inde
pendent as they initially seem, in terms of the waveform
of the irradiance variation that they predict on 100-year
timescales. However, the amplitude of the long-term
drifts derived are also similar, and this is not derived the
same way for the three cases. By linking emergence
rate through the photosphere in active regions (covered
by sunspots and faculae), solar cycle length and the co
ronal source flux, the work of Solanki et al. [2000) may
offer the origins of a theoretical explanation of the
agreement between the reconstructions of Lean et al.

and Solanki and Fligge with the extrapolation by Lock
wood and Stamper.

4.3. The Effects of inferred Solar Irradiance Variations

The concept that significant climate change is caused by
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Figure 9: A comparison of the various solar irradiance
reconstructions (courtesy Judith Lean).

changes in the solar irradiance is certainly not new [e.g.
Blanford, 1891]. The observed solar cycle variation in
irradiance is small, S varying between 1367.0 Wm-2 and
1368.3 wm-2, a variation of just under 0.1 %. The most
conservative of the estimates of the drift in the 11-year
running mean of the irradiance, S11, are by Lockwood
and Stamper [1999] and Lean [2000] for which L1S11=
1.65 ± 0.23 wm-2 over the last century, a rise of 0.12 ±
0.02%. Allowing for Earth's albedo, a, and spherical
geometry this gives a change in the radiative forcing at
the top of the atmosphere of L1Q = L1S11(1-a)/4 ""
0.29±0.04 wm-2, where a is here taken to be 0.3 [see
discussion of the concept of Q by Hansen et al., 1997].
The effect of any change in S on global mean surface
temperatures will be complex because it will be made up
of contributions that are much stronger at some wave
lengths than at others and because a variety of other
effects (for example, changes in anthropogenic green
house gases, tropospheric sulphate aerosols and vol
canic dust in the stratosphere, ozone absorption of UV
etc.) will also be active and will interact with each other
in complex feedback loops [Rind and Overpeck, 1993;
Hansen et al., 1997]. This estimate of L1Q due to solar
change is similar to the estimate in the last IPCC (Inter
governmental Panel on Climate Change). By way of
comparison, the IPCC's L1Q estimates for the same in
terval due to C02, other greenhouse gasses, and aerosols
are roughly 1.5 wm-2, 1.1 wm-2, and -1.3 wm-2, re
spectively [e.g. Wigley et al., 1997).

In order to make a simple evaluation of the effect of the
solar irradiance change, we can adopt an estimate of the
"climate sensitivity", dT/dQ, where Tis the global mean
of the surface temperature. Using an estimate of the
climate sensitivity of dT/dQ = 0.85 ± 0.15°C/Wm-2
[Rind and Overpeck, 1993], we predict a temperature
rise of L1T= -0.16+(0.147±0.026)x([S in wm-2]-1365).
This represents a consensus view of the Earth's climate
sensitivity, being the average of values from several
large numerical models of the coupled atmosphere-



ocean circulation system, with an uncertainty set by the
range of the estimates. From this we infer that the sun's
brightness change, on its own, could have caused a tem
perature rise of 0.24±0.04 °C since 1900.

Lockwood et al. [l 999b] illustrate how the inferred
variations from irradiance changes, flT, are highly cor
related with the observed global average of the surface
temperature, flT0 [e.g. Parker et al., 1994] the correla
tion coefficient being 0.93 and at a lag of 8t = 2 years,
which is consistent with the heat storage effect of the
oceans [Wigley and Raper, 1990]. However, great care
must be taken not to over-interpret this correlation. It
would im~ly a climate sensitivity of dT/dQ =
2.2°C/Wm- , in order to explain the observed tempera
ture rise flT0 in terms of solar irradiance variations
alone. This is a higher value than any of the published
estimates from modelling studies (one of the largest is
dT/dQ = l.7°C/Wm-2, by Nesme-Rihes et al. [1993])
and roughly twice the consensus value. Multi-variable
analysis that accounts for several mechanisms, including
anthropogenic effects, natural climate variability and
volcanoes does reveal correlations are improved if some
solar drift is included [Wigley et al., 1997; Tett et al.,
1997].

Lockwood et al. [l 999b] and Lean et al. [1995] com
pared the inferred temperature rise flT (for the consen
sus prediction of the climate sensitivity) with that ob
served A'I', we find no significant difference for the pe
riod 1870-1910. On the other hand, the change in solar
luminosity alone can account for only about 50% of the
rise in flT0 over the period 1910-1960 but leas than 31%
of the rapid rise in flT0 over 1970-present. In the same
interval, industrially-produced C02 in the atmosphere
increased from about 280 to 355 ppmv. The implica
tions are that that the onset of an man-made contribution
to global warming was disguised by the rise in the solar
irradiance and that the anthropogenic effect may have a
later, but steeper, onset than previously thought. Such an
effect is consistent with the predictions for combined
greenhouse and aerosol pollutants [Wigley et al., 1997;
Hansen et al., 1997]. Recently, Tett et al. [1999] have
used a set of simulations made by a coupled atmos
phere-ocean global circulation model to deduce a shift
from solar forcing to anthropogenic effects as this cen
tury has progressed.
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"CORONAL HOLES" (RECORDED FROM 1943) - A SOURCE OF THE SOLAR INDUCED
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ABSTRACT

The low brightness rPgio11s identified in distribution
of the Ft' XIV 530.3 nm coronal emission seem to be a
natural proxy of coronal holes. Patrol measurements
of this "green coronal line" intensity are on hand
from about 1940. Our paper summarizes shortly all
the previous findings demonstrating close affinity of
the green corona low brightness regions and coro
nal holes and outlines JW\\' possibilities to pron' this
affinity. Among th es<'. om original calculations of
the magnetic field topology and the magnetic fiold
strength in the corona allow to rxplorr: the coronal
holes widely, The long-term regularities found i11dis
tribution of the coronal grPen line brightness provide
a promising way how to predict the parameters of
solar activity a cycle ahead.

Kev words: solar corona: coronal emission: coronal
holes: solar cycle: prediction.

1. I.\'TRODCCTION

Physical conditions allowing excitation of the Fe XIV
.)30.3 nm coronal green line (CGL) imply that inten
sity of this emission needs to decrease greatly within
the regions of low plasma density and temperature.
At the samo time. coronal holes (CH) are convinr
i11gh· characterized hv a considerably reduced val
ues of both these physical paramotorx. Except of
that. CH represent magnetically open regions which.
shortly after their discovery by the Skylab satelli t<·
in 1973, were identified as an important source of
the solar wind and geophysical disturbamces (e.g ..
Zirker. 1977). Re-tracing all the open magnetic field
lines from the source surface (2.5Rc.J) back to the
photosphere shows that CH could be the only source
of the int.erplanctarv magnetic field responsible for
heliosphorir magnetic conditions and for modulation
uf cosmic rays (Soon ct al.. 2000 and the references
therein). In this connection, frequency of CH ap-

pearance and evolution of the total arr:a occupied hv
CH during solar cycle arc of particular interest. Ev
idently, extensive invost igat ion of the· long-term rvo
lution of CH seems crucial for a bet.t.cr undorst anding
of causes and effects i11the solar-t orrt-xt.rial physics
chain and for possible practical exploit.at.ion of t h«
results revealed.

One of the physically hopeful ways i11 this direr
tion is to carry out oxt cnsivc r imo-sparr: analvsis of
the CGL radiation. I.sing full set of <'xisti11g patrol
mcasurcmout.s of r.h« CGL int rnsi t v. pPrfmmPd liv
a small world-wid« Jl('twork of high-ultit.udo coronal
obscrvat mies. we havr- nl'itt.ed a hcJ111og<'llPizl'dmigi
ual database represent ing a matrix of 7'2 values (011r•
measurement at each :)0 of the solar position angle)
of the CG L intensity (expressed i11t.ho so-called ab
solute coronal units a.c.u. in the nr.xt.) for each da~·
in the period 1943 1993. Thus, the space resolution
of tho data is one day (about 13°) in the solar lou
gitud« and 5° in the solar latitude. For t h« poriod
1994 1999 only the sc-mi-anually averaged data arr
at our disposal. Moro complete description oft hc•ob
servations and data reduction can IH' fo1111din Sykora
(1992a), Sykora and Parisi (1998) and Badalvan et
al. (2001). Our database was already exploited par
tially to demonstrate the CGL/Cll rr-lction (sec· t h«
next Section) and soruo nr-w approaches to oxplor« it
are envisaged.

2. A SHORT HE\'IE\\' OF THE PHEVl()l'S
RESCLTS

An at.t.ernpt to give a complete suuunary of thr- pr«
vious studies of CH by using measurements of t h«
CG L int.cnsity is as follows:

(a) Primarily, it should he emphasized that Wald
meier (1956; 1981) applied the term "koronaloch"
(which stands for coronal hole in German) long be
fore the CH discovery by Skylab. Ile used it for the
regions of minimum CGL brightness identified in his
polar maps of corona.

Pro; !'' So/ur& S/>t/cl' \Vn11/1cr Fume onicrcnc«, 'The .\'"lur C11le1111d 'lcrtcst nul ('/1111u1e· Sun/I/ Cru: d1· Trncri!c, Trncri]r, Spnin .
.C5-29 .l'c/>fl'lllhcr 2UIJI) 1 !:'S.\ \'f'.-ff>3. December 21JIH))
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Figure 1. This is an example of the CCL intensity synoptic map from the beginning period of our database. The
extensive polar and much smaller low-latitude GCLBR are hatched in this map. (Bartels numbering of rotations
is adopted within the present paper).

(b) Fairly good space identity of the brightness
minima seen in the CGL synoptic charts and CH
recorded by Skylab was demonstrated by Letfus et
al. (1980).

(c) Later, the long-term distribution of the green
corona low brightness regions (GCLBR) was corre
lated with the solar wind parameters and the geo
physical KP- and aa-indices (Sykora, 1992b). In
this paper GCLBR were investigated within the zone
of ±60° of solar latitude, in contradistinction to all
other paper quoted in this Section where only polar
CH we investigated. It was found that:
Number of GCLBR varies considerably during H '?

solar cycle being approximately in anti-correlation
with the sunspot cvclicity.

Positive correlation exists between size and fre
quency of GCLBR situated in the zones ±(20 - 40)0
on one side and the velocity and duration of the solar
wind streams on the other side.

Quite a similar result was obtained when corre
lating GCLBR with the KP and aa-indices. This
indicates that the middle-latitude zones at both the
solar hemispheres are particularly relevant. for the
geophysical responses.

(d) In the paper by Bavassano et al. (1994) it was
shown that the extensive polar regions of very low
green corona brightness (alias polar CH) do exist and
infiltrate to the lower solar latitudes during fairly
broad periods around the solar cycle minima.

(e) Also Dorotovic (1998) confirmed a clear nega
tive correlation of the total area occupied by the low
brightness of green corona around the solar poles and
the sunspot cycle curve.

Summarizing all the known results corning from the
long-term distribution and evolution of the CGL
brightness one is persucaded on quite a similar be
haviour and properties of the regions with low CGL
emission and those revealed for CH in a huge number
of studies. This conclusion allows to assume that the
CH phenomenon can be hopefully explored starting
already from about 1940 and using the proper syn
optic charts of the CGL brightness.

3. HO\V TO ADVANCE ON THE STCDY Of
THE GCLBR (ALIAS CH) ?

Some of the findings enumerated in the preceding
Section should be, of course, more precised and quan
tified. This requires sernewhat new approach to the
exploitation of our database. At present, we are able
to draw the CGL intensity synoptic charts for the
whole period 1943 1993 and to identify the "ra\\ .::
low brightness regions within them. An example of
such a map is shown in Figure 1. The extensive polar
and much smaller low-latitude GCLI3R arc hatched
in this map. One can see that the boundaries of the
polar and low-latitude GCLBR were adopted differ
ent (10 and 30 a.c.u., respectively). This \'CIT tcnta-
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Fiqur« 2. Time latitude distribuiioti of the CCL intensity duruu; the last five solar activity cycles (the isopliot c»
we drawn with step of 10 a.c.u, rnnginy from 10 to 140).
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Fiqure S. The CG L synoptic charts typical for the
111.1nmw (above) and tiurcntui (below) of the solar cy
dn Tlie scale in tlu: UJ!J!1'7' map is cucn doubl»; Four·
h1u;c tutii»: reqions arc [nesciit on ilu: 1821 map (in
m11· of them the CCL intensity reached 240 a.c.u.],
111cotitrasi to one modcnztdy active reqioti with 55
11.r'.11.. on the 177S map.

tive choice of the boundaries and necessity of their
mow precise definition may be understood from the
following explanation.

The' CGL intensity is dorivr-d from observations JH'l

forrnod at the solar limb. Cndorstandahlv. the prin
cipal factor "befogging .. a true intensitv at a g1n'n
point of the solar corona comes from integration of
the light signal along the line of sight. In case of
t.h« CGL observations this integration is along an
interval of heliographic longitudes corresponding to
about 3-day solar rotation (about 40° of lat it udc).
Over such an interval the' coronal regions of diff<'r
<'111brightness are int<'gr;tt <'d and averaged. Art ivit v.
and therefore, the coronal hright1wss v.uir-s gr<'at Iv
wit h t.ho solar eye!<' (Figm1' :2 and a 1111mlJ<'rof Fig
uros in S}·kora ct al.. :200()). Cnrlorxt ;mda bk d<'
gn'<' of smoothing the n'al CGL intensities changes
substantially also with the solar latitude (Figure 3
demonstrates a typical difference in appearance of
the CG L synoptic charts drawn for minimum and
maximum phases of solar cycle). All the mentioned
circumstances should he' carefully considered and in
corporatcd into the roliablt- definition of GCLI3R
which subsequently will allow the relevant t.imc-sparc
analysis of them on t.hr- solar surface.

cl. CORO\"AL HOLES FROl\I THE ~IAG\"ETIC
FIELD ~IEASCREME:'\TS

lfrcently we have tried to check the CGL13H/CH
affini t.y by another way. :\ softwart- was dcwlop<'d
allowing us to cakulat.c an awraged rnagrn'l ic Iicld
strength in the corona all around tho solar disk and
in dependence on t II<' distance from t.ho disk c·1'n
tre. These calcular ions arc- based mi the dist ribu
tion of the full magnetic field vector measured in the
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Fiqure 4. This is an example how the limb positions of CH well enough correlate with the bubbles displayed by
the isolines of the magnetic field strength. (The vertical dashed lines approximately indicate the solar limb 01,

the 11August1999 eclipse day).
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Fiqure 6. Cyclic variations of the mean semi-annual Wolf numbers (solid lines) and coronal qreeti line intensities
I A (dashed lines) for the period of 1943 1999 (ar:tivity cycles 18 28). On the lower panel, the values of I,\ ar«
shifted forward by 10 yr111"s.The open circles in this lo1111Tpanel indicate our [orccast of the Wolf numbers f01·
solar cycle 23 and 24.

photosphore. We haw found (Svkora ct al.. 2001)
increased magnetic field strength and stretching of
t ho isogausses above tho magnetically open regions
(cf. CH). An example of such a relation is dernon
st rated in Figure 4 where the magnetic field strength
and positions of CH are compared for the 11 August
I<)<)9 solar eclipse day. The "swellings in the sys
t<'Ill of isogausses (i.e .. tho regions of the increased
u1agnetic field strength) well correlate with the posi
t ions of CII situated at rh« limb oft he NE- and :\\\'
quadrants and CII situat <'d not far behind the limb
oft he S\\'-quadrant. In Figure -1CH are represented
hv t lw clusters of small O]H ·11cinles. Following from
t 11('method of calculation, t.hesc arc regions where
t.li<' open magnetic field lines of force are rooted in
t h« photosphere. A similarly good correspondence
\Ya:-< found m case of othor our eclipse observations
(Svkora «t al.. 2001).

Till' above finding led us to an idea to compare po
sit ions of the magncticallv O]H'Il regions (cf. CH),
S('<'Ilin the magnetic synoptic charts, with the posi
t ions of the GCLI3R. identified in the synoptic charts
of the CGL brightness. Experimentally this is done
for the period of 11 .Iuly 1991 er.lipse observation
(Figure 5). Appart from uuccrt.ainties corning from
t Ii!' limb observations. quit « a good correspondence is
found bot ween the GCLBH and CH positions. This
rqH'at<'dl.1· sr imular os us to st uclv CH behaviour by
IJ<l<"k\rnrdanalvsi-, of GCLBH.

.s, PREDICTIO:\ OF THE SOLAH CYCLES 23
AI\D 24 FRO.\! THE CCL I3RIGHT:\ESS

During the all-sided analysis W<'have found interest
ing to compare a long-I erm course of the global CGL
bright1H~ss, calculated for the Sun as a star, with be
haviour of the known sunspot c_l'cle curve. Surpris
ingly, some reasons wor« found to utilize character
istics of the global CCL brightness in the prtsc-nr
nTl<' for prediction oft hr- sunspot rvrk- par.uuot or-,
a cyd<• ahead (for a full r<'asoni11g oft his predict ion
technique sec Badalvan <'l al.. 2001).

The upper panel of Figurt: 6 shows variations of the
CGL intensity IA in t.hr: equatorial ZOIH'during the
past five l l-ycar cycles of solar activity. The dashed
line represents IA values in the latitudinal zono from
+20° to -20°. i.e .. without separation hetwoon the
two hemispheres. Tho \\"olf numhcr curve is drawn
by a solid line. One can not ic<' some poruliarit iPs in
the behaviour of JA a lower cycle 19 in comparison
with cycle 20, and less cxt.ensivo variations in JA from
cycle to cycle in comparison with tho Wolf numbers.

Even a superficial inspert.ion of both curves in tho up
per panel of Figure 6 suggests that cyclic variations
in the Wolf numbers follow t.h« green line variat ions
with a delay of one C_\Tle. To verify this impres
sion, we shifted the I\ values forward bv 10 yt•ars
(the moan length of cycles 18-22) whc-n plotting tho
lower panel of Figure 6. It is ovidont that the shifted
CGL curve docs agre<' b<'tt or wit h t IH' Wolf number
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Figure 1. Regression dependence between the Wolf numbers and CGL intensities in the equatorial zone ±20°
for the whole 1943-1999 period are shown. Values of h in the left part were not shifted while, the values in the
right part were shifted forward by 10 years. The corresponding correlation coefficients are indicated.

curve. This conclusion was corroborated numerically
by calculating the correlation coefficients.

The left panel in the lowest part of Figure 7 rep
resents the regression dependence between the Wolf
numbers and the 'non-shifted' CGL intensities for
the entire period of 1943-1999 (the points correspond
to the upper panel in Figure 6); and the right panel
shows the same dependence for h shifted forward by
10 years (the points correspond to the lower panel in
Figure 6). A comparison of the left and right panels
makes it evident that the correlation is considerably
higher on the right panel than on the left one, the
correlation coefficients being r = 0.860 ± 0.027 and
r = 0.755 ± 0.040, respectively.

We have analysed correlation relations in the pairs
of consecutive cycles. The correlation coefficients
appeared to be always higher if I;., was shifted for
ward by about a cycle. Thus, the analysis performed
shows that the CGL brightness correlates with the
Wolf numbers much better when shifted forward by
about 10 years, i.e., for a cycle approximately. In
general, characteristics of the CGL brightness within
the solar equatorial zone seem to be are closely re
lated to the Wolf numbers of the following cycle. At
the same time, the cyclic curves of the Wolf numbers
and CGL brightness shifted by ~ 10 years coincide
well enough, even in some details. This effect is espe
cially pronounced at the descending branches of the
solar cycles.

The above regularities allow us to predict the Wolf
number curve in any cycle on the basis of the CGL
brightness curve in the preceding cycle. Our calcula
tions provide the maximum semi-annual value of W
in cycle 23 equal to 106-118 and the epoch of max
imum in the first half of 2000. Hence, the present
cycle is not as high as was expected and predicted
several years ago, nor as low as forecasted by some
authors. The end of the cycle is expected in 2006-
2007. Proceeding from the current CGL brightness
(the second half of 1999), we can predict a low cycle
24 with the maximal vF not exceeding 50 (similarly
to r.h« rvcles 5 and 6) and the epoch of maximurn

in 2010-2011. Thus, as inferred by our results, we
are on the eve of a deep minimum of solar activity
similar to that at the beginning of the 19th century.
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THE DYNAMO THEORY FOR THE MAUNDER MINIMUM

Gunther Rudiger

Astrophysikalisches Institut Potsdam, Germany

ABSTRACT

We study the nonlinear interplay hetween dynamo
induced magnetic fields and differential rotation in stellar
com cction zones. The magnetic back reaction is three
fold: Lorentz force. n-qucnching and ,\-quenching. If
only the Malkus-Proctor feedback is used, the dynamo
shows an interesting non-periodic behaviour which, how
ever. disappears when o.-qucnching is included. If also
a strong .\-quenching is allowed to modify the differen
tial rotation, the dynamo resumes its exotic performance
\\ ith periodically changing cycle periods and fluctuating
magnetic parities. The Elsasser numher has been set
to unity whereas the magnetic Prandtl number must be
smaller than unity. For too small magnetic Prandtl num
bers (e.g. for Pm = ().()1 J, however, the grand minima
seldom occur.

I. INTRODUCTION

It seems that Earth and Sun realize two different forms
of magnetic dynamos. While the solar magnetic activity
exhibits a distinct periodicity with a period of 11 years,
the terrestrial magnetic field is 'permanent'. Indeed. two
different sorts of dynamos in spherical geometry have
been constructed with the desired properties. The so
called o~-dynamo yields stationary solutions while the
o ~)-dynamo yields oscillatory solutions (under certain
assumptions even with the correct period. Observation
and theory arc rather in agreement. There arc, however.
striking differences in the time behaviour: the solar ac
ll\ ity is not strictly periodic and the Earth dynamo is
not strictly permanent. There exist known variations of
the solar cycle between 9 and 13 yrs, also known is the
Maunder minimum for the Sun. The power spectrum of
the solar cycle does not form a delta function. The qual
ity :.U/ ~cJ of the l l-ycar cycle seems to he of order of 5
(Wittmann. 1978; Hoyng. 1993).

The activity cycle of the Sun is not exceptional: The
observation of chrornosphcric Ca-emission of solar-type
stars yielded activity periods between 3 and 20 yr (Noyes
ct ul.. 1984; Buliunas and Vaughan, 1985; Saar and Bal
iunas, 1993 J. A few of these stars do not show any sig
niticant activity. This suggests that even the existence of
grand minima is a typical property of cool main-sequence

stars like the Sun. From ROSAT X-ray data, Hempel
mann ct al. ( 1996) find that up to 70% of the stars with a
constant level of activity exhibit only a low level of coro
nal X-ray emission. HO 142373. c.g., with its X-ray lu
minosity of only log Fx = 3.8, is a typical candidate. We
conclude that during a grand minimum not only the mag
netic field in the activity belts is weaker than usual. hut
the total magnetic field energy is reduced.

A wavelet analysis of sunspot data hy Frick ct al. ( 1997)
indicates a decrease of the short-term cycle period al
the end of, or even through (if periods arc detectable)
a grand minimum. The latitudinal distribution of the
few sunspots observed during the Maunder minimum
was highly asymmetric (Ribcs and Ncsrnc-Ribcs. 1993;
Ncsmc-Rihcs ct al., 1994 ). Short-term deviations from
the north-south symmetry in regular solar activity arc
readily observable (Verma. 1993 ), yet a 30-ycar period of
asymmetry in sunspot positions as seen during the Maun
der minimum (cf. Sporer, 1889) remains a unique prop
erty of grand minima and should be associated with a par
ity change of the driving internal magnetic fields.

After Wittmann ( 1978) and very recently Beer ct al.
( 1998 ), there is empirical evidence for the persistence
of the solar cycle throughout the Maunder minimum. of
course with a drastically reduced amplitude.

2. MEAN-FIELD ELECTRODYNAMICS

There arc so far two concepts for dynamo-induced grand
minima of cyclic magnetic activity. The first one is
based on the idea that. due to the stochastic character of
the turbulence, its statistical properties and hence the 11-

effect and all related phenomena vary with time (Choud
huri, 1992; Hoyng ct al., 1994; Schmitt ct al., 1996;
Otmianowska-Mazur ct al., 1997). The second one works
with the inclusion of the magnetic feedback to the inter
nal solar rotation (Weiss ct al., 1984 ). Kitchatinov cl al.
( 1994) and Tobias ( 1996. 1997) even introduced the con
servation law of angular momentum in the turbulent con
vection zone including magnetic feed hack in order to pro
duce grand minima of the dynamo cycle. In the present
paper, we for the first time present a 2D mean-field theory
in spherical polar coordinates on the basis of a solar over
shoot dynamo model (Rudiger and Brandenburg. 1995)

Pr.« /'1 Solur& S/)(IU' \\.111rl1tr F11ronn1/crn11·t. 'Flu' So/({r (·\,-le 1111il 'l irnstnn! ('/11111/f(' .. \un!u Crn: de 11'1/tTl/l'. Tcncriic. S11111JJ
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Figure 1. LEFT The distribution of the solar cycle length does not approach a Dirac function, the 'quality' of the cvcle
only gives values of about 5. RIGHT The wavelet spectrum of the sunspot-number time series shows two peaks for both
10 vr and 100 vr (Frick et al., 1997).

together with a theory of differential rotation based on
the A-effect concept (Kilker et al., 1993).

We assume axial symmetry of the hydromagnetic state
of the star and ignore meridional flows. Then the mean
velocity and magnetic field in spherical coordinates reads
B=

(
_l_fJA.(r,B,t) __ l_fJA.(r,B,t) B( B ))•) . e ,::ig ' . e ,:) ' r, .t 'r- sin u r sm or

with .-1 the poloidal-field potential and B the toroidal
field.

The field equations for the convection zone include the
effects of diffusion, a-effect, toroidal field production by
differential rotation, and the Lorentz force. They are de
tailed described in Rudiger and Arlt (2000).

The domain of the computations covers the outer parts of
the Sun down to a fractional solar radius, x = r / R, of
0.5. The convection zone extends from x = 0.7 to x = 1.
The a-effect works only in the lower part from x = 0.7
to x = 0.8 while turbulent diffusion of the magnetic field,
turbulent viscosity, and the A-effect are present in the
whole convection zone. Below x = 0.7, both the mag
netic diffusivity and the viscosity are two orders of mag
nitude smaller than in the convection zone. The boundary
conditions arc specified as Q r o = 8Ior = B = 0 at r
= R and Q r o = .-l.= B = 0 at the inner boundary. As
usual, Q i.1 is the one-point correlation tensor of the ve
locity fluctuations (see Eq. (3) below).

3. THE INTERNAL SOLAR ROTATION

The main observational features of the internal solar ro
tation arc given in Fig. 2, i.e.

• surface equatorial acceleration of about 30%,
• strong polar sub-rotation and weak equatorial super

rotation,
• reduced equator-pole difference in n at the lower

convection-zone boundary.

The characteristic Taylor-Proudrnan structure in the equa
torial region and the characteristic disk-like structure in
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Figure 2. The internal rotation of the Sun after the inver
sion of SOHO data.

the polar region are comprised by the results. In the
search for stellar surface differential rotation, chrorno
spheric activity has been monitored for more than a
decade. There is not yet a very clear picture. For exam
ple, the rotation pattern of the solar-type star HD 114710
might easily be reversed compared with that of the Sun
(Donahue and Baliunas, 1992) if the same butterfly dia
gram is applied.

In close correspondence to dynamo theory we develop the
theory of differential rotation in a mean-field formulation
starting from the conservation of angular momentum.

a ( ., .. , ) a .~ pr-sm-B!l + ~ (pr-sm8Q;0) = 0.
ut ux,

(2)

where the Reynolds stress is derived from the correlation
tensor

QiJ = (u';(x, t)11j(x, t))

of the rotating turbulence field.

(3)

The correlation tensor involves both dissipation (·eddy
viscosity') as well as 'induction' (A-effect):

(4)

Both effects are represented by tensors and must be com
puted carefully. For anisotropic and rotating turbulence
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the zonal fluxes of angular momentum can he written as

C2r0=-1frrsinB~i: +v: (1·(0l+sin2BV(I)) OsinB,

an (IJ .,C2oo = -1;rsinB DB +v+H n sin-e cosB (5)

(see Rudiger, 1989). All coefficients arc found lo
he strongly dependent on the Coriolis number 11* =
2Tcorr nwith Tcorr as the convective turnover time. More
over, the most important terms of the A-effect correspond
tu higher orders of the Coriolis number. The Coriolis
number exceeds unity almost everywhere in the convec
tion zone except the surface layers. That is true for all
stars - in this sense all main-sequence stars are rapid ro
tators. Theories linear in nare not appropriate for stellar
activitv phvsics.

The Coriolis number n· is smaller than unity at the top
or the convection zone and larger than unity at its bot
tum. At that depth we find minimal eddy viscosities ('0-
quenching') and maximal 1·i11 = H( 1 l. Since the latter
arc known as responsible for pole-equator differences in
P. we can state that the differential rotation is produced
in the deeper layers of the convection zone where the ro
tation must he considered as rapid (SI* :S 10).

The solution of (2) with the turbulence quantities after
(5) is given in Kuker ct al. ( 1993) and Kitchatinov and
Rudiger ( 1995) using a mixing-length model by Stix and
Skalcy ( 1990). With a reasonable mixing-length ratio
we find the correct equatorial acceleration of about 30 %.
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There is a clear radial sub-rotation (DO/ Dr < ())below
the poles while in mid-latitudes and below the equator the
rotation is basically rigid (Fig. 3). In this way the bottom
value of the pole-equator difference is reduced and the re
sulting profiles of the internal angular velocity arc close
to the observed ones. Fig. 4 presents the results of an ex
tension of the theory to a sample of main-sequence stellar
models (spectral types G2 - the Sun - and K5) given in
Kitchatinov and Rudiger (1999). So wt: find that for one
and the same spectral type the approximation

should he not too rough. Recent observations plotted in
Fig. 3 seem to confirm this surprising and unexpected re
sult where in all cases the constant value approaches (J.08
day-1•

4. THE DISTRIBUTED DYNAMO

Our equations arc normalized with r = Ri . t =
R2 /11Ti, n = 00(1 as well as with A = !{2 D,.'IA
and D = D0qfl. Dcq is the turbulence-equipartition field
defined below. After insertion of the relations into the
dynamo equation

8B8t = rot((u) x (B) + £). (7)

Herc only a non-uniform rotation will he imposed on the
mean flow, (u}; any meridional flow shall he introduced
later. The turbulent electromotive force.£ = (u' x B').
contains induction n,1 and dissipation '1/ijk, i.e.

Both tensors arc pseudo-tensors. While for '/iJk an ele
mentary isotropic pseudo-tensor exists Cc iJk ., I, the same
is not true for o:;1. An odd number of 0 's is. therefore.
required for the a-tensor. which is only possible with an
odd number of another preferred direction. (say) g. The
n-effcct can thus only exist in stratified, rotating turbu
lence. The first formula reflecting this situation.

2 n
~ cosB,o: = <'11 Hp (9)

was given by Krause ( 1967) with HP being the density
scale height. Evidently. n is a complicated effect, where
the effective n might really he very small: the unknown
factor c., in (9) may he much smaller than unity. The
strength of this effect was computed in recent analytical
and numerical simulations for both convcctivcly unstable
as well as stable stratifications.

Finally we arrive at the system of dimensionless equa
tions

on Pm a ( . ( an ) )-. _ ,..i r __ 1·1010 +
Dt r1 Dr or

Pm a ( . i an)+ , - Sill°(} -- +
r2 sin 3 (j DB i)(}
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~---------~---------~ 10.22

Figure 5. The time dependence of the dynamo basics for
the magnetic Malkus-Proctor feedback only (i.e. without
both a-quenching and .\-quenching, Pm = 0.1, E = l).
TOP: Toroidal magnetic field (left) and magnetic energy
(right). BOTTOM: Cycle time (left) and magnetic parity
(right).
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r sin e or a 8r - ~ 88 sin e 88 .
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+

The model is defined by five dimensionless numbers,
namely the magnetic Reynolds numbers of differential
rotation and a-effect, Co = lloR2 /rJT, Ca = aoR/TJT,
the magnetic Prandtl number Pm = VT/rJT, the Elsasser
number E = B~q/µ0pT}Tllo, and the strength of the A-
effect, V(O). Here a0 is the dynamo-alpha amplitude.
The equipartition value of the magnetic field is given
by Beq = Jµ0p(u'2), where (u'2) is the mean inten
sity of the turbulent velocity field. With the eddy dif
fusivity, T/T = c,1(u'2) Trorr. the Elsasser number reads
E = 2/(c,1~r). The Coriolis number II* = 2Tcorr11o
is a measure of the basic rotation. In the a-effect,
n = OQ COS 8 sin ' 8, the factor sirr' 8 has been intro
duced to restrict magnetic activity to low latitudes and
oo =::- lcorr Ila. In general the Co exceeds Ca ('all
dynamo'). Our dynamo works with Ca = -10 and
Co = 10·3. 1·(O) is positive in order to produce the re
quired super-rotation. its amplitude is 0.37.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 5-8 demonstrate the action of different effects.
The graphs shows the variation of the toroidal magnetic
field at a certain point (r = 0. 75 which is the center of
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Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 5 but with a-quenching and
without A-quenching (>. = 0). TOP: Toroidal magnetic
field (left) and magnetic energy (right). BOTTOM: Cycle
time (left) and magnetic parity (right).
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Figure 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but with X -quenching
( >. = 1). TOP: Toroidal magnetic field (left) and mag
netic energy (right). BOTTOM: Cycle time (left) and
magnetic parity (right).
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Figure 8. The same as in Fig. 6 hut for strong .\
quenching (>. = 25). TOP: Toroidal magnetic field (left)
and magnetic energy (right). BOTTOM: Cvcle time (left)
and magnetic parity (right).



the dynamo zone, e = +30°), the total magnetic en
ergy. the variation of the cycle period, and the parity
P = (Es - EA/ (Es + EA), derived from the decom
position of the magnetic energy into symmetric and anti
symmetric components. All times and periods are given
in units of a diffusion time R2 /1/T· Field strengths are
measured in units of Beq.

Fig. 5 shows the results of a model with the Malkus
Proctor effect as the only feedback on rotation and may
be compared with the results in Tobias (1996 ), although
a number of assumptions arc different between Tobias'
Cartesian approach and our spherical model. It shows
a quasi-periodic behaviour with interruptions in activity
like grand minima. This model. however, neglects the
feedback of strong magnetic fields on the o-cffect and
the differential rotation.

The same model. but with local a-quenching

1
a :x /B )2'1+ (B eq

( 13)

is used for Fig. 6 where B is the absolute value of the
magnetic field. A one-period solution appears, since
magnetic fields are suppressed before the nonlinearity
due to the Malkus-Proctor feedback disturbs the oscil
latory behaviour of the a2 !I-dynamo. The period of a
mere a2 !I-dynamo with a-quenching is 0.023 in units of
Figs. 5- 8.

Similarly to the suppression of dynamo action. a quench
ing of the A-effect causing the differential rotation is ap
plied by

1
·(O) B )21 ex 1 + >.. ( B / eq

( 14)

As shown in Fig. 7. only a decrease in maximum field
strength and total magnetic energy results for >.. = 1; the
periodic behaviour remains the same, i.e. the effect of the
.\-quenching is too small to alter the differential rotation
significantly. However. an increase of X leads to grand
111i11i111a- an example for >.. = 25 is given in Fig. 8. In
agreement with the sunspot data, a minimum of the cy
cle period occurs shortly after the grand minimum. The
solar cycle period varies between 9 and 13 yr, but it is
unknown for the time of the Maunder minimum. The
amplitude of the periodicity fluctuations is much higher
in the Malkus-Proctor model. Although these variations
arc weaker in the full model shown in Fig. 8, they arc still
stronger than those observed. In all cases we studied, the
magnetic Prandtl number is Pm = 0.1. For Pm = 1,
however. grand minima do not appear in models as in
Fig. 5 and 8.

The non-periodic solutions in Figs. 5 and 8 show strong
variations of the parity between purely symmetric and an
tisymmetric states. It should be noted that the dynamo
zone is filled with several (usually 5-6) magnetic-field
belts migrating towards the equator. Slight shifts of this
belt-structure against the equator result in strong vari
ations in the parity. Averaged over time, dipolar and
quadrupolar components of the fields have roughly the
same strength; all periodic solutions (e.g. Figs. 6 and 7)
have purely dipolar structure.
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Figure 9. Power spectrum of the magnetic-field amplitude
variations for the 'Malkus-Proctor' model of Fig. 5. The
frequency is given in arbitrary units.

~ ,

Figure 10. The same as in Fig. 9 but for the model with
strong A-quenching given in Fig. 8.

The periodicities of the magnetic field can be analysed
with spectra of very long time series. Figs. 9 and I0 show
the spectra of the Malkus-Proctor model and the strong
.\-qucnching model, resp. The long-term variations of
the field will be represented by a set of close frequencies
whose difference is the frequency of the grand minima.
The Malkus-Proctor model shows a number of lines close
to the main cycle frequency. The difference between the
two highest peaks can he interpreted as the occurrence
rate of grand minima. However, the shape of the spec
trum indicates that the magnetic-field appears rather ir
regularly. The spectrum of the model with all feedback
terms and strong A-quenching is given in Fig. 10 and
shows a similar behaviour with highest amplitudes near
the main cycle frequency of the magnetic field. The aver
age frequency of the grand minima is represented by the
distance of the two highest peaks.

'""'"'t - ~' . -,•. r">;
z nxi n • ~/ ~,, ~

1i o~ 1o "
., O• '0 4 ~ ~-~-- --·-~

Figure 11. Correlation between magnetic field oscilla
tions and variations of the differential rotation measure
(DO/ar)2, averaged over the latitude e.
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Figure 12. The same as in Fig. 8 but for Pm=0.01. The
grand minima are much more seldom thanfor Pm=0.1.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of the radial rotational shear
averaged over (), ((an IOT) 2), versus time, compared to
the magnetic field taken from Fig. 8. A minimum in
differential rotation is accompanied by a decay of the
magnetic field and followed by a grand minimum. The
differential rotation is being restored during the grand
minimum since the suppressing effect of magnetic A
quenching is reduced.

6. SUMMARY

We can summarise the results as follows: When only con
sidering large-scale Lorentz forces on the differential ro
tation, one gets irregular grand minima with strong vari
ations in cycle period (by a factor of 10). If the sup
pression of dynamo action (a-quenching) is included, the
dynamo returns to oscillations with one frequency. If a
strong feedback of small-scale flows on the generation
of Reynolds stress (A-quenching) is added, grand min
ima occur at a reasonable rate between 10 and 20 cycle
times. The cycle period varies by a factor of 3-4. The
northern and southern hemispheres slightly differ in their
temporal behaviour. This is a general characteristic of
mixed-modes dynamo explanations of grand minima.

In any case. magnetic Prandtl numbers smaller than unity
are required for the existence of grand minima. However,
the magnetic Prandtl number directs the intermittency of
the activity cycle. For small values of Pm the occurrence
of grand minima again becomes more and more excep
tional (Fig. 12).
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ABSTRACT

Whereas a variation of the solar luminosity, L, will
inevitably cause a similar change of the total solar
irradiance, S, the opposite is not true. In fact, the
bulk of the days to months variations of S can be
explained entirely in terms of the passage of active
regions across the solar disk. In this case. L remains
essentially unchanged.

For the total irradiance variation observed over the
solar cycle, the issue is more uncertain. One view
explains this modulation primarily as a combined ac
tion of active regions and magnetic: network. These
components would be superposed to an otherwise un
changing photosphere. the other view suggests that
the activity cycle modulation of S is primarily pro
duced by a variation of L (both in terms of R and
Teff) caused by structural reajustrnents of the inte
rior of the Sun induced by a changing magnetic field.
We will present evidence in support of this second in
terpretation. and a model for it. \Ve will also present
the S variations over the last 5 centuries implied hv
our model.

Key words: Solar interior: magnetic field: irradianco.

1. I'.'\TRODUCTIO'.'\

There is no question that

• The hours to months variations of the total ir
radiance are primarily (totally") due to active
regions.

• The spots depress the irradiance.

• The faculae add to the irradiance.

• The contrasts are sufficiently high to be mea
sured with some confidence.

• The temporal behavior during one rotation is
exactly as expected.
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Figure 1. A composite solar irradiance record from
the end of 1978 to the present (Frohlich & Lean,
1.9.98)and the yearly mean of solar irradiance.

However, it is not the case for the 11-year cycle, as
shown in Figure 1 (Frohlich & Lean, 1998).

• It is usually assumed that the magnetic net
work causes most of the modulation.

• The measured network contrast is insufficient to
account for the entire variation (Ermolli et al.,
2000).

• The precision of the irr adiance measurements is
less certain because instrument degradation is
more' significant than that in short timescales.

• Proxies of the network are designated. and their
magnitude is adjusted to minimize residuals
with observations.

From this viewpoint, it is assumed that the back
ground photosphere remains unchanged during the
entire cycle.

Of course, an alternative possibility is that most (if
not all) of the 11 year variability is due to a change in
the "luminosity" without the effects of the magnetic
network. In order for that to happen, the following
are true:

Proi: /''So/or& .\j1uce \\'eurhn Eunnonjrrem«, 'The So/or (\c/e and Terres/mil ('/111101e·Su11/uCm: de Tcnerit: Trncri]r, S/10111.
25-29 September 21!00 I[:'S. \ S/'-./fJ3. t»,ember 2000)
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Figure 2. The measured solar photospheric temper
ature variations from 1978 to 1992 (Gray €3 Liv
ingston, 1997) and the yearly mean.

• The photospheric temperature must change.

• The internal solar structure must change.

• The solar radius must change.

We propose here the explanation that the 11-year
modulation of the total irradiance is due to struc
tural adjustments of the solar interior in response to
a variable internal magnetic field.

2. EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF SOLAR
STRUCTURE VARIATIONS

2.1. Variations of solar effective temperature

The solar effective temperature was measured by
Gray & Livingston (1997) from ratios of spectral line
depths of

C 1(.\5380)/Fe 1(.\5379)

and
C1(.\5380)/Ti 11(.\5381)

The excitation potentials of these lines are different
from each other.

Cl= 7.68 eV,

Fel= 3.69 eV,

Till= l.57eV.

The consistency of results indicates that the Teff they
measure is photospheric temperature. The spectro
scopic temperature variations of the sun measured
by Gray and Livingston (1997) over the period from
1978 to 1992, are shown in Figure 2. The zero point
is chosen arbitrarily.

2.2. Variations of solar oscillations

Solar-cycle effects on solar oscillation frequencies
were determined by Libbrecht and Woodard (1990).
Recently, Bhatnagar et al. (1999) presented a cor
relation analysis of GONG p-mode frequencies with
nine solar activity indices for the period from 1995
August to 1997 August. A decrease of 0.06 µHz in
frequency during the descending phase of solar cy
cle 22 and an increase of 0.04 µHz in the ascending
phase of solar cycle 23 are observed. These results
provide the first evidence for change in p-mode fre
quencies around the declining phase of cycle 22 and
the beginning of new cycle 23. This analysis fur
ther confirms that the temporal behavior of the so
lar frequency shifts closely follow the phase of the
solar activity cycle. Besides, the analysis given by
Howe et al. (1999) suggests that the solar cycle re
lated variation of the oscillation frequencies is not
due to contamination of observed Doppler shifts by
the surface magnetic fields.

2.3. Radius variations

Ground-based measurements of the solar radius ex
ist over three centuries, but the results are contro
versial and inconsistent. When a homogenized data
base covering observations over the last three cen
turies is used, Basu (1998) found a statistically sig
nificant positive correlation between solar radius and
sunspot numbers. Measurements of the solar radius
made with the Danjon astrolabe at Santiago, Chile,
and with the magnetograph of the solar telescope of
Mount Wilson Observatory during the period 1990-
1995,show similar variations in time and with a sim
ilar trend as the variation of sunspot numbers (Noel,
1997).

The space-based MDI-SOHO limb observations
(Emilio et al., 2000) also show that the cycle vari
ation of the solar radius is in phase with sunspot
numbers. However, the estimated upper limit for
the cycle variation is Srcycle = 21 ± 3 milliarcsec.

All the above are inconsistent with an unchanging
solar interior and suggest changes within the solar
interior.

3. METHOD

Several years ago, Enda! et al. (1985) proposed that
a variable internal magnetic field should affect all
the global parameters of the sun. Subsequently, Ly
don & Sofia (1995) carefully systematized the for
mulation of the problem, and wrote a code to do
exploratory calculations. They found that sensible
internal magnetic fields variations would perturb he
internal structure of the sun, and consequently affect
all global solar parameters.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the measured (solid
curve) and calculated (dashed curves) solar irradi
ance variations.

The formulation and the code was further general
ized by Li and Sofia (2000), and it is still being en
riched at the present time. Elements of the new code
are:

• Include the magnetic energy per unit mass x,
and the ratio of magnetic pressure to magnetic
energy, r - 1, as two additional variables in stel
lar structure and evolution.

• Take into account influence of magnetic fields on
radiative opacities.

• Take into account all time-dependent contribu
tions to the equations of stellar structure (we
need short timescales).

• Modify the radiative loss assumption of a con
vective element to include local turbulence ef
fects associated with small-scale magnetic fields.

• Use real equations of state on computing first
and second order derivatives associated with
magnetic fields.

• Use the most up-to-date stellar evolution codes
(YREC7) since the effects we wish to determine
are very small.

4. RESULTS

We use this code to show that the entire 11-year
variations of the total irradiance (3) and I~ff (see
Figure 4) could be produced by a magnetic field of
strength (20-47 kG) and location (r = 0.96RJ equal
to that determined from holioseismology (Antia et
al., 2000), as shown in Figure 5. Figure G shows
the corresponding internal structure adjustment of
the sun. The calculated cycle change of the solar
radius is about 0" .02. which is in agreement with
the ~!DI/SOHO observation (Emilio et al., 2000).
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Figure 4. Comparison between the measured (solid
curve) and calculated (dashed curve) solar photo
spheric temperature variations.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the inferred magnetic field
in the solar interior in 1.98.9according to the mea
sured irradiance and photospheric temperature cyclic
variations given in Figures 1 and 2. The vertical line
indicates the base of the convection zone.

From this fit we find that the maximum magnetic
field in the solar interior, Em, is related to Rz via

Em= Bo{l90 + [l + log10(1 + Rz)]5}, (1)

where Rz is the yearly-averaged sunspot number,
Bo = 90 G. The profile of the magnetic energy per
unit mass x is descibed by a gaussian function

where lvfnc = -4.2.'i specifies the location and <J =
0.5 specifies its width. Em is used to determine Xm·
The mass depth Afv is defined as

Using Eqs. (1) and (2), we can extrapolate the solar
irradiance back during the period when the annual
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sunspot numbers are available (Schove, 1983; Hoyt
& Schatten, 1998), as shown in Figure 7.

As we can see from Fig. 7, the maximum variability
of the solar radius is about 2 x 10-5. or 0.02 arc s.
Although this variation is in agreement with the
most recent determination of the cycle radius varia
tions obtained from the :1\IDIexperiment on SOHO
(Emilio et al., 2000), it is much smaller than the ra
dius changes determined from historical data over
the last 2 centuries. In our view. the most reliable
historical data sets from which solar radius changes
can be determined are the duration of total eclipses
measured near the edges of totality. From them,
changes of the order of 0.5 arc s have been detected.
In particular, a change of 0.:34arc s between 1715
and 1979 (Dunham et al., 1980), a change of 0.5 arc
s between 1925and 1979 (Dunham et al., 1980), and
no change between 1979and 1976 (Sofiaet al., 198:3),
were detected. If such changes are real, what could
cause them? What are the corresponding solar irra
diance changes'?

If we use the magnetic field location required to pro
duce the 11 year cycle variability, we find that it is
impossible to produce a 0.5 arcsec radius variation
even if we apply an unreasonablely strong magnetic
field. However, our model shows that the deeper the
location of a magnetic field and the more intense the
magnetic field, the larger the resulting radius change.

We thus compute the magnetic field required to pro-

duce the detected radius change between 1715 and
1979 as a function of mass depth, as displayed in
the top panel in Fig. 8. It is well known that a
strong magnetic field will cause a change of loca
tion of the boundary between the convective and the
radiative region (Lydon & Sofia, 1995). The second
panel from the top in this figure shows how the con
vection boundary Rcz varies with the applied mag
netic field (solid curve), and how the location of the
maximal magnetic: field, R8, varies with the mass
depth (dashed curve). The shadowed region indi
cates the half-width of the required magnetic field.
Of particular relevance are the values corresponding
to the base of the convection zone, as indicated by the
dot-dashed line in this figure, since all conventional
dynamo models locate the process precisely at that
depth. There, the magnetic field required to cause
a 0.34 arcsec change of the solar radius is 1.3 mil
lion G. and the resulting luminosity variation is 0.12
percent (the third panel of Fig. 8). which is almost
equally due to the variation of effective temperature
(the bottom panel) and radius, since the radius varia
tion contributes 2x ~In R = 0.07%. These values are
interesting for producing significant climate change if
the solar variations are sufficiently long lasting, and
for not grossly contradicting what we knowabout the
Sun, excepting a value for the magnetic field that is
larger than we are comfortable with. but it is not
in conflict with helioseismology (Antia ct al., 2000:
Sofia& Li. 2000).

s. CONCLUSIONS

From what we present above, we reach the following
conclusions:

• The total irradiance variation. and the photo
spheric temperature variation observed over the
11-year activity cycle can be explained in terms
of the variation of an internal solar magnetic
field of 20-47 kG located at r = 0.96Rc'i·

• The above result is in agreement with helioscis
rnological data. and with the variations of the
solar radius measured with NIDI/SOHO.

• The extrapolation of this process to the past 2-
3 centuries produces a change in luminosity of
only 0.1'/c, and a radius change of only 0.02 arc
sec.

• If radius variations of order 0.5 arcsec do occur.
a larger (1.3 MG) variation of a field located be
low the base of the convection zone is required.

• The combined effect of both phenomena can
yield a ~L of 0.2% over many decades.
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ABSTRACT

Drift-time measurements of the solar diameter have been
made with two optically identical solar Gregory tele
scopes (aperture 45 cm) at lzaf\a/Tenerife and Locamo/
Switzerland. In contrast to some other authors the solar
semidiameter R derived from these measurements does
not show longterm variations in excess of about ± 0.0003
"/yr and does not show cycle-dependent variations in
excess of about ± 0.05". Our mean value for the solar
semidiameter at unit distance is R=(960.63±0.02)" from
7583 visual transit observations made at lzaf\a in 1990-
2000. and R=(960.66±0.03)" from 2470 visual transit
observations made at Locamo in 1990-1998. This applies
to visual wavelengths of about 550 nm. At lzaf\a semi
diameters were also measured photoelectrically from
CCD transits at wavelengths of 486 nm and 583 nm:
these are typically smaller by about 0.6" or 440 km.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since it was found that even the solar irradiation
'constant' is cycle-dependent (Willson et al., 1986:
Willson and Hudson. 1988: Hudson. 1988) and varies in
phase with the sunspot relative number (largest at solar
maximum, smallest at solar minimum). the study of
global properties of the sun. its outcrops of activity. and
its influences on the earth and its climate has gained
increased interest among scientists. Although solar
terrestrial relations are essentially one-way (there is no
significant influence of the earth on the sun). the global
properties of the sun. such as its energy output. activity
cycle. differential rotation. diameter variations. oscil
lations. etc .. arc of utmost importance for life on earth
and its future. and. therefore. merit close investigation.

' MEASUREMENTS

Here we report about measurements of the solar diame
ter which were made with two optically identical solar
Gregory-type vacuum telescopes ([) -45 cm. f -25.0 m)
at lzaf\aTeneri fe (latitude 28.30°. altitude 2413 m) and
Locarno-Monti/Switzerland (latitude 46.18°, altitude 506
rn). The latter telescope is an almost identical re-build of
the telescope formerly operated at IRS 'Locarno by the
Gottingen University Observatory. The technique we
employed is drift-scan timing. which is the equivalent of
classical transit timing (as employed. e.g .. at Greenwich
in 1750-1939). but at arbitrary hour angle using an
equatorially-mounted solar telescope (for details sec

Wittmann, 1977; Wittmann et al., 1981). The principle
of the method is to measure the time is takes the solar
disk to pass, due to diurnal rotation at the equatorial rate
of -15 "ts, across a fiducial mark representing a fixed
hour angle (with the telescope at rest at that angle). The
transit of both limbs (west limb preceeding, east limb
following) is observed and timed either visually using a
white-light projected image or electronically using a
monochromatic CCD image and a fast frame grabber
(see Wittmann, 1997). Both methods have their pros and
cons, but from practical experience we conclude that a
carefully-made visual observation is worth about eight
or ten single CCD pictures. Figure 1 shows two typical
transit sequences taken by CCD (visual transits can't be
shown, but are looking quite similar): The first 8 frames
of each series show the passage of the W-limb, the last 8
frames show the passage of the E-limb. The header of
each frame carries an accurate timing mark (UT). which
is also shown in Figure 1.

3. REDUCTION

The measured drift times T. which depend on the geo
centric distance r, the geocentric declination 8, and the
proper motion dc/dt of the sun, were reduced to the
equator (8 0) and to unit distance (r = I au) using the
formalism described by Wittmann and Neckel (1996).
Our final results are tabulations of the measured drift
time T (s) and of the semidiameter R (") at unit
distance as function of date (e.g. JD) and time (e.g. UT).

lJsing numerical techniques of superposed epoch analy
sis and maximum entropy power spectral analysis we
have analyzed our data in order to detect periodicities or
other systematic variations. but - with perhaps one
exception (a rotation-coupled modulation of shape at the
limit of detectability. cf. Mikhailutsa et al., 2000) - we
did not find such variations. We can neither detect a sig
nificant (i.e .. larger than o::0.06") dependence on helio
graphic latitude in our observations. which - due to the
seasonal change of the position angle of the sun's ax is -
cover a latitude range of only : 26° around the equator.

4. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the solar semidiameter measured at
l.ocarno in 1990-1998 (top) and at Tenerife in 1990-2000
(bottom). Due to the priority of other observational pro
jects at l.ocarno. the measurements there have last been
made on November 7. 1998.
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Table 1. Annual mean semidiameters (seconds of arc). N is the number of observations

Year N Wittmann N Noel N Bianda N Laci are
1990 363 960.48 ± 0.04 124 961.06 ± 0.07 48 960.74 ± 0.13 353 959.38 ± 0.02
1991 1002 960.71±0.02 104 960.78 ± 0.06 92 960.83 ± 0.09 266 959.44 ± 0.02
1992 570 960.67 ± 0.02 160 960.63 ± 0.06 322 960.57 ± 0.04 293 959.40 ± 0.02
1993 802 960.63 ± 0.02 292 960.49 ± 0.03 266 960.74 ± 0.05 347 959.39 ± 0.01
1994 1176 960.68 ± 0.02 248 960.24 ± 0.03 655 960.66 ± 0.03 267 959.47 ± 0.02
1995 481 960.66 ± 0.02 230 960.08 ± 0.03 320 960.57 ± 0.04 273 959.48 ± 0.02
1996 879 960.59 ± 0.02 246 959.85 ± 0.03 265 960.43 ± 0.05 313 959.47 ± 0.02
1997 643 960.62 ± 0.03 240 960.00 ± 0.03 276 960.39 ± 0.05 392 959.52 ± 0.02
1998 1012 960.60±0.02 316 960.27±0.03 226 961.01±0.08 357 959.52±0.01
1999 359 960.68 ± 0.04 400 960.47 ± 0.03 ---- ----------------- ---- -----------------
2000 296 960.67 ± 0.04 258 960.41 ± 0.03 ---- ----------------- ---- -----------------

Mean: 7583 960.63 ± 0.02 2618 960.39 ± 0.0 I 2470 960.66 ± 0.04 2861 959.45 ± 0.02

Table I shows a comparison of annual mean values of the
solar semidiameter as observed by A.O. Wittmann at
Izana/Tenerife until I0 April 2000, M. Bianda at Locamo
until 7 November 1998, F. Noel at Santiago de Chile until
I I August 2000, and by F. Laclare at Calem until 25 Sep
tember 1998 (the latter data were taken from the tabula
tion in the web pages of Observatoire de la Cote d'Azur).

Whereas some authors have found significant variations
of the solar diameter during the l l-yr cycle (Delache et
al., 1988; Delache et al., 1993; Jimenez et al., 1994; Ulrich
and Bertello, 1995; Laclare et al., 1996; Noel, 1997; Noel,
1998; Rozelot, 1998; Noel 1999; Noel, 2000), we do not
detect longterm variations, in particular cycle-dependent
variations, in excess of about ± 0.0003 "/yr, and we do
not detect short-term variations, in particular seasonal
variations, in excess of about± 0.05" (cf. Figure 2). This
is in agreement with, e.g., Brown and Christensen
Dalsgaard ( 1998), who have not found long-term
variations in excess of ± .05" in the HAO series of auto
mated photoelectric transit measurements (Brown et al.,
1982) during 1981-1987. Although Wittmann et al. (1993)
have detected a sudden change in their diameter data, this
is most probably due to the change of circumstances and
the first interruption of the Locamo series in 1982.
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ABSTRACT

We present model reconstruct ions of solar total and
spectral irradiance variations based on the assump
tion that solar irradiancc changes arc entirely pro
duced by solar surface magnrtic features.

The model makes use of calculations of sunspot and
facular contrasts as a function of wavelength and
limb angle. The distribution of magnetic features
011the solar surface is cxtractr-d from averaged :\IDI
magnet ograms.

We reconstruct the irr adianrc measured by VIRGO
hr-tweon 1996 and 2000. i.c. from the onset of so
lar cycle 23 right into its rnaxinnun. Preliminary re
sults show that the model is able to reconstruct both
short-term (days to wcr: ks) and long-term (years) so
lar irradiancc variations simult ancously. No further
component of non- or only indirectly magnetic ori
gin is nccessarv to oxplain t hr observed irr adiance
changes.

Kry words: Solar Irradiancc: Faculao: Sunspots: Ac
t ivo Net work.

1. li\TRODUCTION

Solar irradiance variations arc closely related to the
«volut ion of the magnetic field at the solar surface
(Foukal & Lean. 1988: Lean ct al .. 1998; Fliggc ct al ..
:WOO: Fligge & Solanki. 2001 ). The appearance and
c\'C1l11ti011of active regions 011the solar surface leaves
distinct fingerprints in modern irradianrc records
which can easily be measured with space-borne in
struments (Hudson ct al.. I982: Willson & Hudson.
1988; Frohlich, 2000). Sunspots and active region
faculac, hence, are generally considered to be the
dominant contributors to solar irradiance changes 011
time-scales of days to weeks (Frohlich & Pap. 1989:
Fliggc ct al.. 1998. 2000).

Pro: I., Solar & Stiuce \\'e111hcr L11ro1 011/ere111e. 'The Solar Cvcle and Terrrstnnl C/111111/e'. Santa Cru: de Tenerttc, Tenerite, Spain.
25-29 September 21JIJ(J(ES:\ S!'--163. December 2000)

1.0

~h <l>
Sill

Figure 1. Relationship used to convert magnetic flux
4> measured within a pixel of a maqneioqram into a
corresponding [ocular filling [actor of. The [ocular
filling factor c;f increases linearly from 4>t1i/<Psat at
the threshold flux, .P11i, to 1.0 at the saturation flux,
4>sat ·

The origin of the longer-term increase of solar irradi
ancc between activity minimum and maximum is less
dear. however. and still widely debated. Small-scale
magnetic elements composing the active network can
be expected to contribute substantially to the ob
served irradiance increase during activity maximum
(Foukal & Lean, 1988: Solanki & Fliggc, 2001). How
ever. other sources of non-magnetic or only indirectly
magnetic origin have also be proposed, based on, e.g.,
the theory of r-rnodc oscillations (Wolff & Hickey,
1987a, b) or photometric measurements of the solar
limb reported by Kuhn ct al. (1988) and Kuhn &
Libbrccht (1991).

In the following. we present a model of solar irra
diancc variations that is ent ircly based on temporal
changes of the surface distribution of the solar mag
netic field. Within a single run the model reproduces
both, solar irradiance changes on time-scales of days
to weeks as well as the long-term increase of solar
irradiance on the solar cycle time-scale. The model
has only a single free parameter to be fixed by fitting
the VIRGO (Variability of IRradiance and Gravity
Oscillations, Frohlich ct al., 1995). This provides fur
lher evidence that it is indeed the magnetic field at
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Figure 2. Comparison between measured (dashed) and modeled (solid) solar total and spectral irradiance varia
tions for the time between 15 Auqusi and 15 September 1996 (left panel) and 6 November 1996 and 6 January
1997 (right panel), respectively. Plotted are (from top to bottom) the total irraduuu:e, and the spectral irradiance
variations measured in the blue, green and red color channels of VIRGO, respectively. Our model reproduces the
double-peaked structure originating from the CLV of the [ocular contrast (left panel). However, some deviations
from the measurements remain unexplained. For comparison, the dotted curve in the left panel shows a recoti
siruciion which neglected the CL V of the facular contrast. The dimming of solar irradiance due to the passage
of sunspots (right panel) is also well reproduced.(From Fligge et al., 2000)

the solar surface which is responsible for by far the
largest fraction of the observed irradiance variations
- at least on time-scales accessible by modern mea
surements.

2. THE IRRADIAl\CE MODEL

The irradiance model described below rests upon the
following basic assumptions. Firstly, we assume that
irradianco variations arc entirely caused by the mag
netic field at the solar surface. This premise irn
plies that no additional component of non-magnetic
or only indirectly magnetic origin is necessary to ex
plain the observed irradiance changes. Secondly, it
is sufficient to dividc the solar surface into only the
following compononts. i.o. quiet Sun. sunspots (for

which umbral and penumbral regions are treated sep
arately. however) and faculac. In particular. active
region faculae and the active network features are de
scribed by the same model atmosphere. Finally, the
atmospheric models used to calculate the intensity
spectra of each individual component do not change
in time. Temporal variations are exclusively due to
the changing surface coverage of the Sun by the in
dividual components.

Within the framework of this model, two basic ingre
dients arc necessary to reconstruct solar irradiancc
variations. Firstly, we need a detailed description
of the distribution of the magnetic field on the solar
surface and its evolution in time. This can be gained
from a careful analysis of a time series of full-disc
magnet ograms.



Figure 3. Extraction of the active network from.
MDI ttuiqneioqrams averaged over· l-tnin (upper left).
5-min (upper right) and 20-min (lower left), re
speciiuelu. The frame in the full-disc truiqnctoqram
(lower right} marks the considered network region.

Secondly. the intensity I of each individual com
ponent as a function of wavelength >. and position
11 = cos(} (where (}is the heliocentric angle) on the
solar disc must be known. These arc calculated us
ing Kurucz ' spectral synthesis code ATLAS9 (Kn
rucz. 1992) from plane-parallel model atmospheres of
the quiet Sun. sunspot umbrae. sunspot penumbrae
and faculae. We use the standard model atmosphere
FAL-C (Fontcnla ct al.. 1993) for the quiet Sun and
an appropriate radiative equilibrium model (Kurucz,
1991) for the sunspots (cf. Severino ct al., 1994:
Solanki. 1997). The umbra is represented by a model
atmosphere of T,,tt = 4.500 K while T"tt = 5400 K has
been chosen for the penumbra. The employed facu
lar model is a slightly modified version of FAL-P of
Fontenla ct al. (1993) for which details arc given by
Unruh et al. (1999).

The intensity of a pixel ( i . j) on the solar surface at
wavelength >. and time t can then be written as a
sum over the contributions from the individual com
ponents, i.c,

af.J(<P: t) · T'(µ(i,j), >.) (1)
x=u.p.f

(1 -
x=u.p.f

where T"·l'·"·q(µ, >.)stands for the intensity spectrum
of the umbral, penumbra]. facular and quiet Sun
component. respectively.

The filling factors au.p.fq(<P:t). i.e. the fractional,·]
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coverage of any pixel ( i. j) by one of the components.
arc extracted from full-disc rnagnctograms by con
verting the measured rnagnctogram signal <Pinto the
corresponding filling fact or ct (where <P = <P / µ and
<!> is the magneto gram signal). For sunspots (umbra
and penumbra) we set 0,111. = aP. = 1 since they. l,J
arc well resolved by the used MDI full-disc magne-
tograms. Faculae are more loosely packed and we
expect o1 . < 1 for the weaker features. The ap-

'·J
plied conversion scheme for Iaculae is shown in Fig. 1.
Starting at <Pt1,,i.c. the t hreshold value given by the
noise level of the rnagnctograrns. the filling factor in
creases linearly to of = 1 at <Psat. The <P11i, the
only free parameter in our model, is determined by
requiring that the model should reproduce the ob
served irradiance variations.

Finally. the irradiancc is calculated by integrating
the intensity over the whole solar disc, i.e. by sum
ming up the contributions from the individual pixels.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Short-term variability

The model has first been used to reconstruct solar
irradiancc variations over a time period of. respec
tively. one and two month during activity minimum
when the influence of single active regions on solar
irradiaucc can be studied particularly well. The re
sults, presented in Fig. 2. arc compared to VIRGO
measurements of the total as well as spectral irra
diance variations at 862 nm .. 500 nm and 402 nm.
During the first time period from mid August to
mid September 1996 (left panel of Fig. 2) a faculac
dominated active region crossed the solar disc. The
observed irradiancc record (dashed line) shows a dis
tinct double peak which is well reproduced by our
model (solid line) in all four spectral regions. The
double peak is due to the pronounced center-to-limb
variation (CLY) of the facular brightness whose con
trast increases strongly towards the solar limb. For
comparison, a second reconstruction (dotted line)
based on a disc-integrated proxy for the facular emis
sion (i.e. Mg II core-to-wing ratio) fails completely
to reproduce the double peak.

The second period from the beginning of November
1996 to the beginning of January 1997 is plotted in
the right panel of Fig. 2. This time, a spot dominated
active region moved across the solar disc. Again, the
reconstruction reliably reproduces the spot-induced
depletion of the solar irradiance,

3.2. Long-term variability

When reconstructing irradiance changes on time
scales of the solar cycle great care must be taken
in order to include also subtle changes of the active
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Figure 4. Reconstruction (stars') of total solar irradiance for roughly 100 individual days between the end
of 1996 and mid 2000, i.e. from the onset of solar cycle 23 right into its maximum. The irradiance record
measured by VIRGO is represented by the solid line. The two panels on the top show a zoom-in to the beginning
(left panel) and the end (right panel) of the complete dataset (lower panel), respectively. The model is able to
reproduce both, short-term variations on time-scales of days to weeks as well as the longer-term increase of solar
irradiance between activity minimum and maximum.

network. The I-rr noise level of ordinary l-min mag
netograms of MDI is of the order of 20 Gauss. This
is not good enough to enable a reliable detection of
all or at least most of the network features. There
fore, it is necessary to average over series of 5 or 20
consecutive magnetograms in order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. Before averaging, the individ
ual l-rnin magnetograms have been corrected for dif
ferential rotation,

The effect of the averaging on the detection of the
active network is presented in Fig. 3, The rnagne
tograms on the upper left (1-min), upper right (5-
min) and lower left (20-min). respectively, are en
largements of the frame plotted in the full-disc mag
netogram in the lower right, As can be seen, more
and more network features become visible when go
ing to longer averages or, equivalently, longer inte
gration times.

Based on these magnetograms, we then recon
structed solar irradiance variations for roughly 700
individual days between the end of 1996 and mid
2000 using exactly the same model atmospheres and
input parameters as for the short-term reconstruc
tions described in Sect. 3,1. The results are pre-

sented in Fig. 4. The VIRGO measurements are
given by the solid line while the reconstructed values
are marked by stars,

The lower panel shows the reconstruction over the
whole time period. As you can see, the increase be
tween the onset of solar cycle 23 at the end of 1996
and the first half of 2000 when solar activity reached
its maximum is very well reproduced. This becomes
even more striking when looking at the two enlarge
ments on the top of Fig. 4. The left panel is a zoom-in
to the beginning of the selected time period, i.e. near
the activity minimum. while the panel on the right is
a zoom-in during the time of maximum activity. The
quality of the reconstruction is impressive given the
simplicity of the employed model and the fact that
it possesses only a single free parameter.

The model allows the calculation of solar spectral ir
radiance variations from 160 nm to 160 000 nm with
varying spectral resolution (resolving power better
than 200 in the visible). Unfortunately, the long
term sensitivity of VIRGO's sunphotometers is not
stable enough to allow a comparison of the recon
structed and measured spectral irradiance records
over such a long period. Nevertheless, we present
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Figure 5. From top to bottom: Reconstructed irra
diance variations for the total solar irradiaru:e as
icell as for the three spectral channels measured by
VIRGO which are centered around 862 nrn, 500 nm
and 402 nrn. The irraduuu:e increase between ac
tivity minimum and nuiiimum is most pronounced
in the blue channel which shows an increase that is
about twice as large as the one in the total.

in Fig. 5 the reconstructed irradiance records for
the four spectral regions measured by VIRGO, i.c.
the total irradiance as well as the irradiance in the
three spectral channels centered around 862 nm.
.500 nm and 402 nm. respectively. The blue chan
nel shows the steepest rise, reflecting the increase of
solar spectral irradiancc variability towards shorter
wavelengths. While the total and the red channel
show comparable variations the increase is the blur
is about twice as largr as in the total (note the dif
frrent scaling of the axis'}.

4. COJ\CLUSIOl\S

We have presented a modrl of solar irr adiance vari
ations which is entirely based on the changing solar
surface magnetic field. The model is able to repro-
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duce both total and spectral solar irradiance changes
on time-scales of days up to the length of the solar
cycle. In particular, no additional component is nec
essary to reproduce the long-term increase of solar
irradiance between activity minimum and maximum
beside the contributions from sunspots and small
magnetic features forming faculae and the active net
work. In particular, there is no need to distinguish
between the contribution of the network and of fac
ulae.
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Abstract: Global-average upper ocean temperatures
anomalies of ±0.05°K fluctuate in fixed phase with
decadal signals in the Sun's irradiance of ±0.5 Watts m 2

over the past I00 years (White et al., 1997). but its
amplitude is 2 to 3 times that expected from the transient
Stefan-Boltzmann radiation balance (White et al., 1998).
Examining global patterns of upper ocean temperature and
lower troposphere winds find the internal interannual
mode of variability in Earth's ocean-atmosphere-terrestrial
system with global-average upper ocean temperature
anomalies of ±0.05°K occurring naturally, independent of
changing solar irradiance (White et al., 2000). Yet
coherence and phase statistics indicate that the observed
internal decadal mode in Earth ·s ocean-atmosphere
terrestrial system is excited by the decadal signal in the
Sun's irradiance. To understand the thermodynamics of
this association we conduct a global-average upper ocean
heat budget utilizing upper ocean temperatures from the
SIO reanalysis and air-sea heat and momentum fluxes
from the COADS reanalysis. finding the source of decadal
global warming to be the reduction in trade wind intensity
across the tropics, decreasing global average latent heat
flux out of the ocean. We demonstrate that this reduction
in trade wind intensity in the Pacific Ocean is governed by
a delayed action oscillator mechanism in the ocean
atmosphere system differing little from that used to
explain the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (Graham and
White. 1998). We operate an intermediate coupled model
of this delayed action oscillator. normally driven by white
noise, by superimposing the Stefan-Boltzmann upper
ocean temperature response to decadal changes in the
Sun's irradiance. We find the latter. with weak amplitude
of ±0.02°K and non-random phase, able to excite a
decadal signal in this delayed action oscillator. yielding a
damped resonance response of ±0.1°K in the equatorial

Pacific Ocean, with dissipation provided by longwave
radiation to space.

I. Background
White, Lean, Cayan, and Dettinger ( 1997; hereafter

known as WLCD) examined time sequences of global and
basin average upper ocean temperature based upon the
examination of the Global Ice and Sea Surface
Temperature (GISST) sea surface temperature data set
from 1900 to 1994 (Folland and Powell, 1994) and the
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) vertical
temperature profile data set from 1955 to 1994 (White,
1995), together with time sequence of changes in the Sun's
irradiance estimated over the past century by Lean et al.
( 1995). Using power spectra and multi-channel singular
spectrum analysis, they found spectral peaks for decadal (9
to 13 years) and interdecadal (18 to 25 years) period scales
in both the Sun's irradiance and global-average sea surface
temperature records significantly correlated with each
other over the 95 years from 1900 to 1994. Subsequently.
WLCD band-pass-filtered these upper ocean temperature
datasets with half-power points at 8 and 15 year periods
for the decadal signal and at 15 and 30 year periods for the
interdecadal signal. finding global and basin averages
ranging over ±0.05°K (:0:0.07°K) on decadal (interdecadal)
period scales. with estimated standard errors of::: 0.01 °K.
associated with changes in the Sun's irradiance ranging
over ±0.5 W m' (±0.3 W rn') (see Figure la and Figure
I b). These global average temperature signals were
observed to lag corresponding signals in the Sun's
irradiance by 30° to 45° of phase in an apparent response
to changes in the Sun's surface radiative forcing of about
±0.1 Watts m·2 averaged over the Earth's surface.

Examination of the NODC temperature profile
dataset by WLCD allowed solar-related signals in global
average upper ocean temperature on decadal and

Proi / '1 Solen & Sjli/( l' Hnl!llt/" F11ro1 011/t'U'!IU'. "Ihe .\11/111"C\dt' .uu! Tcrnstnut ( 'limut: Sunt« Crn: dt' Tcnrn]«, Trncrit«. Spcun
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interdecadal period scales to be observed penetrating from
40 to 120 m into the upper ocean into the upper portion of
the main pycnocline, with shallower (deeper) penetration
in the tropics (extratropics) (see Figure 2). Below these
relatively shallow depths, global-average temperature
changes were uncorrelated with changes in the Sun's
irradiance, with deeper penetration appearing to be resisted
by vertical stratification within the main body of the main
pycnocline separating the upper ocean from the deep
ocean. So the excess heat storage associated with changes
in the Sun's solar radiative forcing on decadal and
interdecadal period scales was found trapped in the upper
layer of the global upper ocean above the main pycnocline,
presumably balanced there by radiative-plus-turbulent heat
loss to the overlying atmosphere.

Subsequently, White, Cayan, and Lean (1998)
demonstrated that changes in global average sea surface
temperatures (SST's) are geophysically irrelevant when
considering the Earth's global-average oceanic response to
changes in the Sun's surface radiative forcing; that is,
SST's change for reasons independent of changing net
heat flux divergence, as for example from vertical mixing
at the base of the near-surface mixed layer. Instead they
recognized the importance of selecting an upper ocean
temperature variable that represents changes in the diabatic
heat storage (DHS) of the upper ocean above the main
pycnocline (Moisan and Niiler, 1998). Subsequently, they
computed basin average, tropical average, and global
average upper ocean DHS changes directly from the
available NODC temperature profile dataset, associating
them with changes in the Sun's surface radiative forcing
on decadal and interdecadal period scales. They
constructed gridded fields of DHS changes, and
corresponding depth average temperature (DAT) changes
from the sea surface to the top of the main pycnocline,
from 20°S to 60°N from 1955 to 1996.

White et al. (1998) found decadal and interdecadal
DAT anomalies larger than expected from the perturbation
form of the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation balance for the
Earth's surface (i.e., 0.3°K per W m') in response to
observed changes in the Sun's surface radiative forcing of
±0.1 Watts m' on decadal and interdecadal period scales
(Wigley and Raper, 1990; Reid, 1991 ). Moreover, by
examining the transient global average heat budget of the
upper ocean, with the Stefan Boltzmann radiation balance
for the Earth's surface providing the steady state limit,
White et al. (1998) found the global upper ocean
temperature incapable of coming into radiation
equilibrium with solar forcing on decadal timescales. They
found the observed global average DAT response 2 to 3
times that expected of the transient Stefan-Boltzmann
radiation response. Moreover, the phase lag between peak
solar forcing and global average DAT anomalies was
observed to be much less (that is, approaching 0°) that

expected from the transient radiation balance. These
differences in both amplitude and phase indicated that
global warming in the upper ocean on decadal period
scales is larger than can be expected from changes in the
Sun's surface radiative forcing. This suggested to White et
al. (1998) that some internal positive feedback intensifies
the upper ocean temperature response to changes in the
Sun's irradiance,

2. Data and Methods
This work utilizes gridded fields of SST and SLP

anomalies from the GISST data set over the globe (i.e.,
from 40°S to 60°N) constructed at the Hadley Center in
the United Kingdom from 1900 to the 1995 (Folland and
Powell, 1994). It also utilizes the diabatic heat storage
(DHS) anomalies from 20°S to 60°N constructed from
NODC vertical temperature profile data set at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography (SIO) in California from 1955
to 1998 (White, 1995). It makes use of gridded fields of
SST anomalies and air-sea heat flux (Q) anomalies from
40°S to 60°N constructed by the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) in the Washington D.C.
from 1955 to 1998 (Kalnay et al., 1996). It also utilizes the
Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) Q
anomalies from 20°S to 60°N from 1995 to 1998
(Woodruff et al. 1993; Slutz et al., 1995). These anomalies
are band-pass filtered for decadal signals of 7 to 15 year
period (Kaylor, 1982), with the GJSST SST data sets
filtered from 1900 to 1994, the SIO, NCEP, and COADS
data sets filtered from 1955 to 1998, with the same filter
applied to anomalies in the Sun's irradiance estimated over
the past century by Lean et al. (1995) over both record
lengths.

2. Possible Scenarios for the Intensification of the Upper
Ocean Temperature Response to the Decadal Signal in the
Sun's Irradiance

Feedback scenarios for this observed intensification
of the global average DAT response to changes in the
Sun's irradiance appear at first glance to be obvious. For
example, we might expect Sun-induced global warming to
increase the moisture content in the troposphere, reducing
latent heat from the sea surface and blocking longwave
back radiation to space. Or we might expect Sun-induced
global warming to decrease global average cloud cover,
with anomalous extratropical subsidence dominating
anomalous tropical cumulus convection, allowing more
solar radiation to penetrate to the sea surface. Yet White et
al. (1998) unveiled a situation more complex than this,
finding internal modes of decadal and interdecadal
variability in the Earth's ocean-atmosphere-terrestrial
system phase locked to decadal and interdecadal signals in
the Sun's irradiance (Figure 4).



White and Cayan ( 1998) went on to provide the first
global description of upper ocean temperature, sea level
pressure, and surface winds of the internal interdecadal
signal. finding it characterized by global symmetries about
the equator and between ocean basins. They constructed a
delayed action oscillator model that could account for
these symmetries and could produce 18 to 23 year quasi
periodic signals in the absence of interdecadal forcing by
the Sun's irradiance. Last year. White et al. (2000a) found
global average DAT anomalies of =0.1°K associated with
the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) occurring
independently of changes in the Sun's irradiance on
interannual period scales (Figure 3). yet as large as those
observed on decadal and interdecadal period scales.
Recently. Tourre et al. (2000) found biennial. interannual.
decadal. and interdecadal signals over the Pacific basin in
covarying SST and SLP anomalies displaying patterns and
evolution very similar to one another (Figure Sa and
Figure Sb). suggesting that each signal arises from similar
ocean-atmosphere coupling mechanisms, already fairly
well understood on interannual period scales (Neelin et al.,
1998). These results suggest that natural internal modes of
variability occur within the Earth's ocean-atmosphere
terrestrial system on biennial. interannual, decadal, and
interdecadal period scales and that they are naturally
associated with global-average SST and DAT warming
and cooling. Thus, the task of understanding the
intensification of global-average SST and DAT responses
to changes in the Sun's irradiance becomes one of
understanding how decadal and interdecadal modes of
Earth· s internal ocean-atmosphere-terrestrial system are
excited by the decadal and interdecadal signals in the
Sun's irradiance.

3. Excitation of Earth's Internal Decadal Mode by Decadal
Signals in the Sun's Irradiance

We begin by examining the global-average upper
ocean heat budget of the decadal signal to determine how
global-average OHS anomalies are generated intrinsically.
in the absence of decadal changes in the Sun's irradiance.
This tells us whether turbulent air-sea heat fluxes or
radiative air-sea heat fluxes dominate global warming and
cooling of the upper ocean on decadal period scales. We
focus on the tropical global-average OHS anomalies from
20°S to 20°N because they account for 85% of the global
warming from 40°S to 60°N. We compare the anomalous
global-average OHS tendency with global-average total
air-sea heat flux (QT) anomalies and their components, the
shortwave-minus-longwave radiative fluxe (Q"' - QL11)
anomalies and the sensible-plus-latent turbulent fluxes (QH
- Qd anomalies, finding the latter dominating the former
in QT (that is, Qsw - QLw - QH - Qd and explaining the
anomalous global-average OHS tendency (Figure 6a).
Now we partition the latent heat flux anomaly (Qr) into its
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two component parts; that is. the part due to changes in the
background wind (Qrn) and that due to changes in the
gradient between specific humidity of the air and the
saturated specific humidity at the sea surface (QEE), finding
both contributing about equally to QE (Figure 6b ). This
indicates that anomalous global-average OHS warming
(cooling) occurs in response to a decrease (increase) in the
trade wind intensity across the global tropical ocean and to
an increase (decrease) in moisture content in the overlying
air column.

Now we seek to determine how these changes in
trade wind intensity and moisture content over the global
tropical ocean can occur within the context of an ocean
atmosphere coupled system. White et al. (2000b) recently
determined that the decadal signal in the ocean-atmosphere
system in the Pacific Basin. observed earlier in Figure Sa
and Figure Sb, obeys the same delayed action oscillator
mechanism as the interannual signal, described previously
by Graham and White ( 1988). To demonstrate this, we
display time-distance diagrams of pycnocline depth
anomaly propagating cyclonically around the tropical
North Pacific Ocean from off the equator onto the equator
for biennial, interannual, and decadal signals (Figure 7).
This propagation of off-equatorial signals onto the equator
(that is, westward propagating Rossby waves off the
equator reflecting at the western boundary and initiating
eastward propagating Kelvin waves on the equator)
provides the delayed negative feedback required to
produce quasi-periodic behavior in the coupled system.
This reflection process works by changing the sign of the
equatorial pycnocline depth anomalies, which in tum
change the sign of the SST anomalies, which in tum
change the sign of the anomalous trade wind forcing of
off-equatorial pycnocline depth anomalies, which take
another a half cycle to propagate westward and back onto
the equator to initiate a delayed negative feedback. The
fact that this delayed action oscillator can be seen
operating on decadal period scales (right, Figure 7), with
off-equatorial Rossby waves driven by the same changes
in the trade winds that also account for Pacific tropical
warming and cooling, indicates that the later derives from
the former. So our task becomes one of establishing
whether the decadal signal in the Sun's irradiance can
excite this decadal signal in the delayed action oscillator
model of the Pacific basin.

A conceptual model for this delayed action
oscillator was constructed by Graham and White ( 1988),
yielding the quasi-periodic behavior of El Nino.
Subsequently Graham et al. (1990) found the gravest
mode Rossby wave with peak amplitude near 8° latitude
generating the quasi-periodic El Nino of 2 to 4 year period
scale, while higher-mode Rossby waves, with peak
amplitudes between 15° and 20° latitude and propagating
westward with speeds much less than at 7° latitude, yield a
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quasi-periodic decadal signal of 10 to 12 year period scale
(Figure 8). Now we utilize white noise to drive the
delayed action oscillator model of Graham and White
(1988) for 5000 years, finding a broad band of variability
ranging from 2 to 10 years in the frequency spectrum, with
peak variability near 4 year period scale (a, Figure 9).
Now, if we augment this white noise with a small decadal
signal in equatorial SST of 0.02°K, consistent with that
expected from the transient Stefan-Boltzmann response to
the decadal signal in the Sun's irradiance, then we find it
preferentially exciting this decadal mode of variability of
11 year period in the delayed action oscillator model (a,
Figure 9). This decadal response is in phase with the weak
solar forcing, yielding significant squared coherence with
it (b, Figure 9). Furthermore, the amplitude of this decadal
signal, filtered from 7 to 15 years, is larger than the initial
forcing of ±0.02°K, achieving equatorial SST anomalies of
± 0.1°K (c, Figure 9). This suggests that the observed
decadal signal in Figure Sa and Figure Sb arises from
excitation of the delayed action oscillator mechanism in
the real ocean by the relatively weak heating of the upper
layer of the tropical Pacific Ocean by the decadal signal in
the Sun's irradiance.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Since scientists became aware of discrete

biennial, interannual, decadal, and interdecadal signals in
the global ocean-atmosphere system (for example, Mann
et al., 1995), the search for the origin of each signal has
been vigorous. Any number of coupled models have been
developed to explain these signals, each believed to arise
naturally as intrinsic modes in Earth's ocean-atmosphere
terrestrial system. Yet in the search for the source of
global-average upper ocean temperature changes (White et
al., 1997, 1998), decadal and interdecadal signals in the
Earth's ocean-atmosphere-terrestrial system were found to
be phase locked to decadal and interdecadal signals in the
Sun's irradiance. Moreover, White et al. (1998) found
global-average upper ocean temperatures on decadal and
interdecadal period scales larger than expected from the
transient Stefan-Boltzmann response to changes in the
Sun's irradiance, while White et al. (2000a) found the
interannual signal yielding changes in global-average
upper ocean temperature of similar magnitude,
independent of changes in the Sun's irradiance. These
results suggest the task of establishing how the Earth
responds to decadal and interdecadal variability the Sun's
irradiance is one of determining how Earth's internal
decadal and interdecadal modes of variability are excited
by this changing solar irradiance.

Here we find the decadal signal in the Pacific
Ocean associated with the delayed action oscillator
mechanism used to explain the quasi-periodicity of El
Nifio. Thus we drive an intermediate model of the delayed

action oscillator with equatorial SST anomalies of ±0.02°K
derived from the direct forcing of the decadal signal in the
Sun's irradiance. In the absence of this regular solar
forcing, white noise forcing produces a broad band of El
Nino variability, with peak amplitude ranging from 3-to-5
year period. But with the addition of solar forcing, an
additional signal is generated in the model at 11 year
period, with an SST signature 2 to 3 times larger than that
imposed on it by the solar forcing. This supports the
hypothesis that the decadal signal in the Sun's irradiance
excites the internal decadal mode in the Earth's ocean
atmosphere system and explains its quasi-periodicity.
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Abstract-Global temperature anomalies are dominated by ENSO events
which are viewed to be the most spectacular example of a free internal
oscillation of the climate system not subjected to external forcing. It is
shown, however, that El Nino, La Nina, and the Southern Oscillation arc
subjected to strong solar forcing. They are closely connected with special
phases in the rise to maximum and the fall to minimum of the I I-year
sunspot cycle which coincide with significant accumulations of energetic
solar eruptions. This pattern made it possible to forecast the last two El
Ninos and the extension of La Nina beginning in 1998. On this basis, the
next El Nino is to be expected around 2002.9 (± 04). An alternating
preponderance of El Nino and La Nina is shown to be linked to the 22-year
Hale cycle constituted by I I-year magnetic reversals in sunspot activity. La
Nina prevailed in the cycle 1954-1976 and El Nino in the cycle 1976-1996
(P < I o-9). This alternating pattern can be traced back to the Hale cycle
beginning in 1889. A predominance of La Ni11amay be expected in the
current 22-year cycle.

Introduction

Anomalous warming (El Nino) or cooling (La Nina) of
surface water in the eastern equatorial Pacific occurs at
irregular intervals (2 to 7 years) in conjunction with the
Southern Oscillation, a massive seesawing of atmospheric
pressure between the southeastern and the western tropical
Pacific. The coordinated El Nino/Southern Oscillation
phenomenon (ENSO), also including La Nina, is the stron
gest source of natural variability in the global climate system.
Anomalies in the global temperature - positive or negative
deviations from a defined mean temperature - are primarily
driven by ENSO events (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). Only
when explosive volcanic activity intervenes, global tempera
ture is modulated by its cooling effect.

So it is plausible that there are strong links to weather
in other world regions. As this might be the key to long
range seasonal forecasts, there is strong interest in precursors
that could make it possible to predict ENSO events. The
NOAA tripwire open ocean buoy array including deep ocean
moorings and surface drifters gives climatologists an early
warning of3 to 12 months of an impending El Nino. Daily
observations of changes in sea surface temperature (SST),
surface wind, upper ocean thermal structure, and ocean
currents enable researchers to develop models that can be
tested by experimental forecasts.

It seems to be very difficult, however, to design models
that extend the 12-month limit set by the observation of
precursors. Zane and Zebiak of the Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory made the first successful forecast of an El Nino
in early 1986, one year ahead of the event, but their model
did not predict the strong El Nino in 1997. At present, there
exist no physical or statistical models that can skillfully
predict ENSO events at lead times longer than 12 months
(Neelin and Latif, 1998). According to Neelin and Latif

( 1998) weather noise and deterministic chaos, representing
the internal variability of the climate system, set the funda
mental limits to the lead time. This emphasis on the
exclusively internal character of ENSO events is in accor
dance with the tenet of climatology that ENSO phenomena
are the most spectacular example of a free internal oscilla
tion of the climate system not subjected to external forcing
(Peixoto and Oort, 1992). If it could be shown that this
tenet is not tenable because there is external forcing, this
would have far reaching consequences for the global
warming debate.

Correlation between ENSO events and sunspot cycle

lf there were external forcing, deterministic chaos, dis
cussed by Neel in and Latif, would not prevent long-range
forecasts. Lorenz has emphasized that sensitive dependence
on initial conditions and ensuing limited predictability are
only valid for processes within the climate system.
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Figure I. Close correlation between extrema in the SOI, indicating ENSO
events, and phases a and d within the ascending and declining partofthe
I I-year sunspot cycle. The phase reversal after 1968 is associated with a
predictable perturbation in the Sun's dynamics explained in the text.

External periodic or quasi periodic energy flow can force its
rhythm on atmosphere and oceans. Long-term climate
effects due to varying solar irradiance, if strong enough,
would be a case in point. Investigations into connections
between irradiance variations in the course of the I I-year
sunspot cycle and changing climate are usually focused on
maxima and minima in sunspot activity. It is easy to see that
these extrema show no direct relationship with ENSO
events. Fig. I demonstrates, however, that a close correla-
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tion emerges when other phases of the sunspot cycle are
examined.

The curve shows slightly smoothed standardized
monthly data of the SOI, the Southern Oscillation Index
(Climate Prediction Center, 1998). It measures the pressure
gradient across the tropical Pacific which, in turn, is an
indicator of equatorial wind variations. Low negative SOI
values, indicating El Ninos, go along with weaker than
normal trade winds over the central Pacific, warmer than
normal sea surface temperatures (SST) over the eastern
equatorial Pacific, and a reduced westward pressure gradient
with changing wind stress values. High positive SOl values
indicate La Nina conditions, just the opposite of the El Nino
scenario. In Fig. I the data are reversed so that strong
positive peaks point to El Ninos and negative deviations to
La Nifias.

After 1970, on the right of the two arrows marked by
PTC, all filled triangles point to El Ninos and all empty
triangles to negative deviations. All of these triangles mark
special phases in the I I -year sunspot cycle. This cycle is not
symmetric. Reliable observations available since 1750 show
that the mean rise to the sunspot maximum (4.3 years) is
considerably steeper than the decline to the sunspot mini
mum (6.7 years). The mean ratio of the rising part to the
whole l l-year cycle is 0.39. Nature often repeats patterns on
different scales. The phases indicated by triangles form such
a fractal. The filled triangles mark points a and d which
divide the ascending and the descending part of the sunspot
cycle such that the ratio 0.39, found in the whole cycle, is
again established in the respective parts.

A maximum entropy frequency analysis of monthly SO I
data ( 1950-1998) shows that the ratio 0.39 stands out in the
frequency pattern. Phase d falls at 2.6 years after the zero
phase of the declining part. This period nearly coincides with
a sharp outstanding frequency peak at 2.5 years which is
significant beyond the 1% level. This was confirmed by a
Panofsky and Brier x2-test applied to the Blackman-Tukey
power spectrum of the SOI data. Phase a is also emphasized
by these tests.

Midpoints between phases a and d (aid and d/a), marked
by empty triangles, are farthest away from points a and d. So
it is consistent that they indicate the opposite effect, La Nina
instead of El Nino in the range after 1970. Before 1970
everything is reversed. Empty triangles, indicating aid and
d/a, consistently point to El Ninos, and filled triangles,
marking a and d, to La Nifias, As this conspicuous pattern is
linked to the Sun's activity, which again is based on the
Sun's dynamics, an explanation of the phase reversal, too,
should be found in the Sun's dynamics.

Perturbations in Sun's motion and phase reversals

Babcock's solar dynamo model links the Sun's varying
activity to its differential rotation on its axis. It takes into

account the Sun's spin momentum, but not its orbital
angular momentum related to its irregular oscillation about
the centre of mass of the solar system, first described by
Newton. This orbital momentum can reach 25% of the spin
momentum and varies forty-fold within a few years
(Landscheidt, 1999). If there were transfer of angular
momentum from the Sun's orbit to the spin on its axis, this
would make a difference of up to 7% in its equatorial
rotational velocity (Blizard, 1982). Such acceleration or
deceleration has actually been observed. This seems to be
indicative of a case of spin-orbit coupling of the spinning
Sun and the Sun revolving about the centre of mass involv
ing transfer of angular momentum. Coupling could result
from the Sun's motion through its own ejected plasma
(Landscheidt, 1999). The low corona can act as a brake on
the Sun's surface (Dicke, 1964). Change in the Sun's
rotation on its axis could have a crucial effect on the
unstable tachocline where the turbulent convective zone
meets the more stable radiative zone and variations in
rotation are observed to be a regular phenomenon (Howe
et al., 2000). This is just the region where the Sun's varying
activity is supposed to have its roots.

It has been shown that there are cycles in the Sun's
motion which are associated with solar activity and climate
change (Landscheidt, 1983, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1998 a,
l 998c ). On this basis, I correctly predicted, for example,
energetic solar eruptions, strong geomagnetic storms, the
end of the Sahelian drought, and drought conditions around
1999 in the United States I to 4 years before the events.
The forecast of solar eruptions and geomagnetic storms,
checked by astronomers and the Space Environment Center,
Boulder, covered six years and reached a hit rate of 90%.

Fig. 2 shows how the rate of change of the Sun's
orbital angular momentum (L)-the torque dlldt driving the
Sun's motion about the centre of mass of the solar system
- constitutes a torque cycle of varying length. The initial
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Figure 2. Time rate of change dLldt of the orbital angular momentum in
the Sun 's irregular motion about the centre of mass of the solar system.
Filled circles mark the initial phases of a cycle in dL/dt. Arrows indicate
perturbations in the sinusoidal course of dL/dt that are associated with
phase reversals in related solar-terrestrial cycles.



phases of this cycle are marked by filled circles. Perturba
tions in the sinusoidal course of the torque cycle, indicated
by arrows, occurred around 1933 and 1968. Such events
recur at quasi-periodic intervals and mark initial phases of a
perturbation cycle with a mean length of 35.8 years. Obser
vation shows that such perturbations, which are predictable,
release phase reversals in cycles of climate phenomena
connected with the Sun's activity.

Forecast of ENSO events

The perturbation in the torque cycle that occurred in 1968
falls just at the phase reversal in the correlation pattern
presented in Fig. I. It is marked by arrows and the acronym
PTC (Perturbation in torque cycle). The next PTC will occur
in 2007. The pattern in Fig. I made it possible to predict the
last two El Ninos (Landscheidt, 1995) and the extension of
La Nina beginning in I998. In the first week of January I999
I predicted that La Nina should prevail till 2000.1 and
beyond. This proved correct though the lead time was as long
as 13months. End of March 1999 I extended the lead time to
15months by predicting that La Nina would last till 2000.5.
This again turned out correct. The successful forecast of the
last El Nino was made more than two years before the event.
At present there exist no physical or statistical models that
can skillfully predict ENSO events at lead times longer than
12 months (Neelin and Latif, 1998), though daily precursor
observations are continuously taken into account. In many
cases the forecasts of specialized institutes change every few
months. As I predicted in January 1999, the maximum phase
of the next El Nino is to be expected around 2002.9 (± 0.4).
This is an even longer lead time. If such long-range forecasts
of ENSO events in the tropcical Paci fie could be shown to be
dependable, this might be the key to long-range forecasts of
seasonal weather in other world regions linked to ENSO.

Energetic solar eruptions and ENSO events

Why is it that just phases a and d within the ascending and
descending part of the I I-year sunspot cycle are related to
ENSO events? Fig. 3 gives a potential answer. It shows the
distribution of highly energetic X-ray flares within the
respective ascending and descending part of the sunspot
cycle. The sample covers all flares X ::> 6 observed by
satellites between 1970 and 1998. These data are available at
the National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder. The rising
and falling parts of different length were normalized to have
equal length I. Then they were superimposed to make it easy
to recognize identical phases. Intense X-ray flares, nearly
always accompanied by heavy coronal mass ejections, are
geophysically more effective than flares categorized into
classes of optical brightness (Joselyn, 1986). As many as 19
of the 34 investigated X-ray flares concentrate on the short
interval of 0.23 on the unit scale, marked by a horizontal bar
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at the top left. Only 15 of the flares fall at the remaining
large interval covering a range of 0.77 on the unit scale.

The normalized position of points a and dis marked by
a filled triangle. The climate effect, observed at a and d lags
the solar eruptions, the conceivable cause, though only by
8 months on average. Statistically, the flare accumulation is
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Figure 3. Distribution of intense X-ray flares (X 2 6), observed 1970-
1998, in relation to phases a and d in the ascending and declining part of
the I I-year sunspot cycle. The climatological effect, linked to phases a
and d. lags the significant accumulation of flares. the conceivable cause

highly significant. Even when compared with the distribu
tion of mean counts of grouped optical flares, bootstrap
resampling and randomization tests show that the probabil
ity of a false rejection of the sceptic null hypothesis is much
smaller than 0.0 I. Highly energetic cosmic ray flares
observed between I942 and 1970 corroborate this result.
All events listed by Sakurai ( 1974) were included in the
sample except the weakest events with a cosmic ray
increase s 2%. The distribution shows a strong accumula
tion in the same range.

Potential physical background

At present there are no strict physical arguments that could
explain in detail how solar activity causes ENSO events. It
is possible, however, to develop working hypotheses that
suggest potential mechanisms. Intense X-ray flares are
nearly always accompanied by strong proton events and
coronal mass ejections which cause the highest velocities in
the solar wind and create shock waves that compress and
intensify the magnetic fields which modulate the intensity
of galactic cosmic rays. There are indications that this has
a strong effect on cloud cover over the oceans. The overall
effect of clouds is that they cool the planet more than they
heat it. The global mean long-wave and short-wave cloud
forcing are both larger than the trace gas forcing by a factor
of I5 to 20. The short-wave effect (albedo) shifts the
system to a cooler climate, while the long-wave effect
(absorption) causes a warmer climate. The Earth Radiation
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Budget Experiment (ERBE) data show that in the present
climate the short-wave forcing is stronger and generates a net
cooling of at least - 17 W/m2 (Ramanathan et al., 1989).

Svensmark and Friis-Christensen ( 1997) have shown
that global cloud cover over the oceans, observed by satel
lites, is linked to variations in the flux of galactic cosmic rays
modulated by the solar wind (r = 0.95). This effect, attrib
uted to cloud seeding by ionized secondary particles, was
observed to induce a change in cloud cover by more than 3%
within 3 V2 years. The corresponding change in radiative
forcing is in the range 0.8 to l .7 W m'. This is significant, as
the total radiative forcing by C02 accumulated in the atmo
sphere since pre-industrial times has been estimated to be 1.5
W m'. According to Svensmark ( 1998) cosmic ray forcing
explains nearly all of the temperature change in the period
1980-1995. Measurements of cosmic ray flux registering
myons instead of neutrons go back to 1937. When
Svensmark ( 1998) compared these data with temperature in
the Northern Hemisphere, his former results were corrobo
rated. Short-term observations show the same response.
According to Pudovkin and Veretenenko ( 1995), Forbush
decreases - sudden deep drops in cosmic ray flux within 2
days after energetic flares - coincide with local shrinking of
cloud cover by 3%.

It is assumed that the secondary ions produced by
cosmic rays serve as condensation nuclei with hygroscopic
properties that enhance the formation of clouds. Pruppacher
and Klett ( 1997) have provided evidence that this is occuring
in thunderstorms, but it is not clear to which extent cloud
development is affected. The underlying microphysical
processes are not yet understood in detail. They should be
analysed by laboratory experiments. Svensmark is planning
such experiments in cooperation with CERN. Unexpected
support for a link between cosmic ray flux and cloud cover
comes from the observation that Neptune's whitish methane
clouds increase in surface coverage at intervals of about 11
years when the cosmic ray flux is intense because the
sunspot cycle is in a minimum (Baliunas and Soon, 1998).

As the regions of the tropical Pacific around Indonesia
and northern Australia, where ENSO events are triggered by
instabilities in the sea surface pressure, have dense and
extensive cloud layers reaching altitudes of 22 km at geo
magnetic latitudes close to - 20°, allowing relatively strong
cosmic ray effects, it is not unimaginable that there is a
physical link between energetic solar eruptions and varia
tions in surface pressure gradients that release instabilities in
the ENSO regions. Energetic solar eruptions could indirectly
shrink the dense cloud layers around the centre of the large
low pressure cell in the western tropical Pacific via a weaker
cloud seeding effect of cosmic rays. The increasing insola
tion would disturb sea surface pressure enough to trigger
instability in the pessure balance of the Southern Oscillation
that could be amplified by concomitant feedback processes
in the atmosphere-ocean system.

This would explain a close correlation between cosmic
ray intensity, cloud cover, and Southern Oscillation Index
found by Kuang, Jiang, and Yung ( 1998) for the period
1983 - 1991. Revealingly, in their graphical presentation
(Fig. 2a) the SOI lags cloud cover which again lags cosmic
rays. This points to a causal relationship. Isolated Forbush
decreases, mentioned already, are associated with immedi
ate decreases in cloudiness by 3% that last a week and
longer. Even such short-term effects could be sufficient to
release or sustain conditions for the development of El
N ifios, especially when they trigger tropical cyclones
(Ramage, 1986).

I do not pretend that the proposed hypothetical
mechanism is actually working. Others are imaginable.
Flares increase the Sun's UV radiation by at least 16%.
Ozone in the stratosphere absorbs this excess energy which
causes local warming and circulation disturbances. General
circulation models developed by Haigh ( 1996), Shindel! et
al. (1999), and Balachandran et al. ( 1999) confirm that
circulation changes initially induced in the stratosphere can
penetrate into the troposphere and influence temperature,
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Figure 4. Global temperature anomalies based on satellite, balloon sonde.
and surface observations. Filled triangles mark initial phases of the torque
cycle in the Sun's motion and empty triangles asymmetric phases in
between explained in the text. Plus signs indicate midpoints between the
respective phases. The correlation pattern made it possible to predict the
last two extrema in the departures. The next positive extrcmum is to be
expected around 2002.9. A minimum in the departures should be reached
around 2000.7.

air pressure, Hadley circulations and storm tracks by
changing the distribution of large amounts of energy
already present. As ENSO events are linked to trade winds
and trade winds to Hadley cells that may be affected by
flare induced circulation change in the stratosphere, it
seems plausible that energetic solar eruptions may be an
essential link in the causal chain triggering ENSO events,
especially if there is a barrage of solar eruptions covering
weeks. It may be objected that these working hypotheses
lack detail and precision. However, we do not even know
exactly how individual ENSO events come into existence.
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Figure 5. Monthly-mean temperature anomalies m °C averaged over the Northern I lcmisphcric mass between surface and 25-km height (Alier Peixoto
and Oort. 1992). Filled triangles mark initial phases of the torque cycle 111the Sun's motion about the centre of mass of the solar system. Empty triangles
indicate phases that reflect the ratio 0 61 of the declining part of the sunspot cvcle to the whole I I-war cvcle Maxima of the anomalies closely follow the
strong variations in the width of intervals between consecutive crucial phases in the torque cycle

The lack of elaborate them)' does not impair the heuristic
importance of the results. especially as they were corrobo
rated by successful forecast experiments. Epistemologically.
the stages of gathering data, finding patterns. and setting up
working hypotheses necessarily precede the development of
precise theories.

Torque cycle and temperature anomalies

The torque cycle in the Sun "s motion, presented in Fig. 2,
adds to the dependability of ENSO forecasts as it is closely
connected with extrema in global temperature anornal ics
which are primarily driven by ENSO events. Fig. 4 from the
World Climate Report presents a case in point. It shows
global temperature anomalies based on satellite, balloon
sonde, and surface observations. They arc referenced to a
common zero point in 1979, the beginning of satellite
measurements. Black triangles mark initial phases of the
torque cycle that have been shown to coincide w ith accumu
lations of energetic solar eruptions ( l.andscheidt. 197<1).
Empty triangles indicate the mean ratio 0.61 of the declining
part of the sunspot cycle to the whole I I-year cycle. Phases
0.61 and 0.39 are mirror images of each other in relation to
the symmetry centre of the cycle. Plus signs mark midpoints
between the respective phases. Temperature consistently lags
the crucial phases in the torque cycle by a few months, thus
pointing to a causal relationship. The close correlation made
it possible to correctly forecast a negative extremum for
1997.0 and a positive one for 1998.6 (Landscheidt, 1998b ).
The next minimum is to be expected around 2000.7 and the
following maximum around 2002.9. Forecasts of maxima
should turn out to be more precise than forecasts of minima.

Figure 5 after Peixoto and Oort ( 1992) shows Northern
Hemisphere temperature anomalies for the troposphere and
the low stratosphere. It extends the correlation back to 1958
so that it covers four decades. It is conspicuous how closely
maxima in the anomalies follow the strong variations in the
width of intervals between consecutive active phases in the
torque eye le. Southern Hemisphere temperatures corroborate
this connection.

Alternating preponderance of El Nino and La Nina

The true sunspot cycle is the magnetic Hale cycle with a
mean length of22 years. The magnetic polarities of preced
ing and following sunspots in each hemisphere reverse in
each I I-year cycle so that their return to the original
magnetic state is linked to the initial phase of the Hale

Figure 6. Preponderance of I.a Ni11ain the I lale cvclc I lJ:i.+-1976 and of
LI Niilo in the llillowing magnetic sunspot cvcle ending 1996 The Ll\S( l
data arc based on the ML! (\\'niter and Timlin.1998) The highl,
signilicant altcru.uing pattern can be traced back to 1900. If the pattern
holds. a prcdonunance or I.a l\i11a mav be expected in the current I !ale
cycle

cycle. Fig. 6 shows a close relationship between the
Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) based on the main ob
served variables over the tropical Pacific (Wolter and
Timlin, 1998), and the Hale cycle. The preponderance of
La Nifia in the Hale cycle 1954 - 1976 and of El Niiio in the
following cycle is obvious. This alternating pattern can be
traced back to 1900, as far as monthly SOI data arc avail
able. The connection can be evaluated quantitatively by
investigating to which degree the SOI means in consecutive
Hale cycles deviate from each other and whether their
positive and negative signs form a consistent alternating
pattern. J\ bootstrap analysis based on the t-test yields P -:
Io-" for the two Hale cycles shown in Fig. 6. The distribu
tions in the preceding Hale cycles back to the initial phase
1889, too, yield highly significant results, though on a
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lower level (P < Io-3). This could be due to deteriorating
quality of observational data.

If the pattern holds, a preponderance of La Nina is to be
expected during the Hale cycle that began in 1996. So far,
there were two La Nifias and one El Nino. A predominance
of La Nifias, lasting 22 years, would have a strong effect on
global temperature comparable to the cool period in the
sixties and early seventies when temperatures were falling in
spite of a steep increase in anthropogenic C02•

Outlook

The results presented here, though tested by forecast experi
ments, are only first tentative steps in a new direction. There
are many unsolved problems, and not only theoretical ones.
Phase reversals linked to perturbations in the torque cycle, as
presented in Fig. I, can be traced back to the beginning of
instrumental records. They are a heuristic actuality. Yet how
can it be explained that there is a complete reversal in the
effect though we are dealing with the same phases in the
sunspot cycle and unchanged conditions in the climate
system? Obviously we need to understand first what happens
in the Sun's convection zone when perturbations in the
torque cycle occur. ls there a bistable oscillator that switches
to another mode when a perturbation in the torque cycle
disturbs the established equilibrium? Another haunting
observation is that not only strong solar eruptions, but also
extended lulls in flare activity can affect ENSO events. I
think that these problems can only be solved by a joint
interdisciplinary effort of open-minded scientists.
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ABSTRACT

The overwhelming majority of the literature dealing
with the solar-climatic effects treats the problem in
terms of irradiance variations. The present contribution
yields an overview of the rival paradigm: the role of the
variations of plasma streams, and also demonstrates the
necessity of distinction between the two possible energy
channels. They can be confused in certain cases which
may mislead the interpretation of the possible
underlying mechanisms. The efficiency factors of the
two solar energy channels are discussed, it is
demonstrated that the corpuscular channel cannot be
neglected, but in some respects it can be at least as
important as the irradiance impacts. A reasonably
convincing set of evidences has been published in our
earlier papers a new kind of semiannual fluctuation as
well as three polarity rules exhibited by atmospheric
phenomena with respect to solar magnetic field
polarities. The possible role of these polarities is
discussed in terms of the interplanetary magnetic field
components. This is partly controlled by the solar main
magnetic dipole field, on the other hand it is also
governed by the magnetic field topology of the CME's
front region preserving the helicity of the originating
active region.

INTRODUCTION

Lots of publications are devoted to the problem of the
Sun-climate relations. Although this was the favourite
topic of the early solar-terrestrial investigations, the
progress was relatively small for a long time in this
field. The possible reasons were also thoroughly
investigated in several studies which revealed several
components of the problem. The most remarkable
feature of the early studies was a pure empirical
approach, the authors simply looked for the signatures
of the I I-year cycle in the time serii of any surface
phenomena, or they studied their correlations with the
Wolf numbers. It was a common property of most solar
climatic studies (admitted or not) that the irradiance
variations were assumed to be responsible for the
atmospheric impact. The use of the Wolf-numbers was
an obvious choice in most cases because it is the longest
homogeneous solar dataset. Two indirect meanings can
be attributed to it. On one hand it simply represents the
level of the solar activity which is an obvious
simplification because a scalar quantity cannot give
account about all relevant properties of the evolution of

the magnetic features. On the other hand, as recent
results show, the solar irradiance follows quite reliably
the l l-year solar cycle (Frohlich and Lean, 1998), so
long-term investigations based on the Wolf-number
concern the irradiance impacts. It was a popular index
and very useful in providing evidences for the
connections between solar phenomena and the lower
atmosphere, although several methodological problems
made some earlier studies contradictory (Pittock, 1978;
Herman and Goldberg, 1978) and several findings
cannot be explained with irradiance effects (Tinsley.
1996).

The starting assumption of our project was of
paradigmatic nature. If one chooses some physical
quantities to study, the basis of the choice is generally
some preliminary conjecture about the unknown
mechanism, a personal prejudice, if you like. The
possibility of the role of corpuscular streams apparently
used to be neglected without any satisfactory
explanation. Thus it appeared appropriate to examine
the impact and role of plasma effects to get closer to the
underlying mechanisms. The monthly mean of Wolf
number may have a high correlation with some
parameters of the plasma stream, so a plasma effect on
the lower atmosphere might be detected by using it, but
the interpretation would be mislead because the Wolf
number suggests irradiance effect. Thus it is highly
necessary to distinguish between these two paradigms.

TWO CHANNELS OF SOLAR ENERGY

If plasma effects in the lower atmosphere were
mentioned at all, they were commented as highly
improbable because of the small amount of energy
carried by plasma streams. It may be illuminating to
compare the characters of the radiative and plasma
effects. The following properties can be decisive in the
efficiency of a solar impact.

Full amount of transported energy. In this respect the
irradiance, no doubt, predominates overwhelmingly.
The energy fluxes carried by the two medias at the mean
Sun-Earth distance are:

electromagnetic: I.36x 106erg·cm-2·s-1
corpuscular: - JO-I erg· cm-2 ·S - I

which is a difference of seven orders of magnitudes,
apparently a quite convincing electromagnetic
predominance. However, this only means that the
stationary energy budget of the atmosphere installed by

Proc. I'1Solar & Speice wecuher Eurow11/ere11ce. 'The Solar Cvcle ant! Terres/nu/ C/111wte·. Sunui Cm: de Teneri]e, Teneri]e, Spain,
25-29 September 2000 IES:\ SP-./1)3. December 2000)
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the quiet Sun is basically determined by the
electromagnetic flux.

Relative variance. This is a much more relevant
indicator in the present context, the consequence of
activity phenomena. If the stationary regime is set then
the terrestrial response will depend on the deviation of
the solar fluxes from the quiet values. The variation of
the full elextromagnetic flux - the solar constant - is
about a few thousandths of the stationary value whereas
that of the flux carried by corpuscular streams may be
hundreds of percents. The density increase of the
corpuscular flux may be one order of magnitude and the
velocity may have a fivefold growth. The
electromagnetic variability is the highest in the short
wavelength range, but this does not affect too much the
full energy output and it affects mainly the upper
atmospheric ionization. This means that if we consider
the events of solar activity, the corpuscular channel
cannot be neglected.

Temporal run. The efficiency of corpuscular
phenomena is even more remarkable if we consider as
to how well defined are the events temporally. The
difference is also significant. The main ingredients of
the solar constant variability are the faculae and spots. It
takes several days for both of them to alter the solar
constant by a few thousandths of the stationary value
even in the most rapidly developing active regions or by
turning in the visible hemisphere. At the same time it
takes less than one hour for the plasma velocity and
density to reach the mentioned increase. Thus the
difference of temporal factors is about two orders of
magnitude.

Spatial concentration. A further aspect is the
distribution of the atmospheric energy input. The
electromagnetic radiation is evenly distributed on the
global surface whereas the corpuscular streams are
confined to the terrestrial magnetic fields and they reach
the lower layers in specific restricted areas in the auroral
oval, so their distribution is highly inhomogeneous.

The above properties mean that, although the absolute
value of the energy carried by the plasma streams is
much lower than that of the irradiance, the plasma
effects are much more concentrated in space and time
and they deviate much more from the stationary value.
This means that, at least on a short time scale, the
plasma effects may be expected more efficient than
those of irradiance. In other terms, on a longer timescale
the total solar irradiance is responsible for the overall
energy budget of the atmosphere, but on a shorter
timescale the solar activity phenomena act mainly by
means of the plasma streams. In this latter case the
result is obviously no global temperature variation but
some modification of the global atmospheric
circulation. If a big amount of energy is input into a
restricted volume within a short time then the expected
result may be an alteration of the circulation patterns.

This expectation is corroborated by the finding which
was only referred to for a while as a signature of plasma
effects in the lower atmosphere. A specific variation of

the vorticity area index (VAl) has been detected at those
times when the Earth crossed interplanetary sector
boundaries (Wilcox et al., 1973, Tinsley et al. 1994).
This result showed that events of the interplanetary
plasma may in fact have impact onto the lower
atmosphere by means of reconnection processes.

CONDITIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC RESPONSES

Our strategy was to base the studies on as long datasets
as possible. This meant that practically all physical
quantities should have been described by some proxy
data which were being recorded for a reasonably long
time. Solar wind velocity data were represented by the
geomagnetic aa-index (Mayaud, 1972); the atmospheric
response was represented by surface temperature data
(Vose et al., 1992); polarities of the solar main dipole
field were determined by Makarov and Sivaraman
( 1986) on the basis of prominence positions; and finally,
distinction was made between the solar sources of
specific geomagnetic events on the basis of the time
profile analysis by Legrand and Simon ( 1989). These
datasets allowed the analysis starting from the year
1868. The investigations revealed a very complex
behaviour indicating a definite sensitivity of the
atmosphere to the magnetic field topologies of solar
plasmas. A brief overview of the findings is as follows.

I. A semiannual fluctuation was the first signature
detected (Baranyi and Ludrnany, 1992). We wanted to
check the conjecture of Bucha ( 1976) about a winter
predominance of corpuscular effects on the basis of
Hungarian data and an equinoctial preference was
found: the aa-index - temperature correlations are higher
at equinoxes than around solstices.

2. The polarity-dependence of the semiannual
fluctuation was the second signature (Baranyi et al.
1995, Baranyi and Ludmany, l 995a). On an extended
material (a number of European meteorology stations)
the semiannual fluctuation was only detected in those
years when the solar dipole field was parallel with that
of the Earth (figure 1.).

3. The dependence on solar sources is perhaps the most
intriguing and complex feature. It was found (Baranyi
and Ludrnany, I995b) that the sense of the atmospheric
response given to the specific geomagnetic event
depended on the solar location of the source ejecting the
given plasma stream. In particular, plasma effects
originating from the polar regions as well as from the
activity belts, release opposite atmospheric changes.
This feature also depends on the magnetic cycle. If the
years of opposite solar main dipole field polarities are
separated, then the senses of the atmospheric responses
are exchanged. When the main dipole is parallel with
that of the Earth then the correlation of temperature data
is positive with events from the activity belts and it is
negative with those coming from the polar coronal
holes, and these senses are exchanged in antiparallel
years (figure 2.).
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Figure I: The polarity-dependent semiannual
fluctuation. Annual variation of the efficiency of plasma
effects at 58 European stations (taken from Baranyi and
Ludmany, 1995a, names of the stations see therein),
where the effect was recognizable. Regions of the
groups of stations: G7: Great Britain, G8: France, G9:
Germany-Austria, GJO: Middle Europe, G5: Southern
Scandinavia.

4. The sense of the terrestrial response is also site
dependent (Baranyi et al, 1998), opposite responses
were found on the hemispheres separated by the
magnetic meridian (the plane of rotational and magnetic
axes).

It should be stressed that the above regularities are
found on the datasets of 712 northern meteorological
stations. It is not surprising that they are not valid
everywhere. Stations exhibiting these rules constitute
specific patterns, they are confined to powerful
circulation features like the Icelandic Low. This is one
of the most characteristic property of this set of rules
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Figure 2: The polarity and source-dependent
atmospheric response at the same 58 stations as in
figure I (more details in Baranyi and Ludmany, 1995b)

also corroborating the corpuscular background because
the corpuscular streams do not act globally and
homogeneously, as mentioned in the previous section,
but they reach the lower layers in relatively narrow
regions and they can only contribute to or modify the
existing circulation processes.

Studies based on the irradiance assumption were unable
to interpret the disappearance of a correlation if it was
checked on a different time-interval or geographic site,
and an occasional sign reversal of a correlation was
even more confusing. However, such phenomena are
natural consequences of the highly complicated
vectorial behaviour of the plasma effects, as the above
properties demonstrate. This also means that a
satisfactory description of the solar-tropospheric
relations cannot be given by using only the scalar
parameter of the irradiance.
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VARIATIONS IN THE IMF

It is remarkable that the listed regularities reflect a
systematic behaviour. To treat them in a consistent
scenario, it is worth considering the possible role of the
components of the interplanetary magnetic field as the
solar plasma can interact with the terrestrial
environment by magnetic field reconnections.

The first feature, the semiannual fluctuation may seem
to be a consequence of the well known semiannual
behaviour of the geomagnetic activity, but it is not. The
latter is the enhancement of the geomagnetic
disturbances around the equinoxes and the above
reported fluctuation is the enhancement of the
tropospheric response, i.e. the correlation. Nevertheless,
they may have a common reason, the Russell
McPherron effect (Russell and McPherron, 1973), in
which the Bz komponent plays a central role, as the By
component of the inward as well as outward directed
interplanetary magnetic field projects a negative Bz
component in the magnetospheric system in March and
September respectively. The main difficulty with the
interpretation was that the above reported semiannual
fluctuation takes place in those years when the dipole
fields of the solar and terrestrial main magnetic fields
are parallel and they are absent when the solar dipole
field turns over, although one would expect the opposite
effect by assuming reconnection interactions. The
explanation can only be given by considering the rest of
the listed regularities.

It is suitable to distinguish between the poloidal and
toroidal components of the solar activity which are
simultaneously present with varying weights and
polarities (Legrand and Simon, 1991). The above results
suggest that the roles of these two contributors are
different in controlling the IMF components. The
poloidal component of the IMF is provided by the solar
wind from the quiet Sun and its variations (the recurrent
variability) are given by the fast streams from the polar
coronal holes, whereas the toroidal component is
represented by the ejected plasma clouds. Variations of
both components release different geomagnetic
disturbances, this made possible to Legrand and Simon
( 1989) to distinguish between them, but the main
ingredient, the Bz component should be negative by any
geomagnetic events. An important difference between
poloidal and toroidal events is in the way of producing
negative Bz component.

The Bz components of the quiet solar wind and the fast
recurrent streams in the Geocentric Solar Equatorial
System (GSE) flucuate around zero at the distance of
the Earth, the Bz component of these streams in the
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric System (GSM) is
mainly realized through the projection effects of the By
component which is highly significant because of the
spiral structure. On the other hand the plasma clouds
from active regions (causing the so called fluctuating
geomagnetic activity) have intrinsic Bz component in
the GSE. There is a growing number of evidences that

significant plasma ejections ongmate mostly from
distorted flux ropes, the helically kinked fields are the
most probable sources of CMEs (Rust and Kumar,
1996; Canfield et al., 1999). In turn, the CMEs can
transport the frozen-in helical topology of the source
region (Bieber and Rust, 1995; Bothmer and Schwenn,
1999) thus the forefront of the inflating CME usually
has significant Bz-values, which may also be increased
by the inflation of the cloud for simple geometrical
reasons (Felix Pereira and Girish, 1998). It should be
added that by recent observations the magnetic field of
the CME may be more complex than a single kinked
flux rope (Kahler et al., 1999) but a dominant Bz
component is generally present.

The 2-3 regularities (figure 2) can only be interpreted by
some key factors which act reversely in the poloidal and
toroidal events. This assumption has also been checked
on the semiannual fluctuation in such a way that a
further restriction was made on the datasets (Baranyi
and Ludrnany, 1997). Only those years were taken into
account in both (parallel and antiparallel) orientations
when no recurrent disturbances were observed, i.e. no
effects from the polar coronal holes reached the
terrestrial atmosphere and all disturbances couid have
been attributed to events from the activity belts. The
sense of the semiannual fluctuation also alternated in the
consecutive cycles, (like the 3-4 regularity) and the
correlation with the streams from the activity belt
showed negative extrema in antiparallel years.

The above considerations show that the differences
between the IMF properties of the poloidal and toroidal
events are quite well analysed (see also Gonzalez et al.,
1996; Gonzalez et al., 1999) and it is apparently not
surprising that they result in different atmospheric
responses. The most unexpected feature of the 2 figure
is that these two processes exchange their roles by the
reversal of the solar dipole polarity. To reveal the key
factor(s) of this exchange several properties of the
incident streams have been examined in the parallel and
antiparallel years but the obtained differences cannot be
regarded to be decisive without further examinations
excepting one factor, the By component. Though these
results should be regarded to be preliminary as yet, it
may be appropriate to mention here that the most
conspicuous difference is exhibited by the occurrence
probabilities of the oppositely directed By components.
More details of this comparisons will be published
elsewhere.

It is worth mentioning that the By component is a key
factor in the modulation of global electric circuit and
atmospheric circulation (Tinsley, 2000). Furthermore,
the asymmetric behaviour of By may also be
responsible for the above mentioned 4.feature, the E-W
asymmetry of the atmospheric response.



CONCLUSIONS

Recent results support the common opinion that the
irradiance is a key factor in long-term solar-climatic
processes (Soon et al.. 2000). However the present
results and several here cited reports demonstrate that in
short-term processes the importance of the plasma
effects is not negligible. in some respects it may be
decisive, for instance in affecting the atmospheric
circulation patterns. The reported regularities and
considerations may help in revealing the relevant factors
and conditions from the solar surface until the
atmosphere. Besides the mentioned global electric
circuit, recent publications report some possible
impacts, as the modification of the local pressure (Toth
and Szegedi, 2000) as we II as the dominant pressure
system and distribution of temperature and pressure
deviations (Bohnicek ct al., 1999).
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SUNSHINE, CLOUDS AND COSMIC RAYS.

E. Palle Bago and C.J. Butler

Armagh Observatory, College Hill, BT61 9DG. Armagh, N. Ireland

ABSTRACT

Our analysis of the new ISCCP (International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project) D2 cloud data reveals that
there is a correspondence between the low cloud cover
and the galactic cosmic ray flux. Using several proxies
for solar activity and the radiative forcing for the ISCCP
cloud types, we estimate the possible impact that such
a solar-terrestrial connection may have on climate and
find that much of the warming of the past century could
be quantitatively accounted for by the direct and indirect
effects of solar activity. We have also analysed the be
haviour of the available proxies for cloud cover existing
for the last century, searching for the cloud cover decrease
predicted by the low cloud- cosmic ray flux correlation.
The sunshine records and the synoptic cloud records both
indicate that the total cloud cover over the oceans has in
creased during the past century but the evidence for a low
cloud decrease is unclear.

Key words: Sunshine, Clouds, Cosmic Rays, Climate.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extent to which the recent global warming has an
anthropogenic origin (e.g. via the enhanced greenhouse
effect) as opposed to a natural origin (e.g. through vol
canic activity or solar variability) is of crucial importance
for our understanding of how the Earth's climate has var
ied in the past and how it may vary in future. Detailed
fits of global and hemispherical temperatures since the
mid-19th century with empirical models involving the en
hanced greenhouse effect and solar variability require at
least one parameter linked to solar activity for a satisfac
tory fit in the mid-20th century (Kelly & Wigley, 1992:
Soon ct al., 1996 ).

A possible modulation of the Earth's albedo by changes
in cloudiness resulting from changes in the flux of galac
tic cosmic rays was proposed by Svensmark & Friis
Christensscn ( 1997 ). This mechanism looked particularly
promising after a strong correlation between cloud factor
over mid-latitude oceans and cosmic ray flux was found
by these authors for the period 1984-1991. They sug
gested that cosmic rays promote the formation of tcrres-

Proc I" So/or & S11uce \Vcurher Euroconterence, 'The Sohn Cvrte 01Jd Terrestrial Climate '. Santa Cru: de Teneri]e, Tenente. Spain.
25-29 September 2000 Il:'S:\ S/'-./63. December 2000)
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Figure I. Total cloud cover (solid thick line) and low
cloud cover (broken line) over the SFC areas as obtained
with the [)2 dataset from infrared (low clouds) and visual
plus infrared (total cloud) observations. The solid thin
line represents the Climax Cosmic Rav Flux scaled for
comparison. (from Palle and Butler; 2000a)

trial clouds through ionization of particles in the tropo
sphere. As hoth the flux and the energy spectrum of cos
mic rays arc known to he modulated by the interplanetary
magnetic field, which in turn is strongly influenced hy the
magnetic field of the Sun, it is feasible that cosmic rays
provide the Iink whereby solar activity affects the global
climate (Svcnsmark, 1998). Herc we will analyse recent
evidence to support this link.

2. CORRELATION BETWEEN COSMIC RAY
FLUX AND CLOUD FACTORS

Our first objective was to ascertain whether or not pre
vious reports (Svcnsmark & Friis-Christcnsscn, 1997;
Svensmark, 1998 ), that the total cloud cover over mid
latitude oceans, excluding the tropics, (hereafter SFC
zones) correlates strongly with cosmic ray flux, arc sub
stantiated hy a new improved satellite cloud data set (IS
CCP D2). In Figure I we plot the total cloud cover over
this latitude range together with the cosmic ray flux, suit
ably scaled for overlap. We note that a close correspon
dence between the cosmic ray flux and total cloud cover
is maintained from 1983 till 1991, the period previously
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Figure 2. The 12-month running mean ofthe total, low
level, mid-level and high-level cloud coverfor the period
1983-1995 covered by the JSCCP D2 dataset, Five dif
ferent series are represented in each panel, orderedfrom
bottom to the top as [ollows: Cloud cover over the whole
Earth, the tropics (±22°5). mid-latitudest+ 22°.5 =? ±
60° ). the SFC zones (ocean areas excluding the tropics)
and poles(± 6()" =? ± 90° ). Cloud cover is measured as
the fraction of' the sh covered bv clouds. The amplitude
of the cloud cover variation is real, hut the mean value
is shiftedfor plotting purposes. (from Palle and Butler;
2000a)

studied by Svensmark and Friis-Christcnsscn ( 1997), hut
that subsequent to this, the curves diverge. Thus. when
we include the data from 1992 to 1994. we find that the
new D2 data series does not con tirm the previous findings
in respect to the total cloud cover. Instead the correla
tion with the galactic cosmic ray flux now appears more
strongly correlated with the low cloud cover.

In Figure 2 we show the mean monthly cloud factors
for selected regions (described on the caption) for low.
medium and high altitude clouds (2. 4.5 and I0 km mean
altitude respectively). each smoothed with a twelve
month filter to eliminate seasonal effects. We note the
following: (I) the good correlation between total cloud
factor and cosmic ray ft ux from 1983-91 breaks down af
ter 1991; (2) the high level and mid-level clouds show no
systematic variation over the period 1983-94; (3) the low
level clouds for all latitude zones excluding the poles arc
well correlated with the cosmic ray flux over the period
1983-94.

3. ESTIMATING CLOUD FORCING

The role of clouds in climate is still not well under
stood; they have two opposite effects. On the one hand
they tend to cool the climate by reflecting short-wave so
lar radiation back to space, and on the other to warm
the climate by trapping the long-wave radiation emitted
from the Earth's surface. The balance of these two ef
fects is in part determined by the cloud height; on aver
age low clouds are believed to cool and high clouds to
warm the climate (Ockert-Bcll & Hartmann, 1992; Ra
manathan ct al .. 1989). Provided the above correlation is
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Figure 3. The l l-vear smoothed reconstructed cloud
cover [or the 11-/10leEarth derived from the Zurich
Sunspot number (middle line) and the aa index (top line).
Jn addition 11·e plot the reconstructed cloud cover factor
for the whole Earth derived from the 11-vear mean He
liocentric potential (longer line).

maintained over long periods, a reduced low-cloud fac
tor would he expected during high solar activity. and the
increased solar activity in recent decades would translate
into a global decrease in the low. cooling clouds thereby
contributing to global warming (Svcnsmark, 1998).

In order to make a prediction of the low cloud factor. ear
lier in the 20th century and in the 19th century when cos
mic ray fluxes arc unavailable. we have also determined
the regression relations between the Sunspot Number. the
<aa> index and the low cloud factor as determined from
the ISCCP-02 data. For even longer periods. extending
hack before the 19th century. we use the Heliocentric Po
tential. an interplanetary magnetic field index calculated
hy O' Brien ( 1979) which is based on the carbon isotope
concentration in tree-rings.

From the regression between the various activity indices
and the low cloud factor over the interval 1983-1994. we
can make a prediction of the change in average low cloud
factor since the late 19th century. The results indicate a
decrease in low cloud factor hy about I<;;, over the past
one hundred years (sec Figure 3), leading to a reduced
albedo and positive radiation forcing in recent decades.
Together with the increased forcing from the increase in
solar irradiancc. this leads to a total solar activity induced
change in the global mean temperature of~ 0.5°C which
is close to the observed increase of 0.55°C since 1900
(Lean & Rind. 1998;Joncs & Briffa, 1992).

Similarly. we can compute from the change in 14C lev
els. (via the Heliocentric Potential), the effect of activity
induced cloudiness on temperatures in the late 17th and
early 18th centuries during the Maunder Minimum. We
derive a cloud induced global cooling of 0.5° during this
period compared to modern temperatures. This together
with a cooling of 0.32°C from an inferred reduced so
lar irradiancc of ~0.25'7' at that time (Rind & Overpeck.
1993) implies a combined cooling of 0.82°C, reasonably
close to the value of~ l .0°C believed to have occurred
at this time.
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Figure 4. Total annual sunshine hoursfor thefour Irish
sites ( /88/-/C)C)8).

The details of these calculations arc given in Pal le & But
ler (2000a). They are suhject to several assumptions, in
cluding: (I) the correlation hctwccn low cloud and cos
mic ray flux is maintained over long time scales: (2) other
cloud types remain constant: (3) that there is no addi
tional change in the cloud factor from global warmmg,
i.e. no feedback.

4. OTHER CLOUD DATA AND CLOUD PROXIES

The above analysis. working from the observed correla
tion of low cloud factor with cosmic rays and solar activ
ity indices, has serious implications for our understand
ing of the causes of climate change in the past century
as it suggests that most of the global warming during
this period can he attributed to the combined direct (ir
radiance) and indirect (low cloud factor) effects of so
lar activity. However the actual amount of the varia
tion in cloud factor predicted is small (~I o/c) and could
easily be swamped by other factors. In this respect we
note that the above correlation applies only to low clouds
whereas a comprehensive forcing computation would re
quire knowledge of the variability of clouds at all levels.
It is important. therefore, to examine any other evidence
we can find that could give us actual measured cloud fac
tors over the past century.

Since satellite-based cloud records do not extend for
more than a couple of decades and calibration problems
between the existing datasets do not allow a straight for
ward comparison, we have examined cloud proxy records
and synoptic cloud observations. hoth measured from
ground stations. to study the cloud cover behaviour on
time scales longer than a decade.

One such relevant cloud proxy is sunshine duration.
Daily records of the duration of hright sunshine have been
obtained at four stations in Ireland since May 1880 using
a standard Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (Observers
Handbook, 1982). Two are located in the cast of Ireland;
at Armagh Observatory and The Ordnance Survey Office.
Phoenix Park, Dublin: one in the extreme west at valcn
tia Island/Cahircivcen, Co Kerry: and the fourth, in the
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Figure 5. Adapted [rom Norris ( /C)9C)). Yearly global
mean departure (thick dash) and zonal mean departures
(thin) [rom long-term mean davtinie total cloud cover
over the ocean. Zonal means arc [or I00-lat hands hc
tween (j(J"N and l()"S. Units arc percent sh covet: Three
vear running mean smoothing \Vl/S applied.

midlands, at Birr Castle. Co Offaly.

The most prominent feature of the data. for all four sites.
is a gradual decline in the total annual sunshine hours
over much. if not all. of the 118 year period during which
records have been obtained (sec Figure 4). The effect
is particularly conspicuous at the most westerly site of
Valentia Island/Cahircivccn, on the County Kerry coast.
where the number of sunshine hours has dropped by
~ :2()'/r since the end of the last century. If we plot the
seasonal averages, the gradual decrease is seen in all sta
tions in most seasons. Similar results were reported by
Stanhill ( 1998) using records of sunshine duration over
Israel, though over a shorter time than the Irish records.

The sunshine data has been shown to be a very good
proxy for total cloud cover over monthly to yearly time
scales, at least over the Irish region (Pallc & Butler.
2000h). Unfortunately the sunshine records arc related
only to the total cloud factor and do not give us any in
formation on cloud type. It can also he argued that the
sunshine records arc a local measurement and that the ob
served trends arc not necessarily similar for other areas.
However. Pallc & Butler (2000h) compared the variabil
ity of the ISCCP D2 satellite cloud records over Ireland
and other areas of the globe and found that the Irish cloud
variability is very similar to the whole North Atlantic re
gion and in general to all mid-latitude oceanic regions,
over the period comprised by the data (July 1983- August
1994 ). Thus it seems that the sunshine factor over Ireland
could be particularly useful in indicating wider trends.

If the Irish sunshine data arc indeed relevant to the global
trend they would indicate a rise in the total cloud factor
since the late 19th century. whereas the low cloud - cos
mic ray correlation would predict a fall in low cloud fac
tor over the same period. One explanation could be that
high cloud has increased in this period to a greater ex
tent than low cloud has decreased. As, on average. high
clouds warm and low clouds cool the climate. increased
high cloud and decreased low cloud would both give an
additional positive radiative forcing increment to the so
lar irradiancc forcing thereby leading to further enhanced
global warming.
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Tahle I. Sunshine records and synoptic cloud data compilations from the ground. Satellite cloud measurements from
different satellite measurements are also displayed, however the short duration of those records makes them unsuitable
for long-term studies. References: 1Pa/le and Butler, 2000b; +Stanhilt, I 998a; 3Stahle et al., 199 I; ·ISun and Groissman,
2000; GNorris, 1999; 6 Sun and Groissman, 2000; Karl et al.. 1995; Liepert, 1997; DCSCVC, 1998 and therein; 7Stanhill.
1998h and therein; Liepert, 1997; K Kernthaler et al., 1999; ;iPa/le and Butler, 2000a; 1°Kristjansson and Kristiansen.
2000; 11Menzel et al., 1996.

Dataset PeriodTotal Cloud Cover Low Clouds High Clouds

Ground Data
1Sunshine in Ireland (decrease) Increase
"Sunshine in Israel (decrease) Increase
:>sunshine(?) Central USA (tree-rings) Stable
"Synoptic Clouds over FUSSR Increase
5Synoptic Cloud over Oceans Increase
"Synp. Cloud (Austr, N.Am. India. Europe ...) Increase
'Ground-based solar radiation (various) Increase

Increase

Satellite Data

Decrease
Increase

Increase

1881-1998
1979-1995
1700-1980
1936-1990
1952-1995
1900-1990
1960-2000

CRF-Decrcasc
Increase
Stahle

1983-1991
1983-1994

J 988-1998 I

1989-1996

KISCCP C2
;'ISCCP 02
lllOMSP (water clouds over Oceans)
11HIRS (only Cirrus)

Stable
Stable
Increase

Increase

A second set of records we explore are the synoptic cloud
observations. Synoptic observations of total cloud cover
arc taken in many observatories worldwide. The proce
dure for the measurements is simple, at certain times of
the day. the observer notes the number of ocktas ( 1/8 th
of the sky) covered hy clouds. A totally overcast sky is
registered 8 and a clear sky 0. At some stations, coverage
by different cloud types is also recorded.

Observations of synoptic cloud cover over the oceans
from volunteer ships since 1952 have been compiled
and analysed by Norris (1999). Norris found that the
global mean cloud cover over the oceans has increased by
1.9'/t (sky cover) between 1952 and 1995 (sec Figure 5).
Global mean low cloud cover is observed to increase by
3.6% during the same period. Trends in zonal mean cloud
cover in I0°-lat bands between (i()"N and 10''S were all
found to he positive. Several possible artifacts were ex
amined hut it was considered unlikely that they could ex
plain the observed intcrdccadal variability. Norris ( 1999)
concludes. however. that the trends cannot he accepted as
real unti 1they have been corroborated by related meteo
rological parameters and satellite-based measurements.

Sun & Groissman (2000), have studied synoptic cloud
cover variations over the former USSR from 1936 to
1990. They find high cloud to he increasing and low
cloud decreasing with the total cloud increasing over this
period. Though for a continental. as opposed to a mar
itime climate region. these findings are pretty much in
line with the sort of trends suggested earlier by the Irish
sunshine data and the cosmic ray - low cloud correla
tion. Though the total cloud trends arc similar, it is diffi-

cult to reconcile the results by Norris (1999) and by Sun
& Groissman (2000) on low clouds, other than to point
out that they refer to very different regions. However.
it should he noted that the Sun & Groissman trends arc
very statistically significant whereas those by by Norris
are prone to many systematic effects such as might arise
from a change in the latitude of preferred shipping lanes.

Similar reports to those of Norris ( 1999) and Sun and
Groissman (2000). using cloud synoptic observations are
described in Table I. They all show an increasing trend
in total cloud cover. No other general studies (involving
more than one particular station) about specific synoptic
cloud type variability are known to the authors.

In Table I we refer also to the reduction in ground solar
radiation levels reported at a world-wide range of sites
during the last 40 years (Stanhill, 1998 and references
therein). suggesting a total cloud cover increase. How
ever. such radiation decreases have not been always ac
companied by an increase in cloud cover and its possible
that changes in cloud type or atmospheric or cloud trans
parency could be responsible.

Thus it appears that the 'historical' cloud datasets (sun
shine and synoptic cloud) indicate a general increase in
the total cloud cover during the last century or at least in
recent decades. The evidence for low cloud trends is less
clear though it does not rule out a decrease in line with
the prediction from solar activity levels.

A compilation of cloud satellite measurement is given
in Table 1. however the short time span of the datasets
(the longest is the ISCCP 02 covering little more than I I



years). makes them unsuitable for such long-term studies.
Cloud types reported as stable as in the case of ISCCP
C2 and D2 arc in fact quite variable and a definite trend
can not be clearly established. In fact the only two clear
trends arc the increasing trends found for DMSP (De
fence Meteorological Satellite Project) satellites, detect
ing liquid clouds over the oceans, and the cirrus clouds
detected by the HIRS (High-resolution Infrared Radia
tion Sounder). The decreasing trend in the low cloud
cover from the ISCCP D2 is inferred only on basis of the
possible cosmic ray influence. However the satellite mea
surements do not dispute the general conclusions reached
using the 'historical' data.

5. WHAT IS CAUSING THE TOTAL CLOUD
INCREASE'1

We have seen in the previous section how the available
proxies for clouds seems to indicate that total cloud cover
has been increasing over the last century. But what arc the
reasons for the change? Certainly a connection between
energetic particles entering the atmosphere and the cloud
formation would explain a decrease. but not the opposite
trend.

Could the long term trend in total cloud result from a
mean air and sea surface temperature increase? An in
crease in cloud formation might be expected from an
increase in evaporation rates following the rise in sea
surface temperatures which have accompanied global
warming (Reid. 1987). Little is known about the effects
that a change in temperature will have on clouds. Global
circulation models predict a cloud amount decrease when
climate warms (Ccss, 1996) which has not been seen. A
progressive moistening of the atmosphere has been seen
(Wentz and Schabel. 2000). However, since the relative
humidity has remained constant, an increase in the water
content of the atmosphere would not necessarily lead to
an increase in cloud factor.

An increase in tropospheric aerosols could also give rise
to increased cloud formation. However Norris ( 1999)
stated that the IO"-lat hands trends in synoptic cloud ob
servations between 60"N and IO"S, arc generally larger
for the Southern Hemisphere and Tropics than trends
in the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere. For Norris
( 1999), this argues against attribution of increased cloud
cover to increased anthropogenic aerosols, and suggests
that it is possible that global cloud cover is responding to
some other global parameter, perhaps global temperature.
Pallc & Butler (2000bJ found a correlation between the
sunshine records over Ireland and the solar cycle length.
Since the sunspot cycle length was shown to he strongly
related to the NH air temperature (Friis-Christcnsscn &
Lassen, 1991 ), they concluded that in the vicinity of Ire
land, it seems likely that decreased sunshine hours (in
creased cloudiness) results from the increased tempera
tures associated with global warming

Another effect to take into consideration is the effect of
increased aircraft traffic. In many of the sites where a
decrease in total solar irradiancc has been found, an in
creasing trend of cirrus cloud formation has also been de-
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tcctcd. A shift from stratiform to higher frequencies of
convective clouds has also been observed (Licpcrt, 1997:
Stanhill, 1998). Finally, another possibility could he nat
ural weather variability associated with shifts in weather
patterns.

6. CONCLUSIONS

There appears to he a significant correspondence between
the low cloud cover as seen from modern satellite data
and the galactic cosmic ray flux. However the extent of
this dataset is short and gives space for many uncertain
ties when trying to establish the long-term behaviour of
the cloud cover. The potential effect of such a relation
ship has been explored and the authors demonstrated that.
if it were true, it would he of dramatic importance to the
climate.

In order to assess the validity of the prediction over long
time scales, some proxies have been compared. Sunshine
records and the synoptic cloud cover over many areas of
the Earth seem to agree that the total cloud cover has
been increasing over the last century. This is in the op
posite direction to the trend predicted for low clouds by
the cosmic ray - low cloud correlation. The reliability of
the datasets though is uncertain. hut the agreement in the
trends suggest that they arc real. and maybe caused by the
temperature rise which has occurred during the last cen
tury or other causes not related with energetic particles
entering the atmosphere. It seems then that the overall
picture of the cloud variability during past times can he
far more complicated than suspected. The importance of
such changes will depend on the variability of the differ
ent cloud types and on the geographical distribution of
those changes. However. both mechanisms, a long term
trend and a direct cosmic ray influence, present a chal
lenge to present and future global circulation models and
will have a crucial role on our understanding of the cli
mate change. Until the cloud behaviour on temporal and
geographical scales is understood, via long and reliable
datasets, global circulation models and predictions will
he seriously handicapped.
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ABSTRACT

The LLN 2-D Northern Hemisphere climate model has
been used to reconstruct the long-term climatic
variations over the Quaternary Ice Age. Sensitivity
analyses to the astronomically-driven insolation changes
and to the C02 atmospheric concentration have been
performed. In particular, an atmospheric C02

concentration decreasing linearly from 320 ppmv at 3
Myr BP (Late Pliocene) to 200 ppmv at the Last Glacial
vlaxirnum was used to force the model in addition to the
insolation, limier such condition, the model simulates
the intensification of glaciation around 2.75 Myr BP, the
late Pliocene-early Pleistocene 41-kyr cycle, the
emergence or the I00-kyr cycle around 900 kyr BP, and
the glacial-interglacial cycles of the last 600 kyr.
Experiments have shown that both isotopic stages I I
and I request a high C02 to reach the interglacial level.
Ihe insolation profile at both stages and modeling
results tend to show that stage 11 might be a better
analogue for our future climate than stage 5e. Although
the insolation changes alone act as a pacemaker for the
glacial-interglacial cycles, C02 changes help to better
reproduce past climatic changes and, in particular, the
air temperature and the southern extent of the ice sheets.
I Iowev er C02 alone is unable to generate any glacial
interglacial cycle. Using the calculated insolation and a
few scenarios for C02, the climate of the next 130 kyr
has also been simulated. It shows that our interglacial
will most probably last particularly long (50 kyr). This
conclusion is reinforced if we take into account the
possible intensification of the greenhouse effect which
might result from man ·s activities over the next
centuries,

i. INTRODlJCTION TO THE MILANKOVITCH
TllEORY

The current Ice Age. which the Earth entered 2 to 3
million years ago, is called the Quaternary Ice Age. It is
characterized by multiple switches of the global climate
between glacials (with extensive ice sheets) and
interglacials (with a climate similar to or warmer than
today by a few degrees Celsius). Over the last million
years, the waxing and waning of ice sheets occurred in a
more or less regular way. Reconstructions of long-term
climatic variations, like the ice volume and sea level,
show a sawtooth shape with a 100-kyr quasi-cycle over
\\ hich shorter quasi-cycles of roughly 41 and 21 kyr arc

superimposed (Berger, 1988 ). The last cycle goes from
the Eemian interglacial times, centered roughly 125 kyr
BP, to the present-day Holocene interglacial which
peaked 6 kyr BP. It includes the Last Glacial maximum
(LGM) which occurred 20 kyr ago. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the LGM differed strikingly from the
present in the huge land-based ice sheets, reaching
approximately 2 to 3 km in thickness and amounting to
about 43 x Io<' km3 of ice more than today. This value is
consistent with the global land-based ice \ olumc
maximum reconstruction exceeding today's grounded
ice sheets by 52.5 x IO'' km' (Yokoyama et al., 2000)
and a volume of Antarctic ice exceeding the present-day
value by - I0 X IO'' km'. This last value corresponds to
an equivalent global sea-level change of - 25 m
(although this value might be a little bit too large.
Bentley, 1999). Due to these ice sheets, sea Inel \\as
indeed lower than today by roughly 130 m (Yokoyama
et al., 2000) and the global average surface air
temperature was - 5 'C be low present. C02 leve ls were
about half of their present-day value and aerosol loading
may have been higher than present (Petit et al., 1997 ).

But the I00-kyr cycle, so dominant a feature of the late
Pleistocene record, docs not exhibit a constant
amplitude over the past 3 million years. Many spectral
analyses (from Pestiaux and Berger, I 984 to Bolton ct
al. 1998) showed that this periodicity disappears before
I Myr BP roughly, the climatic variability being
dominated by the 41-kyr eye le during the Late Pliocene
and early Pleistocene.

These kinds of broad climatic features arc those
explained by the astronomical theory of paleoclimates.
Proponents of this theory claim that the changes 111 the
Earth's orbital and rotational parameters have been
sufficiently large as to induce significant changes in the
seasonal and latitudinal distributions of irradiation
received from the Sun and so, to force glacials and
interglacials to recur in the manner deduced from
geological records. In this process, feedbacks due to
changes in the albedo. the water vapour and other
greenhouse gases play a fundamental role.

The incoming solar radiation received over the Earth
has an annual periodic variation due to the Earth's
elliptic translation motion around the Sun. But in
addition, the seasonal and latitudinal distributions of this

l'ro: 1·i Solnr» .\j//ll"l' \Vc11r/1('r F11ro1D11/crt'JJ<"<'. 'Flu' So!ur ('\'1'11· 1111d Fcrrcstuo/ ('/1111111<' .\011111 (·,-11_ de Trncrit.'. Trncn]« .\j1ui11.
~5-:!.9 Sq1tc111ht'r 20()() t F.\. \ SI' ./fJ3. I JtTc11i/1cr 2fH){J)
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solar radiation are changing in time due to the so-called
long-term variations in three astronomical elements
(Berger, 1996a, 1996b ). These are the eccentricity e , a
measure of the shape of the Earth's orbit around the
Sun, the obliquity E:, the tilt of the equator with respect
to the plane of the Earth's orbit, and the climatic
precession, e sin {jj , a measure of the Earth-Sun
distance at the summer solstice.

According to theoretical calculations (Berger, 1978), the
eccentricity of the Earth's orbit varies between near
circularity (e = 0) and slight ellipticity (e = 0.07) at
a period which mean is about 100 kyr. The most
important terms in the series expansion occur however
at 404, 95, 124, 99, 131 and 2,380 kyr (in decreasing
order of amplitude). The tilt of the Earth's axis varies
between about 22° and 25° at a period of nearly 41 kyr.
As far as precession is concerned, the equinoxes and
solstices shift slowly around the Earth's orbit relative to
the perihelion, with a mean period of 21 kyr (it is
measured by the longitude, {jj, of the moving
perihelion). This period results actually from the
existence of two periods which are close to each other:
23 and 19 kyr. In the insolation formulas used to study
past and future astronomical forcing of climate, the
amplitude of sin {jj is modulated by eccentricity in the
term e sm OJ .

The combined influence of changes in e, E:, and
e sin {jj produces a complex pattern of insolation
variations. A detailed analysis of the changes in daily
solar radiation (Berger et al., 1993a) shows that it is
principally affected by variations in precession,
although the obliquity plays an important role for high
latitudes, mainly in the winter hemisphere.

The orbital hypothesis of climatic change was first
quantitatively formulated by the astronomer Milutin
Milankovitch in the 1920s. He argued (Milankovitch,
1941) that insolation changes in the high northern
latitudes during the summer season were critical to the
formation of continental ice sheets. During periods
when insolation in the summer was reduced, the snow
of the previous winter would tend to be preserved, a
tendency that would be enhanced by the high albedo of
the snow and ice areas. Eventually, the effect of this
positive feedback would lead to the formation of
persistent ice sheets.

A simple linear version of the Milankovitch model
predicts therefore that the proxy record of climate
variations would contain the frequencies of the
astronomical parameters that are responsible for
changing the seasonal and latitudinal distributions of the
incoming solar radiation. It happens that investigations
since the late 1970s have indeed demonstrated that the
19-, 23- and 41-kyr periodicities actually occur in long

records of the Quaternary climate (Hays et al., 1976;
Imbrie et al., 1992). However, the same investigation
identified also the largest climatic cycle as being 100
kyr. As the 100-kyr eccentricity cycle is very weak in
the insolation (Berger et al., 1993a), it cannot be related
to the orbital forcing by any simple linear mechanism
(Imbrie et al., 1993).

Over the last 25 years, a number of modelling efforts
have attempted to explain the relationship between
astronomical forcing and climatic change (Berger,
1995).Most of these modelling studies have focused on
the origin of this 100-kyr cycle. Although these models
are based on parameters which are considered to be
physically plausible, they are all simplified. What these
models do confirm is that the response to orbital forcing
is non-linear and that it involves internal processes and
feedback mechanisms. Whether the external orbital
forcing drives the internal processes, phase-locks the
oscillations of an internally driven system, or acts as a
pacemaker for the free oscillations of an internally
driven system remains, however, an open question.

As a consequence, the discussion of how the climate
system responds to orbital forcing calls for the
construction of a physically realistic model of the time
dependent behaviour of the coupled climate system,
including the atmosphere, the oceans, the cryosphere,
the lithosphere and the biosphere. At that time-scale,
plate tectonics, mantle convection, mountain building
and Sun evolution are kept constant.

2. LLN 2-D MODEL

It was suggested earlier (Berger, 1979) that the time
evolution of the latitudinal distribution of the seasonal
pattern of insolation is the key factor driving the
behaviour of the climate system while the complex
interactions between its different parts amplify this
orbital perturbation. That dynamical behaviour of the
seasonal cycle suggests that time-dependent coupled
climate models might be able to test whether or not the
astronomical forcing can drive the long-term climatic
variations. Such time-dependent climate models must
therefore be forced only by the astronomical variations
of insolation for each latitude and day, the so-called
boundary conditions used in equilibrium atmospheric
general circulation model experiments (ice-sheet size
and area, sea-surface temperature, albedo, etc.) being all
generated by the climate model itself.

Such climate models have been constructed in Louvain
la-Neuve. Only the Northern Hemisphere version of the
LLN 2-D models will be discussed here. This climate
model links the Northern Hemisphere atmosphere,
ocean mixed layer, sea-ice, ice sheets and continents
(Gallee et al., 1991). It is a latitude-altitude model. In
each latitudinal belt, the surface is divided into at most
seven oceanic or continental surface types, each of



which interacting separately with the subsurface and the
atmosphere. The oceanic surfaces are ice-free ocean
and sea-ice cover, while the continental surfaces are the
snow-covered and snow-free lands and the Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets.

The atmospheric dynamics is simulated by a two-level
quasi-geostrophic model written in pressure coordinates
and zonally averaged. Although the model domain is
limited to the Northern Hemisphere a cross-equatorial
heat flux is allowed. Precipitations over the ice sheets
are corrected to take into account the surface slope, the
elevation and the continentality of these ice sheets. For
the calculation of the radiative fluxes, the vertical
temperature profile in the troposphere is determined
from the static stability parameter and the pressure. The
vertical variation of specific humidity is deduced from
the zonally averaged surface temperature and relative
humidity. Annual mean and monthly distribution of the
zonal cloudiness are prescribed. The calculation of the
solar radiation takes into account absorption by H20,
C02 and 03, Rayleigh scattering, absorption and
scattering by cloud and aerosol layers, and reflection by
the surface. The longwave radiation scheme follows a
formulation used in GCM's. The atmosphere interacts
with the other components of the climate system
through vertical fluxes of momentum, heat and water
vapour. The model explicitly incorporates detailed
surface energy balance and snow and sea-ice budgets.

The vertical profile of the upper ocean temperature is
computed by a mixed-layer model. The oceanic
transport and its influence on the sea-surface
temperature are simulated through a diffusive
parameterization of the meridional convergence of heat.
Sea ice is represented by a thermodynamic model
including leads and a parameterization of lateral
accrenon.

A special attention is paid to the albedo of snow, of
vegetation in the tundra/taiga regions, of sea water and
of sea ice. More details on the model are given in Gallee
et al. (1991) and also in Berger et al. (1990) for the ice
sheet - lithosphere model, in Berger et al. (1989) for the
upper ocean and in Berger et al. (1994) for the radiative
convective scheme.

Simulation of the present climate shows that the model
is able to reproduce the main characteristics of the
atmospheric general circulation and the seasonal cycles
of the oceanic mixed layer, of the sea ice, and of the
snow cover (Gallee et al., 1991).

This atmosphere-ocean model is asynchronously
coupled to a model of the three main Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets and their underlying bedrock in
order to simulate the long-term climatic changes. The
coupled climate model is then forced by the
astronomically-derived insolation and by the
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atmospheric C02 concentration, because the model does
not contain any carbon cycle yet. Results from some
experiments made with this model over the last glacial
interglacial cycles will be discussed here.

3. SENSITIVIY OF THE LLN 2-D MODEL TO C02

Since the publication of Hays et al. ( 1976), the major
question remains whether or not the astronomically
induced changes in solar radiation received on the Earth
are able to generate the climatic changes reconstructed
independently by geologists.
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Figure I. Long term variations of eccentricity,
precession, obliquity, summer solstice insolation at
65°N (Berger, 1978) and atmospheric CO:
concentration (Jouzel et al., 1993for the past) from 200
kyr BP to 130 kyr AP.

To test this astronomical hypothesis, all external
forcings (including C02), except the insolation changes
(Figure 1), have to be kept constant. Experiments were
therefore performed with three selected constant C02

concentrations - low (210 ppmv), high (290 ppmv) and
medium (250 ppmv) - which corresponds to an average
concentration for, respectively, glacial, interglacial and
intermediate times (Berger et al., 1998b). Most of the
time, during the last 200 kyr at least, C02 is varying
around 225 ppmv (between 200 and 250 ppmv), higher
values being reached only during the interglacials (Petit
et al., 1999). The pre-industrial value, representative of
our Holocene interglacial is - 280 ppmv, but the
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present-day level (year 2000 A.D.) is already 368 ppmv,
more than 30 % above the interglacial levels and about
twice as much as during the glacial maximum.

The conclusions that we can draw
experiments (Figure 2) are the following.

from such
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Figure 2. Simulated ice volume of the Northern
Hemisphere using the LLN 2-D NH climate model
forced by insolation and a constant C01 concentration
over the last 200 kyr (210 ppmv infull line, 250 ppmv in
dotted line and 290 ppmv in dashed line).

(i) A frequent melting of the ice sheets occur under a
high C02 concentration (290 ppmv and even 250
ppmv).

(ii) Only the C02 concentration of210 ppmv provides a
simulation which might be compared to the geological
reconstructions, the two other experiments leading to an
amplitude of the ice volume variations which is far less
than in geological reconstructions. When C02 is kept at
its glacial value (210 ppmv), the amplitude of the ice
volume change is about 35 x 106 krrr', but the amount of
ice remains always lower than 20 x 106 km3 when the
C02 concentration is 290 ppmv. Actually, it appears that
the C02 level of 210 ppmv is low enough to allow the
albedo-temperature and water vapor-temperature
feedbacks to start playing their fundamental role in
amplifying the direct climatic impact initiated by the
orbitally-induced insolation changes. The analysis of the
spectra of the Northern Hemisphere ice volume
simulated under a 210, 250 and 290 ppmv forcing
confirms that the coherency with the SPECMAP data
(Imbrie et al., 1984) is significant (at the 5 % level) in
the precession, obliquity and eccentricity bands only for
210 ppmv (Figure 3). However, a major deficiency
remains in the results of the 210 ppmv experiment: the
Northern Hemisphere ice sheets melt too often during
some interglacials while there is evidence that the
Greenland ice sheet survived over the last 2 to 3 glacial
interglacial cycles at least (Dansgaard et al., 1993). It
was shown (Gallee et al., 1993) that this shortcoming
does not prevent the ice sheets to grow again leading to

a 100 kyr quasi-cyclicity similar to the one seen in the
geological data.
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Figure 3. Spectra of the SPECMAP stacked curve. of
the ice volume simulated by the LLN 2-D Northern
Hemisphere climate model forced by insolation and a
constant C01 concentration of 210 ppmv (see Figure 2
full line) and of the ice volume simulated by the LLN 2-
D Northern Hemisphere climate model forced by
insolation and the Vostok C01 reconstruction by Jouzel
et al. (1993) from 200 kyr BP to present (Figure 4 full
line).

(iii) The response of the climate system is far from
being linear in C02. Relatively large volumes of ice are
created for the three C02 levels at 181, 109 and 61 kyr
BP, with each time the 250 ppmv curve being situated
half-way between the 210 and 290 ppmv ones (at these
three dates the differences between the results of these 2
extreme C02-concentration experiments are respectively
20 and twice 10 x 106 km"). This is not the case for the
other ice maxima. At 136 and 90 kyr BP, large ice
sheets appear only for 210 ppmv, the differences
between the 210 and 290 ppmv cases amounting to
respectively 30 and 25 x 106 km3. At these two dates.
the 250 ppmv simulation is definitely closer to the 290
ppmv one. In contrast, at 20 kyr BP, the difference
between the low and the high C02 experiments amounts
also to more than 25 x 106 km', but the 250 ppmv
simulated ice maximum of 30 X 106 km3 is here very
closely tied to the 210 ppmv one. This very large
difference in the response of the model for the 250
ppmv C02 level seems to indicate the existence of
critical C02 concentrations (which are time dependent)



around which the climate system may be responding
either like the high or like the low C02 level.

The different behaviour of the model to C02 around 20
kyr BP, as compared to what happens around 136 and
90 kyr BP is actually related to the state in which the
climate system is before these ice maxima: the Earth is
in a glacial during isotopic stages 4 to 2, whereas the
climate before the other two maxima is interstadial, the
amount of ice being rather low when the insolation
starts to decrease and to induce the entrance into
glaciation. Therefore at 136 and 90 kyr BP, a lower C02
- as compared to the LGM case - is requested to enter
into glaciation, preventing the 250 ppmv forcing to
build sufficiently large ice sheets.

(iv) The similar behaviour of the response of the model
under a 250 and a 290 ppmv forcing during all
interstadials (except stage 3) confirms that its sensitivity
to C02 is different in a cold-glaciated Earth than during
a warm - ice free Earth. This implies that during
interglacials (like the Holocene), an ice age can be
triggered, in our model, only by a rather low C02
concentration (below 250 ppmv at least).

(v) At the ice volume minima dated 166, 75 and 4 kyr
BP in the 210 ppmv experiment. the ice sheets disappear
under the 290 and 250 ppmv C02 concentrations and
are very small for 210 ppmv. They disappear also for
the three concentrations between 200 and 190 kyr BP
and between 125 and 118 kyr BP. All these 5 situations
correspond to a 65°N June insolation which peaks above
525 Wm-2 a few thousands of years earlier. The
behaviour at 100 kyr BP, where the ice sheets disappear
only for 290 ppmv, is different from what happened at
75 and 4 kyr BP, although the insolation is the same.
This is because the previous insolation minimum
located at 116 kyr BP was much deeper than in the 75
and 4 kyr BP cases, having led to an appreciable amount
of ice at 110 kyr BP.

(vi) In a similar way. the situation between 165 and 135
kyr BP can be associated with the situation between 50
and 20 kyr BP. Both intervals going from a minimum to
a maximum of ice are exceptionally long (30 kyr)
compared to the more traditional 10 kyr associated to
the precession cycle. This is definitely related to the
small oscillations in the insolation occurring between
170 and 140 kyr BP and between 65 and 30 kyr BP.
Associated to a quite small and slowly varying
eccentricity, the very weak precessional signal is unable
to drive the climate system into a cycle. These cases are
quite interesting for the future climate as similar
situations occur quite often in the insolation of the next
I00,000 years.
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4. RESPONSE OF THE LLN MODEL TO C02

CHANGE ONLY

The atmospheric C02 concentration is, in a complex
way, related to climate. It is actually not a forcing, but a
feedback, and thus it bears on the features of the
climatic change. The question was raised whether these
C02 variations alone could be responsible for the
glacial-interglacial cycles (Loutre and Berger, 2000a).
In the experiments designed to try answering these
questions, the insolation was kept constant through time
and the atmospheric C02 concentration reconstructed
from the Vostok ice core was used as the only external
forcing (Jouzel et al., 1993 ). Cool to hot orbits were
selected corresponding for example to an insolation at
65°N in June ranging from 403.2 Wm-2 to 602.3 Wm-2
(the present day value being 477.6 wm-2)_ The results
obtained using the LLN 2-D NH climate model is
totally different from those obtained from the twin
experiment (described in section 3) where a constant
C02 but a real variable insolation are used. Either the
orbit is cold enough and the ice volume increases to a
maximum volume which thereafter remains constant. or
the orbit is too warm preventing the model to generate
any ice sheet. As a consequence, according to the LL.'\
2-D NH climate model, the long-term variations of the
atmospheric C02 concentration taken from the Vostok
reconstruction is, when considered as the only external
forcing, unable to drive the climate system into any
glacial-interglacial cycle for the ice volume. This is,
however, not the case for the temperature which
exhibits the C02 peaks in its spectrum. These
experiments confirm not only the fundamental role
played by the astronomical forcing on climatic cycles.
but also the important influence of the atmospheric C02

concentration on temperature.

5. RESPONSE OF THE LLN MODEL TO THE
INSOLA TION AND C02 FORCINGS

As there is no carbon cycle coupled to our model yet.
we can only study how the response of the LLN 2-D
model to the orbitally induced forcing is modified when
using a variable C02 instead of a fixed one. We assume
as a first step, that using C02 as an external forcing
instead of an internally generated parameter has no
significant impact on the long-term variations of
climate, although it may influence the short-term
response as a feedback.

Broadly speaking the response of the model under the
Vostok C02 (Jouzel et al., 1993) and the insolation
(Berger, 1978) forcings reproduce quite well the
geological record over the last 200 kyr (Berger and
Loutre, 1996; Berger et al., l 998b) (Figure 4 ). However.
our simulations are only providing variations of the
Northern Hemisphere continental ice volume. In the
comparisons, we must therefore keep in mind that we do
not have any reconstruction of the Southern Hemisphere
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ice volume (mainly Antarctica) and that a large number
of hypotheses subtend the model.

Northern hemisphere ice volume (10~km3)
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Figure 4. Simulated ice volume of the Northern
Hemisphere using the LLN 2-D Northern Hemisphere
climate model forced by insolation and C01, from 200
kyr BP to 130 kyr AP. The atmospheric C01
concentration of Figure 1 leads to the full line. The
dotted line results from a simulation where C01 is kept
equal to 210 ppmv over the next 130 kyr and the dashed
curve provides the results of the 750ppmv scenario. Ice
volume increases downward (Loutre and Berger,
2000b).

When compared to the stacked, smoothed oxygen
isotope record of SPECMAP (Imbrie et al., 1984;
Martinson et al., 1987), one can see that the overall
timing is quite well reproduced, but discrepancies in the
magnitude of the ice volume can be observed. The
largest one is probably the too large ice melting
simulated by the model around 170kyr BP, although the
ice volume maximum at 182 kyr BP seems to be well
captured by the model. The large values of insolation
around l 7S kyr BP induce this important melting of the
Northern Hemisphere ice sheets. Either it is an
important deficiency of the model or we have to look
for a significant change in the Southern Hemisphere
continental ice at that time. At the end of stage 6, the
simulated glacial maximum occurs at 13S kyr BP while
the 8180 ice volume maximum occurs at l S l kyr, but we
must accept that this last remains large from 1S6 to 133
kyr BP. The model simulates very well the transitions
between isotopic stages 6 and S and between the
isotopic substages Se (Eemian interglacial) and Sd. This
is due mainly to the insolation changes, but it is
reinforced by important changes in the C02

concentration and all the feedbacks in the model.
Although the timing of what may correspond to isotopic
substages Sc, Sb and Sa are quite well reproduced (a
coincidence which is certainly reinforced by the
astronomical tuning of the SPECMAP curve), the
amount of ice is here again much less than in
SPECMAP. This discrepancy is more or less similar to
the one occurring at isotopic substage 6.S, 170 kyr ago.
Moreover, the 8180 ice volume minimum around 90 kyr

BP lasted for about l0 kyr, contrarily to the simulations,
and the simulated ice volumes at stages Sa and 4 are
lagging behind the 8180 curve (between 3 kyr and 8
kyr).

At 70 kyr BP, the ice sheets start to form quite rapidly
to lead to a first ice volume maximum at S9 kyr BP.
This is followed by a weak melting of - S x l06 krrr'
leading to a minimum in the simulated ice volume at SO
kyr BP. The ice sheets are then starting to grow again,
slowly to about 30 kyr BP and then more rapidly to the
Last Glacial Maximum where they amount to 47 x 106
krrr' of ice at lS kyr BP. Stage 3 is therefore more or
less well reproduced although, as for the 170 kyr BP
interstadial, there is not enough ice according to
SPECMAP. The simulated Last Glacial Maximum is
lagging behind SPECMAP by 4 kyr, a lag which is
related to the late C02 minimum in the Vostok curve.

Finally, the model simulates a deglaciation from lS kyr
to 3 kyr BP leaving only the Greenland ice sheet in the
Northern Hemisphere with roughly 3 x 106 km3 of ice.
Since 3 kyr BP, the ice volume is shown to increase
slightly reaching 3.2 x 106 km3 today which represents
about the present value. In parallel our simulated
climate is slightly cooling since the peak of the
Holocene. A similar observation is clearly visible, but
over the whole last 10,000 years, in the Greenland
temperature record published by Johnsen et al. (199S,
see their Figure 2).

As far as the ice volume maxima are concerned,
SPECMAP shows two extremes located at the Last
Glacial Maximum (- 20 kyr BP) and at stage 6 (- l S l
kyr BP), with the LGM being slightly the largest. There
are also two secondary maxima, roughly of the same
size: isotopic substage 6.6 (183.3 kyr BP) and stage 4
(60.4 kyr BP). The simulation using Jouzel et al. C02
reconstruction mimicks pretty well these maxima,
except for the late arrival of stage 6 and an ice volume
larger at stage 6.6 than at stage 4.

It is interesting to note that the simulated Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets are melting totally three times:
between 126 and 117 kyr BP, 100 and 97 kyr BP and 83
and 74 kyr BP. Although this is not realistic (the
Greenland ice sheet having survived; Dansgaard et al.,
1993), it can be explained by the large insolation
occuring at these times (as already mentioned in section
3) and the large C02 concentration between 130 and
11S kyr BP which continues to play an important role in
the behaviour of the ice sheets over the next 30 to 40
kyr.

Being given all hypotheses used in the modeling
experiments, the results may be considered as
surprisingly good. Using the reconstructed C02

concentrations from deep-sea or ice cores improves the
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Figure 5. The Earth's orbital elements and the resultant insolation variation from 4 to 2 Myr; (a) the 65°N July
insolation (Wm-c). (b-d) the Earth's orbital parameters (Loutre and Berger. 1993) and (e) simulation from 3.940 to 2
Myr (solid line). with COc linearly decreasing from 540 ppmv at 4 Myr to 270 ppmv at 2 Myr (bold dashed line).

constant C02 simulations (Figure 2) and their spectra
(Figure 3), if SPECMAP is used as a standard for
comparison. These experiments confirm that variations
in the Earth's orbit and related insolation act as a
pacemaker of ice ages (Hays et al., 1976) and that C02
variations shape the 100 kyr cycle and mainly improve
the simulated surface air temperature (Gallee et al.,
1992; Loutreet~., 1994).

A deeper analysis of these experiments also confirm the
importance of the processes governing the response of
the modelled climate system to insolation and/or C02
changes. These are essentially related to the albedo- and
water vapor feedbacks (Berger et al., 1993b ), to the
taiga-tundra direct and indirect impacts on high latitudes
surface albedo (Berger, 1998), to the altitude and
continental effects on the precipitations over the ice
sheets, to the ageing of snow due to the recrystallization
process and its impact on the albedo, to the lagging
lithospheric response to the ice sheets loading (Crucifix
et al., 2000) and to the mechanical destabilisation of the
ice sheets through the rapid melting of their southern
front as compared to the northern one (Berger et al.,
1992, 1993c).

Based upon this validation of the LLN 2-D model over
the last two climatic cycles, experiments dealing with
the early and middle Pleistocene were made.

6. THE ENTRANCE INTO THE QUATERNARY ICE
AGE

The first significant ice sheets in the Northern
Hemisphere develop about 3 Myr BP when the Eurasian
Arctic and North-eastern Asia entered into glaciation.
Attempts have been made to explain this significant
intensification of Northern Hemisphere glaciation 3
million years ago. In particular, Maslin et al. ( 1995)
proposed that it was forced by the gradual increase in
the amplitude of obliquity from 3.5 to 2.5 Myr BP and a
sharp rise in the amplitude of precession and thus of
insolation. Li et al. ( l 998b) discussed further the
possible additional influence of a progressive C02 linear
decrease from 540 ppmv to 270 ppmv between 4 and 2
Myr as suggested by Saltzman and Yerbitsky ( 1993 ).
This 540 ppmv concentration of C02 is closed to that
deduced by Ceding (1992). In such a case, the model
simulates very small short-lasting ice sheets before 3
Myr BP (Figure 5, panel e), but it is only after 2.7 Myr
BP that the simulated ice sheets start to exceed 3 x I 06
krrr'.

Actually there are three intervals between 3 and 2 Myr
BP during which the ice sheets can develop (3.2 and
2.9, 2.75 and 2.45 and 2.35 and 2.1 Myr BP). They
correspond to three time intervals where the insolation
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(in particular in July at 65°N) varies with a large
amplitude (Figure 5, panel a). This large amplitude of
the insolation variation is related to the strong 400-kyr
period which characterizes this whole one million-year
interval. Moreover, from 3.5 to 2.5 Ma, the amplitude of
obliquity gradually increases. Sensitivity experiments
using different C02 changes show that low summer
insolation can lead to the development of the late
Pliocene Northern Hemisphere ice sheets only when the
C02 concentration is sufficiently low to allow winter
snow to persist from year to year. For our model, this
threshold seems to be around 380 ppmv which is
reached somewhere between 2.9 and 2.7 Myr BP. But
the deepest summer insolation minima (of the order to
400 wm·2 at 65°N in July) required for the ice sheets to
grow occur only when the amplitude of precession (and
eccentricity) vananons is large explaining why
significant glaciation can not be initialized until 2.75 to
2.55 Myr BP. The same deep minima are also requested
for generating the other corresponding glacial maximum
advances at 2.33, 2.24, 2.22 and 2.13 Myr BP.

As a consequence, the Late Pliocene ice ages
correspond to time of high eccentricity. Indeed during
the warm Late Pliocene, the Northern Hemisphere ice

sheets could develop only during very cold summer. It
is the opposite to what happens during the Late
Pleistocene where the interglacials are related to high
eccentricity. Significant Northern Hemisphere ice sheets
exist most of time during this cold Late Pleistocene and
only high summer insolation can start to melt the ice
sheets and lead to an interglacial.

7. THE LAST 3 MYR

The relative success obtained with the LLN 2-D climate
model lead to test whether it can sustain its possibility to
simulate long-term climatic changes and their
characteristics over a very long period, the last 3 million
years (Berger et al., 1999). The model was therefore
forced by the calculated astronomically-derived
insolation of Loutre and Berger (1993) and by different
C02 scenarios. Such different atmospheric C02

scenarios were used because of a lack of C02

reconstruction over this remote past. With constant C02

concentrations, the simulated ice volume (Figure 6b and
c) does not show the gradual increase which is recorded
in the marine sediments (e.g. Figure 6a). By using a
linearly decreasing C02 concentration going from 320
ppmv at 3 Myr BP to 200 ppmv at the Last Glacial



Maximum, the simulated changes are in broad
agreement with those obtained from the sedimentary
records.

From 3 to 2 Myr BP, the intensification of glaciation at
about 2.7 Myr BP is simulated, but spectral analysis of
the ice volume for this whole period is difficult because
of the long time intervals with no ice. From 2 to 1 Myr
BP, the simulation has a spectrum similar to the
spectrum of the o 180 record, 41 kyr being the dominant
period (Figure 7), but the duration of the warm intervals
is still longer in the simulation. In timing, the simulated
glaciations generally correlate to coolings in the o 180

record. For example, the remarkable glaciations at 1.95
Myr, 1.78 Myr and 1.74 Myr (Figure 6d) clearly
correspond to the distinct coolings in the 8180 data.
However, the relative magnitude of the simulated
glaciations is sometimes different from the data. For
instance, the glaciation at 1.21Myr is a minor one in the
simulation, and corresponds to a major cooling in the
data. This deficiency can possibly be related to the
rough representation of C02 in the simulation, but also
to the structure of the model.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the spectra of the
simulated Northern Hemisphere ice volume represented
in Figure 6d. and of the Site 659 rJ80 data (Tiedemann
et al, 1994)

From 1Myr BP to the present, the simulation again has
a spectrum similar to the geological one: it is now
dominated by the 100-kyr period instead of by the 41-
kyr one. Moreover, besides the similar timing for the ice
waxings and wanings, the comparison in the relative
amplitude between the simulation and 8180 record
becomes better, particularly over the last 600 kyr. For
example, the ice sheets are melted (as discussed, this
complete melting is not realistic but does not prevent
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the model from reproducing the climatic cycles) around
100, 200, 300, 500, 600 and 700 kyr BP, corresponding
to the interglacials recorded in the data. The simulated
glacial maxima at 888, 717, 628, 542, 432, 342, 251,
135 and 15 kyr BP can be compared to the glacial
maxima in the o 180 record, but a difference in the
relative magnitude still exists, especially for the glacial
maximum around 79 kyr BP and at stage 6. The
simulated ice volume at stage 2 (46 x 106 krrr', Figure 6)
is similar to that in the 200 kyr experiment using the
Yostok C02 (48 x 106 krrr', Berger and Loutre, 1996).
But at isotopic stages 11 and 1 too much ice is
simulated due to the quite low C02 values of the
linearly decreasing scenario. Using the fluctuating C02

concentrations reconstructed by Li et al. (1998a) for the
last 600 kyr, the ice volume simulation for the two
stages is improved.

In both the simulation and 8180 record, the amplitude of
the climatic variations generally increases with time. A
key factor to explain the emergence of the 100-ka
period at - l Myr BP is related to the warm climate
characterizing the Earth before 1 Myr BP. Under a
relatively high atmospheric C02 concentration, the
Northern Hemisphere ice sheets were too small ; any
moderate insolation maxima could melt them and
therefore stop the glaciation process. After - 1Myr BP,
larger ice sheets started to exist during most of the time
because of lower C02 concentrations. Under such
conditions, moderate insolation maxima could reduce
the ice volume slightly, but only the largest insolation
maxima, occurring under high eccentricity, high
obliquity and Northern Hemisphere summer at
perihelion (minimum climatic precession), could lead to
significant meltings of the ice sheets and therefore to
interglacials, making the - 100-kyr periodicity the most
remarkable feature of climate over the time interval
from l Myr BP to present.

8. THE LAST 400 KYR

Four C02 reconstructions were actually used for
simulating the past 575 kyr (Berger and Loutre, 2000).
The first one is based on a multiple regression between
the deep-sea record from Ontong Java Plateau in the
western equatorial Pacific and the ice core C02 from
Antarctica (Berger W. et al., 1996). The second one is
generated from a regression between the Yostok C02

concentration and the SPECMAP oxygen isotope values
calculated over the last 218 kyr and extended over the
past 575 kyr (Li et al., l998a). The same procedure was
applied for the third one, using the low latitude stacked
8180 record from marine core MD 900963 of site 677
(Bassinot et al., 1994) instead of the SPECMAP record.
Finally, the reconstructed C02 concentration from
Yostok over the last four glacial-interglacial cycles was
used (Petit et al., 1999). As this Yostok record extends
only to 414 kyr BP, the C02 from Li et al. ( l 998a) was
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used from 575 to 440 kyr BP and a linear interpolation
between 440 and 414 kyr BP ensured the transition
towards the Vostok record. The broad features of the
results obtained from these different C02 scenarios are
pretty well similar, except that the maximum of stage 11
is larger and lasts longer in Vostok than in the other
scenarios. This feature of the Vostok record, if
confirmed, leads to a C02 concentration which has
lasted high longer than the proxy 8180 record tend to
show. This quite long C02 maximum has a significant
impact on the length of the simulated stage 11, a result
similar to what might happen to our stage 1 if the future
C02 level is kept high over a sufficiently long period of
time. The major difference between ice volume
simulated with the 4 scenarios arises indeed during
isotopic stages 11 and 10. From 400 to 350 kyr BP the
ice volume simulated with Vostok remains lower than 5
x 106 krrr' over the whole interval, while in the other
experiments, it remains at its minimum for only 10 kyr
and then increases to reach a value of 31 x 106 km at
350 kyr BP.

Actually, in the Vostok experiment, the small amplitude
in the insolation change and the steady high atmospheric
C02 concentration from 405 to 340 kyr BP prevent ice
sheets to grow. This has an impact on the following
glacial, the amount of ice (22 x 106 krrr') being much
smaller than in the other experiments. This confirms the
importance of the past history of the climate system in a
transient experiment as underlined by Berger et al.
( l 998b). All scenarios lead to very similar ice volume
variations afterwards : over the last 325 kyr, the
different glacial-interglacial cycles are pretty well the
same both in amplitude as well as in timing.

In particular, from stage 5 onwards there is no real
significant difference between all the experiments. This
can be expected from the rather good agreement
between the different C02 reconstructions, except
during the early part of stage 5. Indeed, Vostok C02 not
only remains high during 5e, but it does not show any
substantial change in the following 15 kyr neither,
despite a distinct cooling over the Antarctic ice sheet.
Not until 6 kyr after the major cooling of stage 5d does
a substantial decline in C02 occur, another 5 kyr being
required to return to an approximate phase relationship
of C02 with temperature variations. This behaviour of
the Vostok record is totally different from what happens
in the C02 scenari obtained from a linear extrapolation
using the marine record. There, the C02 remains high
during a much shorter time, mirroring the marine
isotopic curves. However, this difference does not lead
to any significant difference between the respective
simulated ice volumes, contrary to what happened at
stage 11. The reason is that during isotopic stage 5,
insolation is characterized by a large amplitude of its
variations preventing the system to respond significantly
to different C02 forcings. This kind of behaviour has
also been discussed in length by Berger et al. ( l 998b)

and Loutre and Berger (2000b) for the last and next
glacial-interglacial cycles.

This similarity in the C02 concentration of stage 5 and
stage 11 (long lasting maximum) and the difference in
their insolation behaviour stress again the importance of
better understanding these relatively long interglacials
during which high values of C02 are sustained, whether
the ice volume remains rather low (stage 11) or not
(stage 5) during the whole stage. Recent experiments
(Raynaud et al., 2000) are showing in particular that the
chronology of Vostok C02 at stage 11 can have a
significant impact on the length of the simulated stage
11 ice volume, a result which confirms the results
obtained from the scenari mentioned above.

9. THE NEXT GLACIAL-INTERGLACIAL CYCLE

9 .1. lnsolation

The major feature of the insolation over the next tens of
thousands of years is the small amplitude of its
variations. This is because we are approaching a
minimum of the 400-kyr eccentricity cycle. Eccentricity
is indeed modulating the climatic precession parameter
which controls most of the long-term variations of the
daily insolation received from the Sun (Berger et al.,
l 993a).

As an example, the amplitude of the long-term
variations of the mid-month insolation at 65°N in June
is less than 30 Wm-2 from 0 to 50 kyr AP. This is far
less than the amplitude during stage 5 which reaches
110 wm-2 during 5e. As far as the insolation is
concerned the Eemian can therefore hardly be
considered as an analogue for the next thousands of
years.

Actually, the insolation variation from 5 kyr BP to 60
kyr AP is really exceptional. Over the last 3 Myr, only
five intervals were found to be highly correlated
(correlation coefficient higher than 0.8) to this period of
reference (Berger and Loutre, 1996). The most recent of
these intervals goes from 405 to 340 kyr BP. The
average insolation is about the same for all these
intervals (- 487 wm-2) and the standard deviation
ranges between 12 and 16wm-2, against 9 wm·2 for the
interval 5 kyr BP to 60 kyr AP.

Moreover, the precessional cycles over these intervals
are very similar, all shorter than the traditional value of
21 kyr. The average is roughly 13 kyr and from 30 to 44
kyr AP, the eccentricity becomes so low that one cycle
almost disappears. This feature is related to the inverse
relationship which characterizes the frequency and
amplitude modulations of precession: at the 400-kyr
time scale the lowest amplitude corresponds to the
shortest period, a relationship which is even more



dramatic between 447 and 471 kyr AP (Berger et al.,
l 998a).

Assuming that the insolation is the pacemaker of the
long-term climatic variations, the best and closest
analogue for our near future is consequently from 405 to
340 kyr BP, an interval which corresponds more or less
to stage 11 in the stacked marine o 180 record from
SPECMAP (Imbrie et al., 1984 ). If the main driving
forces of the climate system are changes in the
astronomical parameters and in C02, we would argue
that if one forcing (the astronomical one) is not
changing any more like during stage 11, stage 1 and the
near future, the importance of the other (C02) will be
magnified.

9.2. Simulated Climate

As there is no interactive C02 cycle yet in the LLN
model, it was decided to use the past C02 variations
reconstructed by Jouzel et al. ( 1993) as a first
approximation for the future (Berger and Loutre, 1996;
Loutre and Berger, 2000b ). This reconstructed time
series was shifted toward the future by 131 kyr, in such
a way that the C02 value at the initial stage of the
integration coincides with the present-day value of the
reconstruction. However, the atmospheric C02

concentration is, in some complicated ways, related to
climate; this scenario can therefore introduce some
incoherence between the orbitally-forced climatic
changes and the C02 forcing, a remark which is
strengthened by the fact that the insolation over the last
glacial-interglacial cycle is not an analogue for the
future.

Under such a natural scenario, the ice volume simulated
by the LLN 2-D model, starting with the present-day
Greenland ice sheet, leads first to an interglacial which
is exceptionally long (Figure 4). The peak of this
interglacial lasts - 55 kyr (from 5 kyr BP to 50 kyr AP),
which is rather unusual when compared to the more
traditional 10 to 20 kyr found in geological records
(Kukla et al., 1972, 1997). This characteristic is related
to the small changes in insolation described above and a
C02 concentration which remains larger than 270 ppmv
over the next 20 kyr. In a warm world - like in the late
Pliocene - Li et al. ( l 998b) have shown that a high
eccentricity is requested to force high latitudes summer
insolation to become particularly low during the
negative phase and minimum of precession and so, to
initiate a glacial. This is exactly the reverse of what is
observed during the late Pleistocene glacial world where
a high eccentricity is usually associated to an
interglacial (Hays et al., 1976). This means that, if for
one reason or another, the C02 atmospheric
concentration remains high at the geological time scale,
the future of the Holocene might look much more like
the late Pliocene (or even earlier warm periods like the
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Pliocene, the Paleocene-Eocene boundary and the Mid
Cretaceous although the significantly different
geography at these remote times prevent to use them as
"analogues" for the next hundreds of thousands of years
- Crowley, 1990).

Starting 50 kyr AP, there is a global trend of growing
ice sheets with a short reversal which lasts roughly 10
kyr. The first maximum of ice occurs at 63 kyr AP with
22 x 106 krrr', a maximum which is partly due to the
important decrease of C02 which started at 57 kyr AP.
It is followed by a secondary minimum at 71 kyr AP
with 20 x 106 km ' of ice and a maximum of 33 x 106
krrr' at 100 kyr AP, before deglaciation starts.

9.3. Stage 11, an analogue for the future

We will focus now on three intervals going from 405 to
340 kyr BP, 130 to 65 kyr BP and 5 kyr BP to 60 kyr
AP corresponding roughly to isotopic stages 11,5 and 1
respectively. Let us point out that the lower boundary
taken here for the first time interval (405 kyr BP) fits
much better with Termination V of Shackleton et al.
(1990) (415 kyr BP) than with the 423-427 kyr range in
the age models ofSPECMAP.
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Figure 8. Northern Hemisphere ice volume simulated by
the LLN 2-D climate model forced by insolation and
atmospheric CO:; concentration. (top) summer solstice
insolation at 65°N (Berger. I 978); (middle) the
atmospheric CO:; concentration reconstructed from
Vostok ice core over the last 4 I4 kyr BP (Petit et al..
1999). For the future, the reconstructed time series from
Vostok (Jouzel et al., I 993) was shifted toward the
future by I3 I kyr, in such a way that the CO:; value at
the initial stage of the integration coincides with the
present-day value of the reconstruction. (bottom) the
response of the model to the insolation and CO:;
forcings.
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Since these three periods correspond to interglacials, it
is not surprising that their simulated Northern
Hemisphere ice volume is small (Figure 8). During
stage 11, it varies only slightly at least until 350 kyr BP
making this simulated interglacial exceptionally long.
During stage 5 it experiences large variations, the
amplitude reaching more than 15 x 106 krrr' during the
abortive glaciation of stage 5d, 110 kyr ago. For stage 1
and the future, it is very stable again with a pattern very
similar to stage 11.

The simulated annual hemispheric mean surface
temperature confirms that stage 11 is a much better
analogue for the future than stage 5.

10. THE POSSIBLE HUMAN IMPACT

Let us first note that, according to the reconstructed C02
concentration over the last two glacial-interglacial
cycles, 290 ppmv is reached only during very limited
times. Most of the time, the C02 concentration is
situated around 225 ppmv (between 210 and 250 ppmv).
A constant C02 concentration of interglacial level (-
280 ppmv) is therefore already a very strong forcing of
the climate system and it is even more the case for the
present-day concentration of - 370 ppmv. This is why
two other long-term C02 scenarios were constructed
during which high C02 values will be kept over a few
hundreds of years (Loutre and Berger, 2000b). They are
based upon the IPCC scenarios leading respectively to a
stabilized C02 concentration of 750 and of 550 ppmv
between the XXIInd and the XXIIIrd centuries
(Houghton et al., 1996). Currently it is assumed that the
C02 concentration will increase from the unperturbed
level (assumed to be 296 ppmv in the model) to 750 or
550 ppmv over the next 200 years, will decrease to 300
ppmv over the following 450 or 300 years, will reach
linearly the 1 kyr AP concentration of the natural
scenario of section 9 and will then follow this scenario
up to 130kyr AP.

The responses of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets to
these scenarios are very different. In the 550 ppmv
experiment, a slight melting of the Northern
Hemisphere ice occurs only over the next 1,000 years
and it is very difficult to see any difference with the
results from the natural scenario based upon the Vostok
data. For 750 ppmv, the impact is far more pronounced,
a complete melting of the Greenland ice sheet being
simulated between roughly 10 and 14 kyr AP. These
results seem to indicate that there is a threshold value of
C02 above which the Greenland ice sheet disappears in
the LLN 2-D model. On another hand, with the same
COrVostok forcing the model simulates an ice-free
Northern Hemisphere at the peak of the Eem (not
recorded in the Greenland ice core, Dansgaard et al.,
1993) but not at the Holocene. This weakness of the
model reveals a high sensitivity to the insolation

forcing, but does not affect qualitatively the overall
reconstruction of the glacial-interglacial cycles.

A detailed analysis of the contribution of the individual
ice sheets to the total northern hemisphere ice volume
shows that it is dominated by the Greenland ice sheet up
to 50 kyr AP. At this date, the Eurasian ice sheet starts
to grow significantly, followed by the Northern
American ice sheet a few thousands of years later. As in
other experiments made by Loutre and Berger (2000b),
the human burst of C02 during the XXth to XXIInd
centuries seems to be sufficient to lead to a melting of
the Greenland ice sheet in the LLN model. This is
occurring under a constant C02 concentration larger
than 290 ppmv (with a melting from 30 to 55 kyr AP)
and even in the 750 ppmv scenario where the C02
concentration is supposed to reach back 300 ppmv as
soon as at 650 yr AP and from this time onwards, to
return to the natural scenario (the total melting then
occur between 8 and 15 kyr AP).

The simulated ice volume in the 750 ppmv scenario are
almost the same as in the natural scenario after 40 kyr
AP. After 100 kyr AP, the natural, the 550 and the 750
ppmv scenarios lead to more or less similar results. It
seems therefore that 40 kyr at least are required for the
climate system to be no longer sensitive to what could
happen over the next few centuries.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Being given that the LLN model is a model of
intermediate complexity, all the results obtained so far
must be confirmed by more sophisticated ones. In
particular, a coupled carbon cycle must be added and
the Northern Hemisphere version extended to the whole
Earth. The question remains indeed to know which
latitudes are reacting the first to the insolation changes
because we are not anymore sure that the triggering
insolation lies in the high northern latitudes in summer
as assumed by Milankovitch (1941). Some authors
suggest that the tropics respond first (Mcintyre and
Molfino, 1996; Berger and Loutre, 1997; Rutherford
and D'Hondt, 2000) or that the Southern Hemisphere
leads the Northern Hemisphere (Pepin et al., 2001). In
this latter case, we may assume that the large oceanic
volume there would damp considerably the initial direct
response of this Southern Hemisphere to any local
insolation change and delay significant changes up to
the time that the same kind of insolation anomaly starts
to influence the Northern Hemisphere. Any partial
transfer of the Southern Hemisphere climate response to
the Northern Hemisphere would prepare this
hemisphere to respond quicker to the coming local
insolation change. Moreover, this hemisphere with its
large continental masses would response much more
rapidly. The amplitude of the climatic change would
finally be sufficient to become the major forcing of the
Southern Hemisphere which would definitely behave



more or less in phase with the Northern one. It will
remain however that the local insolation anomalies
would modulate the occurring climatic changes even to
an extend that both hemispheres might not necessarily
be in phase, temporarily at least. Such a transient
behaviour of climate at different latitudes will be tested
soon using the global version of the LLN 2-dimension
model.
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ABSTRACT

The study of sedimentary cycles in the lacustrine Baza
basin (SE Spain) allows the reconstruction of the
evolution of climate during the lower Pliocene to upper
Pleistocene. Several temporal orders of sedimentary
cycles have been identified in the basin. recording
fluctuations in the lake level owing to different
magnitudes of climate changes. The shorter cycles
(millimetric) span some years and the largest cycles
(tens of meters) span a hundred thousand years or
more. The sedimentary cycles are of two different rock
types and sedimentary features. One rock type
represents periods of falling (or low) lake levels. and
the other type subsequent periods of rising (or high)
lake levels. Two main types of cycles can be
distinguish within the basin. Cyclitv in marginal areas
was recorded by the alternation of subaquatic and
subaercal deposits caused by the expansion and
contraction of the lake. In contrast. the cyclicity in the
central areas of the basin was recorded in continuous
subaquatic deposits caused by oscillation of the lake
level that changed the salinity and circulation in the
paleolakc. These central area deposits have the
potential to contain a complete record of climate
cyclity for most of the last 4 million years.

INTRODUCTION

Shallow lacustrine environments arc sensitive
indicators of climate. Lakes in enclosed basins arc
especially susceptible to changes in the amount of
rainfall and evaporation. which produce changes in
both the size of the lake and the salinity of the water.
Periods of increased rainfall produce an expansion of
the lake. so that marginal areas previously under
subaereal conditions are covered with lacustrinc
sediments. Dry atmospheric periods produce a
contraction of the lake so that marginal lacustrinc
sediments can be exposed to subacrial conditions and
deposits. This cyclical process can occur at different
time scales, creating different order sedimentary cycles
in the marginal areas of the lake. A modem example of
the climatic scnsitivitv of shallow lakes is Lake Chad
located between the Sahara desert and the tropics.
During the last Ice Age. the lake covered 1000.000

square kilometres. In 1966 the lake was only 25.000
square kilimcters, but shrank to 1200 square kilometers
during the drought of Sahel in 1992.
Climate changes arc reflected by a more subtle signal
in the central area of a lake. This depositional
environment can remain under water even in drv
periods, but the salinity can change. During periods
when the rainfall/evaporation balance is negative.
dissolved salts (e.g, chlorides. sulphates and
carbonates) concentrate in the water and may
precipitate. This produces a sequence of deposits
containing different types of salts reflecting their
different concentrations in the drying lake water. When
a wetter climate returns the salinity of the water
decreases and the formation of saline deposits comes to
a halt As a result of this cyclic process. different
orders of sedimentary cycles appear (millimeter to
centimeter) which represent climate oscillations of
different length (annual to thousand years). Lacustrinc
cyclostratigraphy can be a direct reflection of the
palcoclimatc evolution of a region. In theory. all
temporal scales of cyclicitv can be found in lacustrinc
deposits. In practice however. analyses of lacustrinc
cyclostratigraphv arc restricted by two pnmary
difficulties. First is the problem of finding a long and
continuous sedimentary record (with a developed
chronology) that is well exposed for study. The second
difficulty is relating the sedimentary effects to the
causes in the climate.
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Figure 1: Geological location of the Baza basin in the
Bctic Range (SE Spain).
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CYCLOSTRA TIGRAPHY OF THE BAZA BASIN

The Baza basin is located in the Betic range, in SE
Spain (Figure 1). It was connected with the sea until
the end of the Miocene (Vera et al 1994). The basin
became isolated from the sea owing to general tectonic
uplift, then a large lacustrine system of more than 1000
km2 was established. This situation of internal
drainage persisted until the upper Pleistocene (about
1OOkyr)when stream piracy from the Guadalquivir
Basin began draining the Baza basin (Calvache and
Viseras 1997). Losing its endorreic character, the Baza
basin's lacustrine sedimentation was replaced by
erosion. Nowadays, large outcrop areas expose a
lacustrine sedimentary record for most of the last four
million years (Plio-Pleistocene). The Baza basin
expose different types of sedimentary cycles related
with different scales of fluctuations of paleolake level
in different sedimentary environments. Two main
groups of paleolake environments are being studied:
those occurring in the marginal zones where subaereal
conditions can be common; and those located in more
central areas where the lake appears to have been
permanent and the sedimentary record is probably
continuous. Within both environments, cycles of
several orders of magnitude can be differentiated
(figure 2).

Cycles in marginal zones

In the marginal areas of the lake, oscillations of the
water level are recorded as alternations of sediments
which represent subaquatic and subaereal conditions.
One type of deposit corresponds to an expansion of the
lake, while another deposit of subaereal sediments or
features (mainly edaphyc) corresponds to a retreat of
the lake. Based on their lithology, two types of cycles
are distinguished in these marginal areas: fluvio
lacustrine cycles and successions of palaeosols.

Fluvio-lacustrine cycles

Fluvio-lacustrine cycles consist of a lower reddish
detrital unit and an upper white carbonate-rich unit.
Reddish detrital units correspond to deposition in a
fluvial plain, occurring when the lake retreats, whereas
the upper units are lacustrine sediments formed in an
expansive phase of the lake. Two orders of magnitude
of fluvio-lacustrine cycles can be differentiated in the
basin. Cycles of first order of magnitude are more than
20 m thick and represent durations of between 0.5 and
1 my. They have a great lateral continuity, even
towards the centre of the basin indicating the low
bathimetric coefficient of the lake. The best examples
of these cycles are found in the NE sector of the basin.
Fluvio-lacustrine cycles of a smaller order occur along
the western margin, where the lacustrine sediments of
the Baza basin interfinger with the fluvial deposits of
the adjacent Guadix basin. These cycles are thinner

(between 5 and 15m) and span shorter periods of time.
The high frequency of this second order cyclicity
points to a climate origin. Longer cycles could also be
the result of tectonic uplift or collapse, which would
produce a relative change of the lake level and
sediment supply.

Successions ofpalaeosols

Palaeosols are common, representing subareal
exposure during lower water level episodes along the
fluctuating lake margin. Lacustrine deposits alternate
with palaeosols, representing the return of higher lake
levels. Frequently, examples of palaeosols are found
within the carbonate-rich units of the longer fluvio
lacustrine cycles. Sometimes these sequences contain
more than 20 successive palaeosols. Fully developed
palaeosols have a large lateral continuity, and are
useful for local correlation around the lake margin.
Different pedological features can be seen, such as a
hardpan at the top of a palaeosol horizon. The span of
time that these palaeosol cycles represent is assumed to
be between 20,000 and 100,000years, (figure 3).

Cycles in central areas

In the central area of the basin, a permanent body of
water dominated the sedimentation. The water
chemistry changed from slightly saline in wet periods
to strongly saline in dry times. This is reflected in the
sediments by the formation of evaporitic cycles where
salts (mainly sulphates, such as gypsum) alternate with
clays and marls. Different orders of magnitude of
evaporitic cycles, millimetric to metric in thickness,
can be distinguish apparently responding to different
orders of fluctuation in the lake level.
A second type of cycle, consisting of alternating dark
and light clays is found in the most central parts of the
lake. These cycles represent the alternation of oxic
anoxic conditions on the lake floor, which were
probably related to changes in the stratification of the
water column (figure 4).

Evaporitic cycles

Evaporitic cycles consist of laterally continuous
alternations of centimeter scale layers of clay with
calcium sulphates. Changes in lithology directly reflect
changes in the salinity of the lake water, which are
related to climate variations. During dry periods the
incoming water supply was reduced and evaporation
was high, producing an increased concentration of salts
in the lake and their precipitation. This type of
deposition ends when wet conditions return, with
dilution of the salty water and the arrival of detrital
deposits (clay). On a longer time scale, larger (metric)
units can be distinguished by alternating packets
dominated by one of the two components (either
sulphate or clay). Likewise, within the centimetric



evaporitic cycles arc similar but smaller (millimctric)
alternations of salt and clay. Thus. cycles of three
orders can be distinguished in these sediments.
corresponding to changes of different magnitude and
duration in the composition of the lake water (figure 5).

Figure 2
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Figure 2 shows the relationships between variations in
total solar irradiancc on the Earth and lacustrinc
sedimentary cycles.

Oxic-anoxic cycles

Occurring only in the most central areas of the lake arc
layers (0.5-1 m thick) of black organic shale covered
by lighter colour layers of clay and gypsum. Sulphates
arc present throughout the entire cycle. forming smaller
scale (centimetric and millimetric) evaporitic cycles.
Typically covering this lighter unit is a hard limestone
layer poor in gypsum.
These light/dark cycles can be related to changes not
only in the lake level. but. in the stratification of the
water column (figure 4). The black shale units
correspond to periods of high lake level in which water
becomes stratified. Anoxic conditions dominate on the
lake bottom thus retarding the decay of accumulating
organic matter. In addition. these less saline waters
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may be periods of higher biologic productivity. Then
during periods of low lake levels. a more complete
circulation of waters in the lake would terminate the
stratification and the restricted anoxic conditions.
These new conditions of high salinity and oxygen
produce gypsum-rich lavcrs of lighter colour. During
periods of transgression of the lake there would be a
return to lower salimtv conditions. thus forming the
hard limestones (figure 6).

Sedimentary succession Lake level curve
first order

Lake level curve
second order

Figure 3. Plio-Plcistoccnc sequence of 70m from the
marginal area of the Baza basin. with two
superimposed orders of sedimentary cycles. and the
relative lake level curves deduced from them. Long
cycles (large arrows) correspond to fluvio-lacustrinc
cycles of first order. Short cycles (small arrows)
correspond to successions of palaeosols representing
oscillations in the lake of higher frequency (second
order).
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PRECIPITATION > EVAPORATION
-Lake level raises
- Stratification of water
- Anoxic floor

EVAPORATION> PRECIPITATION
• Lake level falls
-Complete circulation of water
- Salinity increases

Figure 4

Figure 4. Oxic-anoxic cyclicity in the central areas of
the Baza basin. In periods with positive hydric balance
the waters might become stratified, with a layer of
more dense (saline) water on the lake floor. Circulation
of water only occurs in the upper layers, thus
producing an anoxic floor which facilitates the
preservation of organic matter. Anoxic conditions
disappear when the water stratification is broken by a
fall in the water level, which produces a general
increase in salinity and water circulation, with the
formation of evaporites and clays.

Orders of ciclicity

Sedimentary cycles of different order, with thickness
from 20 m to less than I mm can be distinguished in
the lacustrine sediments of the Baza basin. Fluvio
lacustrine cycles (as thick as 20 meters) in the marginal
areas represent the first order cycle. These cycles have
kilometric lateral continuity and probably represent a
duration of 0.5 and I my. Successions of palaeosols
occur within these fluvio-lacustrine cycles, and
represent the second order cyclity. These second order
cycles correspond to lake level fluctuations on the
order of 20-100 ky. Cycles of third order are the
evaporitic and oxic-anoxic cycles (0.5 to 1.5 m) in the
central areas, representing periods of about 20 ky.
Evaporitic deposits of centimetric scale correspond to
the 4th order, representing periods of I00 to I000
years. And finally, millimetric evaporite beds are the
5th order, representing climate or weather changes on
the order of years or even seasons.

DISCUSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The last four million years of the Earth's climate
history are characterised by different orders of
continuous climate shifts with superimposed effects.
Climate cycles can be related to changes in the total
solar irradiance which arrive at the Earth's surface.
Small changes in solar irradiation can affect other
factors, such as volume of ice sheets and ocean

currents, which might accentuate or geographically
expand a climate shift. Variations in total insolation are
due to two basic factors: changes on the Earth orbital
parameters (Milankovich cycles) and variations in
Solar activity (Maunder minimums, l ly Solar cycle
and possibly others of longer duration). Climate
changes directly affects sedimentary processes of lakes.
Among other events, these changes modifying the
chemical concentrations in the water column, the
morphology and structure of sediments, as well as the
erosion and deposition rate through the catchment.
Climate fluctuations are thus recorded in sediments and
can be recognized from lithologic, sedimentologic and
cyclostratigraphy studies. Shallow lacustrine systems
are one of the most sensitive depositional environments
to record climate changes. One restriction in using
cyclostratigraphy is the problem of discontinuous
depositional records. However, at least in the central
zones, the Baza basin appears to provide a continuous
stratigraphic lacustrine record from the lower Pliocene
to the upper Pleistocene. This preliminary examination
shows the recognition of climate changes at various
scales, represented by sedimentary cycles of different
orders corresponding to vanations of different
magnitude in the lake level. Further studies on the
spectral analysis of the cycles, the isotopic composition
of the precipitated sediments, and both absolute and
relative dating in the Baza basin will provide a basis to
reconstruct the evolution of climate during the Plio
Pleistocene in this region.

Figure 5
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Figure 5. Cycles of three different order (metric to
millimetric) recognised in a stratigraphic section of 26
m from the central zone of the Baza basin, together
with the curve of the relative lake level elaborated from
the cycles of higher order.

Figure 6

RISSING
Decreasinggypsum and
increasing carbonate

LOW
Increasinggypsum and
carbonate, decreasing
the organic content

HIGH
Laminated black shale
increasinggypsum upwards

Figure 6. Oxic-anoxic cycle showing a lower black unit
(period of high lake level) covered by a lighter one rich
in gypsum (low lake level) which is covered by a rich
carbonatic layer (transgressive period).
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ABSTRACT

Instrumental temperature estimates for the land and
marine regions of the world show a warming of the
annual mean since 1861 of 0.6°C. The warming has not
occurred linearly, but in two periods, 1915-40 and since
1975. The 1990s is the warmest decade since
comparable records began in the 1860s and 1998 the
warmest year. Overall, the warming is of the same
magnitude in both hemispheres. Earlier instrumental
temperatures are available in some regions of the world,
particularly Europe. Here, temperatures during the late-
17t11century were about 1°C cooler than 1990s levels,
values confirmed by totally independent measurements
from boreholes. Longer series, of various combinations
of proxy temperature indicators (from natural and
written archives of the past), show the zo" century was
the warmest century in the last millennium. The coolest
centuries were the l 7tll and the l 9'h, with the coldest
decades, 1601-10, 1691-1700 and 1811-20, each being
about 0.7°C below the 1961-90 average. About half the
decadal-scale variance can be explained by changes in
solar irradiance and volcanism. Anthropogenic factors
(greenhouse gases) need to be invoked to explain the
dramatic increases during the zo" century.

INTRODUCTION

Although it can be argued that precipitation has a
greater impact on many natural ecosystems and on
various sectors of the economy, temperature is generally
considered to be the fundamental indicator of the state
of the climate system. Past periods of climate history are
generally referred to by how warm or cold they were
compared to present levels. The purpose of this paper is
to review the sources of information on temperature
changes over the last millennium. Three main periods of
varying data quality are recognized: the instrumental
period since the mid- l 9tll century when thermometric
records were relatively widespread, although never
completely global; the early instrumental period (1700-
1850) when records were available from a limited
number of locations, principally European; and finally,
the remainder of the millennium, when information
about past temperature levels must be gleaned from
written (historical evidence) and natural (e.g. tree rings,
ice cores, corals, lake and marine sediments) archives.

INSTRUMENTAL PERIOD (1850 onwards)

The period since the middle of the I9tll century
represents a time within which sufficient numbers of
temperature measurements enable the development of
extensive grid-box datasets of monthly surface
temperatures allowing the estimation of large-scale
averages. Researchers in the UK and USA have
developed datasets combining station temperature
records from land regions and sea surface temperatures
over ocean areas. To enable these to be easily
combined, all the basic data need to be expressed as
anomalies from a common reference period (1961-90).
The use of anomalies minimizes a whole array of
problems related to absolute temperatures: differences
between neighbouring land and marine locations.
differing elevation, varying observation times and
different methods of calculating monthly-mean
temperatures at land stations. Before combination, it is
essential to ensure that all records (both land and
marine) are homogeneous over their entire length of
record. All issues related to the development of the
surface temperature database are discussed in Jones
et al. (1999) and references therein.

Figure I shows annual temperature averages for the
Northern Hemisphere (NH), Southern Hemisphere (SH)
and Globe for 1856-1999, derived from the Jones eta!.
(1999) 5° x 5° grid-box dataset. Similar series have
been derived by other groups (Peterson et al., 1998 and
Hansen et al., 1999). Both hemispheres experienced a
long-term warming of about 0.6°C since 1861(or1901 ),
most of which occurred in two phases from about 1915
to 1940 and since 1975.

Jones et al. (1997) have estimated the standard errors
due to sampling changes (both sparse coverage and
complete lack in some regions) since the mid- I9tll
century. Individual annual estimates are accurate to
±0.1°C (95% confidence limits) since 1951 and about
twice this figure during the l 9tllcentury. On the basis of
these results it can be argued that the two periods of
warming are the only significant excursions to have
occurred over the last 150 years. Another important
conclusion of the Jones et al. (1997) study is that on an
annual timescale, there are only about 50 statistically
independent observations over the Earth's surface.

Proc. I'' Solar & Spac:e weather Euroconterence, 'The Solar Cvcle and Terrestrial Climate '. Sun/11 Cru; de Teneriie. Teneri]e. Spain.
25-29 September 2000 !ESA SP-./63. December 2000)
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Figure 1: NH, SH and global averages for land and marine regions, 1861-1999. Data are expressed as anomaliesfrom
1961-90 and the smooth line highlights variations on decadal timescales.

A limited spatial sampling, as is available for much of
the later half of the 19th century can provide a reliable
estimate of the global average, though sampling errors
are greater. Extending this to earlier times, proxy
climatic networks can also be expected to produce
meaningful hemispheric estimates, provided the
palaeoclimatic material is both a good proxy for
temperature and reasonably well distributed over most
of the hemispheric surface.

EUROPEAN INSTRUMENTAL TEMPERATURES
(1700 onwards)

Instrumental records in many regions are often
considerably longer than generally available in digital
databases or in National Meteorological Service (NMS)
archives. Early sources in most countries are poorly
documented, particularly for periods during the
nineteenth century, before the foundation of the NMS.
In Europe, the situation is excenuated and long
instrumental records can be derived for upwards of 50
locations in western and northern Europe back to about
1780 (Jones, 2001 ), in some cases in excess of 100
years more than recognized by the NMS. Some of these
long records have been known for many years, but for
others the potential has only just begun to be realised
(Moberg et al., 2000; Yan et al., 2000). Daily records of
temperature and pressure have recently been derived

from eight sites in an EU-funded project (IMPROVE)
back to the mid-to-late 18th century. All the results will
be published soon in a special issue of Climatic Change
and all the data made available on a CD. The
development of these series is painstaking, as not only is
digitization of all the sub-daily records necessary, but
homogeneity assessment is vital using all the metadata
information that can be found with the original ledgers.
The work is not very fashionable when compared to
developing natural proxy series, but properly
undertaken, many more aspects of climate change can
be assessed with the long daily time series.

Figure 2 shows annual, winter (DJF) and summer (JJA)
temperature averages for three regions of Europe
(Central England, Fennoscandia and Central Europe).
Central England is the well-known record developed by
Manley (1974) and updated by Parker et al. (1992).
Fennoscandia is a six site average of temperatures from
Uppsala, Stockholm, Trondheim, St. Petersburg, Vardo
and Archangel'sk. The Swedish and St. Petersburg
records are discussed more by Moberg et al. (2000) and
Yan et al. (2000). Central Europe is the average of five
sites (Vienna, Krernsmunster, Innsbruck, Hohen
peissenberg and Berlin), of which, the Austrian records
are discussed by Auer et al. (1999). All three regional
records show long-term annual warming since the late
18th century, but decades such as the 1730s, 1760s and
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1820s were only marginally cooler than present-day
levels. The coolest decades were in the late-19th century
(the start of the hemispheric and global series in
Figure l ) and some earlier decades such as the 181Os,
1830s, 1740s and much of the period before 1710. The
coldest year in western Europe in all instrumental
records that extend back that far was 1740. Long-term
warming is clear in the winter season, but summers in
the late 18th century were slightly milder or at similar
levels compared to today. The differential seasonal
response indicates a reduction in continentality (lower
summer/winter temperature differences in the zo"
century).

The long European records clearly show that the coldest
period of the last 350 years, the late 17th century, was
only about I °C below present day levels. Totally
independent estimates of temperatures over the past 500
years have recently been reconstructed using a network
of boreholes (Huang et al., 2000). This technique
measures temperature at different depths in a borehole,
inverting the record to get a smoothed indication of
surface temperatures (with decadal resolution over the
last few decades but on century and longer timescales
before the zo" century). Borehole records need to be
selected carefully; ideally to avoid fluid in the strata and
other inhomogeneities that would prevent a constant
flow of heat from depths.

1550 1600 1650 1700

Figure 3 compares borehole-estimated temperatures
with annual temperature averages for Central England
(average of 26 boreholes) and Central Europe (120). It
is clear that on the 50-year timescale, the agreement is
extremely good, particularly the correspondence in
temperature levels in the late- I7th and 18th centuries.
Huang et al. (2000) have developed six continental
curves, but the spatial coverage of the holes is far from
ideal in some continents. The European locations ( 146)
are all in western Europe or the British Isles, ideal for
the comparisons in Figure 3, but not appropriate for
providing good spatial coverage in other parts of
Europe. Averages for the other continents also have
poor spatial coverage but indicate greater warming
(particularly in North America) between 1500 than
present. Changes in land use have been postulated as a
cause of some of the intercontinental differences (see,
e.g., Skinner and Majorowicz, 1999). Major changes in
European land use took place many centuries earlier
than the 16th century. For parts of North America.
major land clearances and conversion to agriculture in
the 19th century would have led to an apparent cooler
land surface, a signal which would migrate down the
hole. Much of eastern North America, for example.
appears forested today but much of this is regrowth
during the zo" century. To fully develop the borehole
database requires land-use histories. to be certain
today's land surface was similar in the past.
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Figure 3: Annual averages of temperatures for Central England and Central Europe compared to borehole averages
(from Huang et al., 2000) for the same regions. The wavy-smooth line is a 50-year Gaussian filter fit through the
annual instrumental temperature series. The borehole record is the smoother line from 1500 to 2000, whose associated
two standard errors of estimate are the thinner pair of lines. Temperatures are anomalies from the 1961-90 period.



PROXY RECORDS FOR THE MILLENNIUM

Proxy (non-instrumental) records are of two types:
evidence from written documentary sources (principally
from Europe and the Far East) and natural archives
(physical and biological such as tree rings, ice cores,
corals and lacustrinc and marine sediments). The study
of each of these is a discipline in itself and few are
expert in the minutiae of each (Bradley, 1999, however,
provides an excellent introductory synthesis of many of
the disciplines). Developments in each archive highlight
the different backgrounds of the discipline.
Dendroclimatology tends to be the most statistical and
historical climatology the least, but this is a
simplification to illustrate their different strengths and
weaknesses. Proxy climate records arc developed
specifically with a view to extending instrumental
records, and all require calibration with instrumental
data, ideally on the year-to-year timescale. Despite
possible limitations, their most important features arc
often taken to be their long timescale (low-frequency)
vanauons.

Within dcndroclimatology recently, emphasis (e.g.
Cook et al., 1995 and Briffa, 2000) has been placed on
problems associated with the interpretation of low
frequency aspects of climate forcing (distinguishing
climate effects from biologically-induced processes that
affect tree growth). These papers. however. should
neither he taken as evidence that all tree-ring based
reconstructions have problems. nor, and more
importantly, that other proxy records arc immune.
Instead. these studies signal the need to recognize a
problem that has yet to be fully realised or addressed in
the other proxy disciplines. Historical records have
inherent high-pass filters associated with the life span of
historical observers. Coral growth may change due to an
increase or lessening of light levels at different depths in
the ocean. or exhibit slow changes associated with coral
geometry; and some ice core records must he corrected
for the compressive thinning of layers with depth
(Brilla, 1995 ). Even isotopic measurements in ice cores
must be calibrated against instrumental records. to
confirm the validity of theoretical relationships with
temperature (see, e.g .. Dahl-Jensen et al., 1999, with
respect to past temperatures over Greenland).

The key aspect of all proxy climate reconstruction is
calibration, relating the parameter to a temperature
measure, and retaining a part of the instrumental record
to verify that the relationship still holds during an
independent period. The longer the calibration and
verification period, the more confident the user can he
of the proxy's reliability as a past recorder of climate. In
some regions, the short length of instrumental records
means that formal calibration and verification is greatly
restricted (e.g. the Antarctic, parts of the Arctic and the
Tropics), hut it should still be attempted, not assumed.
The relatively long correlation decay lengths of surface
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temperature mean that even in central Greenland, long
records can be inferred from coastal sites and used in
assessments. Longer instrumental records often exist in
colonial archives for tropical islands where coral
records arc to be found. Palacoclimatologists generally
spend relatively little time collecting instrumental data
for calibrating their data. Searches may often allow
instrumental records to be extended by several decades.
hut the workers in many disciplines probably consider
themselves insufficiently qualified to follow this course
of action. Documentary evidence has a clear problem
with calibration as the types of sources used (annals.
diaries etc.) are not generally available after
instrumental records became widespread in Europe.
Documentary series extended to the present with
'indexed' instrumental data may, therefore. give
apparently excellent calibration/verification results
(because the comparisons arc essentially like with like).
making them appear considerably better than
reconstructions with natural archives.

Multiproxy assemblages

The last twenty years or so have seen dramatic advances
in many palaeoclimatic fields. providing evidence about
the past from more diverse archives and locations. More
recently, several groups have attempted to produce
large-scale averages of many of the various local
records using a variety of simple and complex
approaches. The first of the modern era was Bradley and
Jones ( 1993 ), who averaged dccadal means from 17
locations over the NH. Each scncs was equally
weighted hy standardization over the common period of
1861-1960 (10 decades). The resulting average was
rescaled from sigma units to °C using instrumental
averages for the summer season over the NH. Less
spatially extensive studies in the 1960s and 1970s were
more subjective, involving inferences from curve
matching and experience, although the more objccuve
study of Williams and Wigley ( 1981) was a notable
exception.

Since 1998. four compilations of proxy evidence have
been published, providing annual-timescale values for
much of the last millennium. some as just hemispheric
averages, others producing year-by-year maps showing
temperature patterns over much of the NH. A fifth series
for the Arctic region has been developed hy Overpeck
ct al. ( 1997) hut is not considered here. Jones ct ui.
( 1998) averaged together ten di verse proxy records for
the NH, giving equal weight to each by standardising
each series over a common reference period of 1901-50.
Crowley and Lowery (2000) used a few of the same
reconstructions (21 in total), hut attempted to improve
the spatial coverage by incorporating some that were
only dccadally resolved. Again, all were equally
weighted and the average re-scaled to the variance of
the hemispheric temperature series. More complex
regression-based weighting has been employed by
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Mann et al. (1998, 1999) and Briffa et al. (2000) (see
also Briffa, 2000). Both also use considerably more
proxy series, necessitating many different combinations
to accommodate the reduced proxy availability during
earlier parts of the millennium. Briffa et al's (2000)
reconstruction is entirely based on nearly 400 maximum
latewood density series (with growth trends removed by
a new technique designed to preserve long-timescale
climate signals) made up from data extracted from
thousands of individual conifer trees and calibrated for
eight mid-to-high latitude regions of the NH. Mann
et al's ( 1998, 1999) reconstructions are the most
complex and spatially detailed as they calibrate spatial
patterns of temperature variability to spatial patterns in
the array of about 100 proxy climatic series they use.

All four reconstructions are not independent of each
other as they all use some common series to varying
degrees. Only two (the Fennoscandian and Polar Urals
tree-ring reconstructions. Briffa et al., 1992, 1995) are,
however, included in all four. All data used are a mix of
raw proxy measurements and series calibrated to
instrumental temperatures, generally over the late 19th
and zo" centuries. The basic assumptions in all proxy
climate reconstruction are relevant, i.e,
uniformitarianism in the temporal response of the proxy
to the temperature forcing and consistency in the
expression of the forcing response (the fact that the
statistical quality does reduce further back in time can
be used to expand regression-based standard errors for
the earlier years). Jones et al. ( 1998) and Crowley and
Lowery (2000), however, assume all contributing series
arc of equal importance. The other two, to varying
degrees, use regression so also tacitly assume that
interrelationships between the proxies are consistent
with those in calibration periods. Mann et al. (1998,
1999) also make extensive use of early instrumental
data for the 18thand 19thcenturies, principally European
series, but also from some coastal locations in Asia and
North America. It could be argued that early
instrumental sources are best left unused, enabling them
to extend verification periods where they are available.

The final principal difference between the series is that
Mann et al. ( 1998, 1999) and Crowley and Lowery
(2000) have been calibrated/fitted against calendar year
temperature averages, while Jones et al. (1998) and
Briffa et al. (2000) are fitted against summer (June to
August), and extended summer (April-September, i.e.,
growing season temperatures), respectively. Most proxy
climate reconstructions (particularly trees and ice cores,
see Bradley, 1999) have generally been shown to be
responsive to summer conditions, but as the extended
summer is part of the calendar year regression with
annual temperatures will indicate reasonable
relationships, even if winter temperatures have little
influence on the proxies.
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Figure 4: Multiproxy combinations of annual-timescale
temperature reconstructions for the millennium (all
series smoothed with a 30-year Gaussian filter), a) the
annual series of Mann et al. (1999-medium) and
Crowley (2000-thin) and b) the 'summer' series of
Jones et al. (I 998-medium) and Briffa et al. (2000-thin).
Jn a) the thickest line is a similarly smoothed record of
NH land and marine temperatures for the calendar year
and in b) as a) but for the April to September average.
The zero line is the 1961-90 reference period average.

Figure 4 shows the four NH series for the millennium.
together with instrumental averages since 1861. Two
separate plots compare the calendar year and the
growing season series. All four series show similar low
frequency features, but exhibit several disagreements in
the shorter-timescale details. Table I shows correlations
between the entire lengths of the series, for the raw and
high-frequency (residuals from a 30 year filter) data. In
all, the zo" century is the warmest of the millennium,
with either the 17th or the 19th centuries the coldest. All
the series show slight cooling throughout much of the
millennium, until the dramatic rise during the zo"
century. The warmth and the warming that has taken
place are unprecedented over the last 1000 years.
Extending each with instrumental records (as many of
the proxy series used were collected as far back as the
1970s), the 1990s are the warmest decade and 1998 the
warmest year of the millennium, though it should be
borne in mind that the proxy records have probably not
captured all the variance exhibited in the instrumental
data.



Table 1. Correlations between the four millennial
reconstructions of NH temperatures. Raw correlations
above the diagonal and high-frequency (residuals from a
30-year Gaussian filter) below. The lengths of record
used are J (Jones et al., 1998, 1000-1981), B (Briffa
et al., 2000, 1402-1960), C (Crowley, 2000, 1000-1965)
and M (Mann et al., 1999, 1000-1981). All the
correlations use the longest possible periods of overlap.

J B c M

J 0.62 0.51 0.47

B 0.75 0.52 0.36

c 0.76 0.79 0.51

M 0.76 0.43 0.70

Explaining the changes during the Millennium

Both Mann et al. (!998) and Crowley (2000) have
extended their analyses by considering what external
forcing factors could have caused the changes evident in
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the series in Figure 4. Crowley's (2000) analysis was
more extensive using an Energy Balance Model (EBM)
of the climate system with time series of natural (solar
and volcanic) and anthropogenic (carbon dioxide. other
trace gases and sulphate aerosols) forcing factors. The
differences between the various series in Figure 4 reflect
some of the uncertainties in our knowledge of past
temperature (see Mann et al., 1999, for more
discussion), but our knowledge of the past histories of
the forcing factors is also far from perfect. Greenhouse
forcing is well understood because the gases are well
mixed and records of trapped air in ice cores show little
change until the late I9th century. Proxy records of past
solar output changes abound but there is no universally
accepted series. Crowley (2000) reconstructed two solar
variability series using 10Be and "c proxies spliced to
the Lean et al. (I 995) reconstruction of solar irradiance
from the I7'h century. Volcanic forcing is even more
uncertain. Also, because it is transitory, influencing
climate for a few years following major eruptions. it has
often been ignored in many climate change studies.
even though it has been clearly shown to be a major
factor in some proxy climate reconstructions (e.g. Bnffa
et al., I998). Crowley (2000) extended the well-used

20'th Century Warming: Natural
Variability vs. Greenhouse Gases
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Figure 5: Comparison of the Crowley (2000) multiproxy average for the NH with EBM simulations using natural
forcings only and natural forcings plus anthropogenic factors (greenhouse gases and sulphate aerosols).
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Sato et al. (1993) series using two ice-core volcanic
records (see also Robock and Free, 1996), but this
would seem to be far from ideal. Despite the known
uncertainties in the two forcing series and the annual
estimates of hemispheric temperatures, comparisons
with the EBM simulated temperatures (Crowley, 2000)
show that between 41 and 64% of the pre-1850 decadal
scale variance can be explained by solar irradiance and
volcanism. Figure 5 shows comparisons between the
millennial reconstruction and the EBM results.

CONCLUSIONS

Temperatures measured over the instrumental period
since 1861 show about a 0.6°C warming globally, with
the 1990s the warmest decade and 1998 the warmest
year. Longer instrumental records from Europe show
cooler temperatures in the late 17th and early 19th
century, about 1°C cooler than today. Not all decades
were significantly colder than today. The 1730s, 1760s
and 1820s were only marginally cooler than the 1930s
and 1990s over western and northern Europe. The
degree of warming over Europe since the late 17th
century is confirmed by independent studies using a
network of boreholes.

Temperature estimates for earlier periods in the
millennium must be derived from proxy indicators in
natural and written archives. Four different compilations
of the available evidence show that temperatures have
cooled from the first four centuries of the millennium to
their coldest values in the 17th and 19th centuries. The
20th century has seen dramatic warming and, when
averaged, is the warmest of the millennium. The
compilations use some of the same proxy sources, but
the basic data is combined in different ways with
different basic aims. The coldest decades of the
millennium in the 17th century (probably 1601-10 and
1691-1700) were about 0.7°C cooler than the 1961-90
base period, 1°C below the warmest decade of the
1990s. Recent work by Crowley (2000) shows that
between 41 and 64% of the decadal-scale variance of
the NH temperatures pre-1850 can be explained by
changes in solar irradiance and volcanism. The dramatic
temperature rise in the zo" century appears to be only
adequately explained by anthropogenic forcing of the
climate.
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ABSTRACT

The present analysis was triggered by continuing claims in
the Danish public climate debate (I) that terrestrial
temperatures are almost exclusively determined by solar
activity, (2) that the human influence until now has been
negligible and (3) that there is no need to reduce man
made greenhouse gas emissions. To support these claims
usually reference is made to the "strikingly good
agreement" between solar cycle lengths and Northern
Hemisphere land temperatures which was described by/;
Friis-Christensen and A.. Lassen in two articles [Sci<'nce
1991 and .!. .-1Imus. Sul. Terr. Phvs. 1995] and attracted
word wide attention. Especially some central figures in the
two articles have been w idely referred to both in the public
discussion and in scientific litterature. The Danish Energy
Agenr..y asked us to clear up if these claims were justified.
This question is. of course. of vital importance for national
energy policies. Our present work demonstrates that an
alternative analysis of the underlying physical data leads
to figures which do not support the claims mentioned
above.

INTRODLJC'J'JON

The topic of my presentation is the correlation between
terrestrial temperatures and solar cycle lengths, and I will
especially focus upon the claim that the global warming of
the last hundred years has been caused by changes in solar
activity - in some way expressed by a corresponding
variation of solar cycle lengths - and that the influence
from man-made greenhouse gasses must have been quite
insignificant. My starting point will be the next two
figures:

Figure I comes from an article published in Science in
1991 by Friis-Christensen and Lassen [1991]. One curve
(*)shows Northern Hemisphere land temperatures and the
other (+) solar cycle lengths (minimum-minimum and
maximum-maximum). The first 20 points on the solar
curve are heavily smoothed. so called "12221-filtered''
values. That means that every point is a weighted average
of five solar cycle lengths (with weights 1/a, 1!4, 1/,, 11.•.1/a)
and hence represents a time interval of about 55 years.

These 20 points form a kind of S-shape which is seen to
agree quite well with the S-shape of the temperature
curve. The last four points belong to a different kind of
species. since they are only partially filtered or not filtered
at all. They seem to establish an agreement between the
solar cycle lengths and the recent global warming. This
apparent agreement has played an important role in the
public Danish climate debate. Many people see it as a kind
of proof that the recent global warming is caused by solar
activity alone. virtually without any contributions from
man-made greenhouse gasses. and they argue that the
planned reductions of man-made greenhouse gas emissions
therefore are meaningless. We shall later return to this
figure. but first have a look at Figure 2 which is an update
of Figure I by the same authors. It shows the same
parameters for a longer time period (The solar cycle
lengths are here exclusively minimum-minimum lengths).
It was published in 1995 in The Journal of Atmospheric
and Solar-Terrestrial Physics [!,assen and Friis
( 'hristenscn 1995]. As you can see this figure also shows
a good agreement of the two curves. particularly over the
last I00 years of global warming. This figure has also been
used to argue that the correlation is so good that it simply
docs not leave room for any human influence. These two
figures have become standard references in the public
Danish climate debate. and they are reproduced in books.
newspaper articles and Oil television.

Some time ago the Dunish /:'nergy Agencv asked us to
analyse the underlying physical data and find out if it really
is true that these physical data support the view that the
human influence upon the recent global warming must be
negligible. Jn view of the current international efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions we found it an important
task to try to answer this question.

A RE-ANALYSIS

We therefore acquired the physical data underlying
Figure 2 and obtained Figure 3. Our figure looks rather
different from Figure 2 even though the physical data
employed are exactly the same, including the smoothing of
the temperature curve. The main difference is that the
temperature curve rises well above the solar curve over the
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last 100 years, so that our figure cannot be used to argue
that solar activity is the one dominant cause of the recent
global warming.

There are two main reasons for this discrepancy. The first
is that Friis-Christensen and Lassen in their Figure 2 have
put two different temperature series together [Groveman
and Landsberg l 979a-c, Jones et al. 1986, Jones 1988]
without performing the necessary zero point correction,
even though the two series are defined by different
reference periods. In this way the right hand part of the
temperature curve is lowered in such a way that about one
third of the observed global warming disappears on their
figure. The gap between the two temperature series and a
certain overlap can be seen on Figure 2 around year 1860.
The other main reason for the discrepancy between our
figure and Figure 2 is that on Figure 2 the solar curve has
been placed too high as compared to a straightforward
linear regression fit. Thereby a good agreement of the
solar curve with the right hand side of the temperature
curve is obtained (i.e. with the reduced global warming) at
the expense of the left hand side of the figure, where the
solar curve is seen to "hover" well above the temperature
curve. It should be added that a minor part of the
discrepancy is due to the fact that our linear regression
coefficients have been determined on the basis of
preindustrial data alone in order to secure that they would
reflect solar rather than human influences.

We then acquired the physical data underlying Figure
from the Science article. These are shown on Figure 4,
with the two new cycle lengths which since have been
observed (points 5 and 6) and the corresponding 1222 I-
filtered values (points l' and 2'). It is seen that the raw,
non filtered solar cycle lengths (+)are oscillating violently,
while the filtered cycle lengths(+) form a much smoother
curve. Therefore. nonfiltered and filtered data should not
be joined into one curve. This can be seen from the
following argument: If one, e.g., takes the points of the
filtered curve until about 1960 and then adds the next two
low lying nonfiltered points (x and y), one will obtain a
curve showing a dramatic global cooling. And taking the
filtered curve a little longer until about 1970 and adding
the two nonfiltered points marked 3 and 4 one will obtain
a curve showing a dramatic global warming. That was
actually how the good agreement of the solar curve with
the recent global warming in the Science article was
obtained.

AN UPDATE

At last we performed an updated analysis (Figure 5). Here
the old Groveman-Landsberg temperature reconstruction
has been replaced by the more recent reconstruction
published by Mann et al. [1998] and combined with a

modem instrumental temperature record issued by the
Hadley Centre (Combined land air and sea surface tem
perature anomalies/or the Northern Hemisphere I 95 I -
I 998, at http:.!/www.meto.gov. uk/sec5/CR _divl Tempertr/
lsst_vals _nh.html). Again we see that the nonfiltered solar
cycle lengths (+) oscillate violently in contrast to the
smooth curve of filtered cycle lengths (thick line). The
rectangular frame on the right hand side of Figure 5 shows
the relative short time period covered by the Science-91
figure. We recognize the S-shape of the solar curve and the
S-shape of the temperature curve. Here, however, they are
not scaled to fit. That is because the linear regression here
has been performed for the entire expanded time period. If
we narrow down the range of the linear regression to the
"time slice" of the Science figure, the linear regression will
scale up the flat S-shape of the solar curve into the steep S
shape of the temperature curve, and we obtain again the
good agreement of the Science figure.

We did not try to determine the percentage of a possible
solar influence connected with solar cycle lengths. because
this cannot be done by curve fitting alone.

Lassen and Friis-Christensen [2000] also have prepared
an update recently (Figure 6). The temperature curve here
is the reconstruction of Mann et al. [1998]. Again the
agreement is seen to be good, particularly in the period of
global warming. However the good agreement has been
achieved by methods which may be questioned: ( 1) The
authors have doubled the number of solar data points over
the period of global warming - and thereby also doubled
the mathematical weight of this particular period in the
linear regression - and thereby improved the agreement of
the solar cycle lengths with the temperature curve
selectively in the period of global warming at the expense
of all other periods. (2) The authors have introduced
'weight factors' to the individual data points in order to
take "into account an estimated uncertainty in both
variables". However, they do not disclose the numerical
values they have chosen for these weight factors. and
therefore it is not possible directly to check their
calculations. Nevertheless, we have tried to reproduce their
figure and have found that this could be done. When we
skip all solar data prior to the year 1800 and then perform
a straightforward linear regression upon the remaining data
we obtain a figure which is practically identical with
Figure 6. This shows that their data handling must be
equivalent to discarding the first 230 years of the solar
record. We found that intriguing. One could have argued
that, ifthe data prior to 1800 are so uncertain as to justify
weight factors which are effectively zero, the data must
also be too uncertain to deserve being displayed on Figure
6, and hence should have been omitted entirely.

The doubling of data points, which is mentioned above, is



obtained by adding maximum-maximum solar cycle
lengths to the otherwise minimum-minimum cycle lengths
of figure 2, and such data are only available for the period
of global warming.

At last we performed a simple linear regression covering
the entire time period using the same data as Friis
Christensen and Lassen (but omitting the maximum
maximum cycle lengths in order to secure equal weights
for all time periods) and obtained Figure 7. where much of
the good agreement again has disappeared.

CONCLUSION

Our conclusion is that the impression. created by the
articles of Friis-Christensen and Lassen. that the recent
global warming has been caused predominantly by
changes in solar activity. is not supported by the physical
data they have used.
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to changes in solar activity.
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Figure 2: Filtered and partially filtered solar cycle lengths (solid
circles) compared with a temperature reconstruction by Groveman
and Landsberg [ 1979] (left) and temperature anomalies by Jones et
al. [1986. 1988) (right). The two temperature series are joined
together without zero point adjustment. even though they are
defined by different reference periods. As a consequence the right
hand side temperature curve has been placed too low, whereby one
third of the global warming disappears on the graph. The solar
curve has been placed too high as compared to a straightforward
1inear regression fit. Thereby a good agreement with the lowered
temperature curve to the right (i.e. the recent global warming) has
been obtained, but at the expense of the lefi hand side of the
temperature curve, where the points of the solar curve predomi
nantly lie above the temperature curve. This figure from Lassen and
Friis-Christensen [1995] has also been used in the public debate to
argue that the agreement with the recent global warming is so good
that no room is left for any significant human influence.
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smoothed curve does not show any trace of global warming.
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Abstract

Recent statistical studies of observational
records suggest that solar effects do play a significant
part in natural climate variability. However. a physical
mechanism to account for the apparent solar effects has
not been fully developed. Variations in solar ultraviolet
radiation (UV) are much greater than that in total
irradiance and. because this UV is absorbed in the
middle atmosphere causing additional ozone formation.
it is possible that stratospheric processes may excite a
response in the climate of the lower atmosphere. In the
SOLICE project we adopt a co-ordinated plan of
modelling and observational studies designed to
produce new assessments of the impact of solar
variability on climate and to address some of the key
questions concerning the mechanisms whereby these
take place.

Introduction: Mechanisms for solar-climate links

The most simple way in which a change in
solar output can impact the Earth's climate system is
through the change in the wavelength-integrated
irradiance reaching the Earth. generally referred to as
the Total Solar Irradiance (TSI). Many studies have
explored the direct relationship between solar irradiance
and climate by correlating time series of TS! or various
proxies of solar activity (e.g. solar cycle length) with
surface temperature. Alternatively. model studies have
examined the impact of including solar forcing in
addition to other forcing such as greenhouse gases and
tropospheric aerosol amounts. These studies suggest
that the direct effect of solar variation is not negligible
but do not explain the amplitude of the apparent
response in. for example. the 30hPa geopotential height.
Considering that the amplitude of solar variability is the
largest in the UV part of the spectrum and the fact that
UV irradiance change affects both the radiative forcing
and the mean meridional circulation. we intend to
examine in detail in this project whether this could
induce indirectly a change in the atmosphere and in the
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climate compatible with the observations. Let us
summarise below the two main ways whereby it could
enhance or modify the impacts of changing TS!.

a) Radiative Forcing

Variations in stratospheric cornposiuon and
thermal structure resulting from UV changes may have
an impact on tropospheric climate through changes in
radiative forcing (Haigh, 1994). Thus, in addition to a
direct increase in downward short-wave irradiance at
the tropopausc, higher solar activity can cause an
increase in downw ard infrared flux by heating the
stratosphere and also a radiative forcing due to ozone
changes. I lowcvcr, the sign of the ozone effect is not
well established. The direct solar radiative forcing
between minimum and maximum periods of solar
activity over the I I-year activity cycle is about 0.3 Wm-
2. The additional forcing clue to ozone increases and
lower stratospheric warming has been calculated by
different authors (including Haigh, 1994) with quite
different results ranging from - 0.13 to + 0.05 Wm-2.
This disparity in both sign and amplitude may reflect
the different approaches used in specifying and/or
calculating ozone changes and the stratospheric
temperature response

b) Mean meridional circulation and wave-mean
flow interaction

Changes in the ozone in response to the solar
cycle also have the potential to change circulation
patterns via the changes in temperature. For example.
changes in the latitudinal temperature gradients will
lead to changes in zonal and meridional wind
distributions at all levels of the atmosphere. Haigh.
( 1999) found a sensitivity of the strength and width of
the 1ladley circulation to typical changes in ozone:
during a solar maximum the subtropical jets moved
polewards and the associated Hadley circulation was
found to weaken and broaden. Shindel! et al., ( 1999) on
the other hand, although reporting a similar poleward
movement of the subtropical jets, found the strength of
the I Iadley circulation to increase. The difference may
be due to the way in which the ozone changes are
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imposed and the extent to which they alter the static
stability of the tropical lower stratosphere. In the
stratosphere temperature changes will lead both to
meridional circulation changes and also to changes in
zonal wind strength, which will then alter the pattern of
planetary wave propagation

Observations of the middle atmosphere
response to solar forcing.

The enhancement of shorter wavelength
radiation during periods of greater solar activity means
that the largest direct radiative heating of the
atmosphere is felt at higher altitudes. More specifically
increased levels of ultraviolet radiation in the
wavelength range 175-320 nm heat the stratosphere and
mesosphere due to absorption by ozone and oxygen.
The temperature response to the I I-year solar cycle has
been observed in the last decades in the whole middle
atmosphere and above using a number of different
techniques. From the thermosphere to the troposphere,
one can mention : incoherent radar, sodium trails,
rockets, Rayleigh lidar, SSU satellites, and, for the
lower part of the stratosphere and the troposphere,
radiosondes (e.g.: Labitzke and van Loon 1997). Most
of those results have been reviewed in Chanin et al.,
( 1989) and more recently by Chanin and Ramaswamy in
the recent WMO-UNEP Scientific Assessment of Ozone
Depletion. 1998 (WMO, 1999). The horizontal structure
of the response is obtained by the global maps obtained
from radiosondes and SSU, whereas the other sets of
data provided a description of the vertical structure of
the response at different latitudes. The analysis of all the
available data indicates that the solar signature on
atmospheric temperature is highly variable in amplitude
(from SOK to a fraction of IK) and in sign, both with
latitude and altitude. The facts that the response changes
its sign with altitude with a vertical wavelength of the
order of 20-30 km and that its amplitude depends on the
sign of the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) have been
interpreted as indicating a role of planetary waves in
amplifying the direct solar signal. (Chanin et al., 1989),
but no clear mechanism was put forward to explain this
result. The change of ultraviolet spectral irradiance
should also affect the ozone concentration. However the
ozone changes are less well documented, even though
there are some results from ozone measurements
obtained by ground-based and satellite which suggest a
variation of about 2% in global total ozone between
periods of minimum and maximum activity over the
Sun's II year cycle.

However until recently the models could not
reproduce the latitude and altitude structure of the
observations of both the temperature and ozone
changes. very likely because they were only two
dimensional (20) (Brasseur 1993, Haigh 1994). If the
agreement between temperature data and 20 models at
the tropics is quite satisfactory, this is not at all the case
at mid and high latitudes, as the models do not predict

the change of sign of the correlation. Similarly the 20
photochemical-transport models predict a variation of
around 2% change in global total ozone in response to
changes in ultraviolet spectral irradiance, as measured
by satellite instruments. However, the models do not
reproduce the latitude and altitude structure observed in
the satellite data and tend to overestimate the response
in the middle stratosphere and underestimate it in the
lower stratosphere. It is well known that 20 models
cannot satisfactorily represent changes in three
dimensional planetary-scale wave transport of ozone
and this may be the cause of the discrepancies. It should
also be recognised that the satellite data cover less than
two solar cycles and it is possible that other effects have
been aliased onto the solar signal.

Results of recent modelling studies

More recently, the impact of the heating of the
middle atmosphere on the dynamics has been
recognised in several 30 modelling studies. Kodera et
al. ( 1991 ), Kodera ( 1995), Balachandran and Rind
(1995) and Shindel! et al.,(1999) used climate models
and data analysis to study the response of the winter
polar stratosphere to solar ultraviolet changes. They
showed that anomalies in mean zonal wind, introduced
into the mid-latitude upper stratosphere in early winter
by changes in the latitudinal distribution of solar
heating. could modify the interaction with the mean
flow of vertically propagating planetary waves such that
the zonal wind anomaly propagated downwards and
polewards through the winter. They also modelled the
extra-tropical response to the QBO of tropical lower
stratospheric winds and proposed that the QBO could
modulate the solar effect such that the downward and
poleward propagation of a westerly wind solar anomaly
would be more likely to take place during the east phase
of the QBO. This is consistent with the observations of
Labitzke and van Loon (e.g. 1997) which showed much
stronger correlation between 30hPa geopotential height
and I0. 7cm solar index in winter when the data were
sorted by the phase of the QBO. It may also explain the
planetary wave structure observed in the other dataset
(Chanin et al, 1989). In Kcdera's studies, the westerly
wind anomaly penetrates down to the troposphere so
that his work may explain some of the observations of
apparent climatic response to solar variability in the
lower atmosphere in winter.

Variations in solar UV also affect stratospheric
ozone concentrations. Haigh ( 1996, 1999) and Shindell
et al ( 1999) have shown that the inclusion of solar
induced ozone variations significantly enhances the
ability of GCMs to reproduce the observed solar effects.

These recent results have built the ground on
which the SOLICE project is based.



Objectives of SOLICE

The main objectives of the study are to:

Assess the effects of solar variability on climate,
including regional and seasonal effects, using a
range of general circulation models (GCMs).
Assess the impact of solar variability on
stratospheric ozone, radiative forcing of climate and
surface UV using coupled chemistry-climate
models.
Investigate the internal variability of the
stratosphere and the impact of the quasi-biennial
oscillation on solar effects using GCMs and
mechanistic models.
Provide 3D measures of the solar signal in
temperature, geopotential height and ozone using a
unified methodology and data extending over the
next solar maximum.
Carry out a detailed intercomparison and analysis
of model and observational results to advance
understanding of the mechanisms behind solar
climate links.
Contribute to international model intercomparisons
and trend assessments such as those under the remit
of the SPARC project.

Participants in SOLICE

Imperial College of Science, Technology and
Medicine, London, UK (ICSTM) : Dr. J. D. Haigh,
Overall coordinator,
Free University of Berlin, Germany (FUB): Prof.
K. Labitzke
UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) : Dr. J. Austin
University of Oslo, Norway (UIO): Prof. I. S. A.
Isaksen
Service dAeronornie du CNRS, France (CNRS):
Dr. M.-L. Chanin
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece
(AUTH): Prof. C. Zerefos
Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research
Councils, UK (CCLRC), Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL): Dr. L. J. Gray
University of Arizona, Tucson, USA (LAPL): Prof
L. L. Hood
Goddard Institute for Space Sciences, USA (GISS):
Dr. D. T. Shindell

Description of the Project

A co-ordinated programme of numerical
modelling and data analysis is planned.

a) Numerical Modelling

In order to achieve these objectives we propose
a study involving several co-ordinated modelling and
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data activities. Long (twenty year) simulations of the
effects of enhanced solar spectral irradiance, and of
solar-induced stratospheric ozone increases, on the
climates of two different general circulation models
(GCMs), extending throughout the troposphere and
middle atmosphere, will be produced and the results
analysed to assess the role of troposphere-stratosphere
interactions in amplifying the solar effects. By imposing
appropriate accelerations in the tropical lower
stratosphere the same models will be used to assess the
impact of the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) on these
results. The natural internal variability of the
stratosphere and its sensitivity to changes in solar
irradiance and the QBO will be assessed using a
stratosphere-mesosphere model, which will allow
multiple long runs for sensitivity studies.

The modelling studies will incorporate series of
experiments with models of various types designed to
investigate different aspects of the interaction of solar
radiation with the chemical and dynamical structure of
the lower and middle atmosphere. These will include
the first ever simulations of the effect of variations in
solar spectral irradiance, on both 27-day and I I-year
timescales, on stratospheric ozone using general
circulation models (GCMs) with coupled stratospheric
chemistry. GCMs will also be used to study links
between the stratosphere and tropospheric climate
including the effects of solar-induced changes in
stratospheric climate on wave propagation and how this
is modulated by the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO).
The modulation of sea surface temperatures by solar
variations and the effect on climate will be studied using
a GCM with a coupled ocean in the context of other
GCM climate simulations. Chemical transport models
will allow detailed investigations of solar impact on
stratospheric chemistry and a 3D dynamical model of
the middle atmosphere will be used to investigate the
internal variability of the stratosphere, its response to
solar variability and how this is impacted by the QBO.

b) Updating of data sets

The data studies will involve the development
of a unified method for the analysis of global three
dimensional fields of temperature and ozone in the
context of the response of these fields to other factors
including the QBO and volcanic eruptions. We propose
to update the analysis of the solar signature in the
longest available data sets of atmospheric parameters
from the ground to the mesosphere. This large altitude
region is considered to include both direct responses on
ozone and molecular oxygen but also signatures
associated with possible downward propagating effects
and feedback. The parameters considered are
temperature, geopotential heights, ozone and winds.
This choice is made for the following reasons:
temperature results partly from radiative equilibrium
and plays a central role in chemistry and dynamics;
geopotential heights reflect the temperature of the
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underlying column; ozone is a key parameter in the
atmospheric radiative balance and its density is directly
related to UV solar changes. Those three parameters
have already been analysed in term of solar influence in
the past, but these studies suffer from inhomogeneities
in the calculation of the solar relationship (temporal and
spatial average, QBO phases, different analysis method
etc.). And finally, wind measurements are also of great
interest as they can answer some of the questions related
to the dynamical contribution and have not yet been
investigated by many authors in a systematic manner.
Almost all the existing data sets will continue to acquire
new data during the coming years (except SSU). This
period will be of major interest as a new solar maximum
is due which we hope will be free of any disturbance by
major volcanic eruptions, as was the case during the last
two solar maxima.

The unified analysis method will include the
use of a linear regression model and EOF analysis. The
linear regression model used will include seasonal
components (annual and semi-annual), a trend, a
function related to solar activity (10.7 cm solar flux), a
function of the QBO, a function of ENSO, and a
function related to stratospheric aerosol optical depth
(AOD) The addition of the EOF analysis represents a
valuable complementary analysis technique as EOFs are
derived from the data itself without need of any a priori
assumptions or external functions. These methods are
being implemented, but the reanalysis is delayed to

include the solar maximum into the data set. Only the
set of data used by Labitzke and van Loon (1997) has
been updated. It confirms the high correlation between
30hPa geopotential height and the 10.7cm solar index
over nearly four solar cycles between 1958 and 1999.

c) lntercomparison between data and models

Comparison of the results of the modelling and
data studies will be made to validate the models and the
model results will then be analysed to elucidate details
of the mechanisms whereby solar variability affects
climate. The results will also be used to calculate solar
radiative forcing parameters, taking proper account of
the response of stratospheric ozone, and to estimate the
regional impacts of solar variability.

Selected First Results

The first SOLICE results to date have been
obtained by Larkin et al., (2000) from GCM runs using
different assumptions concerning changes in solar
irradiance and solar-induced ozone. The results
presented in figures 1 and 2 show the sensitivity to the
assumptions made. This is a key issue at the early stage
of the project, as these conclusions need to be taken
account by the other groups before doing the 20 years
runs.
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Figure I : zonal mean solar heating rates (K d-')
First column solar minimum values.
Columns 2-5 show difference between solar max. and solar min. assuming:

Column 2: 0.08% in TS! uniform across spectrum.
Column 3: 0.08% in TS! with spectral distribution.
Column 4: As col.3 plus ozone increase from 20 model.
Column 5: As colJ plus ozone increase from SBUVffOMS.

Contours are shown at lx lOn and 3xl0n with the range ofn varying between frames.



The figure I shows the zonal mean solar
heating rates (K d-1) ) for solar minimum and for the
difference Max-Min. and this for different spectral
ranges: (220-320nm, 320-690nm, 690-1 OOOOnm),
different spectral distribution of the TS! ( 0.08% in TS!
uniform across spectrum and 0.08% in TS! with spectral
distribution. and different distributions of the ozone
increase: ozone increase from 20 model and ozone
increase from SBUV/TOMS. The conclusions from
these runs show that one should include in the models
the spectral distribution of irradiance change (which
gives almost an order of magnitude increase in
stratospheric heating rates) and also include ozone
changes (which gives another factor of about 3 in the
stratosphere and shows that the structure of heating rate
change depends on the structure of the ozone change).
The issue is that the vertical and latitudinal structure of
the ozone change are not well known and therefore
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should be better extracted from the data if possible
before the runs are performed.

The figure 2 shows the mean meridional
circulation for 2 seasons (OJF and JJA) for solar
minimum and for the difference solar maximum-solar
minimum with 2 different imposed ozone changes: 20
model ozone changes and TOMS/SBUY ozone changes.
The solar minimum case shows large winter Hadley cell
with positive (clockwise) values in OJF and opposite in
JJA. One can also see weaker summer hemisphere
Hadley cell and mid-latitude Ferrel cells. The
conclusions from these second sets of runs are that in
both experiments the winter cells weaken, and there is
some indication that summer eel ls do likewise and that
Ferrel cells get push polewards. This has implications
for local changes in climate. especially in mid-latitudes
where vertical air motion changes significantly.
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Figure 2 mean
meridional circulation
for 2 seasons (left OJF,
right JJA).
Top row: solar
mimmum run.
Second row: difference
between solar min. and
solar max. in
experiment with 20
model ozone changes.
Third row: as above but
with TOMS/SBUY
ozone changes.
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Contribution of SO LICE to the international Project
SPARC/WCRP

The SPARC Project (Stratospheric Processes
and their Role in the Climate) has been asked by the
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) to study
further the issue of the solar influence in climate. This is
being done within the modelling component of SPARC:
GRIPS. SOLICE has already contributed to the
international intercomparison of the response of
different models to solar forcing. The first set of models
includes the Imperial College, GISS and MRI models.
The results of the intercomparison indicates very clearly
the influence of the structure of ozone distribution
between solar maximum and solar minimum on the
short wave heating rate difference and therefore on the
mean temperature difference between solar max and
solar min. However the zonal-mean wind difference
between solar maximum and solar minimum has similar
features for the 3 models.

Conclusion

After this project is over, more definitive
statements will be possible concerning (a) whether and
how variations in solar irradiance affect the circulation
of the middle atmosphere and the lower atmosphere
(including the Hadley circulation) and how these are
inter-related, (b) how and to what extent solar variations
affect planetary wave propagation in the middle
atmosphere and (c) the sensitivity of climate studies to
the inclusion of various factors such as interactive ozone
and the QBO. As a result of these model
intercomparisons it will be possible to make well based
statements on which factors need to be included in
GCMs for realistic simulations of climate and climate
change.

New model results of the impact of solar
variability on atmospheric chemistry and climate and
new analysis, including data from the next solar
maximum, of the solar signal in observations of
temperature and ozone are expected in the next 3 years
from SOLICE

It should contribute to advance our
understanding of the mechanisms whereby solar
variability affects climate and lead to a new assessment
of the solar radiative forcing of climate.

An assessment of the impacts of solar
variability on seasonal and regional variations in climate
and on surface UV should also be obtained. This
research effort carried out in cooperation with SPARC
should contribute to international detection/attribution
studies.
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ABSTRACT

This is a shortened version of a paper with the same title
and authors in preparation for J. Geophys. Res.

Using a coupled atmosphere/ocean general circulation
model we have simulated the climatic response to nat
ural and anthropogenic forcings from 1860 to 1997. The
model, HadCM3. requires no flux adjustment, and has an
interactive sulphur cycle. a simple parametrisation of the
effect of aerosols on cloud albedo (first indirect effect)
and a radiation scheme which allows explicit representa
tion of well-mixed greenhouse gases. Simulations were
carried out in which the model was forced with: changes
in natural forcings (solar irradiance and stratospheric
aerosol due to explosive volcanic eruptions); well-mixed
greenhouse gases; tropospheric anthropogenic forcings
(tropospheric ozone, well-mixed greenhouse gases and
the direct and first indirect effects of sulphate aerosol);
anthropogenic forcings (tropospheric anthropogenic fore
mgs and stratospheric ozone decline).

Using an "optimal detection" methodology to examine
temperature changes near the surface and throughout the
free atmosphere we find that we can detect the effects of
changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases, other anthro
pogenic forcings and natural forcings. Thus these have
all had a significant impact on temperature. We esti
mate the linear trend in global-mean near-surface temper
ature from well mixed greenhouse gases to be 0.9 ± 0.:24
K/century, offset by cooling from other anthropogenic
forcings of 0.4 ± O.:!fi K/century giving a total anthro
pogenic warming trend of 0.5 ± 0. Fi Klcentury. Over the
entire century natural forcings give a linear trend close
to zero. Observed surface temperature changes are gen
erally consistent with our simulations but the simulated
tropospheric response, since the 1960s, is about 5or1c too
large.

Our analysis suggests that the early 20th century warm
ing can best be explained by a combination of warming

due to increases in greenhouse gases and natural forcing.
some cooling due to other anthropogenic forcings, plus a
substantial, but not implausible, contribution from inter
nal variability. In the second half of the century we find
that the warming is largely caused by changes in green
house gases, with changes in sulphates and, perhaps, vol
canic aerosol offsetting approximately one-third of the
warming. Warming in the troposphere, since the 1960s.
is probably mainly due to anthropogenic forcings with a
negligible contribution from natural forcings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several authors (e.g. Santer et al. (1996); Heger! et al.
( 1997); North & Stevens ( 1998 ); Tett et al. ( 1999); Heger!
ct al. (2000); Stott ct al. (2000)) have carried out stud
ies in which they claimed to have detected significant
changes in temperature either at the surface or in the
free atmosphere. On decadal timescales or longer they
attributed changes over the last 30-50 years to anthro
pogenic rather than natural effects whether externally
forced or due to internal variability. Most of these stud
ies used a variant of the optimal fingerprinting algo
rithm(Hasselmann 1993; North et al. 1995; North & Kim
1995; Hasselmann 1997; Heger! & North 1997; Allen &
Tett 1999).

Tett et al. ( l 999) (T99 from hereon) and Stott et al.
(2000) (SOO from hereon) computed responses
from the Atmosphere/Ocean General Circulation
Model (AOGCMJ HadCM2(Johns ct al. 1997) to solar.
volcanic. greenhouse and the direct anthropogenic
sulphate forcing. They compared the responses with
observations of surface temperature using a spatio
temporal methodology and concluded that natural causes
alone could not explain observed changes in surface
temperature from 1946~1996. HadCM2 included an
ocean model with a resolution of :2..5° x :t75° and

Pr.« l Solurc: S;)(1ce \Veur/Jcr F11r111·011(ercnn'. 'Th: Solur Cvcl c an.! 'lrrrrstria! Clinuu: Suntu Cni: de Tcncri]«, Tcncn;c Se({{n,
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needed a flux adjustment1 to keep the control simulation
stable and its climate close to the current climate. It
represented all greenhouse gases as equivalent C02,
and the direct effect of sulphates as changes in surface
albedo.

Barnett et al. (1999) compared simulations from several
different models with observations and found that there
were cases in which simulated linear trends in northern
summer temperature were inconsistent with observations.
Most of those models used a simple parametrisation of
the effects of sulphate aerosols similar to that used in
HadCM2. However they found that the amplitude of the
"sulphate" component computed from a single simulation
of ECHAM4 (a model with a representation of the indi
rect effect of aerosols and an interactive sulphur cycle)
was, in one case, inconsistent with observations. If this
result were confirmed by other models, which include
physically based parametrisations of the direct and indi
rect effect of sulphates, then the hypothesis that sulphates
alone have significantly offset greenhouse gas warming
would be unlikely to be true.

The aim of this paper is to examine the contributions
of natural and anthropogenic forcings to temperature
change during the 20th century using a new AOGCM,
HadCM3(Gordon et al. 2000; Pope et al. 2000). HadCM3
has 19 atmospheric levels with a resolution of 2.5° x
3. 75° and the ocean component has 20 levels with a
resolution of 1.25° x 1.25°. In addition to an increase
in oceanic resolution it includes many improvements on
HadCM2 which have removed the need for a flux ad
justment. HadCM3 represents the radiative effects of
C02, N20, CH4, and some of the (H)(C)FCs individu
ally. The direct effect of sulphate aerosol is now simu
lated using a fully interactive sulphur cycle scheme that
models the emissions, transport, oxidation and removal
of sulphur species. The first indirect effect of sulphate
aerosol(Twomey 1974), which was not represented at all
in HadCM2, is now modelled using a relatively simple,
non-interactive technique.

The control simulation is stable for multi-century in
tegrations and the temperature variability near the sur
face, though not in the free atmosphere, compares
well with observations(Collins et al. 2000b). HadCM2
and HadCM3 show similar global-mean temperature re
sponses to increases in greenhouse gases during the 20th
and the 21st centuries but HadCM3 shows less tropical
warming than HadCM2 due to changes in details of the
physics parametrisations(Williams et al. 2000).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First we
describe the simulations and observations. We then de
scribe the simulated responses and compare them with
observations. Next we describe the detection and attribu
tion methodology. In section 5 we show the results of the
analyses and in section 6 we conclude.

1Flux adjustments are artificial fluxes of heat and water which vary
in space and throughout the seasonal cycle but are constant from year
to year and in all the HadCM2 simulations.

2. SIMULATIONS

The control simulation for HadCM3 (CONTROL) has
constant, near pre-industrial ', forcing and we use the first
1200 years of the simulation in our analysis. Four en
sembles with different external forcings were carried out
using HadCM3. Each ensemble consisted of four simu
lations. The ensembles are:

GHG The simulations were forced with historical
changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases.

TROP-ANTHRO The simulations were forced with
changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases (as GHG),
anthropogenic sulphur emissions and their implied
changes to cloud albedos, and tropospheric ozone.

ANTHRO As TROP-ANTHRO except from 1974 strato
spheric ozone decline was included.

NATURAL The simulations were forced with the solar
irradiance timeseries of Lean et al. (1995) and a
timeseries of stratospheric aerosol due to explosive
volcanic eruptions (Sato et al. 1993). Both forcing
timeseries have been extended to 1997.

Four sets of initial conditions to start the GHG, A NTHRO
and NATURAL ensembles were taken from states in CON
TROL separated by 100 years. Note that, for example, the
first GHG and NATURAL simulations use the same initial
conditions. All simulations except TROP-ANTHRO start
in l/Dec/1859 and the twelve anthropogenic simulations
ended on 30/Nov/1999. The NATURAL simulations were
integrated to 30/Nov/1997. Initial conditions for TROP
ANTHRO were taken from ANTHRO on l/Dec/1974.

2.1. Observed datasets and data processing

We compare the results of the model simulations with
an updated version of the surface temperature dataset of
Parker et al. (1994) and with the HadRT2.ls radiosonde
temperature dataset - an updated version of Parker et al.
( 1997). Radiosonde data from the Indian subconti
nent (60°E - 90°E, 0 - 30°N) was removed because of
apparent problems with its quality and the remaining data
corrected for known changes in instruments by compari
son with co-located MSU data(Parker et al. 1997).

Annual averages of both the surface and radiosonde
datasets were computed from monthly-mean temperature
anomalies. At each location we required there to be at
least eight months of observations; otherwise we dis
carded the annual-mean value.

The annual-mean surface observations were decadally
averaged, with periods ending in 1997. For each decade

2The concentrations (ppbv) used for the well-mixed greenhouse
gases are: C02: 289600, CH4: 792.1 N20: 285.1. The (H)(C)FCs
all had zero concentrations.



we required that there be at least 5 years of data; other
wise the decadal-mean value was discarded. In our anal
ysis of surface temperature we consider changes on 100-
year timescales using decadal data with the 100-year av
erage removed. Locations in the observations at which
less than five decades were present were omitted. This
data was then filtered, using spherical harmonics, to re
move scales below 5,000 km (T99, SOO). Harmonics
were further weighted by l / /21 + l (I is the total spher
ical harmonic wavenumber) to give each spatial scale in
cluded equal weight(Stott & Tett 1998). Simulated data
was decadally averaged, bilinearly interpolated in latitude
and longitude to the observational grid. Simulated data
was discarded where there were no observational data and
then processed in the same way as the observations were.

When computing global-mean timeseries we first bi
linearly interpolated (latitude and longitude) simulated
annual-mean near-surface temperature data to the obser
vational grid, discarding simulated data where there were
no observational data. As the observed data are anoma
lies relative to 1961-90 we computed the 1961-90 cli
mate mean for each simulation and the observations, re
moved it and computed global-means. In order to show
changes relative to the beginning of the century we re
moved the global mean time-average for 1881-1920 from
each timeseries.

Annual-mean simulated data from throughout the atmo
sphere was trilinearly (pressure, longitude and latitude)
interpolated to the three-dimensional observed grid and
discarded where there was no observed data. We then
processed the simulations and observations by first re
moving the 1971-1990 mean, zonally averaging (requir
ing that there be four longitudes with data present in any
zonal band) and then computing the difference between
1985-1995 and 1961-1980. Unlike T96 and AT99 sim
ulated data had the observational mask applied and the
1971-90 normal removed before zonal averaging. This
change in processing had little impact on the signals and
tended to reduce slightly the variability of the annual
average zonal-mean temperatures(Collins et al. 2000b).

Changes in surface temperature observed over the cen
tury show warming (Fig. l(a)) over most of the world
with, in general, land warming more than the ocean, cen
tral Eurasia and Canada warming most and cooling oc
curring in parts of the North Atlantic to the south of
Greenland and Iceland.

The free atmosphere changes show cooling (Fig. l(b))
in the stratosphere and warming in the troposphere. The
cooling extends down to 500 hPa above the Arctic - far
below the reanalysis tropopause. The tropospheric warm
ing is uneven with a maximum warming of 0.6K occur
ring at about 50° N and almost no warming at 30° N. Dif
ferences between the observations shown here and that of
T96 (see their Fig. 2D) are due to the continued develop
ment of the radiosonde dataset and removal of data from
the Indian sub-continent.
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3. MODEL AND OBSERVED TEMPERATURE
RESPONSES

Annual means of global-mean temperature from the en
semble averages (Fig. 2) show that the simulated re
sponses are all inconsistent with the observations. From
the 1920s until the 1950s GHG warms less than the ob
servations. From the 1940s onwards it begins to warm
and by the end of the 2om century has warmed more, over
the century, than the observations. Addition of sulphates
and ozone to GHG, giving ANTHRO, delays the simu
lated warming until the 1960s. From then till the end of
the century ANTHRO, TROP-ANTHRO and the observa
tions warm at approximately the same rate. The small
differences between ANTHRO and TROP-ANTHRO sug
gest that stratospheric ozone changes have little impact on
near-surface temperature despite the large differences in
radiative forcing (not shown). We believe that this small
response is due to the stratospheric ozone forcing being
concentrated over Antarctica.

Natural forcings, in our simulations, produce a general
warming from the 1910s, until the eruption of Agung in
1963. After this the observations warm while the subse
quent eruptions of El Chich6n and Pinatubo cool NATU
RAL.

The patterns of simulated response from the 20m cen
tury are shown in Fig. 3. All three anthropogenic en
sembles (GHG, TROP-ANTHRO and ANTHRO) produce
more warming over land than over the sea. GHG has
the most warming of these ensembles and warms more
than the observations. In the GHG ensemble the Arc
tic warms most while the North Atlantic and large re
gions of ocean in the southern hemisphere warm con
siderably less than the global average (Fig. 3(a)). AN
THRO and TROP-ANTHRO are in reasonable agreement
with the observations (Fig. l(a)), and both warm less
than GHG especially in the mid-latitudes of the north
ern hemisphere where the sulphate cooling will be large.
NATURAL shows no distinctive signal, probably because
there is little change in natural forcing between the start
and end of the century.

We now examine temperature changes throughout the
atmosphere between the decade 1985-1995 and the
twenty year period 1961-1980. All three anthropogenic
ensembles have similar warming in the troposphere,
greatest warming in the upper tropical troposphere and
warm more in the northern hemisphere than the south
ern (Fig. 4). The upper tropical troposphere and southern
hemisphere warm more in GHG than in TROP-ANTH RO
while high northern latitudes warm less. The latter could
be due to the effects of tropospheric ozone or to internal
climate variability. Neither simulation cools the strato
sphere or upper troposphere as much as the observa
tions (Fig. l(b)). Inclusion of stratospheric ozone decline
in ANTHRO produces large stratospheric cooling (of up
to 6K over Antarctica), especially in high latitudes, which
brings this ensemble into better agreement with the obser
vations (Fig. l(c)). Unlike the anthropogenic simulations
NATURAL warms in the tropical stratosphere, probably
due to the 1991 Pinatubo eruption, but has little tempera
ture response in the troposphere.
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The boundary between cooling and warming is close to
the tropopause in all ensembles except over Antarctica
in ANTHRO (Fig. 4). In this ensemble the cooling over
Antarctica extends down to 500 hPa and the tropopause
rises, its pressure falling by 50 hPa. The data over Antarc
tica is insufficient to tell if this occurred in reality. How
ever, the observed Arctic cooling down to 500 hPa is not
present in any of the ensembles.

Qualitative comparison of our ensembles with the obser
vations suggests that ANTH RO is the most similar to the
observations (compare Fig 4(c) with Fig l(b)). As all the
anthropogenic ensembles are quite similar in the tropo
sphere it appears that increases in greenhouse gases and
stratospheric ozone decline are the most important con
tributors to temperature changes in the free atmosphere.

4. DETECTION AND ATTRIBUTION
METHODOLOGY

One of the main problems in attributing climate change
to possible causes arises from the difficulties in estimat
ing the radiative forcing and climate response due to dif
ferent forcings. In particular, there are large uncertain
ties in the overall magnitude of the climate response to a
given forcing due, for example, to uncertainties in climate
sensitivity or the rate of ocean heat uptake(Kattenberg
et al. 1996). The size of the forcing associated with
many of the factors other than well mixed greenhouse
gases, notably aerosols, is also uncertain(Shine et al.
1995). To reduce the impact of these uncertainties, we
use a methodology first proposed by Hasselmann (1979)
which has been shown to be a form of multivariate regres
sion (AT99). This assumes that the observations (y) may
be represented as a linear sum of simulated signals (X)
and internal climate variability (u):

y = X/3 +u (1)

where 3; is the scaling factor, or amplitude, that we ap
ply to the ?h signal (xi) to obtain the best fit to the obser
vations. In this paper the signals are ensemble averages
from the simulations described earlier. Any errors in the
magnitude of the forcing and climate responses are al
lowed for through scaling the model responses (xi) by the
signal amplitudes (/3;). Errors in the patterns of forcing
and response are not taken into account by this procedure.
The values of .8 which give the best fit (the best-estimate
value /3) to observations, using the standard linear regres
sion approach are (AT99):

where CN is the covariance matrix of natural variabil
ity (t'(uuT)) estimated, in our case, from simulations of
coupled-atmosphere ocean GCMs. We do not normally
have enough data to accurately estimate the inverse co
variance matrix (Cy1) so we estimate its inverse from a

truncated representation of it based on its leading eigen
vectors. Simulated and observed data are also filtered by
projection onto these eigenvectors.

Both the observations and signals include intern~! climate
variability (noise) which leads to uncertainty in /3. We es
timate uncertai~ty ranges (the 5-95% range unless stated
otherwise) in /3 using its covariance matrix (AT99 and
Mardia et al. (1979)):

(3)

where Cs2 is an estimate of t'(uuT) using data which is
statistically independent of that used to estimate CN.

We perform two related tests:

detection This tests the null-hypothesis that the ob
served response to a particular forcing or combina
tion of forcings is zero. We do this by comp~ti12g
the two-tailed uncertainty range about /3 using V(3)
and testing whether it includes_ zero. Rejection of
this null and a positive value of /3; implies detection.

amplitude-consistency This tests the null-hypothesis
that the amplitude of the observed response is con
sistent with the amplitude of the simulated response.
We do this by computing the two-tailed uncertainty
range about 8 using V(S) and testing whether it in
cludes unity. In this test we inflate V(B)ij by a fac
tor of J(l + l/m;)J(l + l/mj) to compensate
for sampling noise in the signals, where nu and mj
are the ensemble sizes. Failure of this test means
that the simulated signal amplitude is inconsistent
with the observations. When we report consistency
with unity, we mean that it is neither greater than nor
less than unity at a given confidence level.

Unless otherwise stated, results are reported as significant
if the relevant null-hypothesis can be rejected at the 5%
level. All reported uncertainty ranges are 5-9511£:.

The best estimate of the temperature trend (or any other
linear diagnostic such as changes in global-mean temper
ature), due to a forcing factor, is the product of the signal
amplitude and the trend computed from the appropriate
ensemble-average. The covariance matrix used to com
pute uncertainties is computed by multiplying V (B)ij, in
flated to compensate for signal-noise, by the trends of the
1th and J th ensembles.

Covariance matrices are estimated from intra-ensemble
variability (i.e. variability within the ensemble) and from
CONTROL. To obtain these estimates we process data in
exactly the same manner as we do the observations and
simulations giving the u in eqn. (1). In all our analysis
segments were overlapped by ten years. When comput
ing covariance matrices from intra-ensemble variance we
remove the ensemble average and scale each realisation
of u (segment) by a factor of J(m - l)/m where mis
the number of ensemble members.



In Section 5 we analyse changes in near-surface temper
ature on 100-year timescales (century) and on 50-year
timescales (50-year), and changes in zonal-mean temper
ature throughout the atmosphere (free-atmosphere). The
two near-surface analyses examine changes in time and in
space while the free-atmosphere analysis looks at spatial
changes over a thirty-five year period (Section 2.1).

For both the 50-year and the free-atmosphere analysis we
use intra-ensemble variability from the GHG, ANTHRO
and NATURAL ensembles to estimate CN and data from
CONTROL to estimate CN2• Any significant differences
between CN and CN2 would reduce the power of the op
timisation algorithm (i.e. increase uncertainty ranges) but
would not introduce a bias in the estimated signal ampli
tudes.

For the century analysis we believe that nine realisations
of century timescale variability from the intra-ensemble
variability of HadCM3 is not enough to generate a suf
ficiently reliable estimate of CN. Therefore we use con
trol and intra-ensemble variability from five ensembles
of HadCM2 (SOO)to estimate Crv while CN2 is estimated
using HadCM3 CONTROL and intra-ensemble variability
from the GHG, ANTHRO and NATURAL ensembles.

4.1. Consistency

We test that the best-estimate combination of signals is
consistent with our linear statistical model (Eqn 1) by
computing the residual sum of squares:

" n - 2
2 "'""(Yi - Lj-l Xij/3j)

R = L C~ (4)
i=l ,'\,ii

where i is an index over the ranked eigenvectors of CN,
j is an index over signals and r: is the number of eigen
vectors used to filter signals and observations (see sub
section 4.3 for details).

In the case of noise-free signals R2 is F
distributed (AT99). As an ad hoc correction for
noise in the signals we scale R2 by 1/ (1 + s), and
assume that it is still F-distributed, wheres is:

n

s = L(B;/mi)2
i=l

and m, is the number of ensemble members in the 1th

ensemble. The justification for this ad hoc scaling is
that the expected difference between the observations and
the best-estimate response would be larger by a factor of
JT+s due to the noise in the simulations. In the case of
signals (and observations) with high signal-to-noise ratio
we verified this scaling by Monte-Carlo tests.

4.2. Estimated degrees of freedom for covariance
matrices

In order to compute uncertainties and truncations we need
an estimate of the degrees of freedom (dof) of the covari-
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ance matrices we compute. These matrices are computed
from various different datasets and their dof is the sum of
the dof of the individual datasets. For CONTROL the es
timated dof, assuming maximally overlapped segments,
is the number of non-overlapping segments multiplied by
1.5 (Allen & Smith (1996); SOO) and rounded down to
the nearest integer. For each ensemble the estimated dof
is the number of non-overlapping segments in a single
simulation multiplied, again, by 1.5, rounded down to the
nearest integer and then multiplied by m - 1 (to account
for removal of the mean).

The estimated dof for the two covariance matrices used in
our analysis are shown in Table 1. Note that the estimated
dof ofV(~) is that of CN2•

The estimated degrees of freedom for the century anal
ysis (see Table 1) may be over-optimistic as the individ
ual HadCM2 ensemble members were all initialised from
the same 1700-year control. Furthermore the last three
simulations of each of the two solar ensembles were ini
tialised by applying small random perturbations to the
first solar simulation in each ensemble. Similarly the
three HadCM3 ensembles were all initialised from the
same HadCM3 control. 100-year segments may not be
completely independent of one another. Uncertainty in
the dof of CN2 is relatively unimportant: halving the
dof used in our statistical tests increases the uncertainty
ranges by 3%. The estimated dof of CN is used to deter
mine the maximum allowable truncation (see below) and
so we explore the sensitivity of our results to truncation.

4.3. Truncation

If CN is an order n x n matrix, then where possible, we
perform all analysis at the smaller of its dof and n. If
the consistency test passes at the 10% level all further
analysis is carried out at this truncation (K). All data is
then filtered by projection onto the leading" eigenvectors
of CN. If the test fails at this truncation then we carry
out the analysis at the largest truncation at which the test
passes at the 10% level and explore the reasons for the
test failure.

Our estimated dof are somewhat arbitrary as are the crite
ria we use to determine truncation. Therefore we explore
the sensitivity of our results to truncation.

4.4. Degeneracy

We used the same three tests as T99 and SOOto test for
signal degeneracy or co-linearity (see pages 243-248 of
Mardia et al. (1979)). We wish to err on the side of in
cluding too many signals as by not including a signal in
an analysis we assume that its amplitude is zero. There
fore the largest value from the three tests determined the
number of signals we considered.

If two signals are degenerate, the usual consequence is
that neither is individually detectable, since a range of
linear combinations are equally consistent with the data
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including those which assign zero amplitude to one sig
nal or the other. However, specific combinations of these
signals may easily be detectable.

4.5. Transformations

We assume that the three anthropogenic signals (GHG,
ANTHRO and TROP-ANTHRO) are linear combinations
of the following physically-based signals:

G Response to well-mixed greenhouse gases alone.

Or Response to stropospheric ozone changes.

0s Response to stratospheric ozone decline.

0 Response to both stratospheric and tropospheric ozone
changes.

S Response to sulphates (indirect and direct)

namely,

GHG =G
ANTHRO =G+s+o =GSO

TROP-ANTHRO = G + S +Or = GSOr .

The amplitudes and covariance matrices of these phys
ically based signals are given by a linear transformation
of the original amplitudes and ofV(~). For example, sup
pose we model the observations as a linear superposition
of the GHG and ANTHRO simulations:

y = XGHGBGHG + XANTHRO~ANTHRO·

fJGHG in this equation is not simply the estimated am
plitude of the greenhouse response. It is the additional
greenhouse response we need to add to the best-fit AN
THRO simulation to obtain the best overall fit to the ob
servations. In this case the amplitude of the greenhouse
and "other anthropogenic" signals is:

/Jc

~so

- -
,6ANTHRO+ fJGHG

~ANTHRO·

In this example, the variance in ~G is equal to the sum of
the variances in ~GHG and ~ANTHRO·

4.6. Signal-to-noise

Amplitude uncertainty ranges, and particularly the upper
bound, estimated from signals with a low signal-to-noise
ratio are likely to be incorrect(Allen & Stott 2000). We
use the following summary statistic for the Jth signal to
give us some guidance when this may be occurring:

where K is the truncation. When the "signal" Xj is pure
Gaussian noise (SNR)2 has an expected value of 1and is
distributed as F (K, v2) where i/: is the dof of CN2•

5. DETECTION AND ATTRIBUTIONOF
OBSERVEDTEMPERATURECHANGES

5.1. Changes in near-surface temperature on century
timescales

We now examine changes in near-surface temperature
from 1897-1997 using both spatial and temporal infor
mation. For most of the 20th century TROP-ANTHRO
and ANTHRO are identical and therefore we use the lat
ter in subsequent analyses. We transform the amplitudes
of GHG and A NTHRO to obtain amplitudes of G (green
house gases) and SO (sulphates and ozone) as described
in Section 4. Tests for degeneracy suggest that we can
reliably estimate the amplitude of G, SO and NATURAL
signals simultaneously. Thus all further analysis is done
using this combination of signals.

The filtered observations (see Section 4) contain more
than 96% of the observed variance (Table 1) and the
residuals are consistent with those expected from CON
TROL at all truncations. All three signals are detected
demonstrating that all have had a significant impact on
changes in near-surface temperature over the 20th cen
tury. Furthermore, the amplitudes are all consistent
with unity-the model is consistent with observations on
decadal timescales and on continental to global spatial
scales.

Signal-to-noise ratio is large for the anthropogenic sig
nals but small for NATURAL (Table 1) suggesting it is
significantly noise-contaminated. Though our detection
of NATURAL is probably robust, its estimated amplitude
ranges, and in particular the upper range, are sensitive to
this noise contamination(Allen & Stott 2000).

We reconstruct the global-mean temperature changes
from the best-estimate signal amplitudes and simulated
responses (Fig. 5). Well-mixed greenhouse gases and
other anthropogenic effects (largely the indirect effect of
sulphate aerosols) almost balance giving a total anthro
pogenic warming of approximately O.lK from the begin
ning of the 20thcentury to the 1960s. Thereafter anthro
pogenic effects warm the planet by approximately 0.5K.
From the 1950sonwards natural and anthropogenic non
greenhouse gas forcings each cause a cooling of about
0.1K. Together they offset about 0.2K of the estimated
0.6K warming due to greenhouse gases over the same pe
riod.

Vhile Fig. 5 shows the best-estimate combination of sig
nals, it is even more important to consider uncertainty
ranges. These are most easily summarised in terms of



linear trends (Fig. 6 over selected periods (the entire cen
tury, 1897-194 7 and 1947-1997 - see Section 4 for de
tails.) Over the 20th century anthropogenic forcings cause
a warming trend of U.0± U.15K/century. The trend due
to greenhouse gases is U.V± U.:!4K/century while the re
maining anthropogenic factors cool at a rate of 0.4 ± 0.:!G
K/century. Over the century natural forcings contribute
little to the observed trend.

During the early century greenhouse gases and natu
ral forcings cause warming trends of about 0.2 to 0.3
K/century while other anthropogenic factors produce
negligible cooling trends (Fig. 6). Over the last half of
the century greenhouse gases warm the climate at a rate
of 1.7±0.4 :l K/century with natural forcings (largely vol
canic aerosol) and other anthropogenic factors (mainly
the indirect effect of sulphate aerosols) both causing an
estimated cooling trend of about 0.3 ± 0. :! Klcentury.
Thus, since 1947 changes in aerosol concentrations (an
thropogenic and natural) have offset at least a third of the
greenhouse gas warming.

5 .2. Free atmosphere changes

We now examine the difference between the 10-year
zonal-mean from 1986-1995 and the 20-year zonal-mean
for 1961-1980as in AT99.

Earlier we showed that the changes in the free atmosphere
simulated by TROP-ANTHRO and GHG are similar. We
therefore do not use GHG in this analysis, examining
combinations of TROP-ANTHRO, ANTHRO and NATU
RAL. This assumes that the relative amplitudes of the
G and SOT responses are as in TROP-ANTHRO. To
separate the impact of stratospheric ozone decline from
all other anthropogenic effects we transform the ampli
tude of the TROP-ANTHRO and ANTHRO signals to give
amplitudes of GSOT (all anthropogenic forcings except
stratospheric ozone decline) and Os (stratospheric ozone
decline on climate)-see subsection 4.5 for details.

In the three-signal case the maximum truncation of C.v
is seven. For truncations beyond this the ratio of the
residual to control variance is three to five times too large
(Fig. 7(a)). At truncation seven the filtered observations
contain 48% of the observed mass-weighted variance (Ta
ble I) compared to 71 C',{, at truncation 36 (the truncation
we believe the largest we can reasonably consider given
the estimated dof of C \ - Table 1).

The SNR for the two anthropogenic signals is reasonably
high (Table I), while the SNR for the natural signal is less
than one. We also find that the amplitude of at most two
signals can reliably be simultaneously estimated. There
are three reasons why we neglect natural effects in further
analysis of the free-atmosphere changes. First, the sim
ulated response to natural forcings (Fig. 4(d)) is small.
Second, we did not detect NATURAL in any combination
including it. Thirdly no linear amplification of it alone is
consistent, using the F-test of subsection 4.1, with the ob
servations. Thus we consider the GSOr and Os signals.

Failure to detect NATURAL does not rule out the possibil
ity of a significant natural influence on climate. The sim-
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ulated signal is weak and noise noise contaminated and so
our failure to detect it does not strongly rule out the possi
bility of some process which preferentially amplifies the
response to solar or volcanic forcing. Furthermore there
remains the possibility that natural effects may have an
influence on shorter timescales. For example the strato
spheric warming associated with volcanoes and possible
links between changes in the upper tropospheric circula
tion and the solar cycle e.g. Salby & Callaghan (2000);
Hill et al. (2000).

The GSOT and Os case has residual variance consistent
with CONTROL for all truncations less than or equal to
seven (Fig. 7(a)). Detection of GS0·1" but not of Os,
occurs at those truncations (Fig. 7(b)). While the ampli
tude of Os is consistent with unity the same is not true
of GSOT which has a best-estimate value of 0.65. This
suggests that the simulated tropospheric response is about
50% stronger than the observed response.

Above truncation seven the residual variance is approx
imately three to five times larger than that of CON
TROL (Fig. 7(a)) and we now consider why this might be.
The observations filtered by these leading seven eigen
vectors do capture the gross features of the tropospheric
warming (Fig. 8(a)). However, at this truncation, the fil
tered observations do not show the observed stratospheric
cooling (Fig. l(b)) as seen more clearly in the difference
between the raw and the filtered observations (Fig. 8(b)).
The raw observations are cooler in the stratosphere and
approximately 0.lK warmer throughout large regions of
the troposphere than the filtered observations. Therefore
our failure at truncations greater than seven is probably
due to the simulated stratospheric variability being too
small though gross signal error cannot be ruled out. At
truncation seven the best-estimate warming from GSOT
is similar to the filtered observations (Fig. 8(a)) in the tro
posphere.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results from a set of simulations
of HadCM3. It has a physically based interactive sul
phur cycle, a simple parametrisation of the first indi
rect effect of sulphate aerosols(Twomey 1974) and a bet
ter radiation scheme than its predecessor, HadCM2, al
lowing explicit representation of well-mixed greenhouse
gases. HadCM3 has higher resolution in the ocean than
HadCM2 and additional changes were made to the atmo
spheric component of the model. These changes have re
moved the need for flux adjustments to keep the model
stable for multi-century integrations

We forced the model with "historical" changes in green
house gas concentrations, sulphate emissions, tropo
spheric and stratospheric ozone, solar irradiance changes
and changes in volcanic stratospheric aerosol in four en
sembles each of four simulations.

We found that the effects of well-mixed greenhouse
gases, other anthropogenic effects (largely the indirect ef
fect of sulphate aerosols), and natural causes (solar irra
diance changes and volcanic eruptions) could be detected
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in the record of surface temperature change during the en
tire zo= century. The best-fit combination of simulations
was consistent with observations.

We found that the early 20th century warming can be ex
plained by a response to natural forcings, a large warm
ing, relative to other factors, from internal climate vari
ability with the effect of greenhouse gases largely being
balanced by other anthropogenic forcings.

The late century warming was largely explained by
greenhouse gases offset by the effect of volcanic aerosol
and the indirect effect of anthropogenic aerosols. Over
the entire century natural forcings make no net contribu
tion as they warm early in the century and cool from the
1960s on. Greenhouse gases warm at a rate of 0.9 ± 0.24
K/century while other anthropogenic forcings cool at a
rate of 0.4 ± 0.26 K/century giving a total anthropgenic
warming of 0.5 ± 0.15 K/century.

We detected the effect of other anthropogenic forcings
on the radiosonde record of temperature change in the
free atmosphere from 1961-95 but with a simulated tro
pospheric response about 50% too large. We found no
evidence of a climatic effect from stratospheric ozone de
cline nor a natural effect on the free troposphere. Anal
ysis on shorter timescales might detect the influence of
volcanic eruptions and the solar cycle.

The most crucial caveat in our work is that the variabil
ity we use to compute uncertainty limits is derived from
simulations. Analysis of the free atmosphere suggests
that the simulated stratospheric variance is too small by
as much as a factor of five. Collins et al. (2000a) com
pared the variability of simulated summer near-surface
temperatures from CONTROL with a proxy temperature
dataset from circa 1400 to 1950. These results suggest
that the internal variance of HadCM3 is two to three times
smaller than the variance estimated from the proxy data
but at least some of the differences may be due to neglect
of naturally forced climate variability. After inflating the
simulated variance by a factor of five we still detected the
effect of greenhouse gases though not other factors.

Before 1979 there is little direct measurement of the
changes in solar irradiance and thus considerable uncer
tainty in its timeseries. For example we could have used
the timeseries of Hoyt & Schatten ( 1993) rather than Lean
et al. (1995). There is also some uncertainty in the forc
ing from explosive volcanic eruptions. Lacis et al. (1992)
quote a forcing from volcanoes of 30 W/m2 (without
stratospheric adjustment) per unit aerosol optical depth.
We find a forcing of 20 W/m2 per unit aerosol optical
depth once we include stratospheric adjustment. In the
century analysis we found no evidence that the model's
response to natural forcings was incorrect but found sev
eral 50-year periods when it was. As we only carried out
simulations with total natural forcing we were not able to
explore differential error in the solar and volcanic fore
ings.

European surface observations indicate that the model
has about half the anthropogenic sulphate aerosol con
centrations observed. Non-sulphate aerosols such as
black carbon have not been taken into account. Since

black carbon exerts a positive forcing and there should
be a strong correlation between the spatial and temporal
distributions of sulphur and black carbon emissions from
fossil fuel combustion, this may mitigate the effect of the
underestimated direct sulphate forcing. Furthermore, the
bulk of the negative radiative forcing (offsetting the ef
fect of the well-mixed greenhouse gases) is due to the
first indirect effect of sulphate aerosol on cloud albedo,
the magnitude of which is extremely uncertain(Schimel
et al. 1995) as is the impact of underestimating anthro
pogenic sulphate aerosol concentrations on it. We have
not included the second indirect effect which increases
cloud lifetime(Albrecht 1989) which could be of similar
importance to the first indirect effect.

In our simulations stratospheric ozone decline produced
a strong negative forcing but a weak near-surface temper
ature response. If we neglect this forcing we find that the
simulated response to greenhouse gases is significantly
overestimated in the 1937-87 and 47-97 periods.

We have not considered the effects of other forcings such
as changes in land-surface properties and mineral dust
which could have effected climate. Nor have we consid
ered the effect of observational error on our results which
may be significant for the radiosonde data(Gaffen et al.
2000). Finally we have not explicitly considered the ef
fect of noise in the signals. In the century analysis the
natural signal has a low signal-to-noise ratio so that its
estimated amplitude is biased towards zero and the com
puted uncertainty ranges are probably too small. Work
is in progress to investigate the effects of such contam
ination. Nevertheless our results strongly suggest that
anthropogenic forcings have been the dominant cause of
temperature changes over the last 30 to 50 years.
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Figure 1. Observed temperature changes
a): Observed changes in near-surface temperature ( 1977-
97 minus 1881-1920). A contour interval of lK is used
from -4K to 4K with additional contours at ±0.:JK and
±U.:.!:JK.
b): Observed changes in zonal-mean temperature (1985-
95 minus 1961-80). A contour interval ofO.lK is used
with every second contour labelled from -1.:.!K to I .:.!K.
The black line denotes the zonal-mean position of the
tropopause from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis for the pe
riod 1985-95 using data provided by the NOAA-CIRES
Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado, from
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/.
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Figure 3. Simulated 2CJh century temperature changes.
Temperature difference (K) between the 20-year average 1977-1997 and the 40-year average 1881-1920 for the four
ensembles, GHG (a), TROP-ANTHRO (b), ANTHRO (c), and NATURAL (d). Note these plots show the raw model
data (i.e. without the observed mask). All other details are as Fig.l(a).
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Figure 4. Simulated zonal-mean temperature differences
Differences (K) between 1985-1995 and 1961-1980for the four ensembles: GHG (a), TROP-ANTHRO (b) ANTHRO (c)
and NATURAL (d), White lines show the position of the mean tropopause in CONTROL while the dashed white line in (c)
shows the mean position of the tropopause in a atmosphere only simulation with 1990 stratospheric ozone. The maximum
difference between the two lines is approximately 50 hPa. All other details are as Fig. l (b).
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Case Period Trunc. % Var. GHG T-A ANTHRO NATURAL /Jj JJ2

Surface 1897-97 40 96.4 5.85 3.77 3.35 I. IT" 40 27
(century) 1897-97 20 91.3 7.45 4.50 3.93 1.43 40 27
Free Atmos. 1961-95 7T 48.0 - 6.11 5.90 0.9T" 36 42

Table 1. Signal properties
Shown for each analysis are the truncation used (third column), and the fraction of the observed variance (after processing)
after filtering in the truncated eigenvector space (fourth column). By processing we mean, for example, projection onto
spherical harmonics and weighting by J( 1/'21 + 1) for the surface analyses and, zonal-meaning and mass weighting for
the free atmosphere analysis. 1 denotes cases in which the truncation used is less than the largest possible.
The centre columns show the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR-see Section 4.6 for details) of the simulated signals. T
A (TROP-ANTHRO) is identical to ANTHRO before 1975. SNR values shown with a " are where the value is not signifi
cantly different, at the 907c level, from unity (that expected by chance) suggesting significant noise contamination of that
simulated signal.
Shown in the right-hand columns are the estimated dofof Cs (11i) and C.\', (1;2).
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Figure 2. Global-mean near-surface temperature
changes
Near-surface changes in global-mean temperature. rela
tive to the 1881-1920 mean for the observations (thick
black line) and the ensemble-mean of the GHG(a).
TROP-ANTHRO(b), ANTHRO(c) and NATURAL(d) sim
ulations (thin black line). The maximum and minimum
range from the individual simulations is shown in gray.
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Figure 5. l Utl-vear best-estimate reconstruction ofnear
surface temperature changes
Reconstruction of temperature variations for 1897-1997.
Observed (solid line with squares), best-estimate (heavy
dashed line) changes and best-estimate contributions
from G (dotted line with asterisks), SO (dotted line with
diamonds), NATURAL (dotted line with triangles). Also
shown is the best-estimate total anthropogenic contribu
tion (dot-dashed line with crosses). All timeseries were
reconstructed from data in which the I00-year mean had
first been removed. The grey region centred on the ob
servations shows the uncertainty range due to internal
variability (two sigma decadal variability computed from
C.\',).
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Figure 6. Linear trends from century analysis

Best-estimate linear trend and uncertainty
ranges CK/century) for G (asterisk), SO ( iamond),
NATURAL (triangle), total anthropogenic trend (x), total
trend (+) and observed trends (square). Symbols show
best-estimate trend whilst error bars show the 5-95%
uncertainty range inflated to allow for four member
ensembles.
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Figure 7. Sensitivity to truncation for free atmosphere
analysis.
The ratio of the residual to the CONTROL variance (solid
line with asterisks), using a logarithmic scale, is plot
ted in (a). Note that CONTROL variance has been in
flated (see Section 4 for details). The vertical dotted line
shows truncation seven - the largest truncation for which
the residual and CONTROL variance are consistent.
Shown as a function of truncation are the best
estimate amplitudes (solid line), 5-95% "detection"
uncertainties (light-gray shading), 5-95% "amplitude
consistency" uncertainties (thin black shading) for
GSOr (b) and Os (c).
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Figure 8. Filtered observations

a: Observed changes in zonal mean temperature filtered
by projection onto the leading seven eigenvectors of CN.
A contour interval of 0.1 is used with dark (light) shad
ing for values above (below) 0.3K (-0.3K) and the zero
contour drawn bold.
b: Raw observations minus (a) (i.e. what the filter
ing removes). A contour interval of O.lK is used with
dark (light) shading for values above (below) O.lK (-
0. lK). The zero contour is drawn bold.
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ABSTRACT

The contributions of solar irradiance changes. volcanic
eruptions and the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
to global mean temperature variations from 1882 to
1999 are analysed. The ENSO-signal is modeled in
terms of the pressure anomalies in Darwin (Australia).
The response to solar and volcanic forcings is modeled
using an energy-balance climate model. It appears that
fast temperature variations (periods 2y-20y) arc
primarily due to ENSO and to volcanic forcings. The
1 1y solar activity cycle is poorly correlated with
temperature and plays a minor role.
Long term variations in solar irradiance and in volcanic
forcing provide a plausible explanation for the observed
global warming in the first half of the 201" century.
When the total natural signals are subtracted from the
observed temperatures an exponential temperature trend
remains, which resembles the computed trend. using a
plausible estimate of the anthropogenic radiative
forcing.

INTRODUCTION

Global mean temperatures show a broad spectrum of
variability, ranging from quasi-biennial oscillations to a
long-term warming trend over the past century. Major
sources of global climate variability are: The El Nifio
Southern Oscillation (ENSO). major volcanic eruptions.
variations in solar activity and anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases and aerosols.
ENSO is a manifestation of the non-linear interactions
between the atmosphere and the Pacific Ocean, which
lead to variations in global patterns of temperature,
cloudiness and precipitation (e.g. Halpert and
Ropelewski, 1992). ENSO has a significant impact on
global mean temperatures as well (e.g. Jones, 1988 ).
The state of ENSO is well documented by observations
of surface air pressure over the Pacific. ENSO has a
broad spectrum of variability with most of its variance
on interannual to decadal time-scales.
Major volcanic eruptions create stratospheric dust
clouds, consisting of sulphate aerosols. These aeosols
enhance the reflection of solar radiation, and produce
negative radiative forcings. which arc clearly visible in
ground-based and satellite-based radiation
measurements (Robock, 2000; Minnis et al., 1993).
Temperature records show, that volcanic dust clouds

warm the stratosphere and cool the earth surface
(Robock, 2000). The lifetime of volcanic dust clouds is
relatively short (ca 2 years), but the temperature
response is both damped and prolonged by the thermal
inertia of the oceans. Moreover, sequences of major
eruptions may give rise to significant variance on
decadal and interdecadal time-scales (North and
Stevens. 1998; Rowntree. 1998). Since 1960 the
volcanic forcing is relatively well known, but further
back in time the reconstructions are quite uncertain.
allthough the dates of major eruptions are well
documented and some proxi-data are available.
Variations in solar activity also produce radiative
forcings. Since 1979 accurate satellite observations of
total solar irradiance (TSI) are available, which show
that the radiative output of the sun varies in phase with
its I I-year activity cycle (Frolich and Lean, 1998).
Parameterizations of this activity cycle provide plausible
forcings prior to 1979 (Lean et al., 1995; Solanki and
Fligge, 1998). There is ample evidence for the existence
of longterm variations in solar activity as well. The
corresponding TSl-variations are quite uncertain (Lean
ct al., 1992; Baliunas and Soon, 1995; Hoyt and
Schatten, 1993; Lean et al., 1995; Solanki and Fligge,
1998; Harrison and Shine, 1999; van Ulden and van
Dorland, 1999).
The anthropogenic influence on climate includes both
positive radiative forcings (mainly due to greenhouse
gases) and negative forcings (mainly due to aerosols).
The net anthropogenic forcing is quite uncertain, mainly
due to uncertainties in the role of anthropogenic
aerosols. (IPCC, 1994; Hansen ct al., 1998).
Apparently, interdecadal variations in all radiative
forcings are uncertain. Therefore many researchers have
attempted to infer the magnitude of interdecadal
radiative forcings from temperature observations. The
possibilities to do so are limited. In the first place, the
instrumental temperature record is not much longer than
a century. Thus a limited number of independent
dccadal datapoints is available. In the second place. the
temperature response to radiative forcings is not
accurately known, both with respect to the equilibrium
climate sensitivity and to the attenuation and delay of
the response by the thermal inertia of the oceans. This
prohibits in fact any simple direct attribution of
observed intcrdecadal temperature variations to one or
more of the possible forcing mechanisms.
In this paper we take a somewhat different approach.
We use the information contained in the fast temperature

l'r,« f '' So/11r & .\j){ICI' We111/1n Euro. i.ntcrrnir, 'The So/11r Cvclc an.! "/"("1re111 ial ( "/111111/1' ·. .1"1111111Cru: tic !1·11tr1/1· Trncritc, S1'11i11.
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Figure I. Global mean temperatures relative to 1961-
1990.{K}.. The dotted line is the reconstruction of the
combined global air-sea temperature T.ionesby Jones
(/ 994; updated by Jones). The solid line is a linear
combination of the global mean air temperature by
Vinnikov et al. (1990) (weight 213) and the global sea
surface temperature by Kaplan et al. (1998) (weight
113).This record is denoted by TvmKap-Both records are
smoothed in order to remove the annual cycle and
higher frequencies. We see that after 1950 the two
combined records are very similar. Jn the first half of
the 20th century the differences are larger, which may
be attributed to differences in correction procedures
and interpolation methods.

signals on interannual to decadal time-scales. These fast
variations are primarily due to ENSO, to volcanic
forcings and to the 11y solar cycle, which are relatively
well documented, while the very uncertain slower
changes in anthropogenic and solar forcings are less
important. This allows the inference of the scaling
factors for ENSO and for radiative forcings with some
confidence. The scaling factors for the fast signals are
then used to estimate the possible contributions of
ENSO, volcanic activity and solar activity to
interdecadal temperature changes. The total natural
signals are then subtracted from the original temperature
records and the resulting residual time series is analysed.

DATA SETS

The data sets are shown and specified in the figures 1-3.

APPROACH

The temperature signal of ENSO is assumed to be a
linear function of the pressure anomaly L'lPoarwm .

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

-0.5
-1.0
-1 .5L---~--~----'----_,___

1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 2. ENSO index [mbar}. The index used is the
pressure anomaly observed in Darwin (Source: Bureau
of Meteorology Australia).
Shown are ly and IOymoving averages.
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Figure 3. Natural radiative forcings [Wm.2}. The
positive forcing is the solar forcing, based on Solanki
and Fligge B (1998), in which the long term variations
are based on variations in the solar cycle length. This
reconstruction is matched in I979 with the observations
collected by Frolich and Lean (I 998).
The negative forcing is the volcanic forcing. We
constructed this forcing using the ice-core indices by
Robock and Free (1995)for the years up to 1959. The
period 1960-1978 is based on surface radiation data by
Dyer and Hicks (1968) and Dyer (/ 97-1), on
observations of stratospheric sulphate by Sedlacek et al.
(/983) and on lunar eclips data by Keen (1983, 1993).
The period since I 979 is based on satellite data as
analysed by G!SS (Sato et al., 1993). For the ice-core
data and lunar-eclips data we assumed a background
optical depth t = 0.05. The ice-core data were scaled to
match the other data for the period I963-1966, which
includes the Agung eruption. The radiative forcing is
computedfrom the optical depth using F"'"=26t (Lacis
ct al., 1992, Rowntree, 1998).
Shown are ly and IOymoving averages.

, where t is the time, SEl\so a scaling factor (Krnbar')
and TE'\so a time-lag. The temperature response to
radiative forcings is modeled using the atmosphere
ocean energy-balance model by Hoffert et al. ( 1980).
This model describes the radiative response of the
troposphere and the attenuation and delay of the
temperature response by the thermal inertia of the



oceanic mixed layer and the deep ocean. The actual
temperature response to volcanic forcing 1".T\01c(t) is
assumed to be proportional to the modeled response
~\T\,,1c\1."1c1(t)and described by:

(2)

where S\10,1c1is the equilibrium climate sensitivity used
in the energy balance model and SRadthe actual climate
sensitivity to be determined from regression with
temperature observations. In this paper WC USC S\lodcl·~
0.6 KW-1mc, an oceanic mixed layer depth of 50m and
the oceanic diffusion coefficient and upwelling velocity
proposed by Hoffert et al. ( 1980).
The reponsc to solar forcings is treated in the same way
and given by:

The total natural signal is described by:

l".T1'at"ral = !".TE\SO + l".Tvolc +!".Ts"" (4)

In this equation we have 3 adjustable parameters: the
ENSO scaling factor S1\so, the ENSO time delay 11\so
and the climate sensitivity to radiative forcing SRad·We
will estimate these 3 parameters from linear regression
with observed temperatures.

ANALYSIS OF THE FAST SIGNALS

The regression is performed for the fast signals, which
are obtained by subtracting running decadal means from
running annual means. This procedure acts as a band
pass filter with half-power values at 2 y and 20 y. The
regression coefficients arc obtained by maximizing the
explained variance. The regression period is 1951-1995.
The regression coefficients are shown in table I .These
coefficients arc also used for the period I882-1950.

1880 1900 ;920 1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure -t. Fast temperature signals [K]. Solid line: fas:
component of T1111A,,r: Dotted line: fast component of
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Table I. Regression coefficients for the fast signals

1951-1995 11\SO S1\JSO SRad
(y) (Kmbar') -I '(KW m)

0.30 0.134 0.55
0.33 0.145 0.66

T.1t1111:s

--------------------

Table 2. Regression results for the fast signals (2y-20y)
---------------

CT n.xxo CTT\.t11c CTTsun Exp I. Residual
(K) (K) (K) Var. Standard

Error (K)
TJoncs

1951-1995 0.071 0.068 0.007 82 % 0.039
1882-1950 0.075 0.041 0.005 20 % 0.078
1882-1995 0.073 0.054 0.006 47 % 0.064
TVinKap
1951-1995 0.076 0.082 0.008 88 % 0.034
1882-1950 0.078 0.048 0.005 61 % 0.061
1882-1995 0.077 0.062 0.007 72 % 0.052

In figure 4 we show the fit of the sum of the natural
signals to T\mKapWe see a good fit for the whole period
1882-1995.
Information on the quality of the fits is given in table 2.
Table 2 shows that in the period 1951-1995, most of the
fast variations in TJo11,, and TVin+caparc explained by the
three natural signals. The standard deviation of the
ENSO-signal is about equal to that of the volcanic
signal. while the solar signal is an order of magnitude
smaller. For the period 1882-1950 the results for the two
temperature reconstructions show marked differences.
For TvinKapagain a significant fraction of the variance is
explained, while this is not the case for T1011,, It appears
that this is primarily caused by a mismatch between
TJo"" and ENSO in the period around WWII. This is
illustrated in figure 5.

0 :3

0.2

-0.2

. l ' ::::n1~··.1~y\1~~~1~A.~i.~M •.,. ~
-0.1f- .. ~. J VW ~ r~U,TV'Vv~~~,

.: ',

1880 1900 '920 1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 5. Residuals of thefast temperature signals [K].
Dotted line. T1u11,, - 1j7;,,1111,."1: solid line: T11111-:ur -
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THE SOLAR CYCLE

In this section we analyse the role of the 11y solar
activity cycle. To this end we apply a band-pass filter
with half power values at 5y and at 20y. In figure 6 we
show for this period band the ENSO-corrected
temperature signal L1TVinkap - L1TE:-.:50, together with the
volcanic signal and the solar signal. We see that all
major volcanic events are also visible in the ENSO
corrected temperatures. We also see that periods
between 9y and 1Oy dominate both the temperature
variations and the volcanic signals in this band. For the
whole period 1882-1995, the correlation between the
two signals is 0.87. The dominance of periods between
9y and 1Oy is clearly due to the intervals between major
volcanic eruptions. On the other hand, the solar signal
has a correlation of only 0.04. Only in the period 1950 -
1980, the solar signal is highly correlated with
temperature. In this period the solar cycle happens to be
in phase with the volcanic forcing. In other periods the
solar cycle is either uncorrelated, or negatively
correlated with both temperature and the volcanic signal.
These results do not support the existence of a strong
solar forcing in phase with the 11-y activity cycle, as
proposed by Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997).

0.16
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0.04

0.00!1:: f+i+~41A~ I
-0 04

-0.08

-0.12
-0.16 '

1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000

Figure 6. Temperature signals in the "solar band" [K}.
Solid line: T1mKap- LJTFN.WJ;dotted line: LJTv01,; Thick
line: LJT,1111"

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL SIGNALS

Using the regression coefficients for TVinlcap from table
1 and ( 1) - (3), we have computed the full natural
signals, including both the fast and the slow
components. These are shown in figure 7.
In figure 8 we show the sum of these natural
components together with TVinKap . We see that the
difference between the two curves is small until about
1950 and increases thereafter.
This is even more clear in figure 9, which shows the
difference between the observed temperatures and the
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Figure 7. Natural temperature signals [K} .(ly running
means) Solid line: sr,,,m; dotted line: LJTFNso:broken
line: LJTl"olc
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Figure 8. Temperature signals [K] (Jy running
means). Solid line: Tr,nKap;dotted line: LJT\"ai11ra/·

natural signals. It appears that the residual temperature
shows a warming trend, which increases exponentially in
time.
For TJoneswe obtain very similar results, allthough in this
case the residual scatter is larger (not shown).
The residual global warming cannot be explained by the
natural signals included in this study, but it resembles
the global warming, which we computed with our
energy-balance climate model using a plausible
reconstruction of the anthropogenic radiative forcing
(see figure 9).
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Figure 9. Residual temperature (/y running mean). Thin
line: T1·,11;:ap - iJTvaiurat;smooth line: computed response
to an exponential radiative forcing with an e-folding
time of 25y (corresponding to an annual increase of
about 4%). The magnitude of this forcing is about I. I
Wm-2 in I 990. This estimate falls within the range of net
anthropogenic forcings given in IPCC (1995).

CONCLUSIONS

Volcanic forcings and ENSO explain much of the
observed variations in global mean temperature with
periods of 2y to 20y. The present analysis does not
support a strong solar forcing in phase with the 11y
activity cycle.
Decreasing volcanic activity and increasing solar
activity provide a plausible explanation for the observed
temperature rise in the first half of the zo" century.
The high volcanic activity in the period 1963-1993
explains the observed cooling in the 1960s and has
reduced the global warming in the period 1970-1995.
The residual global warming in the second half of the
zo" century can be explained by a plausible
anthropogenic radiative forcing.
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SPECIAL: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY ESF NETWORK ON SPACE WEATHER AND THE
EARTH'S WEATHER

N. B. Crosby aud M. J. Rycroft
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The ph.-non rcn a i11 space that 111ay c;111sr· spac<·
weather i11cl1w<'d efff'cts i11 the Larth·s environ
ment and their possil,J,. associat iou wit h mr-trorn
logical ohservat ions. l>ot Ii 011 short- ;111d loug-tr-rru
scales. is a cont roversial topic. !Iiglrly i'llf'rgf't i<· cos-
111ic ray, solar and 111ag1wtosplwric cltarg<·d part 1-
des may hav« clirPC"t or i11dir<'ct eff<•<'ls 011 t h« ];1.1·
<'l's of t lw at ruosphor« wit It which t lwy «0111r· int o
contact. Th« aim ,,i· t h« irrterdisciplir1ary L11r"
pean Sci<'r1n· Found at ion (LS F) \<·t work st udy 011
--Space \\'f'at h.r awl 1lw La rt h ·s \\'cat hcr: Ll<-c
t rodyuamir and C'harg<·d Part iclr lrn't•cts on t lw
St r at osphcr« and Troposplwrr· .. is 1" improv.' 1lw ,.;ci
r·r1tific- 1rndnst anding of 1his topic wi t liin t ii« S1111-
l.art h sc<'rtario. Its 11!11r11atf' ohject iv« is to gl'111·ra1"
global. r<.,gior1al aud i<wal 111<>delstr, r"<·latr· <·l<·ctric:t!
changes irr t l1c at mosplror« tot he dist ril.ut i<nt oft h.
highly <'rwrg<'tic part icks. an.l t herr-aft cr to f'Xa111i1w
and quaut ifv t lw relat i<Jr1ship lwt11«·r·11s1wh char1g<·s
wit h t lw prop<'I't ies oft Ji, global at 111ospll<'rl<' «i<·ct ri.:
«ircui t a nd also the dist ribut io11 of cloud and ra in la ll
This papn pn·s<'1tts t lw scier1t ific L;wkgro1r11d llf'h111d
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interact with the Earth's middle and lower atmo
sphere. A change in their fluxes, due to the solar
activity cycle, may either directly or indirectly have
consequences on the surroundings. It may modify
the chemistry of the middle atmosphere and change
the ionization in the air which could lead to con
densation nuclei for water droplets. Furthermore.
it may modify the electric field distribution and/or
the electric current flowing between the Earth's sur
face and the ionosphere. In turn, the current may
deposit charge layers on cloud droplets and sul
phate aerosols which may significantly affect cloud
physical processes under non-thunderstorm condi
tions. It is getting the global picture of all these
linked phenomena that is important, and the aim
of SPECIAL is indeed to improve the scientific un
derstanding of this topic within the Sun-Earth sce
nario. A list of references to important works re
lated to SPECIAL is available on the Web (see
http://www2.sgo.fi/SPECIAL/Bi bliography.html).

The objectives of SPECIAL in this respect can be
divided into four parts: 1.) quantifying the atmo
spheric response, 2.) generating and testing hypothe
ses concerning the quantified effects, 3.) eventually
generating numerical models, and 4.) in parallel.
planning new instruments/facilities to observe spe
cific phenomena.

To quantify the atmospheric response unequivocally
will rely on two different approaches. A.) one based
on studying particular events in detail and B.) the
other using statistics. The former approach uses de
tailed analyses of meteorological (e.g. pressure, tem
perature, cloud distribution, etc.) observations made
during particularly strong and clearly defined "space
weather" events (November 1993, January 1997 and
May 1998) that already have been studied in great
detail. Statistics are the tool in the second approach:
rigorous statistical analyses of meteorological and
other data sets (e.g. ionospheric, magnetometer, ... )
are to be performed. This is done, for example. by
using the superposed epoch analysis method of anal
ysis and comparing with the same number of ran
domly chosen key dates to estimate the significance
of the result. The ultimate goal of both approaches
is to give us a better understanding of the physical
mechanisms involved in the processes.

The second objective of SPECIAL concerns the
quantified effects of the solar wind and energetic
charged particles on the atmosphere that have been
found. generating hypotheses on these results and
furthermore testing these hypotheses. Eventually.
the next objective is generating numerical models
on global. regional and local scales on the following
three issues:

• The response of the global electric circuit, the
ionospheric potential, the air current density,
the probability of occurrence of sprites, etc.

• Changes to both the tropospheric and strato
spheric chemistry

• Changes to cloud nucleation, cloud micro
physics. the distribution of aerosols and clouds,
rainfall, etc ..

In all these three issues the spatial and temporal
variations of the properties of the galactic. solar and
magnetospheric charged particles entering the atmo
sphere are to be taken into account.

In parallel to the carrying out of the above inves
tigations, the planning of new instruments and fa
cilities is being considered. Examples include con
sidering the feasibility of observing, by various tech
niques, sprites in Europe (e.g. in Alsace, Pyrenees.
or Turkey) and from the International Space Sta
tion or a dedicated satellite. Also the feasibility of
establishing a high altitude observatory for measur
ing atmospheric electricity and related parameters
with well-understood instruments (e.g. in Tenerife,
La Reunion. or Antarctica) is being studied.

A related project carried out as part of the World Cli
mate Research Programme is SPARC (Stratospheric
Processes And their Role in Climate). Its main
themes are:

• Stratospheric indicators of climate change (e.g ..
temperature. ozone and water vapour changes)

• Stratospheric processes and their relation to cli
mate (e.g. stratosphere-troposphere exchange
and the quasi biennial oscillation)

• Modelling of stratospheric effects on climate
(e.g., model climatologies, reference data sets
and sudden warmings).

Thus SPARC and SPECIAL are complementary to
each other. Table 1 gives, simply, the physical mech
anisms whereby changes on the Sun can affect the
properties of the Earth's atmosphere, from the tro
posphere up to the thermosphere. It is evident that
A and C are primarily within the SPARC domain,
whereas B is central to SPECIAL; C also plays a role
in SPECIAL.

3. MULTI-BE'.\EFICIAL ASPECTS OF
SPECIAL A.'\D ITS FUTURE ACTIVITIES

3.1. Earth Weather/ Space Weather

As mentioned previously SPECIAL concerns a sub
ject that may be multi- beneficial, not only to the
meteorological (weather/ climate) communities, but
also to the space weather community. It is well
known that energetic charged particles may cause
unwanted problems on both technological and bio
logical systems in space as well as on Earth. Tech
nical examples include the malfunctioning of opera
tional satellites in Earth orbit, disturbances to global
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ABSTRACT

The PICARD microsatellite mission will provide 3 to 4
years simultaneous measurements of the solar diame
ter, differential rotation and solar constant to investi
gate the nature of their relations and variabilities. The
110 kg satellite has a 42 kg payload consisting of 3
instruments: SODISM, which will deliver an absolute
measure (better than 4 milliarcsec) of the solar diame
ter and solar shape, SOVAP, measuring the total solar
irradiance, and PREMOS, dedicated to the UV and
visible flux in selected wavelength bands. Now in
Phase B, PICARD is expected to be launched by 2005.
We review the scientific goals linked to the diameter
measurement with interest for Earth Climate, Space
Weather and Hel ioseismology, present the payload and
instruments' concepts and design, and give a brief
overview of the program aspects.

INTRODUCTION

Since the solar energy is one of the major driving in
puts for terrestrial climate and since it exists some
correlations between surface temperature changes and
solar activity, it appears important to know on what
time scale the solar irradiance and other fundamental
solar parameters, like the diameter, vary in order to
better understand and assess the origin and mechanisms
of the terrestrial climate changes.

Global effects, such as diameter changes, large con
vective cells, the differential rotation of the Sun's inte
rior and the solar dynamo at the base of the convective
zone, can probably produce variations in the total irra
diance or, at least, correlate with these variations asso
ciated, during maximum, with the changing emission
of bright faculae and the magnetic network. The aim of
these correlations is double: on one side prediction and
on the other explanation of the past history of climate,
like the Maunder minimum period.

To establish long-term links and trends between solar
variability and climate changes, it is necessary to
achieve not only high precision but also absolute
measurements, what the diameter measurements of
PICARD shall bring. Further, this high precision al
lows "instantaneous" monitoring of the diameter
changes, i.e., with a proper orbit for the rnicrosatellite,
oscillations and, in particular, the gravity modes.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

Why the diameter'?

From 1666 to 1719, Jean Picard and his student Philippe
de la Hire measured the solar diameter, observed the
sunspots and determined the Sun rotation velocity. For
tunately, these measurements covered the Maunder
minimum and some time after. The data were re
examined by Ribes et al. ( 1987) who, after removing the
seasonal variation of the solar diameter, obtained the
annual means at I AU. These values, averaged for the
Maunder minimum period, and after while the Sun re
covered a significant activity, show a definitive differ
ence of the order of 0.5 to 1 arcsec, corresponding to a
larger Sun diameter during the Maunder minimum. As
expected, few sunspots were observed. Moreover,
Picard's data also showed a slow down of the Sun rota
tion velocity at equator and significantly more sunspots
in the south Sun hemisphere than in the north.

Diameter and Earth's climate

The solar constant measurements performed in space by
the radiometers since 1978 were modeled using the sun
spots number and faculae. This allowed to reconstruct
the solar constant variation till 1610 (Lean, 1997). This
showed that the solar constant experienced a significant
decrease during the Maunder minimum. The temperature
in the northern hemisphere has been also reconstructed
for the same period. The cooling of this period is known
as the Little Ice Age. The similarity of the temperature
and solar constant variations strongly suggests the
Maunder minimum as the cause of the Little Ice Age. To
assess this suggestion, climate models were run by Sa
dourny ( 1994) that showed the Maunder minimum as the
possible cause of the Little Ice Age. Volcanic eruptions
(major ones) also play a certain role, but their effects du
not extent more than a few years.

As during the Maunder minimum where, as suggested by
Picard's data, the Sun radius experienced a significant
change, the modem data of Sun diameter measurements
and sunspots number, set together by Laclare et al.
( 1996), reveal a relation between the Sun radius and
solar constant variations corresponding to an increase of
the Sun radius for a decrease of the solar constant (cf.
Fig. I). Therefore, in order to establish experimentally
without ambiguity the Sun constant and diameter rela
tionship, we propose to operate from space by measuring
simultaneously both quantities from the same platform
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and in non-magnetic lines or continua. The importance
of the measurements for climatology is straightforward
taking into account the Little Ice Age and the Maunder
minimum events.

Prediction and precision

The total solar irradiance measure made by radiometers
from space over the last 20 years, is excellent in rela
tive terms (10-5) but poor in absolute. The amplitude of
the variation over the cycle (0.1 %) is small and is
about the same than the uncertainty on the absolute
value from one instrument to the other. Prediction
tendency of climate change from such data is not
straightforward and adjustment of data sets of different
origins an art (cf. Frohlich and Lean, 1998). On the
contrary, and if the relation irradiance-diarneter is es
tablished by PICARD, the diameter measure which is
precise, reproducible and absolute to 4 mas (or even
better when the HIPPARCOS data will be recalibrated
by FAME or GAIA) and which, accordingly to Laclare
et al. ( 1996), has an amplitude over the solar cycle of
0.4 arcsec or so, provides a proper - and quantified -
sampling of the activity change over the cycle. Fur
thermore, the diameter measure will be done in the
visible but also in the UV at 230 nm a wavelength band
much more variable (6 to 8%) with the solar cycle and
well known for its role in the chemistry of ozone, inci
dentally one of the possible links between solar activity
and Earth climate.

- .. -SEMI-DIAMETER SUNSPOT NUMBERS
(Arbitrary scale)(Groups of 40
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Fig. 1: Opposing phase observed between the sunspots
number and the semi-diameter measured at
CERGA's Astrolabe (1978-1998).

Note that we measure the solar radius using the inflex
ion point of the radial intensity curve, a measure less
sensitive to the instrumental photometry and point
spread function (diffraction, jitter, etc.). In practice an
average profile is first obtained and fitted using a
smooth function (double hyperbolic tangent with 7
parameters). Then, each individual radius correspond
ing to a limb pixel is determined using two parametric
deviations from this profile, intensity and limb dis
placement, applying the appropriate corrections for
diffraction, jitter, diffusion and the integration and
purely geometrical effects of the CCD A precision of
I0 mas is achieved, mostly corresponding to the photon
noise limit. Because centering is essential, the whole
process is, in fact repeated so that the generation of the

averaged limb profile recentering is not affected by solar
activity (identified) and the limb shape deformations.
Cumulating these individual radius measure by hundreds,
allow to achieve a precision better than a mas on the
global but also specific radius (polar, equatorial or of
higher orders).

Lyman alpha monitoring

Lyman alpha irradiance has been monitored since 1977
and more recently by VARS since 1991. The SORCE
satellite will be launched in late 2002 and it will also
monitor Lyman alpha irradiance. Since these irradiance
monitoring experiments observe the Sun as a star, there
is no information about the physical causes of the ob
served irradiance changes. To identify the causes of
changes in Lyman alpha, one needs to compare the full
disk irradiance data with images. PICARD will provide
high spatial resolution (I arcsec) and continuous (every
45 minutes) Lyman alpha images which will complement
the SORCE measurements. These images will make
possible to better account for the observed Lyman alpha
changes and also for a better reconstruction of the long
term Lyman alpha data set. Lyman-alpha irradiance is
important for the ozone changes and for the formation of
the ionospheric D-region in the Earth's atmosphere. Its
understanding should result in significant progress in
atmospheric science and aeronomy.

Oscillations

Another major objective of PICARD is to attempt the
detection of the gravity modes (g-modes) of the Sun.
These modes are of prime importance to understand the
structure and dynamics of the solar core which cannot be
studied by using solar pressure modes (p-modes) alone.
So far the g-rncdes have not been discovered by any set
of instruments onboard the SOHO spacecraft (Appour
chaux et al., 2000). The I-Ci upper limit of g-rnodes am
plitude at around 200 µHz is typically I mm/s or 0.1 ppm
(Frohlich et al., 1998). Given a velocity amplitude of 1
rnm/s at 200 µHz, the displacement of the solar surface
would be of about 1.6 m p-p which is equivalent to a
variation of solar radius of about 2 µarcsec. This level
could be marginally detected by PICARD although not
the method used for detecting the g-rnodes, Nevertheless,
it is worth noticing that MDI/SOHO was able to -
without an optimized telescope and imaging scheme as
we have ·····to observe a 10 µarcsec high frequency p
mode (5 min.) solar limb oscillation signal (Kuhn et al.,
1997).

With PICARD we want to detect intensity fluctuations at
the solar limb that will perturb the equivalent solar radius
signal. Appourchaux and Toutain ( 1998) reported to
have detected p-rnodes using the limb data of the LOI
instrument. In some case the amplification with respect
to full-disk integrated data is about 4, i.e. it means that a
p-rnode with an amplitude of I ppm in full disk is ob
served with an amplitude of 4 ppm at the limb (cf. Dame
et al., 1999). Analyses of Toutain et al. (1999) and Toner
et al. ( 1999) confirmed such an amplification factor of 5.



If we hope that the same amp Iification factor holds fix
the g-rnodes, we may detect them faster with the limb
data of PICARD than with SOHO ones. A pessimistic
derivation gave 20 years for the detection of the first
few g-rnodes with SOHO (Frohlich et al., I998). With
PICARD we can seriously envisage detecting them in
less than 2 years with the amplification factor above.

PICARD PAYLOAD

To carry the proposed measurements PICARD has 3
instruments: SODIS\1. the "SOlar Diameter Imager
and Surface Mapper". for the measure of the diameter
and differential rotation (this is. therefore, a whole Sun
imager), SOY AP (SOlar VAriability PICARD). for the
measure of the total absolute solar irradiance (correla
tion with SODIS'vl measurements) and PRE'v!OS
(PREcision MOnitoring of Solar variability), a package
of 3 set of 4 UV and visible Sun photometers. Fig. 2
presents an artist view of PICARD's microsatclluc.
SODISM is realized by the Service d'Aeronomie du
CNRS, France. with a contribution from the Space
Science Department of ESTEC. SOY AP by the Royal
Meteorological Institute of Belgium, and PREM OS by
the World Radiation Center of Switzerland.

Fig. :l Artist vie11 of PICARD microsatcllitc. 60x61ixSO
c1111in si:c .. Shown are the 3 instruments SO
DISA{ telescope and guiding, right, SOVAP.
differential radiometer. center, and PRE.HOS
tflux monitors) lefi. near the solar panels. In the
hack. one can see the electronics box supporting
two Ssband antennae and a solar pointer (ac
quisition muncuvers).

SODISM

SODISM is a simple telescope of useful diameter I I0
mm. It forms a complete image of the Sun on a large.
back thinned, CCD of 2048 x 2048 useful pixels. The
pixel, 13.5 µm, corresponds to 1.05 arcsec (at 1 AU)
and the effective spatial resolution is also about an
arcsec (at the limb). SODISM observes in 4 wave
lengths bands the whole Sun (230 nm, 548 nm, 160 nm
and Lyman alpha) and 2 calibration channels (cf. Table
1) accessible through the use of 2 cascading filter
wheels, each with 5 positions.

Operational modes

The main observing wavelength is 230 nm (8 nm band
width). It corresponds to a mostly flat UV continuum
formed in the high photosphere. It is the best possible
choice of wavelength since it is sensitive to UV varia
tions (about half of the MgII index variability for in
stance), it corresponds to the ozone bands (and by
chemical interaction in the stratosphere, the LV may
affect the stratospheric dynamics and. consequently, the
clouds coverage - which may be one of the paths of the
Sun influence on the Earth's climate) and the limb dark
ening in this continuum is limited.

UV nominal mode 230 nm
Visible 548 nm
Active regions 160 nm
Prominences and ionosnhere Lvman aloha
CCD Flat Field "Diffusion"
Scaling factor "Star field"

Table I: Observing and calibration modes of SO
DIS'vl PICARD.

In addition, SODIS'vl PICARD observes 548 nm which
is near the center wavelength of the I00 nm bandpass
used by Francis Laclare CERGA's group for the solar
diameter measurement with the Astrolabe (and, in the
near future, with the new DORA YSOL instrument). The
I (i() nm and Lyman alpha filters are used for identifica
tion of active regions and prominences. This is essential
to prevent activity manifestations to affect the "quiet"
radius determination. This possibility to avoid, in the
diameter computation. the pixels at the limb affected by
fuculae, active regions. prominences, sunspots or pores.
is an essential feature of SOD!S'v!PICARD since activ
ity, therefore, does not add noise to the diameter measure
(active solar pixels are not accounted).

The diffusion plates are simply used to monitor the CCD
response and sensitivity (Flat Field). The CCD itself is a
complete state-of-the-art system (EEV 4280 2048x40%
pixels back thinned and with frame transfer) hopefully
developed in parallel of our program for the asteroseis
mology satellite program COROT.

Finally, specific to PICARD - and providing an AB
SOLUTE diameter reference better than 4 mas (mil
liarcsec)~- is the "Star field" channel. It provides access
to stellar fields in which (with a limit magnitude of 6 or
so) stars' triplets (and more: field with 5 and 6 stars also
available) of the HIPP ARCOS reference catalog an:
imaged, allowing to scale our diameter measure and. if
required, to identify and to follow any structural change
in the focus or CCD dimensions which could affect the
diameter measure.

Optical concept

SODISM has a sound optical concept allowing to
achieve a near distortion free and dimensionally stable
image of the solar limb. It has a symmetry of revolution
(no complex optics - filters at normal incidence -
nothing else than the two mirrors and a filter set in the
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optical path) and a single telescope-detector-guiding
telescope support structure for common referencing
and stability. The telescopes mirrors are made of SiC
without coatings (reflectivity of 35-40 % in the UV
and yet 20 % in the visible). Advantage is indeed that
the photometry will not change by aging and degrada
tion of coatings since there are no coatings. Further, the
primary and secondary mirrors will help to remove 96
% of the visible solar flux, preserving the filters from
degradation and, due to the high conductivity of SiC,
this flux will be evacuated to external radiators.

Mechanical/thermal stability

To provide a stable measurement of semi-diameters to
a couple mas over the two to six years duration of the
mission, SODISM/PICARD mechanical stability has to
be excellent intrinsically and controlled. The design
selected achieves mechanical and thermal stability
because of the choice of a single monolithic structure
- a tube of carbon-carbon - to link the SiC mirrors
of the telescope and to the detector. As well the guiding
telescope is in the same structure, its mirrors and the 4-
quadrant detector being directly placed in the carbon-

carbon tube. This new type of structure (developed for
example by ALCATEL SPACE, cf. Bailly et al., 1997)
allows to reduce the thermal regulation to half a degree
for a relative change of the diameter < l mas (I thousand
of a pixel). The isotropic property of carbon-carbon and
a detailed knowledge of the experiment (interferometric
calibration), will help to further gain, by modelisation, a
factor I00 to I000 on the short term diameter variations
(useful for the solar limb oscillations). This means that
couples of µarcsec could be inferred, allowing a direct
monitoring of limb oscillations. Note that, beside focus
ing, the only other systematic error which affects the
diameter directly is the size of the detector (silicium has
an expansion coefficient of - 2 lo-6 and requires, to keep
errors below ± 0.5 mas, a ± 0.1 °C temperature regula
tion).

Fig. 3 shows the structure design of the SO
DISM/PCARD telescope, with the carbon-carbon tubes,
the INVAR plates and SiC mirrors. Note also the small
titanium feet which account for the dilatation of the plat
form (instrumental plateau base plate in aluminum but
with a carbon skin).

Fig. 3:Mechanical structure of' the SOD/SM/PICARD telescope (350 mm between the primary and secondary mirror
and 150 mm between the primary and the CCD surface: total length without cover of 550 mm). Note the 3 lnvar
plates linked together with the 550 mm long carbon-carbon tube of @100mm. Theprimary mirror is mounted on
3 piezoelectrics driven by a guiding telescope directly placed inside the C-C tube. The CCD (cooled to -40°C),
is uncoupled from the Invarplate by a Cordierite support.

Measurements Solar diameter differential rotation and full Sun UV and visible imaging
Number of channels 6 (230, 548, 160nm, Lv a, "Flat Field" & "Star Field")
Telescope focal length - solar image 2650 mm - 025 mm
Telescope optics Primarv 0120 mm (used: 110mm); Secondary 034 mm (used: 25 mm)
EEV-4280 back thinned CCD detector 2048x4096 13.5 um square pixels (frame transfer: 2048x2048 pixels used)
Guider acquisition range 1.20
Guider nominal pointing range ±30"
Guider servo bandwidths 0 to a few Hz (platform); a few Hz to 50 Hz (fine guiding on the primary)
Quad-cell image displacement sensitivity Better than 0.01 arcsec
Piezo displacement range ± 6 um(± I arcmin)
Pointing precision maximum residual jitter 0.1" (I tenth of a pixel)
Absolute solar shape precision Better than 4 mas (6 stars HIPPARCOS enhanced calibration in 2003)
Relative semi-diameter precision Better than I mas

Table 2: Characteristics of SODISM.



Pointing

Image guiding and stabilization is provided by a tele
scope with similar optical properties than the main tele
scope and directly implemented in the carbon-carbon
structural tube. The 4-quadrant detector assembly is fine
guiding the piezoelectrics which activate the primary
mirror of the telescope. Fine guiding is used so that the
image of the Sun on the CCD does not move by more
than 0.1 arcsec, i.e. I tenth of a pixel (about I tenth of
the Airy disk as well at 230 nm). The 4-quadrant detec
tor will also provide (by access to the low frequency
part of the control signal) accurate guiding to the micro
satellite itself. In that case the coarse guiding of the
stellar sensor is overruled by our sensor when the Sun
acquisition is effective in the nominal ± 0.6° field of
view. The 4-quadrant detector is provided by ESTEC
and similar to the one used with success on SOHO by
the LOI/VIRGO instrument.

Ground program: PICARDSOL

The Engineering Model of SODISM will be used in
CERGA, France, in conjunction with the newly working
DORA YSOL and the longstanding (25 years of obser
vations) Astrolabe of Francis Laclare. As such. and for
the first time, the same instrument will be used in space
and on ground to measure the solar diameter. deduce
atmospheric bias and state on ground instruments possi
ble accuracy. It is expected that the ground instrument
will operate for more than a solar cycle. A new genera
tion seeing monitor, measuring the coherence length and
temporal coherence (MISOI.FA), will also be used in
conjunction with PICARDSOL and DORA YSOL to
better assess atmospheric effects on the ground diameter
measure (in order to validate the past historical meas
urements).

SOVAP

To measure the solar constant, PICARD will use a
SOVA I type radiometer. SOVAP. the "P" standing for
PICARD. SOVA I is a differential absolute solar radi
ometer developed at the R\-lIB, Royal Meteorological
Institute of Belgium (Crommelynck and Domingo,
1984). The RMIB radiometers have been flown in
Space 8 times from 93 to 98. SOVAP radiometric core
is formed bv two blackened cavities constructed side bv
side on a common heat sink. In between each cavity and
the heat sink a heat flux transducer is mounted. The
difference between the two transducers' outputs gives a
differential heat measurement, in which the common
part of the thermal surrounding radiation seen by the
two cavities is eliminated. By the symmetrical con
struction and good insulation thermal asymmetry ts
minimized. SOV AP characteristics are summarized in
Table 3.

PREM OS

This instrument is provided by the World Radiation
Center, Davos, Switzerland. It consists in 4 "filter radi

orneters'', based on the same principle than a radiometer
(equilibrium of the flux inside a cavity) but with the
preselection of a known and reduced spectral band
width. These photometers are observing in the UV and
the visible, at the same wavelengths, 230 and 548 nm
than SODISM and in two other UV wavelengths: 31 I
and 402 nm. 3 sets of these 4 photometers are used -
one being a reference - in order to monitor aging ef
fects. The 230 nm channel has a dual function: it es
timates the UV flux in this ozone sensitive bandwidth,
and it indicates a possible degradation of SODISM's
CCD sensitivity.

Measured quantity Total irradiance (Wrn")
Number of channels 2
Number of reference voltages 6
Cavity type Cylindrical, diffuse black
Diameter prccrsron aperture !cm
Slone anulc 2.5°
Solar samnlinu ncriod 3 minutes
Dutv cvclc 50 O,lo

Instrument noise <0.1 Wrn:
Table 3: Characteristics of SOVAP (default measure

ment mode).

Measured quantity Spectral irradiancc at 230.
311, 402 and 548 nm (Wm-~)

Number of photometers 12(3scLsof4)
FWIIM bandwidth 8 nm at 230, 311 and 548 nm

5 nm at 402 nm
Cavity type Cy!indrical, diffuse black
Full view angle 2.5 ~
Slope angle O.T
Diameter precision aperture 3 mm
Accuracy of aperture area 10'
Cross-Talk io'

Table 4: Characteristics of PREMOS.

THE PICARD MISSION

The PICARD's system uses most of the basic compo
nents of the C\ES microsatellite product line, namely,
the ground segment (\-lIGSl made of the "Centre de
Contrule Microsatellites'' (CNES Toulouse), a band S
station (and most probably a complementary station at
high latitude) and the flight rnicrosatcllite segment.
These components will be qualified by the first micro
satellite mission of the product line, namely, the mission
DEMETER. The PICARD system is operated mostly
the same way than DEMETER and, in this way. con
firms the generic character wanted and developed for
the rnicrosatellite product line.

Orbit

The PICARD's mission requires, ideally, an orbit with
constant viewing of the Sun or, at minimum. with lim
ited or short duration eclipses. The expected mission
lifetime is 3 to 4 years with a possible extension to 6
years. Launch opportunities are essentially Sun Syn-
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chronous Orbits (SSO) with local time 6h/18h (little or
no eelipses). Several scenarios are still under considera
tion for the PICARD flight which is not expected before
2005 (the launch date and expected life time are impor
tant since the diameter/constant relationship will defini
tively be better determined during the near linear part of
the rising cycle than at minimum when the "constant" is
mostly "constant" ... ). If 4 years can be envisaged based
on the experience of the first microsatellites, and since
our payload is not expected to degrade (telescope with
SiC mirrors, etc.), a launch in 2005 is then possible.

Brief or non-eclipsing Sun-synchronous viewing orbits
are essential in order to achieve both the thermal stabil
ity for the absolute long term diameter measurement and
the near continuous sampling for the long periods g
modes oscillations. At present launch is planed with a
dedicated Dnepr russian rocket on a 750 km SSO orbit.

Pointing needs

The pointing needs on the PICARD satellite (for the
scientific measure) is a pointing in the Z axis (telescope
axis), towards the Sun, and with a precision of± 0.0 I0•
This performance will be achieved by the attitude con
trol system using an ecartometry information from the

payload (from the SODISM guiding telescope: pointing
differences between the telescope and the Sun center
direction). This, by itself, illustrates nicely the optimi
zation capacity offered by the microsatellite system.

Pointing needs also imply a specific configuration of the
stellar sensors (two heads) to preserve a permanent
stellar pointing calibration along the orbit (stellar cali
bration need for the SODISM telescope scaling factor).

Characteristics

To the exception of the attitude control system, the
microsatellite platform for PICARD is very similar of
the one of DEMETER. Globally, the adaptations are
reasonable (in cost and complexity) and confirm the
right choice of recurring technologies in the initial mi
crosatellite product line.

Table 5 summarizes the essential characteristics of the
present PICARD's rnicrosatellite. The performances are
derived, mostly, from the microsatellite product line. To
the exception of the power allowance, somewhat criti
cal, these are well along the payload needs (cf. Table 6).

Characteristics PICARD Microsatellite
Size (crrr') ll,x W x Hl 60 x 75 x 80
Mass (kg) Platform (with lest): 68 kg

Payload: 42 kg max
Total I IO kg (for 120kg nominal: I0 kg margin)

Power (w) Platform: 30 W (average on an orbit)
Payload: 42 W (average on an orbit)
Total: 72 W

Pointinz accuracy 3 axis stabilized 0. I0
Pointinz stabilitv (platform) 0.01°
Pointing stabilitv ISODISM) 0.1" (active pointing control on the primarv mirror)
Mass Memory I Gbits
Telemetry flow 400 Kbits/s (1.5 Gbits/dav)
TC (commands) 10 Kbits (immediate or delayed)
Orbit restitution !km
Onboard datation < 0.5 s (TU difference)

Table 5: Performances of PICARD microsatellite.

Characteristics PICARD Payload SODISM SOVAP PREMOS Electronics
boxes (2)

Mass (kg) 41.8 17.9 5.8 4.1 10& 4
Size (cm') 60x60x30 60x27x28 35xl5xl5 30x9x20 <16x26x26

18xl9xl9* <18xl9xl9*
Power (W) 32.9 18.4 IO. I 4.4 NA
Thermal Control (W) 9.0 9.0 - - NA
Average Telemetry (Mbits/dav) 1510 1500 5 5 NA
*this electronic's box is placed under the microsatellite platform

Table 6: Characteristics of PICARD model payload.

Table 6 summarizes the mass, power and nominal te
lemetry characteristics of the PICARD mission. Note
that the PICARD Mission Center will normally be oper
ated by the RMIB and that, most probably, antennae (S
band) in Toulouse and Kiruna will be used for telemetry

needs (about 1.5 Gbits per day). Depending on the data
compression scheme selected, a higher telemetry rate
(1.9Gbits per day) could require a third antenna.
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ABSTRACT

Problems to get adequate observational data for model
validation are discussed. Nevertheless it can be shown
that the climate models used at Max-Planck Institute for
Meteorology (ECHAM) give realistic estimates for the
present climate. Model simulations for future or past
climates show that the temperature increase in the last
decades can be explained by forcings from changes in the
greenhouse gas concentrations. Simulations with
changing solar radiation show as well an increase in the
2m temperature during the last decades but with a too
small amplitude. It is shown that observations and
simulations with different models support each other
which provides some confidence in the results of our
simulations, despite of deficiencies in observational data
and in model formulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large changes of the climate of the earth have been
observed in the last centuries and thousands of years on
different time scales. Generally it is very difficult to
assign such climate changes to specific causes hy means
of diagnostic studies. an exception may be the climate
changes due to changes of the orbital parameters (e.g.
Berger, 1978) due to their distinct frequencies. By means
of climate simulations with numerical models it is
possible to investigate impacts of single external forcings
which can help understanding observed climate changes.

A main problem in using model simulations for
understanding climate changes lies in the imperfection of
the climate models. though errors in the mean fields may
not be relevant for impact studies. Another problem lies
in insufficient observational data for validating model
results and for forcing the climate models. Therefore.
international regional and global programs and
observational campaigns have been initiated in recent
years such as the Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment (GEWEX I and its subprograrnmx. Enhanced
observations. data col lcction and coordinated research
will lead to both a better understanding of physical
processes within the energy and hydrological cycle and
an additional database for \ alid.uing atmospheric
models.

In Section 2 we shall demonstrate uncertainties ot
observed or analysed data on different scales in time and
space and suggest data sources for validation. Onlv data
sets which arc produced in the environment of numerical
weather forecasts prov ide the complete range of data on
all scales in time and space needed for validating climate

models. Therefore the use of. and problems associated
with, such numerical analysis especially with the recently
produced reanalysis data will be addressed.

In Section 3 it will be shown how far the atmospheric
model ECIIAM4 (Roeckner et al., l 996a) is able to
simulate the present day climatology when prescribing
observed sea surface temperatures (SSTs). The ability of
this model to simulate the large scale circulation and its
variability has been shown in several publications (e.g.
Bengtsson ct al., 1996) and improvements due to the
more recent model version are described by several
publications, e.g. Roeckner et al. ( l 996a). Therefore. we
shall restrict our study here to the quantities relevant to
this investigation. Climate change studies deal mostly
with 2m temperatures while this study will address more
the hydrological cycle. because it reflects much more the
ability of the model to simulate the real atmosphere.

Coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models
(CGCMs) have been used to simulate the climate of the
next century by assuming different scenanos of
greenhouse gases according to suggestions by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC.
1995 ). They have also been used to investigate the
climate of previous centuries using variable radiation of
the sun as estimated by Lean ( 1997) or by Hoyt and
Schatten ( 1993 ). Before interpreting such scenario runs.
one needs to know how far the models arc able to
reproduce the mean climatology and the temporal
variability of meteorological parameters under present
climate conditions. Due to limited computer resources.
long-term CGCM simulations can presently be
performed only at a relatively low resolution. typically up
to a horizontal grid resolution of 2.5" or a T42 spectral
resolution (T42 means that any horizontal variability
which is shorter than a wavelength of 360°/42 on an;'
great circle cannot be represented). Smaller scale
processes like convection have to be parameterized
which mav result in another model limitation.

In Section 4 the realism of the coupled model will be
investigated. Rocckncr ct al. ( 199(1b) have shown that
their coupled model is able to reproduce among others
the ENSO phenomenon satisfactorily which is the most
dominant intcrannua I variabi Iity of the ocean-atrm isphcrc
system. This 1s a requisite for more detailed
investigations of climate change.

Results from scenario simulations of the next century
based on changing greenhouse gas Iorcingx are sllll\\ n in
Section 5 and compared with scenario simulations using
variable solar radiation. which arc described Section 6.

Proc I '1 Solur & S/)(lU' \\'n11/1cr E11roo111/('rn1re, 'The Solar Cvclc and Trrrcst nol ( 'limau- · .1•lt11i!a ( 'r11.-de Tcncri]« Tcnrrit«. Sp.,,».
25-29 Se/lfl'l11hcr ](}(){}IF\.\ Sf'-.f/53. /!cc!'/11/ler 20011)
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The resolution in coupled models may be insufficient to
distinguish between regions which may have distinctly
different climatologies due to orographic effects. The
investigation will therefore concentrate on large-scale
signals and on regions with strong signals.

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA

For validating models observational data are required
which are averaged in time and space over a grid which
is comparable to the scales in the models. Especially for
the hydrological cycle this requirement is hardly met.
Precipitation data are used to demonstrate problems with
observational data for model validation.

Area mean precipitation estimates over land are mostly
based on observations at a few stations which are
analysed to obtain area means (Rudolf et al., 1992).

Currently the highest feasible resolution for an analysis
of precipitation on a global scale is a month in time and
2.5° in space. Because of these limitations in data sets
based on direct observations, precipitation data from
analysis schemes which are used for numerical weather
forecasts are useful alternatives. Such schemes use a very
large range of observations (wind, temperature, pressure.
humidity etc.) from all possible platforms but not 2m
temperatures, precipitation or evaporation. The latter
quantities are predicted in an atmospheric model which is
run within the analysis cycle to provide a first guess for
the next analysis time step. In this study we shall rely
often on the data from the ECMWF reanalysis (ERA) for
the period 1979 to 1993 (Gibson et al., 1997) and from
the NCEP reanalysis (NRA) for the period 1958 to 1997
(Kalnay et al., 1996). They are called reanalyses as they
have been done recently using the same state-of-the-art
scheme for the whole period. The data are not affected by

Figure I: Precipitation during winter J 988189 as estimated from precipitation related observations (CMAP and GPCP)
and simulated in the reanalyses from ECMWF and NCEP( ERA and NRA).
Contours at 0.5.1.2,3.4.5.6.7.10111111/d. Shading for values> 1111111/dand> 4111111/d.



any changes in the analysis schemes in contrast to data
from numerical analyses within operational forecasting
systems. Variabilities in time arise mainly from
atmospheric variabilities hut also from changes in quality
and distribution of the observational data. Especially the
introduction of new observational data. e.g. reports from
commercial aircrafts and observations from satellites
may introduce artificial trends.

Comparisons of these reanalysis data with observational
data or estimates based on precipitation related
observations in figure 1 show the limitations of reanalysis
data. Estimates of precipitation over Europe for DJF
1988/1989 by CMAP (Xie and Arkin, 1997) and GPCP
(Huffmann et al..1996) are compared with ERA and
NRA. A main problem with precipitation analyses based
solely on observations results from having a too sparse
network. In mountainous areas the observations are often
carried out in valleys while most of the precipitation
occurs in the mountains. resulting in an underestimation
of area means of precipitation. However, the overall
similarities in the different estimates provide some
confidence in their usefulness. as long as one is not
interested in detailed structures.

The quantity used more often in climate change studies is
the surface temperature. Also this quantity has quite a
few problems e.g. in connection with representativeness
and there is also a height dependence of temperature.
Because of this lack of representativeness the observed
2m temperatures are not used in ERA. Observational data
also suffer from systematic and random errors.

3. MODEL SIMULATIONS

In this study results of numerical experiments with the
GCM ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al.. I 996a) arc used. In the
simulations discussed in this section. the atmospheric
model was forced \\ ith (ibser. ed sea surface tempera
tures. SSTs. including sea ice boundaries (Rayner ct al.,
1996 ). Observed changes 1n the greenhouse gas concen
tration were applied as well.

Atmospheric climate models presently used are able tu
simulate the main large-scale atmospheric features
satisfactorily. Redistribution of incoming solar energy is
the key process in the climate system and is closely
connected with the global hydrological cycle. The
radiation budget of the earth is characterized by an
exchange between the earth as a whole including the
oceans and the atmosphere and the outer space while \\ c
can regard the earth as a closed system with respect to
'' ater.

Important components arc rudi.n ivc processes in the free
atmosphere including interactions with clouds. genera
tion of precipitation in convective and large scale prnc
esscs. evaporation at the surface of continents and
oceans and condensation (if I\ ater \a pour in the atmos
phere. The latter le.id-, t(\ the generation of clouds and
further t(1 precipitation in the Iorrn uf rain and snow.
Over land the precipitation is on occasions accumulated
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as snow, used by vegetation. evaporated again into the
atmosphere, stored in the upper layers of the soil or
finally discharged by the rivers into the oceans. Present
models represent all these processes but do not account
for very slowly varying components of the energy and
hydrological cycle e.g. the change of inland ice and the
changes of water reservoirs in the deep ground which are
caused e.g. by the use for irrigation in arid regions.

Limitations in modelling the climate result from a coarse
resolution in time and space and from a need to parame
terize small scale processes, e.g. the evaporation and
condensation of water. These limitations result partly
from restrictions in computer resources and partly from
our incomplete knowledge of the processes. It has been
found that the models can reproduce large-scale features
better than small-scale features in space and in time.

On a large-scale and in long-term means over the oceans
evaporation exceeds precipitation so that the oceans lose
water to the atmosphere. Over the continents, however.
precipitation exceeds evaporation and the atmosphere is
losing water to the land. Transport from oceans to conti
nents by the atmosphere and back through rivers leads to
a closed water budget. It is shown in Table 1 that the
ECll/\M4 model is able to simulate the global hydrolog
ical cycle within the margin of observational uncer
tainty. The model data are taken from several
simulations with the ECHAM4 T42 model which were
forced with varying observed SSTs for the period 1979
to 1994.

Table 1 shows clearly that a fundamental quantity such
as the global long-term mean of precipitation is only
known with an accuracy of about l lY!r. This corresponds
to an uncertainty in the global energy budget of about 10
W!m2 for the atmosphere as well as for the surface of the
earth, because precipitation contributes efficiently to the
energy exchange between the earth and the atmosphere.

On continental scales (Table 2) the differences between
simulations and observations arc larger. as might he
expected. The precipitation over Africa and North
America seems to be overcsti mated hv the model.

Tahlc I: Co1111Juri.10110(1/11111/atcd and observed

( cst unat ctl ) water transporrs. Observed ( cstimatcd t
1·1i/11e.111rcgin'll in bracket»: Tlu- range» givenfor th:
oliscrvcu ions rc111!1s/im11 /() diff(Tc111 cli1111110/ogic1

h111011/\'1hc 111i11i11111111and 111a.1i11111111value» arc

given. The 11111dclrn11/1.1 arc gained with tlu:
U ·111\M-f. T-f.111111dd Units: io" kg/l'c111:

()("('(I//.\

nrccipiuniou ! P!
-f.()S I3811 Ii! -f.2(, I

cvitporation ( f:')
-f..15f-tlr!10 -1-11I
7(1 I 7 I Ill 95 I

E:=P
Cllllli111·111.1113 //IN 10 121 I
g/ohu/ 51 l (-f.S(J 111 _'.-f.7/
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Table 2: Comparison of simulated and observed
(estimated) precipitation over different continents.
The ranges given for the observations result from 3
different climatologies but only the minimum and
maximum values are given. The model results are
gained with the ECHAM4 T42 model. Units: !015 kg/
yew:

model observations
Africa 24.5 19.1to21.9
N America 17.2 II.Oto 15.2
S. America 27.5 26.1to29.7
Asia 28.2 23.9 to 30.7
Australia 4.1 3.0 to 4.1
Europe 6.7 5.5 to 7.1

In figure 2 long-term averages of 2m temperatures and
precipitation during the winter season (December to
February, DJF) is shown as observed or simulated. The

temperatures are simulated cooler over northern Russia
and warmer over the Mediterranean Sea than estimated
by Legates and Willmott ( 1990) and there is more pre
cipitation in the simulations in a belt from southern Italy
to Turkey and over Russia than in the GPCP analysis. It
is not easy to decided which of these fields are more cor
rect but several indications suggest that these are model
biases.

The ability of the ECHAM4 model to simulate the
interannual variability of a precipitation related quantity
is shown in figure 3 by time series of the river discharge
of the Parana river as observed at Posadas or calculated
from precipitation minus evaporation in the catchment
area of the Parana in the simulations. The absolute val
ues are in this respect not relevant but one can see that
the model is reacting realistically to the SST forcing
especially in connection with ENSO. The El Nino event
1982/1983 shows a very strong peak in the river dis-

Figure 2: Long-ter111111ea112111 temperatures and precipitationfor winter as cstnnat cdjrom observations bv Legates and
Willmott (1990) and bv GPCP and as simulated bv the ECHAM4 T42 model when forced with observed SSTs



charge. The correlation between both time series is 0.53.
One can recognize in figure 3 as well a steady increase
during the 90 years. an observation which will be take up
again below.

4. COUPLING THE OCEAN AND THE
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

The CGCM used in this study is based on the ECHAM4
T42 AGCM. which was mentioned already above and on
the OPYC-3 ocean model (Roeckner et al., 1996b).
Because of systematic errors in both models there is still
a flux correction needed but improvements in both mod
els made it possible to restrict this correction to annual
means of water and heat. A short description of the mod
els and of the coupling method is given by Roeckner ct
al. ( l 996b ). Also simulations with the older ECHAM3/
LSG coupled model are used in this study. See Cubasch
et al. ( 1997) and Voss et al. ( 1998) for more details in
the solar forcing runs.

It takes a long time for ocean models to adjust to atmos
pheric forcings even when starting from an initial field
which is close to the observed climatological mean. For
this spin-up period the ocean was forced with present
day atmospheric data which were either observed or
gained from an AGCM with observed SSTs. because the
comprehensive data needed for the spin-up are only
available for recent periods. Also during the phasing-in
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of the coupling between the oceanic and the atmospheric
models, present day data were used for controlling both
models. Moreover. in the so-called control experiment
(CTL). the concentrations of greenhouse gases like car
bon dioxide. methane etc. and the solar forcing are fixed
at the observed 1990 values so that the simulated CTL
climate does represent modern climate.

Roeckner ct al. ( l 996b) demonstrate that their CGCM.
in the CTL mode. is able to simulate most large-scale
features of the atmosphere and the ocean. They also
show a realistic simulation of the ENSO phenomenon.

5. SCENARIO SIMULATIONS: GREENHOUSE GAS
IMPACTS

In the greenhouse gas scenario experiment (GHG), the
concentrations of the greenhouse gases are prescribed as
a function of time. Between 1860 and 1990, the concen
tration changes arc prescribed as observed and from
1990 onward. according to IPCC scenario IS92a (IPCC.
1995 ). Because of the lack of pre-industrial ocean data.
the GHG experiment was initialized with data of the
CTL experiment. The associated shift in greenhouse gas
concentrations is taken into account hy enhancing the
observed/projected concentrations of these gases in an
appropriate way. Although this approach allows for a
correct computation of the radiative forcing, it does not
account for the warm bias in the initial state. This initial

-obs sim
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Figure 3: River disclwrgc ottl,« Paruna river. ohscrvcd at l'o.rndus. and .1i11111/mcdprcC1/!illrti1111111i1111sevaporation in tire
P11m11cicatchment basin. 1\1111rwl 111cw1.1/i1r the Sc11tc111hcr to 1\11g11.1rpcri,«].
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warm bias, compared to the observations, is maintained
throughout the simulation and, therefore, does not affect
climatic trends.

Figure 4 shows 2m temperature and precipitation distri
butions over Europe for winter for the present and in 100
years time in the scenario simulations with the coupled
atmosphere ocean model (GHG run). One recognizes a
dramatic increase of 2m temperatures in northern
Europe of up to 9K. Such an increase can be found all
over the northern continents, especially large over north
ern Siberia. This is also the area where one finds the
strongest signal in the observations (Jones, 1994). This
enhanced warming in most northern latitudes in winter
can be found in simulations by different centres, e.g.
Hadley Centre. It might be connected with a decrease of
sea ice and snow cover, which has been observed in
recent years and which is also simulated by the model.
During JJA (not shown) temperature increases are more
concentrated to the centres of the continents and have
smaller amplitudes.

The patterns of precipitation of the GHG run for the
present day climate (1970-1990) are very close to those
of the AGCM (ECHAM4 in figure 2). There is a large
scale overestimation of precipitation in the AGCM and
GHG of the present day climate when compared with
GPCP data (see figure 2), however, with realistic distri
butions of maxima and minima. The impact of the
increase of greenhouse gases is an increase of precipita
tion in northern Europe and a decrease in southern
Europe. The increase in northern latitudes can be found
almost everywhere around the world not only in simula
tions at MPI but also in those by the Hadley Centre.
Investigations of observations suggests that such a trend
has already started in recent decades in northern Europe
but the signal is very weak, because a very large inter an
nual and interdecadal variability of this quantity (Arpe
and Roeckner, 1999). Trends of temperature and precipi
tation in observations during the last century are investi
gated by Schonwiese and Rapp (1997). They show that
already in the past an increase of temperature in eastern
Europe together with a precipitation increase in northern
latitudes occur with similar patterns as predicted for the
coming century in figure 4 though with smaller ampli
tudes.

The decrease of precipitation over the Mediterranean is
specific for this area. An uncertainty arises for this area
from a systematic error in many models which is a shift
of the Azores anticyclone towards Spain in connection
with reduced precipitation. This is also an area where a
validation with observational data is hampered by the
fact that precipitation events occur more sporadic than in
northern Europe.

Another systematic change with increased greenhouse
gases is a concentration of precipitation along the ITCZ,
i.e. more precipitation along a narrow band and
decreased precipitation in adjacent regions (not shown).

In figure 3 it was shown that one of the big river catch
ment basins show an increase of river discharge during
the last century which is well simulated by the atmos
pheric model forced with observed SSTs. This increase
is similarly simulated by the GHG run.

6. SCENARIO SIMULATIONS: SOLAR FORCING

Increasing the solar radiation has a similar effect as the
greenhouse increase: it disturbs the energy balance at the
surface which leads as a linear response to an increase of
the surface temperature. A main difference is that the
greenhouse gas is affecting all latitudes in a similar way
while an increase of solar radiation will have no direct
impact in polar night areas and increasing impacts
towards the equator. This leads to increased baroclinicity,
i.e. increases of temperature mainly equator-wards of the
main frontal systems. One might expect more impacts on
the summer hemisphere. This reasoning applies for the
direct impact. but because of the dominate role of the
ocean, non-linear interactions and very long time scales
this direct impact may not be visible in trend analyses.
Voss and Cubasch (2000) indeed show in their figure 2
the main impact in the subtropics and in their figure 3 a
stronger impact in the summer hemisphere. However.
Rind et al. ( 1999) associate the larger impact in the
tropics and subtropics to a positive feedback with water
vapour.

In figure 5 a comparison of northern hemisphere annual
mean 2m temperature anomalies during the last centuries
is made. A 19 year running mean has been applied to
emphasis the long term variability. Biases between the
curves are less of concern as each of the data sets may
have used different periods of reference for calculating
the climatological means. Estimates of observations arc
those by Mann et al. ( 1998) and by the Climate Research
Unit (CRU. Jones. 1994). The main feature in the
estimates based on observations is a strong increase in the
1920s and 1930s and a further increase in the 1980s and
1990s. This general increase during the last century is
followed by the GHG model simulation (mainly CO:
increase), also with an increase of 0.7K during the last
century. The simulations forced by varying solar
radiation, es timated by Lean ( 1997) - LE- or by Hoyt and
Schatten ( 1993) -HS- show an increase as well but much
less than observed or simulated by the GHG run.

All these simulations were carried out with the
ECHAM3/LSG T2 l model version (Voss et al., 1998 l
which is now succeeded by the ECHAM4/0PYC T42
version (Rocckner et al., l 996b) for operational use
because of its better performance. which was used in the
previous sections. There are no simulations available
with varying solar radiation with this more recent model
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Figure 4: 2 111 tctnpcrat urc 1111dprecipitation during winter in simulations with tlu: cou11/ed occan-annosplierc model
LCf!AM4/0PYC T42/iir thc 1nesrn1I1970-1990), in /Iii! vcars tinu: I2070-2 /IJ(})and the dl/l[•rrnccs.
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version. but GHG simulations show a stronger response
than that shown here which is then compensated by an
inclusion of forcings from anthropogenic aerosols
leading to an even better agreement with observations
than that shown in figure 5.

The HS and LE simulations show a clear variability
forced from the solar radiation although the solar
constant varies in the experiments only between 1363 and
1367 W/m2. The estimates from observational data from
Mann et al. (1998) show a variability similar to the
simulations only for the period 1750 to 1850. This
discrepancy may partly result from uncertainties in the
estimates of the solar forcing, obvious from the large
difference in the forcing estimates by Lean ( 1997) or by
Hoyt and Schatten (1993).

7. CONCLUSION

Model simulations show that the temperature increase in
the last decades can be explained by forcings from
changes in the greenhouse gas concentrations. Simula-

tions with changing solar radiation show as well an
increase in the 2m temperature during the last decades
but with a too small amplitude.

This study suffers from a wide range of deficiencies. The
model is run only with a low resolution T2 l or T42 and
many processes had to be parameterized. The forcings
for the model are also not well known and not all known
forcings are considered in this study, e.g. the one by aer
osols. The simulations have been validated with data
which are only known with a large margin of uncer
tainty.

We found that observations and simulations with differ
ent models support each other and this provides some
confidence in the results of our simulations, despite the
uncertainties mentioned above.
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ABSTRACT

It is common Iv believr-d that iurnascs in man-uiad«
grf'f'nhousc gases could ca11s1· larg1· increases in su r
fac<' and lower at.niosphc-rir t c-m pr-rat 111Tswith disastrou-,
global and regional enviromunnr al conseq111·11c1·s. lk
cause- the expected hum;111-111;Hle .lim.u.r- forcings arc rel-
at iv.-l v small when com pared to v.uious ot hr-r n a t 11ra!
(both int r-rn al and ext c-rnal ) i>ackgr()11nd and forcing fac
tors. wo focus on the import ant q1lf'st ion of cli m.u r- mork-l
validation. \\"e re view 1·onttllon d..fici<·ncies in gr-rwral
circulation model calcu lat ions of at mosphr-ri« t.r-m pr-ra
t urr-. surfact- t rm pr-r at urr-. pn·cipitation and t h.-ir corn
plcx space-time var iabilit v associat1·d with t hr- mult iplv
interacting cl im at e coru pon.-nt s alld r('('dliacks. These d1·
fici<'llcics also impact our un.k-rst andillg of how Earth ·s
climate responses to ext rrna! forriru; agents such as t lw
natural var iat ions of inromi ru; radiant and particle <'ll
ergi1·s linked to changes in t lw S11ll. \\'c also review ex
am pk-s of ex pr-rt ed climatic effects of anthropogenic ('( )"

forcing.

1. Some Difficulties in
Simulating Climate Variables

Consider the nornin al. glolialh·-a\·1·r-;tg1·d nu mlx-r of 2.:i \\"
m-" that. is associated with t hr- total r.u liat ivt- forcing bv
all anthropoge n ic grccnlru11s1· gas1·s (<:llGs). Or. a dou
bling of C02 concent rat ion 1 unifornilv mixed t hrouglr
out t hr- atmosphere that adds about I \\" m-" to t h-
troposphere-surface svstr-ru

In order to appreciate t Iio scir-nt ilir difficuh.ios associ
ated with finding climatic chang<'s induced bv the an-

1The quantitative details and t ln- rat « at. which this forcing
is imposed upon our at mosphvr« rang('S frorn the observed
rate of increase of C02 concPntration o\·pr the past 30 years
of abo ut O . .J'lc per year to r h« 111on· inflat1·d incrr-rnr-nt of !'It
to .Jc;{:(!) per vvar in SOITif' CC\1 PXIH'ri111('nts1 but that is no t

t ho primarv conrr-rn of our discussion now.

Prue I'' Solar & Spcue \Veurher Eurrnontcrcmc, 'The So/or Cvcle and Terrestriul Clinuue '. Sant« Cru: de Trneriie, Teneri]e, Spain.
25-2'! September 2000 IES.-\ SP--!63. December 2000)

t hropog<'llic ( '02 forcinu. on« 111a\' start bv analvz ing
t lw <'ncrgv li11dgf't of t hr- «limat « svstrm. First. consider
t lw "artificial flux adjust nu-nt s" ," sorn« as larg<' as JOO
\\" rn--2 locally, ut ilizr-d l.v c<'rlitill <;CMs to minirni:«:
unwanted drift in t.hr- '""'il!1-at mosphcre coupled svst.r-rn
(1-.g .. vl urpbv l'J'J:i: <:l1·ckn "" \\"1·an· l!l'J'i: Cai iv C:or
don I 'J'J!J; Y11 (\· \leclwso I 'J'l'J) :\1·xt., considf'r t h« 11n
rrrt ain global <'n<'rg\· llltdg,.ts that varv hv at kast 10 \\.
111 '.' ill t llf' 1·111pirica llv d c-d1rc"d fl u xr-s of short wav» a11d
l"ng w.ivr- radial ion. and lat .-nt il!lf I sensi bl1· lwat wit hill
t Ill' s11rfan·-at ruosphor« S_\"St('!II (s<'f' rah!(' 1 of Kiehl ,\..·
Tr--n I»-rt h I 'l'J/).

Th •.se art ifieia llv-mod ifi-d ;111d 1111c1·rt.;1in<'Ilf'rJ!,_\·balam«
co111ponu1ts impose Sf'\'1•re constraints on our a hilit v to
find t h.- elimat.ir: imprint of a 1111-r1·I \\' Ill 2 associat<'d
with <1nthropog1·nic ('()" fol'Cing o\·1·r 100 to 200 wars.
Thos1· u nrr-rt .u nt ic-s .-x pl.u n wh v all .urrcnt (;('\I st 11d
ies "ft lu- cliiu.rt ir imp.vt s of innf'as1·d at.mosphc-r ic ( "02

are ex pn·ssed ill t r-rru-, of n fol.1111cluniq« has1·d on control.
or 11nforcf'd. «xpc-r imr-nt s that ar« k nown a priori to llf•
illco111plf'tf' ill t ln-ir fol'Cillg a nd f1·<·dliack ph\·sics3 \Ion·
iruport.ant.. it is prcruat u rr to conclllfl<· has<'d on lv ou
t hi- r.it r- of chang<' of forcing (1·.g .. I \\. lll-c> for ant.h r o-

pog<'lllC ( '()" vrr s u s tiff' 0.-1 \\" 111 " for .Iul v insolat ion

challgPs at (i0° :-\ bv t h.- !·:art h ·s

"In addition to t he hf'al flux adjust.nn-nt considr-red hr-rr-.
nonphvsi.al flux adjust nunt s for Irr-shwat.or salinity and wind
st n•ss ( rnorIH'Il111111)arr- also appli1'd i11many cont omporarv
(;('\Is.

1111 Soon ct. "I ( 19'J!l). we brif'fl_\· su n rrn arizr-d the prob
!f'r11s associatt'd with. for «x.unple. rnodds' underest imat ion
or incorn~ct prr-d irt ion of natural di111at1• changP on decade to
n•11turv t imosralr-s. Sorn« of t lw prohlvrus m av bf' connectr-d
to d if lirul t ir-s i11 dealing with 111an:,' of the suspected climan
Ior.inas. such as volcanic r-ruptionx. xt.r.uospher ir ozone varia
tions, sulfate aerosol changPs and solar particle c111d light vari
al ions. Another stronglv cou plr-d prr-rliramcnt is the inabilitv
of short climat e records to capt tiff' t llf' Pssential range of nat
ural variabilitv that would providr- cmdic!Pne<• i11 probabilitv
ass('SSIIH'Ills of potential cli m at i.: d1a11µps on dr-cados to cr-n

t urir-s.
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Fig. 1.- (a) Illustration of the cold-temperature bias problem in the troposphere in simulations produced by 14
different GCMs. Indicated in each box are the model temperature biases relative to observations [From Johnson
1997]. Regions 1, 3 and 5 gave unanimous verdicts for the models' cold bias. (b) Note that the cold-bias problem
(most GCMs curves lie to the left of the observed temperature line labeled TOVS) extends into the stratosphere.
[From Pawson et al. 2000]

orbital variations in about 100 years as contrasted by
Houghton 1991) - that the climatic effects of man-made
C02 will overwhelm the more persistent effects of a
positional change in the Earth's rotation axis and orbit.
The latter type of climate change is suspected to be
the cause of historical glacial and inter-glacial climate
oscillations, while the potential influence of added C02
can only be guessed from our experiences in climate
modeling.

Historical evidence also indicates that large, abrupt
climatic change occurs naturally and not uncommonly
(e.g., Alley 2000). In historical records, phase differences
seen between atmospheric C02 and proxy-temperature
indicate that atmospheric C02 sometimes follows rather
than leads temperature and biosphere changes (e.g.,
Priem 1997; Dettinger & Ghil 1998; Fischer et al. 1999;
Indermiihle et al. 1999). Our point is that in order to
have the anthropogenic or natural C02 forcing as the
cause or trigger for rapid climate change, various complex
climatic feedback and amplification mechanisms must

operate. Most of those mechanisms for rapid climatic
change are neither sufficiently known nor understood
(e.g., Marotzke 2000; Stocker & Marchal 2000).
[Apparently, a fast trigger like increased atmospheric
methane from rapid release of trapped methane hydrates
in permafrosts and on continental margins may be a key
ingredient for amplification or feedback leading to large
climatic change (Kennett et al. 2000).]

If natural and largely uncontrollable factors that
yield rapid climate change are common, are humans
capable of actively modifying climate for the better?
Such a question has been posed and cautiously answered
in the negative, e.g., by Kellogg & Schneider (1974).
Given current concerns about rapid climate change,
several geoengineering proposals are being revived
and debated in the literatures (e.g., Schneider 1996;
Govindasamy & Caldeira 2000). We argue that even
if climate is hyper-sensitive to small perturbations in
radiative forcing, the task of understanding climate
processes must still be first accomplished before any

effrct ivP actions can be taken.



1.1. Temperature

How well do GCMs actually simulate atmospheric
temperatures? As emphasized by .Johnson (1997), it has
been known since IPCC (1990) that. all GC:Ms suffer
from the "general coldness problem," particularly in the
lower tropical troposphere and upper polar troposphere
(regions 1, 3 and 5 in Figure la). This problem exists
in 104 out of I05 possible outcomes from 3.5 different
simulations by 14 climate models. Boer et al. (1992)
have labeled such common deficiencies as 'svst.ematir.'
'tenacious,' 'insensitive.' 'universal,' and 'esse-ntial.'

What causes the systematic errors7 Johnson
(1997) suggested that temperature responses of CC\ls
could suffer from extreme sensitivity to systematic
aphysical entropy sources introduced by spurious
numerical diffusion, Gibbs oscillations and inadequacv of
sub-grid-scale parameterizations. The analysis of Egger
(1999) seems to support this suggestion and calls for
the evaluation of high order statistical moments like
entropies to check on the quality of numerical schemes in
climate models.

The coldness problem also extends to t hr
stratosphere (Figure Ib). where Fawson et al. (2000)
showed that the cold bias is more uniformly distributed.
'Therefore, they suggest that this particular problem is
most likely associated with underestimation of radiative
heating rates (i.e .. too little absorption of solar radiation
by ozone in the near infrared) or too much longwav«
emission in the middle atmosphere. Other needed critical
improvements relate to the physical representation of
gravity wave momentum deposition in the stratosphere
and mesosphere, as well as problems associated with the
generation of gravity waves in the troposphcr« (Xlcl nt.vrc
1999).

How about surface temperatures? Not.a hle here
is the recent evaluation by Bell et al. (2000) of the
interannual changes in surface temperature of the
control (unforced) experiments from l6 different coupled
ocean-atmosphere GCMs of the C'vl IP.4 Bell et al.
found that the majoritv of the GCMs significantlv
underestimate the observed, detrended global surface
temperature variability over the oceans (Figme 2's

4Coupled \lodcd lntercomparison Project.
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panel b) while overest imat.ing the variability over land
(Figure 2's panel c). The most decisive illustration of
the biased results from all GCMs comes from t.he ratio
of the over-land to over-ocean temperature variability
in panel (d) of Figure 2. The authors mention factors
such as external forcing agents (C02, solar variability
and volcanic eruption) and GC'vls' underestimation of
El\S05 variability as possible causes of t.he systematic
discrepancy between observed and GCM-predicted
int.erannual temperature changes. They eventually pin
t.hc discropancv to non-physical representations of land
surfaces that. lead to low soil moisture (which yields
artificially greater land temperature variability) than
more realistic land surface schemes. Bell et al. also
point out another problem faced by many GCMs: too
much variability in the model's surface temperatures
both over land and sea at high latitudes. Here, excessive
inter annual variability in the co\f~rage of snow and sea
ice in the GC.\ls is noted.

CiluhalTemperature \'ari:ihilil~
a &~~~~~~~~~~~

b Ocean Tcmperntun: Variability

'Obsen'ed' Observed

00 0.5
Temperature Variahilif~ (K)

R4-tfio uf J .and/Oceau
d l'empernlur(' Vari:ibility

n.s
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l,=-tntlTemper:itnrc Variithilit~
8

' Observed

"0~.

0o
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Temperature Vuriabilit) {KJ
"o I 2 .1

Rutin of I .and/Occun

Fig. 2. Comparisons of detrended 1959-1998 observed
surface tcmpcrat.urc variability with the unforced results
from 16 different GC'.'vls of the CMIP. (Temperature
variability is calculated from the r.m.s. standard
dr-viat.ion of the 40 annually averaged data.) The
statistically significant difference in the observed and
GCM ratios of the land/ocean variability (panel cl)
has been shown to be associated with the unphysical
parameterization of land surface processes. [From Bell
el al. 2000]

The result of Bell et al. (2000) is not surprising,

0El Nino-Southern Oscillation.
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Fig. 3.- Comparison of the observed (thick solid line)
tropical-mean interannual variations of (a) precipitation
[(SP)], (b) total precipitable water vapor [(SW)], (c)
temperature at 200 mb [(ST200)], (d) outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR) at the top of the atmosphere [(SOLR)],
and (e) the net downward longwave radiation at the
surface [(SLWsfc)] with the ensemble-mean of 30 AMIP
GCM results (the thin solid curve overlaid with vertical
lines showing the range of one intermodel standard
deviation of the ensemble mean). Contrast the good
agreement for simulated water vapor, temperature
and OLR but the internally inconsistent results for
precipitation and net surface longwave radiation. (All
climate simulations were forced with observed SST).
[From Soden 2000]

as physical modeling of land processes are particularly
difficult with so many unknown factors and their large
ranges of uncertainties. For example, Pitman et al.
(1999) documented that for tropical forest, the annually
averaged simulations varied by 79 W m -2 for the
sensible heat flux and 80 W m-2 for the latent heat flux
in 16 different GC!\fs. Over grassland, the range was
34 W m-2 and 27 w m,-2 respectively. The models'
simulations of temperature varied by 1.4 K for tropical
forest and 2.2 K for grassland. Another important
concern is the tradeoff between increasing realism in
model representations of land processes and the risk of
crossing the threshold of undesired complexity. There are
new types of drift in climate variables now recognized in
GCMs with explicit treatments of land surface variables
like soil moisture or snow water mass (e.g., quantified in
terms of systematic and incremental drifts in Dirmeyer
2000).

1.2. Precipitation

Soden (2000) documented another important but
puzzling behavior in the current generation of GCMs.
In this case, the systematic problem comes from the
inability of the ensemble of some 30 different atmospheric
GCMs in the AMIP6 to produce the interannual changes
in the precipitation observed over the Tropics (averaged
over 30°N and 30°S). Figure 3 highlights the important
comparison of the agreement for the GCM simulations of
the amount of water vapor, tropospheric temperature at
200 mb and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) versus
the disagreement for precipitation and net downward
longwave radiation to the surface. This comparison
emphasizes that the agreements are fortuitous because
the atmospheric GCMs were forced with observed
sea surface temperatures (SSTs), while the modeled
interannual variabilities of the hydrologic cycles are
seriously underestimated by a factor of three to four.
From the hint of the relatively constant value of the
downward longwave flux reaching the surface (Figure
3's panel e), Soden (2000) points to possible systematic
problems in current GCM representations of low-lying
boundary layer clouds. The study, however, cannot
exclude possible errors in the precipitation data from
satellites and thus calls for improved precipitation
products.

Another problem in hydrology is the the unphysical,
negative specific humidity (!) associated with the steep
topography of the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics
(see Rasch & Williamson 1990; Schneider et al. 1999).

1.3. Clouds

As an illustration of the representation of clouds
in GCMs, we show in Figure 4 the parameterization of
the large-scale formation of cloud cover that is used in
one state-of-the-art GCM (Yang et al. 2000). Cloud
cover is very sensitive to relative humidity, U, and to
both l's, the saturated relative humidity within the
cloud, and Uoo, the threshold relative humidity at
which condensation begins. The creators of this GCM
discuss, for example, how the formula is used to tune

6Atmospheric Modeling Intercomparison Project.
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Tab!<' 1: Observations and predictions of seasonal and annual Nort.hern Hemisphere ("\I!) equator-to-pole surface
temperature gradients (in °C per :i 0 latitude; EPG) and ocoan-Iand surface temperature' contrasts (in °C; OLC).
[From Jain et al. 1999]

EPC: OLC

Annual Summer \\"inter Annual Summer Winter

(.J.J:\) (l).JF) (.J.J.\) (D.JF)

:\H observations -:l. l -2.0 -:l.!J 0.3 -:i.:i 6.5

GC\l unforced -2.9 -1. / -:l.8 s.s -:l.8 1l.'1

GCM C02-forcr·d -2.7 -1.6 -:l.6 :u -·1A 10.9
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Fig. 4.- On the large sensitivity of paramet er izr-d
cloud cover (contra.sted hv cases.\. Band C) to rr-lat ivr
humidity. l'.and to values of l·s. the saturated rolat ivr
humidity within the cloud and l 00. the threshold re lat iv«
humidity at which condensation h<'gins. [From Yang et al.
2000]

the formation of clouds by 20-:lO'/, through large-scale
condensation at high latitudes or near polar regions in
order to match what is observed.

Yao & Del Genio (1999) reported that r-vr-n for
a scenario with the most sophisticated and realistic
large-scale cloud formation and moist convection
schemes, their GC\I model results are still about 6°('
warmer than the observed t.empr-rature at the South Pok
and about 2° C cooler else-w here i11both polar regions.
ThP model is also noted to be too warm at sea-ice
margins but too cold in tho poorly observed southern
midlatitudes. Finally, Yao ,'<.,,: Del ( :enio explained that
their model results are within 1°C at ot.hr-r latitudes (i.e.,
the tropics) because "the implied ocean heat transports
are defined to be consistent. with observed sea surface

t <'Illporat.u rcs."

Clearlv. the parameterization of cloud formation
proc<'sS<'S remains a major challr-ngo in the climate
modr-liru; r-nt.erprise.

2. Expected Outcomes of C02 Forcing

Civou the difficulties and unknowns in
parameterizations of important climatic processes
and variables, what do models predict for an increased
('()1 forcing scr-nar io? Lot ·s look at t hrrx- examples.

First, is the change in C02 forcing cxpr-cted to alter
t.h« cl1aract.cr of the seasonal t om per at ure cycle? If so,
how do prr-dict ions compare to what has been observed.
at k-ast over the last few decades?

.Jai11 et. al. (1999) examined this question
by considering three paramet <'rs for the Northern
l h-m isphorr- (:'\II) surface tern pr-r at.ure: (a) the mean
tr-m JH'rat.u re's am pl it ud« and phase: (h) the equator-to
polr- surfarr- tern pcrat.urt- gradient (El'C:): and (c) the
orr-an-Iaud surfarr- t.empcrat urc- contrast. (OLC).

:\ comparison between observed and modeled EPG
and OLC: climatologies is summarized in Table 1. The
results show that changes expected from the added C02
forcing arc typically smaller than the differences between
t.hr- unforced GCM and observed values in EPG and
()],( '. So, detecting differential C:Ch effects in seasonal
dilfercnccs in EPG and OLC is not straightforward.

.Iain et al. ( 1999) also found significant differences
between observed interannual and dr-cadal trends for
both EP(; and OLC and results from ( :02-forced climate
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Fig. 5. - Predicted large changes (20-50% reductions in overturning rate by 2100 A.D.) in the thermohaline
circulation (THC) under (a] a C02-forced scenario for six different coupled climate models [from Rahmstorf 1999]
and (b] a state-of-the-art MPI GCM with improved spatial resolution of tropical ocean (from Latif et al. 2000]. The
quantity shown is the maximum North Atlantic overturning flowrate in Svedrups (106 m3 s-1) at a depth of about
2000 m. Apparently, with an improved representation of the air-sea interactions in the Tropics, the major weakening
(or even collapse under stronger and persistent forcing) of the THC predicted by earlier GCMs no longer holds true.

experiments. For example, the COc-forced run predicts
a statistically significant increase in amplitude (and
delay in phase) for the seasonal cycle of OLC, but no
such change is observed. Worst yet, even the unforced
experiment yielded a statistically significant increase in
the amplitude of the OLC seasonal cycle, which makes
the search for a C02-forced signal in this parameter
almost impossible. Furthermore, it was found that
the amplitude of the annual cycle of the NH surface
temperature decreases in a way consistent with C02-
forced experiments. But the observed trend in seasonal
phase shows an advance of the seasons, contradicting
the delay predicted by the models. Jain et al. offered
three explanations for the disagreement: model flux
corrections, significant impact of low-frequency natural
variability and sampling limitation in observational
data. Therefore, seasonal cycles are probably not useful
"fingerprints" for the impact of anthropogenic C02.

Next, consider clouds. Given the complexity of
representing relevant processes for clouds, can one find a
probable C02-forced imprint in them?

First, as Yao & Del Gino (1999) have commented, it
is misleading to claim that under a C02-induced warming
climate with more evaporation, an increasing cloud cover
is expected, because cloud cover depends more closely
on relative humidity than specific humidity. Under C02

doubling experiments with different parameterization
schemes, Yao & Del Gino (1999) predicted a decrease in
global cloud cover but showed that there is an increase
in middle- and high-latitude continental cloudiness.
They also cautioned that because "a physical basis
for parameterizing cloud cover does not yet ex.ist,"
all predictions about cloud changes should be viewed
critically.

Other authors, like Senior (1999), have emphasized
the importance of including parameterizations of
interactive cloud radiative properties and called for a
common diagnostic output like the water path length
within the cloud in control (unforced) experiments.
Rotstayn (1999) implemented detailed microphysical
processes of a prognostic cloud scheme in a GCM and
found a large difference in the climate sensitivity from
an experiment with a diagnostic treatment of clouds. A
stronger water vapor feedback was noted in the run with
the prognostic cloud scheme than in the run with the
diagnostic scheme, which in turn caused a strong upward
shift of the tropopause upon warming. Rotstayn found
that an artificial restriction on the maximum heights of
high clouds in the diagnostic scheme largely explained
the differences in the climatic responses. It is in the
midst of this incremental learning that we conclude
there are no reliable predictions of expected responses of
clouds to increased C02 in the air.



Third, consider the oceans. C nder an increased
atmospheric C02 forcing, one commonly predicted
transient response is the weakening of the North Atlantic
thermohaline circulation (THC) owing to the net increase
in freshwater fluxes (e.g., Dixon et al. 1999;Rahmstorf &
Ganopolski 1999;Russell & Rind 1999;Wood et al. 1999:
see Figure Sa). In one GCM experiment, Russell & Rind
(1999) explained that despite a global warming of l.4°C
near the time of C02 doubling, large regional coolings of
up to 4°C occurred in both the Xort.h Atlantic Ocean
(56-80°N, 35°W-45°E) and South Pacific (near Ross Sea,
60-72°S, 165°E-115°\1.,'),7 because of reduced meridional
poleward heat transfer over the North Atlantic and local
convection over the South Pacific.

Moro important, and somewhat surprising, Latif
et al. (2000) have just reported a new stabilization
mechanism that results in no THC weakening (see
Figure .'ib). Their MPI8 state-of-the-art coupled
ocean-atmosphere GC\I resolved the tropical oceans at
a meridional scale of 0.5° rather than the more typical
scale of 2-6°, and made the MPI GC\1 better adapted for
studying the ENSO phenomenon. When forced under an
increasing C02 scenario, it produced no weakening of the
THC. Latif et al. showed that anomalously high salinities
in the tropical Atlantic (initiated by excess freshening
over the equatorial Pacific) were advected poleward
to the sinking region of the THC, and the effect is
apparently sufficient to compensate for local increases in
freshwater influx. Hence, with the additional stabilizing
degree of freedom from the tropical oceans, the THC
remains unchanged in the C02-forced experiment. Thus,
there is no credible expectation of a "disastrous" change
in the oceanic circulation over the North Atlantic under
a C02-forced climate.

7See, however, a later paper by Russell et al. (2000), where
the predicted regional changes over the Southern Ocean are
admitted to be unreliable because of the model's excessive
sea ice variability. The high-latitude southern ocean is also
well-documented to suffer from large climate drift (Cai &
Gordon 1999). For example, within 100 years of coupling the
atmosphere to the ocean, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
intensifies by 30 Sv (from l.~7 to 187 Sv), despite the use of
flux adjustment. Cai & Gordon identified the instability of
convection pattern in the Southern Ocean to be the primary
cause of the problem.

8Max Planck lnstitut fiir Meteorologic at Hamburg.
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3. Discussion

Many questions remain open regarding what one
can conclude from the current generation of GCMs about
the C02-induced modifications of Earth's climate. The
climatic impacts of increases in atmospheric C02 are not
robustly ascertained. In fact, even the range of modeled
global warming remains large and not physically well
constrained (e.g., Forest et al. 2000). For example,
the aggregate of various GC'.\1sgives a global climate
sensitivity that ranges from 1.5 to 4.5°C (e.g., p. 34 of
IPCC 1996) for an equilibrium response to a doubling
of atmospheric C02 concentration. Raisanen (1999)
optimistically emphasized that many of the seemingly
qualitative inter-model disagreements in C02-forced
climate responses (including differing signs of predicted
response in variables such as precipitation and soil
moisture) could be attributed largely to differences in
the internal variabilities of different climate models.
On the other hand, Forest et al. (2000) utilized the
\!IT statistical-dynamical climate model to quantify the
probability of expected outcomes by performing a large
number of sensitivity runs, i.e., by varying the cloud
feedback and the rate of heat uptake by the deep ocean.
They found that the IPCC's range of equilibrium climate
sensitivity of 1.5 to 4.5°C corresponds roughly to only
an 80% confidence interval under a particular optimal
value of global-mean vertical thermal diffusivity below
the ocean's mixed layer. The 95% probability range for
the climate sensitivity is quantified by Forest et al. to be
0.7 to 5.1°C. In the final analysis, Forest et al. (2000)
gave the more relevant result for transient responses
to a doubling of atmospheric C02 to be an increase in
global temperature between 0.5 and 3.3°C at. the 95%
confidence level.

Attribution of causes of recent clirnatic
change. Other more specific attempts to "fingerprint"
C02 forcing by comparing observed and modeled changes
in the structure of vertical temperature profiles" have

9Here, we also wish to add that the commonly misapplied
claim of surface or tropospheric warming together with (lower)
stratospheric cooling as a "fingerprint" of C02 is in fact
false. Such a pattern of change is a natural behavior of the
atmosphere associated with potential vorticity anomalies in
the upper air's flow structure (see e.g., Hoskins et al. 1985;
Liu & Schuurmans 1990). This note is relevant because it
precludes any affirmative statements being made about the
unique detection of anthropogenic C02 "fingerprints" unless
more is understood about natural atmospheric variability.
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revealed more insights into areas for improved model
physics, such as the unrealistically coherent coupling
between the tropical lapse rate and mean temperature for
variability over timescales of 3 to 10years (e.g., Gillett et
al. 2000). Recent efforts, such as that of Bengtsson et al.
(1999), have highlighted the inconsistency between the
differing observed surface and tropospheric temperature
trends and the simulated GC~I trends that include
forcing factors like the combined anthropogenic GHGs,
anthropogenic sulfate aerosols (both direct and indirect
effects), stratospheric aerosols from Mount Pinatubo
eruption, as well as changes in the distribution of
tropospheric and stratospheric ozone. In addition,
Roeckner et al. (1999) discuss how adding other forcing
components, like direct and indirect aerosol effects, to
the CHG forcing has led to a somewhat unexpected
weakening in the intensity of the global hydrologic cycle.

Nonlinear dynamical perspective on
climate change. A somewhat different interpretation
of recent climate change is also possible (Corti et
al. 1999; Palmer 1999). In an analysis of the
Northern Hemisphere's 500-mb geopotential heights,
the authors show that the record since the 1950s
could essentially be projected in terms of the modes
of four naturally occurring, shorter-term, atmospheric
circulation regimes.!" Then, climate variability, viewed
as vacillations among these quasi-stationary weather
regimes, can be quantified by changes in the probability
density function associated with each regime. Indeed,
Palmer and colleagues proposed that the impact of
anthropogenic C02 forcing may be revealed as a
projection onto modes of these natural circulation
patterns and weather regimes. But there is no guarantee
that the underlying structure of the weather regimes
would remain the same under the perturbation of a
different or stronger forcing.

Next, the authors showed that recent observed
changes could be interpreted primarily as the increasing
probability associated with the Cold-Ocean-Warm-Land
circulation pattern (COWL regime as earlier studied by
Wallace et al. 1995or regime labeled cluster A in Corti
et al. 1999), perhaps consistent with the projection of
anthropogenic C02 forcing. In this view, the authors
proposed to resolve the contentious discrepancy between

10Identified in Corti et al. (1999) as Cold-Ocean-Warm
Land, Pacific North American Oscillation, North Atlantic
Oscillationand ArcticOscillationcirculationpatterns.

the rising trend in surface temperature versus the relative
constancy of the lower tropospheric temperature (i.e., as
summarized in the report of NRC 2000). The rationale
employed was that most of the recent hemispheric-mean
temperature change is associated with the COWL
pattern. And since the COWL pattern is primarily a
surface phenomenon, one can therefore expect to find a
stronger anthropogenic C02-forced temperature imprint
at the surface than in the troposphere. Away from
the surface, the land-sea contrast weakens significantly,
so that no imprint of anthropogenic thermal forcing
anomalies persist there.

None of the current GCMs has yet simulated such a
pattern of observed change. The strongest anthropogenic
C02 pattern of response in GCMs is still expected in
the middle to high troposphere, simply because of the
dominance of direct radiative effects. How the surface
and the column of air in the troposphere are coupled
is not well understood. This particular problem is
likely to modify conclusions of much recent exploratory
research efforts to partition roles between various natural
(volcanic, solar and internal unforced climate variability)
and anthropogenic forcings (C02, sulphate aerosols
and ozones) that adopted either instrumental or proxy
surface temperatures as their sole evidential constraints
(Lean et al. 1995; Soon et al. 1996; Overpeck et al.
1997;Mann et al. 1998;Tett et al. 1999; Andronova &
Schlesinger 2000; Crowley 2000).

A further question left unanswered by Corti et
al. (1999) is why increased C02 should lead to an
increase in the residence frequency of the COWL regime.
Any of several warming influences may contribute to
the positive bias of COWL because the main physical
cause of the pattern is the differential heat capacity
between land and sea. In this respect, it is important
to point out that the COWL pattern is a robust feature
of unforced climate experiments under various air-sea
coupling schemes tested by Broccoli et al. (1998). But
as emphasized by those authors, even though a direct
comparison of observations with model-derived unforced
patterns and changes "has implications for the detection
of climate change, [they] do not intend to attribute the
recent warming of Northern Hemisphere land to specific
causes." Broccoli et al. thus concluded that separating
forced and unforced changes in observational records is
difficult and ambiguous.



Interpreting climate change under such a non-linear
dynamical perspective imposes a strong requirement that
GC'.\1s accurately simulate natural circulation regimes
and their associated variabilities down to regional
and synoptic scales. 11 This particular requirement is
especially difficult to fulfill, because the global radiative
forcing of a few \V m - 2 expected from anthropogenic
C02 is so small compared to the uncert.ain energy
budgets of various components of the climate system
as well as flux errors in model paramr-terizat.ions of
physical processes. Consequently, significant challenges
in numerical weather and climate modeling remain.

New observational scheme. To obtain
more confidence in climate modeling, a substantial
advancement in observational capability is needed.
Improved precision, accuracy, and global coverage are all
important. requirements. For example, Schneider (199·1)
has estimated that a globally averaged accuracy of at.
least 0.5 W m-2 in net solar-IR radiative forcing is needed
in order to realistically resolve the present unacceptably
large range of estimates of climate sensitivity. In this
respect, Goody et al. (1998) have recently proposed t.he
complementary scheme of interferometric measurements
of spectrally resolved thermal radiance and radio
occultation measurements of rofractivity (with help from
GPS12 satellites) that can achieve global coverage with
an absolute accuracy of 1 cm-1 in spectral resolution
and 0.1 K in thermal brightness temperature. The
sensitivity of 0.1 K is needed to quantify expected
warming from increased greenhouse ga.<;esin one decade,
while the resolution of l cm-1 is needed to aim towards
recognizing differences in possible spectral radiance
fingerprints among several causes (sec e.g., Figures 6 and
7 of Goody et al. 1998). With the promised high vertical
resolution of about 1 km. the complementary thermal
radiances and GPS refractivity measurements may lead
to a better understanding of clouds. These observational
schemes offer hope, not only to critically test climate
model predictions, but to provide for early detection of
anthropogenic C02 effects before they may become too
large.

11This requirement has led Palmer to say that this possible
shift in detection strategy towards very local patterns of change
is "the very antithesis of the global greenhouse effect."

12Global Positioning System.
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4. Social Comments

This talk has been largely an apology for our lack
of understanding of Earth's di mate system. To date,
we do not know whether man-made C02 has caused,
or will cause, the climate to change for better or for
worse. There is clear evidence for beneficial effects of
enhanced C02 on plants (Idso & Idso 1994); but the
complete aspects of C02 impacts on society are not
so easily evaluated. There are widely differing views
on plausible theoretical expectations of anthropogenic
C02 effects, ranging from dominant radiative imprints
in the upper and middle troposphere (based on GC\1s
results) to nonlinear dynamical responses. At the current
level of understanding, a disastrous global and regional
environmental change from increasing atmospheric C02
is neither a quantifiable nor a scientific proposition.

As for a second opinion on our evaluation of climate
models' systematic errors, the thoughts of Bryson (199:3)
are applicable: "A model is nothing more [sic.] than
a formal statement of how the modeler believes that
the part of the world of his concern actually works. It
may be simple or complex. · · · Because of the size and
complexity of the climate system, no set. of equations.
and thus no mathematical model. has yet been devised
to describe or simulate adequately the complete behavior
of the system. · · · it may be many years before computer
capacity and human knowledge [sic.] are adequate for a
reasonable simulation. This is not to say that present
computer simulations are useless they are simply not
terribly good yet. For example, the average error of the
largest, most complex GC\I simulations of the present
rainfall is well over 100 percent. The temperature
errors are impressively large also up to twenty degrees
Centigrade for Antarctica, ten degrees in t.he Arctic, and
two to five degrees elsewhere. The main models in use
all have similar errors, but this is hardly surprising, since
they are all essentially clones of each other."

Thus, the problems in our inability to simulate
present-day climate change are substantial. The
perspective from nonlinear dynamics - which suggests
that "confidence in a model used for climate simulation
will be increased if the same model is successful when
used in a forecasting mode" (IPCC 1990, as quoted
in Palmer 1999) - also portends a most difficult task
ahead.
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Oreskes et al. (1994) has further reminded us
all that because natural systems are never closed and
model results are always non-unique, it is impossible to
have a verified and validated numerical climate model.
Therefore, the proper role of a model is to challenge
existing formulations (i.e., a climate model is built to
test proposed mechanisms of climate change) rather than
to predict unconstrained scenarios of change by adding
C02 to the atmosphere.

Available documentary evidence tells us that
climate change significantly influences human activity.
It is thus high time for us to address the scientific
question of whether the reverse influence could really
be detectable on a global extent, especially from the
increased anthropogenic C02 in our air. As a start,
it would certainly be helpful for all climate scientists
and many more from other fields of research, including
economists, social scientists and law-makers interested in
public policy, to begin working together to distinguish
between what one may consider climate uncertainties
versus what one should admit as climate unknowns.
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Abstract
The IPCC was founded in 1988 with the aim of
providing assessments of all aspects of' global climate
change especially the influence of human activities on
such change. It aims to involve as many scientists as
possible in these assessments and also to involx c
governments in ensuring that their presentation is
relevant and clear. A Third Assessment Report (TAR)
is in preparation and wi II be pub Iishcd next year.
Particular attention will be given in this report to all
known contributions to radiative forcing, to the
simulation of the climate of the 20'" century, to the
details of the carbon cycle, to advances in climate
modelling, to the form of he climate response to
increased radiative forcing from greenhouse gases and
to possible major influence of such forcing on the
ocean circulation. Two of the most important likely
impacts of climate change will result from the rise in
sea level and the more intense hydrological cycle. The
internationally agreed Framework Convention on
Climate Change (FCCC) has the Objective of'
stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations 111 the
atmosphere. This will require large reductions in
projected emissions of gases such as carbon dioxide
with important implications for the world's energy
industry.

The IPCC
First I want to explain a little about the IPCC and its
assessment reports. The IPCC was founded in 1988
jointly by the World Meteorological Organisation
(WMO) and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) with the aim of providing
assessments of all aspects of global climate change
especially the influence of human activities on such
change. Three \\ orking groups were set up, Working
Group I to address the science of climate change and
Working Groups II and Ill to address the impacts of
climate change and the relevant policy options.

The IPCC's first comprehensive assessment report on
Climate Change was published in 1990 and was widely
accepted by the scientific community and by
governments. It was influential in the establishment and
formulation of the Framework Convention on Climate
Change agreed by most world governments at the
'Earth Summit' in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. A Second

Assessment Report (the SAR) was agreed in 1995
and published in 1996 and during the 1990s a
number of reports have also been published dealing
with various aspects of climate change.

Let me make two points about the IPCC reports.
First, we have tried to involve as many scientists
from as many countries as possible in the IPCC
process. We are fortunate that many of the leading
scientists in the world in the various scientific
disciplines associated with climate change have
worked with the IPCC and despite the large
demands made by the IPCC process they are sti 11
involved as the !PCT prepares its Third
Assessment Report (TAR). The involvement of
scientists occurs not only in the preparation and
writing of the reports hut also in the rev icv,
process. Each report goes through a double review.
a review by scientific experts and a review by
governments in both of which many hundreds of
scientists are involved. It is the resulting ownership
by the world scienti tic community that ensures that
the IPCC reports are accurate and authoritative.

Secondly, let me explain further about the
involvement of governments. For each report there
is a policymakers' summary. agreed in its detailed
wording at an intergovernmental meeting where
delegates from a hundred countries or more are
typically present. Representatives of the scienti tic
authors arc also present to ensure that nothing is
changed that affects the integrity of the science.
What the government delegates do is to ensure that
the summary is relevant to their policy needs and
stated clearly in unambiguous language. It is
interesting that each time we have been through
this process the policymakers' summary has come
out of it improved in its accuracy and clarity. The
fact that government delegates are involved means
that the world's governments also feel some
ownership of the reports, something that is very
important when policy options are being
considered.

The IPCC TAR is now in preparation and will be
available early next year. The second review
process is nearing completion although there is still
debate about some of the wording in the chapters.
As the chapters are still in the process of change, I
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cannot tell you exactly what is in the assessment.
However, in the paragraphs that follow I will briefly
present some of the issues that are being addressed
especially those where there has been a concentration
of scientific work since the SAR was produced five
years ago.

Contributions to radiative forcing
Radiative forcing in the context of the work of the
lPCC is defined as the change in the net radiation in
watts per square metre at the top of the troposphere that
occurs as a result of factors that perturb the climate
system. The contributions to radiative forcing that arise
from changes in the concentrations of greenhouse gases
can be calculated from their radiative properties that,
for all the important gases, are well known.

Much less well known are the contributions to radiative
forcing from small particulates present in the
atmosphere known as aerosols that originate from both
natural and anthropogenic sources. The most important
anthropogenic aerosols are sulphate particles arising
from sulphur dioxide emissions. These remain in the
lower atmosphere for a few days before being washed
out and so are mainly present near industrial regions.
Since they scatter solar radiation back to space their
direct effect is a negative radiative forcing. Because
such particles can act as condensation nuclei they can
also influence the properties of clouds, tending to
increase the number of droplets and decrease their
mean size. Since clouds with a higher number of
smaller droplets tend to be more reflective this indirect
effect can lead also to a negative radiative forcing.
Other anthropogenic aerosols arise from biomass
burning; depending on their composition they can
possess positive or negative radiative forcing.

Over the past few years a lot of studies of the likely
effects of aerosols have been pursued. Estimates of
their radiative forcing to date and its distribution are
subject to large uncertainty; this is especially the case
with the indirect forcing component. In the future it is
expected that, because of pollution control measures in
many countries, the concentration of sulphates will tend
to fall. The radiative forcing due to the likely emissions
of anthropogenic aerosols is estimated to be much
smaller than that from. greenhouse gases

The possible contribution to radiative forcing from
changes in solar radiation is of particular interest to the
SOLSPA conference. Estimates of the range of possible
changes in the total solar output during recent centuries
have been made on the basis of recent observations
especially from space instruments and on models of the
sun's likely behaviour. The IPCC SAR provided an
estimate of solar radiative forcing since 1850 in the
range 0.1 -D.5 W m", which can be compared with
about 2.4 W m-2 from greenhouse gases during the
same period. The SAR also concluded that any solar
radiative forcing during the 21st century is likely to be

much smaller than the forcing due to anthropogenic
changes in greenhouse gases. An important point
to make is that radiative forcing through changes in
total solar radiation or through changes in
greenhouse gas concentrations are similar in kind.
It is not allowable therefore for changes in solar
radiation and changes in greenhouse gases to
considered as competing mechanisms for climate
change, as is often blindly done by the media.
Radiative forcing due to solar radiation changes
and due to changes in greenhouse gases or aerosols
need to considered together, as has now been done
by a number of authors when modelling the climate
of the zo" century.

Over the past five years a number of papers have
been published on the possible importance of
mechanisms through which the climate effects of
variations in solar radiation may be enhanced. One
mechanism concerns the influence of variations in
solar ultraviolet radiation on atmospheric ozone
leading to changes in stratospheric structure and
circulation. Another mechanism is associated with
the possibility that variations in solar cosmic
radiation could lead to variations in cloudiness
through varying the number of ions acting as
condensation nuclei. Other papers at the conference
have described these effects in more detail.
Although the possibility of such effects is
interesting and should be explored, the studies so
far do not provide clear demonstration as to how
such enhancement mechanisms might operate nor
evidence that the possible forcings associated with
them are at all comparable with the forcing from
the anthropogenic increase of greenhouse gases.

The climate record of the 201h century
Many attempts have been made to model the
climate, especially the temperature, of the zo"
century. Most of these find a best fit by including
in addition to greenhouse gas increases, aerosol
cooling (particularly important in accounting for
the lack of warming in the 1950-80 period),
volcanic eruptions and solar forcing (especially
important in helping to account for the rise in
global average temperature in the first 40 years of
the century). None of these studies provide a
perfect fit, nor would one be expected because of
the substantial natural variability of climate arising,
for instance, from interactions and exchanges
between different components of the climate
system.

A question of very great interest is whether
anthropogenic climate change has been detected.
The IPCC Second Assessment Report of 1995
concluded that 'the balance of evidence suggests a
discernible human influence on climate.' Many
detection and attribution studies since then have
confirmed and tended to strengthen this statement.



The carbon cycle
The exchange of carbon with the terrestrial biosphere
has been an area of particular interest in recent years. A
major question has been whether, over the past few
decades, the terrestrial biosphere has been, on average,
a source or a sink. Also what is likely to occur in the
future? Data that has helped to elucidate this has come
from accurate measurements of the atmospheric oxygen
concentration. As carbon dioxide dissolves in the ocean
all of the carbon dioxide goes in and there is no change
in atmospheric oxygen. However, if carbon dioxide is
fixed through the growth of trees or vegetation on land,
the carbon is taken up by the vegetation and the oxygen
returns to the atmosphere. Different variations occur in
the atmospheric oxygen concentration therefore
depending on whether the carbon dioxide is removed
into the ocean or into the land biosphere.

During the 1980s on average globally, vegetation
tended to be a source of carbon dioxide; during the
1990s vegetation has tended to be a sink. The land
biosphere in tropical regions, despite deforestation, has
almost been in carbon balance during the 1990s,
possibly because of carbon dioxide fertilisation and
also because of the increased use of nitrogen fertilisers.
Regarding the future, some carbon models are
suggesting that the land biosphere is likely to continue
to act as a sink during the first part of the 21st century
but then, later in the century, because of the negative
influence of climate change the situation could reverse
and the terrestrial biosphere become a substantial
source of carbon dioxide. More understanding of all the
processes involved is required before we can make
more definite statements.

Modelling of climate change
Models are absolutely key to our understanding of
climate change because they are the only tool we have
of adding together the wide range of non linear
processes that occur within the total climate system.
The performance of models is continually improving
and confidence in projections made with them has
increased substantially. Just let me mention one area or
improvement and one encouraging result.

The area of improvement is that of atmosphere ocean
coupling. Until recently, in order for the 'model
climate' to be realistic artificial corrections were
applied to fluxes of energy or momentum at the
atmosphere-ocean interface. Due to model
developments, such corrections arc no longer required
in the most advanced models. It has been encouraging
to note that results from these advanced models have in
general confirmed the projections of climate change
made with the earlier models that included substantial
flux corrections.

A further encouraging model result has the successful
simulation of major features in the pattern of climate
change that resulted from the eruption of the Pinatubo
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volcano in 1991. This provides some credibility to
the use of models to simulate climate change due to
perturbations arising from human activities.

Patterns of climate response
There is a large demand amongst policy makers for
information about the changes in climate that are
likely to occur on a regional scale. Although a lot
of effort has gone into the development of models
appropriate to this scale, there is as yet inadequate
consistency between such models -which means
that there is much uncertainty in the detail of
climate change on these smaller scales.

Associated with this interest in the regional scale is
increasing attention to the likely patterns of climate
response to greenhouse gas forcing. Because the
circulation patterns in the atmosphere and the
ocean are highly complex, it cannot be expected
that the response of the climate to external forcing
would be uniform heating everywhere. It is much
more likely that the response will be linked to some
of the major patterns of climate variability such as
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) or the El
Nino. The El Nino is the most well know of these
patterns. Its origin is in the south Pacific where
about every five years the sea surface temperature
shows a strong positive anomaly off the coast of
Peru. Linked with this arc climate extremes such as
droughts and floods in many of the continents
especially in Australia, Africa and the Americas.
An important question is whether this major
climatic regime will alter as a result of increasing
greenhouse gases. Many scientists think that it very
likely will, a suggestion that tends to be supported
by the very unusual El Ninos that have occurred in
the 1990s.

The thermohaline circulation
A final area of current scientific interest I want to
mention is a link between long term climate change
and the ocean circulation, called the thermohalinc
circulation (THC). A region where the THC is
linked to circulation in the deep ocean is that of the
north Atlantic, between Greenland and
Scandanavia. Water there has travelled from the
tropical regions during which much evaporation
has occurred. It is therefore very salty and also
cold. It is therefore more dense than average and
tends to sink to the bottom. It there becomes the
source of water for the 'conveyor belt', as it is
sometimes called, the deep ocean circulation that is
going on kilometres down in the ocean, linking the
oceans together and conveying heat and fresh water
around the world.

In a warmer world there is increased precipnauon
especially at high latitudes. Increased rainfall over
the north Atlantic region will make the water less
salty, therefore less dense. It will therefore not sink
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so readily and the THC will weaken. Climate models
simulate this effect; some cut off the circulation
completely within about 200 years of increasing
greenhouse gases, others just weaken it. Further, there
is evidence from paleoclimate history of the THC being
cut off a number of times in the past.

The THC has a particular influence on the climate of
north west Europe; if it weakens that part of Europe
will be colder than it would otherwise be. The models
all indicate less warming than average in this region
-although none show it actually becoming colder. This
influence of changes in the THC on the climate of
Europe and the rest of the world needs much further
study.

The impacts of climate change
The IPCC has recently produced a new set of possible
emission scenarios (the SRES scenarios) for the 2 Ist
century. Estimates of the increase in global average
temperature from I990 to 2 I00 for these scenarios falls
in the range I to 5°C. What would be the main impacts
of the associated climate change? These will vary from
country to country. Some impacts will be positive; for
instance, increased temperature at high latitudes will
lengthen the growing season and increased carbon
dioxide will in some regions stimulate crop growth.
However, because humans and ecosystems have
adapted to the current climate, a large change of
climate in most places will lead to negative impacts.
This is particularly because the rate of climate change
projected for this century assuming continuing growth
of greenhouse gas emissions is most likely larger than
has been experienced on earth during the last 10,000
years. Let me just mention two of the main impacts.

The first is the rise in sea level with a best estimate of
about half a metre by the end of the 21st century. The
main reason for this is the thermal expansion of sea
water; melting of glaciers also makes a significant
contribution. Because the ocean takes many centuries
to warm throughout its depth, approximately this rate of
expansion will continue for many centuries. Areas
particularly affected will be low lying river deltas (such
as in Bangladesh, southern China and Egypt) and many
islands in the Indian and Pacific oceans. Many millions
of people in these areas will be displaced. Other nations
will have to bear substantial cost to build up their sea
defences.

A second major impact of global warming is on the
hydrological cycle. A warmer world is a wetter world -
more evaporation and more water vapour in the
atmosphere. That means more precipitation on average;
it also means more energy in the atmospheric
circulation because the major energy source for that
circulation is the latent heat release from the
condensation of water vapour. A more intense
hydrological cycle means that heavy rainfall tends to be
heavier; it also means that in some dry areas their low

rainfall will tend to be reduced. That is because the
air that participates in down draughts over dry
regions, because of its greater energy, will have
risen higher where it becomes colder and drier.

All models show this result which implies a greater
frequency and intensity of both droughts and
floods. These will tend to occur especially, but not
only, in sub tropical regions where countries are
least able to cope with them. Droughts and floods
are, in fact by and large, the most damaging
disasters that occur in the world, leading to more
deaths, misery and economic loss than other
disasters. Very serious examples of both have
occurred in Africa and elsewhere this year.

The mitigation of climate change
Because of the likely serious impacts arising from
the climate change due to increasing greenhouse
gases, all the main nations of the world signed the
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(FCCC) at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro
inl992.

Article 3 of the FCCC commits the Parties to the
Convention to:
'takeprecautionary measures to anticipate. prevent
or minimize the causes of climate change and
mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are threats
of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty should not be used as a reason
for postponing such measures, taking into account
that policies and measures to deal with climate
change should be cost-effective so as to ensure
globedbenefits at the lowestpossible cost. '

Article 2 of the FCCC puts action regarding
Climate Change in the context of Sustainable
Development. It states:
'The ultimate objective of this Convention....is to
achieve...stabilisation of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that
would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system. Such a level
should be achieved within a timeframe sufficient to
allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate
change, to ensure that food production is not
threatened and to enable economic development to
proceed in a sustainable manner.'

Since carbon dioxide is the most important of the
greenhouse gases, the FCCC Objective requires the
stabilisation of the carbon dioxide concentration to
be addressed by reducing its emissions from fossil
fuel sources or by increasing the sinks which
remove carbon-dioxide from the atmosphere (eg by
reducing deforestation and increasing aforestation).
Because of the long life of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, for stabilisation of its atmospheric
concentration to be achieved within the next



century, substantial reductions in emissions to well
below today's levels will be needed.

At the Conference of the Parties to the FCCC held in
Kyoto in December 1997 action was agreed by
developed countries to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions by the year ::w I0. This is seen as a first stage
in meeting the Convention's Objective.

Can the world's energy industry contemplate the
changes required'? In a detailed study published in 1993
by the World Energy Council (WEC) of energy
generation and use next century, an 'ecologically
driven' scenario is described associated with which
there would be a profile of carbon dioxide emissions
which would lead to stabilisation of atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentration. The WEC show how this can be
achieved -particularly by strong drives to increase
energy efficiency and to develop the use of energy
sources with much lower carbon dioxide emissions.
Under this scenario by 2020, developing countries, as
they industrialise, are projected to roughly double their
energy use and their carbon dioxide emissions, while
developed countries are projected to reduce their
energy use by about I0% and their carbon dioxide
emissions by about 30%. Estimates of the annual cost
of realising such a scenario suggest figures of I% or
less of Global World Product (GWP) which 1s
considerably less than most of the estimates which
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economists have made of the damage likely to
result from climate change impacts.

Achievement of such a scenario will not be easy.
Commitment is required from governments,
industry and from all of us as individuals to take
seriously the challenge of environmental
stewardship. Further, the matter is an urgent one.
As the WEC points out 'the real challenge is to
communicate the reality that the switch to
alternative forms of supply will take many decades,
and thus the realisation of the need and the
commencement of the appropriate action must be
no\\' (their italics).'
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ABSTRACT

This conference brings together atmospheric
scientists and solar pit' sicists to review contemporary
knowledge 011 global \\:m11i11g and its causes. The
cl\ n.unical atmosphere or Olli planet is a complicated
nonlinear. and onl, quasi-stable. engine. responding
strongly Ill the \al\ 111g internal stimuli of' volcanic
eruptions. .uuhropoucnic grcc11hn11sc gases. and local
dcfurcstatinu. and tu external xtuuuli ofvarving solar
brightness. from IR tu LJ\'. ;111d perhaps even to
cosmic ra\ s The scicnt Ille challenge 1s to
understand the peculiar variability of the Sun and the
complex physics or the terrestrial response. This
knowlcduc and undcrxt.induu: is essential for the
difficult political and cconouuc task or shaping the
optimum h11111;111response It appears from the
presentations :11 the conference that 1111dcrsta11d111g
h:1s come ;1 long \\;I\. \I iih the Sun driv ing glob:il
\1;m111ng 111 the earl. part of the last ccnturv ;111d
greenhouse gases t:1k111gmer 111the second hair It 1s
also evident that \ll' h:1\C :1 lot of work ahead to
understand the ph\ SICS or cloud Innu.n ion CtC. if \IC
arc to construct bro.idl, predictive glob:il climate
models

1:-\TRODUC'TION

This mccunu has been cxtr.rordiuar, 111combuunu
solar ph' sics and :1tmosphcric science to pursue the
problem or terrestrial cl1111:1tc ;111d glob;d \\;Jrtlllllg
\\'c heard IC\ iC\I S of !CCCIII ;1d\·;t1JCCS Ill our
uudcrstaudinu or the solar ch 11:11110and the ong111s or
sol.ir ;JC{I\ll\ \\'c heard IC\ IC\IS or acl\;111CCS Ill the
illslOJ'\ or terrestrial cJ1111;1tC;111d Ill the lh n.uuical. .
n.uurc or cl1111;1tc. It I', Ill\ impression tlt:1t \IC arc
bcg11111i11g to get some idea or the ClllSCS or the
general \1;m11i11g or climate since about IXXll. Oil
11liich more will be said later It is also 1111
impression ih.u there IS ;J Jut of work ill both the
l.rboratorx ;111d i11 the field th;11 has vet to be done. .

before \IC 1111dcrst:111dprcciscl: 11h' things behave :1s
tltc1 do. 011 11hich more 11ill be s.ud later

It is 1101111\ 111tc11t1l111111tl11s s11111111;1J'\to repeat \I h.it
\IC all lt;J\ C heard fill Ill the SJlC:lkCIS ;111d \I lt;t{ \\C

h:I\ c read in the posters during the week. That
information is sketched in the book of abstracts So I
apologize ahead of time to the many authors whose
diverse and individual contributions I will not
mention cxplicitlv Your individual works arc part of
the whole. and it 1s 111\ purpose to give Ill)
impressions and understanding of what \IC have
learned during the course or the meeting. I ;1111still 111
the process or digcsti11g the flood of results presented
here. ;111d I would appreciate 11 if am xcnous
omisxionx or errors or llllllC arc pointed Olli {O me.
want the wnucn \CISIClll or this presentation to be as
useful as possible for the C\ cntual reader.

COSMIC R.I\YS .-\:-\J) SOL.l\R .l\CTIVITY

It is co11\c111c111 to bcg111 wuh the role plavcd l» the
tcrrcxrrial atmosphere :111dthe galactic cosmic ra\ s in
C\plo1111g the histor, of xolar .ictiv it\ and climate
ch;111gc Yo11 arc .rw.irc th.it 11c' is produced 111the
.ruuosphcrc b' coxuuc r;1' s bombarding 11N The 11('

1s unstable. with a lt:1ll h lc ol about )(HIO vc.irs. The
rare or production or''(' ;11;111\ gt\Cll tune Ill the past.
and the rcl.ui, c abundance compared to the co111mo11
1 :C incorporated 11110 vegetation at that time. is
determined bv the uucnsir, of the cosmic r;J\S at that
11111c.or c0t1r~c Th:1t 1s tc; sav. the creation.of 11(' is
followed bv o.\1d;1t1011 11110C'O:. which then dwells in
the atmosphere for pcrlurp« 20-)0 vcars before it is
absorbed 11110 the oceans. etc. along \I ith the ('().
111;1dcwith c It lollm1s th.it a sample or \IOOd or
kil0\111 age JllOI Illes ;1 dctcruun.n iou or the COSmIC
r:1' 111tc11s1t\ ;1 JC\\ 'c:1rs before the \\OOd \1as grmrn
[;s111g {ICC rill).! d.n uu; or old s;1111pJcs or \\OOd. ;111d
t:1k111g ;1ch ;111t:1gcol the lnivtlc cone p111c gnl\I 111g 111
the 11w11111:1111sol western l 'nitcd States. the record
has been extended back 7tHlO years and more The
\ an.uion« or the cosmic r;I\ intcnsitv O\'Cf tune Call. .
be seen and provide direct inform.u ion on the general
le\ cl of solar :1ct1\ ''' For the fact is that the gust\
solar \\111d produced 111the \Cars of high solar acuvitv
1s more effective 111 s11ccp111g :l\\ay the galactic
COSllllC r;I\ S from the inner solar S\S(Cm than is the
stc;1ch <ol.ir \\ 111d produced Ill the periods or IOI\
act I\ 11\ The result 1s :1 s11hsta11tial decrease 111the
cosnuc r;1' 111tc11s1t\ :11 l.arth with mcrcasuu;

Pro, I I Solurl\- .\jiuu: \\"cut/u.,- l.un» /111/t'U'llU'. 'Th« Solar (\ilt' .in.! 'lcrrcxtnal Clnnatr, Santo ('r11: de Trncrt!c Tcncnt«. .\/}(till.
is.:» \'cf'lc111/ia ~(}()()IFS.-\ .\'/'-./fi3. /Jc11·111/icr 21!1!1))
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magnetic activity at the Sun. Note that the familiar
I I-year activity cycle docs not show up in the 1·1c
production because the 11C has a longer dwell time in
the atmosphere than the 11 years. thereby smearing
the production rate mer about 10 years. Variations
over periods longer than 20 years arc often I0 percent
or more and show up clearly.

SOLAR VARI ABILITY

Now in 189.+ Walter Maunder pointed out that the
record of sunspots. based on observations since 1611
when Galileo and others first applied the telescope.
indicated that sunspots were scarce through the 70
years from about 16.+5 to 1715. The available
records over that period were spotty. but indicated a
striking scarcity of sunspots. with most of the small
number of spots confined to the southern hemisphere
of the Sun. No one seems to have paid much
attention to the phenomenon. subsequently called the
Maunder Minimum. The origin of sunspots was not
known. In fact it was more than 10 years before Hale
showed that sunspots arc a magnetic phenomenon.
So no one knew what it might mean. and it was all
too easy to shrug off the Maunder Minimum as poor
observational work. Evidently both scientists and
theologians abhor a mystery. However. when we
recall that sunspots c111 be seen with the naked eye
when the Sun is dimmed to a reel disk in a smoky sh.
and even the most rudimcntarv telescope renders a
modest spot conspicuous. it is hard to dismiss the
scarcity of sunspot detection mer the period l<>-+5-
1715. And whnt can it all mean'!

The subject seems not to hav c been taken up again
until Jack Eddy became interested in the early
seventies. As a result of his scholarly researches the
phenomenon became C\ en more mysterious. And
his professional appointment was terminated because
his \\ ork was deemed irrelevant. To make a long
story short. he explored the historical records and
soon determined that the Maunder Minimum was a
real event. during which time sunspots were greatly
reduced in number. He remarked that he found an
entry in Cassuu's log that Cassini had seen a sunspot
that dav Cassini went on to s:l\ that he had been. .

looking for sunspots for ten years. without success
until that moment. Once eddy had established the
reality of the Maunder Minimum. he asked the
question of how common was this kind of thing?
Once in four centuries of telescopic observation gave
no certain estimate. So Eddv turned to 1•1c. which
showed 10 distinct ccnturv-long epochs of enhanced
cosmic ra~ intcnsitv in the last 7000 years. He noted
that there wns no evident time pattern to the
recurrences or such prolonged minima in solar

activity. Curiously. the l 511i century exhibited a
similar prolonged period of reduced activity. and it
was named the Sporer Minimum after an early
researcher in solar activitv. The minimum before that
was in the .+11i century BC. etc. Then the late l 9tl'
century is now also recognized as a brief faltering in
the normal level of solar activity.

Along with the periods of reduced solar activity.
Eddy identified 8 periods of reduced 14C production.
indicating century-long periods of enhanced solar
acuvny. The most recent was the 12tl' century. and
he named it the Medieval Maximum. It now appears
that the generally high level of solar activity of the
second half of the twentieth century is the equal of
any of the other periods of enhanced activity. so the
Twentieth Century Maximum makes the 911i in the
last 7000 'ca rs.

NO\\ sunspots arc a product of magnetic field.
generated in the convective zone of the Sun (the outer
217 of the solar radius. with a depth of 2xlO'km)
presumably by a combination of the differential
rotation and the C\ clonic convective cells in the
convective zone. This generation of magnetic field
by fluid flow is called a dvnamo. The magnetic fields
that give rise to sunspots arc also responsible for
coronal heating. narcs. coronal mass ejections. etc. so
that the conspicuous but benign sunspot is simplv an
indicator of the general magnetic activity around the
Sun. and of the associated gusty solar wind and
decreased cosmic ra~ intensity. of course.
Hclioscismology has been able to map the angular
velocity U(r.ll) throughout the solar interior The
result was not anticipated. nor can it yet be explained
after the fact. In a first approximation the angular
vclocitv is found to be essentially independent of
radius throughout the convective zone. depending
only on lat itudc in the same way that the visible
surface of the Sun varies with latitude. with the
rotation period observed to be 25 days at the equator.
increasing smoothly to about ~O clays at the poles.
The radiative interior (the inner 5/7 of the solar
radius) rotates rigidly \\ith a period of about 27 days.
The result is a thin layer of strong shear at the base of
the convective zone. called the tochoclinc The effect
of this shear is lo stretch out in the azimuthal
direction any radial magnetic field. thereby producing
a growing azimuthal magnetic field. which in turn is
the cause of the sunspots when the azimuthal field
floats up and emerges through the surface

Pct rm ay and Riicligcr reviewed the present state of
dvnamo thcorv. indicating the present theoretical
uncertainties in the form of the dvn.uno An essential
part of the dvuamo operation is diffusive dissipation.



for without it there is no generation of net magnetic
flux. The theoretical dynamo requires an effective
diffusion coefficient ri - 1011-1013 cm2/s.
Obscrv at ions of the spreading of magnetic field
across the surface of the Sun indicate a similar range
of diffusion The turbulent convection that makes up
the convective zone would diffuse a puff of smoke at
a rate somewhere in this range. mixing and extending
an initial cloud into a long thin serpentine filament
that is soon dispersed bv ordinary thermal molecular
diffusion. So it was taken for granted for many years
that the diffusion of magnetic field necessary for a
working dynamo was automatically taken care of by
the turbulent convection. However. the magnetic
fields beneath the surface of the Sun now appear to
be much too intense to submit to the expected
stretching into the long thin serpentine filaments. The
tension along the field would increase enormously as
the initial volume is elongated. vcrv soon resisting
further stretching. So the physics of the "turbulent
diffusion" of magnetic field in the Still. or elsewhere
in the astronomical univ crsc. is not at all clear
Obscrx at ions indicate only that some sort of rapid
diffusion occurs. The solar dynamo evidently is able
to prov idc field on an I I-\ car basis. and that
indicates effective dissipation of magnetic field So
Nature know s how to do it. but \\ c do not. However
the rapid diffusion of magnetic field through the
co11\CCll\C 1.onc is not the onlx mvsicrv.

' . '

The magnetic field appearing :11the visible surface of
the Sun is found to be in ;1 fibril state. consisting of
widclv separated flux tubes with characteristic
di.unctcrs of IO: k111and field intensities of 1-2\ 111'
Clauss. There is no detectable magnetic field in the
intcrfibril spaces. and the mean field observed by the
magnctograph (which docs not rcsolv c the individual
fibrils) is simply a measure of the mean separation of
the fibrils. Thus. where the magnctograph shows I)
Gauss. it follows that the fibrils occupy about IO: of
the surface area

There is indirect C\ idcncc th.n the magnetic field is 111
;1 fibril stare throughout the convective zone For
iustancc. the dy11;1111ics or the buoyant rise or
a1i111uthal flux bundles from the base of the
convective zone. where thcv arc created. to the
surface. where the> appear as a ncarlv cast-west
bipolar magnetic region. indicates that the flux
bundles started with intensities of )x 101 Gauss or
more Weaker fields would be overwhelmed by the
Coriolis force. neither appearing at the surface at lo«
latitudes. nor showing the observed nearly cast-west
oriental ion U nlcss one assumes that the lower
COn\CCti\'C /OllC is unifonulx filled with field of
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Sx IO 1 Gauss. one concludes that the flux bundles of
Sx IO 'Gauss represent separated fibrils.

It should be noted. then. that it is not understood why
the field is in such an extreme fibril state. rather than
spread out smoothly into a continuum. The magnetic
energy of the fibril state is much larger than if the
field were spread out smoothly. On the other hand.
the fibril state interferes less with the free convective
transport or heat in the field-free fluid between the
fibrils. In that respect the fibril state may represent a
minimum total energy - magnetic plus thermal. But
the physics of the creation of the fibril field is not at
all clear.

In sw11111a0. it is not unfair to say that the dynamics
of the convection and nonuniform rotation. and the
associ.ucd generation of the 11 and 22-ycar magnetic
cycle of the Still pose recognized problems. about
which \\C k now a grc;1t deal. but which arc unsolved.
We cannot show \\h\ the Sun is obliged by the laws
of nature to exhibit magucuc activity in the \\ay that
11docs. Hopefully the next decade or two will sec us
in a position of better understanding. For the present
problem of terrestrial climate change we proceed
with the observational facts of solar magnetic
acuvitv

TERRESTRIAL CLIMATE

With the histor, of solar :1ct1\ ity in hand. Eddy's next
111mc was to point out the remarkable tendency for
such climate parameters ;1s the mean annual
temperature in the northern temperate zone to track
the level of solar act1\ 11\ Temperatures in Europe
;111d China showed declines of 1-2 C below the
average during the Maunder Minimum. which stands
out clcarlv in agricultural records of the times.
particularlv toward the northern limits of agriculture
For instance the rice farmers in the Yellow River
Valle, were reduced from two to only one rice crop
each year. One can i1mginc what that did to the
economy and the well being of the citizens The
Greenland Vikings succumbed to the cold weather
during the Sporer Mini11111n1.and the l)'1o through the
17'1' ccuturv has become k11m\11 as the Little lee Age.

The temperatures during the Medieval Maximum
were elev atcd by comparable amounts above the
norm. and high latitude agriculture flourished while
arid regions. such as wha: is now southwestern
United States. suffered SC\ ere and lengthy droughts

For climate Ianhcr 111the past Eddy turned to the
:1d\ ;111cc :111d retreat or gl;1cicrs. and the climate
record was then not so precise. of course Even so. it
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showed climate variations consistent with the varying
activity levels of the Sun.
The physical mechanism that coupled the climate to
solar activity was unknown. The fact was simply
that. for reasons unknown. the terrestrial climate in
the northern hemisphere responds to the decadal
average level of solar activity The I I-year variation
of activ ity itself docs not appear in the climate record
in any obvious way. although it was pointed out that
drought in the high plains of western United States
shows a remarkable tendency to appear at the deep
solar minimum arising every 22 years. It was noted.
too. that. as one might expect. the oceanic southern
hemisphere does not show any significant response to
the level of solar activity. Atmospheric electricity
was considered as a possible connection between the
solar modulated cosmic ray intensity. and it was
known that the temperature of the upper stratosphere
varied with the level or solar activitv. However. it
was not possible lo show al that time whether these
processes had any sensible effect on the mean annual
temperature in the troposphere.

Curiously. Eddy's startling discox cries were largclv
ignored in the appropriate scientific communities.
They did not fit into the conventional wisdom. so
they \\CrC judged either a statistical fluke or
unimportant. or both I tried al one point to inform a
NASA rcx icw committee. of which I was a member.
that Eddy's researches opened up a whole new field
of inquiry. I was immediately informed by a
distinguished member or the committee that. if I
knew as much about the atmosphere as he. I would
realize that solar aciivir, cannot possibly have an
effect on terrestrial climate. I presume he thought or
solar act i' ity purely in terms of the coming and going
of sunspots. which in themselves arc entirely
harmless. It reminded lllC of the famous
pronouncement by Keh in in 18% that there is no
wav that the Sun can cause the observed variations of
the magnetic field of Earth that make up the
geomagnetic storm. in spite of the ovcrw helming
obscrx al ional C\ idcncc that magnetic storms arc
closely associated (\\ ith a 1-2 day lag) with large
narcs on the Earth-facing portions of the solar disk.
Keh in ignored the possibility of particle emission
from the Sun. alrcadv suggested as the cause of the
magnetic storms. He assumed instead that space is
absolutclx empty-a hard vacuum- so that a magnetic
fluctuation seen at Earth is really just a fluctuation in
the magnetic field at the Sun. that field extending out
into space in the form a dipole.

I tell these anecdotes because they illustrate the
eternal human difficulty in dealing with the most

elementary effects. We grapple with the problem
today. on which more will be said later.

As the reader is aware. the big break came with the
launching of the first absolute radiometer into space
in 1978 There were voices crying that the brightness
of the Sun is obviously constant, except perhaps for
brief transients caused by dark sunspots appearing on
the solar disk. So it was declared that the precision
space measurements were a waste of effort at a time
when "important" measurements were needed in
space. NASA made the decision to go ahead
anywav. and you know the astonishing results. which
were displayed and discussed in this meeting. The
varv ing solar brightness has subsequently been
shown. from detailed observations. to be largely a
consequence of the bright faculac that occur widely
in the magnetic regions on the surface of the Sun
The Iaculac may sometimes be accompanied b~
sunspots. and sometimes momentarily dominated by
the format ion of a large spot. but on the whole the
broad Iaculac dominate the mean brightness of the
Sun The role of the Iaculac raises the question of the
cncrg~ suppl> up to the surface that is ncccssarx to
sustain the Iaculac.

The radiometers showed that the bolometric
brightness of the Sun declined by tl. l S percent
following the 1979 maxrmum into the l 98(i
minimum. Subsequently the brightness increased b~
about 0.1 percent to the maximum in 1990. declining
again to the miniI11uI11of 19%. etc. Our speakers
showed us the obscr, eel variations on several
graphics. The brightness variations arc small. and
one \I enders how much the brightness might h;I\ c
declined during the prolonged Maunder Minimum.
when tt was measured that the mean annual
temperature in the northern temperate zone declined
l-2C. The sensitivity of the terrestrial temperature to
the \ arving brightness of the Sun is not something
that is known from first principles C\Cn today.

One would like to have the Sun repeat the Maunder
Minimum for us so that the proper instrumentation
might be brought to bear on the problem. and there is
little doubt that in the next millennium the Sun will
do just that However. so long a wait is not useful in
the present situation Fortuuarclv there is the
possibilitx or monitoring other stars with the same
spectrum (atomic abundances). mass. and age
(-U>\ 10'' vcars) as the Sun.

In the sixties O.C. Wilson at the Mt. Wilson and
Palomar Obscrv atorics began monitoring the activity
of a variety of stars. based on the sensitivity of the
central core structure of certain chromosphcric lines



to the state of magnetic acti\ itv of the star. The
spectroscopic effect \I as established and calibrated
for the Sun. even if the precise physics of the effect is
not propcrlx understood Most solar type stars. and
11u11~ others as m:IL exhibit cycles of magnetic
uctivitv will: periods as short as (1 years. and some
much longer. 011 the other hand. it should be noted
th.n one solar type star \I as found to be in a Maunder
Minimum phase. with a stead' low level of activitv
since the beginning of the survey. Another was
observed to slide into a Maunder Minimum phase
after having gone through a couple of cycles. Sall~
Baliunas and coworkers took mer the survcv when
Wilson retired and have continued to the present day
When the varving brightness of the Sun became
known. ihcv dcx iscd instrumcuts to monitor the
brightness of these stars. using the mean brightness of
their stellar sample ;1-. the absolute standard. 111th.u
\\;I\ they arc able to dcrcct x ;m;1t1011s ill brightness or
(11 percent or less 111the indi, idual stars. Thcx fo1111d
brightness variation« s1111il;1rto the vari.uious of Su11.
and. in some cases. xuhst.uu i;d I\ larger \ ari.u ions 111
association with strong activitv cvclcs They found
an approximate universal linear relation between the
amplitude of the brightness variation t.L and the level
or magnetic acti\ it\. \\ ith the Sun somewhat less
'1gnrous in its v.mauous than most of the other solar
t1 pc stars. Using th1-. relation. an extrapolation to
conditions appropn.uc to tile Maunder l\1i11i11111n1
suggested th.u the Sun \1;1s lniutcr b1 II.+ +11.2
percent ;11 th.u time One cannot help noung th.n a
decline of I C in the northern temperate zone Yields ;1
fr;1ctional ch;mgc SI fl' ~ ~\I.IL "ioting that Eanh
docs 1101 bch.r, c ;1s ;1 simple black bodv. for \I hich
:\'!If = t.L/.+L. this suggested that the brightness
variation Al. might be the 111a1or cause or the cold
climate or the Little Ice Age. with It.TI - l-2C 011
the other hand. the response of climate invoh CS more
th;111 simple radiative hc.uim; and cooling. with the
response of the atmosphere to xol.ir bnghtncss (\1 luch
extends over IR. v ixiblc. ;111dlJV ;111d;11Tccts different
le\ els Of the atmosphere 111different \\;l\S) depending
un such tl11ngs as \;1n111g cloud cover. .uruosphcric
clcctricitv. temperature of the stratosphere. etc Th.it
"11 ll\ the question or the complex response to solar
;1ct1\ uv h;1s been discussed su cxtcusivclx 111 the
present conference

This is an appropriate ponu. then. to c0111111e11t011 the
cosmic r.r, effects 111the atmosphere in addition to
forming 11C Th.n IS the production or IOllS ;111d
electrons b\ the bruub.udiuu coxnuc rav protons ;111d
hc;1\ icr 1111clc1 Thcx produce cncrgct ic sccond.ux
electrons ;111dmu mesons th.n penetrate dov, n through
the .n mosphcrc crc;11111g elect rous ;111d 1011s al I the
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way to the ground. s, cnsmark has suggested that
these atmospheric ions lllay enhance the formation of
water drops. thereby explaining the close association
or low cloud CO\ er \I ith the cosmic ray intensity.
\I hi ch is modulated in the heliosphere by the I I-year
solar cvclc It is an interesting and potentially
important idea. lam \CJ'\ curious to sec how it will
check out. Jasper Kirkbv described to us the
cxpcruucnts planned at CERN to test the physics of
cloud Formation bv rclatix istic particles. and we look
Iorw ard to the outcome of those laboratory
experiments.

We should be aware. too. of the possibility of
significant climatic effects through the variation of
atmospheric clcctricitv. Tl11s intriguing concept has
been around for man, Years and still remains
unresolved. so Lir nx I ;1111aware The idea begins
\I uh the L1ct that the terrestrial ionosphere 1s charged
positive to about hlo' \Olis relative to ground bv
tropical thuudcrstormx Tile charge leaks down from
the ionosphere through the troposphere because or
the small number of tree electrons and ions created in
the atmosphere b1 the cosmic rays. With the
electrical conduct» it1 or the atmosphere controlled
b\ the cosmic r;l\ iurcnsitv. the vertical electric field
shows ;1 significant l l-vcar modulation. It is not
unrcasouablc to expect that the nucleation of
aerosols. water droplets. ;111d ice crvst.ils is affected
h\ this electric field. leading to another connection of
cloud co\ er to cosnnc r;1\ intensity and solar .icuvitv.

Indeed. the phvsics or cloud fonnation appears in
C\CJ'\ ;1spcct of the climate \ ariauon. including direct
heating ll\ sunlight I would hope that with the
1111por1;111t issues that need to be decided 111
connection with clun.itc variauon and global
warllling. an all out effort can be launched to
understand this \ ital aspect or atmospheric science.
There IS ;1 lot or l.ibor.uor, \\ ork to be done under
carclullv controlled conditions. c.g. the CERN
experiment. on the nucleation or aerosols. ice
crvstals. and water drops. ;1s vvc!l as the related field
work to stmh the application of the labor.uorx results

The climate v.mauous ol the past millcnium have
been ';1s11\ extended hv J11rg Beer. who reported
bricfl , Oil some or the results obtained from his arctic
ice cores. \I liich extend the arctic record back
ill\cars or particular uucrcst is the occasional drop
111auuosphcric temperature. 111a couple of decades.
lollowcd l)\ a decline Ill .iuuosphcric co~ The
phenomenon is pl.iusihl. related to a change in ocean
circulation Ahhougl: one miglu then ask what
caused the circulation to change abruprly It should
be noted that Baliun.rx's monitoring of solar-type stars
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shows one star whose brightness declined about 0.4
percent over a period of only 5 years. in association
with a abrupt decline in its activity. The cause of
such a transient is unknown. but it raises the question
of whether the Sun might occasionally play a similar
trick. One wonders what the response of the
terrestrial climate might be in that case.

Contrary to what is politically correct these days,
sometimes wonder if the Sun plays a role, along with
the Malcnkovich effects. in the corning and going of
the ice ages. With our very limited knowledge and
understanding of the long term variations of the Sun.
it is no less plausible to suggest a change in the
circulation mode within the Sun than it is to appeal to
an equally mysterious change in ocean circulation
here on Earth. Who knows?

Collectively the questions about the Sun. with its
influence on terrestrial climate. demand vigorous
investigation of the potential for diverse variations of
magnetic activity and brightness. If we arc politically
and economically concerned about the present global
warming. in part a consequence of the variations of
the Sun. then we should quickly launch a program to
explore the limits of solar variation. Specifically. we
should monitor a thousand solar-type stars. so that in
10 years time we have the equivalent of 10.000 years
of historv of short term variations of a star like the
Sun. Needless to say. \\C will remain ignorant of
long term \ ariations until 111anyyears of dedicated
monitoring hav c passed. The technology for
automatic monitoring has been developed and tested.
and the whole project would be quite cheap by
current standards. And of the utmost importance. In
fact. since returning home from this conference I
h<l\c learned that a ground based project of
automated monitoring of I(,O solar type stars is
currcntlx undcrwax at Tennessee State Univcrsitv.. . -
and there arc plans for a space mission to monitor a
vastly larger number of such stars. Dedicated long
term monitoring is the only \\ay that we can expand
our present limited knowledge. I hope that NASA.
the National Science foundation. the Department of
Defense. ESA. and the other funding agencies can
understand that.

GLOBAL WARMING

Consider the global wanning of the twentieth
century. Its beginning 111aybe traced to the modest
Dalton Mini111u111.when the activity of the Sun fell
bricflv to rclativclx low levels in the decades around- .
1XXO. Solar activity increased [rom that point in time
to somcw here around I 'J SO or I%0 and has been
more or less stcadv at that elevated level ever since.

We note that since about 1980 the high level of solar
activity has begun to show some small signs of
declining Then we recall that this Twentieth Century
Maximum is comparable in strength and duration to
the Medieval Maximum of the iz" century. and the
associated global wanning has been comparable to
the estimated wanning in the 121h century. viz. some
1-2 C. Tctt. ct al. and van Alden and van Dorland
presented extensive analyses of the warming.

Now the accumulation of anthropogenic greenhouse
gases. e.g. C02• began more than a century ago.
However. up to about 1950 the modest accumulation
could hardly have had any great effect on terrestrial
climate It appears. then. that the wanning from 1880
up to 1950 or 1960 was driven largely by the
increased activity and brightness of the Sun. Thus it
is equally apparent. with no further increase in solar
activ ity. that the warming after about 1970 should be
attributed mainly to the accumulating greenhouse
gases. which have increased at an ever increasing rate
since 1950. If some one can think of other
contributing effects. we should listen carefully. It is
important. too. to understand that in a strongly
nonlinear system like the atmosphere. the
contribution to global warming by any one effect
111aybe substantially altered as conditions change as a
consequence of other effects

This raises a number of spcci fie questions. of course.
For instance. docs the \\ar111climate of I%0 respond
to increasing greenhouse gases in the same way that
the cold climate of 1880 might have responded. We
note that today's increased surface sea water
temperatures arc absorbing atmospheric C02 at a
reduced rate. so the accumulation in the atmosphere
is more efficient. One wonders what will be the
situation in the next hundred vcars when the oceans
arc even warmer. Then one wonders how the
anticipated very \\ar111 dvnamical atmosphere of the
future might respond to a specified change in solar
brightness. It is not obvious that we can expect the
same relation between 6T/T and 6L/L. How then
docs liL affect the different levels of the dynamical
atmosphere, with some of the IR absorbed relatively
high in the atmosphere. the visible largely at the
ground. and the UV absorbed at the top of the
stratosphere. What was this vertical distribution
when the atmosphere was relatively cold in 1880 and
wha! might it be when the atmosphere becomes
relat ivclv hot. as we 111ayreasonably expect by the
\C;1r 2050 or 2 !00'1 How. then. will the climatic
effect of a given addition of C02 change in the
warmer atmosphere? The record of terrestrial iiT
mer the last thousand vcars indicates the remarkable
scnsitivuv of 6T to liL. and we really need to



understand how 1h;1t collies about so that we can
anticipate what mav occur in the future. As already
noted. it means that the indirect effects. e.g. cloud
cover. UV heating of the stratosphere, atmospheric
electricity. as well as the possibility of cfTccts not yet
identified. must be investigated. quantified. and
included or discarded. The ultimate goal is a
comprehensive understanding of the physics of each
process. which can be combined into an ultimate
ideal comprehensive dynamical global climate model
to prov idc a means for exploring the consequences of
any given stimulus

GLOBAL CLIMATE MODELS

At the present time the global climate models arc able
to incorporate a remarkable number of effects. thanks
to the hard work and ingenuity of those who
construct them. The models have reached a point
where the, can C\aluatc the consequences of
indiv idual effects. thereby helping us understand
some of the physical implications of each component
of the models. These studies make it clear that the
ultimate ideal model. prox idng a reliable quantitative
response to any gi\Cll stimulus. is still some \\ay in
the future. Besides refinement of existing models,
and the need for bigger faster computing, there is
much physics is yet to be understood. c g the
formation of clouds. and the formation and
distribution of aerosols. Indeed. the list of essential
effects to be included in a quantitative global climate
model is daunting. Sollie of the more obvious effects
arc

I Vertical inhomogcncir, including stratospheric
coupling to the troposphere
2 Global wind patterns
_,_Occ;rncirculation paucrns
-l.Occan surface water temperatures
5.Cloud cover patterns expected from the above and
from the given cosmic ray intensities.
6.Atmosphcric heating as a function of altitude and
latitude.
7.Transient effects.cg volcanic eruptions
8.0mnc variations.
<J.Dcllcction of winds bv surface tvpogr.rphv. c.g
mountain ranges. cold oceans. ere.

An expert in the field could add many more to the
list. It is obx ions th.n some effects. c.g. cloud CO\CL
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c;1rn101be introduced i1110the interactive dvuamics
until the physics is understood properly. Then we
note that both the vertical and horizontal resolution of
the global model must be greatly improved if the
principal effects arc to be included in a quantitatively
realistic way Resolution is limited by computer
power and we look forward to its continuing
development The phv sics yet to come from the
laboratory ts the other major thrust of the
dcv clopmcnt of the ultimate global model.

It is not necessary here to spell out the economic and
political implications of global warming The
problems, if they can be dealt with at all before
catastrophe. require the most complete quantitative
description and understanding that science can
provide. Carelessness on the scientific side can
undermine any national or international cfTorts to
control the burning or fossils fuels and the adoption
of alternative - and probably more expensive - energy
sources. It 1scause for concern. therefore. to find that
some individuals \\Ork111g in the field. and some
administrators controlling the research funds. have
;iircadv made up their minds as to the outcome of the
science On the one hand. the conuuunication of
scientific results has been suppressed. with threats of
tcnninating research funds. and. 011 the other hand.
premature rccommcndat ions have been passed
upward from the scientific to the political
couuuunitv New effects and results have been made
unwelcome and stilled to the best abilitv of
established groups \VI\\ an individual. and
pnrucularlx one "ho has made the effort to obtain
legitimate scientific credentials. should prefer a
preconceived conviction lo an open inquiring mind is
beyond rm comprehension Bui it is an observational
L1c1 Our ability to handle the scientific challenge of
clim.uc change will be ;1 subject of future historical
research and \\Tiling. The eyes of future generations
will be upon us. There has never been an individual
scientific problem that "ill have so much impact as
the global warming inquiry on the long tcnn well
being of the human race. I have included anecdotes
in the text lo illustrate some of the more outstanding
contcmporarv problems. There arc many that I have
1101111cl11dccLand I .iuucrpatc that there will be many
more before our task 1s done. If we arc all aware of
the luuuan problem 111the scientific investigation. I
.uu sure 1h;11\\C c;111c.irrv the scientific problem
through lo successful ;111clhonorable completion.
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ABSTRACT

We study the magnetic power spectra of active and
quiet regions by using Big Bear Solar Observatory
and SOHO /l\IDI measurements of the longitudinal
magnetic fields. The :'dDI power spectra were cor
rected with Modulation Transfer Function. We ob
tained reliable magnetic power spectra in the high
wave numbers range. up to k = 4.6 :VIm-1, which
corresponds to spatial scale of l = 1.4 Mm. We show
that the spectral discontinuity at high wave number
k = 3 Mm-1 largely depends on the spatial resolution
of the data and it appears at higher wave numbers
as the resolution of the data improves. The spectral
discontinuity in the raw spectra is located at wave
numbers about 3 times smaller than the wavenumber.
corresponding to the resolution of the data, and at
wave numbers about 2.0-1.5 times smaller in the case
of the noise-and-resolution corrected spectra. The
magnetic power spectra for active and quiet region
are different: the active region power spectrum is
described as ,.._,k-17 while in quiet sun region the
spectrum behaves as ,.._,k-13. We suggest, that the
difference can be due to small-scale dynamo action
in the quiet sun photosphere. Our esti.mations show
that the dynamo can generate more than 6% of tho
observed magnetic power.

KPy words: Sun: magnetic fields, magnetic power
spectrum

1. I~TRODCCTION

Many phenomena in the solar atmosphere result from
direct and continuous interaction of the magnetic
fields with photospheric plasma flows. It has been
shown that the supergranulation velocity field is re
sponsible for the well-known net-like structure oft ho
photospheric magnetic fields and the chromospheri«
network (Leighton 1964; Simon and Leighton 196"1).

One way to explore the interaction between the mag
netic fields and plasma motions is by investigating the
nature of the photospheric magnetic fields in terms

---- ------· ----- ---

of their magnetic power spectrum. The magnetic
power spectrum revealss ongoing dynamics and rep
resents the hierarchical distribution of the magnetic
power at different spatial scales and can be described
as E(k) ,.._,kl', whore 11 < 0 within some range of
wave numbers called the inertial range (Monin and
Yaglom 1975). Spectral discontinuities, which divide
the power spectrum in spectral subranges may indi
cate the presence of different energy transfer mecha
nisms and/ or energy input at certain spatial scales.
Thus, the morphology of the magnetic power spectra
is of vital importance for understanding the observed
distribution of the photosplwric magnetic fields and
for elaborating theoretical models of photospheric
turbulence.

In the past, the magnetic power spectra have been
investigated in several studies (Nakagawa and Priest
1973; Nakagawa and Levine 1974; Knobloch and Ros
ner 1981; LPe at al. 1997) in which only ground based
measurements of tho magnetic fields have been used.

\Vf' use here ground and space based measurements
of the longitudinal magnetic fields to obtain reliable
magnetic power spectra at high wave numbers and
to study their structure.

2. OBSERVATION

Our data include Big Bear Solar Observatory
(13BSO) and SOHO/\IDI measurements of the mag
notic fields in active and quiet regions. Observations
of AR NOAA 8375 were made on November 4 1998.
when the active region was located at the center of
the solar disk. The BBSO videomagnetogram ob
tained at 17:25 CT in the Ca I 6103A spectral line
with a pixel size of 0".76 x 0".60. The SOHO/MDI
magnetogram of the same active region was recorded
at 16:32 lJT with a pixel size of 0" .6 x 0" .6 in the :\'i
I 6767A spectral line. The 13BSO magnetogram was
carefully co-aligned with the MDI magnetogram and
rescaled. We also used magnetograms of two quiet
rq~ions. The first one is the 13BSO magnetogram
(390" x 300") recorded on September 20 1998 at 16:52
CT near the center of the solar disk far away from

Pro: J ''Solar & Sp.ur \\'c111hcrEuroronjerence, "Th11Solar C1de and Terrestrutl Cl1111ure'. Sunt« Cru; de Tcnerile. Tencri]e. S1w111.
25-29 Se11re111/Jtr2000 (ESA SP-./63. December 2000)
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active region magnetic fields. Since the MDI magne
togram has a large field of view (420" x 420"), the
second quiet region magnetogram is a part of the
MDI magnetogram of size 350" x 150" just to the
south of AR NOAA 8375.

3. CALCULATIONS OF MAGNETIC POWER
SPECTRA

From the Fourier transform of the observed distribu
tion of the magnetic fields, we calculated the mag
netic power spectrum defined as (Monin and Yaglom
1975):

E(k) = r_ 1u(f)12. dS(k),
Jlkl=k

(1)

where IU(k)I is Fourier Transformation of the data
and dS (k) is an element of the length of circle Ikl = k.
Applying the mean value theorem to the integral (1)
we can calculate E(k) as follows

(2)
where the sum is taken over N(km) nodal points in
side the area of an annulus enclosed by two circles
of radii km - dk/2 and km + dk/2. The width of
the annulus is defined as dk = nJ D.k~ + D.k~, where
ti = 2. Wavenumber k and linear scale l are related
by expression l [Mm] = 27r/ k, because we specified
D.x and D.y are measured in Mm.

In order to avoid strong contributions to the power
spectrum coming from the sunspot and as well as the
associated leakage of the magnetic power from low to
high wave numbers, we blocked out the sunspot and
calculated the active region magnetic power spectra
(Fig. 1).

At high wave numbers the spectra are fiat, which
indicates the presence of noise (Figure 1). Under the
assumption that the spectral power of noise docs not
depend on the wavenumber, we subtract the power
level of noise from all the spectra (Fig. 1, 2).

The next step was to reduce distortion of the MDI
power spectra due to the finite spatial resolution of
the MDI telescope. using the diffraction limit of the
telescope, l" .25, we calculated Gaussian Modulation
Transfer Function (MTF) which relates raw spectrum
E(k) and intrinsic power spectrum E(k) (Margenau
1964)

E(k) = E(k) · IMT Fl2(k). (3)

We used (3) to obtain MDI noise-and-resolution cor
rected spectra (denoted as AR MDI/Mc in Figure 1
and QS2 MDI/:\Ic in Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Top panel: BBSO active region power
spectra: raw spectrum (thin line), "spot-corrected"
spectrum (thick line) and spot-and-noise corrected
spectrum (thick line with asterisks). Bottom panel:
:\1DI active region power spectra: raw spectrum
(thin line), spot-and-noise corrected spectrum (AR
MDI/l'vI, thick line with asterisks), spectrum cor
rected with Modulation Transfer Function (AR
MDI/Mc, thick line). The verticals indicate the be
ginning and the end of linear intervals on which power
indices were defined.
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Figure 2. Quiet region BBSO power spectrum (QSl
BBSO Vl\IG, thin line), and MDI power spectrum
corrected with Modulation Transfer Function (QS2
l\IDI/Mc, thick line). The dashed vertical indicates
the beginning of linear intervals on which power in
dices were defined. The dotted vertical shows the end
of the linear interval in the QSl BBSO VMG spec
trum. while the dash-dot line indicates the end of the
interval in the QS2 l\IDI/l\Ic specrum.

4. THE SPECTRA ANALYSIS

In each corrected spectrum we defined linear intervals
and their slopes for three different ranges of wave



numbers: low. intermediate and high wavcnumbcrs
(Figur<' :3)

The position of the spectral discontinuity (break)
hr-tween the low and int crnu-diatc ranges (low
wavenumber break) in all t ho spectra is approxi
matcly the same and corresponds to scales of 8 - 12
Xlm (Figure 3, see also Xlullor lg88). This break ap
pears, apparently. because w« lack large-scale mag
net ic structures in the magnetograms. \'oU'. that
\H' analyze here only "spot-corrected" spectra. Tho
power spectrum, which include the contribution of
the sunspot do not show anv part irular feature at
scales around 10 Xlrn (sl'e Figure 2, thin lino).

The high wavenumber break in t hc spectra betweer:
t he intermediate and high wavenumber ranges dC'
serves special attention. Lnliko the low wavtnumbor
break. the position of t lH' high wavenumber break is
not stable and it occurs at higher wave numbers as
tho data quality improves (se<·Figures 3, 4).

\\'p corn pare our spectra with previous res lilts hv
\'akagawa and Priest (}g/3) and L<'<'at al. (lgg/).
hi Figure 4 we show throe qui«t rogion power spec
tra calculated from ohsorvational data obtained with
different instruments. sPeing conditions and spatial
rosolut ion. For each spectrum W<' dofiuc the ratio lw
tween wavenumber k,.. which corresponds to the rr-s
olntion limit of the data and wavenumber k", when'
the high wavenumber break appears in the spectrum.

\'akagawa and Priest presented an uncorrected mag
netic power spectrum (ck-notr-d as \'P ig73 in Figure
4) with the high wavenumber break at k" = 0.63.
The sport.rum was obr ainod from tho Kitt Peak longi
tudinal rnagnetogram wir.l: spatial resolutiou of 5" .0.
which corresponds to k; = 1.73 :\lm-1 (note. that
k = 27r/l). For this spectrum the we found the ra
tio k,./k* = 2.75. Lee at al.(rng7) reported a high
wavenumber break at k" = 3.0 Mm--1 in the :\ITF
COIT<'CtPdspectrum oht ained from I3I3SO data wit h
spatial resolution of about l".8 ik; = 4.g :\Im-1 ).

TIH'SP values gin' the ratio J.:,. / k* of 1.63 (the spec
t rum, denoted as LPe et al. in Figure 4). In tho
present paper, for tho :\IDI quiet region corrected
spectrum (QS2 :\IDI/:\IC' in Figure 4) we found the
ratio kr/k* = 6.88/4.;j/ = l.50, where k; = 6.88
Xlm -1 corresponds to the diffraction limit of the :\IDI
telescope, l" .25.

\\'c• also defined the ratio for t ho active rPgion spec
tra (seo Fig. 3). For the raw I3I3SO active re
gion spectrum the ratio k,./ k" = 4.33/1.43 = 3.03
is defined by the 2" ar mosphr-nr limit. of resolution.
For the raw :\!DI art ivo region spectrum tho ratio is
A·,.jk* = 6.88/2.10 = 3.28. while the ratio decreased
to k; / k" = 6.88/3.3.S = 2 .10 for the corrected spec
trum (AR :\IDI/:\Ic in Figure -1).

One sees that the high wavenumber break is largely
defined by the spatial resolution of the data and it
appears at higher wave numbers as the resolution of
the data improves. In the case of tho raw spectra.
the break is positioned at wavenumbers of about 3
times smaller than the wavenumber corresponding
to the resolution of the data. and at wave numbers
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Fiqurc s. A srhemat ir roprosentation of all the rnag
not ir power sper.tra obtained in the present study.
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about 1.5-2.0 times smaller in the case of corrected
SJH'c1.ra.

5. CO\'CLCSIO\'S A:'-ID DISCCSSIO\'

Using high resolution I3I3SO and MDI measurements
of the photospheric magnetic fields we have obtained,
for the first time, reliable magnetic power spectra in
tho high wavenumber range up to k = 4.6 :\Im-1 that
corresponds to spatial scale I = 1.4 Mm.
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The power spectra for active and quiet region mag
netic fields differ considerably and can be described
as >- k-i.7 for the active region magnetic field and as
'""k-i.3 for the quiet region field.

The spectral behavior of the magnetic power spectra
derived from the ground and space based measure
ments is substantially the same in the inertial inter
vals that changes according to spatial resolution of
the data.

We found that the spectral discontinuity (break) at
high wave numbers is largely determined by the spa
tial resolution of the data and it appears at higher
wave numbers as the resolution of the data improves.
The break in the raw spectra is located at wave num
bers about 3 times smaller than the wavenumber cor
responding to the resolution limit of the data, and at
wave numbers about 2.0-1.5 times smaller in the case
of the noise-and-resolution corrected spectra.

It has been known that the magnetic power spec
trum, like the velocity power spectrum, shows a spec
tral discontinuity at wavenumber k ~ 3.0 Mm-1 (Lee
at al. 1997 and references therein). The spectral dis
continuity was interpreted to be the manifestation of
the granulation structure in the magnetic field pat
tern and it represents a distinct scale of spectral en
ergy transfer (Muller 1988; Lee et al. 1997). On the
other hand, our results indicate that the wavenumber
k = 3.0 Mm-1 is not a special scale, and the magnetic
power spectra with a slope ofµ may be extended into
high wave numbers range far beyond the limit of the
spatial resolution of the present day measurements.
In other words, using the existing measurements of
the magnetic fields, we do not reach the spatial scales
where dissipative processes become significant.

Wavelength I, [Mm]
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0.001

1e-04
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Figure 5. The active region (AR ivIDI/Mc, thin line)
and quiet region (QS2 MDI(\ilc, thick line) MDI cor
rected power spectra. Dashed lines show the best
linear fit to the spectra in the inertial ranges. They
cross each other at a spatial scale of about 40 km.
The shaded area between the -5/3 dash-dot-dot-dot
line and the -1.26 dashed line corresponds to the
lower limit of magnetic power apparently generated
by small-scale dynamo action in the quiet sun pho
tosphere.

The main assumption of Kolmogorov's theory is that
in fully developed isotropic turbulence the driving
force is acting only at large scales L and there aw

essentially no contributions coming from wave num
bers larger than L-1 (Frisch 1995). In this case,
kinetic energy cascades from large to small spatial
scales showing spectral behavior with a power index
of -5/3. We show that the power spectrum for the
quiet region magnetic fields is considerably less steep
and it has power law index of -1.3. If we assume that
local small-scale dynamo operates in quiet sun region
(Petrovay and Szakaly 1993; Cattaneo 1999), than
additional energy brought by the dynamo will be re
distributed along the spectrum (Monin and Yaglom
1975) and this will decrease the value of the spec
tral index. We estimate the lowest relative amount
of power generated by the small-scale dynamo under
the assumption that the dynamo does not affect the
magnetic power spectrum at wave numbers smaller
than L-1 = 0.77 Mm-1. A total observed magnetic
power in the inertial range was calculated as the area
confined by the line '"" k-i.26 on the top and zero
power level on the bottom and verticals k = 0.77 and
k = 4.57 (shaded area in Figure 5). The shaded area
can be treated as additional power generated by the
small-scale dynamo action. The additional power is
about 6.4% of the total observed magnetic power in
the inertial range. Numerical modeling of turbulent
convection showed that up to 20% of magnetic energy
can be generated by solar granulation and supergran
ulation by means of the local small-scale dynamo act
ing in the photosphere (Cattaneo 1999).

We expect that future improvement of the spatial
resolution of the data will extend magnetic power
spectra to much higher wave number which will re
sult in an increase of the estimated magnetic power
generated by the small-scale dynamo.

This work was supported by NSF-ATM (97-14796)
and '.\IA.SA(NAG5-4919) grants. We thank Drs H.
Wang, M. Woodard and J. Lee for careful reading of
the manuscript and useful comments.
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CYCLIC VARIATION OF SOLAR LARGE-SCALE CONVECTION

Pavel Ambroz
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ABSTRACT

The inferred values of the solar large-scale velocities. de
rived from the transport of background magnetic flux.
were investigated during three last solar cycles nos. 21.
22 and 23. Large-scale horizontal turbulent flow was de
tected and the structure of vertical flow was estimated.
Cyclic changes of the velocity patterns were tested and
the representative variations of RMS velocity values.
zonal and meridional velocities were confirmed. Specific
variations of the inferred horizontal divergence, possibly
relating with variable vertical transport of magnetic ftux
through the convection zone. arc discussed.

Key words: Sun; activity cycle; large-scale velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale velocity field, analyzed in the present contri
bution. is inferred from consecutive pairs of the synoptic
measurements made regularly during the last 24 years on
the Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO) of Stanford Univer
sity. The synoptic data arrays, containing the values of
the magnetic flux distribution, were reconstructed from
the sets of harmonic coefficients. In our calculations the
coefficients with maximal principal index up to l = 19
were used. The corresponding values for 320 Carrington
rotations were computed in each from 2664 grid points
per rotation in solar photosphere. Increment of the grid
points is 5 hcliographic degrees in both, zonal and merid
ional directions. Such data contain only the large-scale
component of the magnetic flux; the intense magnetic
features are effectively filtered.

The magnetic flux over the whole photosphere varies in
Lime not only in the magnitude. but also in the spatial
distribution. The lifetime of individual magnetic regions
is usually long from 6 to 12 Carrington Rotation Periods
(one CRP is 27 .275 days). As showed in the previous
studies (Ambroz. 1987. 2000), the position and the shape
of magnetic regions change during their lifetime. Rela
tive displacements can be inferred. when the Local Cor
relation Tracking Method (November. 1986) is applied on
the two consecutive magnetic synoptic arrays. Displace
ment during one CRP can he transformed into the hori-
1.ontal velocity vectors. computed in all the grid points in

the photosphere. The velocity is interpreted as a speed
of the local horizontal transport or magnetic phenomena
inside of the selected window. computed relative to the
Carrington reference system. Besides of the zonal and
meridional velocity fields also the values of the horizon
tal divergence of the horizontal velocity can be derived.
Each from the mentioned fields is composed from the ax
ially symmetric (zonal averaged) values and from non
axially symmetric component of the field. In our present
study only the dependence of the axially symmetric com
ponent of the velocity on the latitude and time, is studied.

" LONG-TERM EVOLUTION OF THE
VELOCITY PATTERNS

The contour plot of the total magnetic flux distribution
(usually known as the butterfly diagram). presented in
Figure I is derived from WSO measurements. On the
horizontal axis the Carrington rotation numbers arc plot
ted. The butterfly patterns relate from left to right with
the activity cycle nos. 21. 22 and 23. Values derived
polewards from 70 degrees or the latitude on both hemi
spheres (dotted lines) arc invalid for our study. The low
rcsolution measurements from Stanford give only one
value in this zone and the reconstructed data can be con
sidered as artifacts. All the data. available polewards
from latitude 50 degrees. were from this reason ignored
for further calculations.

The contour plot in Figure 2 or the mean meridional ve
locity show the very distinct dependence of the mean
meridional velocity on the phase or the I I-year activ
ity cycle. The bright regions show the mean meridional
transport toward the solar north pole and in the dark re
gions is mean velocity oriented to the south. The pat
terns change during the cycle, however the principal N-S
symmetry is preserved during the whole studied time in
terval. During the phase of enhanced activity the mean
poleward transport is suppressed and the cquatorward ve
locities dominate. Just after the cycle maximum the pole
ward transport from equator to the latitude limit 30 or 40
degrees is formed.

The plot of the net horizontal divergence is shown in
Figure 3. The dark regions represents the mean nega
tive divergence (convergence) and the bright regions cor
responds with the positive values. The divergence data

/'11i1 \, ,\ \11t11 c \\-1 i1rl11r/-11ro1011/1111111 /111 \(•/1i1 < -11 /1 ,i/·'1/ /1 ,.,-,·1tu11! C/11111111 \iu .•
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Figure 1. Contour plot (butterfly diagram) of the total magneticflux during last three activity cycles nos. 21. 22 and 23.
See description in the text.

Figure 2. Contour plot of the averaged meridional velocity. Format is similar as in Fig. 1. For details see in the text.

Figure 3. Contour plot of the net values of the horizontal divergence. Format is similar as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4. Plots of the mean values of the zonal and meridional velocities, horizontal divergence, total solar irradiance
and total magneticflux during last 24 years.

structure varies during the I I-year activity cycle. During
the initial and maximal phase of the cycle the both regions
arc highly diversified and the average net divergence val
ues arc low or nearly zero. In this initial phase the close
equatorial zone is covered by negative divergence. In
higher latitudes, poleward from 30 degrees of latitude the
positive values dominate. In the declining phase of the
cycle and in the minimum have the divergence regions
compact structure with positive values around the equa
tor and the two negative divergence belts between 20 and
40 degrees on both hemispheres. During the period of
minimum the negative regions arc maximally developed
and the equatorial positive region nearly vanishes. Such
rule is observed for all three available solar cycles.

Plots of the net mean values of the zonal and meridional
velocities, horizontal divergence and the total solar irra
diancc relative to the total magnetic flux arc presented in
Figure 4. Mean zonal velocity (upper left) is plotted by
full line and the values arc computed for each Carrington
rotation in the zonal belt within 50 degrees of the latitude
during the whole interval from year 1976 to 2000. The
dotted line shows variation of the mean magnetic flux.
The both curves arc nearly inverse; the extremes of the
velocity arc located about 16 CRP before the total mag
netic flux curve. The curve of the net meridional velocity
(bottom left) is very noisy with highest amplitudes dur
ing the cycle maximum period. The net horizontal diver
gence (upper right) shows the extreme negative values in
the maximum of the cycles. The plot of the total solar
irradiance shows high correlation with the curve of the
total magnetic flux. The composite data of the total solar

irradiance was adopted from Frohlich and Lean ( 1998).

Plots of the derived cross-correlation functions arc pre
sented in Figure 5. They demonstrate the cross corre
lation functions calculated from the zonal velocity (up
per left), meridional velocity (bottom left), horizontal di
vergence (upper right) and total solar irradiancc (bottom
right) relative to the total magnetic flux. Discussion of
the individual cases is presented in the final section of
this paper.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Zonal and meridional transports, as well as the horizontal
divergence arc studied via the net arithmetic means for
each from 320 Carrington rotations. The obtained veloc
ity patterns show regularities in the global distribution of
all three values, however each of them have an original
distribution and do not show direct common relationship
with the structure of the total magnetic flux. The sets of
the global values from the broad equatorial belt for all
studied Carrington rotations vary with the mean period
of I I -year cycles of activity. Each velocity parameter re
flects their relationship to the set of the total magnetic
flux values differently.

The variations of the zonal velocity show clear phase shift
(-16 CRP) relative to the maximum of total magnetic flux
and the mean amplitude of the variations is lower than
I0 m/s. The meridional displacement oscillates around
the zero value with highest mean amplitude around 3 mis
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Figure 5. Plots of the cross-correlation functions between the total magnetic flux and the zonal and meridional velocities,
horizontal divergence and the total solar irradiance.

during the cycle maximum. The net horizontal diver
gence is substantially different from zero only during the
period of the enhanced magnetic flux,but their values are
expressed only in arbitrary relative units. The both, zonal
andmeridional velocity cyclic variationsdo not close cor
relate with the total magnetic flux curve. The cross cor
relation minimum of the zonal velocity is, however, lo
cated 16 CRP before the magnetic flux. The meridional
velocity plot is substantially different from the both pre
vious curves and is characterized by an amplitude mod
ulation of the short noisy spikes. The cross correlation
coefficient with the zero time lags is nearly equal to zero.
Contribution of the both zonal and meridional velocities
Lothe total horizontal velocity is characterized by mean
RMS velocity values for each Carrington rotation. The
cross correlation maximum also precedes the magnetic
flux curve for 16CRP.The horizontal transport is proba
bly causally bounded with the occurrence of the magnetic
flux. The horizontal divergence relates with the magnetic
fluxwithout the time difference, howeverthe obtained an
ticorrelation is still fully unclear. On the other hand, the
total solar irradiance shows the positive cross correlation
with zero displacement relative to the total magnetic flux.

The horizontal transport, reported in the present paper,
shows the still unexpectedly dramatic moving structures
of the large-scale magnetic fields in solar photosphere.
The changes in the different phases of the 11-year cycle
of solar activity document the large-scale long term cycli
cally changing dynamic regime in the solar convection
zone. We suppose that the changes of the global regime
of the convection during the activity cycle is able to mod
ify also the total solar output.
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ABSTRACT

The wavelet power spectra were calculated and compared
for the whole solar disk time series: the Mt. Wilson Mag
netic Plage Strength Index (MPS!) and the Mt. Wilson
Sunspot Index (MWSI) as well as the low rigidity Cal
gary cosmic rays (CR). The intermediate- and the long
term periodicities are established during a 6-year interval
of the respective cycle (2 years before and 4 years af
ter the cycle maximum). The periodicities longer than
100 days are dominant in the post-maximum years. The
260-day period of the MPSI has dual structure, the peaks
are in 1979 and in 1981-1982 post-maximum years. We
found, that the well known long-term cosmic ray period
icity 1.5 - 1.7 year is present in the low rigidity Calgary
cosmic rays, in 1983.5 and in 1991.0 years.

1. INTRODUCTION

In prior papers. the significant variations were found
among various solar events (e.g., the long-duration
X-ray flares. Antalova, 1994, 1999), the solar wind
speed (Richardson ct al., 1994 ), the geophysical data
(Mendoza ct al., 1999) and the cosmic rays (Valdes
Galicia. Perez-Enriquez and Otaola, 1996, Kudela et
al., 1999). SOHO/MDI and GONG hclioscismic data
(Komm. Howe and Hill, 2000) reveals very important pe
riod around 1.3 year (about 474 days). It is more-less
confirmed that the intermediate- and the long-term so
lar variability periods arc related to the solar magnetic
flux. In this paper we present the wavelet power spectra
(WPS) of the solar and the low rigidity cosmic ray data
(from Calgary) for the cycles No. 21 and No.22.

2. THE DATA SETS

Wavelet power spectra have been computed for the f<>l
lowing parameters:

(a) Mt. Wilson Magnetic Plage Strength Index
(MPSI). For each magnetogram taken at the 150-Foot
Solar Tower, the Mt. Wilson Magnetic Plagc Strength

Index (MPS/) value and the Mt. Wilson Sunspot Index
(MWSI) value are calculated. To determine MPS! the ab
solute values of the magnetic field strengths is summed
for all pixels where the absolute value of the magnetic
field strength is between 10 and 100 gauss. This number
is then divided by the total number of pixels (regardless
of magnetic field strength) in the magnetogram.

(b) Mt. Wilson Sunspot Index (MWSI). The MWSI
values are determined in much the same manner as
the MPS!, though summation is only done for pix
els where the absolute value of the magnetic field
strength is greater than 100 gauss. Data are daily
means from more then just one measurement (if avail
able). The MPS! and MWSI data were taken from
www.mtwilson.edu/Science/UCLA/.

(c) CR - the low rigidity Calgary cosmic rays - Calgary
latitude 51° 05' N. Calgary longitude 114° 08 · W,
vertical cutoff 1.09 GV, count rate approximately 2 x 10·1
per 5-min (Vcnkatcsan ct al., 1989).

3. METHOD OF PROCESSING

The common tool of the frequency investigation of the
data series - the Fourier Transform (FT) - docs not allow
the extraction of any temporal information of the data se
ries. Different sines and cosines, into which FT decom
poses data series, cannot be localized in time according to
the uncertainty principle as these trigonometric functions
arc calculated for sharp frequencies (Bracewell, 1965 ).
Therefore FT is not appropriate for the study of data se
ries which show significant temporal variability.

The wavelet transform is a suitable tool to analyze time
series that contain non-stationary power at many different
frequencies (Daubechies, 1990). Its functions - wavelets -
are localized in both time and frequency, characterized by
non-dimensional time parameter 17 and frequency w0.

As we are dealing with a simple oscillatory data series,
the Morlet wavelet - a plane sine wave of amplitude win
dowed in time by a Gaussian function, has been selected
for searching of power in different frequencies over the
whole time length of the series.
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Describing our data series as Xn with an fixed temporal
spacing ot and the data index n = 0, 1, ... ,N the Mor
let wavelet can be prescribed as the following function
1/Jo(77) = Jr-1/4eiwo77e-772/2. For this selected wavelet
the non-dimensional frequency w0 has been set to 6 fixing
the length of all wavelets according to their scales. The
continuous wavelet transform of a discrete time series Xn

is defined (Torrence and Compo, 1998) as the convolution
of data series with a scaled in frequency s and translated
in time rJ wavelet 1/Jo(7]) as

Wn(s) = f:Xn'1/J* [ (n' ~'in)Ot] (I)

where the sign l/;* denotes the complex conjugative of the
wavelet 1JJ. The wavelet transform H'n is so a projection
of the data series onto the selected wavelets of different
scales at different time. Varying the scales and translat
ing along the time index n picture of varying (if existing)
amplitude for different scales can be determined over the
whole time interval of the data series.

In order to compare directly the WT at each scale s the
wavelet functions were normalized to have unit energy
at each scale. As the wavelet Morlet function 1/Joand its
wavelet transform Wn (s) are complex the wavelet power
spectrum IiYn (s) I2 was calculated to visualize the time
frequency behaviour of the data series amplitudes.

A convenient set of scales has been selected following the
formula SJ = s02161 for j = 0, 1, ... , J where s0 is the
smallest computed scale and J specifies the largest one.
Parameter bj specifies the scale resolution. For broader
period range (16- 2048 days) these parameters has been
set as s0 = 16 and J = 336, for the narrower one ( 18 - 38
days) parameter s0 has been changed 2. For both ranges
the scale resolution oj was fixed to 48 scales per octave.

The WT computational algorithm of Torrence and
Compo ( 1998) has been used in this study. As it is based
intrinsicly on the FT of the data sets of the finite length
the data sets had to be padded with zeroes in order to
bnng the total length of the data sets N to the next higher
power of 2. This padding with zeroes decreases the am
plitudes of the wavelet power spectrum IWn(s )12 as still
more and more zeroes entered the temporary data set in
creasing the scale s of the transform. Therefore the coin
of incidence was introduced here as thee-folding time of
the wavelet power autocorrelation at each scale. Within
the wavelet power spectrum IWn (s )12 areas covered by
this coin of incidence (indicated in our plot by cross
hatched regions) the amplitudes has been reduced in their
magnitude.

In order to setup the significance levels of the derived
wavelet power spectrum the null hypothesis has been for
mulated according to Torrence and Compo ( 1998) as
suming that the time series has a mean power spec
trum, given by normalized FT power spectrum of the
red noise univariate lag-I autoregressive process. If a
wavelet power spectrum is well above the background
mean power spectrum (global spectrum), then it can be
assumed to be real with a certain confidence level. The

95 % confidence level, used in this study, implies that
5 % of the wavelet power should be above this level for
each scale. In this study the global wavelet spectrum
-2 N 1 2W (s) = 1/N Ln:o IWn(s)I has been used as an es-
timate of the background mean power spectrum against
which the significance of the local WPS features has been
tested according to findings of Percival (1995) and Kestin
et al. (1998). In Table I we give the global power spectra
periods of our data series.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our investigated period is still very short to be able to
draw general conclusions about the time-frequency be
haviour of the long-term solar periodicities during solar
cycles. Nevertheless, the following conclusions can be
drawn on periods given in Table I.

• The time - period WPS show the significant statis
tical differences of the MPSI and the MWSI data
comparing to the low rigidity Calgary cosmic rays,
in studied years. We found the large differences
between WPS of the increasing and the declining
parts of the last two cycles. We present quanti
tative evidence that in the maximum epoch of the
last two solar cycles, there is no continual duration
of the long-term periodicities, but there are multi
frequency dual peaks of the solar cycle maxima.
Time location of WPS impulses coincide with pre
and post- maximum years (Gnevyshev gap, Storini
and Pase, 1995; Bazilevskaya et al., 1998, Rybak,
Antalova and Storini, 2000).

• The 21-st solar cycle characteristics: The 21-st so
lar cycle is unique in the density of the occur
rence of 150-day periodicity in all solar parameters.
The 154-day periodicity (Rieger et al., 1985) was
expected in the solar and the heliospheric (Cane,
Richardson and von Rosenvinge, 1998) data and
really such period is present (together with other
larger periods) in the XBG (in late 1980, 1982. 7),
the SXR-flare indices (in late 1980, 1982.7, see
Rybak, Antalova and Storini, 2000), in the MPSI
and the MWSI (there is significant multi-period
peak with periods greater than 128-days, mainly in
post-maximum years). In the CR, the 154-day pe
riod is present in 1981.4, 1982.7, 1986.1, 1990.0,
and 1991.6 years.

• What concerns of the quasi-biennial period, which is
generally but erroneously believed that is better ex
pressed in the even than in the odd cycles, we ob
tain following result. The occurrence of the quasi
biennial period is remarkable high during the 21-
st cycle in the MPSI (877-days, 2.4-year) and the
MWSI (around 900 days, 2.5 year) data. The quasi
biennial period, in the occurrence of the LDE flares
is not related to the 21-st cycle (as the MPSI and
MWSI), but to the 22-nd solar cycle maximum (see
Table 1, LDE -2.3 year, IMP-2.2 year). This is very
important difference between the 21-st and the 22-
nd cycles.
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Table I. The synodic recurrence, the intermediate-term and the long-term periods obtainedfrom wavelet global power
spectrum analysis. In the head-line are given expectedperiods, from Wolff's g-beats (Wolff, 1974). LT (I)- stayfor the
long-term periods lower than 1000-days, LT (2)- for the long-term periods greater than 1000-days.

IP(days) 27.0- 53- 83- 155- 270- 323- LT (1)- LT (2)-

MPSI 27.5 268 396-1.ly 877-2.4y
MWSI 26.4 53 164 263 414-l.2y
XBG 28.0 83 155 301 568-l 5y 1333-3.7y
LOE 31.5 48 80 146 223 770-2. ly 850-2.3y 1412-3.9y
IMP 38.2 83 I "7 268 810-2.2y
CR 400-1.ly 647-1.7y

• The expected the 1.7 year (647--days) period of the
cosmic rays (Valdes-Galicia, Perez-Enriquez and
Otaola, 1996) is found in the 21-st cycle: the 1983.5
peak in CR and in XBG; the 1982.5 peak in the LOE
flares. In the 22-nd cycle, the CR-peak is present in
1991; but its dominant periods are 400- and 800-
days.

• We found the occurrence of the 1.1 - 1.5 year period
icity in the following data: in the MPSI (period 396-
days, I. I-year), the MWSI (414 days, 1.2 year),
XBG (568--days, 1.5 year) and in the low rigidity
Calgary CR (in 1991. the period is 1.1 year).

• Synodic recurrence. As is well known, the synod.c
recurrence of the cosmic rays is indicator of quasi
stable heliospheric conditions (Vernova et al., 1995)
and reflects the repetition of the all 27-day CRpro
file as ' time unit '. We found the synodic recurrence
ofCRsmainlyin 1978.1979, 1982andalsoin 1986,
1989, 1991 and in 1998.
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ABSTRACT

Ihe magnetic network is a key component of solar
irradiance and of the energy transport toward the
corona. These network structures are associated in the
photosphere with bright magnetic elements, whose
dynamics is determined by granulation.
The association between small magnetic elements and
bright points in the photosphere. which are cospatial
\\ ith magnetic network (e.g. Muller et al., 2000. or
Baud in et al., I997). allow us the selection of magnetic
regions of interest for a spectroscopic study.

The photospheric magnetic network contribution to the
Total Solar lrradiance (TSI) and its variations is a still
open problem even if it has been discussed in different
papers (c g. Unruh. Solanki and Fliggc. 1999. or
Schuble et al., 2000). Recently. by analyzing full-disk
RISE-PSPT observations. it has been evaluated the
photosphcric network contrast and the role of related
\ ariations to the TS! ( I.rmo!l i. Berri IIi and Florio,
\l)lJlJ)

In this paper we present an analysis of properties of
photosphcric vertical velocity and broad band intensitx
fields associated to bright Mglb- clements. The
observations of a central quiet granulation field were
obtained with the THEMIS-IPM using the Fe l 557.6 nm
and Mglb2 5 I7.3 nm lines.

OBSERVATIONS

Different sequences of broad band (5 nm FWI IM
around 557 nm) and monochromatic images were
performed at the Tl IEMIS telescope (Obscrvatorio de]
Tcide. Tcnerife ) in 1999 Julv. We analyzed the data
series performed the July 81i1 (from 7:2 l l IT to 8 04
LT). 11 ith the !PM monochromator (Cavallini. 1998)
The telescope set-up limited the spatial resolution to

-OA arcsec (about 300 km on the Sun). A sq LI are
portion (34 arcsec x 34 arcsec) of the quiet Sun at the
disk center. was imaged with the broad band camera and
through the !PM monochromator at different spectral
points around 517.3 nm (Mglb, line) and 557.6 nm (Fe
I line), with 2.1 pm FWHM. The image scale was set at
0.134 arcsec/pixel.
Two 12-bit binned CCD cameras (Berrilli ct al., \ '!'!7)
recorded the frames. Each monochromatic image \I as
acquired with an exposure time of 0.3 s and the tutal
interval between successive images was 2.5 s.
After the corrections for dark current. flat field and
telescope tracking Joss a sub-portion of (.10 arcscc 30
arcscc) made up the final images. Vcloc ity fields 11 LTe
computed using Doppler shift. evaluated \I ith a
Gaussian shape non-linear best fit of the line profile
Before the analysis of the granulation pattern and the
study of the convective velocity fields. the acoustic
modes pattern has been removed from the images We
applied a subsonic filter (Title et al., I989) 11 ith <1 cut
off velocity of 6 km s' .

IMAGES ANALYSIS

To identify the small scale magnetic fields areas \le use
the strong correlation between magnetogram signal and
brightness in the Mglb, blue wing. A !though the
granulation dynamics produces a rapid evolution of the
bright points, we restrict our analysis on the average
properties of photospheric fields.
To extract Mglb, features we average over the 40
minutes sequence obtained in the wing (- 30 pm) ol \<1g
line and we produce the image shown in Fig. I.
The corresponding broad band image is obtained
averaging all the 570 broad band frames. while the
velocity image is obtained from the average of tliL· .12
photospheric vertical velocity fields coming out !1ti111

the Fe! 557.6 spectral frames.

Pro: I'' Sokn: & Sf'""' \Veot/Jer Funnanirrcn: r. "Flit Solar C1 t fr <111dTcrrrstrial C/1111<1te.Su11111Cm: de Tcnerite. Tcnc ri]e .. \/1i1i11.
2.'>29 Septcmticr 201JIJ 1 /:".\".-\ .\P--Hd. Deremhcr 20UU!



Figure I· A verag« imag« in .Hg 11·i11g ( i,11 -- 30pm)
obtainedfront a set of 3:! frames.

Mglb, BRIGHT FEATURES EXTRACTION

In order to identify active regions in average Mglb,
image. 11e adopted the following procedure. Firstly we
studied the features of his intensity distribution function.
/\s shown in figure 2 the distribution has a bimodal
character that can be easily obtained as a superposition
of two gaussian distributions. This is an evidence of two
distinct populations that can be associated with quiet
and active regions. Then. on the basis of this bimodal
character we define a threshold Ith as the intensity value
corresponding to the intersection of the two gaussian
curves: 1,11= 0.65.

T-~I
I

"'c;
=>0u

--t----~--~----~---~-----,--

Mglb Intensity (normalized)

Figure ]· Distribution of Mglb . intensities (crosses)
11·1th tli: nrn superimposed gaussian distributions (solid
/1ne.11

l11 figure 3 we show the image obtained adopting the
aforementioned threshold. The image shows some
scattered bright regions that would be correlated to
average broad band intensity and velocity fields. In
detail 11c selected 4 intense bright regions (labeled J\-D
111figure 3 ).

Figure 3: Image ofselected Mg/bl active revion-:

DISCUSSION

In Table l we report the statistical properties of \lglb2

blue wing intensities. broad band intensities. and
vertical photospheric velocities. associated to bright
Mglb2 regions.
The velocity average values confirm the role of gr;urn lar
convection on the transport of magnetic elements.
It seems that a slight positive contrast in broad h;111d
intensity images is related to active regions. in contrast
to the fact that these regions are associated to down
flows. usually dark in white light images.

Table I: I st column, active region label: 211c1culu11111.
Mglb, average normalized intensity: 3'" column.
average broad band contrast (T bb). defined as
<l,egi'"'>/<ltiame>; 4th column, average vertical velocitx of
active region obtained from 557.6 spectra (11e~,11i1e
values are up-flows. while positive ones are d\i11n
flows).

j Active area Mg Intensity f'1i1t I
<V

; ..\ I 0.80±0.08 J .02t0.0:Z I - I -I

I

B 0.76±0.08 0.99±0.02 I -i- 1)1
'c 0.72±0.05 1.0 I±0.0 I I ~ 7lJ

D 0.75±0.06 1.0 I±0.02 ~ lJS

~II

);.-ICJ

'II
II___ ,

On the other hand the distributions of figure 4 underline
the importance of studying the properties of ;1l1iw
regions individually, while the granulation dynamics
produces a temporal dependence of the features. '.w it 1:,
clear that experimental (better spatial and temporal
resolution) and theoretical (dynamical models)
improvements are necessary to tackle the problem or
bright points in the photospheric network.
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irradiance variations, A&A, Vol.345. pp.63~-!14:::'.
1999.

A B
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Figure 4 · Vertical velocity distributions associated to
the selected active regions. Negative values are 11p

f10111. while positive ones are down-flows.
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Abstract
Previous, as well as new results demonstrate the
importance of the development of complexes of activity
for the dynamics of the global. as well as local solar
activity and magnetic field distribution in time and
space. These basic activity elements connecting
individual active regions grow successively for more
than one year in close relation with the longitudinal
activity distribution. Their magnetic fields and activity
gradually become complicated. They often dev elop in
series of several complexes, consecutively appearing in
the same area of the solar surface. The evolution of such
a series culminates in the formation of large, complex
active regions. producing powerful flares, and eruptions
of chrornospeheric and coronal matter into space. Then.
in three to four rotations. its primarily very complicated
magnetic field, occupying a large portion of the solar
surface, quickly simplifies. and several rotations later. a
coronal hole develops.

1. Introduction
Wc would like to demonstrate how we conceive the

basic element of solar activity. as regards its
development in time, as well as its positioning in the
solar atmosphere. We believe that this element.
combining mostly in a specific way a certain number of
individual active regions. originating in the same
source, conjoins and cumulates their activity po\\er.
And this physically interconnected family of active
regions, if they appear 111 almost the same area several
times repeatedly, can reach a very high degree of
gcoactivity. Its successive growth through the
photosphere, chromosphere and corona into
interplanetary space depends not only on the power of
the source, but also on the age and density of the
remnants of the previous activity in the area. on the
quantity, live history. succession of and mutual relations
between the successively supplied new magnetic fluxes
of its active regions.

The appearance of such forms of activity is not
accidental. It is given by the stage of development of the
activity cycle and the degree of the resulting dynamics
of photospheric convecux e and other movements. and
the global magnetic fieId distribution. Probably. there
also exist regularities in the intensity and organization
of the internal, deeper lying sources of magnetic and

kinetic energy, initiating the studied activity in the
higher layers of the solar atmosphere.

This is the reason \\ hy we summarize our experience
obtained by studying the formation and evolution of
various elements of the eleven-year activity cycle, or
activity impulses demarcated in time and area. or
complexes of solar activity during the last four eleven
year activity cycles.

2. Introduction of a simple complex of activity
Bumba and 1Ioward ( l 965a, b) demonstrated that

the development of a single active region is not enough
to make a permanent change in the pattern of even weak
background fields. To achieve the slow transitions from
one form to another we see in the background fields. it
is necessary to maintain a certain density of activity
over a large area. /\ larger density of activity is
observed to occur in clusters of active regions. During
the years of maximum activity it is difficult to separate
these clusters of activ ity from each other. hut in the
descending phase of the cycle and closer to minimum u
is relatively easy to follow the development and
evolution of these complexes of activity, as we have
called such clusters, due to their complicated formation
and highly extended volume of the solar atmosphere
they occupy. Evidently. they represent the basic unit of
solar activity in time and space connecting the
individual active regions into one activity impulse. Its
formation can be observed in the following way:

Cher a certain longitude range one may sec no new
active regions - only old fields - for several rotations.
Then in one rotation. one or more new active regions
form. On subsequent rotations, new active regions form
and the area occupied by fields expands in both latitude
and longitude. In general. the first sunspot groups to
form are the largest of the complex and later ones arc
smaller. The larger is the complex of activ ity, the larger
arc its first spot groups and the longer is the lifetime of
the complex. The expansion of the boundaries of a
complex of activity measured once on each rotation is
linear with time in longitude. with a velocity of the
order of I00 msec 1. In latitude there seems to be a limit
of about 40'~ in the maximum extension. beyond which
the expansion is extremely small (a few tens of meters
per second). Some of these complexes of activity have
associated with them features in the green-line coronal
isophotc maps which show approximately the same
expansion and lifetimes (Bumba and Sykora, 1974 ).

l'ri« I f .\'olur& .\j1uce \~"c11rl1cr Fur/!(01//CU'J/U'. 'The \o/11r (\de 1111dFcrrc\'frw/ ( '/111/(//l'' .)'1111!0 ( 'ru: de Trncnt». Trneritr, S/>llll/,
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3. Studies of evolution of the proton-flare region
and other large complex activity formation

3.1 Process of proton-flare region formation and
desintegration as a successive evolution of several
complexes of activity in the same area of the solar
atmosphere

We have studied the evolution and formation of
various complex activity events. Already during the
declining part of the 19th solar activity cycle, we found
that the active regions producing flares which were
followed by a particle emission, observed as cosmic
rays or PCA events, correlated with a specific
configuration of the background magnetic field (Bumba,
1972). During the 20th solar cycle, several active
centers that were the source of the largest particle
events, such as the proton-flare region of November
1969, January 1971, September 1971, August 1972 and
July 1974 were examined with regard to the behavior of
their local and background magnetic field distribution.
Again the same type of relation to practically the same
form of large-scale magnetic features was observed
(Bumba et al., 1972; Bumba and Sykora, 1972a, b;
Bumba, l 973a, b).

The formation of such a characteristic large-scale
magnetic field body is a continuous process which
consists of individual magnetic field patterns
successively transforming form one stage to the next
due to the successive appearance of new magnetic
fluxes in newly appearing complexes of activity, or
individual active regions only. It consists of weakening,
dissipation and shape changes of the old fields, their
mutual interaction with newly emerged fields and
subsequent weakening, or strenghtening of the resulting
fields, etc. In the case of August 1972 and July 1974, we
saw that it was possible to decompose the entire very
complex process into individual stages, the evolution of
each of which was subject to the regularities, observed
by a simple complex of activity evolution.

In the magnetically complicated situation described,
new sunspot groups continued to form and grow until
the maximum phase was reached during the rotation in
which the proton flare occurred, and then their
development and new appearance practically stopped.

In its maximal phase, the large-scale magnetic field
characteristic body, giving birth to the proton-flare
regions, very often occupies one half of the solar
surface, and all visible layers of the solar atmosphere. It
probably extends far into the outer corona.

Just after the proton flares occur, not only the main
proton-flare region disintegrates, but the whole complex
magnetic field body disintegrates as well. Instead of the
enlargement of the field area and gradual weakening of
its intensity, the field dissipation is much faster and
practically in situ, the field disappearing in various
places of the region simultaneously. This means that the
magnetic field dissipation process, which in the normal
single active region takes place over many rotations

(5~6) during which the field is transported away from
its place of formation and gradually weakens, is
accelerated at least twice or three times.

The same phenomenon observed on the scale of a
proton-flare region seems to occur also on the scale of
the whole visible disk when 3 or 4 rotations are
sufficient for the large-scale background field to be fully
reorganized, to disintegrate and nearly totally dissipate.
Normally about 12 or more rotations are needed for the
evolution of the large-scale magnetic field body.
However, in these special cases, 3 or 4 rotations are
enough to completely disturb the result of the long
lasting complicated development. We emphasize that
there is no photospheric or chromospheric activity (i.e.
no flares are observed) during this period of
disintegration.

3.2 Processes of evolution of series of activity
complexes, accompanied by mighty activity events,
studied later

Successive entanglement of the magnetic fields
Once again in activity cycles 21 and 22 (Bumba et al.,
l 996a; Bumba et al., 1998; Bumba and Klvaria, 1997),
we observed the long-term successive evolution of the
large-scale magnetic field patterns reaching their climax
in the formation of large complex active regions that
produced numerous energetic white-light and proton
emitting flares (Bumba & Sykora 1974; Bumba 1982;
Bumba et al., 1987; Bumba & Geszstelyi, 1988a, b), and
newly, also coronal mass ejections (for example, Jordan
et al., 1997). Again, in each case, the time scale of the
process was of the order of one year or more, and in all
cases, the local magnetic fields were transformed step
by step from a relatively simple configuration at the
beginning into the very complex one during the
maximum stage. A number of processes were involved
in this transformation: the appearance of new magnetic
flux in active regions or in activity complexes; the
dissipation and changes in the structure of older
magnetic fields; the mutual interaction of all fields and
their subsequent weakening as well as strenghtening;
etc. In this complexity, all processes were found to be
time antisymmetric, i.e. the growth phase was about 6
times longer than the declining phase. Similarly, the
rapid final phase was accompanied by numerous flares
and CMEs. Simultaneously, the entire area of
complicated magnetic field patterns on the Sun which,
in the phase of peak activity, occupied as much as half
of the solar surface, also disintegrated during this
declining phase.

Global distribution and the depth of sources The
regularities in the longitudinal distribution and the
persistence in the same longitude interval of many
activity complexes suggests they were anchored to a
rigidly rotating subsurface source of magnetic flux, not
affected by differential rotation, and operating with
maximum power just before, and through much of the
complex's final phase. However, we have also noted



significant changes on the local scale: possible local
strenghtening, or even induction of new magnetic flux,
due to strong local motions (Bumba et al. 1993; l 995a;
l 996b; etc.). But at some point before, or during the
final period of maximum activity, the complex seems to
have become disconnected with this subsurface source,
or the source itself changed, weakened, or disappeared.

Involvement of the convection On magnetic maps
of different kindc, the investigation of the dynamics of
rebuilding the magnetic field during its complex
development indicates that it is due to the successive
appearance, restrucrularization, and disappearance of
large, characteristic, nearly elliptical magnetic field
structures, whose origin is very probably in convection
(Bumba l 987a, b). Their evolution, if compared with
the longitudinal shift of active longitudes, is retrograde,
i. e. in the direction of diminishing heliographic
longitudes. At the same time, these patterns function
evidently as one of the main agents in the global
reconstruction of the background magnetic field,
together with the global redistribution of activity in the
solar zone of activity.

The development of the activity complex can also be
clearly observed on spectroheliograms of the K line of
Call. First of all, the ionized calcium spectroheliograms
show that the investigated complex sometimes
developed almost in a region in which several rotations
ago the evolution of a similar complex went through its
final stage (e.g. Bumba et al., 1996a). The new complex
in the same area therefore means a practical renewal of
the complex's activity. The spcctroheliograms indicate
that some of the emission seems to be organized by
convection into circular or elliptical patterns. And
because of this influence, the new complex appears to
evolve from the crossings of these structures, more
active when crossing closer to the equator. The new
individual active regions then appear further and further
away from the place of their first appearance, but at
quantized distances, equal roughly to the diameter of the
structures. At later stages, the emission diffuses from
the originally well-defined patterns, and these in turn
lose their forms.

The elliptical structures mentioned, visible best on
Stanford Observatory synoptic magnetic charts and on
the ionized calcium spectroheliograms, again seem to
demonstrate that the process of continuous
restructuralization of the solar global magnetic field, in
which the development of activity complexes represents
well-defined phases, witnesses the important role
convection plays therein, and simultaneously in the
evolution of the solar magnetic field and activity.

Complexes of activity during the last two cycle
minima Even during the transitional phase between
the old and new eleven-year cycle of solar activity, at
least during the last two minima, we have observed the
same pattern of appearance and formation of activity
complexes: they are mutually longitudinally dependent
both in the old and new cycles, and their isolated
magnetic bodies, well visible on the solar surface (we
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refer to them as "magnetic bubbles") have all the
features of an activity complex, as defined in Section 2.
They grew successively, they have a life time of many
rotations, their boundaries shift at the same rate of about
I00 msec ·1, and on the Stanford synoptic maps they
have elliptical forms: briefly, morphologically they
really remind one of a large convective bubble emerging
in the photospheric layer.

Coronal holes - final stages of series of activity
complexes evolution The final stages of the evolution
of the 1982 activity complex (Bumba et a., 1998),
paralleled by the evolution of large-scale magnetic
fields studied during 1991 and 1992 (Bumba et al.
1995a), were interesting. In these cases, the
disintegration of a large-scale magnetic complex led to
the formation of a magnetically open region over the
areas of formerly strong activity. A large polar coronal
hole penetrated the area of the former activity complex
and replaced it. From this we conclude that the
development of a large coronal hole is a global process
depending on the evolution of the global magnetic field,
due to the successive formation of individual elements
of the activity cycle. In addition, the evidence of this
study for the rigid rotation of magnetic boundaries of
active-region complexes during the final stages of their
evolution suggests "preparation" of the rigid boundaries
of large coronal holes that penetrate into low latitudes in
the declining phase of the solar cycle. It should also be
noted that the rigidly rotating pivot lines and pivot
points appeared to be associated with emerging flux
regions and with the strengthening of this flux by other
processes (Bumba et al. l 995a, 1998 ).

Wc also note there is evidence that the final opening
of the magnetic field lines into interplanetery space in
the regions studied occurred well before their
disconnection from the source of the new flux, and
possibly, even before the energetic event that announced
the peak phase of activity.

4. Conclusions
Thus, the activity complexes highly probably

represent basic structural clements of the eleven-year
solar activity cycle. They play the role of specific units
of solar activity in the hierarchy of solar activity
patterns, temporaly much longer (around one year) and
spatially much more extensive (a part of the solar
activity zone) than a single active region. They combine
the family of active regions physically interconnected at
least by their origin. During the development of a
complex, we sec the effect of this impulse of solar
activity in the whole volume of the solar atmosphere, in
which successively, subject to certain rules, a number of
individual active regions evolves, reaching their
maximum quickly in terms of numbers, as well as
importances, with continually increasing area they
cover, then to decline slowly with possible post
maximum oscillations of activity (Bumba & Howard
l 965a, b).
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Due to the concentration of activity into certain
intervals of heliographic longitudes, the complexes of
activity often occur several times repeatedly in almost
the same area of the solar surface, forming time series.
An evolutionary process of very complicated and
complex magnetic structures then occupies a substantial
fraction of the solar atmosphere's volume. Its evolution
exhibits a progressive increase, mostly lasting more than
one year, in the number and size of its active regions,
and above all, in the complexity of its magnetic field
topology, according to the rule discovered by Mme
Martres ( 1968): the closer the new region in space and
time to the older region, the more complicated and
active the whole new formation. The phase of its peak
activity lasts usually one or two rotations. The largest
flares, coronal mass ejections, etc., occue during this
maximum phase. After this, the magnetic field becomes
greatly simplified over this entire area, with the lines of
force opening into interplanetary space, forming a large
coronal hole in its final stages.

Thus, the appearance of coronal holes seems to be
bound to the latest stages of magnetic, as well as
photospheric, chromospheric and coronal activity of
these elements of solar activity, lasting about two years,
inclusive of the duration of the coronal hole. The holes
represent, at least in the vicinity of the equator, or in the
main activity zone, the last evolutionary phases of
several large, successively developed, long-living
complexes of activity, displaying at this stage a specific
magnetic situation in the form of widely extended
magnetically unipolar regions, built up step by step in a
long-lasting process from the remnants of old magnetic
fields of all active regions which occurred during the
lifetime of the complex within it.

Consequently, the formation of a coronal hole is a
global process, resulting from a general trend in the
evolution of solar activity in the given phase of the
cycle. Let us add that equatorial and polar coronal holes
are very closely linked together (Bumba, 1991; Bumba
and Gesztelyi, l 988a, b).

From the identification of pivot lines and pivot
points for the rotation of the main boundary of the
complex of activity (Bumba at al., 1998), we conclude
that the subphotospheric source of its magnetic flux
rotates as a rigid body for at least four rotations prior to
the phase of maximum activity. During this final, most
energetic phase, either the connection with the
underlying source of flux was severed, or the source
itself has changed. On energetic grounds, a considerable
emergence or induction of new flux probably took place
during the numerous strong flares that occurred within
the complex before its destruction.

The complete "life cycle" of the activity complex
underscores the fundamental importance of large-scale
subsurface processes for the generation, emergence,
transformation and dissipation of the global magnetic
field. It provides further insight into the relative rates at
which activity builds up and then rapidly dissipates.
Since a similar life cycle was observed in detail during

several eleven-year cycles, an anologous development
of stellar activity complexes might be expected, given a
similar temporal and spatial organization of activity, on
other solar-like stars.
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ABSTRACT

We explore, with a highly simplified model of a
convective cell, the dependence on the cell ".1· si:e L of
the line-depth ratios used hi· Gray & Livingston ( !997u.
I 997h) as indicators of T,11 variations with the solar
evele. Values of LJL/L from current estimates of
granular si:e variations (-5% from minimum lo
maximum of sunspot cycle) give non negligible effects
on continuum intensity (-0. I 3%) and line-depth ratios
(-0. l%) at disk center as compared with the observed
Faria/ions (11T,/1z+1.5 K. if measured variations of the
total irradiance are totally ascribed lo ;1,T,.11 : disk
integrated line depth ratios + 0.-1%).

I. INTRODUCTION

As soon as the variability of the total irradiance was
measured by the ACRIM experiment on SMM, it was
proposed that significant dips were produced when a
large sunspot group passed disk center (Willson and
Hudson. 1981) and that positive excursions were
produced when large active areas were near the solar
limb (Oster. Schatten, Sofia. 1982). Successively. when
the I I years variation was observed, Foukal and Lean
( 1988) proposed that also the magnetic network
contributed to the total irradiance. The effect of all these
variations were calibrated to best reproduce the trend or
the total irradiance observed over the solar activity cycle
and these empirically obtained calibrations were
subsequently used to infer the variations of the total
irradiance over the past 300 plus years (cf. Lean. 1997).
On estimating the contributions of spots. faculae and
network to the total irradiancc, the old procedure has
been essentially one of curve titting. The reason for th is
was that measurements for these features were difficult
to make, and thus not available. To solve this problem
the Precision Solar Photometric Telescopes (PSPTsJ
were designed. and. since then. measurements carried
out 11 ith them and with other instruments have provided

-----·-----· --------· ----------

Pro: l " So/11r& Space Wemltn Euroconterencc. 'The Solar Cvilc cuu! 'lerrcstriul C/1111urc'Sunt« Cru: de Te11a1/e. Tcnerite, Spuin,
25-29 S1'f'il'J11/Jer2000 IES:\ .\P-.JfJ3. December 2000)

real values for these contributions (cf. Ermolli ct al.,
2000). What all these measurements appear to show is
that, while they explain most of the observed variation
of the total irradiancc, they do not seem to explain it all.
In fact the major shortcoming of most of the early work
on solar variability has been the assumption that active
regions and network should explain all or the solar
variability, and that these features were superposed to
an otherwise constant background.
When we consider the Sun as a star. we must be aware
that its global structure may change as a consequence of
variations or the magnetic field both in the solar interior.
where the dynamo process operates, and on the surface,
where the activity modifies the boundary conditions.
This possibility is confirmed by the observed variations
of the frequency spectrum of solar oscillations.
These changes have been successfully reproduced with
exploratory models as a consequence of the structural
effects of a variable dynamo field in the solar interior
(Lydon and Sofia. 1995: Lydon. Guenther and Solla.
1996). /\ solid prediction of these models is that. when
the structure changes. all the global solar parameters
(radius, Tell• luminosity) also change in very specific
ways. Therefore, to uniquely identity the physical
nature of the changes. it is necessary to simultaneously
observe all those parameters to insure their self
consistency. Finally. the entire scenario must be
confirmed by hclioscismological studies.

2. MF/\SLJRLMENTS OI- Tc11FROM LINE-DEPT! IS

/\n attempt to evaluate possible Tell variations with the
11 years cycle has been made by Gray and Livingston
(I 997a, I997b) from the monitoring observations of
temperature sensitive lines performed at Kitt Peak over
the years 1978-1992.
To avoid the uncertainties or previously adopted.
model-based calibrations, they made new ad hoc
observations of the same lines using the Moon and a
sequence or stars bracketing the Sun in Tc11 ( "'300 Kl to
derive an empirical calibration. or course, in this way.
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only modifications of the atmospheric stratification of
the same kind of those occurring along the main
sequence can be properly taken into account and, as
recognized by the same authors, that might not be a
complete description of the changes that actually occur
in the Sun during its magnetic cycle.
With the three lines listed below, they formed the two
central-depth ratios Dc!Die and Dc/Dri, which are
independent from man: instrumental errors. The
analysis was very careful and seems to have removed,
for the first time, many subtle systematic errors present
in the solar data. The Ten sensitivity was given in the
form 1ff0n - C 8r/r, where 8r/r is the variation· of either
the C/Fe or the C/Ti ratio and C=346 or C=468
respectively: the estimated error on 8T0n was a fraction
of I K. According to the authors, the spectral lines used
are not directly affected by the presence of faculae or
unresolved magnetic fields (sunspots should give a
negligible contribution to integrated-disk spectra),
however we do not consider their arguments really
conclusive.
When applied to solar data, the T0ff variations obtained
from both line ratios reproduced fairly well the whole
observed variations of the total irradiance S, if
variations of the solar radius were neglected (8S/S = 4
8T01/T0n). If we could believe in this result, no room
would be left for an additional effect due to the balance
of bright and dark magnetic regions.
A theoretical calibration of the same line ratios was
attempted by Caccin and Starn ( 1998) and by Caccin et
al. ( 1998) with Kurucz (CD-ROM No. 19) photospheric
models. In selecting the grid of T0ff values, we kept
gravity, microturbulence and mixing length constant
and equal. respectively, to 4.5 in log scale, 2 krn/s and
1.25. The results obtained were C=629 for C/Fe and
C=942 for C/Ti. They are both about twice the empirical
values and the discrepancy might be mainly due to the
behaviour of the C line, which is formed deep enough to
feel the atmospheric region where the T('r) structure is
determined by convection. This explanation is
corroborated by the fact that the sensitivity of other line
ratios, formed in higher layers and empirically
calibrated by Gray but not used in solar observations, is
instead well reproduced by theoretical calculations
(Caccin & Starn, 1998). In addition to that.a variation of
the convective efficiency, obtained by a ::020% increase
of the mixing length a, would sensibly affect theoretical
calculations, by changing the temperature slope in the
deeper layers were the C line is formed. Unfortunately,
there is no easy way to include simultaneous
perturbations of Teffand a in our calibration procedure
evaluating their combined effect along the main
sequence.
As it is, the theoretical calibration described above gives
values in excess with respect to the observed variations
of the total irradiance variation with the solar cycle,
making the problem even worse than in the case of the

empirical one Hovewer, we do not believe that one
dimensional calculations with plane parallel
atmospheres are adequate for the purpose of calibrating
solar variations of Te!T·However, we do not believe that
one-dimensional calculations with plane parallel
atmospheres are adequate for the purpose of calibrating
solar variations of Te!T· We will show below, with
simple estimates based on exploratory models. that
neglecting the presence of horizontal inhomogeneities
may be incorrect or even misleading.
In particular, we will assume that the size of
photospheric granules might be reduced by 5% from
minimum to maximum of the sunspot cycle, as
suggested by some observations (cf. Muller & Roudier.
1984) and we will vary, by the same amount. the size of
the convective cells in an average plane-parallel model
atmosphere \\ hich remains constant. This will have non
negligible effects both on continuum intensity and on
line profiles.

3. THE GRANULATION MODEL

To muruc the effects of granulation on the emergent
intensity, we consider a periodic x-y tesselation of a 0-th
order plane-parallel. hydrostatic atmosphere with square
cells of a single size L.
The perturbation is represented by a tridimensional
velocity field and the associated thermodynamic
perturbations.
The value of L is then varied, as a free parameter. to
estimate the effect of its variation on the emergent
intensity.

3.1 0-th Order Model

We got the following analytic approximation of p(z)
from the table of Kuruczs theoretical model of the
solar atmosphere, then derived P(z) and T(z) from the
condition of hydrostatic equilibrium and the gas
equation of state (with u= 1.32):

. IIe·
( -)=JJr ··.IIPo - '11 1 +e·

where H= I00 km.

3.2 Pe11urbed Model

We adopted, for momentum density pV, a simple
analytic expression already used by Nordlund ( 1982 ),
for exploratory purposes, satisfying to Iinearized
equation of continuity:
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where [\=I 11. a= I H. (u::2f)) and the dependence on
the eel I size is hidden with in k. since k 211/L.
lhc relative perturbations of thermodynamic quantities
satisfy linearized Navier-Stokcs equations (I' and p) and
the state equation en.

-1.CALCLLA TION OF Tl IE EMER(iENT
INTENSITY

Given the atmospheric model. \IC computed for an:
given line of sight the emergent intensity, in the line and
in the continuum. by solving numerically the radiative
transfer equation (RTE). In this way nonlinearities in
the RTF are taken into fu 11account.

-1. I The source function and opacitv

lor the source function 11c take the familiar formula:

c ' !T
·' = T'

Instead. for the continuum opacity we choose the
following analitic form. deriving from a fit over
Kuruczs model:

\I ith a 0.5 and b 3S
In the line opacity cxprcsxion we used the Saha
Bolt1.111ann·s equation. where for the electronic pressure
we put/'= /',"f'"'r11'. from a suitable tit ofKuruczs
data).
Only the thermal gaussian profile (without micro- or
macro-turbulence) was considered for all lines.

-1.2 I :mcr!!ent lntensit1

\\ e calculated the emergent intensity (continuum and
lines) at the disk center. for any line of sight on a
suitable x-y grid. \I ith the tollo« ing formulas:
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The computed intensities have then been averaged mer
the whole cell. The lines chosen arc those of Ciray &
Livingston ( 1997a. 1997b): Cl (5380.32 /\.). 1·e1
(5379.586 Al and Till (5381.020 A). The atomic data
arc the same used by Caccin and Starn (I 998).

5. l\ISULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Ihe first result that we want to report is the growth or
the continuum intensity emergent at the disk center I,
\I ith the cell-size L (Ilg. I).

Ii,;~--~---~---~--~

i -,

1111 ,.....__

11

1 11

Fig. I l, I/II 111///.1of1/1!' nnprrturbc.! valuvl.:»
I'S. tlu: 1/1,· c,·//-11:<' I. /IJ/ 111111.1·of Iii

In particular. Ior a , ariation ,)I I. :: 0.05 around L 11 I()
\IC obtain ()11h(l.0013: the corresponding value of ,)111

obtained from the relation ()J.I -I ,)11/111•which can be
a considerable overestimate of ,)T,.11• is 1.8 Kor 2.1 K if
\\C take a linear tit of the curve over the whole range
shown in the Ilg. I.
Since I, is minimum at sunspot maximum. \IC infer that
either a modification of the average atmospheric
structure or the effect of magnetic structures must
overcompensate the deli cit due to the
"pluridimcnsioual" effects considered here to reproduce
the observed excess of about 1.5 K. Although our
estimate is ver) crude. it sho\1s that "pluridimcnsional"
effects have to be carefully computed and taken into
ClCCOU nt ,
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Also the line depth D grows with L for all of the three
lines we studied (fig. 2):

ll(l-4 ~--~---~--~--~
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Fig. 2 Relative variations of lines depht vs. UH

The largest variation is that of the C line, which feels
more than the others the effects of perturbations because
it forms in deeper layers. The ratios Dc/DFe and De/OT;
arc very similar to each other (fig. 3) and, calculating
5r/r from linear or parabolic fits, we obtain that the C/Fe
ratio is slightly more sensitive to cell-size variations, as
obtained by Gray & Livingston for Terrsensitivity.

C Fe
CTi

Fig. 3 Dr ID;." and D1 I o; Vs. UH

From a Iinear fit over the whole range, we get
8r/r""0.002 for 8L/L"'0.05; again the sign of the variation
is opposite to the observed one (8r/r"'0.004, positive
from minimum to maximum of 11-yr cycle).
AIthough the numerical results obtained in the present
paper must be considered only as preliminary estimates,
we can conclude that the calibration of Gray &
Livingston cannot be applied without problems to
derive solar cycle variations of Teff and that more
realistic models of photospheric granulation and of its
variation with the I I years cycle must be employed to
understand the physics of global variations at the Sun
surface.

In any case it appears very unlikely, at present, that total
irradiance variations might be ascribed to a single effect
as it has often been done in the past.
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ABSTRACT

The gravitational enorgv associated with variations
in the radius of the Sun is huge: with a relative
change of 1/2000 (r ho rstimated difforPIH'<' hotwr-on
maximum and minimum solar activity) and taking
only the convection zon<' to oxpand. corresponds to
about 2 10~1.J, which is 1/10 of t he total rotational
enrrgy of the Sun. Xon-radial oscillations with at iny
nonlinearity can still viold envrgies comparable to or
larger than the tot al magnetic energy of a full sunspot
rvclc or t hro« or four orders IIHlr<'than th« luminositv
of the Sun, but that is not sufficient to account fort h'c,
changes of the temperature on Earth. TIH' expansion
of the upper layers of the convection ZOJH',however,
niav direc.t.lv or indiroctlv affert the climate and t ho
bioiogical aspects on t he 'cart h. :\Ioreover this suits a
qualitative explanation why the Sun expands during
a minimum of the magnetic activity.

Ke~· words: Maunder minimum. sunspot art ivitv,
gravitational energy

1. l:\TRODCCTIO:\

The total brightnrss of the Sun, B, has been moni
tored by t he spacecraft radiometers of l'iASA sinr«
1978, Lee et al. (1995). It was disrovercd that
the brightness of t.ho Sun varies by an amount
:::,.n / B ~ 10 -:i during the l l-vcar cvcl«. Xlonitor
ing the solar-tvpr stars shows that this is normal lH'
haviour. There is much evicl<'JH'<'in t IH' solar and
climate records to support the hypothesis that om
Sun has a influence oil Earth's climate. HPid (1981).
The phenomena related to tho Maunder Xlinimuni
attract more and more at tenr ion, in particular h<'
ca US<'some of them throw sorno light Oil the solar
cvclo itsrlf Callebaut & :\lakarov (l!J92); Xlakarov &
Callobaut (l!J99) and its possible effects 011 climate
and biological aspects on tho Earth. Moreover. al
though very fow sunspots occur during a grand mini
mum like the Maunder minimum, some magnetic ac
tivir v continues as revealed from ic<' con's from t ho
ArtiC- and Antartic, Be<T et al. (1999) and the n>f
crenccs therein or from radio-carbon measurement s.
Kocharov et al. (1995). Tho offoct on t.hc temper
at urr- on the Earth is wry intriguing as tho Xlaun
der Xlinimum corresponds to a little ico ag<'. In t IH'
17th century painters canvassod skaters Oil t.h« frozen

rivers of Flanders (Belgium) while those rivers did
not freeze anvmoro or not to the same extent. (The
pollution prevented it too during this century). The
Chinese and in particular the Korean Imperial An
nals mention a drastic increase of calamities (floods,
<'le.) during that poriod. Yi (1995). Ribcs & :\<'Slll<'
R ibes (1!)93) gaw a careful analysis of the French
as: ronomical observations during the Maunder Min
imum. In particular they indicated that the solar
diameter increased by about I parts in 2000. The
relative variation oft ho solar diameter from a maxi
mum to a minimum of the solar cycle is about 1/2000
only, Brown (1991); Wittman Pt al. (1993); Vasilvov
& Xlakarov (19%). Callebaut (1977) has drawn long
ago the attention to the huge gravitational energies
associated with small variations in diameter. Hrre we
at tompt to correlate the change in diameter with the
chauge in gravitatioual enorgv and thus in radiated
euf'rgy and consequent 1:; with a change in tempera
ture on Earth. Moreover a qualitative explanation
for the relation between magnetic activity and solar
diameter is proposed.

2. GRAVITATIO:\AL E:\'ERGY ASSOCIATED
\VITH RADIAL OSCILLATIO:\S

2.1. Calculation for homogeneous sphere,

Tho gravitational ('Jl<'rgy associated with a homo
g<'IH'Ous sphere of radius R and mass l\[ is Chan
drasokhar (l!J39):

where approximately G = 6.67 10-11 m' /s2kg and
for th« S1111JI = 2 1030 kg and R = 7 108m (SI
units). With a chang<' in radius :::,.R is associated a
chang« in <'IH'rgy:

Part oft his is used tho change the internal onergv, the
ot IH•rpart. inrroasos or decreases the radiated cnergv,
\V<'haw t.o a good approximation that tho chang<' in
radiatod energy is givf'n by:

Pro: I., Solur & Sf"" e \Veurher f:'uroco11/nl'!1ce. 'The Solar Cv.lc and Terrcstria! C/1111u11•'. Snnt« Cru: de Tencritc, Trncnt«, Spni».
25·2'! Sq1fl'!11her 21!1!1!(FSi\ .\P-./63. Drcember 2001!)
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Figure 1. (a) The relationship between the temporal variations of Wolf numbers, W(t) (thick curve} and the temporal
variations of the module of the solar radius derivative, ldR/ dti (thin curve) according to the Italian and Greenwich
observations. (b) The temporal variations of the A.( t) = L::,,;,, ff (t) + C, (thick curve) and the average smoothed data set
for the solar radius (thin curve). It is clear seen that the variations of the solar radius and Wolf number indices coincide
with good precision during more than four solar cycles, (Vasilyev and Makarov, 1996}.

Here / is the ratio of the specific heats and is for
a star between 4/3 and 5/3. Using 5/3 yields that
half of the gravitational change goes in radiation.
The (extreme) limit ~1 = 4/3 would yield no radi
ation at all from the gravitational energy. Ribes &
Nesme-Ribes (1993) indicate 6.R/ R = 7/1950 for the
Maunder Minimum. Present day measurements give
about seven times less for the difference between min
imum and maximum of a solar cvcle, We use this
value 6.R/ R = 1/2000 in the following. There re
sults: E9h = 2.3 1041J and 6.E9h = 1.1 1038J. The
change is gigantic, nearly 12 orders of magnitude
more than the solar luminosity.

2.2. Estimation for an non-homogeneous sphere.

Suppose we put all the mass of the Sun inside a ho
mogeneous sphere of half its radius and use again

the same relative change in radius: 1/2000. Then
the value for E hand 6.E91i is doubled. For the Sun
we have that tf1e mass inside half its radius is still
0.96 of the total mass. This is barelv less than in
our hypothetical consideration; so the values given
in subsection 2.1 essentially double. If we put all
the mass inside 0.4R, then the energies given in sub
section 2.1 are multiplied by 2.5, but the real mass
inside 0.4R is 0.9M. Hence the given values by the
homogeneous model may in reality still be multiplied
by a factor 3 or so to account for the inhomogeneity.
The stronger the concentration towards the center.
the greater E9 and 6.E9, where we drop the index
h for the non homogeneous case. However the main
point is that the change in energy associated with
tho variation in radius is so huge that clearly a more
realistic model has to he considered.
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Figure 2. Correloiion Iut nu-cn olobal scc-surja:»: irniprruiun: 1L11.dsolar 11.l'l111?fy.SST an.d ll/ continuous curucs represent
the nm of scc-.m1j1Lce t1111p1rai.urr awl Wolf numbers for ilu pcruid 18(} 1-19.IJ/j ui.craqc 0111'1'25 yrnrs. It is clear seen that
the E1L1th "s cliuuitc rcspotuls to uaruitunis of the Sun's 111.1u111i:tuacfi111.ty. A qcucrol 1ll1L1'111.mqof the Earth's cliuiau: beg1Ln
11.tthe beginning of the lw111111th r:cntm·y.

2.3. Cakulat ion if onlv t ho convection zmw
is liftr-cl ovor ~R. \\"iti1 the follo\\·ing values:
~R = R/2000 = :Li rn·· m. .11, 28!J m/s2 for
the gravit ;\1 ioual accPl(•rat ion at t h« solar surface'.
Jlcx = 3 rn-:lJ/ = 6 1()27kg for tlw mass of tho rn11-
veer ion ZOJH'. \H' obtain

which is alroadv 200 t imos loss than the result of sc•c
tion 2.1, hut still hugo: it is 3 times t.ho rotational
0nergy oft hP Sun. Still murh too much for a n•aso11-
able uiodr-l.

2.4. Calculat iou if onlv t lw upper part of t hP
ronvrxt.ion ZOIH' is lift ed ovor ~R. \\"c• osr iniar od
the mass abovo r > !J.!Jli' to hr- 1.3 l!J21;kg. Thus
~E(r :'.:'.O.!JR) = 1.3 rn:i1.J. which is alroadv 1() !JOO
t imes less than 2.1 and about ().OG of t.ho rot at ional
('ncrg>·· but it is still hug('.

\\'e have:

2. 5. Calcula t ion if t hr- ronvort ion zo11Prxpands 011lv

Here we made a11oxpoueur ial approximation for t lw
density for the relevant interval wir h fin; = 5Ukg/111:i

and u = 11. The result is~£,,,.= 2.3 l():l·l.J. which is
our- t ont h oft ho rot at ional enPrgv oft he Sun. Taking
half of it for the radial ion corresponds to about a
voar oft hP solar out put. which should be spread ovor
some 0 to (j voars of a minimum of act ivitv. Probablv
only t ho upper lavors oft ho convection z~rn· expand.
so that tho figure is st ill reduced by two orders of
magnit udo.

3. GHA\TLUIO\'AL E\'EnGY ASSOCIATED
\\TrH \'O\'-nADIAL OSCILLATIO\'S

:\s non-radial oscillations arc half a11expulsion and
half ;1 dc·pr!'ssion t In- ("OITl'SJl01Hli11ggravit at ional
C'ha11gPsroughly courpcnsate: only t hc>nonlinearity
may vic-kl a JJ('t cout ribut ion. Somo non-radial oscil
latio;ts have amplitudes of 1 km. Ass1111H'that the
diffn('llC(' i11.unplit ud« hot wonn a doprossion and an
oxpulsion isl m , i.o. .SR] R = 108 /I or 3 10-6 of the
value- 11s!'d abow. \\'(' haw to t ako onlv half of the
solar smfa("(' (or lPss if t 11(' oscillation d<ic>s11't ext end
ovor t hr: whole Sun) and another factor 1/2 for t ho
t inu- a\·!'ragc'. Adapting the results from section 2.,).
\VPobtain: 2.:3 l!J:ii :l l!J n;2 x 2 =I.I 10:.?~.Jwhich
is ;1liou t HJ t imos t hl' solar luminosi tv. Taking half
of this value as a d('!T('asc• in radiation means a rwg
ligibk d('<T!'as!' during a solar miniruum (about .)..j
vt-ars) wit h n-sport to a mnximum. This result has to
Iii' considered wit h raut ion: 1. On!' motor diffr-ronro
due to nonlinoaritv is a rough ostimat.o: it mav IH' 10
times more or 10 t imos loss. 2. Thero arc thousands
of simultaneous non-radial oscillations, however most
of t hr-m have smaller amplitudes. 3. If the non-radial
oscillations ;m• rosponxibl« at all for the expansion.
whv should t horo bl' less non-radial oscillations dur-
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ing a solar maximum than during a minimum or dur
ing a Maunder Minimum? If this would turn out to
be the case that would be an important physical fea
ture which needs explanation. Taking 1000 times the
value (a somewhat extreme situation) and taking it
fully as radiation loss yields 1.7 1031J. This is only
one part in 4000 of the solar radiation during 5.5
years. This is 6 times lower than the value 15/10 000
which Beer et al. (1999) mention according to their
references. Non-radial oscillations are probably only
a marginal effect in the energy considerations here.

4. TEMPERATURE EFFECT

With an expansion .6.R corresponds a change in (sur
face) temperature. Using Lane's theorem for a homo
thetic expansion Chandrasekhar (1939) yields

-.6.T
T

.6.R 1
R - 2000

As the luminosity Lis proportional to R2T4 we have

.6.L 2.6.Ty-----y 1
1000

Hence the associate temperature change for the Earth
(surface temperature 300 K essentially due to solar
radiation) would be 31~00~ = 0.3K, which seems to
suit rather well the value mentioned by Beer et al.
(1999). However we have argued in our calculations
above that the expansion of the upper region of the
convection zone only can easily account for the en
ergy requirement. If we use a region of O.lR thick,
than the relative change in thickness is 10 times larger
and the change for the temperature on Earth would
be 3K, which is drastically too much. However we
should take the whole energy transport mechanism
into account. According to Ribes & Nesme-Ribes
(1993) .6.R/ R = 7/2000 during the Maunder Mini
mum. The corresponding changes for the tempera
ture on Earth should be 7 times larger and, as the
Maunder Minimum lasted more than 70 years, so
that effects of delay are much smaller than in the
case of the 5.5 vears between maximum and mini
mum activity, the effect would have been much more
drastic than actually experienced.

5. A:\"TI-CORRELATION BETWEEN
EXPANSIO:\" A~D MAGNETIC ACTIVITY

When magnetic fields are generated they make the
flux tubes expand and by buoyancy force help the
eddies to rise. Thus the transport of heat is in
creased, resulting in more radiation. When few mag
netic fields are generated the opposite happens: less
energy transport, less radiation and the consequent
accumulation of part of the thermal energy in grav
itational energy. It seems plausible that the upper
layers of the convection zone arc most affected by
this, in agreement with the calculations in section 2.,
showing that only a thin layer of the convection zone
has to expand to account for the required energy.

6. CONCLUSION

Our calculations show that a small increase in the so
lar radius may absorb tremendous amounts of ener
gies at the expense of the internal energy and the ra
diated energy. The resulting values are clearly much
too large in view of the temperature variations esti
mated on Earth. However if only a thin layer at the
surface of the convection zone expands then the ener
gies may accommodate. Moreover this suits a quali
tative explanation of the increase of the solar radius
when little magnetic activity is present. Non-radial
oscillations probably contribute only a minor fraction
to the variations in the temperature on Earth.
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HYDROGEN AND HELIUM NUCLEI OF GALACTIC ORIGIN IN THE INNER
HELIOSPHERE

L. del Peral1, R. G6mez-Herrero1, M. D. Rodriguez-Frias1, J. Sequeiros
1, H. Kunow+, and R. Miiller-Mellin2

1Dc-part.amonto de Fisica. Univcrsidad d<' Alcala. Spain
2 Inst it u t fiir Expcrimcntcllc i111dAugowand t<' Phvsik. Cni vorsi t iit Kid. D-24118 Kiel, Cermanv

ABSTRACT

Tho differential em•rg>· spectra of Hydrogen and II1'
lium isotopes in the: en<'rgy r;111ge4-50 MoV /n ilr<'
also presented. Tho 1llc population is found to lH'
mainly of anomalous origin.

K<»" words: Cosmic ravs: abundances: cosmic ravs:
gP1wral; interplancr arv me di um: int.crstelar: matt c-r:
cosmic ravs: anomalous COlllJHHH'nt..

i. I\'THODCCTION.

Since the SOil01 launch the' 2'"1 Doccmbcr l!)g5_ t lu
Elccr ron-Protou-Hclium I\'stn1111ent (EPHI\') has
l><'<'ncollecting protons and alpha particles from its
halo orbit, around t hr- Ll Lagragian point at J.;)
million kilomot ors from Earth. From this position
outside the Earth magrH'tosplwrc the fiuxos oft hose
particles arc not affected by the Earth maguctic field.

EPHil\" sensor (Figurr- 1) is ii stack of six cylindrical
solid st ate silicon det c'C'tors. surrounded hv a plastic
scintillator acting as veto dd.ector for background
noise reduction. Tho two first thinner detc~ctors ilr<'
divided in six sectors to allow a rough trajoctorv dc'
rermination and particle raug« corrections. whirh ini
prove isotopic discrimination for light nuclei. The
<'Il<'rgy ra11ge' for electrons is 0.150 to 10 :\foV and
for protons and Helium nurlei from 4 to 53 :\Ie\"jn.
The EPHIN g<'OJnetrical factor of 5.1 nn2sr can he'
reduced hy a factor of 24 either automatically or hv
rolncommand to allow high counting rates without
significa11t dead tirnr- losses. ThP SP11soraxis points ill
t hi' nominal direction of tho int.erplanct.arv magnr-t it:
field at 1 Al!, 45° \\"!'St of t.h« spacecraft Sun lino.
A detailed description of the sensor can lH' found ill
:\Iiiller-:\Mlin Pt al. ( l~)g5).

1SOIIO is a11 l·:SA-!\J,\S,\ collaborat ion

A

s q;:-·

D l!()f
E ill;r

EPHIN sensor

A and Bdetectors

Fiqurc 1. nrtn» (Elcrtrnu Prot.in: Helium INsfJ·u
uictit} sclu.nu.. Dct.ccuns 1\ 1111rl 13 ai: sectioned into
sir sect on.

Pro: / '1 So!ar & S/"'u- \\'rn1/1a E11ro1011/cu'"""· 'The Solar CrJ/1· 1111</Tcrrcstrtul C '/i111111c'. S1111111Cm: tic Fe11cn/1'. 1"-11cn/1·. S1111111.

25-29 SCf1/c111/Jer JIH!IJ ILS.\ S/' ..f(JJ. /!n1·111hn Jl!l!li!
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Fiqure 2. Particle flux measured by EPHIN during
1996. The shaded areas have been discarded as cor
responding to solar events and not to quiet time pe
riods.

2. DATA SELECTION A;\"DANALYSIS

The data analyzed in this work correspond to quiet
time periods occurred during 1996 where the solar
minimum of the 22nd solar cycle took place. Dur
ing these periods no solar events are present and the
particle populations are either of interplanetary or
galactic origin. A total of 217 days have been an
alyzed. In Figure 2 the differential fluxes for elec
trons (0.15-10.4 MeV), Hydrogen (4.3-53.0 MeV/n)
and Helium (4.3-53.0 MeV/n), detected by EPHIN
during 1996 are shown. The shaded areas present
solar origin events, therefore they have been rejected
from the analysis of the quiet time periods. The elec
tron intensity-time profile shows a 27 day recurrence
characteristic of quiet time jovian electrons.

3. GALACTIC HYDROGEN IN THE
HELIOSPHERE

The differential energy spectrum of protons has con
tribution from two particle populations of different
origin. The dominant population at high energies
(E > 10 MeV) comes from interstellar cosmic rays,
which undertakes solar modulation, providing infor
mation on the diffusion and transport parameters of
cosmic rays in their journey through the Heliosphere.
At energies above a few GeV/n the spectrum is es
sentially of galactic origin with a 2.6 spectral index.
This high energy component is not affected by mod
ulation as the Larmor's radius of these particles are
larger than the dimensions of the Heliosphere.

A second contribution at low energies (E< 10 MeV)
is of solar and heliospheric origin, which in quiet time
periods is not dominant. This population presents
a power law in energy with high spectral index,
"!SEP~ 4.

Still a third component of protons can be seen only
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Figure 3. a) Proton and deuterium spectra and the
corresponding fitted curves. b) 3He and 4He spectra
and the corresponding fitted curves.

during quiet time periods and it is composed of tho
cosmic radiation anomalous component. This proton
component is not negligible at energies of the order of
a few hundred MeV/n. Anyway, as these energies are
above EPHIN detection capability, this component
has not been taken into account in the data analyzed
in this work,

Figure 3 (a) shows the energy differential spectrum of
protons in the energy range 4-50 MeV/n measured by
EPHIN during the selected quiet time periods (Table
1). The hidrogen energy spectrum has been fitted to
a linear law of the form:

JH(E) = JgcrE (1)

reflecting the contribution of the modulated galactic
cosmic radiation in the energy interval covered by
EPHIN. The Jgcr factor is expressed in particle flux
units (cm2s sr MeV/n)-1. The solar events rejection
has allowed us to obtain a purely galactic spectrum
as shown in Figure 3 (a).

Deuterium is found in solar abundance determina
tion in a so low rate that is not expected to be seen in
the flux detected by EPHIN. Consequently the deu-



tni11111 observed during quiet t imc periods is assumed
to he of galactic origin (Figure 3 (a)). Galactic dou
tcrium is produced in the spallation reactions that
t.al«: place during transport of cosmic ravs from t heir
sources to the local int crstellar medium. When t hov
out.or the Heliosphere the low c•nprgy tail of the spPc
trum (< 1 Gc•V/n) is affected bv solar modulation
producing a linear spoct rum in onergy in the rangP
-l-50 :\IeV /n, similar to what is observed in the mod
ul.u cd cosmic radiation. Due to its low abundance it
is difficult to «limiua tC' the hackground, which pro
d1H·c·slarger uncert aint ir-s t han in the casC'of protons.
Figure 3 (a) shows the· fit performed on t he diffr-rr-n
t.ial spectrum of don tori um.

l. HEL!t::\l POl'l'LATIO:\

Tm> Helium isotope's. :1He ;111d 1He, liavo lxx-n d<'
tC'dPd by EPHI:\ onhoard SOIIO. :11-lc·is pro.Iurorl
in t h« so call ··:1HPrich solar Haros" hut its main C'()Jl
r ribut ion c·0111c•sfrom t ho spall.it ion products of iuor«
massive rosm i« rav ions. TlH' :i11<'spc•ct rum (FignrC'
.3 (h)) is similar to r hnt of dC'utnium, although wit h
largC'r unrt-rt aintios t h;111prot on spect rum prosont s.

TlH' 1Hc dif!"C'rcntial C'llC'rgyspor.trum, i11the C'lH'rg.\·
r;111gC'detcc.tr-d by EPIII:\. is noarlv fiat. with a 111ax
innuu at 20.-1 :\Ie\)11. as call lH' sc'ell ill Figure :3 (b).
This behavior is d1H' to the dominant cont ribut ion of
t.hr: anomalous c01np01H'11tat thPse ellcrgic•s. 1 Ho llll
clc•i are assumed to ont or t h« Holiosphorr: in neut ral
form so that thev an· not af!"C'cted bv lu-liosphorir
modulation, hut ill gc·tting closer to the· Sun t hr-v
arc• ionized by l"\. radiation and drng out again hv
t llC'solar wind towards the Solar Wind Torrniuat ion
Shock (S\\'TS) at about 90 AL This shock <ICTC'ln
atc•s again t.h« ions towards t.h« Sun bC'ing dctc·c·t<'dhv
EPIIIN at 1 AU. Stc'<'lllherg and :\foraal (199G. l<J<J<J)
have cornput Pd the' sprxt rum at the S\\'TS assuming
a spherical svmrncr rv shock at <)()AC. t hr-v have oh
t ainod for 1.11('non rc-larivist.i« part of t.h« spurt rum.
t lu- following expression:

.Js\\'TS = .J"r (
F)t-ql'2
E~ ' ('XP (2)

whor« E,. is t he cutoff kinetic c·nc·rgyper nucleon ;111d
tho .iuc factor is thr- «ontribut ion of t ho anomalous
cosmic rays to tho S\\.TS differential spor.trum. Co
dlicic~nts 11 = 0.689~1 + 1.3-l and h = -U.U83~f + 0.212
wit h ~: SJH'c·tral index of the· radial diilusion mr-an
frr«: path inside t IH' shock. and the q fact or dqH'nds
011the strength of t h« S\\'TS. In this work \\'C'have
assumed a radial diffusion mean free pat.h insid« t.ho
shock ~, = I as sugc•st Pd by St c•c•1niJC'rgand :\loraal
(19<J9) for t.ho S\\'TS.

Assuming ;1 linear dc'JH'ndencc• of the diffusion cod
ficiont with the radial distance from t lu- Sun. of the·
form (??)
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(3)

where f;.0 = 3.1 1021 n11"s -I «, = 1.51. R is t lu
magnetic rigidity of ions in GV units, r is t.he radial
distance to th« Sun in AU and (i = 11/c is Lorentz's
factor.

Tho transport «qua ti rm (Longair, Hl81) gives us tho
rolation hrt wonn t \\"O values of tho particle int «nsitv
;1t two diff<•n•llt positions:

[
/

·1·,11TS

t u, = .JS\\"/"S C'Xp - .
1

(}1J..,ll'
(-l)

h(r. R)

\1-IH•n•j JI< is t hr- diffnent ial flux obsorvod hv EPHI:\
at (J.9 ,\ l '. (' is t hr- Comp: rn1-gc·tting factor. r; is rh«
radial dist aur« oft h« SOHO spacc•n;1ft and r-;\\'rs
is the radial dist an cc•oft lie- S\VTS that w« hav« as
suuicd as <)() Al'.

Subsr.itut iug t ho diffusion rnC'ttici<'llt in (,3) alld prr
Iorming t.h« illtc•gratioll i11t h« r variable. 11·c'obtain
t lu: fol lowiiu; <'XJ>r<•ssi011for t h« 11-fr flux :

.J"' .is11.,rs <'X]J[-I/ Eo ~ h-~E]
L·l/'2

(:"i)

l/ IJ11C1'"' In ( 1",c;~'.~ls) (G)

whore l/11 = ,3.2 · \() :J (:\Ic>\)n)1/'2 (km/s)-1. 1\11 =
i."i() krn/s t hc solar wind volocitv at ~)()AC ;111dC is
t ho Cornpr on-gvt t int; fact or.

Figure' :\ (Ir) show» t ho 1 IIP spectrum obt ainr-d and
t hr: fit oft lu- rclat ion (::i) tot 11('ohr ainod <'llC'rgvSJH'<'-
1mm. Ill Tahlr- I the fit par.unc-r ors oht aiur-d an'
listed.

CJ. CO:\CLUSIONS

ThP quiet t iino pr-riods diffr1T11tial PlH'l'i!,\' spc•c
t nun for protons and dr-utcriuiu dqH'nds lino.ulv
011 C'IH'rg>·(sC'C'equation ( 11)) in th« c•nprgy int or
val of tlH' EPHI:\ sonsor. Tho jy,, scalC' factor is
(1.33±0.0:)) 1() i; (cm" s xr :\IPV) 1 for protons and
(G.1 ± (J.G) 10 x (cm" s sr :\frV) 1 for ck-ur crium.
ThP abundaucc r.u io obtained is 111/"ll = 21.8 whirh
means that about a -l.5 /{ of Hvdrogrn is in t IH' form
of Dout.orium.

ThP <'lH'rg.1·S]JC'C'trum profile· for :illc· also iudicar os
t ho galactic origin of this helium isot op<'. Tho fit
porforuu-d to c•q11ation (11) has givP11 a value of
j,,(f = (2.2 ± 0.2) 10-X (rn1" s sr l\IPV /ll) I ('()JT('

spondiui; to abundance mt ios :ilfrj" l Io = o.:3GOG and
11lc•/111 = O.OlG.->. The· ratio with 11IP changt' wit l:
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Table 1. Differential energy spectra fit parameters of Hydrogen and Helium isotopes j9cr and jac are given in
(cm2 s sr Mel')-1.

]gcr

]ac

2.2 ± 0.2 · 10-s 1.33 ± 0.05 . 10-6

q
Ee (MeV/n)
17 (;'deV/n)112

5 ± 1. 10-5
2.36 ± 0.14

32 ± 2
5.5 ± 0.2. 10-2

6.1±0.5 · 10-s

energy as the two spectral shapes are quite different
due to the different origin of both isotopes.

The 4He spectrum fitted parameters obtained give
us information about the origin of the anomalous
4He. The scale factor of 5 .10-5 (cm2 s sr MeV/n)-1
obtained is 500 times higher that those expected
from the interstellar abundances. The kinetic en
ergy cutoff obtained of 32 :\IeV/n make us to think
that all the 4He convected to the SWTS to be ac
celerated arrive fully ionized due to the energy cut
off obtained corresponds to a mass-charge ratio of
2 for a fixed / = 1 (Steemberg and Moraal, 1999).
From the q parameter we can deduce a strong S'VTS
with a 3.7 compresion ratio that generates a hard
spectrum with 2.36 spectral index, and assuming
a solar wind velocity of 450 km/s at the SWTS
(Kohnlein, 1996) we can obtain a interstellar wind
velocity of 122 km/s in a solar coordenate system
assuming a static s"·Ts. The shock temperature
(Steemberg and Moraal, 1999) can be obtained as
Tswrs ~ 4.6·106 K. From the 7/ parameter we obtain
a comptou-getting factor of C = 8.29 · 10-3 mean
ing that the adiabatic deceleration in propagation is
important and can not be assume as negligible.
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ABSTRACT

A longstanding issue in the theory of the solar dv
namo is the "flux storage problem" i.e. the problem
of explaining how the magnetic field may be kept
within the solar convection zone long enough for t ho
dvnarno to replenish it. We present results from
numerical 3-D '.\IHD simulations of deep solar-lil«
magneto-convection (both with and without open up
per boundary conditions) that show that by the vcrv
nature of stratified over-turning convection, magnetic
flux of a considerable strength may be 'pumped·
downwards and kept in the lower part of the solar
convection zone. As a consequence even a forrnallv
super-equipartition magnetic field may be effectively
stored in and below the solar convection zone thcrebv
rendering the flux storage problem obsolete. ·

Key words: solar dynamo: magnetic fields: convor
tion,

1. I:\TRODCCTION

It is generally agreed that solar bipolar active regions
are the surface manifestations of a strong toroidal
flux system that is gencratod and anchored deep he
low the surface of the Sun: Toroidal magnetic strands
in the form of flux loops ascend through the conver
tion zone because of their buovancv and the on t hi'
average adiabatic awl super-adiabatic stratification.
The much weaker poloidal field is assumed to be gen
erated in the convection zone from t.he toroidal field
bv a cyclonic effect.

In the context of mean field dynamos, the mecha
nism that takes care of transporting the poloidal field
back to the region where the toroidal field is thought
to be generated, is often assumed to he a diffusive
coupling of the regions where the w-dfoct and the
cyclonic o-(~ffect operate (c.g. Parker 1993). Addi
tionally, meridional circulation may also couple the

two regions, if it has the right amplitude and sense of
direction (Choudhuri & Dikpati 1995), but it is not
well observed. The modeling by diffusive coupling of
the regions is somewhat unsatisfactory since it relies
on a rather ad hoc approach.

The question of how the poloidal field may return to
the region where the generation of the toroidal field
supposedly takes place is related to the "flux stor
ag<' problem" and the generally assumed solution to
this problem: Any magnetic field located in the con
vection zone will escape because of its buoyancy, but
magnetic flux may be stored in the stably stratified
region below the convection zone; i.c., in the so-called
undershoot layer. In the scenario of the "flux storage
problem" the convection zone is considered to be a
passive one-dimensional medium while the magnetic
fields are treated as 1-D solid objects that move in it.

Dorch 1998 and Dorch & :\ordlund 2000 show, how
ever, that a competition may occur between the drag
of descending plasma and the buoyancy of the mag
netic field ombcddcd in the plasma: In the following
w« aim at illustrating how the interaction of magnetic
fields and solar-Iike stratified over-turning convection
am! differential rot at ion rnav render the "flux storage
problem" obsolete.

2. :\IODEL SCENARIO

The model of the Sun is a "local Cartesian box"
model of a convection region sandwiched between two
stable layers. In order to avoid problems associated
with the large ratio between thermal and dynamical
time scales, the model has a much higher luminosity
than the S1111,and all variables arc scaled accordingly.

The full resistive and compressible MHD-equations
are solved using the staggered mesh method by Gals
gaard and others (o.g. Galsgaard & Nordlund 1997,
Nordlund & Stein 1989 and 1994): The code uses a fi
nite difference staggered mesh with 6th order deriva
tive operators. 5th order centering operators and a

Pro; J '1 So/11r & S!'llCC \Ve111/ier 1:'11wco11/e/"i'1Ju'. 'Th: .'io/11r Cvcl« 1111rl 'lvrrcstnul C/i11111/c'. S1111t11Cm: de Trncrit«. Te11en/1'. S1111i11.
7.5-7.9Sq11c111hcr7.000 If:".'i.·I Sl' ../()3. /Jc!'C111hcr ]l!IHJJ
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Figure 1. The horizontally averaged poloidal magnetic
field as a function of radius for 7 different times (simula
tion [A)): t = 0 (initial field - solid curve), 3.3, 6.5, 9.8,
13.0, 16.3 (thin dashed curves), and 19.5 (solid curve)
turn-over times. The approximate bottom and top of
the undershoot layer are indicated by two vertical dashed
lines.

3rd order time-stepping routine. Viscous and mag
netic diffusive terms are quenched in regions with
smooth variations to reduce the diffusion of well
resolved structures. Typical magnetic Reynolds num
bers in non-smooth regions are of the order of a few
hundred, while they can be much larger in large-scale
smooth regions.

In the Sun envelope convection is essentially driven
by surface cooling. To model this situation, without
having to include all layers up to the surface a simple
expression for a thing isothermal cooling layer at the
upper boundary of the model was used.

Both simulations with closed and open upper bound
aries were performed. In order to implement a sta
ble open upper boundary a buffer zone was allocated
where the magnetic field is dragged out of the buffer
zone. This layer is far below the real boundary of the
solar convection zone.

The hydrodynamic part of the initial condition is a
snapshot from a well developed stage of a numerical
model of solar-like undershooting convection. The
model has a high degree of stratification with a den
sity contrast of roughly 5 103 in the convection zone.
The thickness of the undershoot laver in the model
is much larger than the helioseisrnological upper lim
its (see e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard 1995) because the
(unscaled) convective velocities are larger due to the
enhanced energy flux. Scaling the extension of the
undershoot layer in proportion to the velocity the
resulting thickness falls well within the upper limits
from observations.

In the "flux pumping" simulations the initial condi
tion for the magnetic field is given by a unidirectional
(henceforth "poloidal") sheet that is placed in the
middle of the convection zone. The sheet is initially
in a state of isentropic pressure equilibrium with the

surroundings and characterized by its initial plasma
/3.

In the simulations with rotation, background differ
ential rotation and the Coriolis force are included
with the angular frequency given by a fit to the ob
served solar angular frequency (from Dziembowski et
al. 1989).

3. FLUX PUMPING

Several simulations with varying initial magnetic field
strengths, numerical resolutions, and upper bound
ary conditions were performed (see Table 1). First,
results from simulations without rotational effects are
discussed and then results from a simulation includ
ing latitudinal shear are reported.

Table 1. Summary of five simulations of the "pumping
effect".

No. Plasma (3 Dimensions Boundary Rotation
A 2 x 10' 78 x 64" Closed None
B 2 x 10"' 63 X 64L Open None
c 200 63 x 64" Open None
D 20 63 X 64L Open None
E 2 x 10° 69 x 135" Open Solar-like

Figure 2. A 3-D rendering of the magnetic field
at an instant in simulation [A) (see Table 1). A
color version of this figure may be found at -
http://www.astro.su.se/~dorch/.

Figure 1 shows the horizontally averaged field at
7 equidistant instants of time for simulation [A]:
The poloidal sheet is spread out, and the distribu
tion of poloidal magnetic flux settles to a charac
teristic distribution. The highest (horizontally av
eraged) poloidal flux density occurs in the overshoot



layer, and in these particular simulations a significant
fraction of the total flux also resides there. In the
real Sun, this fraction may be expected to be much
smaller, because the real undershoot layer is much
thinner. Given the shape of the distribution, with no
particular enhancement in the undershoot layer, it is
likely the Sun has a correspondingly smooth distribu
tion, with the majority of the poloidal flux residing
inside the convection zone. Figure 2 shows a ren
dering of the magnetic field at an instants in time for
simulation [A]: the magnetic field more or less fills the
whole volume of the convection zone and penetrates
into the stable layer below.

The "pumping effect" described in the above takes
place because of the topology of the over-turning
stratified convection: Of all the fluid parcels threaded
by magnetic field lines about half are initially ascend
ing. However, bee ause of the stratification, most of
the ascending fluid parcels must over-turn and de
scend and most of those keep descending down to
the bottom of the convection zone (St<~i11& :\'ordlund
1989). The fluid parcels drag the threading field lines
along and hence an appreciable fraction of the field
is transported downwards. Fragments of the field
that arc caught in ascending flows are advccted up
wards. In the simulations with an open upper bound
ary some of these fragments escape through the t.op
of the computational domain and flux is systemati
cally lost: Figure 3 shows the av<'rag<' poloidal fiPld
strength for simulations wit h an OJH'n up1wr bound
ary (simulations [I3], [CJ and [DJ). TIH' relative rorlur
t.ion in t.hr: poloidal flux by the CSUl]J<'of magnr-tir
structures through th« upper boundary dons not de
pond much on the field str<'ngth. for st r('11gths up to
several r.imos formal oquipnrr it ion values.

The Hux loss in tho models with an OJH'n upper
boundary is, however. strongly ('xagg<•rntcd in corn
parisou to the Sun. The re-al solar flux loss may lJC'
expected to be significantly smaller than in the mod
els with open upper boundaries discussc-d here: Xlucl:
of the weak ascending flux must over-t.urn rather than
reach the solar surface since it is cuilx-ddcd in a fluid
of which only a tiny fraction reaches the solar surface.
:.'\ote that tho magnetic field considorod is weak awl
incoherent and docs not have sufficient huovancv to
on·1-co11H'the drag oft l)(' fluid motions. · ·

I11what follows, results an· presented for a part iru
lar simula t.iou t ha t inr-l uclos shear and th« Coriolis
force (simulation [E] i11 Table 1): Aft.er an initial
transient process where- t h« different ial rotation <'S
tablishos itself and t h« ovor-t uruing convocr ion dis
torts and pumps downward the poloidal sheet. tho
system enters a well-developed state, when· the lllag
nctic field displays ti)(' structure of t ho differrnt.ial
rotation.

\Yhen thc h;1ckgrnu11d rot at ion profile· is Iullv at -
t aiued by t.h« fluid. t lu- toroidal 111;1g1H'ticheld h<'
gins to increase linc.ulv. with t l«: r.u« of inrron:«
given by the latitudinal slu-ar and th« poloidal fide!
strength. Th« structure oft h« maguct.ic fide! din•ctly
reflects the lat.itudinal dqwndcnc<' of t.ho background
azinrnt ha! volocitv fif'ld ;is ;1 result of t Ii<' lat itudinal
shear (s<'<'Fig. -l). Th« ··c<'nter of gra\·ity" of t h«
magnetic field is above t he bottom of the rouvc«t ion
zone.
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Figure 3. The normalized average poloidal field sirenqtli
as function of time in turn-over times for the simulations
with an open upper boundary condition: (simulation [JJ}
dashed curtie, simulation [CJ solid curne and simulation
{D} dashed- dotted cu rue).

Fiqurc 4. Rciulcritiq of strotu; ttuuuict.u: field lines to in
siializc the (four, hccause of tlu: horizontal pcriotliciu, of
the im.posr:d rot.at.um.] toroidal Jim: streets in simulation
[Ej.

As t IH• initial poloidal sheet fragments while hPing
wound up, toroidal flux structures l<'an~ the convex-
1 ion zont: through t ho open upper boundary. Fig. :J
illust ratos the feasibility of a field-reversal mechanism
sugg<'st('d by Yan Bali<•gooijc11 (1995, private com-
11rn11ica tiou ): Su bs11rfar:c connections hctwor-n t IH'
following and the lc•ading polarity of two adjacC'nt
e•m<'rging struct urr-s may become t ilt cd in t h« sC'nse•
opposi t<' t.o the "normal" tilt (Fig. :J). Caught hv t ho
ditfne•ntial rotation, t hos« ren•rs<'d tilts will lead to
1111unwinding and n•\·e·rsal of the poloidal field.
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Figure 5. Left: A view of one forth of the box zoomed in on two of the toroidal flux streets: A flux structure is emerging
through the top and moved across the equator (simulation [E}). Right: Schematic illustration of a field-reversal mechanism.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Stratified convection induces a strong tendency to
transport magnetic flux downwards. However, un
less an open upper boundary is placed sufficiently
close to the actual solar surface, i.e. at sufficiently
low density, there may be an exaggerated loss of flux
through the open boundary as flux is carried around
by the over-turning convection. The transport prop
erties (both the downwards transport and the surface
flux loss) are quite robust and field strengths well in
excess of formal equipartition are needed to change
the distribution and rates significantly. While mag
netic flux indeed is pumped into the undershoot layer,
the center of gravity of the magnetic field is above the
bottom of the convection zone.

Where does this leave the "storage problem"? The
toroidal magnetic field in the simulations peak at sev
eral tens of kG (scaled to the Sun). The peak field
strengths occur near the bottom but still inside the
convection zone. It is likely that emerging flux re
gions form when buoyancy finally becomes dominant,
and this might occurs at field strengths of the order
of 100 kG. Because of numerical limitations we have
not studied that process with the current series of
simulations.
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ABSTRACT

We present a method to estimate temperature and vc
locity at different heights in the solar photosphere from
fluctuations of intensity and Doppler velocity measured
at several positions in the sodium [):> line profile. Linc
intensity variations due to small perturbations of temper
ature and velocity occurring at particular depths in the
atmosphere were investigated with the non-I TE radiative
transfer code MUlTI. The result was used to calculate
so-called response functions. :\s an example we present
an application of our method to solar granulation data ob
tained with MSDP spectroscopy.

111e granulation fluctuations (intensity, dynamics) mer
the solar cycle may reflect a probable interaction between
the convection zone and the magnetic field at the global
scale of the Sun or possibly to a local interaction be
tween granule> and magnetic flux tubes. The variation
of the solar granulation, and more particularly of the ex
ploding granule dynamics. provides a direct insight into
the change of physical properties in the upper convection
zone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multichannel Subtractive Double Pass (MSDP) spectro
grams allow to measure the profile of one or several spec
tral lines at every point in the two-dimensional field of
view. Observed line profiles result from the relative.
wavelength-dependent contributions of different atmo
spheric layers. 1f those contributions are well determined.
one can then in principle extract information on the vari
ation with depth of physical conditions from fluctuations
of intensity and velocity measured at different parts of the
profile.

111c Na I[) resonance doublet (5890.58% AJis particu
larly interesting for photospheric diagnostics since its ex
tended wings allow to obtain information from a wide
range of heights in the solar photosphere. A method to

estimate the vertical structure of temperature and velocity
from the observed profiles of the D lines have been devel
oped. In thi • poster we present main results concerning
the D» line using an example with solar granulation data.

Iligh-spatial resolution images of the solar surface in the
visible part of the spectrum show granulation as a contin
ually changing cellular pattern. Nowadays. granulation
is known to originate from convection in the photosphere
and its basic properties arc quite well understood. Nu
merous works at present arc devoted to obtain quantita
tive information about the dynamical and thermal struc
ture of granules, l<tking advantage from latest advances
in solar instrumentation. Results are of great interest for
evaluation of theoretical models of solar granulation.

2. METHOD

The sensitivity of the Na lDe line profile to fluctuations
of temperature and velocity at different layers was inves
tigated through the numerical calculation of theoretical
profiles with the non-Ll'E radiative transfer code Ml IL.TI
(Carlsson 1986). We used the VAL C (Vernazza ct al.
I1J8l ) mean quiet-sun model atmosphere as a reference.
which was then perturbed by introducing small ampli
tude disturbances of temperature and velocity. Result
ing profiles led to the calculation of so-called Response
l-unctions (hereafter. RFs). Rh describe the effect that
perturbations of a given physical parameter have in the
emergent line intensity. They were first defined by Mein
( 1971 J and have since then become extensively used in
inversion techniques (Beckers & Milkey 1975: Canfield
1976: Caccin ct al. 1977: Ruiz Cobo & dcl Toro Iniesta
I!J1J2: Bcllot Rubio et al. 1997). RFs of the De line have
been obtained before for temperature and pressure lluctu
ations under !TE conditions (Kneer & Nolte 199-l. Krieg
ct al. 1999).

Temperature and Velocity RFs of the D" line profile cal
culated as explained above are shown in Figure I. The
wavelength scale in the .v axis covers only one side of
the profile, for the sake of clarity. But one should keep
in mind that RFs are symmetric with respect to the axis

Pro: /'1 So/11r& S/iUU' \\'eurher Euro: onlcrentc, 'The Solar Cv«!« u111/Terrcstriul Clinuru:', Su11ruCm: de Tcncrit«. Tcncri]c. S/itllll.
25-2'J Si'/ifem/Jer icoo ([o'.\'1\ Sf'--1()3, l rrccmbcr 21)(!(})
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Figure I. RFs of the Na I D'l for temperature (left) andfor velocity (right). The 'x' axis of wavelength position with respect
to the line centre covers only one half of the profile.for clarity. Depth is indicated in the 'y' axis as log m, where 111is
co/11111nmass in !/Cm-:>. (see text).

~,\ = !I. The depth scale (axis y) is given in log 111units.
where 111 is the column mass in !Jc111-:>.. In general. veloc
ity RFs (RF1 ) are seen to extend over a wider range of
heights than temperature RFs (RFr). With RF1 one can
obtain information for heights up to log 111 ~ -:!.ti (ge
ometrical height of 900 km) whereas RFr become neg
ligible above log in = -'2 (~650 kml. The maximum
contribution is found for~,\ = 0.1 OK A at heights close
to log 111= -11.'1 (~290 km).

The mapping between given wavelength positions in the
[):>. line profile and atmospheric height levels is then es
tablished through the barycenters of the RFs obtained for
those wavelengths. The method performance has been
tested with several theoretical models of perturbations
and non-linear effects have been investigated. The agree
ment is good provided that perturbations are small as it
is required for a linear treatment to be valid. A more de
tailed description will be published in a future paper.

3. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Analysis of solar granulation data with the RFs presented
above allowed to recover information about the evolu
tion of exploding granules through the photosphere. A
complete investigation was carried out by Roudier et al.
(2000) and Espagnet et al. (1995). For a more detailed
description we refer the reader to those works.

The time series consists of 64 2D spectrograms in the
Na I[}, line covering a quiet area of the solar surface.
The effective field of view after images processing is
I1'211 ,'\11• The total duration of the sequence is 16min.
with consecutive frames separated by 15 s. 111e 5-min
oscillations were filtered out as part of the reduction pro
cess.

We present results from the most representative example
among the nine exploding granules that were detected in
the field of view. Observations allowed to trace them dur-

Figure 2. Evolution of a exploding granule as seen i11

maps of intensity and veloci ty fiuctua tions during the ti111e
series of observations. lntcnsity and velocityframes are
placed in alternatively rmrs with rime running from left
to right. The position of the exploding granule is indi
cated by WT011·s. Consecutive frames are separated by
15 s. each one covering afield ofview ofG.911 x I.I" (sec
text). Bright elements in the velocity frames correspond
to upwards (positive) velocities and dark areas are for
downfiow (negative) velocities.

ing most of their lifetime. Intensity and Doppler velocity
fluctuations for every point of the field were calculated
at ten different positions in the De line profile. as de
scribed in Espagnet et al. ( 1995 ). An example of the two
dimensional maps for intensity and velocity fluctuations
obtained at ~,\ = U.l 11 A and ~,\ = ()288 A. respec
tively. is shown in Figure 2. RFs for those wavelengths
yield as most representative heights those of 202 km in
the case of temperature (intensity) and 170 km in the
case of velocity. Brightest and darkest areas in the veloc
ity frames correspond to Doppler velocities of -0.7 and
0.6 /.·111s-1• respectively. We have applied the method
described above to derive the height variation of local dis
turbances of temperature and velocity in the photosphere



at every time during the series.

The height variation of temperature fluctuations derived
for selected frames during the sequence is shown in Fig
ure 3 (left panel). An absolute maximum of~!// is
always found in the low photosphere. followed by an ap
proximately linear decrease with height in the immediate
overlying layers up to >- 175 km. The maximum ampli
tude as well as the slope (absolute value) of the follow
ing decay are seen to increase progressively before the
explosion. Approximately I min after the explosion the
absolute maximum is reduced by half. A reversal of tem
perature is clearly seen at about I50 km in the atmosphere
all the time before explosion. After explosion.~!/! re
mains negative at almost all heights.

The temporal evolution of velocity at different heights
can be seen in Figure 3 (right pone/). Contrary to what is
found for temperature fluctuations. the height variation of
velocity in the low photosphere would not be consistent
with a Iinear model of perturbations. The largest veloc
ity perturbations tend to occur at heights around 150 km
in the mean photosphere during the entire lifetime of the
granule. Decay after maximum is generally smoother
than in the case of temperature. Only around explosion
time we sec a sharper decrease of velocity with height
in the immediate layers above maximum. On the other
hand. velocity disturbances arc always positive. By the
time of explosion the absolute maximum shows an in
crease of 7Wk over its initial value. After a time interval
of 4.5 min. the maximum amplitude goes back to half its
value. Effects in the velocity structure due to granule ex
plosion seem to persist for a longer time than thcv are
seen in temperature.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have calculated Response Functions of
the Na ID:- resonance line profile to temperature and ve
locity disturbances in the solar photosphere. It is found
that they probe quite different layers in the atmosphere.
with RF1 extending O\L'r larger heights than RF1. On
this basis we have developed a method to estimate the
vertical structure of temperature and velocity from the
observed D:- line intensity at several wavelengths.

By way of illustration. we used an example with a time
series of MSDP spectrograms to study the height varia
tion of solar granulation. The temporal evolution of ex
ploding granules in temperature and velocity was inves
tigated. We conclude that granulation velocities arc seen
to penetrate higher in the atmosphere than the associated
temperature disturbances. The birth of granu lcs is accom
panied by a temperature increase and strong uptlow s at
some levels. The maximum of velocity fluctuations is al
ways located at about l .'iOkm in the mean photosphere.
followed by a progressive decay. In the case of temper
ature. however. the maximum is always found in the low
photosphere. Effects dUL' to explosion arc seen for both
velocity and temperature as a change in their gradients
with height. After explosion. the velocity structure is re
covered in a longer time scale than that for temperature.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of temperature (left) and velocity (right) disturbances in the centre of the exploding granule
as estimated [rom the measured jluctuations of line intensity and Doppler velocity. The interval of time with respect to
explosion (in seconds) is annotated in each plot.
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ABSTRACT

We studied the average properties of the network
pattern in the photosphere and chromosphere by
analyzing the full-disk near simultaneous Call K, blue
and red continuum images daily obtained with the
Rome-PSPT telescope.
We described the temporal variation of these properties
from July 1997 to August 2000 during the ascending
phase of Solar Cycle 23.
By the direct measurements of the brightness contrast
and disk coverage for the network regions we estimated
the network contribution to long-term irradiance
variations. We estimated that the contribution to total
solar irradiance (TSI) due to the spatial fluctuations of
effective temperature of the Sun associated to the
photospheric network is about 10-4.By the measured
temporal variation of the network properties, we
evaluated a change of the network contribution to TS!
of order 3x10-4over the cycle. This value is close to the
0.1% increase in TSI measured during the last two solar
cycles.

INTRODUCTION

The radiative output of the Sun is modulated by solar
activity (Willson et al. 1986; Foukal and Lean 1986,
1988; Hudson 1988) as an effect of the appearance of
dark and bright magnetic structures on the solar disk.
While some attempts were made to model both the
contribution of active magnetic regions, i.e. dark spot
and bright faculae, using different approaches and
proxies (Chapman and Meyer 1986, Steinegger et al.
1996,Worden et al. 1998, Fligge et al. 1998, Fontenla et
al. 1999) the determination and modeling of the quiet
network contribution is still lacking and currently
represents one of the major problems in irradiance
studies. In fact, the empirical models developed taking
into account the combined influence of active magnetic
features on solar irradiance were able to explain about
95% of the variance recorded over the past two decades
on total solar irradiance (TSI) measurements (Lean
1997, Frohlich 1999). The amplitude of the network
contribution to the irradiance measured has been only
evaluated to be sufficient to fulfill the variance recorded
(Foukal, Harvey and Hill 1991), but are still lacking

both a precise measure of its amplitude and a modeling
of it. Both these tasks are required to get clear to what
extent the remaining discrepancy between the variance
measured and that modeled is due to shortcoming in the
models, uncertainties in the data or possible effects of
solar variability mechanisms not connected to magnetic
regions.
In this paper we present the first result of an estimate for
the quiet network contribution to TSI based on direct
measurements both of the photospheric contrast and of
the disk coverage for network and internetwork regions.
These regions were identified with an automated
procedure on sub-arrays extracted from full-disk near
simultaneous Ca II K (393.3 nm) and continuum images
(409.4 nm and 607.2 nm) obtained with the PSPT
telescope at the Rome Observatory (Coulter and Kuhn,
1994;Ermolli et al. l998a, Ermolli et al., I998b).

NETWORK IDENTIFICATION

The network pattern was identified on the Call K
images by applying an up-grated version of the
procedures described in Berrilli et al. (1998) and Florio
and BerriIii (1998).

Figure I An example of the three different network
identifications (clockwise: SKC, SKP, SKE) performed
by the algorithms applied to 256x256 Call K sub-arrays
analyzed.
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These use skeletonizing algorithms (taking into account
intensity information in the image) to identify the
pattern that verify a threefold definition (SKE, SKP,
SKC (figure 1).
The pattern identified in the Call K images were used to
trace the corresponding photospheric features in the
near simultaneous continuum images (figure 2).

Figure 2 An example of the sub-arrays analyzed.

The procedures were applied both to ::: 200 full-disk
(lkxlk) and to ::: 1400 sub-arrays images (128xl28,
256x256 pixels centered on the solar disk).

IMAGE ANALYSIS

We evaluated the average network contrast at the disk
center both in the chromosphere (CK) and in the
photosphere (Cs, CR), by computing the average
intensity Cnetof the pixels pointed out by the identified
patterns with respect to the mean intensity of the whole
image Cmed·
We also evaluated the network disk coverage a by the
percentage ratio of the area of the identified network
pattern to respect to the total area of the analyzed image.
We corrected the calibrated images analyzed for solar
rotation and scale image. Bright active regions and their
remnants were masked using intensity threshold and
geometric connection criteria. The limb-darkening was
corrected by computing circularly symmetric mean
values on the full-disk images, while an FFT filtering
was applied on sub-arrays.

AVERAGE PROPERTIES

We analyzed the full-disk images acquired from January
1998 to June 1999 to evaluate average properties of the
network pattern over the whole disk. The center to limb
variation of the network contrast in the photosphere is
shown in figure 3.

Blue continuum Red conti nuum
1.008

i::~l1.008

3 ·~ I3 :.: IIt IIHI
0.998 0.998'--~-~-~~~~-..J

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.B 0.8 1.0 1.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
mu

Figure 3 Center to limb variation of the network
contrast in the photosphere. Bars represent the standard
deviation of the values of each bin. These variations
were obtained by the analysis of the images acquired
from January 1998 to June 1999.

The results obtained evaluating the average properties at
the disk center for the network pattern, as defined by the
three different identifications already mentioned, are
summarized the result obtained in the following table.

SKC SKP SKE
CK 1.029±0.003 1.024±0.003 1.025±0.003
Cs 1.0012±0.0003 1.0010±0.0002 1.0011±0.0003
CR l .0005±0.0002 1.0004±0.0001 1.0004±0.0001
a 0.26±0.02 0.15±0.01 0.14±0.01

THE NETWORK IN TIME

We analyzed the whole sample of very quiet 128xl28
sub-arrays extracted at the disk center of the full-disk
available images to study temporal variations of the
network properties. By this analysis we found that the
chromospheric quiet network properties do not show
significant variations (figure 4) during the ascending
phase of Solar Cycle 23, from July 1997 to August
2000.
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Figure 4 Results obtained by the analysis of the full
sample of the very quiet 128xl28 Call K sub-arrays
extracted at the disk center. Bars represent the variation
of the values respect the monthly mean. The result of a
weighted fit is also shown.
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Figure 5 Results obtained by the analysis of the full
sample of 256x256 Call K sub-arrays extracted at the
disk center. These sub-arrays include active latitudes.
Bars represent the variation of the values respect the
monthly mean. The result of a weighted fit is also
shown.

However, by the analysis of the whole sample of
256x256 sub-arrays extracted by the full-disk images
that include active latitudes with enhanced network
regions, we found an increase of the network disk
coverage (3%) and contrast (<l %) over the same period
(3 years). This increase, even outlined by the full-disk
images analysis, disappears by considering sub-samples
of very quiet 256x256 sub-arrays.

In particular, table 2 summarize the variation of the
average network properties resulted from the analysis of
the full-disk images (obtained on 1998, 1999, 2000,
July and August), for the SKC network identification.

1998 2000 ll
CK 1.027±0.004 1.031±0.004 +0.4
CB 1.0004±0.0002 1.003±0.0001 +0.3%
CR 1.0004±0.0001 1.002±0.0002 +0.2%
a 0.32±0.001 0.33±0.001 +1%

It is worth noting that these results were even outlined
by the independent analysis performed on Rome-PSPT
Call K full disk images described in the contribution by
Fofi et al. in this issue.

NETWORK CONTRIBUTION
TO TOTAL IRRADIANCE

We assumed that the continuum intensity variations are
produced by a change in the brightness temperature of
the corresponding parts of the Sun surface.
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The brightness temperature evaluated by the results of
our image analysis are summarized below (assuming
Tquiet=5780 K)

1998 2000
blue Tn=5780.4±0.2 K Tn=5783.0±0.l K
red Tn=5780.7±0.1 K Tn=5782.8±0.3 K

Then describing the solar irradiance flux by

F,;JT = (1- a)B( A, Tsun) +aB( A, TN )

we derived the network relative contribution to the total
irradiance

ss 4aOI'eff
-:=:::::

S TSun

Assuming the change of network properties resulted
from the analysis of Rome-PSPT images, we evaluated
a change of the network contribution to total solar
irradiance over the cycle of order 3x104

( fl.5) ~ 1.7xlo-4
S MIN

( fl.5) ~ 5xl o-4
S MAX

( ~<;;) -(fl.5) ~3x1o-4
S M4X S MIN

This result is close to the 0.1% increase in total solar
irradiance measured during the last two solar cycles.

CONCLUSIONS

We studied the average properties of the network
pattern in the photosphere and chromosphere by
analyzing the near full-disk simultaneous Call K, blue
and red continuum images daily obtained with the
Rome-PSPT telescope.
We described the temporal variation of these properties
from July 1997 to August 2000 during the ascending
phase of Solar Cycle 23.

We found the chromospheric quiet network properties
do not show significant variations during the ascending
phase of Solar Cycle 23, from July 1997 to August
2000.
We reported an increase of the chromospheric enhanced
network disk coverage (3%) and contrast (<1%) over
the 3 years analyzed.
We estimated the contribution to TSI due to the spatial
fluctuations of effective temperature of the Sun
associated to the photospheric network is about 104.
By assuming the obtained results, we evaluated a
change of the network contribution to TSI of order
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ABSTRACT

We present photometric indexes and proxies of the
solar irradiance computed by the analysis of the full
disk images obtained with the Rome-PSPT.
The full set of data analyzed consisted of 700 daily
images taken at the Call K and the continua from
around the minimum of the Solar Cycle 22 through the
current ascending phase of the Solar Cycle 23.
The main purpose of our analysis was the precise
identification of the magnetic features on the solar disk
and the measure of their spatial and contrast properties.
The feature identification was based both on the use of
intensity thresholds and on geometric connection
criteria.
The computed indexes were compared to the solar total
irradiance measured by sensors from space (VIRGO on
SOHO) and to some usual proxies of the solar activity
(Radio flux, Mgll index, Sunspot number).

IMAGEANALYSIS

The full-disk images analyzed were obtained with the
Precision Solar Photometric Telescope PSPT at the
Rome Observatory in the framework of the RISE
(Radiative Inputs of the Sun to Earth) project. For a
detailed description both of the telescope and of the
image quality see Coulter and Kuhn (1994), Ermolli et
al. (1998a, 1998b).
The analysis was applied to the calibrated (dark current
and flat-field response corrected) and contrast (C=I/Iq)
images.

IRRADIANCE RECONSTRUCTION

The full set of images available at the Rome-PSPT data
archive was used to describe solar irradiance variations
over a period spanning several months. This was done
by the reconstruction of an irradiance signal based on
the computation of photometric indexes PI of magnetic
regions identified on the full-disk images analyzed. In
particular, the daily PSPT Call K images were used
together with the near-simultaneous PSPT continuum
images to compute the indexes for the magnetic active
(faculae and spots) and quiet (network) regions. The
photometric indexes PI of the different magnetic
features f identified on the daily images were calculated
following the definition given by Hudson et al. (1982)
and Frohlich et al. (1994) :

" !(µ)P/1 =L.A1µ1C1--
! /(1)

taking into account the spatial (Area Ar,position µr) and
the photometric (Contrast Cr)properties of the identified
photospheric features. The Call K images were used
just to trace the facular and network areas. A daily value
of the reconstructed irradiance signal was obtained
summing up the contributions of all the pixels of the
features identified over the disk. The indexes computed
for each day give the temporal variation of the
reconstructed irradiance signal over the observing
period. The reconstructed irradiance variation was
compared (figure 1) to the irradiance signal measured
from space by SOHO-VIRGO .
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Figure I: Temporal behavior of the solar irradiance
standardized signal measured from space by SOHO
VIRGO with superimposed the signal obtained by the
Rome-PSPT continuum images for the two periods
spanning several months (top: from November 1997 to
December 1999,bottom: from July to December 1999).
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Figure 2 Correlation scatter plot between the daily
standardized values of the Rome-PSPT reconstructed
irradiance and the solar irradiance values measured
from space by SOHO VIRGO instrument for the same
periods in figure 1 (top: from November 1997 to
December 1999,bottom: from July to December 1999).

We began our reconstruction describing irradiance
variations during short periods at recent time, then
extending the period length to use the full set of images
available at the Rome-PSPT archive, that is images
acquired from July 1996 to date. We found that the
reconstructed signal fit (R=O.79) the measured
irradiance signal for the two year long period from
January 1998 to December 1999. For shorter periods
(figure 2) the correlation found between the measured
and the reconstructed signals increases (R=0.85).

Surprisingly, we found that the correlation between
reconstructed and measured irradiance signals is very
poor (R<0.5) for the period spanning the very beginning
of Solar Cycle 23, from October 1996 to October 1997
(figure 3). By excluding a change in the nature of the
radiative sources of solar irradiance at short time scales
and after verification both of the data used and the
analysis performed, this result suggested us the
existence of problems in the SOHO-VIRGO
measurements. As also announced at the SOLSPA 2000
conference by the VIRGO PI, some calibration
problems indeed affected the first data obtained by the
instrument.
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Figure 3 Correlation scatter plot between the daily
values of the Rome-PSPT reconstructed irradiance and
the solar irradiance values measured from space by
SOHO VIRGO instrument for the period from October
1996to October 1997.

CONTRAST HISTOGRAM PROPERTIES

We applied the contrast histogram properties analysis
(Caccin et al. 1998) to all the Call K images acquired
with the Rome-PSPT from July 1996 to August 2000.
This analysis can be summarized as follow. At first,
active regions were identified on the contrast Call K
images by using both intensity threshold and spatial
connection criteria. Then, contrast histograms for the
full-disk and the quiet regions (non magnetic and
network regions) were computed. The histogram
skewness, that is a measure of the asymmetry of a
distribution respect to the mean value, shows a clear
behavior with the solar cycle (see reference already
mentioned). Besides the skewness we extracted indexes
connected with the area of non magnetic, quiet and
active magnetic regions on the disk.

Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of activity
proxies computed by the full-set of images available at
the Rome-PSPT data archive. Variations of the disk
coverage of both active and quiet regions are plotted,
together with the variation of the skewness of full-disk
and quiet regions contrast histograms. The latter are
modulated by changes on the chromospheric emission
of active and quiet regions. As the Rome-PSPT archive
cover 48 months of observations daily performed during
the whole ascending phase of Solar Cycle 23, the figure
clearly shows the occurrence on October 1996 of the
activity minimum between Cycles 22 an 23. The figure
also clearly shows that the disk coverage of active and
quiet magnetic region still grows during the whole
period analyzed, while the skewness of full-disk
contrast histogram, modulated by changes of the active
region chromospheric emission, saturates at the growing
of solar activity.
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Figure 4 Temporal variation of activity proxies
computed from the full-set of images available at the
Rome-PSPT data archive. Variations of the disk
coverage of both active and quiet regions are plotted,
together with the variation of the skewness of full-disk
(Skew _T) and quiet (Skew Q) regions contrast
histograms.

This saturation is also evident by comparing among the
activity indexes computed from Romc-PSPT Call K
images and some usual proxies of solar activity (Radio
flux, Mgll index. Sunspot number).
The behavior showed in figure 5 suggest a different
pattern for chromospheric emission modulating the
histogram skewness with respect to the emissions
described by the other proxies. in particular the TR and
coronal emissions represented by the Mgll and the
Radio flux indexes.
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The behavior showed in figure 5 indicates a different
pattern for chromospheric emission with respect to
those described by the other proxies, in particular the
TR and coronal emissions represented by the Mgll and
the Radio flux indexes.
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Figure 6 Downward: Correlation scatter plots between
the monthly mean values of the area proxy computed by
the full-disk Call K Rome-PSPT images obtained
through the ascending phase of solar cycle 23 and usual
proxies of solar activity.

In fact the figure 5 points out both the latter emissions
increase at the growing of the magnetic region disk
coverage, the active region chromospheric emission
quickly get a maximum value. This confirms that the
TR and coronal emission differ significantly from the
chromospheric one and suggests that the difference is

due to the sensitivity on the geometry of the magnetic of
the magnetic field as well as on the magnetic flux. The
change in the rate of the emissions can derive by a
different chromospheric sensitivity when compact
magnetic regions appear over the disk.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we summarized some results obtained
studying the magnetic region contribution to solar
irradiance variations by the use of full-disk photometric
images obtained with the Rome-PSPT from July 1996 to
August 2000.

Calculations of solar irradiance based on measured
photometric properties extracted from 1998-1999
Rome-PSPT continuum images match SOHONIRGO
measurements (R=.85), while calculations for 1996-
1997 do not fit the SOHO-VIRGO measurements
(R<0.5). By excluding a change in the nature of the
radiative sources of solar irradiance at short time scales
and after verification of the goodness of both the data
used and analysis performed, this result suggested us the
existence of problems in the SOHO-VIRGO
measurements, as recently announced.

The computed skewness of full-disk Call K intensity
histograms show the existence of a well defined non
linear relation between chromospheric intensity and the
usual indexes of solar activity. A significant positive
correlation can be found considering the period around
the minimum of Solar Cycle 22, while after minimum a
light negative correlation appears. This might indicate
the occurrence of a magnetic saturation in the Call K
chromosphere.
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ABSTRACT

Se\ eral times a year large clouds of solar protons and
other particles enters Earth environment causing
signi Iicant disturbances in magnetosphere and
atmosphere of our planet. These, often abbreviated as
SEP (Solar Energetic Particle) events, may also
damage satellites, communication networks, and cause
failures of power systems. SEP could be, above all,
injurious for humans in space. I Ience, prediction of
SEPs plays important role in space weather.
A distinctive class of SEPs form events that occur

closely after solar flares. Their characteristic is a
spcci lie pattern of spectral C\ elution seen in X-rays.
This gives a possibility to construct a SEP prediction
algorithm that is based on analysis of solar flares
X-ray radiation properties. These algorithms have been
already developed and incorporated, but due to the
infrequent occurrence of SEPs the spectral properties

Table 1. N

collecting telemetric data since 6 August 1995. The
RF 15-1photometer measures integral solar flux in three
son channels s I, Q, s3 and five hard channels h I, h2,
h3, h4, h5. Nominal energy bands, for each channel,
arc shown in Table I. Detailed description of the
instrument construction, and performance can be found
in Sylwcster, et al. (2000).

SEP EVENTS IDENTIFICATION
in RFIS-1 RECORDS

Investigation of solar particle emissions and their
influence on Earth's environment can be performed
using various space-born and ground based data. In
particular. measurements from GOES satellites allow
to study particle properties from SEP events and to
analyse associated parent solar flares in soft X-rays
(provided that a given SEP has such a parent flare
assigned). The list of SEP events, based on GOES

bands for RF 15-1 ch

I Channel I sl s2 s3 hi h2 I h3 I h4 h5
I Energy range I 2 - 3 3-5 5 - 8 I0 - 15 15 - 30 I 30 - 60 I 60 -120 120 - 240

[keVJ I 0.7 - 1.0 1.0- 1.7 1.7-2.7* ! I '
"after December 1997.

or their associated flares arc still not well understood
and need further investigations. Since 1995, a number
or SEP events have been observed by RF 15-1
soil/hard X-Ray photometer, working on board
lnterball-Tail satellite. In this contribution we perform
inspection of the hard RF 15-1 X-ray measurements in
order to select SEP C\ ent records among RF 15-I
database.

RFIS-1 l:\STRt:'.\lENT

RF 15-1 is a solar photomctcr-imager, developed in
order to investigate solar flares and other active events
on the Sun. The instrument, launched aboard
INTERBALL-Tail satellite in summer 1995, has been

"cmuil: sg(a··chk.pan.wroc.pl

measurements, can be found at the NOAA www site

www.sec.noaa.gov/getltp.cgi"1get=/indices/SPE.txt

The list contains information for more than 150 SEPs
which occurred between 1976 and 2000. 13yexploiting
GOES observations one can better understand certain
specific data patterns present in RF! 5-1 records.
Namely, for several periods, signal in RF 15-1 hard
X-ray channels rises suddenly and holds its high level
for many hours. Comparison of RF 15-1 records
with GOES proton flux measurements shows that the
observed high signal levels coincide with increased
proton fluxes registered by GOES satellites. We have
found that at least 10 of them can be identified, in this

Fr/I( J 'So!tn & S11uu' \\'n1rher Fur(l11111fl'rntd.'. "lh« )"o/ur Cvc!« c111dFcrrcs1nul C/11111/fc. S111lfu Cru: de Tt'1uT1f1·. lrnrii]« . .''l11u111.
~-'-}<J l°<'f'lnni>a 2UIH! rES.\ Sf'·-H>.i. l rcccmbr: iooo,
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way, with SEP events, from NOAA list, attributed to
parent flares. Such an identification yields a possibility

(about 03:30 UT) in RF15-I records is deformed near
the maximum what is a typical effect for RF15-I

Table 2. List of SEP events identified in RF15-I records

FLARE PARTICLE EVENT

Year Maximum Importance Location NOAA Start Maximum Proton Flux
(X ray/Opt) SEC (Day/UT) (Day/UT) (pfu@

Region No. >10 MeV)

1995 Oct20/0607 Ml/OF S09W55 7912 Oct20/0825 Oct20/1210 63

1997 Nov04/0558 X2/28 Sl4W33 8100 Nov04/0830 Nov04/l 120 72

1998 Apr20/l 021 Ml/EPL S43W90 8194 Apr20/1400 Apr21/1205 1700
1998 May06/0809 X2/IN SllW65 8210 May06/0845 May06/0945 210
1998 Sep23/0713 M7/38 Nl8E09 8340 Sep25/00IO Sep25/0130 44
1998 Sep30/1350 M2/2N N23W81 8340 Sep30/l 520 OctOl/0025 1200

1999 May3/0602 M4/N2 Nl5E32 8525 May05/1820 May05/1955 14
1999 Jun04/0703 M3/2B Nl7W69 8552 Jun04/0925 Jun04/1055 64

2000 Feb! 7/2035 Ml/2N S29E07 8872 Febl8/l 130 Febl8/1215 13
2000 Apr04/1541 C9/2F Nl6W66 8933 Apr04/2055 Apr05/0930 55
2000 Jun06/1525 X2/38 N20El8 9026 Jun07/1335 Jun08/0940 84
2000 Jun IO/I 702 M5/38 N22/W38 9026 Jun!0/1805 Jun I0/2045 46
2000 Jul22/l 134 M3/2N Nl4/W56 9085 Jul22/1320 Jul22/1405 17

of determining SEP associated flare characteristics and
analyse their time evolution in a wide X-ray energy
range covered by RF 15-1 measurements. Determined
flare characteristics could be later used to construct
SEP events prediction algorithms (Sylwester 1995,
Garcia 1998). In Table 2 we show SEP events we have
identified in RF15-I records. For two of them we
present a comparison of RF! 5-I and GOES particle
fluxes below. Basic plasma characteristics for parent
flares for 20 April 98, 30 September 98 and 4 Jun 99
events are analysed in details by J. Sylwester (see the
parallel contribution).

RFIS-1 SEP MEASUREMENS

As an example of our SEP events observations let us
consider Rfl5-I X-ray records for the event on 22 July
2000, shown in Fig. I. Characteristic RF15-I signal
pattern, clearly visible in h3, h4 and h5 hard channels,
starts at about noon, just after the flare of GOES
importance M3.7, which reached maximum at 11:34
(seen in soft X-rays). The high RF15-I signal level is
associated with increased GOES proton fluxes. Similar
pattern of RF15-I and GOES signal time behaviour is
observed on 9 May 1998 event, shown in Fig. 2 (our
second example). This time, however, the flare signal

~~~~--"~~~~~~~~~~~~~·:

I I j ,;
I I I B

Fig. I. RF15-I X-ray signal (eight upper panels)
compared with GOES records for SEP event on 2:?.
July 2000. Characteristic particle signal pattern starts
at about 12:00 UT. GOES 5-rninutc average proton
fluxes for energies >IOMeV , >50MeV, >IOOMeV
are shown below.
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Fig3. SXT images for SEP associated flares on 4 November 1997 (left panel) and 6 May 1998 events (right panel).

obscrv at ions of big flares. For example, the count rate
level from large flares (i.e. above M5-M6 of GOI·:s
class) exceeds the capacity of counters (set at 32000
and 64000 hits per integration time in particular
channels). This causes counter wrapping, sometimes

many-fold. Recently, \\C have developed software to
regain original flare X-ray profiles from these wrapped
measurements. Wc hav c also inspected SXT data for
SEP events listed in Table :?..It appears that the parent
flares for SE l's occur in \ arious magnetic loop
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configurations as seen in SXT images. SXT frames for
6 May 1998 and 4 November 1997 events are shown
in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSIONS

We show that characteristic signal patterns, seen in
RF 15-I measurements after certain solar flares, occur
simultaneously with increased particle fluxes measured
by GOES satellites.
By inspecting SXT images for 1997 November 4 and

1998 May 6 events, we show also that occurrence of
SEPs does not depend evidently on magnetic loop
system configuration of their parent flares, except that
it may be quite complicated higher up in the corona.
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ABSTRACT

This work is a preliminary study of l 8 Solar Energetic
Particle (SEP) events detected by EPHIN/SOHO during
1996, 1997 and 1998. Differential fluxes of electrons.
protons and helium nuclei are presented for each event.
Differential energy spectra and spectral temporal
evolution for protons and .JHe nuclei have been studied.
and abundance ratios of e/p . .JHe/p and 1HefHe have
been determined using pulse-height analysed data. Most
of the events presented here can be classified as
impulsive or gradual events. but some of them have
mixed features and cannot be clearly classified in one of
these two categories.

1. INTRODUCTION

The studied events have been selected among more than
60 solar energetic particle events registered by EPHIN
sensor during 1996, 1997 and 1998. These events have a
wide variety of observational features (composition,
spectra. duration. etc). and there is an adequate sample
of the differences that can be found studying SEP
events. Nevertheless. most of the events can be
classified in two broad categories: impulsive and
gradual events. Observational characteristics of these
two categories have been widely described by many
authors (Mason et al. 1986. Reames et al. 1997. Reames
1999). Gradual events show large increases in particle
fluxes. they are commonly associated with CMEs and
interplanetary shock waves. they are long duration
(several days) events. and the composition is similar to
solar wind and corona. Impulsive events arc
characterised b~· low particle fluxes, short duration.
heavy ions and 'He enrichment. and they are commonly
associated to impulsive X-ray flares.

2. OBS ERV ATIO NS

The observations were carried out with EPHIN
instrument. aboard SOHO spacecraft, located in an halo
orbit centered at the inner Lagrange point. outside
Earth's magnetosphere. EPHIN (Electron Proton and
Helium Instrument) is a multi-element array of solid
state detectors designed to detect Hydrogen and Helium
isotopes in the energy range 4.3-53 MeV/n. and
electrons in the energy range 0.15-10 Me V (see Muller
Mellin et al. 1995, for a detailed description). Particles
detected by EPHIN can be identified using ~E vs E

'souo is an ESA-NASA collaboration

method. and it is possible to obtain accurate 1H and .JHe
spectra. Isotopic resolution of the instrument is high

I di . . 1H 1H 1H d .JH .enou~ 1 to. iscnrnmate , - , · _e an -~- isotopes.
and ·He-rich events can be easily identified when
1HefHe ratio reaches values greater than 0.1
approximately (fig 1).
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Figure 1. 111:·r.v E f'/01 [or Nm· 26, /997 e\•e111. Verrirnl
incidrncc counts has been selected. Toi' right corner shows
the isotopic discrimination achieved for 1He and 4He using
these dat« (PIN= ((MZ:Jl2/l'.

Events presented in this work happened between July
1996 and May 1998. The first half of this period showed
relatively quiet particle fluxes. corresponding to solar
activity minimum. During the second half of this period.
solar activity increased gradually, corresponding to the
rising phase of 23'd solar cycle. and extremely large SEP
events (Nov 97 and Apr 98) were detected.
The start and end times of individual events have been
identified using proton differential flux (4.3-7.8 McV).
These two times delimit the temporal period studied for
each event. Particle fluxes. global spectra of 1H and .JHe
corrected from galactic background, temporal spectral
evolution. and isotopic composition have been
determined for all the events in order to obtain
observational parameters to classify them as impulsive
or gradual events. Some of the experimental parameters
obtained for the 18 studied events are listed in table I.

Prue J'1 Su!ur& .\'1}{1u' \Veurhcr Eur.« onterencc, 'The Solar Cycle and Terrestrial Ciinunc, Suntu Cru: dt Tcncntc. Tcneritc. Spui«.
25-29 Sepumbcr ]IJIJIJ r ES,\ .\P-Hd. [!,., ember 2/JIJIJ;



Table 1. Experimental parameters obtained for the 18 events presented in this work. From left to right: Spectral index for
protons, spectral index for Helium 4 nuclei, abundance ratios, and time interval studied. Energy ranges for abundance ratios
calculation is 4.5-8.5 MeVin for 1H, ./He and 3He, and 0.25-4.25 MeV for electrons. The time interval studied approximately
coincides with the event duration for low energy protons, although can he smaller than the whole event if the end has been
truncated.

yp Yae e/1H 4He/1H 3He/4He
l1t (days)

Jul 9, 1996 -3.13 -2.65 399.7 0.139 0.01 3.1
Jul 12, 1996 -3.91 -3.66 348.2 0.155 0.03 2.04
Aug 13, 1996 -1.74 516.9 0.010 3.71
Nov 25, 1996 -5.33 382.0 0.050 1.75
Nov 26, 1996 -3.46 -3.74 121.8 0.113 0.01 1.78
Nov 28, 1996 -3.44 -3.53 6.7 0.023 <0.01 9.16
Dec 24, 1996 -2.33 96.0 0.005 2.97
Apr 1, 1997 -1.95 -2.46 88.5 0.021 <0.03 6.25
Apr 7, 1997 -2.65 -2.85 10.3 0.008 <0.01 10.31
Aug 10, 1997 -3.33 -3.39 657.6 0.284 0.28 1.66
Sep 17, 1997 -3.01 -3.00 526.8 0.155 0.18 2.65
Sep 20, 1997 -3.57 -3.22 44.6 0.034 0.04 3.22
Sep 24, 1997 -1.48 - 181.0 0.015 7.65
Nov 4, 1997 -2.02 -2.16 25.9 0.022 <0.01 2.26
Nov 6, 1997 -1.80 -1.92 107.9 0.022 <0.03 7.43
Nov 28, 1997 -2.33 -2.73 152.3 0.144 0.317 1.12
Apr 20, 1998 -1.16 -1.85 352.4 0.048 <0.01 9.58
May 27, 1998 -4.79 -3.45 37.0 0.013 0.04 3.41
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After data analysis, six events have been classified as
impulsive: July 9 1996, July 12 1996, November 26
1996, August I0 1997, September 17 1997, and
November 28 1997. The most relevant observational
features found in these events are:

• Event duration is less than 4 days
• There is no significant acceleration of protons

beyond 25 MeV
• High electron content: in all cases e(0.25-4.25

MeV)/p(4.5-8.5 MeV) ratio reaches values greater
than 100

• High 4He content:
MeV)/p(4.5-8.5 MeV)
than 0.1

• Most of the events have 3He(4.5-8.5 MeV)fHe(4.5-
8.5 MeV) ratio greater than 0.01. In some cases this
ratio is particularly high (>0.1 ).

• In general, they have associated neither CMEs nor
interplanetary shock waves

• Proton and 4He spectra are relatively soft (Yp < -3.0.
except for Nov 28 1997 event)

in all cases 4He( 4.5-8.5
ratio reaches values greater

Seven events have been classified as gradual: November
28 1996, April 1 1997, April 7 1997. September 24
1997, November 4 1997, November 6 1997, and April
20 1998. These events are characterised by:

• The event duration is greater than five days,
exceeding I0 days in some cases.

• Protons are accelerated beyond 25 MeV
• Electron content is, in general, lower than that of

impulsive events. Although, Some events have high
electron abundance (April 20, 1998)

•
4Hei'H ratio is close to coronal and solar wind value.
(typically between 0.02 and 0.05). In some events
slight helium acceleration is observed and the ratio
becomes lower

•
1He can not be seen appreciably above background

• Most of them have associated CMEs. and
interplanetary shock waves (although in some cases
it has not been possible to find any associated
shock). In some cases shock passage can be seen as
transient hardening of spectral index, followed by
long periods of invariant spectrum

• Proton and 4He spectra are hard (Yp > -3.0, except for
Nov 28 1996 event)

November 25 1996, December 24 1997, September 20
1997 and May 27, 1998 events have mixed features.
although the first one seems to be more impulsive and
the last three ones more gradual events. August 13 1996
event. probably associated to a eruption in the back side
of the sun (Torsti et al, 1999). shows some peculiarities
and it has not been classified.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained for a typical gradual
event (November 6, 1997) and a typical impulsive event
(November 28, 1997). Figure 3 shows the temporal
evolution of spectra for November 6 event
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November 26, 1997 (Impulsive event)

Time interval studied: 332.56-333.68
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Figure 2. Abundance ratios, differential [luxe» and sprctra [or November 6. 1997 gmd1111/event and November 26. 1997
i111p11/si1'c,-'Fie-rich event. November 6 event is \'i'r\' energetic. with strong acceleration o( I' and He beyond 50 Me Vin and e
bevoud 10 MeV. It is associated with 11 21//X9.4 [lare at 310.11.49 UT, S 18W63 (NOAA 8101!) [allowed hr a CM/:' ejected at
310: 12: 10 UT. A magnetic: cloud ejected during Nol' .:/ CM/:' passed hr .11111cl'Cmfibetween dun 311.2-312.5. This MC 11·11s

preceded hr a strong IP shock at 310.9, other shocks passed at 313..:/ 111111313.9. Nm· 26 event is less energetic, there is not
appreciable acceleration ofe and .iHe bevond 25 MeV/n. There is not a clear candidatefor this event, possiblv it is associated
with a 2B/X2 6 [lure at 331·I2:59 UT, N 171:"63(NOAA 8113 ). However, had magnetic connection is not [rcquent [or i11111u/.1i1·,.
events because of their low purticlefluxes.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the power law AE' fit parameters for
protons and helium 4 nuclei spectra in November 6, 1997 gradual event.
Vertical lines mark shocks passages. Spectral invariance can be
appreciatedfor the late stages of the event.
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Magnetic fields ought to be a frequent feature
in the universe, originated by dynamos within stars.
planets, satellites, and, maybe (although in terms of
simple induced electric currents and/or of permanent
magnetised sources) within asteroids, meteorites,
and/or comets. The problem can be tackled in terms of
a few different kinds of dynamos, all of which seem to
apply in different case histories and are distinguished
depending

(i) on whether their respective constituents
have either a large or a small electrical
conductivity CJ",

(ii) on their respective prime energy supply,
(iii) on what mechanism is operative for

releasing their power, and
(iv) on whether one can apply the quasi

stationary approximation (QS) or not. i.e.
on whether div j = 0 or not.

Comparing different dynamos

Quasi
stationarity

Characteristics

NO Presently generally agreed
standard dynamo

div i(t) ;r:()
DYNAMO

TYPE

Type II

Type I

CONSTITUENTS I ELECTRIC AL I USER
CONDUCTIVITY NETWORK

Wires I CJ"-x I YES

Wires I er-co I NO

YES

div j(t) = 0 Type III a
3D j

distribution NO

Comments I Applications
-

Larmor's Sun, stars.
and Earth, planets,

Elsasser's satellites

Engineering Power lines
d namos network

Biermann's None
blockin

Bierrnanri's
blocking I Sun
(+ thermo-
nuclear I stars
breaking)
Biermanri's Eaiih '?blocking planets .
(no breakin ) satellites

Planets, satellites
Tide-driven Earth
dynamo (-1% magnetic,

-99% Joule's)

Type III b
3D j

distribution NO

CJ"finiteType IV 3D j
distribution

A star dynamo was modelled (without QS)
since 1920 by Larmor, and in 1946 it was generalised
and adapted to the Earth by Elsasser.

When referring to any given planetary object,
provided that it has a fluid portion in its interior and be
subject to a tide. an alternative general mechanism
ought to exist by which the tidal pull breeds a dynamo.
Such a general configuration (with Q,C,') ought to be a
frequent feature in the universe. Maybe, it could also
apply to the Earth. and in such a case the origin both of
the magnetic field and of the (unexplained) endogenous
energy of the Earth could be much simpler than it has
been generally believed.

The presently standard Ml!D dynamo does not
assume QS. being appropriate in a star where
thermonuclear reactions can imply non-null
concentration of electric charge.

NO

Pro: }11 Solur & SfJUU.' \\/l'ut/1cr Eurocontcrrnc«. 'Th« .\'o/or C\'cll' 1111tlTcrrrstrial Clinuu« Sunto ( ·r11:dc Tcnrrt]«. Trnrnt«, Spain.
25-29 Sq1/t111htr :'l!IJI! IFY\ .\P-HJ3, /)can1hcr 21!1!1!!

The alternative kind of dynamo here
considered ought to apply to a planet, much like e.g. to
the Earth, or to some other case history in the universe.
that has a solid inner core, and a solid thick outer layer
(composed e.g. altogether of mantle. lithosphere. and
crust). In between them, a fluid outer core has
negligible viscosity. Moreover, some external body.
such as e.g. a satellite, or the central star provided that
the planet be reasonably close to it, originates a tide.

The tidal interaction reduces planet's spin and
is applied to radial layers. like in an onion. The
computed tidal torque on every such layer implies a
torque on the inner core negligible compared to outer
layer's. In the case that the planet has an external fluid
ocean, the tidal deformation and torque is even larger.
and applies only on the outer layer. The spin of the
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outer layer is thus much reduced compared to inner
core's. Since large o are involved, this is a dynamo.

A stellar dynamo presumes a high er, likewise
the analogous standard geodynamo. Since no agreed
explanation is known for the endogenous energy of the
Earth, and since the power required for the geodynamo
is negligible compared to other endogenous
phenomena, it is generally claimed that the electric
currents j's of the dynamo flow in regions of high a; by
which no concern arises about its energy sustaining.
Such a guess, however, has two ultimate drawbacks.

First, every j-loop must expand as much as
possible, until it encounters some region of low a;
where it unavoidably decays. Hence, one should
speculate about some unrealistic barrier in order to
forbid such outward expansion.

Second, whenever no user network is
connected to a dynamo, its magnetic energy
continuously increases, hence also the forces in
between its constituents, by which the system results to
be completely blocked (in 1939 Biermann applied this
argument while studying sunspot cooling). The Earth
should thus be rigid, and maybe it would be even
impossible to get seismological evidence of its fluid
outer core. Otherwise, some energy source, equivalent
to star's thermonuclear, ought to overwhelm such a
blocking. Such a drawback strictly holds only provided
that QS can be applied (although, maybe, it holds also
in somemore general case).

• "Type I" dynamo deals with usual engineering
devices that supply power lines.

• "Type JI" implies full blocking, recalling
Biermann's.

• "Type III" looks, apart QS, much like the standard
MHD stellar or Earth's dynamo although maybe, on
special circumstances, some conclusions could be
almost independent of QS. A crucial difference is
the distinction between "type JJJa" and "type JJJb"
depending on whether there is, or not, respectively,
some overwhelming endogenous energy capable of
breaking Biermann's blocking. That is, in the case
of the Sun or of a star thermonuclear energy
disrupts blocking. "Type IIIa" is almost the same as
a standard star's model. "Type IIIb" should be
(perhaps) much similar to Elsasser's geodynamo,
although it appears difficult to justify why it is not
blocked by Biermanri's.

• "Type JV'' dynamo is the concern of the present
proposal. It has a finite er, and in the case of the
Earth it can be shown to imply a low performance
(-1%), while the remaining -99% breeds the
endogenous energy budget of the Earth. It works
under very general conditions, that appear likely to
occur frequently in the universe.

One substantial difference between standard
and tide-driven dynamos deals with the superrotation of
the inner core. In standard geodynamo -{).1-3 ° year"

is reported, while the tide-driven dynamo implies
(order of magnitude) -UI 0 day", Such superrotation
can be tested by observations, in terms of a
stroboscopic effect by means of standard ground-based
geomagnetic records, and also by a suitable
reinterpretation the presently claimed seismological
evidence for such a superrotation.

Another difference is concerned with the fact
that the Earth can no more be considered as a slowly
cooling planet, rather in terms of some comparatively
very rapid energy accumulation, and time-delayed
energy release, much like in a car battery. This is one of
the most surprising inferences, seemingly an
unavoidable observational requirement.

Science is the search for truth, made of ideas,
eventually wrong and to be rebutted after check by
observations. The ultimate basic understanding could
hardly progress without new ideas. Emphasis ought to
be focused on unexplained and/or unprecedented
observations.

The present study was formerly originated for
interpreting Lowes' (1974) and Nevanlinna's (1987)
evidence about the spatial spectrum of the geomagnetic
field, and for fitting it with the available information on
deep Earth's interior, based either on seismology or on
e.m. induction. This required consideration, as a first
order approximation, of some abstraction and
approximation. In this way, almost inadvertently, an
entire unprecedented model Earth was obtained. Every
progressive inference was derived after careful
consideration of observations, searching for an
interpretation conforming as much as possible with the
generally accepted standards. But, sometimes this led to
totally unexpected conclusions.

Such a multidisciplinary approach had been
impossible without the inputs from several specialists
of different disciplines (it is impossible to acknowledge
here all of them).

For over a decade the situation remained
almost in stand-by, because on one side reference had
to made to standard geodynamo, and on the other hand
the former attempt at providing an explanation for
unexplained observations led to some opposite
conclusions. The missing ring (QS distinction) closed
the logical chain.

The final resulting picture is shown in figure 1,
where the palaeohistory of the Earth, of its climate,
geodynamics, volcanisms, etc. fit into an apparently
well co-ordinated interpretation, where Galaxy - Sun -
Earth relations can be explained in terms of the galactic
control on solar phenomena, that controls Earth's
dynamo and endogenous energy budget, volcanism and
gas exhalation, atmospheric chemistry and climate. All
other planetary objects (including Moon's and Mars'
palaeohistory, except Venus) fit into such a scheme.

Whether wrong or correct, it contains several
unprecedented ideas, by which previously unexplained
observations can be interpreted, or even must be
expected. Whether it is a coincidence or not, it appears



worthwhile to consider it, even for proving where and
how it is eventually wrong.

Such a model is not the result of a speculation.
Rather it derives from subsequent refinements while
interpreting otherwise unexplained observations. If
somebody affords in interpreting them in terms of other
or previous models, every proposal shall be welcome.

Several inferences of the present study derive
from QS, although several conclusions could eventually
result to be independent of QS. If such an Earth model
is akin to reality, the CY of the medium, and the prime
(tidal) driving mechanism, are such that the time scales
allow for electric charges to redistribute and neutralise,
and thus ensure QS. The same applies to every planet
or satellite. In contrast, a star is certainly much
different, dominated by thermonuclear processes.
Therefore, the tide-driven dynamo for the Earth is not
ruled out by the impossibility of applying QS.

Several facts seem to support such tide-driven
model, beginning from an unprecedented justification
for the entire energy budget of the Earth, through
Lowes' and Nevanlinna's and their fit with
seismological and e.m. induction evidence, through
inner core's superrotation derived from ground-based
geomagnetic records, and the apparent time variation of
the inner core radius, through solar modulation of
volcanism, through the interpretation of the large
igneous provinces (LIP) and the output from Hawaii's
hot spot, through field reversals (FR) excursions. their
correlation with cosmic rays and with the encounters
with interstellar matter, palaeoclimatology, etc.

All this could obviously be only a coincidence.
However, until one finds some specific effect that is in
clear contradiction with such tide-driven dynamo, it
cannot be simply ruled out, only because it docs not
conform with the presently generally agreed models.

A short conclusion

• The dilemma is between the standard geodynamo
(similar to "type lllb") and "type IV".

The standard geodynamo has a high CY, it
requires a small total amount of energy, and the
system is almost blocked. including even its own
convection within the outer core. Motions occur
only by the limited amount needed for generating
the tiny Joule heating dissipated by its j's. Two
major difficulties are concerned with the former
trigger of the a-co effect, and with the strict need for
electric insulation of the region of very large CY in
order to forbid the j's to leak outward. Inner core's
superrotation is -0.1°-3° year", Excursions and
FR's arc of endogenous origin. The dynamo has no
recognised, either direct or indirect, connection with
other endogenous phenomena, the prime mover of
which remains a difficult puzzle.
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The tide-driven dynamo is concerned with j's
that flow within a medium of low CY, and -99% of
its energy is dispersed as Joule's heating that
supplies the endogenous energy of the Earth (or
almost all of it). Inner core's superrotation is (order
of magnitude) -]{f 0 day': Excursions and FR's are
the effect that must be expected when the
heliosphere is compressed into Earth's orbit.

Several observations appear to support the
tide-driven model. It is possible to envisage a
decisive tests by a data handling of standard
geomagnetic records, by which the westward drift
can be treated as an aliasing effect (much like the
wheels of a chariot observed in a movie).

• There are three kinds of objects in the universe.
A) Stars have a large endogenous energy source,

and fully ionised constituents. Fluid motion
continuously disrupts the system, as well as
every regular dynamo. Their B displays a
pattern fluctuating in space and time, typically
like the Sun.

B) Planetary objects with their own dynamo ought
to be comparatively frequent in the universe.
Every one must be expected to have a dynamo
provided that

(i} it has different parts de-coupled with
respect to each other

(ii) it is subject to a tide, and

(iii) it has a finite internal CY.

If rr=cc all of its parts result to be strongly
coupled with each other (Biennann's argument).
The B of a planetary object is regular and almost
steady, mainly dipolar. Excursions and FR's are
easily derived as a response to the interaction of
the solar (or stellar) system with a cloud of
interstellar matter. The relative tilt of planetary
dipole's and spin's axis depends on the state of
the solar (or stellar) wind at the time of the re
establishment of the B of the planet. Owing to
Cowling's theorem, the dipole axis should
always be significantly non-aligned with spins.
The steadiness of the dynamo of the planet, and
its survival in time (unlike it happened e.g. to
the Moon or to Mars) depends on the size and
internal structure of the planet (owing to this
reason the Earth never exhausted its dynamo.
and its associated effects, including life
survival). The propagation mechanism is
explained in Gregori (1993, PEPI, 77, 39-).

C) Asteroids, comets, meteorites are solid and
cold objects and have no dynamo. Sometimes
they could have a B either (i) by permanent
magnetisation, or (ii) by induced j's.

The second possibility applies to every
asteroids, comets, or meteorites that eventually
is electrically conducting (at least within its
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outermost layer, such as carbon or dirty ice in
comets). It experiences e.m. induction by the B
that is either transported by the solar (or stellar)
wind, or generated by some intense dynamo of
some close-by planet. In principle, such induced
j's, whenever the o is adequately large, originate
a B, hence also a magnetosphere. Whenever
observable and tracked by some observations

(e.g. perhaps by a cometary coma), such a
magnetosphere ought to display specific features
vs. its distance either from the Sun (or central
star) or from other planetary objects having their
own B. Whenever such a speculation can be
eventually applied to a few comets, they could
be cheep natural probes for sounding
interplanetary space.
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ABSTRACT

\Ye analyze the behaviour of solar photosphcric gran
ular motions using 2-D scans in difforTnt scpctral
lines. The location of acoustic flux is investigated
by a comparison of enhanred full width at half max
imum variations with granular motions.

Key words: The Sun. ronvor.tion.

1. L\TRODCCTION

Dynamical motions i11 t lw solar photosphere and
their propagation and t iJIH' «volution an' crucial for
the undcrsr anding of various processes of solar ac
t ivity and heating of upper layers. However. it is
extremely difficult to oht ain high quality data. \Y<'
present an analysis from rt-cent observations from
the YTT (Observatorio dd Tcido) with the newly
installed .\:EDAR cameras. In order to oht ain a 2-d
spectrogram. the Sun \\·as scanned OV<'ran area of 20
arcsec by 50 scans. Tims ;1 time series of 8 imagos
separartcd by a 130 s interval could he studied. Cs
ing lines of different lino formation heights we obtain
information about tho vrrt ical strucr.urr- awl motions
of the evolving clcment s.

A comparison between previous observational ro
sults and theoretical 2-d simulations can he found in
Cadun vt al. 2000. Thv influence of oscillations on
convective structures is discussed in d<'tail in Rast
(2000), whoro further n-forouces can IH' found.

2. DATA

The data \H'H' taken with the 70 cm \"TT at rh«
Observatorio del Teid<' in Izana, Tcrwrifo. A ruorr
detailed description of this telescope can be found
in Schrotor «t al. (1080) . We obtained during an
observing campaign in 1999 time series of two dit1H'I1-
sional sp<'ct ral scans. whoro the spatial sampling in
terval was 6.r = 0.-l" and tho total number of spectral

Proc. I" Solar & Space Weather Euroconterenre. The Solar Cvc!c and Terrestrial Climate '. Santa Cru: de Trneri]e, Teneri]e, Spain.
25-29 September 2000 (ESA SP-.+63. December 2000)

<'xposm<'S was 00. Thus an area of 2(f was scanuod.
The timo str-p between two successive images \\·as
2.5 s, Thus one 2-d scan lasted for slightly more than
2 minutes. The spectrograms contained the two FrI
lines:

• Fl' I at G:30.10U811111and TV,\ = 127 rn...l.,EP =
81Gf'l° and g,JJ = l.G .cstimatod line core for
mat.ion height 378 km (Gadun <'1al 2000).

• Fr I at G30.2-l99 11111 and Tr,\ = 8:3111--!..EP
81G «\ · and g, ff = 2.5 . estimated line core for
mat.ion height 270 km (Gadun d al, 2000).

From t lH's<' data tho following spectral parameters
\H'rP calculat<'d aft or applying the usual image ro
duct.iou prorcduros:

• cont inu11111int.onsit v

• <"<'Illrnl line residual intensity

• line c1'11tl'rvelocit v

• full width at half maximum [uiluii

In thr: uoxt paragraph this time series of 8 imaµps
«ach separated by 1:30 s is analyzed in order to in
vcst.igat« the evolut ion oft he solar phot.ospheric Iino
strurr.uros.

3. HESCLTS

\\·e prosc-nt the results for the evolution of the cor
relation of sport ral parameters between a) two sub
sequent. in1ages in rho t ini« series (full line) and b )
between t.h« first irnag<' of the time series and rho
following ones.

The data calrulated for t ho highest originating line I
(h=378 km ) arr- gin'n IJ\· Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the samr
kind of data is giwn for t he deeper forming line II
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(h =270 km). It is clearly seen that the most pro
nounced difference is in the behaviour of the fwhm.
For the deeper forming line the correlation between
subsequent images remains constant at a moderate
value of 0.50; however the correlation drops down
very quickly between the first image and the other
images in the time series. For the highest line the
correlation for the f whm values is lower (correlation
coefficient "'""'0.-10) and the decay between the first
image and the other images is lower for the correla
tions. The correlations between residual intensities
are higher for the lower forming line.

~orre:c'.;cr·, CJ..,-,.. rv-- ·::te:5:ty
0.8 :-.----

JS:~~ ~
~ . ~ ~

Correia\ on oi residual in:ensity

Figure 1. Correlation coefficients for line I, h=378
km; full line: between subsequent images of the time
series, dotted line: between the first image of the time
series and the subsequent images

Figure 2. Correlation coefficients for line II, h=270
km; full line: between subsequent images of the time
series. dotted line: between the first image of the time
series and the subsequent imaqes

In Fig. 3 examples of the evolution of the line pa
rameters are giYen. The time intervall between the
images is 130 s. \Ye giw two images for each line

parameter separately for line I and line II. The con
tinuum variations for both lines are add at the top
of the figure for comparison.

Continuum

Line I Line II

Res. I.

FWHM

Vel.

Fiqure 3. Examples of the variation of different line
parameters: the time step beiioeeu the two images is
uo 8

In order to follow the variation of the full width
at half maximum values we calculated for each im
age the corresponding mean value of that parameter.
Then we denoted all values of this image that were
above the mean value by a positive number and the
ot her values by 0. The results arc shown in Fig. -1

In Fig. 5 \W show a kind of correlation between
the continuum intensity and the f u-hm . For each
image the mean continuum intensity and the mean
f trh tu was calculated. In the Fig. 5 bright denotes



Line I Line II

Fioiu» ,). 1·w/(//1()11 of t/u fw/1111; tlu /'(//111·s uluir.
tlu: m1111.n oa/111· tu: uuu /;1"1/ (Jl"!'.'.I/. I.he otlur ral n. s
do1/;: the time s/rp lut n» r 11 tlu t nuuii» zs 1.'W s
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;m·as whor:: t lw conr iuuum iutensitv is < I and the
full width ;tt half maximum is < fw/1111. Tlrns \H'
('<lll S<'<' if t urbuk-nt mot ions are associated wit Ii in
l<'rgrarrnlar an'as and follm\· their «volution.

Fr(Jll.l'I! ti. C'urn l at io n /Jr/11·1·r·11 r·mJ./.11111.11111111/nrsrf.1;
a ut] fwhm .. lfru;ht ponit» dl'!wll' tuiu.s n.lu.n !hr· 1·011-
/111111111111!1r11s1/.r; 1s lw/011.· tlu nuu.n. raln : of cruh rm
rI(Jr rind tlu f(J'/1111 rs ttluir: 1/11· m1·1u1 rul.u : : lh: t ini«
slrp /1dw111·11 //11 111uu1r s 1s / 'f(} s

l. C'O\"CIXSICr\S

I"l11· 1·1·ul11ti()J1 of gr;u111L1r/imf'I").',r;\1111b1 st ru.t mo-.
1·a11 \i(• C"](';1rl1· s1•1•11wh.-n r·r1n1p<1rill,l', t hr• i111;1µ,1•;-,of
r·rJ11ti111111111i1111·11si1.1. lhi- is illustr.u cd hv t h« top
i111;1gr·s in I· :\. 1111•v.ni.u inu of thi' other lin.: p;1-
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rameters is demonstrated by comparing two different
images that are separated by the scanning intervall
(130 s). By com paring the two lines (line I in the
left column and line II in the right column) we can
state that for velocity. full width at half maximum
and residual intensity variations the images are very
similar thus there does not exist a vertical gradient in
the evolution of these parameters. However, for the
full width at half maximum variations there seems
to exist more features for the higher forming line II.
This line paramater also behaves differently when re
garding the correlationcoeffiecients. It decays more
slowly between the first image and the other images
in the case of the higher forming line I (compare Fig.
1 with Fig 2.).

An explanation for such a behaviour could be that
in the higher photospheric layers regions of enhanced
turbulence are more persistent than in the layer 100
km deeper (h=270 km for line II).

In the analysis here we give only two examples for
the illustration. A similar behaviour was found for
the other data.

Also the residual intensity correlation behaves sim
ilar. The correlation is higher for the deeper form
ing line as has to be expected. However, the corre
lation bewteen the first images and the subsequent
images nearly remains constant. This indicates per
sistent temperature fields at these layers. Such a
behaviour was not found for the velocity. The cor
relation rapidly decays between the first image and
the subsequent ones.

This can be explained by the breakdwon of the cor
relation between temperature and velocity fields in
the higher photosphere. The structure of the high
photosphere was studied in Hanslmeier et al, 2000.
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ABSTRACT

The cross-correlation analysis of the daily data has be...i
undertaken to obtain quantitative information on the re
lationship between the Calgary intensity of the nuclconic
component of galactic cosmic rays (CR) and the logarith
mic transformed solar soft X-ray background (XBG-L).
The investigated period. from July 1968 to June 1996.
was divided into 28 sequences (each of the twelve-month
duration). The CR/XBG-L cross-correlation functions
(ccf-s) were computed from the basic undctrcnded (d,).
detrendcd (t,), the running mean c,(11), and the residual
r;(n) data sequences. where u = 3. 7, 15.27 day and
i = 1. .... 28. The used time lag ranges between - 2 and
+ 60 days. An average lag of about 5 days is needed to
obtain the best CR-XBG-L correlation coefficients. The
performed cross-correlation analyses between the galac
tic CR intensities and the solar XBG-L on daily basis
suggest that ccf-s arc closely related with the dynamical
component of the solar activ ll) working throughout the
I I -ycur (sunspot) eye le.

I. DATA SETS AND TREATMENT

The aim of this long-term investigation (e.g. Storini.
Antalova, and Jakimicc. 1995: Jakimicc, Antalova and
Storini. 1999. 2000 and references therein) is to clarify
the rcluuon existing bet '' ccn the short- and mcdium
term CR variability and the one of the solar soft X-ray
background (XBG ). In this briefly report we continue the
study using the following parameters:

i) The daily Calgary neutron monitor records.
Geographic coordinates fur Calgary neutron monitor arc:
N 51 I WI J-1·.J. 1128 ma. s. I. and about I GV is
the cutoll-rigid11y (sec Vcnk.ucs.m cl al.. !l)8l) ). Data
are normalized to the May !lJ6) average ( i.c. 28555-1
counts/h = 100'7' level). The gaps 111CR data were
filled considering data from other appropriate neutron
monitors. Hence. some small differences can he Ioui.d
when results of the present paper are compared with
those reported in Jakimicc, Antalov.i and Storini ( 1999).

ii) The daily logarithmic transformed XBG flux
(XBG-L). According lo Donnelly. Grubb and Cowley
( 1977) as well as Donnelly and Puga ( 1990). the daily
XBG values can he used to describe the solar corona
as a whole entity and to follow its evolution during the
entire solar activity cycle (the so-called I I-year cycle).
The XBG data from March 1968 lo February 197 3 are
taken from Solar Geophysical Data (SGD. 602 I part
II). The XBG data for the period February 1973 - April
1983 were derived by us using a scanning procedure of
the 5-minutc full-sun soft X-ray (0.1-0.8 nm) profiles
as reported in detail by Jakimicc, Antalova and Storini
(2000). The XBG data from April 1983 - December
1993 those from SGD (594 I part II). The XBG data from
January 199-1 - June 1996 were regularly published in
SGD series. All the XBG tluxcs were transformed 111to
the logarithmic scale (XBG-L). We remember that XBG
values arc evaluated in units of 10 ~l\'111 2 u.c .. our
unit for XBG corresponds lo the GOES Al class level).

Data treatment For every original data sequence d,
(i = 1. .... 28). we estimated the linear trend and com
puted the dctrcndcd sequences. To investigate the re
sponse of the CR modulation to the medium- (27 and 15
days) and short-time (7 and 3 days: solar XBCi lluctua
tions the running mean and the residual sequences were
also evaluated (sec Figure I for a summary of the se
quence build-up). Hence. in our analysis we used the
dctrcndcd - t i • running mean - r·,(11) and the residual -
r, (11) sequences. The complete data set for July 1968-
June 1996. was divided into the 28 subsets ol the 12-
month each. The l',(11) of both parameters (XBCI and
CR) allowed us to remove the spurious Iluctuauons and to
take into account parameter variubilitics related to ~1scale
longer than the appropriate the running-mean points (n
days). On the other hand. fluctuations shorter than n
days can he analysed using the r,(11). The complete set
of ccf-plots tor the Julv 1968 - June 1986 period ( r.c .. for
solar activity cycles 20 and 21) arc reported hy Stormi.
Jakimicc and Antulova (2000). while relevant numerical
results of the cc-analyses arc shown 111Table I. We no
tice that the best CR/XBG-L anticorrclation values were
found for the c,(l::i). For completeness the ccfs of the
dctrcndcd sequences arc illustrated in Figure 2.

Proc I\{ So/or & s,)({U' H'e11rher Eurocontcrcncc, 'The So!«: Cvilc and Trrrrstrtal ( 'limnt« \'11n!u ( 'rn: de Trnrrit«, Trnrritc, Spain.
25-29 St/>tn11her iooo, l:S.\ sr.scs. o., rnihrr 2000!
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SEQUENCES

Detrended data

// v-. // \~
Running means Cl-3 C1_7 c1-15 C1-27 ...... C28-3 C2s-7 C28-15 C2s-27,...--...

! !! ! ! ! 7 ! !cs:
I~
II
7...:.;--,,__,

Residuals rl-3 rl-7 r 1-15 r1-27 ...... r28-3 r28-7 r28-15 r28-27

Figure I. Summary of the sequence build up.

Table 1. The 1-st minimum values of the CR/XBG-L ccf-s calculated from the daily detrended (i, ), the 15-dar running
mean - c, (15) and the 15-daY residual - c; (15) sequences are followed In the corresponding Lag (in days). The statis-
tically significant values are less than -0.20. The I-st minimum of ccf-s has the Lagsfrom I to JO days and the 2-nd
minimum from 1I to 50 days. N - stay for the noisy-like ccf; M - the strong I-st minimum of c; (15), m - the faint 1-st
minimum; B - the very broad ccf, b - faint blend of the first and the second minimum. The daily mean values of CR and
XBG are given in the 5-th and 6-th rows.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
years 68/69 69/70 70/71 71/72 72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78

t l + -0.48/4 -0.3213 -0.43/8 -0.2513 -0.35110 -0.24/3
c,(15) + -0.73/4 -0.53/2 -0.6719 -0.37/4 -0.55/8
r, (15) -0.28/3 -0.26/6 -0.2114
type N N M Mb Mb mb m M N m
CR 86.2 86.6 89.3 96.1 96.0 98.4 96.0 96.7 97.1 95.7
XBG 105 111 87 49 37 44 34 26 19 96

II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
years 78/79 79/80 80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84 84/8.5 85/86 86/87 87/88

t l -0.38/5 -0.47/8 -0.36/3 -0.5013 -0.23/8 -0.5016 -0.48110
c, (15) + -0.43/5 -0.6619 -0.43/3 -0.63/3 -0.2319 -0.57/7 -0.6///0
r;(15) -0.21/4 -0.21/5 -0.21/3 -0.2117 -0.33/5 -0.26/5
type N m MB Mb MB mB m MB MB N
CR 91.5 88.7 86.2 87.3 82.6 88.5 92.2 97.1 98.2 93.1
XBG 182 233 268 325 220 77 14 15 7 27

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
years 88/89 89/90 90/91 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96

t, -0.29/3 -0.45/8 + +
c,(15) -0.24/2 -0.6517 + + +
r.(15) -0.21/4 -0.30/4 -0.28/3
type m Mb N m N N N N
CR 85.5 78.7 81.1 84.3 93.2 94.4 96.5 98.1
XBG 122 124 127 107 41 14 7 2
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2. RESULTS OF THE CR/XBG-L
CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS

The advantage of the cc-analysed here performed using
running-means is the possibility of obtaining the time de
lay in days of the CR response to the solar variability,
what is not possible to derive using monthly averages
of the involved parameters. From the reported results
we can state that the changes in the shape of CR/XBG
L cc-functions reflect the solar cycle evolution and that
the best CR/XBG-L anticorrelation appears for c;(l5).
Moreover:
• Statistically significant CR/XBG-L anticorrelation for
a CR time delay (lag) smaller than 10 days exits in 15
ti subsets from the whole 28 subset here investigated.
We notice that during sunspot cycle 22 (after the 89/lJO
subset) there is no stable lag between both parameters.
The mean value of the CR lag is around 5 days, which
is in good agreement with the lag found in the past by
Storini, Antalova and Jakimiec (1995). It is worth men
tioning that similar lags were in the past obtained not
only analyzing galactic cosmic ray intensities (Iucci et al.
1979), but also flare occurrence (Dodson and Hedeman,
1972 and Kfivsky, 1972) and solar proton fluxes (Sarris
et al. 1984 ). Moreover, this result is also emerging from
multi-spacecraft measurements of CMEs (Reames, 1994)
through the interplanetary protons (accelerated by CME
shocks).
• The most significant ccf-shape changes are related to
the best lag occurrence. The ccf-s with a lag in the range
of 1-10 days (the 1-st minimum of ccf-s) are very fre
quent in the onset of the decay phase of the solar cycles.
There are also ccf-s with dual minimum (where the 1-st
minimum is comparable to the 2-nd minimum, with a lag
around the synodic recurrence: 27-days and 1.5 synodic
rotation: around 40-days). Such broad ccf-s are typical
for the late interval of the decreasing phases of the solar
activity cycles.
•The changes in degree of the anticorrelation are remark
able. The best CR-XBG anticorrelation is found in the
subsets preceding and following the maximum activity
phases (i.e., the 70171, 71172, 72173, 80/81, 86/87, 89/90
subsets). As expected, there is a good correspondence
between the recovery of the CR modulation and the low
level of XBG (Table 1) for all the analyzed cycles.
• The subsets around the solar cycle maximum are char
acterized by a high activity level in a large heliolatitudi
nal range (3D - heliosphere. see Storini and Hofer, 1999).
Small values of the ccf -s (i.e. statistically unsignificant
values) are obtained using the 68/69, 69170 and the pre
maximum 78179 subset, as well as the 90/91 and 91/92
subsets. On the other hand, in the other subsets located
around solar cycle maxima (the 79/80, 80/81 as well as in
88/89 and 89/90), the short-term anticorrelation is well
depicted. what is very different behaviour comparing '1
earlier discussed maximum cycle subsets. Clearly, much
more work is needed to get a better understanding of the
CR modulation during the maximum phases of sunspot
cycles.
• The decay phases of the 20-th, the 21-st and the 22-
nd cycles are characterized by solar activity phenomena
occurring towards the solar heliomagnetic equator and
we found that the the decay phases for two consecutive

cycles (n. 20 and 21) are not similar: namely the 2-nd
minima (with lags greater than 10 days) occurring in the
81182 - 86/87 subsets are stronger than in the 1973 -1976
years. During the descending phase of the 21-st cycle.
the residual data subsets give statistically significant cc
values. It implies that during the period July 1981-June
1986 the CR/XBG-L relation is partly determined by the
short-term fluctuations, what is not true for the period
July 1973-June 1978.
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ABSTRACT

We present an analysis of the frequency shift and the even
terms of the frequency splitting coefficients carried out
using six years of LOWL data, starting in 1994. The
temporal variations. and their dependences with the fre
quency and degree are addressed. In agreement with pre
vious analysis. we show that these parameters are very
sensitive to the solar cycle. This opens new perspectives
for the studies of the solar structure and magnetic fields
variations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The solar magnetic field pattern progress with time fol
lowing a quasi-cycle with a period close to 22 years,
known as the solar cycle. This phenomenon has fasci
nated humans for centuries since it also affects different
terrestrial phenomena like the climate or radio commu
nications. Although. the solar cycle has been studied for
many years from the theoretical and observational point
of view, it is not well understood yet. For instance, there
are still open questions about the strength and the loca
tion of the magnetic field associated with to the solar dy
namo. The development of helioseismology has been a
revolution in Solar Physics. We have been able to ad
dress important questions like the internal rotation and
structure of the Sun. During the last cycle, the frequency
shifts of solar p-modes. have also been shown to be very
well correlated with the solar activity indices and there
fore helioseismology can also help our understanding of
the processes at the origin of solar magnetic cycle.

The first report about the frequency shift was given by
Woodard and Noyes ( 1985) using ACRIM observations.
They found that few modes with degrees f=O and 1 pre
sented a change in the central frequency of 0.42±0. 1-1
11Hz. For intermediate and high degree 11-modes. Du
vall et al. ( 1988) and afterward Libbrecht and Woodard
( 1990) have also found a shift. always very well corre
lated with the solar cycle changes.

We will first give the most important points in the analy
sis of the LOWL data. A short description of the fitting

method used to measure the mode parameters is given in
the next section. Then. we will show our results about the
central frequency and even splitting-coefficients changes.

,, DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The raw data consist in full disk solar Doppler images.
which have been collected by LOWL instrument. This
experiment is based on a Magneto-Optical Filter and has
demonstrated its high sensitivity to the solar oscillations.
The data were analyzed using the LOWL pipeline which
has recently been improved (Jimenez-Reyes 2000). The
images arc first calibrated and then a spherical harmonic
decomposition is performed in order to create time series
for degrees from (=5 to 99. finally, a Fast Fourier Trans
form is applied to the time series.

The spherical harmonics arc not orthogonal over the ob
served area. limited to one hemisphere. Therefore. the
modes cannot be totally isolated and some correlations
between different (t. 111.) spectra exist. Historically. the
statistic of the power spectra has been assumed to be as
\ 2 with 2 degrees of freedom. However, this assump
tion is not correct when the spectra arc not independent.
Recently. important improvements have been achieved in
the titting techniques to be applied to observations made
using instruments with spatial resolution (Schou 1992.
Appourchaux et al. 1998). The real and the imaginary
part of the Fourier Transform follow a multi-normal dis
tribution which is described by a covariance matrix. The
likelihood function under these assumptions can be writ
ten as:

,\"

S((i) = :Z::.:Iog I E(ii,TJ,) I +y1(TJ;)l~(n,TJ,)y(TJ;) (lJ
i = l

where .II ( 111) corresponds to the Fourier Transform and
Eiii. TJ,) is the covariance matrix calculated by:

E,,,,,(17,TJ;) L c,,,,,,c,,11n'Vrn'(17,TJ;)+B,,m (2)
rn'=-f

where C is the leakage matrix which represents the cor
relation between modes with different tn. (m-leakage).

Pro: /''Solar& S11uce \\'curha !:11m111n/cri·11u'. The SolnrCvcl« 1111dIcrrcstna! C/111111/c'.Sun/a Crur d« Tcncritr. Tenrri]«. Spain.
:'.5-:'.'J Sef'ltmhn iooo u.s.: Sl'-H!3. n-. ember Jl!l!li)
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whereas B is the noise covariance matrix which gives
information about the noise correlation between spec
tra. v(ii, v) is the variance and it is given by a simple
Lorentzian profile defined by the parameters a that we
are trying to infer using a maximum likelihood method.
The shift between rn-components is given by:

ncoef

v.a.« = v,« + L o;(n, t)P/(m) (3)
i=l

where P/( m) are orthogonal polynomials normalized
such that P/ (t) = e (Schou et al. 1994, App. A). The odd
a-coefficients are induced by the internal rotation into the
solar interior while the even terms are mainly related to
effects of second order due to the rotation, the presence
of magnetic fields or any departure from spherical sym
metry.

The distance between modes with the same order n and
with 6.t=± 1 get closer and closer at high degrees lead
ing to a leakage of the modes {€-leakage). This prob
lem arises at lower degree in the case of observations
from just one station. due to the existence of the side
lobes as a result of the modulation of one day in the sig
nal. That is particular important for those modes where
v / L ~ 31pHz. In order to reduce the systematic er
rors an extra covariance matrix is added to take into ac
count the presence of spurious modes which can be close
to the target mode. Nevertheless. we have seen that the
systematic errors are specially important in the odd a
coefficients and not in the even ones.

At high degree. the numerical evaluation of the likelihood
function get slow, mainly because of the large dimensions
of the covariance matrix. Therefore, we use just the main
diagonal of the covariance matrix. We have checked that
this is indeed a very good approximation for high degrees.

3. FREQUENCY SHIFT

0 6 -Retdio Flux •'.lark I (1<3)

• LO\\L (5<1<99)

• BBSO (5<1<99)04

\\J. ,i
" . ~' . ,t
- - /· I I

~!" l ,'
.'!

"<> 0.2

0.0

1990
Time {years)

2000I 995

Figure I. Time variation oftlze integrated frequency shift.

Figure l shows the temporal variation of the integrated
frequency shift for frequencies between 2 and 3.5 mHz.
For comparison. the figure includes the same calculations
using the BBSO data (squares). Mark-I instrument has

been measuring the solar oscillation for more than 20
years. This instrument observes the Sun like a star, so the
information is limited to low degrees (t :::;3). Recently.
the database has been re-analyzed (Jimenez-Reyes 2000)
over a much wider time interval than before. We have
calculated the yearly frequency shift every six months for
the last 15 years. All the results are very well correlated
with the changes in the solar activity cycle denoted on
Figure l by the best linear fit between the radio flux and
the results from Mark-I. The amplitude of these changes
are, for low degrees. close to 0.4µHz, peak-to-peak, and
the correlation with the radio flux variations is close to 1.

The temporal variations of the central frequency are ex
pected to change with both frequency and degree. Ear
lier works (Libbrecht & Woodard, 1990) have shown a
strong variation with the frequency, the frequency shift
being null at "'2 mHz and increasing at higher frequency.
The €-dependence has been found to be more weak.

0 40
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<:
0.00

-0 l 0
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1500 2000 2500 3000
frequency (µHz)

3500 1000

Figure 2. Frequency dependence of the frequency shift for
three years. The error bars have been shown just for one
year for clarity. The solid line represents the best linear
fit of the inverse mode mass to the I 999 observations.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the frequency shift av
eraged over e for three selected years. The reference is
the mean over the six years of data. The last minimum
of the solar cycle happened in 1996. whereas 1999 rep
resents the year with higher level of solar activity in our
database. As we can see. the frequency dependence is
very clear, mainly between 1996 and 1999. The inverse
mode mass has been calculated using the model of Morel
et al. ( 1997). It has been averaged in the same way as
the results shown in Figure 2. The solid line over the
points corresponding to 1999 represents the best linear tit
to the inverse mode mass. The observed frequency shift
exhibits almost the same frequency dependence than the
inverse mode mass. However, there are still some differ
ences which can be seen also in the analysis of the GONG
data (Howe et al. 1999). This may or not be significant
but it is interesting to notice that both results present the
same fluctuations around the inverse mode mass curve.

The €-dependence has been also calculated and plotted in
Figure 3. Again. we have selected the same years than in
the last figure and the reference is the mean over the six
years. The dependence with the degree is maximum for
1999 with a difference of about 0.111Hz between t = 0
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Figure 3. f-dependence of the frequency shifts for three
different years. The solid line through the results corre
sponding to 1999, denotes the best linear fit to the inverse
mode mass.

and f = 99. The inverse mode mass, averaged in the
same way than the observations, is shown in the figure.
scaled to the best linear tit using the results correspond
ing to 1999. The solid line follows remarkably well the
frequency shift.

The variations of the frequency shift have been studied,
assuming a linear relationship with the solar activity in
dices.

The solar indices used here are:
(i) the sunspot number, R1;
(ii) the integrated radio flux at 10.7cm, F10 (both obtained
from the Solar Geophysical Data);
(iii) the Kitt Peak magnetic index (KPMI) extracted from
the Kitt Peak full disk magneto grams (Harvey 1984 );
(iv) the Mount Wilson index also called Magnetic Plagc
Strength Index. MPS! (Ulrich et al. 1991);
(v) the equivalent width of He! 10830A averaged over the
whole solar disk using data from Kitt Peak observatory
and
(vi) the Total Solar Irradiance, TS! (Frohlich, C. & Lean.
J., 1998).

The results shown in Tab. l are very similar to those ob
tained recently by Howe et al. ( 1999) and Bhatnagar et
al. (1999) from GONG observations.

Table 1. Results of"the weighted linear least-squaresjits
[or the [requencv shifts as a [unction of"different solar
indices.

Index Intercept (11Hz) Slope
R1
F10
KPMI

-0.0314±0.0070 0.0031±0.0001"
0.0032±0.0001 /J

0.0317±0.0018'
0.1604±0.0068r/
0.0114±0.0008'
0.2662±0.03861

-0.2245±0.0131
-0.2203±0.0191
-0.0168±0.0063MPSI

He
TS!

-0.5286±0.0416
-363.4905±52.6823

a:i1H1:
mA-1:

b 111!1./( 10-"" J/s/m2/H):
f:111-l1\V 1111"

c.u:i1H1. c-1:
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4. THE EVEN A-COEFFICIENTS

The even terms are expected to change with the fre
quency. Therefore, they were f-averaged over short re
gions in frequency, as we did with the frequency shift.
The results for two selected years. ( 1996 in the bottom
and 1999 in the top) are shown in Figure 5. The even
a-coefficients arc close to zero in 1996, when the solar
cycle reached the last minimum. However, a big change
can be seen in 1999, following again the same frequency
dependence than the inverse mode mass. Again, there is
a clear fluctuation of a2 around the inverse mode mass
curve. Nevertheless this may not be significant as it stays
within the error bars.

• d;~

2UCO ::'.~iOU JOUU
f'rc1:ucJH'Y(/tll1)

1000:J5CO

••t.1

HJ(JU :J5CU 1()00

Figure 5. Frequency dependence of the even a
coefficients [or t11·0different rears, 1996 (bottom) and
1999 (top).

The time-variation of the solar cycle does not affect
only the central frequency. The changes in the even a
coefficients demonstrate that, whatever is the perturba
tion leading to these variations. it depends on the latitude.

We have integrated the even terms for each one of the
time series. The resulting values arc shown in Figure 4
against the radio flux calculated over the same period.
The straight line represents the best linear fit of both
quantities.

5. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed six years of LOWL data from 1994 to
the end of 1999 in order to parameterize the variation of
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Figure 4. Variation of the integrated even a-coefficients against the radio flux at 10. 7.cm. The solid line shows the best
linear fit.

the frequency shift and the even a-coefficients.

In summary, the acoustic central frequency presents a
variation which is very well correlated with the solar cy
cle. The integrated amplitude of this variation, peak-to
peak, is close to 0.4µHz. This variation is however a
function of both the frequency and the degree, and these
dependences can be well fitted by the inverse of the mode
mass.

In addition, the even a-coefficients present a significant
change with the solar cycle, very well correlated with the
solar indices. Moreover. as for the frequency shift, these
changes increase with the frequency. The results agree
very well with earlier studies (Libbrecht and Woodard.
1990) carried out at the beginning of the last solar cycle.

LOWL instrument has been recently updated and a new
instrument has been developed and installed at the Ob
servatorio de! Teide (Tenerife), leading to a new network
called Experiment for Coordinated Helioseismic Obser
vations (ECHO). ECHO is intended to continue observ
ing for a complete solar cycle allowing us to better track
the origin of the solar activity cycle.
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VARIATION OF 3 GHz DAILY RADIO FLUX DURING THE YEARS 1995-2000

K. .Iii-icka,M. Kar licky and H. Meszarosova

Astronomical Institute . CZ-25165 Ondrejov, Czech Republic
e-mail: radio'9ias11.cas.cz

ABSTRACT

The 3 GHz dailv solar radio flux observed bv the
Ondrejov radiorr;cter in 1995-2000 is presented and
compared with the 2.8 GHz DRAO observations. As
expected a high correlation between them was found.
Then using the cross-correlation methods the 3 GHz
radio flux variations were compared with the sunspot
number and soft X-ray background fiux (GOES 8) in
dices. During the 1996 minimum and during the ris
ing phase of the solar cycle 23 two trends in the evo
lution of the cross-correlation coefficients were rec
ognized: a) the cross-correlation coefficients between
the 3 GHz radio fiux and sunspot number arc in
creasing and the time shift maxima arc in the inter
val from 0 to -1 day, showing that the the radio flux
is delayed after the sunspot evolution, and on the
other hand, b) the cross-correlation coefficients be
tween the 3 GHz radio fiux and X-rav flux is decreas
ing. Furthermore, the time maxima· shift is changed
from positive to negative value (-1 clay in 2000). The
results obtained are shortly discussed.

Key words: solar cycle: radio fiux; sunspot numbers:
soft X-ray background fiux.

1. I.'\TRODl;CTION

Long-lasting (clays, months, years) solar activity is
concentrated in active regions. It is closely connected
with their evolution, especially with their magnetic
field (Bumba and Howard, 1065, Gaizauskas ct al.,
1983, De Toma ct al., 2000). The activity is reflected
differently in various layers of the solar atmosphere.
Depending on the method of observations various in
dices of the solar activitv were defined. Thus. at
the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona the daily·
values of the sunspot number. Call fiocculac, and
slowly varying component of the soft X-ray and ra
clio fluxes on various frequencies arc used (Karlicky,
1997, NOAA Boulder Space Weather Center).

In this paper the authors' objective is to study· sta
tistically, using cross-correlation methods, tho time
series of the radio fluxes observed by the 3 GHz

Oudrejov radiometer and by the 2.8 GHz DRAO ra
diometer, and the time series of the sunspot number
and the soft X-ray background flux observed by the
GOES 8 spacecraft in the period from June 1, 1995
till June 30, 2000. This period covers the minimum
of the solar activity (1996) and the rising phase of
solar cycle 23.

2. 01\DRE.JOY 3 GHz RADIO:'vlETER

For the solar radio observations at 3 GHz we use
in Ondrejov a Dicke-type radiometer (Jit icka, 1992)
with ultra low noise pre-amplifier at the front end.
The antenna is formed bv a broad-band thick hori
zontal dipole mounted in t.he focus of a 3 m parabolic
dish. The data arc in digital form (12 hits) with
10 ms time resolution. The instrument is fullv au
tomated, running ovcrv clay from sunrise to sunset.
Originally only radio events were archived, but since
1995 also whole dav data with 1 s time resolution
arc recorded and arc·hivcd. The daily mean solar ra
dio fiux data used in this article arc determined from
quiet parts of these 1 s resolution daily records, it is
after removal of intervals with solar radio flares.

3. DATA

For comparison and correlation analysis we use the
following four types of solar indices, representing the
solar activity:

• Oncll'ejm· 3.0 GHz radio fiux daily means
( 111111111.suukl. a.rn. cas. cz/-mdio)

• DR.AO 2.8 GHz radio flux daily means
( 111111111.dro.o. tire, ca/icarus/w111111/ daily.html)

• SIDC daily sunspot 1mmbns
(side. om.a.be/DATA/DAIL YSSN /dailyssn.htrnl)

• GOES soft X-ray background fiux daily· means
( uninu.scl. noaa.qov/Data/solar.htrnl)

Pro: J '1 Solur & Sf'llCI' Wcurhcr Ennnontercncc, 'The Solur ( 'vil« and 'lcrrestrial C!i11111re· So11ro Cm: de Ft111·n/e. Tcncritc. St"1111.
25-29 September 2000 IFS:\ S!'-./63. Drrember 21JIJIJJ
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Figure J. Comparison of the 3 GHz (solid line) and 2.8 GHz (dashed line) daily radio fluxes observed by the
Ondrejov and DRAO radiometers in the 1995-2000 period.
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Fiqure 2. Comparison of the 3 GHz radio flux (solid lint') and the time profile of the daily sunspot number
(dashed line).
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,1. STATISTICAL .\:'\ALYSIS

For comparison of statistical properties of analvzrd
t iino SPril'S wo US(' cross-corrolat ion mot hod. which
gin's t lie measure of association bet \\"('('!l the ti u )('
series under study.

\Y<' use the st and.ud forrnul.u- for linear
correlation C<H'Hici('JltsrdPn'ss at al., l!JSG)

Cl"< >SS-

L;(.r; - s)(ui-k - .17l
(I)

whor« k denotes the t imo shift and ./· and .17 d<'JHJt<'
the moans of time sorios r, and if;, r<'SJH'ctin'l~-.

\\'e computed cross-corrolat ion coefficients for both
the whole a11aln<'d interval I !J!J::i-2000 as well as
cross-corrclatio1~ codlicic11ts for individual vrars.

0. RESU.TS

TIH' ;3 GHz d.ul v radio fluxes obsorvc«! bv t ho
Oudrojov radiometer in the poriod from J1111Pi. l!J!Jj
till ,J 1111e30, 2000 an' presented in Figm<' 1. Tl](':-·
arc compared with that of thr: 2.8 GHz radio H11x<'S
observed by the Dn .-\0 radiomct.er. As exp('("t ('d
the high correlation cod1icie11t for tho whole st 11d
ied interval was found: 0.892. Then t h« ;\ C:l!z radio
Hux variations wort: studied in comparison with t lu-

sunspot 1111111lwrsand soft \.-ray background Hux ob
s1'n·<'d hv the GOES 8 satellite. The methods of the
crnss-co;Tdat ion coefficients were used. The whole
t inu- period was divided into years and corresponding
cross-corrclat ion coefficients \\TIT determined (Tnbl«
I and 2). From t ]J('S<' rndficients two interest i11g
t r<'11ds\\"<'I"<'recognized:

a) the rross-corrc-lat ion «o<'fficic11ts hot woon the
;3 GHz radio Hux and sunspot number arr- i11-
1T<'asi11gin tho 1!J%-20ll0 period; the timo shift
maxima arr: in the interval from () to - I dav.
showiru; that rho the radio Hux is ddayed aft (T
t hr: sunspot evolution.

b ) the cross-corrolat ion coefficients between t hc
3 GHz radio flux and X-ray flux is clcncas
ing. Furr hormorr-. from the ·asymmetry of the
cross-correlation maxima (sec asterisks in Table
l and 2. which oxpross the second highest values
of cross-correlat iou cooflicicnts in specific y<'ars)
it \\·as found that the time maxima shifts an'
cha11ged from positive to negative values (-1 day
in the year 2000).

G. DISCTSSIO:'\ A:'\D CONCLUSIO:'\S

During t.h« I!J!J::i-2000 years, i.c. during tho I 9%
minimum and rising phase of the solar cvclc 23 the
torrc-lat iou rnl'flicie11ts botwcc-n the 3 GHz radio flux
and sunspot numbers are increasing and between the
:l C:l!z radio flux and soft X-ray background flux arc
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Table 1. The cross-correlation coefficients between the
3 GHz Ondfejov radio fluxes and sunspot numbers for
individual years and different time shifts. The bold values
correspond to the cross-correlation coefficient's maximum
and the underlined values correspond to its second highest
value.

Time shift -2 -1 0 1 2
(days)

year 1995 0.439 0.491 0.503 0.467 0.421

year 1996 0.495 0.553 0.530 0.458 0.353

year 1997 0.544 0.574 0.586 0.559 0.525

year 1998 0.690 0.715 0.707 0.666 0.602

year 1999 0.580 0.630 0.634 0.586 0.501

year 2000 0.733 0.820 0.850 0.806 0.715

Table 2. The cross-correlation coefficients between the
3 GHz Ondiejou radio fluxes and soft X-ray background
flux (GOES 8) for individual years and different time
shifts. The bold values correspond to the cross-correlation
coefficient's maximum and the underlined values corre
spond to its second highest value.

Time shift
(days)

-2 -1 0 2

year 1995 0.525 0.591 0.610 O..S93 0.560

year 1996 0.367 0.474 0.520 0.484 0.453

year 1997 0.474 0.511 0.525 0.489 0.445

year 1998 0.380 0.492 0.508 0.455 0.397

year 1999 0.376 0.422 0.425 0.389 0.358

year 2000 0.480 0.496 0.481 0.391 0.297

decreasing. It can be explained by the fact that a role
of the slowly component of the 3 GHz radio emission
from active regions is increasing with the solar cycle
activity rise. Probably, at the solar activity mini
mum the 3 GHz slowly component is generated on
the low intensity level from extended regions which
are not closely connected with small isolated active
regions. Moreover, the magnetic field evolution (ex
pressed through the sunspot numbers) precedes the
slowly component of the radio emission in the inter
val less than 1 day. On the other hand, the cross
correlation coefficient decrease found for the 3 GHz
radio and X-ray fluxes could be connected with ther
mal sources o(different temperatures or by the pres
ence of the non-thermal components in different pro
portions in the radio and X-ray fluxes. The same

reasons can be considered also for an explanation of
the time shift maxima change.
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ON MEASUREMENTS OF RAPID VARIATIONS IN SOLAR FLARE OPTICAL RADIATION

P. Kot re

Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 251 65 Oudrojov, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

Solar flares and eruptive prominences arc ospcciallv
i11early phases accompanied b~·changes in output ra
diation related to their development. Even with the
increasing role of space-borne device obsorva t ions.
ground-based telescope data are still important in
the solar flare research. At the Xlultichannol Flare
Spectrograph we use several CCD vidoo-carucras for
simultaneous detection both the Hn Iilt crgrams and
the spectrum in several diagnostically important liIH'S
as Hn, H/:i and CaII 8542 A. Hereafter we s1m11w1-
riz« a11experience of active phenomena observations
performed with high temporal rosolution oriented for
study of rapid variations in the optical radiation. Cs
ing individual examples f data we discuss some prob
lems rclatr-d both the observation torhniqu« and an
importance of other tvpes of complcmentarv data.

h:<'y words: solar flares: eruptive prominence; Iln.
X-ray and radio spectra: Doppler \"(•lociti<'s; part.ick
beam flux; shock waves; linear polarization.

1. L\TRODUCTIO:\

Solar flares make possible to study plasma ill \Try
ext remal conditions that can not b(' performed in
any technical laboratorv. Especially high tempera
t ur«, high ionization of atoms of chemical sp<'cies.
oxtromcly low densities of plasma, largr: ;11110111!1s of
t lw released energy, huge gc011H·t.ri('alscales and du
ration lasting up to hours consr it ut.r: the basic framr
of physical conditions for the most sizabl« <·rn·rgetic
procosscs in the solar atmosphere During t.ho high-
t.ompcrature flaring process (as shown ('.g. by·Sn•stka
ot al., 1992). the energy accumulat od in d<·ctric cm
rents and corresponding magnetic Iiold is rapidly
transformed into the plasma hr-at ing. plasma ruovr
ments wit h shock waves, accelerat ion of part ir.lcs and
radiation ranged from garnnia-ravs up to radio wavrs.
It is generally accepted that individual mechanisms
of t.ho flare plasma heating can not he considered
as stable phenomena. Recent observations in the
hard X-rays and radio-wave passband found S(~ri<·s
of short-lasting, subsecond spikes. These fast vari
;1t ions of radiation are explained as a direct c·o11s('
q1H'IH"<'of impulsive heating of t hr: solar plasma via
suport hernial charged olorncnt arv part.ir.los. Part irk
beams aw believed to be one of tho most probable

mechanisms of solar flare energy propagation from
the corona into lower rhromosphoric layers. It con
ecrus beams of electrons or protons that propagate
with velocitv of about 0.1 - 0.3 c and then thev arc
suddenly decelerated in lower and denser plasma lay
ers. Such a process may produce bremsstrahlung
wit h resulting hard X-ray omission and simultane
ously an intensive heating of chromospheric plasma
occurs. As a conscquonrc, a density and temperature
increase is produced in these atmospheric layers, ac
companied by a strong radiation in optical regions,
mainly i11spectral lines of the Balmer series. Time
dependent non-LTE simulations of the pulse particle
beam heating the solar atmosphere were performed
by Heinze! and Karlick~· (1992). The resulted Ho
intensities exhibit unexpected decrease during pulse
beam atmosphere ln-at ing. However, such an effect
has not. hoon obsr-rvr-d vot . Up to the present t imo.
the dynamics of thr- plasma was mainly studied Oil
longer time-scales, by S<'\"<Talorder longer than char
acteristic times oft he pulse heating of the plasma by
11H'at1sof the superr hc-nual olcrt.rou beams (Dennis
et al, 1986). Ont' can ('XJH'ct also subsecond-Iast ing
variations of optical radiation. These fast variations
Gill be detected in the SJH'dral line of Ha and in
other lines in th« optical rC'gio11.The response of the
chromosphere to t ho p111s<·beam heating is consid
orcd to be localized in spar:«. Spatial spectral line
variations due to suprat hernial electron beams can
be estimated as about :) ;11Tscc (Canfield and Gun
klcr, 1985). \"elocit,'> analysis srxuus to be a verv im
portant aspect to dist inguish hot.ween various mecha
nisms of flare prorosxos. If larg<' plasma velocities oc
cur, this high vclor.itv or «xplosivc evaporation can lw
causod by non-t hormal electrons accelerated during
the primary <~llergy·rel(•ase (Antonucci et al. 198-l).
In addition, beams of a<'C('](•rat.ed particles ban' to
result into occurrt-nrt- of liuo.ulv polarized radiation.
Therefore, observations of t lu- linear polarization of
hvdrogcn line emission from t.hv upper chromosphere
during solar flares could allow the monitoring oft he
<'ll('rgv transport rucchauisms in the flaring a t.mo
sphor« (Honoux. 1991. \"ogt a Honoux. 1996). From
the analysis of the d<•gn~('of polarization and of t li«
azimuth of the polarization plane within the emis
sion core of the hvdrogon Ho line it was inferred
that during solar Haros, hu.uns of low energy protons.
formed in the upper corona and propagating within
Hare loops, are rosponsi hlr: for the transport of en
ergy into the upper rluornosphcrc. This conclusion
is based mi the propert y of protons not to lose their
directivity while passing through t.hc diluted medium
on their way to th<~ chromosphere. Analysis of rho

Pr;« I So/fir & .\f>llU' H'eurher r.:11ro(·o11/l'u'Jlt'l'. "lhc Solar Cvil« cuu! Ft'ITt'Sfriul Chniat« · Sunt« Cru: de 'lcncnt: Trnrrite. Spain.
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linear polarization both in the Ha and Hi6 Balmer
series lines in a solar fl.are by the method providing
the linear polarization along the line profile at var
ious selected places was performed by Firstova and
Kotrc (1987) .. The simultaneous observation of both
the polarized and unpolarized line profiles brings ad
ditional information about the source of energy de
posit and the origin of the observed polarization and
helps to avoid pertubations of the polarization signal
due to the Doppler shift. Moreover, one can suppose
that the processes connected to the particle beam in
teraction with the plasma can be rather short-lasting.
Therefore, occurrence of the polarized radiation can
be also substantially limited in time.

2. OBSERVATIONS

As a matter of fact, this short lasting process can
have a character of pulsations (Heinze! and Kar
licky, 1992). To detect it, one should use telescope
and spectrograph with a good angular and spectral
resolution fitted to the light detectors working at
very short exposure time and having a high (sub
second) temporal resolution. The Ondrejov Multi
channel Flare Spectrograph described by Valnicek et
al. (1959), see Fig. 1, enables a simultaneous detec
tion of several diagnostically important lines. It is a

Figure 1. Schema of the Multichannel Flare Spectrograph.

substantial point that it has a large light power at
a very good spectral resolution (120 000 in the sec
ond order). Recently, this spectrograph was modern
ized substantially (Kotrc ct al. 1993). The device is
supplemented by CCD videocarneras working on the
image sampling frequency 25 images/second. Expo
sure time can vary from 1/10 000 to 1/50 s. In the
period from 1993 we started to analyse problems of
fast processes in spectra and Ha filtrogramms mon
itored by a system of videocameras. In addition, we
used both the radio data of the recently improved
Ondrejov radiotelescopes (Katlicky et al, 1992) and
the registration of X-ray data from the GRO BA.TSE
experiment. For future we also rely on the scheduled
HESSI and the just starting Czech-American experi
ment HXRS on board of the American satellite MTI
to obtain unique sets of complementary data for our
observations. As one of the most important aims is to
observe expected responses of high-velocity particle
beams in the optical and spectral data and compare
them to other solar data we use a comparable time
scale and an exact time of the observation. There
fore, it is important that the time scale of all spectral

and video data is fixed to the time standard DCF-77.
The time information as well as other auxiliary data
is implemented to the videosignal and is displayed
on the monitor. Hardware and software means were
recently improved and they are also used to control
the coeloestat movements and to evaluate the heli
ographic coordinates of the selected position on the
slit. This fact is very important for precise identifica
tion of especially weak objects marked as targets of
observation during various international observation
campaigns we are involved in. We are able to use the
Xlultichannel Flare Spectrograph for observation at
any time when the weather is favourable. As a result
we·have observed lots of active phenomena (see our
data archive with examples of maim interesting ob
jects of the day available at http://www.asu.cas.cz/
pkotrc/ archive.html).

3. SOLAR FLARES

During all the period of the described project, many
interesting fl.are phenomena were observed and good
spectra and filtergrams were obtained. One of the
most interesting fl.are observation was that of the
September, 23, 1998. The Solar Geophysical Data
reported that the fl.are was observed in the l\OAA
8340 from 06:44 UT till 10:09 UT at the heliographic
coordinates \\'09, l\'"18. The Ondrejov Multichan
nel Flare Spectrograph observed the fl.are for several
hours from the early beginning to its complete disap
pearance and the optical Ha filtergrams and spectra
were registered with the video frequency 25 pictures
per second, see Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Ha slit-yaw and spectrum taken on Sept., 23,
1g98 at 06:51 :06 UT.

Figure 3. Ha slit-jaw and spectrum taken on Sept., 23.
1998 at 06:56:48 UT.

There were reported two BATSE events (5205, 5206,
see BA.TSE) during the fl.are duration. The begin-



ning of the flare well correlates with the hard :X-ray
I3ATSE effect No. 5205. The 0.8 2.0 GHz radio spcc
trographs detected bursts from 06:47 07:31 UT. At
the beginning of this phenomenon three slowly pos
itively drifting components followed by a continuum
were recorded). Later on tho radio noise storm at
lower frequencies occurred. Unfortunately, no SOHO
data were available for that Hare. Wo processed Hn
spectra from various parts of the flare. Two interest
ing Ha spectra with a position of the spectrograph
slit (vertical line) and two hairs (the horizontal lines)
arc shown in the Figures 2 and 3. They display spec
tral patterns typical for the beginning phase of the
flare with very broad and shifted emission and ab
sorption lines. There are distinguished regions with
dark absorption features in the central part of the
fiare. However, while in Figure 2 taken before the ra
dio bursts. one can se<' the absorption feature shifted
towards left (Heinze! et al, 1994), the Figure 3 taken
just after the radio bursts shows a might absorp
tion shifted towards red (longn wavelengths}. That
means a complete change of the prevailing movement
of the absorbing plasma cloud occurred i11the tiin«
when the radio bursts were detected. Just at t hcse
periods we looked for the evidence of the optical in
tensity rapid variations.

4. SEARCH nm CHHO.\IOSPHERIC
RESPONSE OF THE PARTICLE I3EA.\IS

The flare Ho spectra rcgist r-rod wi th a video fre
quency wen- digitized into an 8 bit dynamical scale.
They were calibrated both in intensity and the wave
length scale. A semiautomatic off-line regime prove
dure controlling the video tape recorder was devcl
oped. It compared subsequent Ha slit-jaw irnag<'s
and searched for short lasting excesses of radiation
exceeding over an error limit in each pixel of tho on
tirc flaring region. The slit scanning regim<' over t h«
flaring region determined individual blocks of data
for their off-line processing. For preliminary search
ing we choose these time periods that arr- simulr aIH'
ous with hard X-ray bursts as registered by I3ATSE
experiment. For further analysis of obtained SJH'C

tra and filtcrgrarns it was necessary to transform t he
analog signal into a digital form. In order to gain
maximum of information from such rclat ivelv high
temporal resolution an analysing software control
ling Panasonic video recorder and the DIPIX P3GOF
frame grabber was developed. Supposing that sp<'c
tral line flare intensity variations have their count or
part in filtcrgram fia;·c intensity variations, data ro
duction is performed by an analysis of changes in fil
tcrgrarn flare intensity in subsequent frames. Tho i11-
tensity variations are searched in a small preselect <'d
region only, just around a slit position. Possible opti
cal counterparts displayed at the slit-jaw filt.orgr.uns
were chosen according to their intensity con cent ra
tion into spatially small regions and to the time i11-
tcrvals of the I3ATSE events. Temporal variations of
the Ha intensities both in the line core and the wings
arc plotted in Fig. 4. However. up to now, no possible
optical counterpart of the two effects which I3ATSE
registered during the flare has been found in the JHT

liminary searching. We think that such fundamental
problems of successful observations and data analy
sis will be definitely solved using the planned HESSI
experiment and we should like to continue om efforts
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to find the optical counterparts of the particle beam.
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Figure J,. Temporal »aruitions of Ha measured intensity
in a selected point at the flaring region. Intensities are
plotted with error bars and normalized to local continuum;
+ corresponds to line center, o corresponds to line wings.

o. ERUPTIVE PHO;-.IL\'E.\'CE ON MAY 15, 2000

Just recent Iv a dynamic eruptive prominence with
rapid structural and intensity changes was observed
at the NE limb and its eruption was observed in de
tails by the Ondrcjov Ho patrol telescope shortly af
t er a solar flare in its vicinity (Karlicky ct al, 2000),
see Figure 5. A large circular symmetric structure
with high velocities was dcttxtcd in the Ho spectrum.

'""* ...•';),!I'
-s:

V10VV aoos
Figure 5. Ncqatiue + positive Ha prominence aiul jiare
images at OfJ:07:0J,and 08:5!,: 15 UT, rcspcciivcls).
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Figure 6. The Ha eruptive pronuncuce on Afay 15, 2000
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Fujurc 'l. An almost summetric high velocity structure
was observed in the Ha erupiuic prominence on Afay 15.
2000 slit-Jaw and spectrum at 09: 16:52 UT.

6. COI\CLGSIO:'\S

As the search for optical counterparts of X-ray and
radio bursts is a rather technical difficult task. first
attempts to find an undoubted manifestation of ac
celerated particle beam in the optical radiation using
a semiautomatic searching in video data were per
formed without positive results. Obtained temporal
lino intensities are mainly influenced by errors in spa
tial resolution due to bad seeing conditions and per
haps due to some problems in the method of spectra
analysis, especially in errors in setting the reference
point for the coordinate system. We will continue
this effort both in the data of this flare, the erup
tive prominence and other observations using also the
methods of spectropolarimetry. \Ye also believe that.
the high temporal X-ray solar photometry at the ex
periment HXRS at the .\IDI satellite and the HESSI
images and other important complementary data will
help to solve the problem soon.
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ABSTRACT

\\.(' prc-seut results fr0111combinocl TRACE and VTT
observat ions for HI L0. Ca II K and t lu- 170. HJO.
1SS nm TR ACE cont inua. showing oscillatory pat
terns in bright network and internetwork regions
of the quiet Sun near disk centre. All data wor«
spat iallv and tcmporallv co-aligned. Temporal \Jp

liaviour aw I phase relations of t lirs« co-spatial data
arr: discussl'cl.

Kov words: Suu.at ruospln-ro. oscillations.

1. I:\THODUCTIO:\

TlH· Tninsit ion R1yin11 and Coron1i.l E.rplof'l'f'
(THACEJ was lauuclu-d on April 1. 1998 into S11n
svnclirouous orbit. 11 images t.h« Sm1 at charnct or
isr i« tomporutures between 101 K and 107 K bv se'
q11c-nt iallv sl'll'cting d iffe·n·nt spPct ml passba11ds to
fc•c•da 102 l pxx 102.J C'CD nrn1era with O.S ill'('Sl'C
pixels (:J(j(j kru zpx 011 tho Sun) that CCJ\'('l'Sno.ulv
l!J'I. of tlH' solar disk. Details an• givou hv Haudv
c·t al. (l!EJ!Ja).

In this papl'r we use imag<' seqtH'IH'<'Stakr-u t.hrouu]:
the oxt n-mo-ulr raviulct TH ACE pass bands C'<'llt<'r<'d
at A= 121.(i 11m. 170.!l uni. lGO.O!1111.and 155.0 tllll
to study quid-Sun oscillations i11 tho at.mosphcri«
doui.uus from which solar radiation ciuergcs in t lu-«:
pas,; hands. In standard models of the solar at mo
sphor« such as VAL C' of Vernazza. Avrot t &:. Loc·sc·r
(l!J7:3. l!J/(i. 1981) and FALC of Fo!lt(']lla d al.
(l<J!J:3).th.- disk-center int onsitv at 121.G nm PllH'rgc•s
Iroiu t ho "t.r.uisit ion n·gion". the· 170.0 tllll from t h.:
"upper photosphere". t lw lSS.O nm radiation from
rlu- "lowt-r clu'omospln-rc". and thc l(iO. lllll radia
t ion from t lw "temJH'r;1t 11n•mini1111u11n•gion". whon
r lio tc•n1ppr;Jturv minimum at Ii !">00km ahm·p cuu
t i1111mnopt.ica l depth 1,,1JO = 1 at A 500.0111n

dofinos t ho t ransi t ion from phot osphero to «hromo
sphor« (sPP t ho format ion pauols in Fig. ;)(j of \'er
nazza ct al. (1981)).

This and somewhat higher at mospheric regimes arc
accPssiblP to groundbased observation and has bocn
studied extensively using the cores of strong absorp
tion lines and tho Ca II K21· and H2v iuuor-wing
cuiissiou peaks.

In order to oxplor« the rd at ions between tho os
cillatory br-haviour at t ho:«: .umosphc-ri.- kvds .
sonic studios foc11ss<'d on coordinated obsc-rvar iou
wit h SOHO, THAC'E and GI30 (Oround-Basod Ob
sorvatories). c'.g. by Steffc-ns d al. (l<J<J7). Tho
]Jl'<'S<'lltcontribution shows first results of a coordi
uatPcl SOH()/THAC'E/VTT/GCT campaign which
took plac«: in :-.Li,\· I <JD9and had similar ohjc-cr ivos.

\\'p carried out an obsorviug r.unpaign in t he fr.uuc of
t h« SOHO-THACE-GI30 programme .JOP 95 with
simultaneous observations in HI Lyman lines and
cout.iuuum. the Ca II K li11P (intensity oscillations)
and a niaguc-t icallv sonsir ivo F<'I lino (St okos po
larimetry). and. in addition THACE HI L0 image·s
an• also included. The campaign and iuvolvomour
of individual inst ruiuonts and some first rosulr s arc
dc•snilH'd in Curdt <'t al. (l<J<J<J)\Ve pn-sour and dis
c11sssouw more- rosult s hero (THACE awl VTT data
oulv ).

2. OBSEHVATIONS

ThrPP runs of .JOP !J5 were performed llC't\\'lTll -l aucl
1) :-.lay EJ09.

Tl!C' TH ACE inst ruuu-nr took ill! HI Ln r im.- sc·1ws
during t.hc morninz obscn·ing t iuic oft l!C'Gc•rn1a11
Solar telescop<'s 011Touorifc (\'TT. GCT).

On all occasion,;. a quiet-Sun sit« uc-ar disk <"<'lit!'<'
h.«] hoon s<'lc·ct<'d as Luge•t and the solar rot ;1tion

Pro: /',. So!url( S11uu: \\'tllfht·r F11rou111/crc11u'. 'The \'o/ur C'rt"/1· <111dTerrcstrwl Clnn.uc Sunt« ("r11.-dc Tencntr, Tcncntc. SjJttUI.
25-29 Sc111c111/!er21JOOILS.·\ S!'-HJ3. Dcccmbrr l!!IHJJ
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had been compensated by the instruments. Because
of excellent weather conditions on Tenerife on May
8. we selected the data taken on this day for our first
analysis. Xlore details for these observations can be
found in Curdt et al. (1999).

2.1. VTT TDIE SERIES IN THE Call KLINE

At the 70 cm Vacuum Tower Telescope (VTT) on
Tenerife sequences of Ca II K filtergrams were taken
between 07:39-10:57 on :\lay 8. A Lyot filter centered
on the K2,. emission peak near the core of the Ca II
393.3 nm line. with an F\VH:\I of 0.06 nm was used.
Data were recorded on a 16 bit 1024 x 1024 pixel
CCD camera operated in 512 x 512 summing mode.
The image scale was 0."366/pixel and the useable
field of view was about 150" x 150". The cadence
of the observations was 6 s, with an integration time
of 0.25 s. Seeing conditions were good during this
observation.

2.2. TRACE OBSERVATIONS

From 08:10-12:58. TRACE collected a time series of
121.6, 15.5.0. 160.0 and 170.0 nm band images with
~40 s cadence. The FOV was 128 x 320", with 0."5
pixels (1" resolution). Standard procedures were em
ployed for decompression, flatfield and dark signal
correction of the data. The 121.6 nm images also
contain significant leakage of UV continuum in the
150.0-170.0 nm region along with La emission; a sub
traction technique has been developed to provide a
cleaner estimate of La(Handy et al. (1999b)).

3. CO-ALIGNMENT

For this first analysis only the data between 08:10-
08:58 was used as the TRACE FOV jumped (for,
at this moment, unknown reasons) at 08:58. The
121.6 nm images however do not start before 8:20.
All Ca II and TRACE data was corrected for so
lar/ earth rotation and satellite/telescope jitter by
aligning each frame to the first frame of the time
series, which given the short duration of the ob
servation (only the data during the overlapping
times was used) does not introduce any errors.
The different TRACE passbands were co-aligned
by cross-correlating their respective average image.
We converted the Ca II data to TRACE resolution
and co-aligned the averaged images through cross
correlation. All alignments are accurate to within
sub-pixels resolution. Finally a subfield from all over
lapping data was taken.

From the aligned TRACE 121.6 nm and 160.0 nm
images a La estimate was constructed (Handy et al.
(1999b)). In this analysis we use the following
naming-convention: 121.6 nm for the contaminated
images and La for a cleaned construct.

4. PHASE RELATIONS

Having thus 5 independent (and a 6th constructed)
datasets we investigated the phase relations between
signals which would correspond to different atmo
spheric: layers.

We take a x - t slice at a given X (or Y) position.
For each x - t slice we determine the time-offset with
the x - t slice from the same X (or Y) position from
another dataset and repeat this for all X and Y posi
tions. This gives us a scatter plot of time-offsets per
dataset combination. After binning this scatter plot
we fitted a curve consisting of 5 Gaussian profiles to
this data. The reason for using multiple Caussians
will be explained later.

The found phase shifts were corrected for non
simultaneous sampling of the different datasets bv
subtracting the average difference between times of
exposures.

The above process was repeated for the network and
the internetwork by using adjacent (interjnetwork
patches instead of the entire X or Y-range.

Some results are included in table 1.

5. DISCUSSION

According to table 1 the TRACE 160.0 nm passband
shows the same morphology and temporal evolution
as Call (as earlier shown by Rutten et al. (1999)):
they are in phase, within the uncertainty.

In all passbands the difference between network and
internetwork is small (zero within error). Other cur
rent work however shows many differences between
these regions. A more detailed Fourier analysis is
currently being done to confirm these results.

oc 800
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c

(.J 400
(.J

"'~ 200
o
(.J
c 01 .. ,,,, .. ,1.1 ... 11.1..,, .... ,! •....f1:-...! !. I I

-200 -100 0 100 200 '.JOO
phase shift [sec J

Figure 1. Histogram of phase shifts (in sec) for Lo.··
160.0 nm combination Most phase shifts are around
zero as a result of the 160.0 nm signal correlating
with itself in the La construct. The sharp peaks
around -80 and 120 sec are also possibly due to this
effect. Note, the broad bump around 125 sec which
is the most likely solar phase shift between La and
160.0 nm
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Tobie 1. Phas« relations and their 1 o - unceit.aiuis; (in sec) het1111"1"11different wal'l'ienyth comlnnat iou« for
tlu entire field (all). network (nw) and int.ernctuiorktin} [rotti cross-correlation of .r - t dat.a. sets. T/11 ·,:·in
the L(\ 1(j(} set irulicaies the second peak: Positive shifts mean that second siyno.l arriues laier then the first
sicuul: 6.t.10101 is tlu derived phase shift bctuiecu t/11 comlnruiiioti of passbmul« (d1Ti11rd by adduu] with 6.t,.,.,,,,
and 6.t,0,,,J!/iny) with a10101 the uuccriainu; in this uumlier. 6.t,.ross and acrnss qivc the sm111· injornuiiiou
derioed [rotu crosscorrelaiinq the ilai.a (and fittin.rj II. Caussuui to the result.uiq liist.oqrani] tuul f:::.f,"mfiliny u111f
rJ.siflnplinii yivc the a/'ITlllJI time diffcrrncc between the 11101111·ntsof imuqe-takuiq. Nr:uuss/1Y1otul is 11mcasu.n of
ilu: r:crto.int:i;of the fit b:i;the Goussuui by diuidiuo tlu number of counts in the fitted Gaus« 1"'11r111·by the tofu/
11v111/wrof counts.

Passband \"\\)I\" f:::.t t ot al (J"lotnl !::,.t(']'().<;,<.; On·oss 6.fsan1pling asnrnpliny JV1;0 uss/ ts.;({/
170 lGO all 2.75 O.fJ2 G.fJ:3 n.80 -:3.18 o..n 0. !);)

170 lGO 11\\' 2.40 l.2D G.G8 1.21 -:3. 18 0.4 7 ().<JG

170 lGO ill 2.79 1.07 s.rJ7 0. <JG <U8 0.47 o.(j;)
lGO 15G all l.lG l.OG G.22 0.% -G.OG 0.4 7 0. !J2

lGO 15G 11\\' l.OG l.5(i G.12 0.4fJ -G.OG 0.4 7 (J.CJ7

lGO 155 all 1.23 l.2G G.2D l.lG -G.OG 0.47 O.D4
Ca 11 lGO all 0.13 4.:34 o.io :3.<JG -(l.OG 1.77 0.24
Ca11 lGO nw -0.GG 4.-10 -0.5() -1.()3 -(l.OG 1.77 o.rn
C1 11 ioo 111 0.8G 5.2G O.D2 4.CJS -(J.OG 1.77 0.24
12 J.(j l(j() all -:).<)/ 1.84 -LGO 1.82 -8.G7 o.:n o. ()2
121.(j 1(i() 11\\' -4.15 2.88 4.12 2.8G 8 r.»- !Ul u<J(j- .. JI

12 ].(i l GO ill -3.84 2.1.1 .l.7:) 2.12 -8.G7 o.:n ().<);)

L" lliO all -1.50 2.G7 7.07 2. (j'"j -8.S7 n.si 0. (i8

L,. l GO all 2 111.GJ (J.:31 120.lq (l.()4 8 r- !1.:n n. ():?- .. JI

L" HiO uw -2.:32 4.10 G.25 .i.()CJ -~.G7 u.si o.(j(j
L,. lGO 11\\' 2 11 l.G:3 O.:H 120.20 0.0:3 -8.GI o.:n (l. ()I

L" 1GO ill -l.G4 :ns (i.D:) :3.14 -8.S7 o.n (). (j()

L" 1GO ill 2 ll l.G2 o.:n 12(1.11) u.04 -8.G7 o.n 0.01

Tho L0 HiO.O lllll coiubinat iou is tho iuaiu reason fm
htt i11g 1111111iplo Caussiaus. Figure 1 show» that t lu
s1m'ad is dC'arl\' non-uniform .ind «.umot be fitt od
wir h a sillglc Gaussian c111T<'.

Two Caussiaus stand 0111 from the nois« level. Thr:
larg<' central Caussiau» is tho result fr0111 the- con
st ruct ion mot hod of t ho L" channel (a linear com
hiu.uion of 121.G alld HiO.O n111) a11d is the alig11-
inout oft h<' lGO.O 11111ch;11111elwit h itself i11 the rn11-
st.rur.r.. :\!or<' iurercsr iut; is the il]JJH'arnncc of t lu
sernwl Ca11ssian at :::::;11:2 S<'C. which looks like' ;1
dowuwa rd pro peg at i11g wav« wi th an <IY<'rnge .hro
iuosphori« sound S[l<'<'d of:::::; 14 km/s<'<" (with a dif
f<'l"l'W"<'of :::::;l:)()(J k111h<'l\\'1'('11 r l«- foruiat ion heights
of L,. awl lGO.O m11 (\'1,rnana d al. (1D7:))). n.,«.
1'\Tr furr hc-r .ura lvsis is Ill'<'dr'd to coulirrn this rosult .

G. C'O\"CLCSIO\"S A\"D OUTLOOK

\\'<' liav« d<'1llollstrnt1'd !\('re that t lw L,. oscilla
t ions al"<' corrclarrxl to .hromosphorir: (lGO.O um )
o:ocillatio11s. Also w« liav« provided n101"1' proof of
t lu- strnllg corrolat ion lwtl\"<'1'11C'a II h: awl THAC'E
lGO.O 11n1«hanncl.

\ \'(' want to om ph.isi:«: that t ho rosult s pr<'S<'lll<'d lwl"I ·
arc- proluuin.uv. .uid 1111wh111on' work has to lH' do111•.
Also. t ho iut erprornr ion of om ohsr-rvat ion is still in
its iuit iul phase.

Future' work will i11cl11d1' fouricr analvsis a11d ;ilso
diffcr.-nt SOHO Lv111a1111lino and lougor t.im« s<'ri1's.
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FE I AND CA II KLINES IN QUIET AND ACTIVE REGIONS

A. Kucera", K. Brcekova", A. Hanslmeier2, J. Rybak", and H. Wohl3
1Astronomical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, SK-05960 Tatranska Lornnica, Slovak Republic

2Institut fiir Geophysik, Astrophysik und .\Ieteorologie, Universitatsplatz 5. A-8010 Graz, Austria
;iKiepenheuer-Institut fiir Sonnenphysik, Schoneckstr. 6, D- 79104 Freilmrg, Germany

ABSTRACT

We investigated Fe I (557.6 nm and 522.5 nm) and
Ca II K lines in active and quiet regions. The line
intensity ratios and velocities were compared in quiet
(disc center) region, plage and subflare. Using corr»
lations of line center intensity and velocity fluctua
tions along the slit we estimate appropriate layers of
the photosphere which are affected by the subflare.
Difference between quiet and 'flaring' photosphere is
discussed.

Key words: Spectral lines; photosphere; flare.

1. J:\TRODCCTION

Spectra of thc- solar atmosphere. obt aincd with high
spatial and spectral resolution arc good tool for diag
nostics of fine differences of the physical conditions
of the solar atmosphere. It is important to select
suitable set of lines in order to investigate properly
dynamic and magnetic characteristics of the atmo
sphere in the chosen levels. Such set of lines, then
serve for theoretical calculations of the physical mo.l
els of all types of the solar activity. This contribution
is a part of long-duration project of investigation of
the dynamic parameters of the solar atmosphere in
different types of the solar activity. Determination of
the spectral characteristics and investigation of their
statistical behaviour is the first step of such analysis.
The aim of this paper is to compare spectral char
acteristics of two photospheric lines, Fe I 557.6 nm
(dynamic line). Fe I 522.5 nm (magnetic line) and
one chromospheric line Ca II K 393.3 nm. in quiet
and active atmosphere after solar cycle minimum. in
vr-ar 1993.

2. OBSERVATIO:\S

The data were taken on Vacuum Tower Telescope
(\TT), (Schroter et al., 1985, Soltau, 1989), at Ob
servatorio del Teidc. Tenerife. on June 1, 1993. \\e

observed in thrne spectral regions . Mon- than I()()()
spectra in all three regions were taken including t !IC'
calibration spectra for flatfielding. The relevant pa
rameters for the observed spectral lines arc given in
Tables 1, 2 and 3. Both Fe I lines are formed at
the same height in the photosphere (~ 300 km) but
the Fe I 557.6 nm is dynamic line and the sr•rnnd
one Fe I 522.5 nm is magnetically sensitive lin« wir h
9ef J = 2.5. For information about chromosphere. \\"('
add Ca II K line to the set of the- two Fe I lino». The·
inner wings of the Ca II K lin« should form at t ho
same height as the centers of the Fe I lines.

For this work we have selected three sets of sp<'ctra
(three lines in each) for typical quiet region. plagf'
and subflaro (see Table 2.) TlH' three lines in onr: sf't
were taken sirnult aneouslv. i.e. tho start of rxposurr:
was the same>. Tho spectra w<'r<'recorded with C'CD
cameras of I024 x 1024 pixels wit h binning 2. Thus
the rcsul tf'd spectra arr- of 512 x 512 pixels. Tho
resolution in spatial direction is 0.1 7'' per pixel, The·
dispersion in wavelength direction is gin·n in Tablr-
3. The width of the spectrograph slit was l:j(J /llll.

The spectra were stored on exabytc tape in on-line
regime. Simultaneous slit-jaw images in Ca I I I\
and Ha lines were recorded on video ta pl'. There
is shown one set of spectra together with slit-jaw
images in Figure 1.

3. DATA REDCCTIO:\

The data were reduced using IDL software including
the IDL KIS LIB - library of IDL programs at
Kiepenheur-r- Insti tut fiir Sonnenphvsik. Frr-ihurg;
Standard procedures \\UT applied (dark current
subtraction, procise flatficlding, and FFT profiles
restoration) in the rcdurt ion process. Fm our
analysis we-calculated t !IC' following spectral charac
teristics:

- Ic ·· continuum intensity;
- !0 line center intensity;
- vD Doppler shift veloci ty (in Fe I lines only):
- bisectors (in Fe I lines only);

Pr,« /'I So/orl( \;11/t'l' \\'curlier Fur/lco11fc1Illu'. flit' So!ur Cvclc onil 'lcrrrstrur! tl nnot: \1111ru Cru: de Trncntr. Tcncntc, Sj>Uln
::.5-l(J .\q1tl'!11hcr ltN1t; 1F.\.\ SP--/.03. f)t(·c11J/u·r ]{)(}(J/
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4. RESULTS

Table 1. Spectral lines characteristics

line wavelength eqv. width multiplet excit. pot. Lande factor
[nm] [mAJ [eV] 9ef f

Fe I 557.6 113 686 3.43 0.0
Fe I 522.5 68 1 0.11 2.5

Ca II K 393.3 20253 1 3.2 1.17

Table 2. Spectra finally used

n: line time exposure time location on the disk activity
[nm] [UT] [s] µ

393.3 08:01:01 2.0 µ = 1 quiet region
1 557.6 08:01:01 0.2 µ=1 quiet region

522.5 08:01:01 0.2 µ=1 quiet region

393.3 08:28:31 2.0 0.97 > µ > 0.77 plage
2 557.6 08:28:31 0.2 0.97 > µ > 0.77 plage

522.5 08:28:31 0.2 0.97 > µ > 0.77 plage

393.3 08:12:48 2.0 1 > µ > 0.97 subflare
3 557.6 08:12:48 0.2 1 > µ > 0.97 subflare

522.5 08:12:48 0.2 1 > µ > 0.97 subflare

Before that, an influence of the atmospheric refrac
tion on the spectra was eliminated. For this, we ro
tated the spectrograph tank of the VTT before the
observations to have the slit in appropriate angle to
keep the effect of the refraction along the slit only.
The resulted shift of spectra between the 'violet' and
'green' spectral regions in 'y' direction (along the slit)
was then calculated using the correlations between
intensity fluctuations along the slit in the centers of
the Fe I lines and in the wing of the Ca II K line.
We haw found the best correlation with shifts of
these intensity fluctuations 11 pixels between Ca II
K (wing) and Fe I 557.5 nm (line center) and 9 pix
els for the Ca II K and Fe I522.5 nm. The intensity
fluctuations are demonstrated in Figure 2 and the
correlations are shown in Figure 3. After the coalig
ment of all three spectra according to the estimated
shifts. we calculated the spectral characteristics hr
every scan (row) in the particular spectrum. There
are 413 scans (rows) in the finally reduced spectra.
It represents a spatial region of 70.21" along the slit.

Table 3. Dispersion of the spectral regions

line dispersion per 1 pixel
[10-3 nm]

Fe I 557.6
Fe I 522.5

Ca II K 393.3

0.3476 3
0.3672
0.2578

First, we have estimated ratios of the Fe I and Ca
II K line central intensities. They are shown in Fig
ure 4. Using the method described by Kucera N
al. (1998) we have calculated autocorrelations of the
shifts of Fe I lines (Fig.5). Line center shifts fluc
tuations along the slit were correlated with bisector
fluctuations along the slit. Let us explain the idea.
If the center of line and also the wings of the line arc
formed at almost the same height in the atmosphere.
the shifts of both line center and bisectors should be
identical. The correlation of such shift fluctuations
along the slit will be high. If the center of line is
formed in different conditions than the wings. the
correlation will be weak (for details see Kucera et
al., 1998).

5. DISCUSSION

The ratios of the !0 (Fig.4) reflect mainly the tem
perature and density situation in the atmosphere.
There is no coupling, as expected. between photo
sphere and chromosphere in quiet region . .:\o reflec
tion of higher intensities of Fe I lines acts in Ca II K
line center. Contrary to that, plageous atmosphere
is characterized by reaction of the Ca II K line in
tensities to the changes in the Fe I line center ones.
More, the intensities are generally shifted to higher
values. This indicate hotter photosphere and somr
coupling of the photosphere and chromosphere ovou
for those layers. in which the lines are formed. Dif
ferent situation pays for Figure 4 - subflare. Hero \\'('
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Fioure !. An example of the spectral set observed in plagc incliuliru; two slit-Jaw images, tluo: spectra. and ID
plot of intensities of the Ca II K spectrum:
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Figure 2. Intensity fluctuations along the slit in cen
ters of Fe I 557.6 nm (full line), Fe I 522.5 nm (dot
dashed line) and Ca II K 393.3 nm line wing (dashed
line). The lines in figure are artificially shifted for
better resolution.

met several types of behaviour of the intensity ratios:

a) High rise of Ca II K intensity without reaction in
Fe I lines;

b) High rise of Fe I intensities without reaction in Ca
II K line;

c) intermediate behaviour between types a) and b);

Such situation could support the idea, that the en
ergy of the flaring plasma penetrate deeper to the
photospheric layers in very structured isolated bent
bunches. Therefore we can see enhanced intensities
in Ca II K line but at the same position on the slit
there is no activity in photospheric Fe I lines and vice
versa.

The autocorrelation of the fluctuations of the line
shifts in Fe I lines (Fig.5) indicate also changes
mainly between quiet and flaring photosphere. While
the differences in correlations for quiet and plageous
atmospheres are rather small, the differences for sub
flare and quiet region and for subflare and plage are
dramatic. In both panels of Figure 5 we can see rapid
departures of autocorrelations if we go out from the
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Figure 3. Correlations between the intensity fluctu
ations shown in Figure 2. Full line stays for <Fe I
556. 7, Fe I 522. 5>, dashed line for <Fe I 522. 5, Ca
II K> and dot-dashed line is for <Fe I 557. 6, Ca II
K > correlations.

centers of lines to the wings. The departure is higher
for magnetic Fe I 522.5 nm line. The behaviour of
the autocorrelations in flaring photosphere exhibits
that centers of both Fe I lines are here formed in
higher hotter plasma comparing to the situation in
quiet region. The Fe I 522.5 nm line is additionally
affected by the magnetic field which is presented in
the active region.

To describe the behaviour of the investigated parts
of the photosphere it is necessary to model them for
every particular case (quiet, plage, subflare). This is
the aim of our near future work using the SIR code
(Cobo, 1998) developed at Instituto de Astrofisica de
Canarias.
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ABSTRACT

Investigation of solar radio emission at millimeter
wavelengths provides simple diagnostics of physical
conditions in the solar chromosphere. In this paper we
present the results of long-term ground-based
observations of solar chromosphere at millimeter
wavelengths. We analyze observational characteristics
of the Quiet Sun and their evolution during the solar
cycle and compare them with theoretical calculations
derived from present-day models based on UV and optic
data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Observations of the Quiet Sun have several aspects in
solar physics. These include studies of the solar
atmosphere, heating mechanisms and solar cycle
variations. The radio emission of the Quiet Sun is the
sum of the optically thick chromosphere emission and
the overlying optically thin corona. For wavelengths
below several centimeters (frequencies above several
hundred megahertz) the coronal contribution into the
emission becomes negligible and one measures the
chromosphere temperature at the optical depth of unity
at that concrete wavelength. Thus having
multifrequency millimeter observations of the Quiet Sun
brightness temperature one can obtain the temperature
and the emission measure in the chromosphere. Data
derived from radio observations serve as a powerful tool
for testing chromospheric models on the basis of radio
results. The following discussion is restricted to the
millimeter part of the quiet solar spectrum and its
interpretation.

2. THE MILLIMETER SPECTRUMOF THE QUIET
SUN

The brightness temperature at the center of the disk
T," (A.) has been measured by many authors during the
last 50 years as was reviewed by Fuerst (1979),
Nagnibeda and Piotrovich (1987), Fedoseev and
Chernyshev (1998). However, the spectrum has not yet
been established with the required accuracy. At the
wavelengths under consideration the highest possible
accuracy is provided by three methods: the "artificial
Moon" method (2-3%), the standard antenna method
(4%) and method based on the comparison with the

temperature of the new Moon (up to 5%). In two first
methods due to the using of antennas with not narrow
beams, the brightness temperature is averaged over the
entire solar disk thus requiring special analysis of the
contribution of the S-component. The latter method
makes it possible to reduce the data obtained with
different antenna beams to the center of the disk but
strongly depends on the choice of the Moon's reference
spectrum (the present-day reference spectrum can be
found in Fedoseev and Chernyshev (1998)).

For our investigations we considered the millimeter
experimental data from the above reviews completed
with the submillimeter data of Lindsey et. al. (1995), the
centimeter data of Zirin et. al. (1991). We included the
experimental data obtained after the reviews were
published - Bastian et. al. (1996), Urpo et. al. (1987),
Efanov et. al. (1980). At the wavelength A= 3.4 mm the
central brightness temperatures were obtained by our
group with the radiotelescope RT-7.5 ofMSTU (Russia)
using the method based on the new Moon reference
spectrum (see, e.g., Nagnibeda and Piotrovich, 1994).

Multifrequency observations of the Quiet Sun
brightness temperatures disclose scatter in the
independent measurements (Fig. I). The scatter can be
referred to solar variability (see below), the difficulty in
establishing of a precise reference spectrum and the fact
that as a rule observations are made at a single
wavelength with instruments with different angular
resolution. Still at present many experimental data are
obtained with angular resolution of about 1-4 arc min,
therefore the Quiet Sun radiation represents the average
emission of an inhomogeneous solar atmosphere. At
longer centimeter wavelengths the Quiet Sun spectrum
with high angular resolution was obtained by Zirin et.
al. (1991) (Fig. 2).

The scatter in the independent measurements of
different years and of different solar cycle phases led us
to the idea of the investigation of the dependence
between the Quiet Sun brightness temperatures and the
solar cycle phases. The results of such investigation and
their analysis are presented in the next sections.
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experimental data see the text above.
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3. THE QUIET SUN AT MILLIMETER
WAVELENGTHS AND THE SOLARCYCLE

The radio emission from the Sun consists of a
semipermanent part referring to thermal radiation and a

superimposed variable part. The former is considered to
change only slowly and slightly during the solar cycle
and is called the emission of the Quiet Sun or B
component. The variable part is composed partly of
slowly varying component (S-component) of thermal
origin and partly of non-thermal sporadic radiation. The
first cyclic variations in the Quiet Sun spectrum and the
Quiet Sun level at radio wavelengths were derived from
the solar observations in the 19th solar cycle
(Zheleznyakov, 1964). Several investigations were
carried out to explore this phenomena (Piddington,
1954). The reason for the difference in the brightness
temperatures of the Quiet Sun for different solar cycle
phases can be seen in the fact, that in the period near
sunspot maximum the measurements of the central
brightness of the basic stable radiation are complicated
by the presence of superimposed active components,
particularly the S-component which is associated with
sunspot and plage activity. This active component is
very difficult to separate from the quiet B-component
because the sunspot component is not proportional to
the sunspot area and the contribution of decaying spots
into the radio emission is decreasing much more slowly
than their area does. The investigations of the cyclic
brightness variations in the 8-32 cm range based on the
data obtained with radio telescopes RATAN-600 (SAO,
Russia) and Pulkovo radio telescope (Pulkovo, Russia)
were presented by Borovik (1994). It was obtained that
the emission measure of the coronal layers changes up
to 40% during the solar cycle. At shorter wavelengths
the difference up to 10-15% between the Quiet Sun
brightness in different solar cycle phases was reported
on the wavelength A.=3.2cm (Zieba and Gula (1976)).

It is considered that for the wavelengths below 3 cm the
dependence between the Quiet Sun brightness and the
solar cycle is absent and Tbc(A.)is permanent during the
solar cycle (see Borovik (1994)). In our investigations
we have separated the experimental data obtained at the
time near sunspot maximum and near solar minimum.
The results can be seen in the Figures 1, 2, 3, 4. In spite
of the given scatter in experimental data the difference
in the obtained brightness temperature spectra for the
sunspot maximum phase and the sunspot minimum
phase is clearly seen. It can not be accounted for the
incorrect separating of the sunspot associated
component and the Quiet Sun component, because
special investigations has shown that at millimeter
wavelengths the sunspot component does not contribute
significantly into the total radio emission (Loukitcheva
and Nagnibeda, 1999).
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE MILLIMETER SPECTRA

Several empirical forms for the approximation of the
brightness temperature spectrum Tbc (A.) at radio
wavelengths are in use by different authors. One of the
first and basic empirical approximations was obtained
by Piddington (1954) in the following form:

T c ( b -I -2b v,J=a+ ·V +c·v (I),

where a, b and c are constants found from the
experimental data. Since that it has become generally
accepted to treat Tb c (A.) in terms of a two component
atmosphere with chromosphere contribution (a+ b ·v-1)
and the coronal contribution (c-v -2). For millimeter
wavelengths the chromospheric contribution exceeds
considerably over the coronal contribution and this fact
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provides a basis for investigating the chromosphere
conditions from mm data. But the question is in what
form to look for the chromospheric contribution into the
brightness temperature. According to Piddington's
approach the chromospheric Tbc (A.) is a linear function
of the wavelength A. and then the electron temperature
distribution in the chromosphere is expressed by:

Te(a) =a+ b-ist-a)" 2

where a= 0.07·zf N/.T/ 2 dz.
(2),

This does not itself constitute a model chromosphere but
it may be used to test any model against the radio data.
For deriving the coefficients a, b, c from the
experimental data for the sunspot minimum we
completed the mm data with the cm spectrum obtained
by Zirin et. al. (1991) (Fig. 2). The experimental data
we used in the investigation may be represented by
equation (1), where now a= 4885 ± 200, b = 7.4·1013,
c = 1.55.J(J2°. Then the chromospheric Ne-Te
relationship, which is a criterion for testing sunspot
minimum models, becomes the following:

We used this equation to test several atmosphere models
(e.g. FAL model for the Quiet Sun (C) (Fontenla et. al.,
1993)) and obtained no coincidence between the model
distributions of parameters and derived from the
experimental millimeter data (for corresponding
Tbe(/...) see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. - Calculated mm Tb' (A.) on the basis of FAL
models (Fontenla et. al. (1993)), Basri et. al. (1979)
model and linear approximations for observed Tb' (A.)
for different phases of the solar cycle.

Fedoseev and Chernyshev ( 1998) used a linear law to
reproduce their brightness temperatures at 0.87 - 8.86
mm as follows:
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The (2) = 5126(±157) + 3720(±290)-2(cm).

Using experimental data errors as weights we
recalculated the coefficients on the basis of the data in
the range 0.01-2.0 cm and got different values for the
sunspot minimum condition and for the sunspot
maximum condition. They were the following:

Tbc (2) = 5050(±200) + 2970(±175)· 2(cm) for the
minimum of the solar cycle and

The (2) = 5180(±155) + 3460(±180)· 2(cm) for the
maximum.

It is seen that the coefficient values of Fedoseev and
Chernyshev (1998), that were derived in the range of
0.87-8.86 mm, are close to our coefficients for the
condition of the sunspot maximum.

The changes in the coefficients during the solar cycle
may be interpreted in different ways. Assuming a linear
law to reproduce Tbc (A) we conclude that during the
solar cycle the slope in the linear approximation
changes significantly. This fact can be explained in
terms of corresponding changes in chromosphere
conditions (electron density or electron temperature).
But any concrete conclusions about chromosphere
variations with solar cycle should be made after
considering different classes of functions to represent
chromosphere contribution into the brightness
temperature. Actual chromosphere is an opaque layer
with a small temperature gradient and its contribution
into the brightness temperature is far from the linear
law. We consider that further investigations are needed
in this direction.

5. RESULTS

On the basis of the analysis of the Quiet Sun brightness
temperatures in the range 0.01-2.0 cm it was obtained
that Tbc (A.) varies with the solar cycle phase. Assuming
a linear law to reproduce Tbc(/-.)the slope in the linear
approximation changes significantly during the solar
cycle.

The difference between Tbc (A) during the sunspot
minimum and Tbc(A) during the sunspot maximum can
not be accounted for the incorrect determination the
Quiet Sun at the sunspot maximum phase.

We consider that a possible reason for cycle variations
in Tbc (A.) at millimeter wavelengths can be in
corresponding changes in chromosphere conditions
during the solar cycle (electron density or electron

temperature) but further investigation is strongly
required.

Tbc (A) for millimeter wavelengths with an assumption
about the form of chromosphere and corona
contributions into the brightness temperature can be
used as a criterion for testing sunspot minimum models.
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POLAR ACTIVITY AND MAGNETIC FIELD REVERSAL
IN CURRENT SOLAR CYCLE 23

V.l.Makarov1, V.V.Makarova1, A.G.Tlatov1, D.K.Callebaut2, K.R.Sivaraman:l
1 Pulkovo Asr rononiiral Obsorvarorv. Hl6140, Saint Petorsburu. Russia,
"Physics DPpart111P11t. CIA. Lnivcrsitv of Antwerp. B-2610. Bolgium.

:iIndian Inst it ut <' of Ast rophvsirs. Bangalore. :)60034.India

ABSTRACT

Glob al solar cvcle is considered as a manifost.ation of
3 types magn;•t ic act ivity: polar, sunspot and larg<'
scale magnetic field cvclos. \Ye present polar activity
cvclo at tho lat it udos more than 40° marked hv t h«
,,:hitf' light polar faculao. bright magnetic n·gi01.1s ac
cording to SOHO(\IDI, :\oh<'yama radio-data and
magnetic neutral lines. \\'r• notr: that polar art ivitv
cycle is not dopendcnt on sunspot ad ivit v. It is ox
pected that polar magnet ir field reversal in rvrlr- 23
will be over i11 the lat o 2000.

Ke.\· words: global solar c.vc!P: polar acr.ivitv:
sunspots; large-scale mag11Ptic field.

1. I:\TRODCCTIO:\

In early papers (\Iakarov ( 1084): Xlakarov s: Sivara
man (1080): Callebaur ,\.: Xlakarov (HJ02): Xlakarov
&: Xlakarova (1096)) \\'e' «lcarlv ck-monst rat.cd that
the global photosphoric magnetic activity ronsist s of
three components: t.h« high lat it udo and t.ho low lat
itude COlllponont s wit h rho large-scale magnetic fip Id
at all latitudes. The high latitude romporu-nt is rep
resented by t ho corona omission. polar facula« and
the ephemeral active rPgions. which makes its ap
pcarancr: after the polar rr-vorsal and is diaractPriz('(l
by the polar Iaculac "but torfiv" diagram. Tho SPC
oncl component is rq>n'S<'lltPd hv t 11<'sunspots that
appear when the first crn11poIH'lll is aln•aeh· at its
peak. Tho third cOill]HJIH'IIt is d<'t<'rn1i1H'd by t h« dis
tribution of unipolar magnor ir r<'gio11s which arc' e·,·i
dent on mag1]('tograrns. 111previous paper (\lakaro\·
&: Tlatov (1900) w« d<'arly domonst ratC'cl that t hr:
large-scale magnetic fiolds an' primary n·garding t ll<'
sunspot magnr-tir fields and t hov do not result from
t he dispersal and transport of old a.t iv« n·gion rnag
netic fluxr-s. The r<'cog11ition that the polar f;w11-
lae is an important component of t ho global nTlC'
is gaining strength as morr- and rnorr: obsorvat ions
on t heso structures acn1w (Xlakarov & Sivararuau
(1900): Xlakarov &: x lakarova (1006)). The',\· posse•ss
kilo Gauss fields. Homan r-t al. ( l<J08). Tho polar fac
ula« have IH'e11 ident ifiod ill t h« broad hand gra1111la-

tion frames of tho Pulkovo Sr ratosrop« flights (spatial
rcsolut ion ~ 0.2411rc.•w1·) and an' sc'e'll to he mado up
of a «onglomcrat.ion of a fow structures in tho size'
rang<' of 200 - 400 km, \lakarov C'I. al. ( 1000). Two
typPs of t.h« "but tr-rfiv" diagrams, ohviouslv. aro rnn
rn•ct1•d with two diffcn-nt gradif'llt of 1hr: inner solar
rot at ion i11 t he t achor-lino. This lavor is like-Iv to IH'
r hc plac<' whore r lu- solar dv11a1nei OJH'ratPs (Goode•
r-t al. (I !JO1); Thompson e•t al. ( l!J!JG): Kosovichov c·t
al. (10!J7))

A11ot her aS}H'Ct port ains to t II(' largr·-scalP magnrt ir
fields and t hr-ir poleward rnigratio11. Bahrock ( 10:!1))
showr«! that a magnr-t ir fiold rvvr-rsal at t h« polos
took plac<' i11 t lu- middle· oft II(' solar cycle· l!J (HJ:):)-
106j). The· subsequent reversals worn monitored
by Howard ( 107-l). \lakarnv & Sivaraman (108:l)
dc•n1011stratc·d that t l!C'se• rc-vorsals can also he oh
snwd hv monitorim; t hr- migration of t hr- filament
hands 011 t !IC' H-alpha svnopt ir charts and showr«!
t hr- e·xcdle•11t agn'('llH'llt hrt wcen t hr: polar n·,·e·rsals
pat.tr-rn obt ainod from t h« filament ba11cls and those·
from t lH' rnaguNograms. Followiru; this. t.hev worked
out t hr- rporh of polar Iield n-versals <JY<'ra poriod of
ncarlv 12 solar nTle•s ( Ll\80-1080). Makarov ,\.: Sivarn
man ( 1080). In this papor wr: dosrrib« t h« rvpr-s solar
activity, t.hr: zone• st rurt 11n· and polar rnag1lC't ir field
n·wrsal i11eve!<' 2:3.

2. OBSETff.\TIO:\.\L DATA

Obse•rvation;d dat ;1 on polar act ivit.v and t lu- 1111-
gration of uiagnC'tic fi<'lds wr-rc: obt ainod from
SOHO/\IDI 1nag11Ptogrnpl1. Kislovodsk whit e light
polar faculae· data sor . II-alpha svuopt i« charts (Sol11.
Dann .. UJ7S-2(J(J(J) and :\olwvama radio data sc-r .

:l. HESlTfS

111Figur« 1 w« show t h1• pos1t1011 of t lw moan lati
t udo of t.h« filament bands i11 solar cvr.k- 18-23. At
t h« minimum of acr.ivit v in l!)O::i. t ho z;HH' boundaries
oft hr: poknrost fila1Iwr'1t hands dl'sign;\t c•d hv (-) \ "'"
and (-)s.:.>111 i11 t l«: :\ and S homisphort-s and shown
hv filled «irclvs i11 Figure· 1 wr-ro loratr-d at lat it udos

Pro: /'1 So!ur& S/){IU' H'nlll!i·r F11roci!llftTc11u'. 'Th« Sufur C\'t le t111d Terrestrial Climutc Su111u Crn: de Trncnt,'. Tcnrn!«. ,\'t)(/ill.

'}.5- ~<; .\'qJf cmb« r ~( )f HJ f E.i..;.\ S/'-../fi3. De,', mbc r ~f H HJ J
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Figure 1. Migration trajectories of magnetic neutral lines of the large-scale magnetic fields derived from H-alpha sunopiic
charts in the N and S hemispheres for the period 1950-2000. In the north, filled circles represent the neutral line tra.Jectory
with the opposite polarities on either of its sides in the order (+/-) and open circles represent the traJectory of the neutral
line with polarities on either of its sides in the order (-/ +). In the south it is in the reverse order.

eN 2m = 36° and es 2m = 39°. The next lower fil
ament bands designated by 8N,lm and 85,lm in the
N and S hemispheres and were located at latitudes
eN,lm = 18° and 8s,1m = 22°. During the years of
minimum spot activity, the polar faculae were present
at latitudes ~ 50° and higher in the N and S hemi
spheres and the filament bands remained more or less
steady at the latitudes they have already reached,
Figures 2. Although the polar reversal took place
in 1991 the migration towards the poles started only
by 1996 (with a speed of i~w ~ 3ms-1) when the
sunspot activity picked up at the middle latitudes.
By 2000.6 (rotation no. 1964) these zone boundaries
migrated polewards in the Northern hemisphere to
locations 8N,2m = 75° and 8N.lm = 44° and to lo
cations in the Southern hemisphere 8s,2m = 72° and
8s lm = 44°. In addition, two more zonal boundaries
for~ed at latitudes 8N.Om = 22° and 8s.Orn = -19°.

One interesting feature in Figure 1 is the formation
of a new low latitude zone at the beginning of each
cycle close to the equator. This would imply that the
magnetic field reversal takes place close to the equa
tor at the beginning of the cycle continuing through
the vears of minimum. This is an indication of the
flux·cancellation by the fragmented flux from spots
very close to the equator which are the last vestiges
of the cycle. Another feature seen in Figure 1 is that
when the sunspot activity reaches its peak, the pole
most filament bands at the latitudes ~ (45° - 50°)
suddenly accelerate with almost a ten fold increase in
speed in their poleward migration (accelerates from
3 ms-1 up to about 30 ms-1) and reach the poles in
about 3 years causing the polar field reversal. The fil-

ament bands below the polemost ones also commence
their poleward journey synchronously and proceed al
most at the same high speed as the polemost filament
bands. But if the sunspot activity subsides by the
time thev reach the latitudes ±45°, then these fila
ment bar"lclsabruptly stop their poleward journey and
either remain at the latitude they already are or at
times tend to move towards the equator at wry low
speeds for a short period and stay at that latitude.
This is what happens in a single fold reversal.

Whereas in a three fold reversal, the filament bands
just below the polemost ones also reach latitudes
±(45° - 50°), while the sunspot activity is still in
progress and so they proceed poleward with the same
high speed as the pole most ones and reach the poles
and this is followed by the third filament band too
causing the final reversal of the three fold reversal
process. The three fold reversal seems to be gener
ally a characteristic of cycles with high and persistent
sunspot activity, if not it ends up in a single fold re
versal. These situations raise questions about the role
of the meridional motions in transporting the fields
towards the poles. Why does the meridional circula
tion become effective only with the rapid rise in solar
activity and not during the years of minimum? Xone
of the filament bands show any sign of poleward jour
ney during the years of solar minimum. As soon as
the sunspot activity picks up, the filament starts the
poleward journey with a speed of l;"', ~ 3ms-1 and
when the activity reaches high levels, it accelerates
to 1~u· ~ 30ms-1. This may mean that either the
meridional flows are weaker during the years of min
imum or there are no significant flux in the sunspot
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Figure 2. (Abmw) Polar [nculac, sunspot. and ma.q
nciic neutral line cycles accottlnu; to Kislouodsk obsr.r
nat.ion.s, The zone bouruiarn:s of the polcmosi filament
bands distinguish h.iqh-laiitudc act.nnts, cyclr· rd the North
ern and Sounh ern lumisplu.ns. (Below} Polnr iu.t.unii;
and sunspot cycles accarditui lo Noln.uauu: ttulio obsrrvn
tions. Active reqious unili T > 11/()()/\. uu.n; selected.

belt (due to the paucity of sunspots during the wars
of doop minimum) to bo t ransportod alt hough t lw
meridional flows an' present all the time with no sig
nifirant cycle rolat od changr•s. Although the lat ror
possibility would sPrm morr- realist ir and consist c-nt
with the modest dvuamir.il COIH"Pptsof Hows 011t ht
solar surface WP cannot rul« out t h« possibilitv of
a cvrk- dependence which according to Snodgrass ,\:
Dailey (1006) is rather complex but drH's not disagn•r•
with om results.

On the other hand in our st udv if t hor« arr: no mag
net ir tracers available to lw transported we would not
perruivo any motion although it might lH' present all
the time. We have seen that only when the spot ac
tivity has picked up. the pokmosr filaments cross t he
±-1.)0 lat.itiudes wit h acce!Pratr•d SJH'<'dsand cause t h«
reversal, While. if th« sunspot .ut ivitv has subsided
by t.ho time the filament haud just hPlm\· rho polr·
most on« reaches t hr- (-10" - 00°) la t.i t.udo posit ion
thell, it does not proceed fort hor hut hovers around
the -1;")0 latitude bolt until t lw sunspot act ivitv oft hf'
next f'yd<' builds up. This indicat cs that thP remnant
Hux from decaying act ivo rPgio1ts that st.ill remain oil
the surface (even aft.or ca11f'f'llat ion, su hmorging orr)
do not consr itut.c a bodv of flux sufficient to pfrr•ct
further cancellat ion and.IH'IH'r• t ho nout ral lino doPs
not shift towards rho polos. This ur-ut ral line (uow
tho poloruost onc) SPC'rnsto wait for t hr: art ivitv of
the noxt cycle to build up to st art its polrward jour-
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Fuiurc .'I. Polar [aculae '"/mttcrfiy ·· duunam for cucl« 23
durnu; 1991-1999. It is clcnr seen that the zone of ap
pcararicc of the polar [aculiu- st.urt.s 11.I G0° - 70° and then
nnqrau:» to 60° - 80° «[i.cr the polar magnetic field re
ocrsal.

nov. Also tho ±(-15° - 00°) belt S<'<~msto act like
a boundarv whoro the dr-rision whuthr-r the filament
ha nd will ·proc<'ed po IP\\·a rd or stay stagnant t akos
pl.ur-. Tims rh« poleward migrat ion of tho neutral
lines S('('l!lS to dopond vorv sousit.ivclv Oil the sunspot
act ivitv, Makarov .S.:Callohaut (19!)0).

It is dear sr•en that t ho zonr- of appearance of the
polar facular- starts at '10° - 70° and then migrates
to 60° - 80° aft Pr t ho polar magnd.ic field reversal.
Figure 3. The large Hurt uat.ious ill the Iatir udo of
t hf' lower boundarv of tlu- polar faculae is scou vorv
rloarlv to lw episodic like t.lu- episodic Prncrg<'llCP of
sunspots from thr: interior. But t hc«- fluctuations are
not shown hv the neut ral lines. Thov seom to rornain
111rnTor less at the samo lat it udo wai ting for sunspot
.ut ivit ~- to build up and for the sunspot flux to arrive
from lower lat it udos.

-1. CO\'C'IXSIO:\"

\\'r• have prcsontocl t lu- polar act ivity f'yde and mag
net ir field rcvorsnl pat t orn for nTl<' 23. Figures 1-3.
It is r·xpPctPd that polar tHagn<'tif' fir-kl rcvorsnl ill
nT!r• 2;~will hP over in t ho lat o 2000. Latitude rime
r list ribu t ion of t hr- magno: if' Iir-lds ··+··and ··-·· polar
it ir-s acrnrding tu SOHO/\IDI data sf'! ronfirtus t ho
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Figure 4. Latitude-time distribution of the magnetic fields
of"+" (above) and ''-"polarities (below} according to
SOHO/MDI data set. This pattern clearly demonstrated
the global photospheric magnetic activity that consists of
two components: the high latitude and the low latitude
components.
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Figure 5. N(N)+N(S): Time-variation of the number
polar faculae for 1991-1999 and Wolf number for 1997-
2000. A shift time Tis 6.8 yrs.

zone structure of magnetic field, Figure 4. It is clear
seen the .,calm forties .. and two types solar activity

that are divided by its. There is a meaningful corre
lation between the number of polar faculae and the
sunspot numbers of the next cycle, Figure 5.
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ABSTRACT

We inxcstigatc the statistical bchax ior of sunspot. X-ra~
flares. coronal mass ejections. solar proton events during
the ascending phase of the solar cycle 23 ( 19% - 2000)
The time distribution of these phenomena and the
hcliographic distribution for some of them arc
considered. A short notification of their influences in
geomagnetic field is done. The comparison of the results
with the corresponding phases of the prcv ious cycles
(nos. 2 I - 22) is made.

I. SOLAR CYCLE 2> THE FORECAST AND THE
OBSERVATIONS

According to sunspot relative number (smoothed). the
SC 23 minimum was in Mm I9% with a value of 8.0.
According to the number of days" ithout any sunspot the
cycle· s minimum appeared in October I9% (2(> spotless

180., ,,o
: - ---~·

100+------+-- /_ ••.•"---
140-,--- - - - / - --

120+-·- r ,,_~·a. --~_....__.-
, f • ~100+- •

0:: :
ao-r--
60 i-

months

--------- l
----Cycle 20 o Cycle21
-~__::::-Cycle22=--Cycle 231

Figure 1. The month!v s111001hedsunspot
relative 1111111her[or SC 20-23

days) when the observed monthly R was 1.8. Solar cycle
2> was originally predicted to reach a magnitude
comparable '' ith those of the solar cycle 21.

The figure 1 presents the monthly values of the Wolf
smoothed number according to the SIDC s values on the
ascending phases of solar cycles 20 - 23. During the first
l(i months of the current cvclc 23. the R values were
higher than the c~clc 21 ones. After the 2-l111month from
the minimum. the R \ alucs follow the trend of the SC 20.
It means the solar cycle 2> might be a long and not a
high cycle. just like cycle 20 The ascending phase of the
current cycle begins in September 1997.

The first active region of the solar cycle 23 appeared on
May 19%_ just in the minimum phase. This appearance
produced very late in comparison with the prcv ious
cycles when the first active region of the new ones
appeared on the first half of descending phase. This late
appearance might be an information about a slow
amplification of the new cycle· s toroidal magnetic field
underneath the com cctivc zone. This fact. could it give
am information about the level of the new cycle? Further
studies arc necessary to investigate such cases. The
active region of the 23'd SC became predominant in
comparison with the old ones of the 2211d SC after
February 1997. The total number of the active regions
during the ascending phase of the 231<1 SC is considerably
smaller in comparison '' ith that registered in the
previous cycles. 21 and 22 (Ishkox _ 2000). Contrary. the
number of the coronal holes is increasing from the SC 21
to SC 23 (sec Table I). TI1c coronal holes seem to appear
easier into a less perturbed corona lying abox c the
photosphere with fewer actix c regions.

Table 1. /he number of the active regions r. !R ! and
coronal holes (('J/1 during thefirst -IH 111011fh.1of the SC
21 23

Phenomenon SC 21 SC 22 SC 23
AR 1771 l-l90 I059
CH >1-l2 )(i) >OI

Pr,« 1·'Sohn l\: S/1t/U' \\'cl{f/1tr Luroc'Oll/Crl'llU'. "llu: Su/11r Cvclc an«! Terrt'.\lrwl ( ·1u11t1f{'. S11n1u ( 'r11:de Tencritr. Tcncrnr .. \j>Wll,

2.'l 29 Se11re111iiN21JIHJrFS.\ .\P-./fi3. /J1·1l'IJti>N 2001!!
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The sunspot groups of the 23'd SC arc smaller and less
complex than usually and they arc evolving slower than
normal. Many of them arc longer-lived than the sunspot
groups on the ascending phase in other cycles. These
properties prove a more stability of the active regions:
that may be due to a weaker circulation in the solar
convective zone (Ishkov. 2000).

2. THE OCCURRENCE OF SOLAR FLARES
DURING 1996 - 2000

Flare activity is less important than in cycles 20. 21 and
22. according to data published recently in the NOAA
Solar-Geophysical Reports. This is consistent with the
average qualities of the sunspot groups. The total number
of the optical and X-ray solar flares as well as the solar
flare with geomagnetic consequences during the
ascending phase of the 23''1 SC is considerably smaller
than the those registered during the same period in
previous solar cycles (20 - 22) (Ishkov 2000).

Solar flares create a massive electromagnetic explosion
in the upper solar atmosphere. It is expected that the site
where the particles are accelerated be dominated. for the
X-typc solar flares. by strong shocks. The shocks going
downwards towards the photosphere produce the
"sunquakes". Solar flares arc the most variable seismic
phenomena. They produce "sunquakes" (Kosovichev and
Zarkox a. 1998) which are quantified with "egression
power maps" (Donea et al.. 1999) revealing the
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Figure 2. ?he monthly distribution of the .v.
rav flares rC-class the upper panel.. \!am/
.\"-class-- the underneath panel)

dimension of the acoustic source involved in the flare
explosion. This phenomena was for the first time
observed in 1996 July 9. in NOAA AR 7978. during the
time when the Sun \YaSat activity minimum. The solar
flares that may produce ..sunquakes" arc the most
powerful ones. that classified as X or M solar type. We
shall emphasize on the X-ray solar flares registered
during the interval 1996- 2000.

The representation of the number of the C. M and Xvtypc
solar flares (no./months) during the period January
1996-July 2000 can be seen in the figure 3. For both
types of X-ray flare. C-typc and M+Xvtype. the high
flare activity after Nmember 1999 could be remarked.
The highest C-type X-ray flare took place in March
2000. Three maxima arc revealing for the Mand X-class
of X-ray flares in Nm ember 1999.March and July 2000.
the last one being the highest.
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Figure 3. The Huller/Iv Diagram of the .\"-r~1·
flares IC-class the upper panel. jf and .\"-class
- the underneath panel)

The heliographic distributions of the X-ray flares is
presented in the figure 3 (the Butterfly diagram).
separately for the C-class and for the (M and Xi-class. It



is worth to draw attention on the high latitude X-ray
flares of more than ~O"north: in 1999 - for C-class and
in 1998 and 1999 for M and X-class. respectively. We
have calculated the yearly north - south asymmetry of
this distribution bv the ratio

A= (N-S)/(N+S).
N and S arc the annual flare numbers observed in
northern and southern solar hemisphere. respectively.
The result is shown in the figure ~. The Northern
Hemisphere is dominating in X-flarc occurrence during
the ascending phase of the 23'.i SC. Verma ( 1987) found
that asymmetries in all phenomena prevailed in the north
during SC 19 and 20 and in the south in SC 21. The
southern preference was shown by the total number of
solar flares during the 1987 - 1991 period of the 22".i SC
(Maris ct al. 1993). Schmieder ct all (2000) found a
southern dominance for the X-ray solar flare during the

.A:--N-9~+3!=8f YVli.'"; r-------
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Figure -I. The vearlv values of the .\orth-Sourh
asvmmetrv of the _\"-rav.flares

period 1987 - 1992 (an important inter, al of the 22"'1
SC). These aspects of the north - south asymmetry could
suggest a 22 years dominance of one hemisphere· s flare
activity

3. CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS AND OTHER
ENERGETIC SOLAR PHENOMENA

Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) occur. like other
phenomena of solar activity. with a variable frequency
during the I I-years solar cycle. It was estimated. from
the data of the 2211J SC. that the Sun emitted about 3.5
CMEs/day near solar maximum and only about 0 I
CMEs/day near solar activity minimum (Gosling, 1993 ).
TI1c SOHO data will improve certainly the CME"s
statistics for the current cycle.

CMEs. the most spectacular manifestations of solar
activity. are propelling outward into interplanetary· space
a huge quantity of solar material (about 1016 g). The
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CMEs arc linked with other solar activitv and their
connections with geomagnetic events arc nm'
recognized. In this end \\C arc considered here the
statistics of the CMEs in comparison with that of Solar
Proton Events (SPE) afTccting the Earth environment
(http//ngdc.noaa.gm/STP/SOLAR _DAT A).

SPEs suppose solar energetic particles accelerated above
solar active regions from the available coronal material
during solar flares. In this respect. of their particles·
origin. the CMEs and SPEs have a common point. From
the SC 19 - 22 data. it appears that the majority of SPEs
occur from the second to the eight years after sunspot
minimum (Shea and Smart. 1989). The figure 5 presents
the monthly number of CMEs and SPEs registered since
19%.
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Figure 5. lhe monthlv distribution of the C\!Fs
and S!'Fs (the upper and the underneath panel.
respectivelv)

As Shea and Smart ( 1992) notified. the SPEs occurred in
"sequences of activity". Such sequences may be due to
multiple particle events associated with multiple flares
from the same active regions or. to difTercnt regions on
the Sun producing a bulk of solar particles

The CMEs may be also considered as appeanng 111
"sequences of activity". So. it could be remarked the
sequences centered on May 1997. May 1998. July 1999.
March and July 2000. Some of these sequences arc
coincident with the SPEs· ones (May 1998. July 1999
and July 2000) The statistics of the CMEs associated
with SPEs during the 1979 - 1985 period (Maris ct al
1992). reveled the high CMEs· parameters: velocity
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between 600 and !000 krn/s: large span (more than 90''):
long distance of propagation (more than 6 R0). Such
association of solar events is very geoeffective more than
85% are followed by some geomagnetic event.

-1-. GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

Geomagnetic activity can have a devastating effect on
the spacecraft operating in the near-Earth space. on the
communication systems relying upon the high-latitude
ionosphere. and on a wide variety of human ground
based technological systems.

40'
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0 I I •••• 1111111•11

Jan-96 Oct-96 Jul-97 Apr-98 Jan-99 Oct-99 Jul-00

Figure 6. The monthlv mean value o/ rhe aa
geomagnetic index (upper panel) and rhe
111011/h/v number o{SSC (underneathpanel]

The figure 6 presents the geomagnetic activity lev cl bv
the monthly mean' alues of the aa-index and the monthlx
number of the sudden storm commencements (SSC) The
monthly distribution of the SSCs · number presents the
same appearance in "sequences" So. it could be
remarked the high activity in May 1997. April - June
1998. June - October 1999. and February 1999. The
majority of these sequences arc coincident with the
CMEs and SPEs· high activitv.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The general trend in recent solar cycle is toward a
medium sunspot activity and longer duration cycle. like
SC 20. The SC 19 was the largest in recorded history and
SC 22 was the third largest. The SC 21 lasted IO years

and 3 months "hi le cycle 22 lasted onlv 9 Years and 8. . .
months. The longest cycle in the recent history of solar
activitv was cycle 20 that lasted 11 Years and 7 months.. . .
The 22-ycar solar cycle must be considered as a
"physical unit" of the solar activity taking into account
the magnetic properties of the sunspot and the mean solar
magnetic field evolution. The 22-ycar "unit" consists of
two II-year solar cycle. a even - odd pair. Gnevyshev
and Ohl. in 19-1-8.indicated that the odd II-vears sunspot
cycles should be mightier than previous e\en solar cycle
Since SC 23 is an odd numbered cycle it must be
extremely high. according to the Gnevvshex and Ohl· s
rule. However. the current cycle evolution docs not abide
by this rule.

The dramatic variabilitv from one cycle to the next in. .
the sunspot records shows the difficulty in making
empirical predictions of solar activity.
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ABSTRACT

The multi-spectral solar patrol system in Upice
observatory start the observation of the Sun in
H-alpha, Cal 1-K and white light in August '98. At
the paper some interesting events are presented and
supplemented with some other world data.

INTRODUCTION

Observation of the Sun in the different spectral
ranges from terrestrial observations plays
important role in solar research, even in actual
"satellite epoch". These data complement satellite
data and they guarantee uninterrupted series of
observation in the case of failure of satellite.
Moreover, the great advantage of terrestrial
observation is relatively low cost of obtained data,
as well as the flexibility of experiment settings
and easy possibility of modernizing of experiment.
Very big handicap of terrestrial observation
consists in the strong dependence on the weather
condition.

HISTORY OF SOLAR OBSERVATION ON
OBSERVATORY (JPICE

Observation of the solar acuvity on Observatory
Upice (16"0'43S'E, 50°30'26,6"N, 416 m above
sea level) started in March 1964. At that time only
observation on frequency 29,5 MHz (CN) was
carried. Observation on another frequencies started
little later - 27,5 kHz (SEA) in March 1965 and
32.8 MHz (CN) in 1972. The radio data are
published on Solar Geophysical Data from 1972
(SGD, 1972-2000). The patrol observation in H
alpha line was performed during 1966 - 1974. All
the data obtained during above-mentioned time
range of H-alpha patrol observation arc stored on
36 mm black and white film (full disc and details).
These data are complemented by daily charts of
solar photosphere. During the 1974 - 1998 the

observation on H-alpha line was interrupted due
the big financial and technical troubles connected
with repair of H-alpha filter. All the optical parts of
solar telescope was reconstructed and modernized.
Moreover, the Call-K filter, white-light and the
next "spectral" part of the telescope were added
(Klimes et al., 1999).
At present time, the radio data are orderly
published in SGD. Moreover, they are monthly
published on www pages of Observatory Upice:
www.trutnov.vol.czJobsupice/radio. The data from
I I-alpha and Call-K lines. as well as the pictures
of photosphere are daily published on www pages:
www. trutnov. vol.czJobs upice/halfa.

THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

a) THE APRIL 15111, 2000 FLARE
PHENOMENA

Very interesting solar flare was observed by rebuilt
"multi-spectral solar patrol system" on April l 51h,

2000. SF level flare had occurred in active region
NOAA 8955. with maximum at 10:18 UT. This
feature emitted X-emission of middle level M4
importance. The proton emission was not detected.
This active region was the source of the next faint
flares (SGD, 2000).
All these events was observed in H-alpha and
C All-K lines and in CN (33 MHz) and SEA (27
kHz) frequencies (fig. I and 2). Moreover, the
detection of X-ray emission from GOES 8 is
shown on fig. I (http://www.sec.noaa.gov/).

b) THE MAY 15rn. 2000 FLARE PHENOMENA

On May 15111, 2000 the next interesting flare
phenomena was observed. The prominence
situated on eastern limb of the quiet solar disc
come to move off due the under-limb flare at 8:35
UT (fig. 3 ). Subsequently, the solar flare located
near north-eastern limb was activated. This flare
further accelerated moving of mentioned

Fr11( Ii Solar & \;I(/((' IL (i,'/11r L:1r/!1 /11/ft'U'f/U'. "lhr Srilur C\i /1 .uu! Terr. .tnul Ciun.u, \11ntu ( ·,.:1_-(fr lcncnt, lcnrnt« .\j>d/11
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prominence and at the same time eruption
filaments took up (fig. 4a, b ). Sequential shock
wave, expanding through the solar disc, activated
the next solar flare at western part of solar disc.
All flare events were observed on SEA (Sudden
Enhancement of Atmospherics) registration on
Observatory Upice. On fig. 5 a, b one can see the
pictures of violent CME observed at 9:42 and
10:42 UT on LASCO 3 coronograph on SOHO
satellite (http://sohodata.nascom.nasa.gov). All
above mentioned events are clearly visible on
animation composed from Observatory Upice and
LASCO pictures. We can to see clear spatial and
time continuation of violent CME on discussed
flare event.

CONCLUSIONS

Both described phenomena are a part of wide
collection of observations, obtained on
Observatory Upice from 1998. The rebuilt and
modernized "multi-spectral solar patrol system"

produce every sunny day series of pictures and
video sequences in H-alpha, CaII-K and white
light. The one picture in every line is placed on
www pages as soon as possible. Moreover, it is
prepared the digitalization of pictures in H-alpha,
obtained during 1966 - 1974. All these digitized
"old" pictures will be placed on www pages.
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Fig.3: Situation on solar disc in H-alpha, Ca!I-K a WL on May 15'11, 2000

H - alpha (6563A) 1552000 OBSERVATORY UPICE

084507 UT 0&5828UT 0&5931UT 09034-0UT 09053a UT 091132 UT 091632 UT 092614 UT

Fig. ./a: Sequence of snapshot in fl-alpha (Upice) on May 15'11• 2000
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Call - K (3934A)
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085644 UT 092750 UT 093122 UT

084607 UT 092745 UT 092751 UT 093608 UT 110351 UT

Fig.Lb: Sequence ofsnapshot in Call-K (Upice) on May 15'". 2000
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Fig 5a, b: Lascos pictures (SOHO) obtained al 09:../2 UT (a) and at 10:../2 l!T (hJ
(SOHO is a project ofinternational cooperation he/ween /:'SA and NASAJ
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ABSTRACT

The solar influence on the terrest.ial climate is ty
pically associated to changes during the solar cycle.
that is at timescales of years and more. In fact. th«
variability seems to be related to the magnetic acti
vity. Nevertheless, the dynamic of the magnetic field
is still not well understood. The characteristics of
the processes acting at higher temporal frequencies
(such as flares etc.) are dearly a signature of the
long term magnetic changes and their investigation
supports the understanding of the energy relaxing
in the interplanetary space. Four hour fulldisk ma
gnetograms (with a 4 arcsec/pix resolution) obtained
in the Sodium D-lines have been analyzed pixel-hv
pixel (locally) and in the { ~ v diagram (globally).
The magnetic oscillation have been detected at dif
ferent frequencies and identified on the solar disk.
Some oscillations have been correlated to the Ho
bright points as the signature of the magnetic: re
connection and subsequent plasma out-flow.

1. INTRODUCTION

The solar magnetic field has been thought almost
stationary for centuries. The 22 year cycle has usu
ally been considered the only relevant change in tho
magnetism related to the dynamo process. A more
complete understanding of the processes that lead
to the solar cycle changes and the heating of the
corona asks for furhtcr observations of the dynamic
small scale magnetic structures of the Sun. Indeed,
the measure of low and small magnetic fluxes and
its interpretation in terms of magnetic field is not
a trivial task. Most of the knowledge of the fast
evolving magnetic structures is carried by indirect
observations in the radio or in the Fraunhofer lines
formed in the chromosphere, where the magnetic
energy dominates. Data arc often in disagreement
when finding spatial and temporal correlation bet
ween Ca K bright points, magnetic field, Uv jets
ecc. (Cook, Rutten and Hoekzerna, 1996, Hoekzcma.

Rutten and Cook, 1991, Lites, Rutten and Berger,
1\)99) In tho photosphere. the magnetic field fluctu
at ions have been primarily framed in the research
oft he magneto-acoustic waves in spots (Lites, 1992.
Lites et al. 1998. Horn et al., 1991, Cacciani ct al.,
1998, Ruodi ct al., 1998). and recently in the quiet
sun (Ulrich. 1996). Anyway. it seems reasonable that
tho magnetic field anchored to the base of the con
vective ZOIH' and dominated by the plasma motions
up to the photosphc-r«, is closely related to t.h« rhro
mospherir network lx-liavior and the scenarios should
match each other.
Transition n•gion explosive events have been corre
lated to magnetic cancellation as a consequonce of
t.h« relaxed magnetic ropes upward «xpansiou (Chae
et al., 1998). hut t hoso cauccllations are difficult to
localize due to their small scales (1"). In tho frame
work of tho solar fivo-iniuut.c oscillations aJHI their
origin, the soismic flux has been found to lx- related
to downfiows in the int crgram ilar lanes (Go0<le et al..
1998, Espaguet et al.. 1996). This phonomeuum has
hc'e'n invoked to explain t h« solar "hackgro1md .. in
the' intensity (I) velocity (V) phase difference spec
tra (Skart liou and Rast. 2000) but no observational
evidences of the relation between the magnetic flux
and the downflows have hoon found yet. On the'
ot hor hand. some ol >S<'n-ational evidences S('('lll to
attribute the inhibition of t.he p-modos power hy the
magnetic activity: wlocity local seismology in mag
not ir regions has proofed t ho absorption of the I>
modes power at low frequcucios and its enhancement
at the highc-rs (Braun and Lindsey, 1999). A possi
ble• explanation of this apparent contradiction could
h<' at.tributvd to the pn•sence of distinct processes
involving t ]I(' magnetic and the kinetic energy: the
g<'rn'ration of the solar oscillations by continuous jets
of plasma triggered by the magnetic reconnoctions
and the interaction of the velocity field with the es
tablished, long term variable, magnetic field. In this
pap<'r we present the characteristic of the full-disk
magnetic oscillations in a day at the beginning of
1998. The results are similar for different clavs in
that period of the solar cyde. .

Proc !"Solar & Space Wea/her Furow11/ert11ce. 'The Solar Cvcl« and Terrestrial C/1111u1e· S11111aCm: tie Trncrit c, Trne ntc, Sfl/1111
25-29 September 2000 (FS,·\ SP--163. l icrcinbcr 201!1!)
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Figure 1. a dopplerqrain (left) and a magnetogrnm
(right) obtained on 30 January 1998 at Kasizelhohe,
The upper· frnme in the magnetogrnm limits the se
lection shown in figure 2.

2. THE DATA ANALYSIS

The data consist of two sets of simultaneous doppler
grams and magnetograms obtained with a sodium
Magneto-Optical Filter ~:\IOF) at Kanzelhohe on 30
january Hl98. The images have been acquired every
minute and 256 minutes have been selected for the
analysis. The spatial resolution is 4.3 arcsec/pix.
All the images haw been calibrated (Moretti &::
the :\IOF Development Group, 2000) and registered.
The full-disk data have been treated locally (pixel
by-pixel) and globally (using the spherical harmonics
decomposition) to obtain the power distribution on
the disk and the t - u diagram. The dayly trend has
been removed in the pixel-by-pixel time-series using
a polynomial fit, while a differential filter has been
used in the spherical harmonics decomposition. The
final spectra have been corrected for the filtering of
the data.

Let us consider what a ( - v diagram is : the vo
locity (or whatever other signal) is filtered by some
masks and the coefficients of its decomposition in
these masks are displayed.
In seismology. these coefficients are related to a
global resonance but they still are the contributions
to the signal, in a particular spatial scale and at a
particular frequency. The modes are the components
you need to explain a particular configuration in time
of the distribution of the velocity on the solar sur
face. When the velocity and intensity oscillations are
treated locally. their trait is different as the mixing
with the local phenomena and their characteristic
distributions on the disk is not washed out by a fil
ter as the spherical harmonics do.
The local analysis uses a three-dimensional represen
t at ion, as the distribution on the disk (in x.y) has to
be visualized in function of the frequency (v). In
fact, the images time-series are pixel-by-pixel fast
fourier transformed (FFT) and the power and phase
difference maps are obtained. This kind of analysis
permits to investigate the distribution on the disk of
the oscillating power and phase hut cannot intrin
sically achieve a high frequency resolution. In fact,
long time-series would produce a spatial average be
cause of the solar rotation and of the evolution of the
structures on the solar surface. The granules and su-

pergranules have time-scales of 10 minutes and hours
with dimensions of I" and tenths of arcseconds re
spectively. The structures would lose their identity
after a lifetime and a compromise has to be reached
not to wash out anything but the rotation.

Fiyurc 2. The velocity power (top). the i'-B phusc
difference (center} and the lon.qiiiulinol maqnctu:
po1111:r(bottom) f01· the selected upper· area 'in figure 1
at 0.91. 2.47. 3.16. 3.78, 4.88, 5.53 111Hz (from top
left to bottom riqht.}, The black to white scales arc:
for the velocity power from 0 to 200 (111/8)2. for the
pluis» from -180 to +180 degrees. for the maqnetic
pouter from 0 to 0.4 G2.

As a consequence. the temporal resolution \H' get is
limited by an observing nm of few hours. :'\evertlw
less. it is really useful to perform this analysis sinc«
it relates the oscillations to the local phenomena.
often considered independent of them. In order to
evaluate the contribution of the convection to the
signal. a { - u diagram should be produced in any
case. as the distinction between the oscillations and
the convection results much easier. In om case th«
convection contribution is negligible in comparison
to the five-minute component.



3. THE RESULTS

The power and V-B phase difference maps have
been obtained. Some samples arc shown in figure 2
for a selection shown in figure 1. The power spectra
for a plage and spot region are also displayed in
figure 3. The phase difference changes along the
frequency domain and depends strongly on the spa
tial resolution. Anv estimate, averaged in frequency
or space, would give misleading values (lllrich. 199G).

The f-v diagrams have been produced for more data
sets of 256 minutes in January 1998 and using two
different software packages to decompose the images
into the spherical harmonics: the GRASP managed
by the GO'.\G group and the OAC package.
The main differences lwt\H'Pn the results regard the
{ dependence of the spectra am! will he discussed
elsewhere. All the diagrams have \wen corrected for
the differential and sync filters applied to the data
(figure 4). Nevertheless. some general traits are com
mon:
1) the magnetic diagram does not reproduce t.he ve
locity diagram (where the p-moclcs ridges dorninat«).
2) the magnetic spectra show two bumps at the five
and three-minute bands (figure 5). The first point
is confirmed by the local analysis, where th« pixel
by-pixel magnetic spectra do not mimic the volor-it y
power, that is the crosstalk can be considered at a
lower order of magnitude in the magnetic r<~gions.
The second point is also shown in the local analy
sis in correspondence of the magnetic structures (s<'e
figure 3). We remark that the presence of tho t lirov
minute bump in the [ - u magnetic spectra docs not
imply a global rensponse of the solar cavity (likewise
in the p-modes) but can he reproduced by a broad
spatial distribution of local sources 011 the surface (as
irregular shaped plages etc.). This can he' also sPen
in the increase of the power in correspondence of the
typical spatial scales of the plagcs and spots present
at those days.
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Fiqure 3. The local nuumetic power for n spot reqiou
and a plaqe region of approximatelsj 40" :1: 40... The
five and tliree-minuie bumps an: visible.

In order to investigate the general behavior of the
power distribution at different spatial scales, the [
dependence of the magnetic power 6.B2 ( f) (hereafter
6.B2) obtained as the average over the frequency I/

of the e - v diagram has been performed. We rely
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100 200 300 400

Figure 4. The ( - u diaorams for the velocity (top)
r111d longitudinal nuiquetic field (bottom). They have
liceu obtained [roni :!5G imo.qcs acquired each. min ut c.
Tiu· rh:splayr'd ttuuniet.u: diaqram has luu-n. corrected
[or the d1ff"1:rr·ntialmu! sinu: filters. The sojtutuc !ws
ln.cn. provided by M. Oliviero of the OA C.

on t li« results shown in figure 6, obtained using the
OA.C packagP dewlup<'d hy :VI.Oliviero.

\VP adopt t.ho following approach to giv« a possi l1le
iutr-rprct at ion of the nsults: let us assume that. at
the formation layer of the sodium D lines. 6.E:! is
mainly driven Ii:-· the convective and oscillatory mo
tions. \V<' treat the solar armosphore as an olect ric
circuit. \V<' US('d a CR and a R.LC to reproduce 6.B2

as ouput when 6.1 '2 is chosen as input. A dissipa
tive process in a simple resistor circuit can he also
used hy using the RLC transmission as the rosist ors
{ dependence, but its physical interpretation is dif
forpnt. The CR circuit can not explain an irnT<'<IS('
in the high-f values as measured. Indeed, the RLC
parameters can b« tuned in order to match the re
sults. A l/LC=l60000 (( = 400) and R/1=100 have
been introduced to obtain an output the most similar
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Figure 5. Top: the f -v diagram averaged over f. The
smooth line is a fit containing the two gaussian com
ponents shown in the bottom panel added to a bias
equal to 0. 67 G2•

to the b.B2. This implies the presence of a magnetic
structure at lenghtscales of the order of 10000 Km to
produce that resonance filter (that is approx. 10 arc
sec at disk center). The spatial resolution of the data
is limited to 4 arcsec/pix (f max measured=460) and
higher resolution data with full-disk configuration
are needed to confirm this conclusion.
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Figure 6. From top to bottom: 1) the velocity e -
v diagram averaged over v. 2) The magnetic e -
v diagram averaged over v. 3) A RLC filter with
1/ LC= f2 = 160000 and R/L=100. 4) The velocity
power shown in the first panel as transmitted through
the RLC filter in the third panel (this curve should
reproduce the magnetic power shown in the second
panel).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic oscillations have been detected.
The local analysis suggests a careful interpretation
of the results when the data are analyzed to obtain
the velocity-magnetic phase difference (V-B) values.
In fact, the V-B strongly depends on the spatial re-

solution and on the frequency.
The magnetic oscillations have been correlated to the
Ha bright points (Moretti et al., 2000). The C - v
diagrams have been obtained using two different soft
ware packages. The C - v diagram for the magnetic
signal shows two bumps at the three and five-minute
hands. The same bumps are visible in the spot and
plage regions with the local analysis. The possible
crosstalk between velocity and magnetic field can not
reproduce the trait of the spectra.
The C dependence of the power spectra have boen
preliminary interpreted to invoke the presence of a
resonant spatial scale peaked at approximately 10000
I\m.
Higher spatial resolution data are needed to confirm
these results.
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Abstract
We give the results of measurements of the rotation
period detected at 10.7 cm radio emission between 1947
and 1999. The average period for synodic rotation is
26.65 days. which becomes 26.2 at activity maximum
and to 27.0 at minimum. The rotation rate grows and
decreases during the solar cycle.

Abridged yersion:t:
ln order to investigate the Sun's rotation during the solar
activity cycle. we used the radio emission at 10.7 cm
(2800 MHz). which originates in the low corona. This
is a good indicator of solar activity. integrate over the
solar disk Observations are obtained by Dominion
Radio Astrophysical Observatory survey. started in late
1946 and is still continuing and offers the best data set
for our purpose.
Figure 1 gives an example of radio flux data
(www.drao.nrc.ca/icarus/). where it can be seen that a
periodic slowlyvarying component is superimposed on a
background radiation. The periodic signal is due to
active region emissions. which cluster mainly around
active longitudes.
4001··---

!

400
!

- --- I_.__ _ \__ ~--------------C

600 800 1000

Figure 1.The absolute radioflux at I0.7 cm, from
November 23, 1988 to September 5, 1991, including the
activity maximum of cycle 22. Jn abscissa Julian Days.

For each time interval (L1t). we counted the number (n)
of periods and obtained the periodicity of the solar

Pro: /''Solar& Space \\'e{///Jtr F111·//cu11ferrnl1'. 'The S///ur Cvclc uni/ Tcrrrstria! ('/1111u1e' Santa Cru; de Tcncn;«. Trncrit«. Sprn»
25·29 Sep/ember 2000 IFS.-\ Sf' . ./63. December ]()(}(})

rotation Psrn cc Atn in days. Figure 2a shows the
variation of synodic period (P,yn). over five solar cycles.
i.c. cycles 18 to 22. This is a periodic function of 11
vears which can be compared to the solar activity index.
the Annual Mean of Sunspot Number in figure 2b. The
two functions are anti-correlated and. at the maximum
of activity. the solar surface angular rotation speed
(14 73 °/d = 2.975 m rad/s = 473 nHz) is higher (shorter
period) than during the minimum of activity (14 32 °/d
= 2.893m rad/s = 460 nHz) The table gives the extreme
values of solar activity indices. synodic rotation period.
the sidereal rotation angular velocity and. for the last
two cycles. the solar half diameter variation (Laclare et
al. 1996) The last column gives the average values of
studied cycles.

28

1950.0 196.J.O l()"f'.J.') 1980.0 1990.<J 2:'.:'JO.J

Poyn

959. 8

'J59.4

Figure 2. This figure sketch the period from 5
.\'ovemher 19./6 to 9 Julv 1999 (cycles IR to 23). a)
shows the variation of the rotation svnodic period in
function of Julian Davs. b) variation ofAnnual Mean of
Sunspots Number (,L\/,\'.\) and of' the solar radius
(dotted line)

Our measurements confirm indirectly the results of
Ribcs et al. (1987). who note that during the Maunder
minimum (1645 to 1715) the solar diameter was larger
and the rotation speed lower
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Activity Solar Cycle 18 19 20 21 22 Average
Jan. 19.f+ Feb. 1954 Aug. 1964 Aug. 1976 Jul. 1986
Jan. 1954 Jul. 1964 Jul. 1976 June 1986 Oct. 1996

Rotation period 1
( d) 26.5 26.0 26..+ 26.2 26.l 26.2

Angular velocity 2
(0/d) 14.57 14.83 14.62 14.73 14.77 14.73

Maximum
Annual Mean Sunspot Number 151.5 190.2 105.5 155.+ 157.6 152.0

Solar half-diameter (arc sec) 959.27 959.36 959.325

Rotation period 1
( d) 26.9 26.7 27 0 27.+ 27.2 27 0

Angular velocity 2
(0/d) 14.37 14.47 14.32 14.12 14.22 14.32

Minimum
Annual Mean Sunspot Number 4..+ 10.2 12.G 13.+ 8.6 9.8

Solar half-diameter (arc sec) 959.60 959.55 959.575

1 Synodic rotation period 2 Sidereal rotation rate

References:
Laclare F.. Dalmas C. Coin JP.. Irbah A. 1996.

Measurements and variations of the solar
diameter. Sol. Phys.. 166. 211-229

Ribes E.. Ribes. l-C .. Barthalot. R. 1987.faidence for a
larger Sun with a slower rotation during the
seventeen century: Xature. 326. 52-55

:t: Comprehensive version: Compte Rendu de l'Academie
des Sciences de Paris 2000. vol. 1 Ser IV. p. 353-358.
An extensive article is in progress
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Abstract

\\'C' u:«- t.hr- n-cont lv pr<'seutcd group sunspot 11u111\,,.r
series to show that a ]JC'rsistc·u\ 22-.war cyclicit1· cx
ist.s i11 sum; put act ivi: v t hroughont the .-utin- p1·riod of
about -100 v.-ars of direct sunspo! ul>scrvat ions. Till'
.uuplit udo of this nclicit.1· is al>ollt 10/i. of t lu- pn·s,•11t
sunspot act ivit v k-v.-l. ,\ 22-1Tar cyclirit1· in s1rns]H1t
<lCtiviiv is 11al urallv prudrwed L1· 1lu: 22-.i'l'ar magrwl ic
polarity cvrk: in till' pn·sc·w·1· of a r.-lir dipol1· ll!ag
nct ir Iiold. Accordi11gly. a pc-rsist 1•11t 22-ycar n-clicit.1·
in sunspot activity gin·s strong cvirlc-11cc for the ox
istctH'i' of such a relic rnagrwt ic Iiold in tho Sun. Th«
st abll' phase and t lu- ruuglrlv c·1JI1stant .uuplit rule oft his
rvclicltv during t imos of vorv dillorcnt sunspot act i vit .1·
le-vol st ronglv support this intcrprt-uu.iou.

1 INTRODUCTION

'.\lagnet ir act ivirv in the Sun is dr-t ormincd L1· the 'h·
u.uuo uroch.uusm '.Da he( wk. 19G 1). However. a wr-ak
n-lir magnetic field lllay exist in t lw Su11 's int r-rior siur«
its forui.u ion [Cmding, 19-IS). Sonctt [1982, 1983) tried
lo find a siun.u urr: of such a relic field in sunspot ac
t.ivit.v. Assigning a ncgativl' sign to odd solar cv.k-s.
lw fit l.l'd thC' \Yolf s1u1spc1t S('fi(·s with a mo.k-l consist
ing of t 11«1h.uuroui.:» wit 11 pc·riods of :2:2 and 0() .1·c·ars.
and found a small u<·c,atin· offsl'I in t ln: running nH·a11
of t lu- model during the bst ];')().\Tars. Hi· sugges11·d
t hat such au offset gi1·es ('\·id('tH'C' fur a relic S()lar Iicld.
H(J\IT\TL his n-sulr-. Ior t lu- c·arlic·r pcriod front the· l.'\11'
iTntun· to mid-1CJ11' cc•nt urv wrrr: nut cunclusi1·c· since
t IH' oll'si't cl1;mgcd sign in Lit" l iOO's. Dccarrst· uf this
reason. Sou.-t t ·s rrsult s. awl t ho implied c1·idc·nn· Ior
a relic magnetic field rc-maiut« l rathc-r uucouvinciug.
Xlorr- rc·ccntlv. Dram & Stcw.ut [100S) studied tire· dif
fercrnT in the· Sun's polar coronal field during ,;u\isi'
qucnt nuniinn. clainring (•1·idc•ncc· fur an inclinc«! dipol«

Pr:« / ·1 Solar & Sp,« e Weurl1er E11ro1ontercncc. 'The Solar Cvcle and Tcrrrstnul Clnnat« '. Sant« Cru: de Tcnrrit«, Tcnentc, Spcun.
25-29 Sq>fe//(hcr 21JIH! 1FSA S/'-H13. December 2001!!

r.-li« lir-l«]. Hu11·,·1·c·r. t lu il\·;iiLtl,\1· d;1t;1 cr11·r·11·d •11ti1
t11·" SlJ\ar (·1-cl1· uunim.. 11·l1i<·l1is i11.s1tlli1·i1·11ti .. 1dlr111 ii
st;1tisti(·;tih· sig11ifica11\ rn1w\11siu11 'll"rnt;1. l!J'Jli1

It lras l"·c·n argrwd ,l,1·11 ,\ ll()\1·1 [lJ.":2.
Hovc-r ,\·. l.ovv. J'JS-1] that il«: s1ilar il111i1III<J witl.
its :2:2-n·ar n1ag1lC'lic puL1ri11· i!Lt!(•: r·IT\r· 11111,t
r.-sul t. in t li.- p1Tsr·1w1· "r ;i dip1d(' r.l:« li1·ld :11 ii
22-.1·(•ar nTli1·it.1· uf s1111sp•it .ut ivitv .\rT1mlin,c:l1. .t

:2:2-.\·(•ar c.1Tli1i1.1· i11 Slll!Sjl<Jt ;11·ti1 it.1· \l<Jlt!d jll°<J\ id1·
C1Jlll]JC'lli11g ('Xjll'rin1c·11tal ('\ id('!l('I' for till' 1·xi,t('!Jl°l
of a rC'!ic fi(•ld in t lu: Sun. l11J111·1·1·r. 111>c1J111·11w111,1'.
('1·idc•nci· for ,.;udr ;1 nT\ici1.1· has IH·1·11 f1J1111d 111
sunspot .uLi vitv wlu-n 11sin,". till' L111l!111s\\'ii\f :;1111,11•11
s<'rll's. This is pr"\i;dih· l"·r·;i11.,,. "r t Ill' r.u hr i'' '"'
qualitv of \\\ilf Slll!SJIUI d;it;i \J('f1Jr1· IIIid [<J11' C!'lll u r.
[1!"1t ,\.: Scl1att1·11. l<J~l.S. \\.ils"rr. \lJIJ,". l.1·tf11,. l'J'J'J!
.uul lH'<'illlSl' 1Jf t l«- lar~t' !1J11;~-\('l'fll ,·;1ri;11i(JI1~ 11!
SIIIISJl<!t .ut ivii v lc•\Tl (\II(' ci·1·11lr(r (;Jr.ic-slll't,'.'. 1·1cl··
Tl!(' JHHJI qunl it. "r \\»,Jr :;1111'l"'t daL1 1s ;r\,,," ::;,,.;,
n·;is1111 fur t lu irwunclusiu· r1·.,1r!t,. \,1· S<Jtll'll ['J.'<l: !'"
I ill' <·arh· t inll',.;.

II(•n• \\.(' porlorin d dr·t ;iil1 ·1l d!1<d1·sis ur I ht. :2:2-.1,·;iI
n-clicit.1· using t hc rn·11·group s11nsp"t nurulxr-. :CS'\ J

'I'lu- GSN sc·ri<'s, depict ('cl iu Fig. L1. irwlud,•s all kuo« 11
.urhival records of C'tlllS])()ts star! irrg Ir.un t Ill' ulisi·1-
vat iCJ!IS of G (;;rlih·i in J(j \(J. and gi1·1·s ;i 1111Jr<'Clll
n·ct uuasur« 1,J. .-ar!v SllllS['ll\ .ut ivitv Ih.u, I lll' \\'iii!°
SllllC'jJ()\ nu mb.-r, ~:llmt ,\: Scfo1t\<·11. ]l)'J,'ij C»J11tr;111
llJ S(Jt!('t t [1!.JS:2. \!),'-l:lj. ,v,. i],, !Ill! lit I ill' d<tld 111 .u i ,
tlllidc·l l.u: r.u l n-r .ur.rl v:«: t lw r;111 s1111sjHJt d;it;i 1\in·1·t \1

2 22-YEAR CYCLICITY
SUNSPOT ACTIVITY

An ('Itrpirical Gm·1.1s\l!•1-0lrl (C:-0) rul.-
[C:n,·1·vslrc•y ,\: Ohl. 1!.J-18) mdc·rs 1lw s1u1sp1Jt 11·-
,.i,., lo i'Vt·n-udd pairs S(J t h.u till' i11k11sit.1 (s11111 iii.
sunxput uu.nlx-r» ov.-r a n-cl1· I "rt Ill' udd nTI(· "r ;i p;iir
1·xci'i'd:; ilrat ,,f tlw Jl!IT<'di11g ('\('II nT\('. l11J11r·11·1.
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Figure 1: (a) Monthly grnup sunspot number series R9 [tliiu line) with interpolated yaps {sections of tlrul. l111e).
Sunspot cycle numbers arc shown in the lower panel toqellicr with the location of the Maunder (MM) tuul Dallon
(DJ\.f)minima. (b) Sunspot cycle intensities lac (sec Err (1)) for odd (grey squares] and even (open circles]
sunspot cycles. ( c) Intensity diff eretices D between the iuro sunspot cycles f onning a G-0 pair. (d) Running
standardized and l l-sjear averaged GSN series In (sec Eq. (3)). The times of the 22-ycar cycle maxima before
and duritiq the Maunder minimum [Usoskiu ct al., f!OOOJ arc noted by black circles.



the G-0 rul.- i11 t ho \\"olf sunspot series is ouly valid
since solar cycle 10 .uid fails for cycle pairs -!-G aud
8-!J [Gncvyshcv & Ohl, l!J-!8, Vili11sky ct al., l!JSG,
Wilson. l!J88. Storiui ,\'. Sykora. l!J!J7]. Iu aualugy
with [Gu(·1·vshc\· & Ohl. 1!J48J. we- rlcfin« t lH' iut r-n
sitv fc:o(k) of tho s1111Spot C"yclc uurnlx-r l: as the
normalized sum of sunspot nunrlx-rs over till' nT!t·:

lc:u(k)
l

132

.J:.k+l 1-1

L Ry(j),
.1=.f(k)

where R9 (j) is the GS:\ value for the month number i
and J(k) is the month start.i11g cycle k. (As cycle· min
ima WC' use here the minima of tho ruuuiug 12-mout h
averngC' [:\Iursula & Clich. l!JDS].) The lLvc.u cycle
lcngth ( 132 mouths I is usr-d as a uormnliz.u ion fac
tor. Tho monthly GS:'\ sl'ri<·s has sonic gap,; until the
encl of 1811' ccnt.urv. :\lost data gaps arc rat lu-r short.
but a few gaps arc luugn t.lian one year. Th« l()11gest
data gap of 27 months was dming cycle 0. Tlu- data
gaps wore: interpolated using a fit to a binomial curve
with a window length of 11 ruout.hs. The iut orpolation
method 1\as tested with a11 art.ilicial series (uoisc-d 11-
your sinusoid wit h gaps), yielding an accuracy lx-t tr-r
than 5% oven for the longest. gaps. The fc;u(h) sr,ries.
clqiicL<'d in Fig. lb. allu1\·s to oxamiuc t.h« vnlidit v of
the G-0 rule in the GS:'\ S<'ri('s. Starting Irorn eye!<· G.
each ovc-n <·n:le (includim; nTle S) is Iollowod L1·a 11101T
int cnsr- orld n clr-. l'(•rifring 111('G-0 rule- in t lw GS:'\
series siuc«: the Dalton rnininuun in l /!J0-18:30. l3t•fure
the Dalton minimum. the G-0 rule is alsu 1·;tlid in a
phaso-rcvorscd form whereby au odd eye!<' is Iollow.«!
by a more intense even ('Ve!<'. Nute that this phase
reversed G-0 rule applies t'\'<'n for the t imc hdorc the
Maunder minimum whirh orrurrt-d from lG-!G tu l 71G.
(l\oting th at the time cliffon•11n· hctwccn the last max
imuru i111G3!J-1G-!Obefore t h« deep minimum. and t h«
first maximum in 170G aft er iL was roughly six 11- vr-ar
cycles, we have numbered t h« t hroc cycl<'s lH'fore thr
minimum as -12, -11 and -llJ). As a quant itnt ivc rnr-a
suro oft hc- G-0 rule 11·<,have depicted in Fig. l r 111('dif
Icrcncx- D(/;) = fc;o(k+ l) -lc:u(k) bc-t.wc-cn the iut ou
sit.ics of the two cycles Ioruuug a pair. These- diffc·rr·w·<'S
arc roughly constant. about 10-20, throughout must of
the GSN interval. iucluduu, D(-11), the oulv value
before the Maunder mininunu. It is import ant to not <'
that t h« D(k)-values du nut corrclat« wit l: sunspot a<·
t.ivit.v. The correlation coc-Ilick-nt between D(/;)-\·alt1cs
and avcrag<' pair int ousit ios ((Jc;o(k) + fc;o(/; + 1))/2)
is -0.0!J ± 0.2:') for solar cvrlos --! to 21.

'.\'ot.c that in 1830-1!)3() and l!JGO-l!J!JO. when c.1Tlc
intensities rr-niaincd roughlv constant (sec Fig. 1b).
the odd cvrIcs were 111on· int C'11sct hnn cit her of the
two 1wighlJOri11g even cyd<·s. Similarly. in 17-!0-1 /CJ(J
the cvou cycles worr- larg<·r than tho two neigh Loring

I/)
."t:c:
:::s.ci 0.01•...ca

1830-1995
1720-1800

(1)

..;
Q)
:::
0a.

1E-4

1E-6 ~~~-~~~--'-----~--'--~-----"
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Frequency, (yearf 1

figlll'<' 2: FFT ])()WIT sptrl.tn. o] llu- f11(i)-s1nes lwfun
!hr' Ma1m,der· niin nnuin (17:!0-1800) and u.fie1 1/ asto.
1996).

odd cyd<·s. This lnhaviour sugg<·sts that a 22-n·ar JH'
riodicity in cycl<· intc-nsitv is t ho 111l!lnlYi11g pattern
lwhi11d t l«- G-0 111le. Hm1<''"'r. 111(' visil.ilu v "r t lu
:t.!-1'<'<11'nTli<'il v is liidd<'ll <II I ill Ii''- II lw11 1111'>lllhJ!' ti
.ut ivi t v l"'""l is rapidl_1 cli;111g1n.';.1·.,,;. d11ri11."i ln r'
('()\'('r\. ofact ivuv ;1fll'I i h.: 'd<llllld<'l miu imuu r. dl'<lillitl
t h« Dalto11 miuuuurn .ui.! ;11 1111''-l«rl 1Jf !llC' 1"""111
high nTl<·s in l!J-lCJ's. Dmi11g 11)('.sc·Ii11ws l lu: G-0 1111"
is 1·;did 011ly in the Iixod md<'l' of nTl<· pairs. Then-fun'.
in orrk-r to ox.uuint- t.lu- c·xislt'll<'<' of t.h.: 22-.1Tar pr-ri
lHlicit.v in cycle· intr-nsit v i11mun· dr·t;1il ll"t' -t aud.uci
izcd [Jonkins &: \\"at ts. lDG!Jj the mout h lv GS:\ sc·rit''
hv subtracting the lu11g-tn111 (30-.i·<·ar) t.roud:

1.Stt

awl s11ppn•ssl'd t h« du111in;1nl l l-.1·c•;crScl111;clH'('\Tl<· 1,,
cakulat.ing the rn1111i11gl J-vr-a r ;i1·r·rag(' int cnxi tv I I! ( i):

1
lu(i) == 132

The 111(i)-scrics (see Fig. l d) slums a porxist cnt :22-
vrar c.1Tlicilv both !wt wcr-n Ihe :\ lauu.kr and Dal
t.on ruinima and siuc« t II<' Dalt 011 1uinin111111. Tl«
FFT 1J()11·<·rspectra of tlwst• t11·0 p<crls of t lu- h·(i)
scrir·s an· slH11111i11Fig. :.! .sr·p;11<1l<'h·Tlw ,·"nlid<·111·1·
l<'1'<'l [.l<•11ki11s&: \Y;1tls. 1%!lj of tlw 2:Z-1r·;11 IH'<1k i11
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the power spectrum of In(i)-scrics is 0.99 for 1720-
1800 and better than 0.9999 for 1830-1996. (Note that
some power from the Schwabe cycle still remains in
the In (i )- series forming the second peak with a period
slightly less than 10 years.) In agreement with results
obtained above for the discrete series (sec Fig. le), the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the 22-ycar cyclicity in Fig.
ld is roughly constant and about 10-20, correspond
ing to approximately 10% of the amplitude of recent
solar cycles. Also, the correlation coefficient between
the monthly In(i)-scrics and the monthly GSN series
is roughly zero (O.O:J ± 0.04 and 0.07 ± 0.07 for 1830-
1996 and 1720-1790, respectively), implying that the
22-ycar cyclicity is independent of the overall sunspot
activitv level. \Ve have shown recently that during
the Maunder minimum. when the Schwabe cycle was
strongly suppressed. the remaining, seemingly sporadic
sunspot activity still shows a significant 22-ycar peri
odicity [Usoskin ct al., 2000]. Accordingly, a persistent
22-ycar cycle exists in sunspot activity throughout the
whole time interval of nearly 400 years of direct solar
observations. The sunspot maxima during the Maun
der minimum [Usoskin ct al., 2000] occur in phase with
the maxima of the 22-ycar cyclicity before and after
the minimum (sec Fig. lcl). Moreover, the times of
maxima of the IR (i)-scries roughly correspond to even
cycles before and to odd cycles after the Dalton min
imum (sec Figs. lb and ld), in agreement with the
suggested phase reversal in the G-0 rule at the Dalton
minimum. The 22-ycar cyclicity was not clearly visible
during the Dalton minimum. However, the two max
ima in the In (i )-series around the Dalton minimum
arc separated by about 43 years, implying that the
22-ycar cyclicity has no sizeable phase change around
the Dalton minimum. Therefore, the phase reversal
in the G-0 rule is not related to the 22-ycar cyclic
ity but. most likely. to the known phase catastrophe
(e.g. [Vitinsky ct al., 1986, Krcmliovsky, 1994]) of the
Schwabe cycle in the beginning of the Dalton mini
mum.

3 DISCUSSION
CLUSIONS

AND CON-

The idea of a weak dipole relic solar magnetic field
gives a natural explanation for the observed 22-ycar
cyclicitv. A relic field can, clue to the high conduc
tivity in the solar interior, survive in the Sun for a
very long time, even over time scales comparable to
the solar age [Cowling, 1945]. Due to a strong ampli
fication by the dynamo fluid motions in the convec
tion zone, such a weak constant field can interact with
the poloidal/toroidal dynamo field and hence play a
considerable role in the formation of a sunspot. cycle
[Levy & Boyer, 1982. Boyer & Levy, 1984]. The total
magnetic field in the convection layer is enhanced when

the dynamo field has a favorable orientation wu h re
spect to the relic field, and suppressed during the next
sunspot cycle which has an opposite magnetic orient a
tion in accordance with the Hale law. Thus. a constant
relic field leads to cyclicity in sunspot activity wit h the
period of the magnetic polarity cycle.

Concluding, we have shown that a persistent 22-i·car
cyclicity indeed exists in sunspot activity throughout
the whole time interval of about 400 ycan; of din·c1
solar observations. The 22-ycar cyclicity in sunspot
activity is naturally produced by the 22-ycar magnel it·
Hale cycle in the presence of a relic dipole magnetic
field. Accordingly, the detected 22-ycar cvclicitv ill
sunspot activity gives strong evidence for the existence
of such a relic magnetic field in the Sun. The sta
ble phase and the roughly constant amplitude of this
cyclicity during times of very different sunspot activitv
level strongly support this interpretation.
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LONG-TERM NORTH-SOUTH ASYMMETRY IN SOLAR WIND SPEED: EVIDENCE
FOR A NEW TYPE OF CENTURY-SCALE SOLAR OSCILLATION

1 Dept. of Pll\·sicril Sci('11ccs. P.O. Box :moo. FL\T-~)()011 l .uivorxitv of Oulu. FiuLu1d

plio1w/f;ix:
) Danish Sp(\('(' n('S('ilrdl lnsr it 11t('. C'op<'llllit)-';('11. Dciuuark

Abstract
A verv suuilar a111111<ilvariution i11 sol.u viu«] SJH'l'd
.uu l ill g('Olllilglll'tic ill'! ivirv \\"ilS rl'('l'IJt.i_vfoJJl!d i\lllllllli
,J!j till' four sllL1r n·('I(' n1i11i111<1('()\"(•n·d hv dirc-ct S\\.
ohsen-;11ions si11c!'nu.!! qfilh. \\'C' lt;1\'<' ,.;ltrn\·11l'<trlil'l'
r h.ir t ho pha-«: off hi-. anuual v.ui.u iou )'('\'('J'Sl':iwit l:
t ]l(' S1111·spol.uitv rl'\'('rsal. dq)ict i11g ;1 lll'W Ioru: llf
:2:2-\"C<lrJH'l'iodi('itv. llw ;1111111;ilv.ui.it ion n·,.;1ilt,.;fro111
a small uort h-sout h asn1111wtrv i11S\\" SjH'l'd dist riJ,11-
1ion wlur« r h.- llli11i11111111SJH'l'd r<'gioll i,.;s!tiflt'd to\1-;1rd
I]!(' 11or1horu llt<1g1w1il' h.-iui-phor«. I lnl' \\"(':ii u.lv t lw
\"!'IT lo11,g-1E'l'lllovolut ion oft lw a111111;ilv.uiat ion 11:-;illg
l'arly rl'gistrnt iou-. of g('lllll;1g1l('t ic al't ivit v. \\"(' lind <1
signihc<111tanuu.il vari.u ion dtlring r h.: higlt-<1di\·it.\· so
l.ir c:;cl(',.; in lllid-lfJtl1 c<·ntm.\· .uid si1w<' I !J:m·s. 'dost
illtcrf'st.i11gly, t 11<'S\\. "lH'('d <1,.;n11111dryi11mid-! 'JI It
('('llturv \\"<\Sopposite to t h.- pn'Sl'l11 ;1sv111111d1T.i.o..
the lni11i11111111SJll'('d n',gio1111-;1sr hc-u s!tif'tr·d tmrnrd t 11('
xo urhorn ltiag1ll'tic ll<'lllisplwrl'. This d1a11gcof asn11-
motrv s11gg('sl:ifor a possibll' 1w\1·form of CPllt11n·-,.;calP
oscilh1ti011 ill t hr nor: h-sout h .rsvunuot.rv of r lu- S11ll.
\\.!' r-xpln in t.h« asv111111l'ttTill t oruu- of ;1 rc-li« lll<1g
uot ic: Iic-kl dislornted slighth· i11t lu- norr h-sout h din·c
t ion from the ll<'liogrnpl1ic l'q11ator. The ch<1llg<·i11I lw
a,.;nnnwt rv 11·01ddresult from t lw Cl'llt 111T-,.;c;il<·uort h
,.;011thoscillar ion of r lu- locat iou oft lw rolir fil·ld ;u·rns,.;
t lu- ecliptic.

1 Introduction
A111111<dv.uiat ion in gl'!Jlll<\g1wtic: act ivit.v (CA) awl <111-
roral Ol'ClllT<'ll<'<'was fouud ill Sl'\"l'rnl studil'S over t lw
last dPcad!'s l»g .. Fm811·-S'111d!t, I<J7'.2:lulo ut» 1111d

J!11.1;1111d. I <JTi: .'J'iln 11111111o t«! Sliu piro, l<J8:): Dnri.:rtlr .:
rt rd .. I CJ!J:\]. "lIu- .uruu.rl v.uiat ion i11CA is 111anifl'Sl!•d

'pn111;i11<'11t.l.v;ii (;'"'""tic <111<!C:t'"J>hvsicalllt·s<'illTl1111,;ti-
111tc. :--;()pr<111. ll1111g<1r.'·

a,.; a diffl')'('lWl' IH't\\"l'('ll t l«- t w» s<•111i<1111111<tl111;1x1111a
cl!N' to t lw Spring mid Fall <'q11ill0Xl':i [11!11;1r. i<J7'.2:
J\!ii111!t. I 'J7:2: lrisl.oc«, I !J'\<J].

.\111111<11v.ui.u ion i,.; a\,.;o kuowu in sol.u: 1\·i11d
(S\\") SJ)('('(l. l!'llljll'r;\111r(' ;111dd('ll.Sit.\" [fln/1011. lfJ'Jll:
!'1111!11n1111 i! u! .. I!J1J:,:.'-".:u/10 1 I u! .. I!J<Jfi,. .'·,..:nlw 1 I
11/. [!!J'Hij ,.;lto1\l'd rhut ;111n11;ilv.ui.u iou i11S\\. SjH'l'd
i:; st ro11,g<·st;1ro1111dsohr miui mu. 111;1 1'!'('('111,;I 111k

1:.'.1«1/lf' 1111d 11/w.rn/11. l'J'J": 11Jii<' <'<ilil·d PI] 1\·pfound
t lmt t ho pltaSl' ()! a111111;tlv.ui.rt iou in S\\" spt'l'd (a)l(l i11
C:A) l'l'\'l'l'Sl'S fr()Jll olH' ,.;11lmmiu iuu nu to a not lu-r :-;11d1
I h.u a ;-;trnllgl'l' solar 1\·i11di,.;found wh.-u t lu- Earth i- at
t lw l1igll('st uorr luru lwliogrnp!tic lat it 11d<'s(ill S<'ptl'lll
IH'r) duriru; lwgat i1·l' lu-lirit v minim» ;111dat t h.: higlwst
:i!Jllt lu-ru Lit it 11dl'S(in :\Imelt) d11rill,g posit iv« ruiuinia.
'Ihi» illlplil'S a u.ut h-,.;(111t11.rsvnnuot ril· S\\. SJH'l'd di,.;
t rihut iou <HTosst Ill' lwliogr<1pl1ic <'q11atorxuc.lr t hat t Ill'
111i11i11ll1111spl'l'd r(•girn1duri11g solar minima is dispLl('l'd
to\l"<IJ'(lst IH' uort h.-ru 111ag1ll'tichemisphere. .llu- ah or
u.i: illg pl1<1S<'d(·pids ;i Ill'\\. lorrn of :2:2-n'i1r c.vrl iri t v
;111dl~xdudl'S o.ulicr .-xpl.uiat ious prnposl'd for annual
v.uiut ion i11S\\. SjH'<'ds1wh a,; intorun l solar vari.u ion.
:\ccordi11g to l 'l . t hc- .umu.rl v.ui.u iou n•s1ilh Iroiu t lu:
Earrhs ;11111wdpa,.;sagl' t luough all asvnuur-r rir S\\"
SjH'l'd disuihu: ion. As di,.;('l;s,.;(•din !'I. S<'Vl'rnl obsl'l'
\"<11iolls linr l l'\·idl·nc<' for a nort !t-s011tIt asvn nnr-t rv ill
'.-;\\"Sjl<'l'd dist ril iut iou, i11<1gl'l'l'l11c11twit It t lu- altPn1at
illg plt;1:;<'of th.: annual v.ui.it ion [H111ul!w11s1·11. l<J/J:
Z/11w 1111rl /!111ul!t1111s111. I !JN:\: Crooker <I at.. [()()/].

In r I \\'(' vcrilic«l t hut S\\" SjH'('d ;111dg<'olllag11<'1ic
ad ivit v dl·pict ;1 v.-rv suuilar <11111ualvariation during
t lw whole period of dir<'cl S\\" ohscrvat.ious iuclucliug
r lu- four last solar minima. Ill')'(' \\"(' use this co1Tl'
l<1tion t.o st udv t lw .umual v.uiat.iou aucl 1 It<· rc-latrxl
nort h-sout It ;1sn1lllletn· i11S\\. :ij)('<'d distribut iou IH'
forl' t.h« t i11)('of clircxt S\\" 11was11n'111e11ts11,.;ingt lu
v.-rv o.ulv rcgist r.it iou-. of g(•o111ag1H'tic activit v froru
lllid-i<Jt Ii l'l'l1t111Touw.uds.

Prue I'' So/ur& S1111ce Wc111/1cr Eunuontercnce. 'The Solur Cvilc and Icrresmn! Clunati:', .\'1111111Cru: de Tencriic. Tcncri!«. \'pwn
25-29 September }.()()()IES,\ .\P-HJ3. lrcceinbcr 2000)
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Figure 1: The Ak(Hcl) index (upper curve) and the
aa uuler [louier curve) forming the extended aa index.
plotted over the common time internal [rom 1868 to
1881. The Al.'(Hel) curve is shifted by 20 nT upward
with respect to the aa index for better uisibilits].

2 Long-Term Annual Variation

\Ye use two gl'omagnetic indices. the aa index [A!ayawl.
197:l] and tho Ak(Hel) index [Neuanlinna and Ketola.
199:l] which were adjusted to form tho longest uniform
index of global goomagnet ic activitv [Ncmniinna and
Kataja. 199:l]. now extending over nearly 15 solar C_\"

cles. In Figure 1 we show the 27-day averages of these
two indices for the overlapping time interval 18G8-1880.
There is an excellent correlation between the 27-day
averages of tho two indices with correlation coefficient
r=0.D5. \\"e extended rhe aa index to the earlier tune
interval (H\-l-l-1867) covered by tho Ak(Hel) index us
ing the best fitting linear regression between the two
indices aa= l.o:l* Ak(Hel) +1.27.

\\"p sr udv the annual variation in GA using a siiu
ilar procedure- as in Pl. \\"e designed a finite iiupulso
response band pass filter (see Figure 2) with a pass
band of one vcar ± 5 S1 following th· Parks-MoClellan
optiniizat iou procedure [s<'<'e.g. l\IATLAB, 1DD4]awl
filtered tho 27-da.\· averagr-d indices. The filter is flat in
the pass band and attenuates the signal by 70 dB in t lu
stop hand. Tho middle panel of Figure ;3 displays t.ho
filtered annual variation of the extondod aa index as alt
iuteusitv map where our voar is depirtod along t lu: vor
tical axis so as to dernousrratc the phaso of tho annual
variation. \\.hite (black) scale represents a large pos
itivo (n<'gatin·) value of annual variation, while light
gray denotes a small aiu pli t ude. Iu t lu- bottom panel
of Fig. ;{we reproduce t h« annual variation of the S\\'
Sj)('{'{ I from r l. showing t Ill' alternation of the annual
pha-«: from Spring in positive holicirv minima to Fall
in negative minima, Tho same patt oru is seen in the aa
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Figure 2: The time (upper panel) and [rcquencs; (lou-cr
panel) cluuucteristics of the optimum filter used to er
tract the annual rariaiion.

index during the overlapping time. Fig. ;\also includes
the mont Ith· sunspot numbers (top panel] with heliritv
signs denoted. mid vort.ical lines marking the time two
years aft«r the sunspot maximum. This time is dose
to the an·rnge time of reversal of polar magnetic fields
in the Sutt.

Fig. ;{ shows that since lD:lO·s thew was a siguifi
cant annual variat iou in GA with phase (11mximum) in
Spring during positive helicity minima awl in Fall dur
ing negative minima. This extends the interval studied
in P1 aw I shows that a significant no rt It-south asvm
metrv persisted at loast during the last 7 solar C_\Tles.
According I_\·.cluring the last 70 years the region of min
imum S\\" speed was consistently shift Pd toward tho
northern magnetlc homisphore.

It is iut orcsting to note that the t iuio interval of
a sizable annual variat iou since 193()'s coincides with
t hf' interval of recent high-activity solar cycles. On t he
other hand. around the- turn of the centurv, during lm\·
act ivitv rvclos. tho <11111\lalvariation \\·as weaker. Even
c-arlier. in tnid-18CHl's. again during more- act ive cvck-s.
\\T find a strong auuual variation with maxima alt or
nat ing svstcuuaticallv bctwcou Spring awl Fall from ouc
solar 111i11itnm11to another. Hm\TVC'r. most interest
ingly. t h« fall maxiuin occurred during t ho two posi
r ive hcliritv minima included in this r iiuo interval and
the Spring maxima during tho nogat.ivo hclicitv iuiui
unun. This is op posiro to the Spring-Fall asynunot rv
observed dming the last 7 solar cycles and implies an
opposite shift of thr- S\\" sp<'<'d clistrihut iou toward a
southern tllagnetic houiisplu-ro during t Ill's<' earlv C\'

des in mid- l800"s.
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Figure :3: Jln11tl1!.11 s1111s1wt 1111111/wrs uith 11111.11111!11· !11 licitics 110/l'd hr; -1 1111d - su;11s (tn11 p1111d). Filtered 1111111111/

rariaiion of !hr 1.rt1111!11! ao indc.: in 18.J.'i-Jf).'}fl (11111/d/1 /H/111/). and t/11 sol n r ll'i11d .'ifH!d in J.IJ(!.j-J.IJ.1).IJ (/)()f/0111

p1111d) in ilu- s11111e 11tfe11sit1; cod nu]. '1'111· sm/1 o] the ('()(/1 (t/11· litrqc«! rnn plit u d, of 1111111111!naruiiioti} 1·.r/1111/s

fm111 -3 ..)111' to /.i.:i11Tfor 1111 1111inde.r1111dfm111 -!.'i k111/.' In I !..'ik111/s fol' l/11 so/or 11·1111!sp1('(!. \'ertirnl line»
dtuot» the 111111m.ri11111te t inu ()f 110!11rity n 1·1/'s11! t uo yeors «[t cr offi1·i11/ s1111s1)()f 11111.ri11111111.

3 Discussion

!11 Fig. '.)WI' hnvc: 11ot1'd t Ill' approximatr- t inu-s of solar
pol.uity l'l'\'<'rs;d whirh 01T11r tvpicallv t\\·o .\.<'ars aft or
sunspot 111axi111<t.llowc-vr-r. d<'\·i;1t ions <'xist to t hi-, rulo
aud , thus. t h<'SI' ti1111'sshould oul v ]i(' co11sid<'r<'d iudi.a
t ivo. E.g .. during solar cn·l1' l!J. thc two-vo.u iur orval
during which t Ill' l'l'\'<'rsal t()(JK plac1' (soc-, 1'.g .. Jlul.-11m1·

11111/ Si1·arw111111. [l<JKfi]J aln';ul.\· 1'11d('d two .\·Pars alt or
sunspot 111axi1111m1.i.o .. at tlw t inu- noted i11Fig. :1. On
r h« other huud. dmillg r ho two proviou-, <T1·J,,,.;,t Ill' ro-
vorsal int.crvul oulv sr arr od at t lu- noted t i11t1'.u« l lastl'd
:.2-:lyears. Al'rnrdi11gh·. t ho ;\111111alvariation wit ha Fall
uiaximum which occ11rn'd f'Xl'<'pt iouallv lat1' i11n·d1' lK
in.k-ed corr.-spouds to the hr-licit .\· of r lu- provious min
i11111111.ill a1·1·ordanc1' with t.h.: .rl iovr- oxpluuat ion.

The p.rt t oru of a11 oscillat irrg pitas!' of ;1111111alv.uia
t ion breaks down duruu; rho low-uctivirv nTl<'S .uound
t 111' turn of t Ill' C('nt\11'\'. This happons lirst ;iro11111!
lKK(J with tl11' start of low-ac-t ivitv cvck-s when t lu- au-
1111alphas« l'<'lltained in Fall d 11ri11gtwo co1ts<'c11tivr- so
lar minima wir h opposir« lu-li.it v. A suuil.u l irr-ak in
t lt1' oscillating pattern took pLH'I' betwocn l1HHl's and
l 'JHJ's. wlu-n t Ire pita,;<' agai11 n-malned in Fall aftr-r
pol.uitv rr'V<'rsal. and also l.irr-r. with tho st art of liigh
act ivitv cyd<':;, when tho Spri11.L',phase i11 [q:.zo·s did not
l'l'\·1,rsc but pl'l'\·ailed during t lw nr-xt solar miuinuun
wit]: opposit«: holicirv in 11J:m·s. Triskoru ll1JK!J also
found tho alt<'rnating Spring-Fall asyrunu-r rv ill GA
d uring th« last fr'\\' solar nTl<'s hut claiuu-d oulv 011('
pltasP bn-ak i11 rh« oscillati11g palt.l'nt IH't\\·1'<'!1 l !JI (J's
a11d rn:.zo·s. 011 tho cont rurv. \\'(' find a l'l'g1tlar pitas('
clta11ge froin Fall to Spring IH'tW<'('n tlll'SI' two p<'riods

wit 11opposit I' lu-l irit .\-.
.\It l1011g!t t lu- a111111;ilv.uiut ion duruu, low-act ivirv

n·cl<'s is quit o wcuk \,.,, uot « tltat r l«: pitas!' of ;1111111al
v.uia t ion \\·as most I\· Iairlv clos<' t <JSpri11g or Fall. s11p
port ing t Ill' vir-w t h.rt I Ill' .uuruul v.ui.u ion indl'1'd ro
f11~ds t Ill' l'\·0!11t ion of t lu- uort h-snut It asvnuuc-t rv i11
S\\' sp1'1'd <'\'I'll at t hi-. t iui«. A lno.rk ill tire osl'illat
iiu; ph.i:«: of a111111alv.ui.ir iou IH't\\'l'l'll t\1·0 suhsoqu.-ut
solar 111i11in1awit h opposit1' lu-luit i<'s \\'1J1dd irnplv t hut
till' S\\' sp1'<'d dist ribut ion d1a11g1'd its asvuuuct rv IH'
t1\·1'<'Itth.- two solar 1ni11i111a. Tl11' as.\·111111/'tn-is finmd
to d1ang1' t hi'!'<' t inu-, 'I urint; t hr: l !"i!i-.v<'<Ir interval st 11<1-
i<'d in Uris pap<'r. \'of<' t hat Olli' of tlt1'S<' dia11g1's 01·-
1·11rrPd at tlt1' l'lld of lrig!t-act ivitv nTh's ill lK/O's. olll'
at t Ill' st art of curr.-ut !tigh-act ivitv <Td1's i11 I!J:l()'s
and <Jiii' dmillg till' low-act ivitv c_\·cks. A dofinir« proof
oft !11'd1a11g1' in tlw S\\. spe<'d asvnunot rv during t !t1'
st11di1'd iut crv.rl is olit;1i1tl'd hv t lu: opposit1'l.\' oscillat
ing ;\11111wlpitas<' IH'f\\'<'<'ll mid- l KOO's and the lat <'st
high-activity cvcl1's. :\t t h.-«: t inu-s t lw annual v.uia
t ion \\'i\s lar,gf' and t 111'pltasf' d1a11gPd «ousistonr lv wit h
t lt1' pol.uitv l'l'V<'rsals oft hr- S11ll. Acl'ordillgh-. \\'<' find
t !tat t.h« S\\' sp1'1'd dist rihut iou was, Iroin the st art of
tli« l'Xt<'IJ1!1'd ;\ii iu.k-x uut il lK/O's, d1'i1rl.\· asvuuuc-t ri«
;111dshiftr-d t oward t lu- sour l11'r11111ag1wtic hoiuisphr-rc-.
D11ri11g th« low-ad ivitv en· ks front lKK(J's to l!J:.2(J's.
t lu- as\·n11111'1rv 1\·as mt lu-r small aud w;1s fluctu.u i11g
ill't \\'<'I'll 111ag1wtic uurt 11and sout It. Fiuallv, wit It t lw
st art of higlt-act ivitv 1·n·h's. a fixed .isvnunct rv wit h
;1 shift. towards t lt1' nort l11'n1 111agtH'tic lwtnisphnf' \\'i\s
<'st a hlishod.

Si111·1't lu- uort h-sout It asvnnuotrv in S\\' sp1'1'd is
l'l'lat<'d to t Ill' hl'!iotttil,g11dic (llot holiogruphic) lu-rui-
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spheres and oscillates in concert with the 22-year iuag
netic (Ha!C') cvcle, it must be related to dynamo mcch
anism and the generation of magnetic field deep in t lw
convort iou layer. Xloreover. it implies an asynnuotrv
in maguot ic flux generation between tho two halves of
the rnagnetic cvcle. Such an asymmetry in flux goner
atiou can occur, e.g .. if there is a relic magnetic field in
the Sun ICowling. 194.S: Soneti, 1982; rns:1]. Recently,
Mursula and Usoskin [2000] haw found a persistent 22-
year cvclicity in sunspot activity, giving strong support
for tho existence of a relic field directed toward south
ern heliographic hemisphere. Also. in order to explain
the present dominance of the southern magnetic horni
sphere. the relic field must be located asymmetrically
across t he holiographic equator. If the relic is shifted
northward of the heliographic equator. it would implv
a larger flux in the southern solar homisphcrc than in
the northern hemisphere during positive helicity cycles.
and vice vorsa during negative helic:ity cycles, leading
to the observed dominance of the southern helioiuag
uet ir hemisphere.

The- obsc-rvod change from the magnct icallv south
ward dir<'l'le'd asymmetry in rnid-rnO!J's to the magnet
icallv nort hward asymmetry since 1D:m's suggests that
the locatiott of the solar relic field is oscillating hotwoon
the uort horu and southern (heliographk) hemispheres.
Although \\'l' can not exactly det enuiuc the period of
this oscillation with present observations. it must Ill' at
least sou«: 200 vears because the mnxiuuun southward
asvuunor rv is not later than 18GO and the iuaxinnuu
ttort hwar: I asvuunot r~· not earlier than l~)(){).Accord
ingly. t lu- period is longer than, ('.g., till' 80-100-v<'ar
Glcissl)('rg <',\·de Glrissber:q [1944] in sunspot activity.
and prohablv also longer than the 178.8-,'>·earperiodic
ity in solar motion [it Jose. 1%.S: it Laudschc-idt . lDDD].

4 Conclusions

\\"e us« vc-rv long-term observations of geomagnetic ac
tivity to st udv the north-south asvmuu-t ry in the lo
cation of t ho mininnuu solar wind SJH'l'd wgiott. This
asyunuotrv is found to be related to the' solar magttl'tic
field and «auscs the annual variation in gl'otttagnl'tic ac
t ivir v und solar wind speed. as well as the oscillation
of annual phase. \\-e find a strong .uiuual variat iou,
and thus a significant north-south asvunnot rv, during
the hiuh-ac-tivitv cvcles in mid-Iflt h c<'tttttt'\' and sinr«,-i ' ' . '
HJ;)(J's. Intcrcst inglv. while the solar wind distribut iou
is shift od toward the no rt hem magnl't ic lioiuispln-ro
siuc« l ~J:l!J's. it was opposite in mid- l 80ll's. i.o., di
rectud toward the southern maguor ir hemisphere. The'
observed change in this asvnunetrv lx-twocn mid-rn!HJ's
and pn's<'ttt lv implies a new form of e'('tttttt','v·-scak'os
cillation in rhc north-south asyunuct rv of solar mag
ueti« ac-rivitv. \\-e suggest that the obsorvod solar wind
asvuuuot r',: related to solar magnetic cyd<' is produced

by a relic magnetic fic-ld in the solar convection lavor
whi ch is located slight Iv asymmetrically across the ho
liographic «quator. Tho century-scale oscillation in th«
asymmct rv could be duo to the north-south oscillation
of the location of the relic field.
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ABSTRACT

The facular contribution to solar irradiance varia
tions on the short time scale is studied bv analysing
a simple case of an isolated active region, :'\OAA
AR 7978, during the minimum of 1996. We focus 011
the relationship between the temporal evolution of
the active region surface magnetic field, its physical
characteristics and the total facular energy emission.
using VIRGO/SOHO and :\!DI/SOHO data sets.

Key words: solar variabilitv: Iacular excess; energy
spectrum.

1. I:'\THODl'CTION

Solar irradiance variations on the short time scale are
due to the presence and evolution of sunspots and
Iaculac over the solar disk. and probably to smaller
features of the magnetic field (Foukal & Lean, 1986;
Solanki, 199-1; Frolich & Lean, 1998).

The observation of a sing!<' active n•gion (AR) dur
ing 1996, that was the only source of irradiance vari
ations during four months, is a unique opportunity
to study t.h« relation hctwocn the cvolut ion of the
excess radiance of tho ac.t.iv« center and the evolu
tion of its associated magnetic field. \Y<' present an
example of observation and analysis of the irr adiauce
from this single AR using data from the VIRGO and
:\ID I instruments on board SO H0.

2. DATA A:'\D OBSERVATIONS

\\-e have usud the following :\IDI (Scherrer ct al.,
1995) and VIRGO (Friihlich <'!al., 1905) data:

Full disk line-of-sight longitudinal magtH'
tograms and full disk images in th« intonsitv

continuum at 676.8 nm (1024x1024).

Total solar irradiancc measured by the radiome
ters.

Spectral irradiaucc by the SPMs at -102, 500 and
862 nm.

Spectral radiance at 500 nm, by the LOI tole
scope.

During the 1996 minimum, a new center of magnetic
activity emerged on Carrington Rotation (CR) 1911.
This center developed into a new region that was
still well visible Oil CR 1916. Rotations 1913, 1914
and 1915 were particularly sunspot free. \\'e used
these CRs to determine the evolution of the facular
contri Imt.ion.

Figure l presents an ensemble of l\1DI/SOHO mag
netograms, from CR 1911 to CR 1916, each centered
in the AR. The smooth ageing of the region from one
rotation to the next is clearly seen, as well as that its
extent grows with time. The AR contains sunspots
am! faculac; one small sunspot is still visible in CR
1913 but it has already vanished in CR 191-1.

3. TOTAL FACCLAR E:\IISSION EVOLCTIO:'\

\Ye have focused our analysis in the Iacular region
and its associated excess of irradiancc.

Histograms i11figure 2 show the evolution with Car
riugt.ou rotations of the magnetic field distribution.
hi figures 1 and 2 \\'(' se<' that: the AH. has a smaller
<'xtent w ]1('11it is younger (sec figure 1) and has
the highest niaguot.ic fidd values (CR 1911, 1912
and 1913; figure 2). These CRs an' dominated by
sunspots (wry small in CR 1913). As the active
r<'gio11lH'c0111<'solder. magnetic field values become
lower and faculao st art dominating. At the same
time, t h« AH. grows in oxt cnt.

Pr.« I '1 Sol.rr & ."i/wu' iVeut/Jcr Furoconterrncc . 'T/1<'Soiar Cvil« and Trrrcsmot ( 'limnt: ·.. '·)1111/ll (. 'ru: de Trurrit«, Trnrritc. Sf'Wll
15 29 Sc!'ll'lllhn JIJIJIJ ! LS,\ .\"f'--Hd. liC<"c111/Jn 21JIJIJ)
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Figure 1. Solar magnetograms obtained by MDI
showing the evolution of the studied AR, NOAA
7978, which emerged on CR 1911 (July 1996) and
lasted until November 1996.

CR1911

E
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Magnetic field (Gauss)

Figure 2. Evolution of the distribution of the mag
netic field from magnetograms obtained when the AR
was near the Central Meridian. For clarity, the num
ber of pixels has been cut at 1rr.

August 1996 October 1996

Figure 3. 3-dimensional rendering of the fit to the
angular distribution of the excess irraduince emitted
by the AR at 500 nm at two stages of its develop
ment. The brightening of the [ocular region is more
uniform at the latter stage. The surfaces under the
distributions are MDI magnetograms.

We have tried to reproduce the center to limb vari
ation of the facular contribution to irradiance fluc
tuations by fitting phenomenological models to the
corresponding angular distributions. Specifically, we
have fitted the excess irradiance with respect to
the heliocentric angle; the functional dependence as
sumed is:

I(µ) =µ(a+ bµ + cµ2) (1)

where µ = cos(B), theta is the heliocentric angle
and a, b and c are the limb brightening parameters
(Chapman et al., 1992). Rotating these curves, and
assuming that the region emits the radiation in cylin
drical symmetry around the vertical to the surface,
we obtain a display of the excess facular emission in
all directions.

Figure 3 shows that the angular distribution becomes
less limb-brightened as the region becomes older and
larger in extent.

In figure 1 we see how the AR spreads out from CR
1913 through 1916. To evaluate the effect of the AR
ageing we have developed the concept of active region
extent. We use two variables; first is the number of
pixels of the AR with magnetic field intensity > 30 G,
3u above the noise level in the MDI magnetograms
(NB in figure 4). Second variable is the AR surface
in millionths of solar hemisphere (SAR in figure 4).

NB and SAR reflect the evolution of the AR: the
magnetic field present in the region decays while its
extent grows with time.
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Figure 4. Magnetic evolution of the AR: a) number of AR pixels with B > 30 G (NB); b) magnetic region
surface (SAR).
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Figure 5 shows the temporal (top) and spectral (bot
tom) evolution of the total facular emission, i.e. in
all directions, for CRs 1913, 1914 and 1915 (faculae
dominated), though a small sunspot contribution is
present in CR 1913. E and W mean the East and
West disk passages of the AR. The behaviour of the
excess irradiance during CRs 1913 and 1914 is quite
similar, while CR 1915 shows a decrease probably
due to the enlargement of the region as it gets older.
The greatest excess occurs at the shortest wavelength
(402 nm). The wavelength dependence of the total
facular emission observed in this example is stronger
than the one deduced from the contrast wavelength
dependence elsewhere (Chapman & McGuire, 1977;
Lawrence, 1988; Unruh et al., 1999).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterised the evolution of the magnetic
region by studying the equivalent extent and the
number of pixels with a magnetic field value above a
given threshold.

A simple model has been used for the total facular
emission of the sample region, showing again a re
lationship with the evolution of the associated mag
netic field. A strong dependence of the total excess
irradiance with wavelength is found.
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ABSTRACT

Sunspots, faculae and the magnetic network con
tribute to solar irradiance variations. The contribu
tion due to faculae and the network is important for
understanding solar irradiancc variations, but suffers
from considerable uncertainty. We focus our study
on the faculae and the network which produce an in
crease in the irradiance. Data from the Michelson
Doppler Interferometer (.\IDI) are employed. Start
ing from the surface distribution of the solar mag
netic field we build a mask to detect bright features
and study their contrast dependence on limb angle
and magnetic field. By sorting the magnetic field
strength into different bins we can distinguish bet
ween different associated bright features. \Ye find
that the contrast of active region faculac and the net
work exhibits different centre to limb variations, im
plying that they rn~<·dto be treated separately when
reconstructing variations of the total solar irradiance.

Kev words: solar activity; irradiance variations; fa
culao: network.

1. I\'TRODlTTION

There is increasing evidence that the solar surface
magnetic field is tho most important driver of solar
irrudiancc variations mi time scales of days up to the
solar activity cycle length (Fliggo & Solanki, 2000).
The photospheric magnetic field is bundled into dis
crete clements (flux tubes) whose diameter ranges
from a hundred kilometers to several thousand. The
brightness signature of these magnetic features is a
strong function oft heir limb angle and their size (the
large sunspots arc dark while small fiux tubes are ge
nerally bright) (Solanki, 1993). Our knowledge of the
brightness of small scale magnetic features (groups of

Proc. !'1 Solar & S11aa \\'n11her Euroconicrrnce. 'T/1c Solar Cvclc and Terrestrial Cli11111tc.Santa Cm: de Tencn]c, Tcncri]«, Spain.
25-2'! Scple111her 2()()() IFS.\ .\P-./fJ3. luicmln:r 2000)

which form faculac and the network) is very incom
plete (c.g. Solanki, 1994). We focus our study of the
contrast dependence of faculac and the (enhanced)
network Oil limb angle and magnetic field because:

their contribution is important when modelling
irradiance variations on time scales of years. but
is not well known,

it can be used as a test for flux tube models
(Spruit, 1976; Deinzer et al., 1984a,b; Knolker
& Schussler, 1988),

previous measurements usually have not distin
guished features by magnetic flux, with a few
exceptions. See Topka ct al. (1992) and Topka
et al. (1997) for examples.

In our analysis \VC use data from the ;..rDI instrument
(Scherrer ct al., 1995) on the SOHO spacecraft: their
main characteristics arc:

their continuitv and uniformity (no seeing fluc
tuations),

data from the magnetograms have a low noise
level.

the characteristics of the instrument and the
data arc well known.

2. DATA A:'\D A:'\ALYSIS PROCEDC:HE

We have used .\!DI/SOHO full disk magnetograms
and continuum intensity images taken at A = 676.8
nm for th<· period February to October, 1999. Inten
sity has been corrected for limb-darkening effects as
suggested by Ncckol & Labs (1994). The employed
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Figure 1. Standard deviation of the 5-minute aver
aged MDI magnetograms.

magnetograms are averages over 20 single magne
tograms (taken at a cadence of 1 per minute). In
tensities are standard I-minute images; these images
have been rotated to co-align with the correspond
ing average magnetogram. Care has been taken to
use intensity images obtained as close in time to the
magnetograms as possible. In almost all cases the
two types of images were recorded within 30 minutes
of each other. Therefore, features over the solar disk
superpose on both the magnetogram and the inten
sity image.

We have carefully determined the noise level of MDI
magnetograms and continuum images as a function
of position. The standard deviation for the magnetic
signal has been calculated using a running lOOxlOO
pixel box over the solar disk, with the exception of
the limbs. A surface is then fitted to the result and
extrapolated to the whole solar disk. The resulting
noise level shows an increase towards the SW limb
probably due to velocity signal leakage. Figure 1
shows the calculated standard deviation (1 O"mag) for
the 5-minute averaged magnetograms. The proce
dure to determine the standard deviation and avera
ge of the quiet Sun intensity is similar.

Bright magnetic features are identified by setting
a threshold of 3umag for magnetic activity (::::::;18
G) and 3u 1qs below the average intensity to avoid
sunspots. Using both thresholds we build a mask of
the contrast of bright features for each day. In each
pixel, the contrast Ctac is defined as:

Cfac(x,y) = I(x,y) - Iqs(x,y)
Iqs(x, y)

(1)

where the subscript qs means the quiet Sun.

Pixels above the thresholds for each selected dav are
put together into a vector of about 6 105 elements,
which gives good statistics of the facular and net
work behaviour. Contrasts, as well as limb angle
µ = cos(B) and magnetic flux are calculated for each
point.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows an example of the contrast mask
mentioned above for October 12, 1999. The mag
netogram (top) and continuum image (middle) show
the activity present on the solar disk. The mask
(bottom) shows the detected bright features. For
example, sunspots near the NE limb are not evident
in the mask, although it takes into account the fa
culae surrounding those sunspots. Smaller features
belonging to the network are also pinpointed outside
of the active regions.

12-0ct-1999

Figure 2. Top: averaged MDI magnetogram; mid
dle: MDI intensity image; bottom: contrast mask for
October 12, 1999.
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We present the contrast dependence on µ, for diffe
rent bins of B/ µ, and on B/ µ, for different positions
on the solar disk. Representing B/ µ takes account
of the foreshortening effects that cause the magnetic
signal to decrease to the level of the background noise
at the very limb (even if regions with strong magnetic
field are present). Finally, to represent this amount
of data they are binned into groups of 40 pixels before
plotting.

The B/ µvalues are binned in five intervals that range
from threshold level ( ::::o18 G) to more than 200 G.
In figure 3 we present the contrast as a function of
µ, for both the lowest and highest B/ µintervals. A
second order polynomial has been fitted to guide the
eye and a line indicating Ctac = 0 has been added
for clarity.

There are clear differences between the behaviour
of the contrast in both cases, one showing features
with the lowest magnetic flux per pixel (top), proba
bly the network, the other showing features with the
highest magnetic signal (bottom), probably faculae.
Clearly, features within the network show a low and
almost constant contrast compared to that shown by
active region faculae which have a very pronounced
center-to-limb variation (CLV). Note also the negati
ve contrast around disk center seen for faculae, that
becomes positive when looking at the network.

Figure 4 shows the contrast dependence on B/ µ,
for positions at disk center (µ=1) and at the limb
(µ=0.3). The fits are also second degree polynomials.
The contrast at the limb is considerably higher than
at disk centre. At the limb, higher contrasts are asso
ciated with higher magnetic fields, whereas at µ=l
faculae with high fields appear dark, as in Figure 3.

4. CO.\'CLUSIONS

The magnetic network provides an important contri
bution to irradiance variations that has to be taken
into account in irradiance models. By binning into
different magnetic fields we can distinguish between
different associated bright features. The contrast of
active region faculae and of the network exhibits di
fferent CLV, implying that they need to be treated
separately when reconstructing variations of the to
tal solar irradiance.

Stronger magnetogram signals (corresponding to
wider flux tubes on average, see Grossmann-Doerth
et al., 1994) appear dark at disk centre, but very
bright at the limbs, while the weakest signals (narro
west flux tubes) are equally visible at disk centre and
at the limb. This result is in good agreement with
the observational results of Topka et al. (1997) and
with the predictions of theoretical flux-tube models
(Deinzer et al., 1984a,b: Knolker et al., 1988; Knolker
& Schussler, 1988) if there is a distribution of flux
tube sizes present on the Sun. The advantage of the

present investigation relative to that of Topka et al.
(1997) is that by using full disk MDI data we have
a result for a well-defined spatial resolution, so that
any models derived on the basis of these results can
be directly used for reconstructing total and spectral
solar irradiance measered by VIRGO (Frohlich et al.,
1995) without further adjustment.
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EFFECTS OF HYSTERESIS OF SOME SOLAR INDICES DURING THE PAST THREE SOLAR CYCLES 20,
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ABSTRACT

We show smoothed time series of some solar activity in
dicators exhibit significant solar cycle dependent differ
ences in their relative variations during the past three so
lar cycles 20, 21 and 22. The shapes and the directions
of these differences vary from cycle to cycle. This study
is a continuation of the previous hysteresis effect studies
performed by A.6. and T.A. We expand upon previous
work by including some new indices of solar activity such
as the I0.7 cm radio flux (F I0) and the relative sunspot
number.

Key words: sun; solar cycles; solar activity; hysteresis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some recent works suggest that certain pair of the so
lar activity indices show hysteresis, e.g., solar cycle de
pendent differences in their relative variations (Ozgu« &
Atac, 200 I; Bachman & White, 1994; Harvey, 1992).
The shapes and the directions of these differences vary
from cycle to cycle. Bachman & White, in particular,
express confidence that hysteresis is a real phenomenon.
not a result of instrumental effects, and estimate lag
times of activity indices compared to the sunspot num
ber, however, some of their measured delay times can be
significantly larger than the short-time delays associated
with the rotational modulation of enhanced solar activity.
Some other authors go a step further to show the hystere
sis between oscillation frequency and activity indicators
(Morcno-Insetis & Solanki, 2000; Tripathy ct al., 2000:
Jimenez-Reyes, 1998).

In the present paper, we expand upon the above work
to show that hysteresis is present among many pairs of
activity indices during solar cycles 20, 21 and 22. For
this purpose we choose the flare index (Fl), the relative
sunspot numbers (SSN), the coronal index (Cl), and the
daily radio flux at I0.7 cm (Fl 0) as the indicators of so
lar activity. Although hysteresis shapes amongst several
indices have been shown in the past (Bachman & White,
1994 ). this is the first time that such relations arc seen in

flare index for three successive cycles.

2. SOLAR ACTIVITY INDEX DATA SETS

The solar activity indicators we used in this study arc as
follows:

• The flare index. It is of value as a measure of the
short-lived activity on the Sun. The daily sums of
the index for the northern and the southern hemi
spheres and for the total surface arc divided by the
total time of observation of that day. Because the
time coverage of flare observations is not always
complete during a Jay (sometimes 75% or 90% ), it
is corrected by dividing by the total time of observa
tions of that day to place the daily sum of the flare
index on a common 24-hour period (Atac & Ozglir,:,
1998).

• The relative sunspot number. This is an index of the
activity of the entire visible disk of the Sun calcu
lated at the World Data Center A in Boulder, Col
orado using daily observations from the network of
contributing observers. This index is considered to
be consistent with the original Zurich sunspot num
ber since 1848 (mcKinnon, 1987).

• The coronal activity index. This is derived by Ry
bansky ct al. ( 1994) from the measurements of the
total energy emitted by the Sun's outermost atmo
spheric layer (the corona) at a wavelength of 530.3
nm. It gives a radiant energy emitted by the entire
visible corona within Fe XIV spectral line. Lorn
nicky Stit in The Slovak Republic served as the ref
erence station for calculating the index.

• The daily solar radio flux values. These arc de
rived from the daily measurements of the integrated
emission from the solar disc at 2800 MHz ( 10.7 cm
wavelength) which have been made by the NRC of
Canada since 1947. The flux values are expressed
in solar flux units (ls.f.11.. = 10-22n·m-2H.: 1)

and originate in the chromosphere and corona. The
characteristics of the observations arc rewicvcd by
Covington ( 1969).
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Figure 1. Plots of smoothed time series of FI, SSN, FJOand CI. Each plot is drawn with 365-day running means for three
successive cycles 20, 21 and 22.

3. ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows how the activity indicators we used
exhibit variations during the successive three cycles.
We choose flare index to be the abscissa of all plots
in figures except Figure I, in order to display the
effects of hysteresis most clearly. We perform the
365-day running means using only common days
of data to produce smoother hysteresis patterns for
three successive cycles 20, 2 I and 22. The plotted
curve in Figure 2 clearly exhibits a hysteresis: The
flare index does not follow the same path in the ris
ing and falling parts of the three solar cycles when
plotted against the coronal index. Line styles of the
individual plots are the same in all the three figures
(Figures 2-4 ). The thicker sections of the curves
with the symbols

Table 1. Position differences between the ascending and
the descending branches of the three cycles.

CI SSN FIO
Cycle 20 Negative Negative Negative
Cycle 21 Negative Positive Positive
Cycle 22 Positive Negative Negative

correspond to the rising parts of the cycles (e.g., flare in
dex increasing with time). Arrows indicate the direction
of time. The saturation effects are seen in all the plots at
the extreme phases. The most interesting finding in Fig
ure 2 is the separations (width of the hysteresis) between
the two branches for each cycle. These separations are
very large for cycle 20 and 21 but not so large for cy
cle 22. We can observe the same hysteresis phenomenon
when we draw the plots for SSN and FI 0 versus FI (Fig
ures 3 and 4). The separations between the two paths
for each cycle are small but larger than the error limits.
The error bars at the top left comer of each figure indi
cate Irr values of that plot. The hysteresis is the same for
the three indicators for cycle 20. The hysteresis cycles

shown in Figures 2 - 4 will be said to have positive circu
lation sense when the flare index is smaller in the rising
half of the cycle (clockwise circulation of the hysteresis).
Similarly, we will say that the inclination of a cycle is
positive (or that it is forward inclined) if the plot of that
cycle moves the clockwise direction if we assume that the
position of the cycle 20 as a base in that figure; otherwise
the inclination will be called negative (and the cycle will
be said to be backward inclined). All the indices we used
shown in figures have negative circulation sense for cycle
20. SSN and FIO have positive circulation sense, how
ever CI has negative one for cycle 21 and this cycle is

16
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Figure 2. Scatterplots showing the hysteresis phe
nomenon for the coronal index versus flare index for three
successive cvcles (20, 21 and 22). The thick lines with
the different symbols drawn with 365-day running means,
show the ascending branches and the thin lines are the
descending branches. Arrows indicate the direction of
time.
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Figure 3. Scatterplot drawn with 365-day running means,
shows the hysteresis during the past three solar cycles
(20, 2 I and 22) between the relative sunspot number and
the flare index.

forward inclined while cycle 22 is backward inclined. CI
has positive circulation sense and SSN and Fl 0 have neg
ative ones for cycle 22. This circulation senses are show
in Table I.

4. DISCUSSION

The choisc of activity indicator versus flare index may
strongly influence the resulting hysteresis in a given cy
cle. For example for cycle 20, the circulation senses arc
negative for all the indices; however for cycle 21, the cir
culation sense is negative only for CI. The width differ
ences of the hysteresis for each index are very significant
from cycle to cycle. Bachman & White (1994) estimated
lag times for all possible pairs of indices by offsetting
one index in time untill the hysteresis curve collapses
into roughly a straight line. However we could not esti
mate lag times for the pairs of indices. Because the shape
and the width of the hysteresis vary from cycle to cycle
(e.g., for one cycle lag time to be found 40 days and for
the next cycle is it found 180 days). The difference be
tween the two cycles is, however, unexpected. Recently
some authors have shown that a hysteresis exists between
the p-rnode frequency shifts and the activity indicators
but they investigated for only cycle 22 (Jimenez-Reyes,
et al., 1998; Moreno-Insctis & Solanki, 2000; Tripathy,
et al., 2000). The sign of the inclination of hysteresis
varies from one cycle to the next. Figures 2 - 4 show how
the inclination varies for the different indices for the suc
cessive three cycles (20, 21 and 22). To summarise, al
though hysteresis warrants serious consideration as a pos
sible long-term feature of solar activity but the shape and
width differences between the three cycles arc, however,
unexpected. The circulation sense and the inclination of
cycle need more detailed investigations.
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GRANULAR EVOLUTION FROM 2D(X,T)-SLICES AND FROM TRACKING GRANULES
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ABSTRACT

The evolution of granules can be investigated in various
ways, two of them have been selected for this paper. The
first method makes use of 2 dimensional slices of the
data set containing granulation images with one spatial
and one time dimension. In these slices the evolution
can be seen very clearly. The second method tracks in
dividual granules from one image to the next. With these
methodcs we want to find automatically different types
of granules, like exploding granules, merging granules,
or granules that fade away. In combination with veloc
ity fields (divergence patterns) we also want to show the
relation between exploding granules and mesogranules.

Key words: sun;granulation;mesogranulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Russian astronomer Alexis Hansky (1870 - 1908)
used a conventional astrograph and an enlarging camera
for high-resolution photography of the solar disk. lie
tried to get sequences of granulation photographs sepa
rated by short time intervals in order to study the changes
in the granules with time. Although his attempts were
only partially successful, he derived an estimate of about
5 minutes for the mean lifetime of the granules.
With better instruments and better data aquisition these
measurements have been improved and a lot of ques
tions arose. The evolution of the individual granules did
not behave in a simple manner. The lifetime measure
ments (e.g. Bray & Loughhead ( 1984). Deubner ct al.
( 1978 ), Mchltretter ( 1978 ), Alissandrakis ct al. (1987))
have been done with some restrictions. the birth and
death of granules had to be defined. Mehltrettcr ( 1978)
found that merging granules have shorter lifetimes and
granules that dissolve live longer. Kawaguchi ( 1980)
found a relation between the size of the granules and their
birth, Hirzbcrger et al. ( 1999) investigated the evolution
of granules and defined several different types of gran
ules; he obtained 30.2'7< fragmenting. 15.9'/r dissolving.
and 52.9'/r merging granules - the selection of the types
was done manually.

1 OUR DATA

The data were obtained by G. W. Simon, P. N. Brandt, and
R. A. Shine (Simon ct al. ( 1994)) on 5th of June 1993 at
the Swedish Solar Observatory on La Palma. A total of
more than 3700 images (2 images per 21 sec) at a wave
length of 468±5 nm with very high quality have been
obtained in 11 hours. The corrected and reduced images
had a size of 64 x 64 arcscc (8 pixels/arcsec) including
apodised borders (5'1<) and the length of the series was
about 8.75 hours ( 1500 images, the better one of each
image pair was taken). 76'1< of the images have a contrast
better than 8 'I<.

3. METl!ODS

3.1. Space-Time Slices

Space time slices arc 2 dimensional sections through a 3
dimensional data set in the time direction, i.e. the result
ing data set has one time and one spatial dimension. The
simplest way is just to use one row or column of each im
age and put them together in ascending time. In our case
we used a row in the center of our images. The resulting
image has then the dimensions 64" x 8.75 hours (512 x
1500 pixel).
Such an image (as Fig. 1) shows very clearly the evolu
tion of the granules that arc intersected, it even seems to
be the case that there arc granules that can be followed
through the whole time series.
The next step is to distinguish between granular and inter
granular regions, this is done by a simple unsharp mask
ing procedure. The unsharp masking is applied line by
line so that only a spatial smoothing is performed. In
order to find the granular type the geometrical granular
centers in each line arc marked.

By this procedure granules arc defined as structures
with (.r, I) coordinates. they arc temporal cross-sections
at a fixed location. bents such as fragmenting, merging,
or fading away can happen more than once per granule.
In Fig 2 one can sec that a granule can have branches
upwards and downwards. the upward branches are frag
menting events. the downward branches are merging
events. and each dead ct«! is a fading away event.
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Figure 1. Space time slice image: Granules are repre
sented by bright ridges. Jn the white rectangle the evo
lution of a single granule can be seen, it is not clear of
which type it is: it splits up, merges, and seems to explode
in the upper part.

The type of the granule events is then detected by count
ing the number of centers and interpreting the change of
this number. A merging happens when the number of
centers decreases and the pixel after the last centers is
not intergranular. A fragmenting event occurs when the
number of centers increases. If the number of centers
decreases it has also be checked if the following pixel
is intergranular, which will lead to a fading away event.
A hole, which is an intergranular region inside a granu
lum, consists of a fragmenting and a merging event, this
can also be wrong if the granulum is only ring-like or u
shaped. In Fig. 2 we show how the types are selected
in principle. Exploding granules are only detected in the
fragmenting type of granules - a cross section through
an exploding granule shows in most cases more than one
center (e.g. if it is ring-like a cross section will show 2
granules, except the section is tangential). Not all explod
ing granules are detected in this way, but they are larger in
size than other granules and therefore they are more like
ley to be detected. The detection of exploding granules is
done by calculating the mean velocity of the expanding
branches in our granule. If a threshold velocity of 2 km/s
is set 4.2% of all events are exploding events, with 3.0
km/sonly 2.0 <Jc are remaining.

3.2. Tracking Granules

In this method granules are tracked forward in time from
one image to the next. At first granules have to be sep
arated from the intergranular regions, this is done with
a Fourier filter described in Roudier & Muller (1986).

Figure 2. Type selection: One
granule in this view can have more
than one type, because with this
granule definition a granule does
not die with merging or fragment
ing. The granule exists as long
as the last part of it fades away.
The arrows show the three differ
ent event types fr (fragmenting), me
(merging), and fa (fading away).
The granule in this example has
more than 15 events.

Figure 3. Subimage with identified granules: Granules
are separated from intergranular regions by a Fourierjil
tering technique. Granules touching the borders of the
image are cut away (left and bottom), they are also af
fected by the apodizing, which decreases the image con
trast down to 0 at the borders. Granules smaller than 4
pixels are not taken into account.

The FWHM of the filter is for our case 1.54 arcsec and
the position is 0.33 to 1.87 arcsec (i.e. structures with a
size of 0.33 up to 1.87 arcsec are enhanced, smaller or
larger structures become fainter). After a convolution of
the image with this filter an intensity threshold value has
to be determined, above which a pixel is a granular pixel,
see Fig. 3. This threshold value lies normally a little bit
above the mean value in order to separate more granules
(in my case I used l% above the mean).
It is also possible to use other methods for separating
granules from intergranular regions, such as segmenta
tion (Strous (1995); Roudier et al. ( 1999)), unsharp mask
ing (see above), or applying a Laplace Filter and deter
mine the inflection points, which are then defined as gran
ular borders.
The separated granules have then to be identified and
each granule gets its own number (color). Then for each
granule the subsequent granules are searched until fol
lowing happens:

• The granule splits up into 2 or more parts ---+ frag-
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Figure 4. Space-time slice of divergence: The diver
gence was integrated over 20 minutes(= 57 images), then
a column of each divergence image was taken and plot
ted. The bright ridges are the upflow regions (mesogran
ules ?),from this image their size seems to be about >5 ",
their lifetime somewhere between 50 and 150 minutes and
they show horizontal motions - from the mesogranule in
the white rectangle one can derive a velocity of about 0.5
km/s.

men ting.

• The granule disappears -----+fading away.

• The granule shows none of the above mentioned
evolutions, then the image before is used and it is
tested, whether there are two granules merging -----+
merging, or not. In the latter case the granule is not
taken for the statistics.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, there are granules missing, that
lie at the borders, therefore only granules are taken into
account, that are definitely inside the image (all pixel are
more than 4 arcsec away from the borders).

3.3. Mesogranules

In order to make the mesogranulation visible, November
et al. (1981) averaged velocity images in Fe I,Mg I, and
Ca II lines over about l hour. They averaged them at dif
ferent resolutions (l ", 3", and 9"), the best images of the
mesogranular pattern were obtained by subtracting the 9"
averaged supergranular pattern from the I" averaged ve
locity images. As a result they got a cellular pattern of 5
to l 0 Mm in size.
Our mesogranulation images were produced by the fol
lowing method: The displacement vectors between each
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fr fa m
granule tracking method

Rel. Num. (%) 52.9 19.7 27.4
Mean Dia. 1.94" 0.35" 1.84"
Mean diverg. 0.000 -0.012 -0.004

space-time-slice method
Rel. Num. 35.7 (4.2) 46.5 17.8
Mean diverg. -0.023 (-0.006) 0.004 -0.025
Hirzberger et al. 30.2 15.9 52.9
Mehltretter 50 20 30

Table 1. Granule types and divergence: The relative
numbers for the different types: (fr) fragmenting, (fa) fad
ing, (m) merging, exploding are put into brackets. The
mean diameter depends on the type, but the mean diver
gence is nearly the same for all types.

pair of images in our time series were calculated with the
Local Correlation Technique method using a Gaussian
window of l'.'5 and of 6". Then the difference between
the 6" and the l '.'5 velocities have been taken in order to
remove the supergranular background. In the temporal
direction a moving average over 20 minutes (57 images)
is applied. If from each of these divergence images only
one column is taken (always at the same spatial position)
and combined to a space-time slice, an image as shown in
Fig. 4 is obtained. The plot shows dark and bright ridges
corresponding to downf1ow and upf1ow regions, respec
tively. The bright upftow regions can be interpreted as
mesogranules.

4. RESULTS

When detecting the granular types, also the position of
each granule has to be stored, the position is defined by
all granule pixels and the time, when the event happens.
Table l shows the number obtained with the two different
methods and a comparison with two other authors. The
two methods produce more or less completely different
results, especially the number of granules that fade away
is enormous for the space-time-slice method. The val
ues of the tracking method are in relatively good agree
ment with Hirzberger et al. (1999), who obtained their
results manually, but they investigated only 481 gran
ules whereas we had 49 819. The mean divergence of
the granule positions arc nearly 0 (the maximum possible
divergence values are ±5 · 10-3s-1) with a standard de
viation of 1.3. The number of positive divergence values
is nearly the same as that of the negative ones.

The excess plots in Fig. 5 show the following: In the up
per left panel one can see that the mean divergence is neg
ative, and additionally the whole histogram is not sym
metric. There arc more small negative divergence values
then small positive ones, but more large positive diver
gence values then large negative ones. The fragmenting
and the merging types show nearly the same underlying
velocity field, they are lying on positive divergence re
gions. The fading away granules show the opposite be
havior, they have a strong depression in positive diver
gence values (down to -30%).
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Figure 5. Divergence Excess: The difference between
the histograms of the divergence at locations of the dif
ferent granular types and of the divergence of the total
field (= excess). In the first plot the excess is plotted as
the difference between the negative and the positive his
togram axis.

5. DISCUSSION

Table 1 and Fig. 5 show a completely different result.
This is mainly due to the mean divergence of the total
field, which is negative. But the field is not only neg
ative it is also asymmetrical, which tells us something
about the upflows and downflows. The excess is positive
for large divergence values, which means that upflows
are faster, and the downflows seem to be slower, because
there excess is positive for small divergence values. Frag
menting granules are expected to be at locations where
the matter expands and the granules split up therefore,
this implies a positive underlying divergence field, which
is the case. But also merging granules show the same be
havior, that means that granules mainly merge when they
are expanding and not when they are pushed together.
Granules that fade away should show that they are lo
cated at downflow regions, which can be seen clearly in
Fig. 5, because the excess is much higher for negative
divergence values than for positive.
The difference in the relative numbers in table 1 between
the different authors has a relatively simple reason: The
relative number depends strongly on the way how these
events are counted, Hirzberger et al. followed a gran
ule as long until an event happened, we only looked into
the next or the preceeding image, in our routine most of
the granules did not show any event. We found merging
granules by a backward search, i.e. we looked for frag
menting granules in a negative time direction, in this case
granules that merge do only count for one granule, oth
erwise one would get more than twice as much merging
granules, since there are always 2 or more granules that
are necessary for a merging event. If we take this into
account we get following relative numbers: fragmenting
< 41% , fading < 159i:, and merging > 44%, which is

not far away from the result of Hirzberger et al. who had
obtained their values manually.
Using space-time slices is affected with the problem of
velocities perpendicular to the slices, i.e. in an x - t
slice the y velocities are not taken into account. Due to
this perpendicular velocity field a lot of granules seem to
fade away because they leave the slice and move into the
neighor slice. The x - t slice show at a first glance very
clearly the granular evolution, but in this form they can
not realy be used for investigating the temporal behavior
of the granulation.
These results are not in coincidence with Straus et al.
(1992), who could not find a dividing line between gran
ulation and mesogranulation. An additional test with dif
ferent averaging times of the mesogranular field lead to
the same results which is contradictionary to Rieutord
et al. (2000), who showed that it is possible to gener
ate different mesogranule properties by various averaging
techniques and scales.
In the future we also want to separate exploding gran
ules with the tracking method, and see if their behavior
is more linked to the mesogranular field than that of the
fragmenting granules.

This project is supported by the Austrian Science Fund
Nr. P 13 308.
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ABSTRACT

We have fully developed a computational model (ES
CAPE) to follow the behaviour of the mean charge
state of ions in Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events
while are accelerated. Our model takes into account
explicitely the 2nd-order Fermi-type stochastic accel
eration under a magnetohydrodynamic turbulence'.
We have found that the mean ionic charge states are
strongly dependent on plasma parameters as sourr:«
temperature or density and on acceleration parame
ters as efficiency or the time scales for acceleration.
Our model finds a systematic increase of the ionic
charge states with energy for all the ions studied.
This energy dependence differs between ions, but in
the energy range of observations affects mainly to
heavy ions.

Key words: Cosmic rays: particle acceleration: cos
mic rays: solar energetic particles ..

1. L\TRODUCTION.

The calculation of the mean charge states of various
ion stages of abundant clements is the first step in un
clerstanding and modelling the X-ray emission from
hot astrophysical plasmas such as stellar corona«.
The charge state enhancement of different SJH'cies
over the solar values shows that there are param«
ters on which the amount of emission of any clr-iuont
depends, as for example the effective charge. the ion
rigidity, the source confinement time... Moreover.
the fractional effective charge behaviour directly af
fects models that attempt to explain the abundance
variations. As we will show later the mean ioniza
tion states should be a valuable tool for studies of
the possible sources at the acceleration site of t !H'S<'
ions, but also for how the acceleration mechanism
may affect particles with different rigidity.

Our nearest astrophysical plasmas are the solar
corona and the solar wiud. Particle acceleration in
these plasmas has been stated from UV, RX and So-

Jar Energetic Particle (SEP) measurements. Nowa
days, it is well assumed a rough division of the SEP
events into Gradual Solar Energetic Particle (GSEP)
ovc-nt.s and Impulsive Solar Energetic: Particle (ISEP)
events. ISEP events are compatible with high charge
states for Fe ions (q ~ 20) and most of the ions
lighter than Si appear fully stripped. From these ob
servations, a common plasma source temperature of
T ~ 107 K has been assumed for these events. GSEP
cvr~nts are characterized by lower Fe charge states
(q ~ 11-15) awl most of the ions have charge states
typical of an equilibrium temperature T ~ 2 106 K
for the plasma source. Moreover it has been stated
that ISEP events are dominated by particles accel
crated low in the corona by stochastic acceleration,
while GSEP nvont.s arc dominated by particles accel
erat<'d by CME-drin~n shocks. For a more quantita
t.ivr- approach Sf'e' (Perez-Peraza, 1998).

Now direct measurements of SEP ionic charge states,
with high sensitivity of the new instrumentation haw
hePn obtained rencently, in particular from ACE
(Cohen ct al., l!J!J9), (Mobius f't al., 19!.l!J)and SAM
PEX (Leske, 1!)99), (Mazur et al., 1999). These new
experiments have provided charge states information
in a wider energy range, even up to 60 McV /n, and
for single SEPs, instead of the event averages pro
vided by earlier measurements. Anyway up to now
they have mainly reported on ionic charge state dis
t.ribut.ions of GSEP. while those from ISEP have been
scarce, mainly d1H'to the low ion statistic in this kind
of events. W« hope in a nearly future to have accu
rated charge state measurements from ISEP to check
the range of validit ity of om model.

\Ve have foccused our study on 12 ast.rophvsicallv
abundant clements (C, x. 0, .\Tc, Na, :VIg, AL Si.
S. Ca, Fe, Ni) and we have covered a vury wide
energy range, from the thermal equilibrium up to
1 Gc·V/n. As source plasma, we are interested in
t.h« solar flares. regions of low-/:i, hot (T = 107 K)
plasma with high density (11 = 109 cm-:i), short
magnetic confinement times (T = 0.01 - 10 s), high
magnd.ic field (I3= 100 G) and high Alfvon speed.
To model the projcctil behaviour under accderation,
the source has been modelled as a plasma of protons
and free electrons.

Pro; J '1 So/or & SI'"' e \Vcu1/icr Fnrorontrrcnr«, "lh e Solar Cvil« anr! Terres Imil C/i111111e'. Sant« ( 'ru: tie Tencritc. Trncritc, Spoin.
25-29 Se111e111/>n 2000 ILS:\ Sl'-./63. December 201!1!!
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2. EFFECTIVE CHARGE BEHAVIOUR
UNDER STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION

Energized ions travelling inside a plasma at veloc
ity v may undergo two charge exchange processes.
They can capture or lose electrons while they inter
act with the ambient plasma. Therefore the follow
ing processes have to be cosidered: electron ioniza
tion, autoionization after electron excitation, radia
tive recombination and dielectronic recombination.
For a detailed description see Rodriguez-Frias et al.
(2000). Moreover, these energized ions lose energy
due to Coulomb collisions with the electrons of the
medium, where the Bethe-Bloch equation gives the
energy loss rate due to ionization. Therefore the
charge state distribution of the projectiles have been
obtained by the interaction of the ion projectil with
the free plasma electrons, while ion-ion interactions
have been neglected.

Here, our analysis is focussed on projectil ions ac
celerated from the background thermal matter, in
a way that their initial velocities and charge states
correspond to that of the thermal plasma. For the
thermal charge states, qth, we merely rely in calcula
tions based on astrophysical plasma ionization frac
tions given by Arnaud and Rothenflug (1985) and
updated for Fe ions Arnaud and Raymond (1992),
as tables of equilibrium ionization of plasma ions for
coronal conditions.

If the acceleration mechanism at the source site is
not taken into account, the energy loss contribution
will bring the particle to thermalize. Nevertheless,
when an acceleration mechanism is present, it will
transfer energy to the given particle at a rate that
for stochastic acceleration by the fast MHD mode is
(Gallegos-Cruz and Perez-Peraza, 1995):

where m is the ion mass, c is the light speed, E is the
projectil kinetic energy and a (s-1 )is the efficiency
of the acceleration mechanism involved. The a pa
rameter depends on the specific MHD turbulence,
the wave number, the total turbulent energy density
and the magnetic energy density, and can roughly be
taken as a time-independent and energy-independent
parameter (Perez-Peraza and Gallegos-Cruz, 1994).

Once the gain energy rate due to acceleration is
higher than that accounting for losses, the ion is ac
celerated from the thermal matter, starting with an
averaged thermal effective charge qth· While the ion
is accelerated, the effective charge state, «', evolves
iteratively in each acceleration step, according to the
equation:

q* = qo + n1ta.6.q; 1c [aioniz(v)] vj(v)dv (2)

-n1ta.6.qc /"'·· [a,1111111n·(v)]vf(v)<lv
. ()

where q0 is the effective charge of the ion at the be
ginning of each acceleration step in electron charge
units (for the first acceleration step qo = qth), .6.q;
and .6.qcare the average charge exchange in each ion
ization and capture process respectively, f (v) is the
plasma electron distribution which is a Maxwellian
function in the rest frame of the source plasma, aioniz
is the total cross section for electron loss, acapture is
the total cross section for electron capture and ta is
the time spent in each acceleration step, obtained
from (1) (Rodriguez-Frias et al., 2000).

Concerning propagation effects and additional accel
eration in the interplanetary medium, we have as
sumed they do not affect significatively the charge
state distributions obtained, due to the rather low
density of the interplanetary plasma.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To show how the efficiency of the acceleration mech
anism affects the charge state behaviour, we have
plotted in Figure 1 the fractional charge states of Fe
ions versus the kinetic energy of the ion. In Fig
ure l(a) we have taken as input parameters a source
temperature and density number of T = 107 K and
n = 109 cm-3 respectively. These are the source
parameters of ISEP events inferred from experimen
tal measurements, where Fe charge states from q =
18.11 - 19.66 were reported (Mobius et al., 1999).
We have considered three acceleration efficiencies,
and as it can be seen in Figure l(a), in all cases our
model predicts Fe charge states higher than experi
mental ones, as can be seen in Table 1. The mean
charge states may either be enhanced or depressed,
depending on the acceleration efficiency of the accel
eration mechanism involved. Under a = 0.01 s-1
and a = 0.05 s-1 Fe ions appear full stripped at
E ~ 1 MeV, the energy scales of experimental ob
servations. Only under more efficient stochastic ac
celeration, a = 0.1 s-1, Fe ions remain partially
ionized, anyway the charge state they preserve is
higher than observations. Therefore we have tried
in Figure 1(b) a lower source temperature T = 8 106
K. Again the fractional effective charge q/Z remains
lower than 1 for a= 0.1 s-1 but higher than the ex
perimental values (Table 1). Our model reproduces
the experimental Fe charge states reported for ISEP
events under the source parameters T = 8 106 K
and n = 5 108 cm-3, presented in Figure l(c) and
an a= 0.1 s-1 for the acceleration efficiency. Table
1 gives the numerical values obtained for the mean
Fe charge states.

From X-ray and 1-ray data for solar flares one can
conclude that particle acceleration timescale is about
several seconds. Therefore to reproduce experimen
tal charge state values, the values predicted by our
model have to be consistent with this temporal scale.
Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) present the time pro
files of Fe charge states under different source con
ditions and stochastic acceleration efficiencies. The



temporal range of seconds should give the charge in
terval compatible with experimental values. Table
1 presents our moclel estimations of the time scale
needed to achieve the Fe charge states obtained. \\'e
have found that these acceleration times are consis
tent with solar flare observations,

Once we have analyzed the Fe charge state be
haviour, we have found that tire source parameters
that give Fe charge states consistent with experi
mental observations are T = 8 106 K and ii =
5 108 cm <1. Therefore we have obtained the ionic
charge states for Ni, Ca, Ar, S, Si, Al, Mg, Na and
::\e. From Arnaud and Rotheuflug results (Arnaud
and Rothenflug, Hl85) C, x an cl 0 have q / Z = 1 at
these source temperatures and then keep their charge
state during all the acceleration process. Figure 3
presents tire ionic charge state behaviour for these
ions in tire energy range (5 104 - 7 lfJ7) eV /n. Here
the mean charge states have been muddled under
T = 8 106 K and n = 5 10~ c111-:i. The ionic charge
states show dependence on kinetic crwrgy of the pro
jectil under acceleration for all tire ions st udicd. This
energy dependence on the mean charge states is con
fined to a narrow and low energy range for ions up
to Si, that mainly become full stripped at energies
around 1 l\IeV /n, and to broaden out with tire in
crease of energy for S, Ar, Ca, Fe and Ni, that re
main in high ionization states at energies higher than
l l\IeV /n. That is in arr.orrlnnce with ISEP measure
ments where all elements up to Si arc fully ionized
(Luhn and Hovestaclt, Hl87).

It is usually assumed that tlie cliarge state of cos
mic rays corresponds to the ionization equilibrium
of the plasma where they undergo acceleration.
That is how experimentalists have found, for exam
ple, a rough consistency of GSEP ionization states
with quiet coronal source temperatures, T=(l.5-3)
106 K. What we atteinp to demonstrate with our
model is that the acceleration mechanism involved,
modifies the equilibrium charge state's of projectiles
under stochastic acceleration, to higher ionization
states. Therefore the source tcmpcrature inferred
from charge states observations should he lightly
overes tima ted.
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Table 1. Mean Fe charge states, q, in a source of
temperature T and density number n, under an ac- 1,00
celeraiion efficiency a. ta is the acceleration time
that spends the ion to reach a charge state q. 0,92
T(K) n(cm-3) II a(s 1) E(MeV /n) q ta (s) N
107 109 II 0.01 >l 26.0 1.9 0- 0,85

0.05 2 25.0 1.3
0.05 50 26.0 1.8 0,77
0.1 2 22.3 0.7
0.1 50 23.G 3.3 0.1
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0.1 50 22.3 3.4 !'::! 0,85
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O'
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ABSTRACT

ThP electron spectrum in th« <•m•rgy range 150 kr-V
to 10 :VIe\". measured bv EPHI:'\ sensor onboarrl
SOII01 observatory during 199() quiet time periods.
is presented. The results show that the dominant
electron population is of jovian origin. The spectral
indexes obtained range from 1.5 to 1.7 depending
011hcliospheric modulation. In this work an cst.ima
tion of the emission intensity of «lcctrons from the
jovian magnetosphere is also obtained. Recurrence
of jovians electrons at t ho middle of l 99G during
poor Eart It-Jupiter magnetic c01111<·ctio11have heP11
observed.

Key words: Cosmic ravs: Jovian electrons: solar
quid times: interplanetary medium

1. I:'\TRODUCTION.

Sinr:« the SOHO launch t ho 2'"1 December 1995. the
Electron-Proton-Helium l:'\strum<'nt (EPHI:'\) has
been collecting protons and alpha particles from its
halo orbit, around the Ll Lagragian point at L)
million kilometers from Earth. From this posit ion
outside the Earth magur-r osplier« tho fluxes oft hose
part ides arc not affected by t.hr: Earth magnetic field.

EPHIN sensor is a stack of six rvliudrical solid state
silicon dctPctors. smT0111Hledby a plastic sc.int illat or
acting as veto detector for background noise n-duc
rion. Tho two first thinner detectors an· divided i11
six scr.tors to allow a rough t rajoctory determina
tion and particle rang<' COIT<'cti011s.which improve
isotopic discrimination for light nuclei. ThP ('ll<'rg.'·
rang<· for oloctrons is 0 .150 to 10 :-Ie\' and for prot 011s
and Helium nuclei from } to 53 :--I<·\)11. The EPHI:'\
gPom<'t.rical factor of :).l ('f11"sr can he reduced I»· a
factor of 2.! either automat icallv or by tulecotrunand
to allow high counting rates without significant d<·ad
rim« losses. The sensor axis points in th« nominal di
rect ion of the int crplancr arv magnetic field at 1 AL

1 SOHO is an J·:S..\-'\ ..\S ..\ coliabor a: ion

,15° west of the spacecraft Sun line. A detailed de
scription of rhe sensor can b« found in (!\Iiiller-!\frllin
<'t al., 1995).

2. DATA SELECTIO:'\ A~D ANALYSIS

Tho data analyzed in this work correspond to 217
days of quid time periods occurred during 199()
\\·h<'IT t.11<'solar minimum of the 22nd solar cyd<'
took place. During these periods 110solar events aro
present and the part ick- populations are either of in
torpl.uu-t an· or galactic origin.

The EPHI'.\ sensor r<'spons<' has lw<•11simulatr-d for
olcct.rous in the crn·rgy rang<~0.15 to 10 :--!<'\.and for
Ilidrogcn and Helium isotopes from 4 to 53 :--Ie\)n.
using the :--Ionte Carlo rnde GEA~T (v. 3.21) (Brun
<'I al., 199G). To simulate t.h« jovian differential «n
<'rg:-·spectrum for d<~ctro11s,considered the dominant
cout.rihution, a power law with 1= I .5 spectral index
has \)('<'IIused, while for ions a lineal fit, roprescnta
t in' of the galactic cosmic radiation has hcen implo
ment Pd.

:3. QCIET TI:-IE ELECTIH>:\ l'OPCLATIO:'\

Solar Ilaros. g<•omag1wtic «xplosions and Jupiter
111ag1I<'tospll<'rcarr: t h« do111i11a11tinl.crplanet.ary dPc
t rons srn11T<'sin t h« i1111<•rlu-lioxplu-r« in the PIH'rg:-·
rang<' 0.2 to 25 :_[p\-. Solar flar<'s d<~ctnms an· oh
s<•rn•d as sudden and int <'llS<'iI](T<'aS<'Sin t h« in
t«nsit y of <'IH'rgl'tir d<·C"trons in t.h« int orplauot arv
mrxlium in conncrt ion wit h solar flan' orcurreures.
.lovi.ui dect rons follow the int «rplaur-t an· magnr-r ir
Iic-kl lines. so that t lu-ir int onsit.ios observed near
Earth Ilurt uato dqH'11di11g 011 magnetic connert ion
bdw<'<'Il Earth and .Iupit or. with a 13 months pori-
1Hlicitv.

Whil« proton spoct.r» an· dominated by solar c:-«:ll'
variat ions. oloctron intr-nsit.ios do not show a signif
icant variation du<' to solar modulation. Differences
i11t lu- intonsitv variation of both particle species arr-

/1n1( I Solur& S/Jt/U' H'eutl1er Eur,« onlrrcn.:«. "lh« \'olur Cvc!« Will Trrnanal ('/1111ure S(/f/fll ('r11: de Trnrn]«. Trnrrtt«. Sf}(Jin
25-29 .\i'/>le111ha 21HJI!1LS.·\S/' ..Jfi3. I i1"1rni/1N ]l!IH!!
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due to different heliospheric regions crossed. Protons
come from interstellar space and cross through the
complete heliosphere to reach 1 AU. Meanwhile elec
trons are generated in the inner solar system, mainly
in the jovian magnetosphere and in solar flares. The
apparent lack of solar modulation of jovian electrons
in contrast with the modulation of galactic protons
and energetic electrons, is consistent with measure
ment of radial gradients of cosmic rays showing that
during solar activity maximum, modulation takes
place mainly at distances over 31 AC (McKibben,
1985).

As a consequence of the continuous expansion of
solar wind, electrons undertake adiabatic decelera
tion in their transport through the interplanetary
medium. Parker [1966] showed that the particle en
ergy losses due to adiabatic expansion of solar wind
can be expressed as:

(1)

being Vsw the solar wind velocity, E the kinetic en
ergy of the particle and a = ~-:;_zm,c22, where me ism,c
the electron rest mass.

Integrating along the particle trajectory, the kinetic
energy variation of the particle during propagation
can be obtained by:

EEarth = e.;«, exp(-~ Iv. Vswdt) (2)

which implies a shift in the energy axis of the jovian
electron energy spectrum, while the spectral shape
remains unchanged during propagation. At energies
between 0.2 and 25 MeV the jovian electron intensity
is dominant over the interplanetary electron flux ob
served at 1AU during quiet time periods (McKibben,
1985); consequently the spectral profile detected by
EPHIN at 0.9 AU should reflect the electron spec
trum originated in the jovian magnetosphere.

The electron intensity temporal profile shows a 13
months modulation period due to the synodical vari
ation in the Earth-Jupiter magnetic connection. It
is observed as a gradual increases in the electron
flux during 5 or 6 months and it recurred after 13
months. The year started with a good magnetic con
nection and it was diminishing up to approximately
the middle of the year, when the magnetic connec
tion started again to recover, to end the year with a
good magnetic connection again.

The convection-diffusion transport model is based in
the Fokker-Plank equation (Parker, 1963):

Bn; ) 1 ( ) 8 (75t = v. (K\ine - TleVsw + 3 v. Vsw 8E aneE)
(3)

where ne(r, E, t) is the electron differential density
and K is the diffusion tensor. Assuming that the
jovian atmosphere behaves as a point source which
continuously inject electrons per unit time of kinetic

to ~ Eleclron<11lleren11•lllu•
(0 25-10 ~ ~eV)
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Figure 1. Fitting of the electron fluxes to expression
(9'}, in 5 days time intervals. Temporal evolution of
the jjov and /jov fitted parameters.

energy E, following an injection spectrum Q(E) =
Q0E-1'0'· with /jov the spectral index of the jovian
electrons, and assuming a constant and diagonal dif
fusion tensor of eigenvalues K; = 7 · 1020 cm2s-1,
Ky = 5 · 1022 cm2s-1 and Kz = 5 · 1019 cm2s-1.
Conlon (1978) and Chenette (1980) have obtained
a stationary solution for the differential electron en
ergy spectrum, as follows:

cQoE-1;ov
je(X,Y,Z,E)= exp[2D(F-G)] (4)

4n:H

being (X, Y, Z) the spacecraft position in the archi
median coordinate system of the Parker spiral cen
tered at the Jupiter position. The Y and Z trans
verse coordinates may be considered negligibles in
comparison to X, that follows the magnetic field lines
direction. The D, F, G, and H parameters are given
by the following expressions (Chenette, 1980):

F Vsw (5)=
2K;12

D
x

(6)=
2K;12

1/2

G [ 2 2 Vsw] (7)= F +-(1-1)-
3 r5

H = 8n:D(ICKyKz)1l2 (8)

being rs the SOHO radial distance from the Sun.
This stationary solution agrees with observations
both in solar activity maximum and minimum.



For temporal scale of days, the variations in tempo
ral profiles of electron intensities requires to take into
account the changes observed in the intorplanotarv
medium in order to obtain a more realistic solution.
For instance, CIR's should be considered as barri
ers to the electron propagation, as the compression
of solar wind produces a reduced diffusion perpen
dicular to the direction of the magnetic field vector.
Therefore, when a CIR is interposed between Jupiter
and Earth, the propagation of jovian electrons across
the average direction of the interplanetary magnetic
field is suppressed. The jovian electron flux observed
at Earth should be a minimum from the time a CIR
passes Earth until that CIR passes Jupiter. Inmedi
ately thereafter, the jovian electron flux at Earth
should begin to increase. This behaviour is found
with a periodicity of 27 days during 5 or 6 months.

As we have already stated, during solar quiet time
periods the dominant electron population in the en
ergy range from 0.2 to 25 :\IPV is of jovian origin.
The jovian electron abundance is 50 times higher
than galactic electrons at these energies. The elec
tron spectrum obtained with 4 days time interval has
being fitted by a power law of the form:

j,.(E) (9)

(Hl)};01·

Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of the fitting
parameters obtained. It is observed that the spec
tral indexes remain between 1.5 and 1.7 except for
solar origin events where the index exceedes values
of 2.0. This feature is intended to be used for event
identification of solar origin. It can also he observed
the typical recurrence of 27 days solar modulation.
This recurrence is more clearly observed from the
temporal evolution of the Jjov parameter (Figure 1).

Figure 2 shows the electron differential SJH'ctrnm
obtained by normalization of pulse-height data
recorded by the EPHI::\ electron counters. The e]pc
troll spectrum of 26 January 1996 is shown in Fig
ure 2(a). It is remarkable the increase of tho 27
davs modulation intensity of jovian electrons, which
present. a spectral index ~110,. = 1.65 in perfect. agr<'<'
ment with the expected spectrum of jovian Pl<'c
t.rons (Table 1). Overimposed in the same figure the
electron spectrum during the rninimun flux of th<'
same period (DOY 21-1996) with a spectral indr-x
110,. = 1.51, is shown. The only diffew1H'<' lH'tw<'<'Il
both spectra is in the j10" factor, which depends on
the transport conditions of the interplanetary Plec
t.rons am! does not depend on the source' (Jupit or)
conditions. Figure 2 (b) shows the different ial on
ergy spectrum during a SEP event with DOY 21
1996. It is observed that the SEP event produces
electrons in the energy range 0.15 to 2 Mc V, while
the electron highest energy are of jovian origin. Fig
ure 2 (c) shows the electron global spectrum dm
ing the solar quiet time period analyzed. A total of
217 days have been recorded which provides a sta
tistically significant data collection that allow us to
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= JjovE-1i0" fitted to the electron differential energy spectra {Figure 5). ]jai isTable 1. Parameters from i,
given in (cm2 s sr Mev)-1

]jov /joi·
mmimum 021

026
191

(1.5 ± 0.1) . 10-2'
(4.5 ± 0.2) . 10-2
(2.9 ± 0.1). 10-1
(2.4 ± 0.1) . 10-2

1.51 ± 0.06
1.65± 0.04
3.99 ± 0.03
1.65 ± 0.05

maximum
SEP event
total spectrum

obtain the averaged spectrum with quiet good pre
cision. Table 1 shows the results obtained for the
different fitting performed on the selected periods.
The electron emission intensity obtained from the
differential energy spectra, averaged over the com
plete time interval selected, of the jovian magneto
sphere is Q0 = 3 · 1025 electrons s-1 Mev-1.

4. IY. CO'.\CLl'SIONS

The quiet time energy spectra for electrons (0.15-10
MeV) in the inner heliosphere at 0.9 A.U has been
presented.

The electron population shows three components ac
cording to their different origin. The main compo
nent, with a spectral index of 1.65, corresponds to
jovian electrons. This spectral value is in good agree
ment with the value of 1.7 found in literature . Xlore
over. we have obtained a 3·1025 electrons s-1 .\lev-1
value for the emission intensity Q0 of the jovian mag
netosphere in good agreement with expectation (Er
aker, 1982). A Fourier analysis has shown the exis
tence of two main periodicities, one of 26.76 days an
the other of 13months. The shortest one corresponds
to the modulation produced by solar rotation, and it
has an amplitude of 1.5 · 10-2 (cm2 s sr '.'vleV)-1
and the longest one is due to the relative position
of Jupiter and Earth and their magnetic connection.
The maximum intensities are observed at the begin
ning and at the end of the year and the minimum at
about the middle of the vear. The amplitude of this
modulation is 0.5 · 10-2 (cm2 s sr Mev)-1. During
the worst magnetic connection between Earth and
.Jupiter, toward the middle of the year, an increase
in the electron flux has been observed. As it has
been shown in Figure 1, the spectral shape of this
flux seems to match with those of jovian origin al
though the observation conditions of these electrons
are not favorable.

The comparison of the electron spectra measured
during maximum and minimum fluxes shows that
their spectral indexes are practically the same and in
good agreement with the values expected for the jo
vian magnetosphere (Figure 2 (a)). The modulation
has an effect on the electron intensity detected near
Earth but it does not alter significantly the spectral
shape which is a signature of the source.

The other two type of observed events (Figure 1)
haw spectral indexes considerably higher. Some

events have spectral indexes of the order of 4 indi
cating their solar origin and being clearly correlated
to solar flares. Others show spectral indexes in the
range 2 to 3 with a change in slope, which indicates
a mixed solar and interplanetary origin, as shown in
Figure 2 (b) for two particular dates.
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ABSTRACT

Wavelet transform has been used for the time-frequency
decomposition of solar data series through the last three
solar cycles (the 20-th, the 21-st and the 22-nd), on
daily hasis. for the following parameters: the non-flare
full-disk soft X-ray hackground (XBG ). the daily solar
LOE-type flare index (LOE) and the daily impulsive
type flare index (IMP). From the wavelet analysis we
can distinguish the existence of discrete impulses of the
intermediate-term periodicities (IPJ during the 1969-
1998 year interval. The impulses were determined in
the following years: 1981.0. 1982.7. 1990.0. 1991.6. It
is very likely. that obtained impulsive episodes indicate
those time intervals. in which the continuing eruption of
the new solar magnetic flux existed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the I I-year cycle depends on
intermediate-term variations of the Sun. Our knowl
edge of intermediate-term periodicities (IPs) is mainly
hased on the analysis of sunspot data (sec references re
ported by Antalova, 1999 ). The existence of the continu
ous IPs were theoretically predicted from the oscillation
convection model of the Sun (Wolff. 1974. 1983, 1992).
From the !Ps. two of them arc dominant: the 155- and
323-days (Lean and Brueckner. 1989: Cane. Richardson
and von Rosenvmgc, 1998 ). SOHO/MDI and GONG he
liosctsmrc data (Komm. Howe and Hill. 2000) reveals
other very important period around 1.3 year (ahout 474
days). which they located at the bottom of the convective
zone of the Sun. Going to intermittcncy. we note. that
Ballester. Oliver and Baud in ( 1999) stated the disappear
ance of 150-day sunspot periodicity during the minima of
all modern I I-year solar cycles (No. I - No.22). During
the maxima of the 21-st and the 22-nd solar cycles. An
tal ova ( 1999). from Fourier analysis. displayed the dif
ferent amplitudes in the occurrence of !Ps in the solar
soft X-ray data. The intermittent character of 150-d •.;
periodicity during the maximum of the 21-st cycle was
presented in cosmic rays hy Bazilevskaya ct al. ( 1998 ).
Kudcla ct al. ( 1999). Bouwcr (1992) for full-disk soft

X-ray hackground (XBG ). from the analysis of August
1975 - October 1986 interval found that 150-day period
icity had two maxima: the I-st in August 1980 and the
2-nd in September 1982.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the intermittcncy
of the intermediate-term periodicities during 1969-1998
years. on the basis of the solar soft X-ray data. From
prior papers we know. that !Ps arc related to the solar cy
cle maximum. Data sets available allow us to study 111 de
rail temporal variations of the occurrence !Ps during solar
cycle maximum. The question arises if !Ps arc preferred
in certain part of solar cycle maximum. The data sets arc
given in Section 2. Wavelet transform used for the time
frequency decomposition of the studied solar SXR data
series is given in Section 3. Main results arc summarized
in Section 4.

2. THE DATA SETS

The temporal profiles of our data arc shown in Figure I.
The analysis was performed on the following SXR pa
rameters:
(a) the non-flare full-disk soft X-ray hackgrnund- XBG.
from the 1-8 A GOES measurements. as published in So
/or Geophvsical Doro. XBG here analyzed is given m
units of 10-x\\'111-2. The detailed description of con
struction of homogeneous XBG data sequence is g1n:n
in Jakirnicc, Antalova and Storini (2000) and references
therein.
(b) the LOE-type flare index - LOE. computed from the
5-mrnutc averages of GOES-flux. from all long lasting
(LOE-type) GOES soft X-ray flares. with duration ex
ceeding 2 hours above the quiet SXR GOES level by
weighting the SXR flare-classes (in units of 1u-1; Wh112).
The daily flare indices (Fl-LOE) were investigated hy
Landi and Storini ( 1997) as well as Landi ct al. ( 1998)
in connection with the occurrence of non-recurrent geo
magnetic storms. as proxy data of the coronal activity of
the Sun. 111 years 1969-1974.
(c) the impulsive flare index - IMP. which is computed
by us. 111 the same way as LOE index. for the flares which
duration in SXR is shorter than 2 hours.

l'r,« I" So/or l( :';/Ii/( c \\ °Cil!h1 r F!l/"/I( /lll/t'/"(')/c'l', "lhr So/11r ( ·, . l, un.! Ft'F/"(,\'{/";11/ ('/;111uf( . \'111/fi/ ( 'ru: (fr rc111'J'l/I'. lcnrnt« . .\1111111

25-29 Si'f>f<'>llhcr 211111!1FY\ .\P~F1.i.lu, cmlrc: 2111111)
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Figure 1. Time series of the daily values of XBG (the upper panel). LDE-type flare index (the middle panel) and IMP
flare index of impulsive flares (the bottom panel). The solar activity cycle maxima and minima are signed by dashed and
dotted vertical lines respectively.

power spectra (WPS). The global wavelet spectrum (Tor
rence and Compo. 1998) has estimated the background
mean power spectrum against which the significance
of the local wavelet power spectrum features has been
tested.

3. METHOD OF PROCESSING

The wavelet transform (WT)- suitable tool for the anal
ysis of the non-stationary time series (e.g., Daubechies.
1990, Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997) was used in
this study. The Morlet wavelet- a plane sine wave of am
plitude windowed in time by a Gaussian function - has
been selected to search for power at different frequencies
over the whole length of the series.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The WT computational algorithm of Torrence and
Compo (1998) with a convenient set of scales in the pe
riod range 16- 1024 days and the scale resolution 48
scales per octave was used for calculation of the WT

Intermediate-term periods found in the wavelet global
power spectrum analysis are given in Table 1. The WPS
of XBG. LOE and IMP flare indices are illustrated in Fig
ure 2. The carried out wavelet power spectrum analysis
has shown the following results and conclusions:
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Figure 2. The wavelet power spectra (WPS) of the XGB, LOE and IMP flare index data series. The time spacing parameter
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Table I. The wavelet global power spectrum analysis of
soft X-ray parameters. Periods are given in days. In
head-line are given expected periods, from the 27-day
synodic recurrence as well as from Wolff's g-beats (Wolff,
1974). Our results from wavelet global power spectrum
are given in the three soft X-ray parameter rows. LT
stay for Long Term periods.

IP(days) I 27- 80- 155- 270- 323- LT-
SXR:
XBG 28 83 155 301 568
LDE 31 80 146 223 850
IMP 38 83 157 268 810

The gap in WPS during the maximum epoch of the
last two cycles: The wavelet power spectra of all three
SXR parameters display the gaps in the occurrence of
IPs during the maximum epoch of the last two solar cy
cles. We obtained dual peaks, the first peak in the pre
maximum and the second peak in the post-maximum
years. As is shown in WPS, the second peak is much
stronger, comparing to the first one of the same cycle.
This result is consistent with Bazilevskaya et al. (1998)
and Kudela et al. ( 1999) statements.
The dual-peak in the 22-nd solar cycle: In the WPS
of solar soft X-ray parameters there is a valley during the
maximum of the 22-nd solar cycle, which is similar to
structures presented by Feminella and Storini (1997) as
well as Massetti and Storini (1998). The valley is called
the Gnevyshev gap by the Rome Cosmic Ray Group
(e.g. Storini and Pase, 1995). The dual-peak maximum
of the 11-year solar activity cycle (Gnevyshev, 1977 and
references therein) is well indicated, when intense coro
nal and/or long-lasting activity events are considered.
Relationship between solar activity and the heliomag
netic field: As was shown by Atac and Ozgi.ic;(1998) the
first 1989 peak was higher than the second one (1991)
for all solar parameters, which they analyzed. One of the
most remarkable differences is, that total magnetic flux
had the stronger 1991 peak than 1989 one (Mendoza et
al., 1999 and Storini et al., 1999). Bao and Zhang (1998)
obtained in the magnetic helicity the same temporal pro
files (the first peak in 1989 is smaller than the second peak
in 1991 year). Our WPS result of the stronger occurrence
of IP periodicities in 1991 comparing to 1989 year coin
cides very well with the magnetic field behaviour. This
similarity in temporal evolution gives a promising chain
to understand the origin of the Gnevyshev gap and its role
in the solar activity cycle.
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N-S VARIATION OF THE X-RAY FLARE NUMBER DURING THE SOLAR CYCLE 22

Il.Scluuic<ler 1• K ..T.Li "· Q.S.Li"
1 Observar oir« df' Paris. Section \!<'11dun. CJ2l~fi \l<'uclon Principal ( '(·d(·x

" Y11n11an Obs-rvat orv. Kunming. China

Abstract The \.-ray Ilar« (·\t•11ts of class larg<'r than
'd ocurrmg between April. I. I~IC"/ and Decernlwr
:rn. 1'192 and listed in SCD (Solar Ceophysical Data)
have Ix-en st at iscallv ana lv-.«]. During this poriod
of maximurn activity of t h. 2:!nd <ola r ,·ycle. the a11-
nu al numlxr of flare event s is lar_g,·r in the sout h.-ru
homispherr- than in the nort lurn lw1nisplwre. The
:\-S a,;>·111111etr>·with the dourinaurr- of the sou t h.-rn
hemisphere, already studied fort lw number of spots.
n•all>· exist for the flare <·writs. The solar <"><"k '2'2
,;eerns to have the same lxhaviour than the cycle 21
in respect to the :\-S ao-»T1111wtrv.

I. Int rod u.t ion

Solar activity indications clo not o.ru r (•ve11l>·011 t IH'
solar disk. It is well k11m1·11that m a nv types of so
lar phenomena exhibit son«: :\-S asyunnot rv distri
bution such as optical flare n·<'11ts. re lat ivo sunspot
numlx-rs. sunspot areas. sunspot niagnet ic classes.
sudden disappearances of solar lil.uuout s. typ« I I
radio bursts. white-Iight flan·,;. gar11n1a-ray bursts.
h a rcl \.-ray bursts. events of 1·oru11al nrass ejection.
and \.-ra>' flares. Alt hough t h.: (•xistence of :\-S
asvnuuc-t ry in solar act ivitv is g(•11erally well f'stah
lishr-d . that is not so wr-ll ir11<'l'j>t'(•f('(I (Carbonell,
Oliver ,\:Ballester HJD:\). Car1·i:1 (I \!'HJ) studied t h«
:\-S asyrnmet ry of large flarf·,.; La,.;f'cl 011 \. ray ob
serva t ions from GOES sa trlli trs during solar (·yd(',.;
:20 and 21. He shows that t!J(' spatial dist ribut iou
of flarf',.; varies with a n sol ar c_vcl<-s1!('h as that t lw
prcponclcra11ce of flares orrurs i11 t lw :\orth in t h«
(·;uly part of the cydc and 111u1·1·ssouth as the ··y
dc progress. \Ve are doing <1siruilnr analysis for t h«
solar ('>•de 22.

l :.::·.~.

1-'tqun 1. Tin u11111/(/I 1111111/)(r iut io of t/11 fluu
1 1·111/s 111 t/11 ;;011//11 1·11 /111111s11h1 n (,\",) lo tlto« 111

//11 11or/h1111 lu m isph cn (.\"_y) .sll ]la,» 11111/s of
.\I,\·.\ 1 fu.,.'i( s un 1 011.'i/(/1 nd 111 //11 du ,/11d 1 u 1T<.

lh o« of.\/ class 111 flu d11sl11 d 011d do/11d1111"1"1. 011d

lho,« of.\ duss 111 //,1 dot l, d 1111"1"1

The cla t a used in t h is papn rnr1w from the table of
the \.-ray.\/~ l flares (Li x. /h;111g 1q1JI). ext ractr-d
from the SC~D (Solar Ceoph>sical Dat;1) in t he t in«:
interval of l April HJ<:'/ to :rn lkn·nrbcr 1')112 corrc-

Proc I'' Solar & Splice \Ve<11her L11ro1011/crc11a. 'The Sol«» Cvrle <111dTerrestrial C/1111a1e'. Sant« Cru: de Tcncn!c. Tcncnie. Sputn
25-29 September 2000 !ESA SP--!1\3. /Je1nnher 7JJOl!i
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Tablel. Xumber of.\! 2: l ~-ray flares during the period of 1981 to 199:2

.Vo.(S.M) .Yo.1,·.x1 .Vo.(N.M) No.1.rv.x1 .Vo.(E ..\J) .Vo.(E.X) .Vo.(W.M) No.1w.x1 •• total

*1981 18 0 11 0 L! 0 11 0 29
1988 111 10 81 :3 1L! 3 80 10 20.s
1989 :HI 32 211 ·)- :ns 29 29G 30 680-1

1990 121 ., lS I 14 142 11 130 5 288
1991 398 31 ]8(j II 298 :l(i 28G 18 638
1992 142 8 58 I 80 1 120 11 212
total 11:31 8<) /GI 65 969 so 929 14

* The flare events are summed up into the nnmbr-rs of this row only from I April I 'l8/ .
**Number in this column corresponds to the number of the flare events of each ve.u, the half of the sum :z::= No.
of the corresponding row.

.I ~

.. ' ;( t~. I . : .' ;.. . . , .. .. ... . . ['"'' '; ··: '·'. . ' "
I
I

..• . .

--~-------~----·-···-.~~

1990
TIME (YEAR)

1992

Figure l. Dist nouiion of X-ra11 JI 2: l fiau.« [rotn 1987 to 1992. uttli nspc«! lo liclioqrapliic latitude,



sponding to the maximum period oft he 22nd solar
cycle (Li et al. 1\Flt').

Table 1 gives the number of the Ilaros classified by
hemisphere and by \.-ray class.
Fig. 1 gives the annual number rnt io of the flare
events in the southern hemisplrorv (.\c;) to t hoso in
the nort hcrn hemisphere (Sv ). TIJ('re is no flar«
of X class to occur in 1981. here we let the value
.Vs/N.v oft his year equal to 1 for the flares of.\
class. Tho ratio of t h» total n11111IH'r of the Ilar«
events in the southern liernisplroro to that in th"
northern hemisphere is 1.-El for .\/ class. 1.:31 for .\
class. 1.48 for .\1 .\..'..\ class.

To be sure that this result cannot IH' obt ainod pu rr-lv
by chance we dwck b.' using prol>;1hility lqw-. and
compute what would lw the ratio ol' flares in t h.:
southern lw111ispherr· to those of nort hrn hcmisphr-n
that wcu Id lw cx pr-«t <'cl by cl1a11(T. Tho probabi Ii t _,.
to get class \I+\. events ocrnri11g in tho soul hem
hemisphere is~ 1u-s to get dass \ ('\.<'lits is U.IJ2(i.
These probabilit ics ar(' !es,; than:)(;( so our results ar•·
significant. Th('y ar« c·o111pli111i'llt<1ry to sc\-eral 01ws
recently pu bl ishcd (0 Iivr-r and Ball<'sl er 1994 .. \ t ;1c
and Ozgur IWlb). '1"11<'hr-liographi« lat it ucle dist ri
but ion shows in Figuri' 2 that :1t t lu- l>(•ginning oft II<'
22nd solar cvc·li'. t lw \-ra\· .\/ > I flarc·s oc<·urn·d 111
the rclatiVi·l·y hight latit1;d(',., (-;l,.>v•· 201!). then. a,;
t h« cyde progr•·ss•·d. t h.-r« was ;111.,!,,·ious shift 111
the st.a.tist ical ci'nt r..id nf posit ion t.o t ii<' lower lat
itudes. t.h.- 111ajorit~· oft lw flare ('\'<'!ti,; occ11rrl'd 111
the lat it udos 1'11 and :Fi'' Only :! flarf',.; OffUJ"J"('d 111
the lat it udos ov«r llJ" Tlw di-t ri l.u t iou of flare·" is
com para hi<' tot h.: s1111,.;put dist ribu t i.,11.

.,

.) ( 'ouclusiou

In the present. st 11d:-· 11"C·liav« f()1111d that t h« :\-S
;1sy111111f'tr>· rf'all.v ('Xist('d for t h« fiar<' events wit l:
the clorni11;u1c·(' oft lw ,;011thrm lw111i,;plwrc. 'Ilu- ,.;<>
lar cycle 22 ,.,e<'I11st" h.iv« t hi" sa111(· IH'ha,·iour than
the cycle 21 in n·sp(·c·t oft lw :\-S a,.;_\·11111]('trv. \.i'1"111;1
(I 981) who 11·a,.,\lurking Oil :\ ,.,oJar cyd(',.; rn.20 and
21 with cliffnrnt indic·ators found that asym nu-t ri(·s
in all phr-nornoua pn·\·ailed in t I](' uort Ii during c.v
cles 19 and 20 and in t h« south in <"!Tic 21. 'Ihi-,
\1·011lcl inclic·at(· that s11peri111pu,.,i'd 011 t hi' 11·<·11oh
sorved pcriodi<"it ,,.,., .,f 11. 22 >···ars a 1111wh lr>11gn
cycle of unknown clur.u ion doe,; exist.

The rclnt.iouship IJ('t 11n'11 flare dist ribu t ion and
sunspot clit ribu t ion l•·ad to think that flares ;1r<·
originated i11 a<"tiv(· region,.; a11d1<>r<·<Ideep in t lw
convect ion zonr-, 111;1yhr· at t iii' l>o11ndary of gi;1nt
cells. So t lwr<' is. 111ay br-. a r('lat ionsh ip lwt11·c·<·n
t he asymmc-t ri1·,., ;111d 1·rn1V<'<'Iivc gi;111t celk .\
global couvo.t ion p;1t t crn was r<·<·<·11tly disco1·(·r<·d
b~·analysing t lw clat ;1 "f \I])[ a hoard SOHO (h"su
vit chcv l rnll) ;l!ld J;irg•· n111n·(·t ion rolls p;1r:dl··I
to the oquat or \1·<·r1·,.,u,.,p<"C"tecl. T!u- cxistr·nn· ,,i·
such rolls nJ11!cl lw rel;1t<·cl to t l«- work of l\ilws •·t
al. ( imn) ""inµ; fil;i11w11ts ;1s t r;11·1·r,.;. The:- ,;ho11·
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that the number of such convective rolls changes
accordi ng to the phase of the solar cycle and this
change «ou lcl be responsible of the transfer of the
polarity from one hemisphere to the other one. That
gives a new view on t lw solar dynamo phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

The Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted
Radiation (SUMER) spectrograph on the Solar and
Heliosphcric Observatory (SOHO) has been used to
measure solar radiances of far- and extreme-ultraviolet
emission lines of quiet-Sun areas from March 1996 until
June 2000. The measurements allow us to derive the
trends of the radiance of the quiet Sun near the centre of
the solar disk during the time of the ascending phase of
the present sunspot cycle. We have measured the
radiance of the emission lines He I 584/... Mg x 609:\
and 624/... N ' 1238.-\. Fe XII 1242/... Ne \I II 770.-\.
and the hydrogen Lyman continuum at 880A until June
1998 when observations with SOHO were interrupted
All lines show an increasing trend during this period of
the ascending phase of the present solar activity cycle.
We characterise the effects of the loss and recovery of
the SOHO spacecraft in 1998 on the radiometric
calibration of the SUMER instrument and extend the
radiance measurements through July 2000. The
extended measurements show that the increasing trend
has continued.

INTRODUCTION

The variation of solar irradiance in the extreme
ultraviolet. which goes along with the solar activity
cycle. is known to be very strong (Hall ct al. 1969 ). hut
has not been measured for many spectral lines (Tobiska,
et al. 1998. Woods et al., 19%). Accordingly, the
detailed variation of the EUV irradiance is not well
understood (Lean. 1991).
The solar irradiance in the ultraviolet and its variability
is of fundamental importance due to its effect on the
upper atmosphere of the Earth. In several spectral lines
in the UV and EUV. the irradiance has been measured
by the SUMER spectrograph (Solar Measurements of
Emitted Radiation) on the Solar and Heliospheric
observatory (SOHO) during 1996 and 1997 (Wilhelm
et al., 1998 and 2000). From the spatially resolved
images of the Sun, the contributions of active and
coronal hole regions could be obtained, that contribute
to the variation of the irradiance of spectral lines. These
results provide important input parameters for models of

the solar irrudiance spectrum (Fontenla et al., 1999) and
the EUV irradiance variability based on the contrast
ratio of different regions on the solar disk. In addition it
was possible to measure the detailed centre-to-limb
variations of the radiance in these emission lines. To
understand the variability of solar irradiance it is also
necessary to know whether the quiet-Sun is affected by
the solar activity cycle. In particular. it is unclear
whether the variability of the irradiance of the Sun can
be modelled by active region and plage area
contributions alone or is also due to a global change of
the quiet-Sun radiance introduced by the varying
activity during a sunspot cycle.

We have measured the radiance of selected EUV
emission lines with the SUMER spectrograph on SOHO
from March 1996 to June 1998 and extended
measurements until July 2000. The data obtained only
from quiet-Sun areas. measured close to the centre of
the solar disk. revealed an increasing trend of the
radiance that seems to go along with the sunspot cycle
(Schi.ihle. 2000a).

The measurement of long-term radiance is particularly
difficult because of stability uncertainties of instrument
responsivity due to degradation of optics and detectors
in space (Steward ct al., 1989). The careful tracking of
the instrument responsivity changes during the mission
is of paramount importance for the evaluation of long
term trends. This has been accomplished by these
measurements which have been repeated on a regular
basis. Based on the condition that the radiance of the
quiet-Sun docs not decrease during this period of the
sunspot cycle. we have shown that the responsivity of
the SUMER instrument had not degraded during launch
and the first year of the SOHO mission (Schiihle et al.,
1998 ). Contrary. continued measurements showed an
increasing trend of the radiance of the lines. The
measurements can thus be used to derive mid-term
variations of the radiance of the observed spectral lines.
However, during the accidental loss and the recovery of
the SOHO spacecraft in 1998 the instruments suffered
changes in their responsivity. We try to evaluate these
changes in order to maintain the radiometric capabilities
and, in particular. to follow-up these long-term trends of
the quiet-Sun radiance.

l 'r,« l " \i!/111·l\· \ji11u' \L'11flu'!" l.unnonnrrn;«, "lh« So/11r (\dr cuu!Tcrrccnu)! C/1n111tc \111110Cr11,- de Tcncnt.'. limn!c. S110111.
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OBSERVATIONS AND DAT A CALIBRATION

Five emission lines had been selected that have
repeatedly been observed in quiet-Sun areas near the
disk centre. The lines measured during the observing
sequence are He I 584 A, Mg x 609 A and 624 A, Ne
VIII 770 A. N v 1238 A. To exclude any contributions
from active or bright regions. an area close to disk
centre was always selected that was devoid any solar
activity by referring to the He II 304 A images of the
Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) of
SOHO. An area of 60" x 300'' was registered by a raster
scan of the telescope with a step size of 0.76" in east
west direction. After September 1996 the raster scan
mode was given up, and instead the slit was kept at a
fixed position, letting only the solar image drift across
the slit by the solar rotation. Each line was registered for
21 minutes, taking 80 exposures of 16 seconds. The area
sampled by solar rotation was 3.5'' x 300". So the area
sampled was much smaller, and thus the sample of the
chromospheric network structure was only marginally
representative. when the raster scan was not invoked.
This causes a greater scatter of the data points, but
nevertheless, the size of this area warranted that always
a part of chromospheric network and cells was sampled.
Recently, in August 1999, the raster scan mode was
resumed temporarily so that a few raster images could
be acquired again.
An additional set of measurements was obtained by an
observing sequence of the hydrogen Lyman continuum,
performed independently but with similar regularity. In
these observations a spectral window of 40 A of the
hydrogen Lyman continuum at 880 A was sampled for
three hours at a quiet-Sun area, corresponding to a raster
scan area of about 30" x 300".

The radiometric responsivity of the SUMER instrument
has been calibrated with both detectors before flight
using a transfer standard source which itself had been
calibrated against the primary radiometric source
standard BESSY I (Hollandt et al. 1996). This
laboratory calibration established the responsivity of the
instrument at a set of wavelengths provided by the
transfer source. By the fact that none of the observed
lines presented in this communication showed any
decline of intensity. we verified that the instrument
responsivity was stable during the mission time
(Schuhle et al. 2000b) until the SOHO accident
occurred, when the nominal spacecraft attitude was lost
for three months. After the recovery of SOHO in
November 1998, a change of responsivity of SUMER
was noticed. Anticipating that the radiometric
calibration can be re-established after the accident, these
measurements have been continued after instruments
from SOHO had been recovered. The data before and
after the SOHO accident have been fitted by a linear
least squares fit and, assuming that the trends would be
unchanged, a "sensitivity loss factor" was derived for
each line measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We determined for each measurement the average
radiance in the observed area. From 5 March 1996 to 7
July 2000 we have made 39 observations. A summary
of the data is presented in Figure 1. Here we show the
uncorrected data measured for each line in the entire
time period starting well before the minimum of the
sunspot activity between solar cycles 22 and 23. The
time has been divided (indicated by vertical lines) into
three periods that have been fitted separately: Before
solar minimum. after solar minimum but before the
SOHO accident, and after.

After the recovery from the SOHO accident both
detectors have been used alternately. Thus we can
exclude any variation due to changes of response of one
detector. In order to re-establish the calibration after the
SOHO accident. the trends of the radiances before and
after the accident have been fitted separately as shown
in Figure 1. and correction factors for the change of
responsivity have been determined. The loss factors
derived by this procedure are 26% for He I584 A, 289c
for Mg x 609 and 624 A, 34% for Ne VIII 770 A, 399c
for N v 1238 A lines, and 29% for H I Lyman
continuum.

After applying the post-recovery corrections we plot the
evolution of the radiances in Figure 2. From a linear
least squares fit to these data we can derive the amount
of radiance change observed during the time period after
the solar minimum: 25% for He I 584 A, 16% for Ne
\"III 770 A. 53% for Mg x 609 A, 86% for Mg X 624 A.
83% for N v 1238 A line, and 44% for the H ILyman
continuum at 880 A.

The scatter of data points is quite large. The uncertainty
levels of the radiometric calibration were 15 % (ls) for
the A detector (Wilhelm et al. 1997) and 20 % ( 1s) for
the B detector (Schiihle et al. 2000b). After the SOHO
accident we estimate a 40 % uncertainty when the
corrections for the loss of responsivity have been
applied. The scatter of the results, however, is larger due
to variation of the radiance inside the sampled area. This
has been proven by a comparison with data measured in
co-registration by the CDS (Coronal Diagnostics
Spectrometer) instrument on SOHO. The data where
both instruments have captured the same target areas at
the same wavelengths agree on the absolute scale within
the uncertainty margins given by both instruments. In
particular the variations of these lines are in phase for
both instruments (Pauluhn et al. 1999). Thus the scatter
of data is not instrumental and would perhaps be
reduced if a larger area were sampled.
However. we cannot exclude entirely any systematic
drift. Particularly the difference between the two Mg x
lines, which originate strictly from the same plasma,
may be due to a blend contribution hidden inside either
line profile.
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Figure 1: Radiances of the lines He I 584 A, Ne VIII 770 A, Mg x 609 A and 624 A. N v 1238 A, and the H 1Lyman
continuum at 880 A measured at quiet-Sun areas between 5 March 1996 and 7 July 2000. The time period is
divided into three zones: Before solar minimum. after solar minimum but before the SOHO accident, and after. A
linear least squares fit was applied to each data set.

We conclude that the radiances of the lines of He,
Mg9+, Ne7+, N4+, and the hydrogen Lyman continuum
which originate in the transition region and the lower
corona, show an increase in quiet-Sun areas that seems
to be associated with the solar activity cycle. This result
implies that the variation of the irradiance from the full
Sun cannot simply be modelled by the number of active
regions and plage areas visible on the solar disk and
their variation throughout the solar cycle. Instead, there
is an additional contribution to the variability from the
quiet Sun.

We must stress that the scatter of data points is much
higher than photon counting statistics and is entirely of
solar origin, as a result of the limited size of the sampled
area. Also, as we approach the maximum of the solar
activity cycle, it becomes more difficult to select
regions on the solar disk that are not influenced by
active regions nearby, and the term "quiet Sun" may
become questionable. We must notice also that the

maintenance of the radiometric calibration over such a
long period is a difficult task, and any error in this
procedure will influence these results. It is therefore
extremely valuable to have such observations from
several independent instruments on SOHO. A joint
evaluation of the data from SUMER, UVCS, and CDS
instruments is underway.
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ABSTRACT

We present examples of analysis of physical condi
tions in flares followed hv SEP events recorded in
vicinity of Earth. The data wr: used consist of Yohkoh
SXT images and broad-band photometric observa
tions of the soft and hard X-ray solar fluxes ob
tained using the RF15-I Photomder-Imager aboard
INTERBALL-Tail satellite.

Key words: solar physics; flares; SEP events

1. I:\'TRODUCTION

The aim of present research is to study physical con
ditions in a set of well observed flares which have
been followed by SEP disturbance reaching the Earth
vicinity. As data sets which have been used for the
analysis of flaring plasma conditions we have chosen:

• Yohkoh SXT images obtained with Al12 and
I3e119 filters

• RF15-I broad-band measurements of the soft and
hard X-ray solar flux

These two data sets allow to study both the spacial
distribution of soft X-ray plasma characteristics from
the images and the conditions in the plasma compo
nent responsible for presence of harder part of the
X-ray spectra. This component is usually fast vary
ing and needs observations frequent in time.

\Ve selected for the analvsis t.hroo SEP - associated
flares which have been ,,.;,ll obsorv.-d bv both Yohkoh
SXT and INTERBALL-Tazl HFl:J-I instruments. TIH~
basics of the physical analvsis performed arc ex
plained in the next Section. Thr- characteristic of the
selected flares are described in morr: dot ail in ded
icatrxl further Sections. \V(' pn-sr-nt maps showing
the evolution of emission moasur« and temperature
within the flare as well as n-lat od distributions of so
callPd quasi- differential emission measure (QD E},I).

Present study represents a first phas« of the larger
programme which may lead towards identifying pos
sible differences of distribution of physical condi
tions for SEP-associated and NOT- associated flares.

"p-rnail: js·<\chk.pan.\Hoc.pl

There are earlier papers by Kiplinger (1995), Syl
wester, Sylwester and Garcia (1995) and Garcia
(2000) indicating that such differences may exist in
deed.

Results of the present study for SEP associated Hares
will be next intercompared with similar results per
formed for events which worr: not accompanied by
following particle events observed in Earth vicinity.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

At first the temperature (T) and emission mea
sure (Elvl) maps have been constructed adopting a11
isothermal approximation. The filter ratio technique
for Al12 and I3el19 deconvolved images has been
used. The images (64 x G4 pixels] have been dccon
volved using A:\'DRIL algorithm (Sylwestcr and Syl
wester , 1998, 1999). The deconvolution removed t.ho
image blurring due to t.he instrument point spread
function and increased numerically t.ho spatial reso
lution of the images down to 1 arc sec. As a result of
deconvolution we obtained corresponding sequences
of images of 320 x 320 subpixels, where 1 subpixel is of
~ 0.5 arcsec x ~ 0.5 arcser: siz«. The deconvolved im
ages have been carefully «oaligncd to within the frac
tion of arcsec. In order to proscnt statistically signifi
cant maps of (T) and (E ;\!), as t.hr: first step of anal
ysis, the common regions 011All 2 and I3Pl 19 images
have been selected wit h t IH' statistics good enough.
For analysed Hares t hP value of 20 DN/ su bpixel i.«.

about 500 DN/pixel has lH'('n chosen. The common
region is delimited by light t liin line i11the Figures 1,
3 and 5. For each subpixel locat.c~dinside this bound
ary the temperature and «mission measure have IH'<'ll
dr-rived using isothermal approximation. Next, based
011the tempera ture and omission measure maps t.ho
rorresponding "quasi" diffr-rr-ntial «nussion measure
distributions (QDE},l) havr- IH'C'Ilconstructed. The
QDE},I histograms hav« bC'Pil ronst ruct.od accordi11g
to the following reri pC':

• The subpixels have IH'('ll identified where t IH'
temperature falls into (T, T + 0.T) range.

• The emission measures for clnrnents assigned to
appropriate tcrnpcraturc have been summed.

• Corresponding emitting volume has been esti
mated based on tho ass um pt.ion of the symmetry
(i.e. the depth of the emitting n•gion has been
taken as square root of th(' area).

l'r111 I .\/1!11r,\· \j1(i11 \\-1 /:1r111 ontcun, ('. ·n11 \(!i11r ( ( -'1 .n..l l11n \/n11/ ("/111111!1 \111/id Crn: d1 11111 rtt« FnuT1/1' .. \j111111
:,5 ::!(J.\cjlf1111/i(I ~1111111{\.\ <r /r,_,_ /J1i1·11i/1cr~()(J();
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• The average density of the plasma has been de
termined from the emission measure and the vol
ume (N = j(EM/V).

The average temperatures for the entire region have
been estimated based on the ratio of area-integrated
Be119 and Al12 rates. The average T values are in
dicated in the bottom panel of Figs 1, 3 and 5.

The results of described analysis are discussed in the
following Sections.

3. 20 APRIL 1998 Flare

This Ml.4 flare (max at 10:21 UT) most proba
bly occurred in behind the western limb active re
gion (NO AA 8194). Therefore it has not been ob
served/classified in Ho. Flare X-ray emission has
been characterised by a symmetrical rise and decay
in hard X-rays and smooth long duration decay in
the softer range (see RF15-I light curves). The Sun
was rather quiet many hours before the investigated
event with only two active regions identified on the
northern hemisphere.

20 April 1998
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of main thermodynamic pa
rameters for two moments during the rise phase (the first
and second columns) and for the maximum of GOES light
curve (the third column) for the flare on 20 April 1998.
Maps of temperature and emission measure are presented
in the first and second rows respectively. The wiggly white
line delimits the common region for Al12 and Be119 im
ages where the signal is statistically significant. The bot
tom row shows corresponding "quasi" differential emis
sion measure distributions. See the text for explanation.

In Figure 1, the basic thermodynamic parameters for
the 20 April 1998 flare are displayed. The parameters
shown correspond to two moments during the rise
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Figure 2. The variations of the soft and hard X-ray so
lar radiation level as observed by RF15-I (8 top panels).
The fiuence of protons with E 2'. 10 MeV from GOES-
8 (5 min averages) is plotted in the bottom panel for
the comparison. The RF energy bands are as follows:
sl : 0.7 - 1.0 keV; s2: 1.0 - 1.7 keV; s3: 1.1- 2.1 keV,
hl: 10 - 15 keV; h2: 15 - 30 keV; h3: 30 - 60 keV; h4: 60 -
120 keV; h5: 120 - 240 keV. Letters sand h correspond
to proportional and scintillation detectors respectively.
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phase (the first and second column) and to the max
imum (third column) of GOES light curve. The two
instants presented are separated by about 15 min and
11 min (from their predecessors) respectively. The
emitting plasma is concentrated in small kernels. The
temperature and the emission measure distribution is
very dynamic during the flare rise phase. By taking
into account results of all the tests of the refined de
convolution and coalignment procedures, we believe
this variations represent real changes of plasma con
ditions within the flaring region.

It is seen from Figure 1 that the bulk of plasma
is characterised by the relatively high temperature
around 10 .\IK. This temperature is nearly constant
for all three times presented in spite of the fact that
the morphology of the region changed substantially
during this period. The corresponding (not indi
cated) average densities are not very high and ac
count for 2.8, 1.7 and 1.8 in units of 1010 (per cm 3)

respectively. The QDEM histograms presented in the
bottom row reveal that the total emission measure
increases during the rise phase and the high temper-



ature tails with temperature above 20 '.\IK an' pro
nounced. This tails arc also present during the de
cay phase. The low temperature cut-off in QDE'.\I
distribution is of instrumental origin, as only the
plasma with temperatures higher than ~ 5 '.\IK can
be probed based on analysis of the I3ell9/All2 ra
tios.

4. 30 SEPTE'.\II3ER 1998 FLARE

30 September 1998
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Figure 3. The same type of presentation ns ui Fiqurc 1.
The selected times correspond to three instants tluritu; the
[lose rise phase.

This flare (max at 1.3:50 CT) occurred in the ac.rivo
region NOAA 8340 situated just at the western solar
limb. The Sun was moderately active during the day
before the event. The X-rn\· class of this event \ms
'.\12 (GOES) and 21\"(Hn). The Hare was pronounced
in X-ray radiation with an impulsive rise and smooth
decay.

In Figure 3 we present temperature and emission
measure maps. The frames shown correspond to
the flare rise phase. The patterns are separated by
4 min. The morphology of this event. resembles a
loop like structure consisting of many small kernels.
This event has been quite dynamic throughout the
rise phase as can be followed in the Figure. The
quasi differential emission measure distribution for
selected times reveals presence of the high temper
ature tails. These tails evolve fast during the rise
phase (no plasma with Ti,20 MK is seen on the first
QDEM histogram and quite noticeable amount is
present 7 min later). The average plasma density
(for presented period) is around 4.0 in units of 1010
(per cm 3). Plasma density and the average temper
ature do not change substantially during the period
shown in the Figure.
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Figure 4. The same as in Fig. 2 for SO September 1998
event.

J()

0. 4 .JC:'\E 1999 FLARE

This flare took place in t.h« active region close to the
western limb (I'\OAA 8552). The solar disc was wry
spotted during this day and 13 active regions Gill be
distinguished on the visible hemisphere. The flare of
interest was the most important X-ray event anal
ysed in this contribution (M3.9). Also it was very
bright as seen in Ho (2I3). This flare differs in com
parison to previous ones in its X-ray characteristics.
Although it was also characterised by rather impul
sive rise its decay phase was also relatively short in
comparison. The All2 and I3cll9 SXT images for
this flare have been available during tho decay phase
only. The maps of temperature and emission mea
sure distributions displayed in the upper and middle
panels in Figure 5 are separated in time by about
2 min. They correspond to times during; flare de
cay phase. The lowest panel shows the correspond
ing quasi differential emission measure distributions
(QDEM). The average temperatures and the total
emission measures for individual times do not change
substantially during presented period. The corro
sponding plasma density is about 3.3 in units of 1010
(per cm 3). The high temperature tails (T > 20 '.\IK)
seen on QDE'.\I histograms arc pronounced and arc
seen to vary within a short time interval shown.
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4 June 1999
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Figure 5. The same as in Figure 1, except that the results
correspond to decay phase (SXT data were not available
for the rise phase).

6. CO:\'CLUSIONS

We present basic characteristics of the flaring plasma
including maps of the temperature and emission mea
sure distribution for three flares which were associ
ated with the following SEP particle events. The flare
physical characteristics have been derived using the
soft and hard X-rav observations obtained from SXT
images Yohkoh andcRF15-I on Interball-Tail satellites.
We have noticed that:

• All considered flares appear to be quite extended
in X-rays.

• Substantial reconfiguration of coronal structures
took place possibly related with the SEP accom
panied flare.

• Plasma appears to be localized in a net of emit
ting kernels.

• Temperature distribution of the plasma is power
law above the average temperature with the tail
extending up to 30 ;\IK later during the rise
phase. These tails are present also later-on dur
ing flare decay indicating for continuous heating.

• Early during flare rise presence of significant
amount of super-hot plasma (at 40 - 80 MK
range) can be deduced based on the isothermal
analysis of RF15-I h2/hl flux ratio.
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Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 2 but for 4 June 1999
event. In addition to E > 10 Me V, the E > 50 Me V and
E > 100 Me V proton flux variations are shown in the two
bottom panels.
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ABSTRACT

The Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer aboard the So
lar and Heliospheric Observatory observes the so
lar EUV spectrum in two bands between 308-379 A
and 513 633 A. The full Sun irradiance can be mea
sured by rastering the instrument over the solar
disk. Measurements of the solar irradiance have
been made starting 25 March 1997 and continuing
to the present, ranging from very quiet to very ac:
rive Sun. These measurements are the only current
ECV spectral irradiance measurements taken on a
regular basis. As well as irradiance values, the most
recent observations also provide moderate resolution
solar images to help quantify the important sources
of the irradiance variability. The dependence of incli
vidual spectral lines on the solar cycle is presented,
spanning the temperature range from 3 x 104 K to
2.7 x 106 K. The important spectral lines of He II
and Si XI at 304 A are observed in second order and
separated. The high spectral resolution of these mea
surements, combined with the coverage of a signifi
cant proportion of the solar cycle, provide a unique
dataset for understanding solar variability in the
EUV. In addition, these data are important input
for interpreting data from broadband and lower res
olution irradiance monitors. such as the SOHO SE:\!
and TIMED.

Key words: EUV; Irradiance: SOHO; CDS.

1. THE OBSERVATIO:\S

The Normal Incidence Spectrometer (NIS) of the
SOHO Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) ob
serves spatially resolved spectra in two bands, :\IS-1:
308-379 A, and :\IS-2: 513-633 A. A special observ
ing program allows the full-Sun irradiance to be mea
sured by rastering over the entire Sun. A full scan
takes approximately 13 hours, and is performed on
a roughly monthly basis. Figure 1 shows represen
tative full-Sun :\IS spectra. The spectral resolution
varies from 0.3 to 0.6 A, allowing the separation of

Pro: I" So/or & .\/1oa \\'n11/1er Euroconien-n:», 'The So/or C\ c le uni! Terrestrial ( '/111111/<'·. Son to Cru: de Trnerite. Trnr n]e. ,)/)(1/11.
25-29 S<'/>/('11//>er 21JIJ{)! l:'S. \ S/'-H!3. December 2000)

\S- ------- ------v~;

~
'0
0

\ S-2

c60 '.JSO
v\'cve e-tqtt- (A)

Figure 1. Representative CDS full-Sun irraduuu:e
spectra in the two wavelength bands. A selection of
prominent lines are identified. Irradiances from 154
separate spectral lines have been extracted. The ap
parent continuum component is actually due to off
band scattering in the spectrometer.

closely spaced lines. For example, the Si XI line at
303.3 A can be clearly separated from the He II line
at 303.7 A (both seen in second order).

Full disk irradiances have been measured with CDS
starting on 25 March 1997, when the Sun was close to
solar minimum (F107 = 70). A total of 7 irradiance
measurements were made up through the summer of
1998, during which time the level of solar activity i11-
creased substantially (F10.7= 104). The irradiances
of a total of 154 separate spectral lines have been ex
tracted from these data for each observation date.
with corresponding emission temperatures ranging
from 3 x 104 K (He I) to 2.7 x 106 K (Fe XVI). with
good coverage over that temperature range. Figure 2
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Ca X 557.BA

Fe Xi! 364.5A

0 11!599.6A

•Fe XIV 334.2A Fe XVI 360.7A

Fiqur« 2. Monochromatic images of a representative
sample of spectral lines. ranging in formation tern
peraiure from 3 x 101 K to 2.i x 106 K, taken on
.J3 April 1998.

shows monochromatic images of the Sun in selected
lines from rhe CDS irradiance data.

In the summer of 1998. just a day after one of the
CDS irradiance measurements. pointing control of
the SOHO spacecraft was lost for several months.
After SOHO was recovered in the fall of 1998, reg
ular obsorvat ions of the full-Sun irradiance were re
sumed. The accident caused changes in the spec
tral line shapes. and some closely spaced lines which
wen' previously treated separately are now treated
as blends in the post-recovery data. Also, some faint
lines which could previouslv be measured had to be
dropped. Because of these nm effects, the total num
ber of lines analyzed in the post-recovery data was
reduced to 106.

Figure 3 shows rh« measured irradiance from the
:\Ig X line at 62.JA as a function of time. Also shown
is the F10.7 radio flux for comparison. There are still
some issues to be worked out regarding the calibra
tion of the post-reroverv data. Therefore. we will
only consider the pre-accident data for the remain
der of this report

2. CA.LIBRA.TIO:\

The calibration used for the CDS :\IS measurements
are based on nm sounding rocket underfiights. Co
ordinated observations of the solar irradiance were
made on Ei :\lay 1997. together with the El'\'
Crar inr, Spectrometer (EGS) instrument aboard a
:\ASA/LA.SP sounding rocket. The EGS is a pro
totype instrument for the upcoming :\ASA Thermo
sphere Ionosphere Xlesosphere Energetic Dynamics

Mg x 625 A

,.<~ -;; :::ct-97 .A.pr-9~ Oc:-98 A:)r-99 Oct-9·~

Figure 3. Solar irradiance from the Mg X line at
625 A (X symbols) as a function of time. Also shown
is the F1o.7 radio fiux (solid line) for comparison.
The vertical dashed lines represent the temporary loss
and subsequent recovery of SOHO pointing control.

(Tl:\IED) mission. The highly precise calibration of
the EGS instrument (8-10%), combined with the co
incident CDS observations of the irradiance allows
a calibration curve to be derived for the CDS in
strument. These data provided a calibration for the
entire :\IS-2 band. and the area of the :\IS-1 band
around the strong :\Ig IX line at 368 A. Extracting
a calibration for the rest of ~IS-1 was complicated
by the lower spectral resolution of the EGS. and the
dense spacing of lines in :\IS-1, although a rough
calibration curve could be derived.

Xleasurements of the solar radiance of an active re
gion target with another sounding rocket underfiight
extended the calibration to the remainder of the :\IS-
1 wavelength band. The Solar Extreme-ultraviolet
Research Telescope and Spectrograph was launched
on 18 Xovernber 1997. During the flight. both the
SERTS and CDS instruments were co-pointed at
the same target. The SERTS measurements covered
most of the :\IS-1 wavelength range. up to 3.J4A. By
combining the SERTS measurements with the EGS
measurements at 368 A, a complete :\IS-1 calibration
curve could be derived.

Both sounding rocket measurements also provided a
measurement of the CDS second-order efficiency at
2 x 304 A which were in excellent agreement with
each other.

Additional corrections are applied to the data for
burn-in effects on the detector. Loss of sensit ivity
from the two narrow slits are measured directly by
using a special 90" x 240" "movie" slit. Loss in sensi
tivitv from the occasional use of this wider ..movie..
slit is estimated from regular observations of He I
.J84A emission from the quiet Sun.

3. CO:\IPARISO:\ WITH rr:v :\IODELS

Figure 4 shows the variation of a number of selected
emission lines with time. One sees that the irradi
anccs of the chromospheric lines change onlv slightly
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Figure 4. Variation in the irradiances of selected
lines with time. The chrotnospheric lines change only
slightly, while coronal irraduinces steadily increase
with the rise in the solar cycle.

with time. while the coronal irradiances steadily in
crease with the rise in the solar cycle. For the lines
with the highest formation temperatures, the irradi
ances vary by as much as an order of magnitude.

We compared our results against four standard mod
els for the El~\· irr adianr:e:

Hinteregger: (Hinr eregger et al. 1981) In gmeral.
the model predicts lower irradiances for :\IS-1.
and higher irradiancos for :\IS-2, by as much as
a factor of two. These results arr consistent with
those of Woods rt al. (1998).

EUVAC: (Richards et al. 1994) More successful at
predicting the observed He I 584 A emission.
hut still over=st imates other parts of the :\IS-2
spectrum. in particular the 0 V 629 A line. The
:\IS-1 spectrum. as in the Hintereggcr mod«l. is
underestimated compared to the measurements.
Because the ECVAC model (as well the ECV97
model below) consists of a combination of broad
band and line components, detailed aspects of
the spectrum are not reproduced hv the model.

EUV97: (Tobiska <\: Eparvier 1998) Also ronds to
underestimate the quiet-Sun :\'IS-1 spectrum.
hut is more S\HTessful when solar acuvrty is
higher. The :\IS-2 spectrum is in general
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Figure 5. Comparison of the total integrated ir
radiance in each wavelength band measured with
CDS (solid) against the Hinteregger (dot), EUVA C
(dash), EUV97 (dot-dash), and SOLAR2000 (dot
dot-dot-dash) models. In the upper two panels are
shown the total integrated irradiances in the two NIS
wavelength bands. In the lower two panels are the
ratios of the models to the measurements. NIS-1 is
dominated by coronal lines, while NIS-2 is dominated
by chromospheru: and transition-region lines.

overestimated- by about a factor of two for the
stronger lines.

SOLAR2000: (Eparvier 2000) Tends to overesti
mate the quiet-Sun :\IS-1 spectrum, but is more
successful when solar activity is higher. The be
havior for :\IS-2 is similar to the ECV97 model.

The primary purpose of the above models is to pre
dict the total integrated EUV flux. A fairer compar
ison, then, is between the measured and predicted
integrated intensities, rather than the detailed spec
tra. Figure 5 shows the total integrated flux in the
two wavelength bands against the model predictions,
as a function of time. The :\IS-1 band is dominated
by coronal lines, and the :\IS-2 band is dominated
hv chromospheric and transition-region lines.

Of the four models. the ECVAC model matches best
the temporal variation in both wavelength bands, al
though it's too low for :\IS-1, and too high for :\IS-
2. It's also the closest to the measured irradiance in
the :\IS-2 band. In :\IS-1. the closest match is the
EC\'97 model. but only for high levels of solar ac
tivity. For low solar activity, the Hintercgger model
is slightly better.

4. CO:\IPAIUSO:\ WITH OTHER
I:\STHC:\IE:\TS

In Figure 6 we show a comparison of the irradiance of
lines with similar formation temperature, 0 III from
CDS and C IV from SOLSTICE. In general. there's
good correspondence between the two. However. the
different timescales on which the data are taken do
affect the comparison. It may also be that the CDS
data do not rise as much as the SOLSTICE data.
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Figure 6. Comparison of CDS measurements of the
0 III line at 600 A (symbols) to the C IV irradiomce
as measured by SOLSTICE (dotted lines). SOL
STICE data courtesy Barry Knapp.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the CDS irraduince mea
surements in the two second-order lines of He II and
Si XI at 304 A (solid) to the broadband measure
ments by the SEM instrument (dot). The ratio of
the SEM to the CDS measurements is shown by the
dot-dot-dot-dash line. The individual contributions
of the He II (short dash) and Si XI (dot-dash) com
ponents are shown, as well as the steadily rising ratio
of Si XI component to the total (long dash).

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the second order
He II/Si XI 304 A to the Solar El'V Monitor (SE:VI)
instrument on SOHO. The ratio of the SEM to the
CDS measurements shows that these two lines con
tribute about half of the SE:VIsignal. There's also
a slow rise in the ratio. which may either be due to
increased contribution from coronal lines in the SE'.'vI
bandpass, or loss of sensitivity in CDS.

o. CO:\"CLl'SIO>JS

We have demonstrated that the CDS instrument can
be used to measure the El'V irradiance in 154 sep
arate spectral lines. Observations over a period of
several years allow the characterization of the tem
poral behavior of spectral lines as a function of for
mation temperature. These data serve as a useful
check on irradiance models based on proxy measure
ments such as the F10.7 radio flux, and demonstrate
that revisions are needed in the current models.

Future work will extend this analysis to the post
recovery data, after finalizing the calibration for this
period .
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ABSTRACT

The tilt angle vanation of bipolar magnetic regions
(BMRs) in space and time is a probable indicator of
large-scale properties of magnetic field distribution. the
dynamo process and different influences effected on
rising flux tube. Such an investigations have been made
in several cases but without distinction of markedly
aligned sunspot groups to others. In cases of that kind a
great number of long term datasets arc required. We
have a long-term series of photosphere drawings from
1880 to 1919 (Fenyi 1919). With the help of these daily
observations the data of Greenwich Photo-Hcliographic
Results (GPHR) have been analysed to study the
orientation angles of BMRs through the 14th sunspot
cycle. We have investigated the tilt angle distribution
and the variation of tilt angle as a function of latitude
and time. Our work differs from any of the previous
investigations to the studied sunspot cycle, data sets and
applied evaluation procedure. Despite all this it has even
confirmed the Coriolis force hypothesis.

INTRODUCTION

The Joy's law as it was shown by Hale et al. (1919)
states that BMRs are inclined to the latitudinal line. with
the preceding spot (p-spot) of the BMR closer and the
following spot (f-spot) away from the equator as well as
the tilt angle increasing with latitude.

It is believed that the origin of solar magnetic field is in
the dynamo operating in a stable layer at the base of the
convection zone. BMRs originate in the strands of
magnetic flux. which may come out of this stable layer
and would rise through the com cction zone. According
to dynamo models (Parker 1955: Babcock 1961:
Leighton 1964,1969) a poloidal field emerges from and
turns into toroidal because of differential rotation. If the
tilt was caused by this winding it should then decrease
at given latitude as the field lines arc stretched further
with the progress of the solar cycle. However. this has
not been clearly observed yet.

The solution for this problem is to take Coriolis force
into account that can twist the ascending flux loops
(Schmidt 1968) so that it finally emerges at the surface
with a tilt to the local latitudinal line.

Although this latitudinal dependence of tilt, called
"Joy's Law", has been studied in several cases (Wang
1989, 1991: Howard 1990, 1992, 1996; Sivaraman
1999) we have performed a new one on the basis of
different sunspot cycle. data sets and applied evaluation
procedure. We carried it out in order to strengthen the
Coriolis force hypothesis or got some knew results.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

In our case there was no magnetic field information
available for studied sunspot groups. It follows that we
could identify an active region (AR) as a BMR if the p
and f-parts of it were separable well. On the other hand,
it was fortunate because of it has given a colation of
several complicating factors too.

For the same reasons onlv those ARs were taken into
account that longitudinal co-ordinates were not farther
from the central meridian than 60°. The above
mentioned selections of suitable ARs for years from
190 I to 1913 were made on the basis of photosphere
observations of Fenyi at al. ( 1919). It has meant 685
selected groups in 3756 different cases.

The tilt angle calculation of selected ARs was based on
data of GPHR. This angle is by convention positive for
ARs that p-spots are equatorward and negative if
poleward. The calculation was made in three different
ways:

• At first we calculated the area weighted positions of
p and f parts of the given AR. Following this the
tangent of orientation angle was given by
68/[ (6l)cosB] (Howard 1990) Where 68 is the
difTcrcncc in solar latitude between the p and f parts
of AR. and 61 is the similar difference in solar
longitude.

• Secondly we calculated the tilt angle as the bend of
a straight line fitted by least-squares method to the
points of AR.

• And finally we calculated the tilt angle as the bend
of a straight line fitted by area weighted least
squares method to the points of AR.

The comparison of these three methods has shown
negligible difTcrcncc among them and finally we
applied the third one \\ ith estimated errors.
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RESULTS

The distribution of axial tilt angles over 5° increments
of tilt angle is shown and compared with other results
(Sivaraman 1999) in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The distribution of axial tilt angles.
(Explanation is in the text.)

The striped columns show our results that are based on
selected groups (from 1901to1913 as stated above) and
the solid line is the Gaussian least-squares fit to it. The
open circles represent the Kodaikanal (1906-1987)
while triangles the Mount Wilson data (1917-1985)
(Sivaraman 1999) normalised to our results.

These last results are practically the same. But not in
our case where due to the selection of ARs the peak is
more narrow then the others and follow Gaussian
distribution fairly well. The peak position of this fitted
Gaussian curve is compared with other results in table 1.

Table 1:Different values of "averaged" tilt angles.

The peak
position of

The mean of tilt angles the fitted
Gaussian
curve

Howard 1996 Sivaraman Our result
1999

4.28(19)0 4.2° 5.502(2)0

More information is obtainable from the tilt angle
distribution as a function of latitude that gives
practically the "Joy's Law" (table 2. and figure 2.). The
notation of figure 2. is quite the same with the previous
one. The striped columns show our results are based on

selected groups (stated above) and the solid line is the
weighted least-squares fit of equation l. to our data. The
open circles represent the Kodaikanal while triangles
the Mount Wilson data (Sivaraman 1999).

Table 2: The tilt angle as a function of latitude. Our
work (in degree)

Averaged tilt angle
Latitude region over the given

intervals of latitude
0-5° 0.2(1.7)0
5-10° 2.5(1.l )0
10-15° 3.2(1.0)0
15-20° 6.3(1.0)0
20-25° 9.1(1.4)0
25-30° 8.1(4.8)0
30-35° 0.1(5.2)0

Our results agree well within error bars with previous
ones. The one of the striking differences is at higher
latitudes (up to 20°) where our results are larger then the
others. The another difference is in the zone 30°-35°
because of the small number of ARs there, nevertheless
it correspondswithin error bars too.
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Figure 2: The distribution of tilt angles as a function of
latitude averaged over 5 ° intervals. (Explanation is in
the text.)

As we stated above if the tilt is caused by the winding of
magnetic field it should then decrease at given latitude
as the field lines are stretched further with the progress
of the solar cycle. In the hope that if we could get a fine
allusion of this, we investigated the averaged tilt angles
over 5° intervals of latitude and a year interval of time
too through the 14thsunspot cycle. Since it didn't bring
the required results the presentation of relevant figures
are unnecessary.



On the other hand, this failure is favourable to Coriolis
force hypothesis. There is a simple theoretical model for
role of Coriolis force in the tilts of BMRs by D'Silva ct
al. (1992) (see equation 1). Where .0.=2.8*10-6 s' is the
average rotational frequency of the Sun, (t) is the rise
time of the flux tube and (Gem)is the angular distance
from the pole. This equation was fitted to our data by
weighted least-squares method.

y = tan' (tan(D.t)cos(E>cm)) (I)

The result of this calculation for the rise time of flux
tube from the basis of convection zone is 1.18(12)*105

second. The rising velocity may be taken to be
v=R0/3t= 1.97(19) km/s. since the depth of the
convection zone is about R0/3=2.32* 105 km. And this
value is the same in order of measured upward
velocities of granules (~I km/s) and umbra! dots (~3
km/s) (Bray 1984) that is an unambiguous confirmation
of the Coriolis force hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS

First of all on the basis of this work we can claim that
the Greenwich Photo-Hcliographic Results together
with other historical datasets is a well usable catalogue
nowadays too. and the selection of aligned active
regions was lead to the reduction of errors allowed
better dctcnnination of average tilt angle.

Furthermore, our investigation is in line with others and
it has shown that there is no clear time dependency of
tilt angle. It means that it is not necessary to take the
role of the winding of magnetic field lines into account
during the explanation of tilt angle of active regions.

Our tilt angle distribution values as a function of
latitude agree well with others, and to take the Coriolis
force into account provides us with a possibility to
determine the typical rising velocity of magnetic flux
tube. And this agrees well with other observations. that
is a confirmation of the Coriolis force hypothesis.
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ABSTRACT

We present an inversion method to estimate the temper
ature, electronic density, microturbulence, velocity and
emission measure of chromospheric cloud like features
observed in the 8542 A Ca II line. The method involves
the computation of a large grid of Ca II models using a
multi-level non-LTE transfer code. We compute the nec
essary photoionization rates by first solving the non-LTE
hydrogen case and then we proceed to the calculation of
the Ca II line depth-dependent mean intensity inside an
isolated, isothermal cloud laying above the photosphere.
The inversion of observed profiles with the grid of com
puted synthetic Ca II profiles is performed with a search
ing and matching \ '.! algorithm which is followed by an
interpolating algorithm permitting a more accurate deter
mination of the aforementioned parameters. We apply the
results to a filament observed with the MSDP instrument
on VTT (Tenerife) and discuss through an error analysis
the accuracy of the method in determining the physical
parameters of the filament. We furthermore compare the
results with a corresponding Ho investigation and dis
cuss future extensions of the inversion technique. The
determination of the physical parameters of dark cloud
like structures around active regions is crucial to the un
derstanding of the temporal and spatial evolution of such
regions and their connection to the solar cycle.

INTRODUCTION

Solar spectral inversion codes that take into account the
formation of chromospheric lines under conditions of non
local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) are a pow
erful diagnostic tool for obtaining information from ob
served line spectra.

Synthetic profile calculations with multilevel non-LTE
transfer codes are usually either based to the linearization
or the preconditioning approach. The first approach on
which the MULTI code by Carlsson (1986) is based, lin
earizes all the necessary multilevel transfer equations by
neglecting second and higher order terms in the perturbed
equations. The preconditioning approach linearizes the
original non-linear equations by choosing some quanti
ties from a previous iteration and using an approximate
relationship for the radiation field. The latter is used in
the one-dimensional multilevel transfer code MALI by
Heinze! (1995). The MALI approach has been recently
used by Molowny-Horas ct al. ( 1999) - hereafter MH -

for the non-LTE inversion of a chromospheric Ho cloud
like filament. Cloud models have been successful for the
study of several chromospheric features like filaments,
arch filaments and mottles.

In this paper we are interested in the non-LTE formation
of the Ca II 8542 A line in chromospheric cloud-like fea
tures. We construct with MALI a large grid of models
and afterwards apply the non-LTE Ca II inversion proce
dure to the same filament that MH studied in Ho to obtain
valuable information about inversion in different spectral
lines.

MALI PROFILE CALCULATIONS

A thorough description of the MALI code and its bound
ary conditions is given in Mein N. et al. (1996), Heinze!
ct al. ( 1999) and MH. The application to Ca II is worked
out in Mein et al. (2000). The cloud-like filament is rep
resented by an isothermal horizontal ID slab which lays
above the solar surface and moves as a whole with a bulk
velocity. The input parameters for the synthetic profile
calculations are temperature, electron density, microtur
bulent velocity, macroscopic bulk velocity, geometrical
thickness, height above the solar surface and the incident
solar radiation.

We first solve the non-LTE problem for hydrogen in order
to compute the radiation field in Lyman lines and the con
tinuum used for the evaluation of the Ca II photoioniza
tion rates and then we proceed to the Ca II non-LTE cal
culations. We consider a five level plus continuum Ca II
model. We refer the reader to Shine & Linsky (197 4) for
a summary of the Ca II atomic level structure, transition
rates, level broadening parameters and photoionization
rates used in the MALI code. The incident solar radia
tion field is a compilation of various observations made
by Gorshkov et al. ( 1996). The infrared Ca II lines are
computed with complete frequency redistribution (CRD).
The computed non-LTE level populations as a function of
the line-center optical depth arc used to evaluate the Ca II
line source function. The formal solution of the radiation
transfer equation along the line of sight is then numeri
cally calculated where the optical depth '>.. is expressed
by a Doppler-shifted Gaussian profile. The grid of input
parameters for the Ca IIMALI synthetic profile calcula
tions is presented in Table I.

An analysis of the Ca II synthetic profiles for the case of
a static \ · = (I km s" 1 cloud shows that:
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Parameter Range No of points
V (kms-1) -5 - 5 3
Ne ( cm-3) 2 x 1010 - 1 x 1011 9
T (K) 6000- 11000 11
Z (km) 1000- 5000 5
~t (kms-1) 3-9 7
Height (km) 20000 1

Table 1. Parameters used for the calculation of the grid.
The total number of computedMALI models is3 x 9 x 11
x 5 x 7 = 10395. Since the sourcefunction is symmetric
to negative and positive velocities only the threepositive
points are calculatedfor parameter V.

• An increase in temperature T gives brighter Ca II in
tensities near the center of the line as a direct result
of the increase of the rate of collisions with tem
perature. Moreover, since the optical thickness of
the cloud decreases with increasing temperature we
see more background radiation due to the lower line
center opacity.

• An increase of microturbulence causes a consider
able broadening of the profile and thus a decrease of
the line center opacity. As a consequence, we see
more background radiation.

• There is a strong dependence of intensity on elec
tron density Ne (see Fig. 1). For low temperatures
with increasing Ne the Ca II line center intensity
goes through a minimum before increasing again
while for high temperatures the line center intensity
is monotonically decreasing within the range of used
densities. For low temperatures an increase of Ne
leads initially to an increase of the optical thickness
of the cloud and thus absorption until Ne reaches
a high enough value for collisions to dominate and
thus give rise to emission. However, as temperature
increases Ca II starts ionizing to Ca III. As a conse
quence for high temperatures larger electronic den
sities Ne are needed in order for Ca II to start emit
ting.

• As Z increases the Ca II line intensities decrease
since the optical thickness of the cloud increases
making it less transparent to the incident radiation.

Since ambiguities can occur in the inversion for large un
certainties in the observed profiles, the number of vari
ables is reduced to four by collapsing Z and Ne into a
new single parameter, the emission measure Q, defined
asN;z.

THE INVERSION PROCEDURE

The comparison of the observed line profile les,», with
each of the grid model profiles I>.;( V, T, ~t ,Q) is done
by a minimizing y2 function given by
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Figure 1. Intensity of the CaII line center in relative units
as afunction of electronic density Ne for V = 0 km s-1,
Z = 5000 kmand ~t = 9 km s". The curvesfrom bottom
to top correspond to T = 6000, 6500, 7500, 8500, 9500
and 10500 K. The horizontal solid line corresponds to
the Ca II background line center intensity.

where hg.>.; and Irab,>.; are the observed and tabulated
background profiles.X, refers to the wavelength positions
used in the line profile and N is the number of these posi
tions which in our case is equal to five. Since this \ 2 pro
cedure gives the minimum at the resolution of the grid's
mesh, a more accurate determination of the parameters is
further achieved by a parabolic interpolation which takes
into account the nearby grid mesh points of the minimum.

We apply the procedure to a filament observed with the
MSDP instrument of the German VTI at the Observa
torio del Teide on September 25th, 1996 (see Fig. 2).
The calibration of the observed and grid calculated pro
files is done by comparing the observed and tabulated
background profiles hg,>.; and Irab,>.;. and calculating
a proportionality factor I\ which satisfies that Ibg x, =
K · Irab >.; for all i's. The calibration gives a difference
of the observed and the tabulated profile which is always
less than 2% and can be attributed to instrumental or ob
servational reasons.

We have inverted a total of 4009 Ca II profiles from the
filament region that have a maximum contrast (compared
to the background profile) lower than 0.95 excluding thus
all border points where the filament is extremely opti
cally thin and we may be observing the background. A
first qualitative look of the inversionmaps (Fig. 2) shows
that the darker center of the filament seems to have lower
temperatures than its borders which is in agreement with
the results obtained for Ho by MH. We also roughly rec
ognize the same velocity structures seen for Ho and al
though there is no clear pattern the filament borders seem
to have higher values of microturbulence. However, there
is no trend at all in the distribution of emission measure
Q which is in contrast with the Ho inversion where Q
increases from the border towards the center of the fila
ment.
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Figure 2. The observed.filament and maps of temperature (T), velocity (V) and maximum line-center optical depth Tc.max

according to the inversion of filament Ca II profiles. Negative and positive velocities correspond to velocities towards and
away from the observer. Only points within the filament that have a contrast profile in Ca II less than 0.95 are considered.

A direct comparison of the inverted parameter values for
Ca II and for Ho at every point in the filament is usually
not possible because of the different formation depths for
Ho and Ca II within the filament as well as to the different
refraction indices of the two lines in Earth's atmosphere.
However a statistical analysis of the results for the two
lines, reveals that:

• The Ca II temperature distribution peaks around
8500 K and then drops dramatically for higher tem
peratures. This is expected since Ca II is mostly
dominant for low temperatures and dramatically
drops for higher temperatures where the formation
of Ca III is more favorable. The Ho distribution has
no clear equivalent peak in temperature and the fil
ament seems to be on average cooler. The different
behaviour is explained by the fact that the Ca II line
is collision dominated and hence much more sensi
tive to temperature compared to Ho which is pho
toionization dominated.

• The Ca II microturbulence distribution shows a peak
around 5 km s-1. Since temperature is well de
fined by the Ca II inversion it leads to a better defi
nition of the microturbulence from the profile width
which depends on temperature and microturbulence.
The coupling of temperature and microturbulence is
stronger in the case of Ho which is a much lighter
element than Ca IIand as a result there are several
couples of values for temperature and microturbu
lence that correspond to a specific Ho line width.

• The velocity distribution of Ca II is almost Gaussian
like while the equivalent velocity distribution for Ho
shows an excess of blue shifted velocities (filament
moving upwards). However, we should take into ac
count that for the optically thiner Ca II where the op
tical thickness is on average less that one, velocity
structures of the background play an important role
for the velocity determination in the filament itself.

The uniqueness and precision of the inversion procedure
can be checked by exploring the whole parameter space.
In Fig. 3 we present for an observed filament profile plane
cuts of the 4-dimensional \ distribution. They show that
temperature is always well defined and that the inversion
gives only one solution within the range of parameters
and defines quite accurately the global minimum of the
\ distribution for velocity, temperature and microturbu
lcnce. It fails however to define Q since small fluctua
tions of temperature result to a wide range of values for
Q, contrary to the case of Ho where the emission mea
sure is always well defined. As MH demonstrated there
is a clear relationship between the integrated Ho intensity
emitted by the slab itself and Q while the corresponding
Ca II one shows no correlation at all, something related to
the different nature of the two lines. The almost unique
correlation found for Ho means that for a given Q, the
integrated intensity is almost insensitive to kinetic tem
perature. The reason is that Ho is photoionization dom
inated line. The Ca II line is, on the other hand, coupled
to kinetic temperature via collisions.
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The calculation of the standard deviation for each of our
inverted parameters W.T,~1,Q) by considering all solu
tions with an intensity which is within 2% of the observed
profile intensity gives an average standard deviation value
of 0.45 km s-1 for velocity, 0.61 km s-1 for microtur
bulence, 918 K for temperature and 1.75 x 1030 cm-5 for
emission measure. Even for such a large error the average
standard deviation is quite low for velocity, microturbu
lence and temperature but very high, comparable to the
actual range of values, for emission measure.

A parameter that can always be inverted is the maximum
line-center optical depth r;, max. which is proportional
to the line-center absorption coefficient. The latter de
pends on the lower level population, microturbulence and
temperature. The lower level population is strongly cou
pled with Xe and T. As ~r increases the values of Tc.max

slightly decrease. The inversion shows (see Fig. 2) that
Tc,max is generally higher in the center of the filament
than its borders which is in absolute agreement with pre
vious observations.

DISCUSSION

The inversion strategy for the Ca II filament with the use
of a grid of models permits a quick and quite accurate
search for the best fit to a large amount of observational
data. Future investigations in Ca II should probably in
clude a grid extended to lower densities and also con
sider a filling factor for the filament. The inversion of
velocity suggests that a more careful consideration of
the background intensity should be taken into account.

Figure 3. (a) An observed Ca II profile
(diamonds) from the filament and the
correspondingMALI grid profile (solid
line) that minimizes the \2 function.
The invertedparameters values are: \ -
= 0.51kms-1,6 = 5.29 kms-1, T =
8617 Kand logQ = 29.53. V - T cut
(b), ~r - T cut (c) and T - Q cut (d)
through the \ 2 distributionfor the pro
file presented in (a). Darker tones re
veal lower \ 2 values and the contours
denote intensity differencesbetween the
observed and the MALI grid profiles
normalized in units of 1% of the nearby
Ca II continuum.

Since the background in Ca II is quite structured below
cloud-like features, as Fig. 2 clearly shows, that influ
ences the optically thin observed Ca II profiles by intro
ducing modifications to the line profile through different
illumination conditions and possible Doppler shifts exist
ing to the incident radiation profiles. A future extension
of the inversion code will include the incident radiation
as a free parameter, something that should definitely lead
to a more accurate determination of the actual velocity
structure within cloud-like features. An extension of the
grid to higher velocities combined with the inclusion of
incident radiation as an input parameter would enable the
investigationof a wide range of chromospheric cloud-like
features apart from filaments.
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ycar cycle') and during t ho \Ia1111der iniuuuurn (spars''
sunspot occurrence with 22-ymr cvrl«) wir li till' samt·
modol parameters. onlv y;u1·iug t lu- dvu.u no .uupli
tuclo. Tho rtlie: Iiold must. lx- ahtJ11t :3-1 () 'Ir "r t Ill'
dvu.uuo fide! i11 normal artivi t.v t inu-x.

I:\TI~ODCCTIO\T

Ti111'' cvolut iou of Stll!S]J<JI act ivit v (S:\) is uf grmt iu
t crc-st Ior solar physics. since it rdlC'cts proct•ssi·s iu
tho solar convr-ct ion zouo. The main fl·at.un· of S:\
is its l I-vcar cn:ll' du!' to Llw act.ion of the dvn.uuo
un-rh.uus.u. This 11-yt•ar cvclicit.v is uiodul.u <'d 1n
th« long-tt•rn1 secular Glcissl)('rg c~cl<·. (for a n·1·i,·11
sec•. e.g .. \Yibun [100-l]: Vit insk v [l!JG:jJJ Rc·n·utl1.
a m·ak jH'rsistcut 22-.1Tar cyclil"iLy. <tssut"i<tt!'d 11·itli"
dipoh- n·lic solar 111agrn·t ic fir,lt! [C'<rn ling. 1Cl·F1j. !1;1.,
b1·•·11 f'u1111d iu S..\ [\lmsula ct al.. 2UO(Jj. Scn1ll'I i111<'0
S:\ is dr.unatir.illv s11p1m·ss('d. Iorrnun; gn•<tt uuuiur».
Tl«- 111ost rcccut 11·as t he- \Ia1111d,·r 111i11i1J1u111i11 IGl.'i-
1/lS [Eddy. lDIG]. 5.\ S('rics cu11Lai11s ;dsu a r.uuloru
etH11prnH•11t which is largl'r t.hau ohscT1·atiu11al u ncr-r
taiut.ics. Earlier it 11·as conunon t.cJ d,·snil)(' 5:\ as
a urult ih.umouir ]Jl'(H"('SS wit l: su111t• Iuud.uucut al liar
monies (sc-o. t' g .. [So]l(•t t. 108:1, Vit iuskv, HJG.:Jj .uul
rcf,•n'tH"('S t horoin. Sinn· earlv 19~J(J's. S.\ 11as t"ol!-

sidc·n·d as lu11·-di11H'll,iu11al dc·t t'l'llli11isl ic l"il<t<JSdill' t <J
a stra11gt· all r.ut or (<' .'-', '.<lstn·aku1· S:. 1 ·s,Jski11. l'Jlltl.
Xl uudt c·t al., 1001]) llu11·t·1·i·r. this ;1pprll;tt'li 11as
criticiZ('t! \)('t';lllS!' tlw ;111;dn'.!'cl tL1t:1 S<'I h !<HI
shor: :carlm11dl c·t al. l!J~J:1; ;u1tl distt1rl"·d l.v lihvr
i11g [Pru«- <'l al.. 10!12]. \\'!iii<· ihr- ruajoru . 11! 1·a1lwr
jM[H'fS 11Tn' c·u11n'11lrat!'d <JI! .-it ln-r n·,.,11Ltr or r.m
dom compouont s. sornr- pa pt' rs st11di1·t! IJut Ii l"cJJ11p11-
nr-ut S [SolJ(•l.L. Hl8:2. n Il/.JJJaiki11. llJ'JI. I DUS]. Till' I

st udiod S:\ .mlv ilmi11g norrual S:\ t iu«:«. II"''
('\.('l'. it llit:-) ])('('11 :··dlh,~t·:-.;!t·d :!1;11 t lu .lvu.uu» (';[]] !11

i11 :i q 11it<· iii 11« ·r•'II t JII•"I" ,[ 1Iri Il,", :~11·;i1 IIIii11111.1

iS,JklJluirS· '\'t·,;11wl\ilJl'.'. l'l'll. Sl'irniitt •·t .il. l'J'lli1;
CtJ1T('SJl"l1di1Igh. t h.- n·L1ti"11 IH't11·i·i'II r<·:~I1L11;11Id r:11I
t!u111 C()JJljHJll<'lll t"<111lw difr,·n·11t fur ,",r<'<II 111i1IiIII<t;111d
uunnal 5:\.

II('['(' \\'(' prt'S('lli a uu ilit: I llitJdt·i (Jr Slll!SjJ()J !Jl<I·
duct.ion. 11·hid1 dc·sni!Jl's l.ot h 1rnH],·s "r S.\ Tll<'
lllil).',IH'lil" fii•Jd ill t lu- l.ot t oru uf i lu- rn!ll<Tli<lll
ZtJIH' is CtJ11sid,·n·d t o II(' a StljJ('l'jJ<J,;it i"II of ;1 r"·"
ul.u .uul r;111du111 l"UIIljHJil!'lll s. :111t! SIJIIS!J<11s , )('
cur if t his l<Jt;d fidd <'.\t«·r·ds a i>I1<11·a1w1·tlI1<·,[I,,l1i
~Rt11lllaiki11. J'lD/. l!J~J"·:j. TIIi, 111•Hi<·Ii1Il'IItd<·' ;iJs,,"
sol.u n·li" 111<1.'')It'Ii<· li.l.] C111\ li11,",. I '11.-J.. '-i<11wtt i 'l'l
1'11<\111·kitI,\.· ll<'Jll'\'()i(•J1.,i;;i1·;i J'J.">L. \\III I!;\! II:•
11;1.s fuI111il l'!'l'<'Jllh i11 .'-'.\ \II11.,.;Id:i <'i :ii ~111111
r<'iil" li<·lt! t'<Ill. d111· tu a111piiii<·a1 j, III 111 till' di 11:i111•
llllTliaui:--itlL pLI_\- it :-;i,:~J!iii(·d!ll 1"1Jl(' Ill :-itlll~IJ\ 1[ \ii 1"'11

n·11n· :B<Jlt'l' :v Lt·1.1. l!J.-:.1. llurnt;1. l!l'Hij.

PHUPE!ff[J:.l..J 01·' SA

:\s iud.-x of S.\ 11·,. IJS<•d tlJ(' gru11p s1111s1HJI IIIllII
lx-r (GS\') S<·rit•s '.Hu1·1 ,\.· Sdi;1tt<·11. l'l'l.'] whi.h "'"._
<'rs t l«: !H'rirnl si1wt• l G l U iurl udi m; th.- !H'tiud ,,f
t ln: \LI1111d,·r 111i11i111u111(\!\\) i11 J(j.f;, \/!:-,. :i11t! 1,

Prue J '1 So/or(\- S/Jtln' \Vcar/1cr !-..'uroco11fcrc11ct. '1'/1e .\'o/ur Cvr!« and Tcrrcstriul ( '/1111u!r' · Sunt a ( 'ru: de Fc11l'11f"e. Trnrrit«. .\jJt1i11.
2.'>-29 Sq1tn11hcr 21!1JIJIFS.\ S/' . .J(1,l /Jecn11ha 2111!(})
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Figure 1: Days with sunspots durinq the deep Maunder niiniuunu. a) actual recorded day., uiitli sunspots (GSN
series]: b) a sample of simulation fur B0 = 0.05, a0 = 3, A11 = 0.03.

more correct and homogeneous than the Wolf sc
rios [Hoyt & Schattcn , 1998, Lctfus, 1999]. Time be
haviour of SA during l\EvI was significantly different
from normal SA. Therefore, we studied the great min
imum separately from normal SA.

Main features of sunspot activity during the Muuu
dcr minimum in 164;)-1715 arc as follows:

1. Sunspots occurred seldom (:=:o 2% of days)
[Hoyt & Schattcn, 1996]

2. Daily sunspot occurrence was clustered in two ma
jor groups in 1652-1662 and 1672-1689, imply
ing for a dominant 22-.vcar cyclicity during l\Il\I
[Csos kin ct al., 2000].

The main features of SA during normal solar act.icitu
periods arc:

1. The lI-ycar cyclicity is the most significant fea-
ture. The ratio between 12-month smoothed
sunspot maxima and minima is about 10-200.

2. Monthly GSN values fluctuate randomly around
the running average SA profile. The nor
malized fluctuations have Gaussian distribu
tion implving for a correlated noise (e.g ..
[Oliver & Ballester, 1996].

3. There is a persistent, roughly constant 22-
year cycle in sunspot activity at about 20%
level of present sunspot cycle intensity level
[l\lursula ct al.. 2000].

THE Sil\IlJLATION MODEL
Following [Ruzmaikin. 1997, 1998], we suggest that

if the total magnetic field in the dynamo layer of
t lw convoci ion zone exceeds the buoyancy threshold,
sunspot s occur. The total field consists of a regular

field all([ iaudomlv lluc:t u.ui11g fil'ld ,l',l'lll'riltl'd In r.ui
.lo:n mot ions [Ruzmaikin, 1998]:

Tl!C' rcgul<tr field is bclo« the thrr-shokl in t lw fr;111w
work of the mean-field o - 0 dvu.uuo t hoori.«. itlld
therefore the random Ii-field is important tu r·x('(nl t l«:
threshold ([RuzmaikirL 1908] and refcn.·1wcs t hr-roin ).

In our model, B,.,.9 contains a (·unst;111t relic lil'ld B,
and the· dynamo field in the form of ii :Z:Z-.1·c;1rsinuso«!
(Hale cn·k) with amplitude .·111:

(·)1
\ - '

Since the random corupoucnt of S.\ is c·cindai('d uoi-.«.
we assume that the moment arv v.uianr« of the random
field. a(t). is proportional to t lu- rc·gular romponr-ut
of S:\ at t hr moment [Ost.rvakov &: Usoskiu. 1000<1].
a(I) = a0 ID,.,9(1)1. \V(' assumed the cx poucnt ial
probabilitv distribution function of t IH' r.iudom Iic-kl.
p(b) x e:rp(-lbl/a) [Ruzmaikiu. JD98j. \\°(' l.avr- st 11d
icd also the Gaussian distnbut iou JJ(b) x l'.rp( -1/
Here \\'C'show results only for t ho exponential c·asr' •11HI
discuss both cases later.

SI:\ICL-\TIO:\ nESCLTS
\\°(' uruucricallv simul.u c-d S,\ s<'p<1r<11«l1f<Jr 11urn1;cl

act ivitv and great uriuimum. Fur t'<tcl1day/. till' 1;cl11"
of b 11·asgc11cratecl bv a psoudo-r.urdoiu 111111ilwrgc•rn·r
ator. If the simulated IB1,)1 I (Eq. l) ('xc·l'('ds t ho tlm~sl1-
uld (ifl,,,11 > D111). sunspots occurrt-d. Tlw nu mbor .r
sunspots was proportional to (ifl1,.1 I - Du,). \-;d1[('s "r
the Iiold arc in arbitrary units, wit.h t.lu- valu.- of t lw
threshold, flu,, chosen to lw uui tv.

The l\1aunder mininnun
Since the l l-vcar component of S, \ \1·as n ·n 11l'ilk clur
ing\[\!.\\'(' assume that .-l.11\\·as small during\!\!. _\
sample· simulation shows (Fig. l h) t h« t im« lwlt:t1·ium
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Figur« 2: Arca of possible values of model panuncu.ts. IL) . l11 rso ; for the ynll/ 11w1111111.111\!11/11" u/ 13 1s
fi:rcd (as shown in borcs]. The solid cinlc denotes values of p1n-1m1.das used fur su111plc sn11ul11./Jo11.s shouu in
Fig. lb. b) rJ0 1:s. B0 [or all A11. The allowed area is lwl.wccn U1c iino sul11l cu trcs fur tlic nrnniu] S.\ /11111s .
and between tlu: uno dashed curves [or the 1U1wndcr 111111111111,111. 1-} .-111 1:s.rJ,, f1JJ i/11· 1w1111ui '1111s1wt u1)11·1/1;
times. Valur. o] B0 is fi:rcd {as shown in borcs}, The solid 1·11de dcnules nulucs o] 111111w11'11-rs1Lscrl [o: s1111111f1
simulations shown in Fig. S/J.

similar to that. of the actual sunspot occurrence. \\'!'
made 101 simulation sets for the 20088 days oft he clecp
MM in 164.'i-1600. In order to st.udv the range of possi
ble val ucs of model pararnct ors we used Lwo con st rain ts.

Coustranit I. Correspondingly to the 369 (out of
20088) days with reported sunspots during the deep
l\Hvl. the uumbcr of simulated sunspot. clays was con
strained be 309 ± :J7.

Constraint II. There we're' long spotless periods in
164G-16::i2. 1662-1672 and 1600-1600 (Fig. la) \\'c ro
quire that these statistically siguificaut spotlc•ss periods
should exist in the simulatt-d series. i.c., not more t Iran
one sunspot clay per year is allowed for these int crv.ils.

Using these constraints we found areas of possible
values of the model parameters for the great minimum
mode (Fig. 2a). For a fixed B0, the allowed area of
.111 L'8. rJ0 is prolonged but narrow. The area of all
possible values of rJ0 aud B0 (for all values of .111) is
shown in Figs. 2b.

Normal activity level
In order to study the range of possible parameter values
fur normal act.ivit y times. we also used two constraints:

Constraint. I concerns the empirical G-0 rule
[Guevyshev & OhL 1048]. saying that the stun of
sunspot. numbers over an odd cycle exceeds t.h.u oft he
preceding even cycle. \\'c require that "odd" cycles arC'
10-30 % more intense than ,. even" cycle's.

Constraint II limits the ratio of 12-rnonth avcrngccl
maximum Lo minimum intensities of a cyc:lc to lw 10-
200.

Till' rdati<JII lx-t wcx-n .111 .u:d (Jo rm li x.«] JJ, i:;

shown in Fiµ,. :2c. T!IC' arl'il of \HJcsi\Jlc· \'illll('S or n,, ;111<!
IJ0 fur all valuos of .l11 is ,.;]1u\n1 in Fiµ,. :21J.. \ s.un
pk: of suuulat iou is shown i11 Fiµ,. 31J. TlH'rC' i,.; ;1 f',l!<Hl
similarity with t h« act ual GS'\ (Lita (Fiµ,. 3a) fur t!IC'
poriod of fairly coust.an: S.\ lcvol (solar c-_\'t-lc-s'.J-13 I.
\\'C' siuiul.uc-d 1000 l Lvr-a r sol.u cn·Jcs. Th.- 1"11.c.;1Ii "f
simul.u c«] cycle,; v.uic.l from 9.::i to 12.'i \Ti1r.s. <ll1cl J]IC'
cycle· .unplu.udo varied \1·i1.hi111()()-:2()() ;irhit r.uv uui: :-..
Tu.- G-0 rule- is valid thrn11µ,lw111 J])(' 1·u1in· :-.inllJL1tc·d
sc'ric~s. The norru alizr«! noi:«: of J]w simtdat1·cl sc·ri"' 1,
Gaussian gi,·i11µ, acldit ioual s11ppml t cJ o.ir <1J!Jllllil(·l1

DlSCCSSIO\' A.\'D CO\'C'IXSIO\'S

Our uiodr-I can rcprudllc:c· all t hr- main fc·at.tm•s uf S.\
clming both µ,real. miuima and normal act iv it\ I inH':-..
Tl«- ra11g1· of possibk- valu1•s of IJ,, .uul a; i,.; ('So<'t1Ii.rll v
siuulnr fur tlH'Sl' t wr : diff'cn·111 l!IUclC's uf s,\ (Fiµ,. 2L)
The model r.-prorlurr-s S.\ lH•h;l\-i<Jttr fur IIll' t ,,." 111ud<'o
of S.\ with t hr: same· '"tluc·s of D,, a1Jcl .r., o u lv tfo111,c~
iuµ, A 11. The dvn.uno can lJ<' ,.;iµ,1Jilic;i.11t.h SllJ!Jll'"""''d
clminµ, gn·at uunuuu « hill' hut h I !JC'wlic lil'!d ;111clr;c11-
dorn compoucnt remain uurh.urg.-d. \\'l1ilc• J ]J(' r<111<l. 1111
cou1p01H~1Jt uf S.\ p];n·s a m.ijor rn!C' cl11ri11µ,\!\!. 1 lw
J'(')!,l!lar corupouout is l!llJl'C' i1J1purl 11111dt1ri11.•: 11ur111<ei
S,\ t imos. ll'aclillg tu t.l«- 11·.\C'<tr en-lie· l1d1;i\ i"111 '11'
S,\_ The' 1m·sc•11n' of a Huct u.u im, fil'ld i,.; Jl<'C'l'""ilr' Ill

cxccccl the buoyaucy t.hrcshold cn·11 iu the· Lt 111·r n n » 1".
In the Ir.uuowork of the 111uclt•l, LlH' .uuplu u.k- ,,r i l:«

dvn.uno field, A11, should lw not lc·ss t h.u: 20'/r "rt ill'
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Figure 3: Sunspot activity: a) actual monthly group sunspot numbers for the period of rnuyhly consl.o.ni S\l le11L
b) a sample of the monthly simulated SA [or A11 = O.G, B0 = O.O::i. CJ0 = 3.

threshold level during normal SA times, in agreement
with the theoretical expectations [Ruzmaikin, HJ08].
For MM, the value of A11 is much smaller, 0.03-0.1.
This implies that the dynamo was greatly suppressed
during Mlvl but had to be non-zero.

The value of the relic field, B0, is small but non-zero,
varying from 0.01 to :::;O.l, which is about 2-10% of the
dynamo field. This value of B0 leads to a dominant
22-year cvclc in SA during '.'vil\I and to a weak but
persistent 22-year variation during normal SA times.

Concluding. we have shown that the main features of
SA throughout the entire period of direct solar obser
vations. including the two different different SA modes
(normal and great minimum), can be reproduced by a
unified model assuming a dynamo field. a weak con
stant relic field, and a randomly fluctuating field. This
also supports the recent result [Mursula ct al., 2000]
that the 22-ycar cyclicity in SA is due to the action of
the magnetic 22-ycar cycle of the dynamo field in the
presence of a weak constant (relic) magnetic dipole in
the convection zone.
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN STUDYING LONG-TERM MAGNETIC EVOLUTION OF SOLAR
ACTIVE REGIONS'?
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Abstract

1'sing I....:itt Peak and SOliO/:\IDI 111agndogra111s 11·e
follow t h« development oft he rn aguct i.: fields oft \\'O

active regions (Alb) Iroru their Lirt.h throughout
their decay for 4 anrl (j solar rot at ions in the peri
ods ofOctober l!:l95-.Ja11uary 19% (\'();\:\ 7912) and
J uly-Dercmber HJ% ( \' O.\A 7()78). Fro111 the pho
t.ospherir motions oft hr: opposite magnet ic polarities
of t liese t.wo bipolos 11·r·cll'ducf' t lw sub-photosphc-rir
geonut ry oft h.: flux t1dlt's Ioruung tlw111.

\\'e fine! that NOAA 7() I '2. whirl: 11·as a 11011-l!ale (rf'
v.-rscd 111ag1wtic pol.uity] region. rot at ed about 18()''
during t hrr·e uiont hs. <llld bec.u nr- a normally ori
entecl .\!\. \\'t·sho11· that ibis rotation \\'as not cc111S('cl
by t lir- solar differential rot.at.icu IJ11t by a severely
kinked shape of the flux tube forming this :\I\. The
deforrnat.ion of the flux t.ubc was caused by ex tr-rual
forces i.c. a vortex int he· convective zone while the
flux 11·a,; emerging through it and not by t ho kink
instability clue to ,;trong magnet il' twist.

A very cliflcrcut long-t crrn m agnct.ic evolution \\'as
seen of NOAA 797K revvaliug a ruorc si mple Hux tube
geometry. During the [irs t five clays of vigorous flux
e111ergence we- saw a 111i11or rot at ion of the bipolc.
{'sing uiaguet i« extrapolations 11·efound that in this
case the rotation detected in the line-of-sight mag
net.ic field was simply due to the presence of inherent
currents. We show that during the ensuing mont.hs
the deformation of the dispersing 111ag1ietic firlcls of
this AH was cnt.irely clu« to t h« difff'l'l'Jltial roi at iou.
\Ve rn1wlucle that \'O.\.\ 79/K. lik(' tlw ruajorit y of'
A.Rs. was Iortncd by t lir <·11ierge11ce of a11 ord iua r; 0
loop

1. l:\THODH'TION

It is widely accepted that bipolar active regions
(AR.s) arc the manifest at ions of the emergence of
buoyant magnetic flux tubes, the so-called 0-loops

Proc. f '1 Solar & Spnc» weather Euroconierencc. 'The Solar C 'vcl« and Terrestrial Climate '. Sa11t11Cru: de Tcncrite. Tcnrri]«.. )j)(1i11.
25-29 September 2000 (ESA Sf'-./()3. Derrmber 211110)

(Zwaar: 1987). The flux tubes are formed at the bot
t om of the convection zone (Parker 199:3), rise due
to their buoyancy and eventually break through the
phot osphorc.

Sunspots, and in general magnetic field concentra
tions, appear at the intersection of flux tubes with
1he phot osphr-re. Emerging flux tubes can reveal
their:\-]) geometry through the surface motion pat
terns oft he opposi t c- polarity magnetic counterparts.

Let 11s ;1ss11111ea planar symrnct ric flux tube which is
rising t h rough the photosphere. The resulting bipo
lar spot pair should move in diametrically opposite
di red ions and the divergent motion of the (v) and (f)
spots should appear symmetric as well. Such sym
met ric di.uuct rically opposite motions are very rare.
The well-known fact that the preceding (p) spots
of bi poles move faster westward than the following
(f) spots move eastward can be related to a system
at ic cas1 II'a rel tilt (E- \\' inclination) of the emerging
flux t ulH's as was proposed by van Driel-Geszr.clyi
&: Pet rovay ( 1UDO). Simulations of the buoyant rise
of flux 1ubes throughout the convection zone clearly
show the appearance of such eastward tilt indeed
(Moreno-I nscrt is, Caligari 8:. Sch iissler. 1994; Cali
gari . .\loreno-I11sertis ,\;Schussler, 19U5). It has been
shown liy the above authors that the conservation of
angular 111ome11t11111leads to a retardation of the ris
ing loop, wit.h respect to its anchored feet resulting
i11 an eastward tilt.

It has IH'<'Il a long-st anding quest ion what is the
ra u-«: of mor« complex. non-diametrically opposite
s11nsJH>t proper motions. Tanaka ( IU91), van Driel
(;esz1r·lyi 8..: Leka (UJ~M). Leka et al. (199()) proposed
that su.l: can he causf'cl by flux tubes emerging wit.h
an i11lwre11t twist . Above a critical level of twist
kink inst.abil it.y of the flux tube develops. A kinked
flux tube is not a planar feature and its emergence
may lead to the forrn atiou of bipoles with high axial
tilt angles (Weart, 1()7'.2). and even reversed polarity
A Rs (Tanaka, 1991)

Normally, flux emergence is considered to be a pro-
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Figure 1. The right panel shows a series of magnetic
maps of AR NOAA 7912 taken durmg consecuiuie
solar rotations around the times of central meridian
passaqe . In the left panel there ts a sketch of the
niaqnet u: flux tube as deduced from the observations.
The horizontal planes correspond to the approximate
position of the photosphere at the times of the mag
neioqrauis shown m the niaqnetoqrams (after Lopez
Fuentes et al, 2000).

cess which is completed in a few (on average five)
days. After that the total magnetic flux does not
increase any more. However, we show here that the
actual emergence of the flux tube does not neces
sarily cease after the first five days, but rise of the
flux tube may still continue for several months while
the magnetic flux is getting dispersed. Following the
displacement pattern of opposite polarity magnetic
fields in active regions for several months can reveal
the large-scale 3-D geometry of flux tubes. The devi
ation from the planar n loop geometry may indicate
intrinsic twist, but, as another possibility, deforma
tion of the flux tube can also be caused by external
vortices in the convective zone acting on the ascend
ing flux tube. We show such long-term magnetic
evolution of two ARs revealing drastically different
subphotospheric geometries of their flux tubes.

2. DATA

We follow the development of the magnetic fields of
two active regions (ARs) from their birth through
out their decay for 4 and 6 solar rotations in the pe
riods of October 1995-January 1996 (NOAA 7912)
and July-December 1996 (NOAA 7978), using Kitt
Peak and SOHO/MDI magnetograms, respectively.

3. LARGE-SCALE KINKED LOOP

We find that NOAA 7912, which was a non-Hale (re
versed magnetic polarity) region (van Driel-Gesztelyi
et al.. 2000), rotated about 180° during three

Figure 2. Magnetic maps rotated with differential ro
tation to the time of the next map, i.e. with a full
solar rotation. Substantial differences are present be
tween the observed and the rotated maps, indicating
that the changes in the surface magnetic distribution
pattern were caused by something else than the dif
ferential rotation. Comparing e.g. the map observed
on 11 Nov.1995 (right top panel) to the one rotated
to the next rotation (left middle panel) we find hardly
any difference meaning that the differential rotation
played no role in deforming this active region.



months, and became a uorrnally oriented AR (Fig. I:
Lopez-Fuentes et al., 2000). Magnetic maps rot at ed
with differential rotation to the time of t.hc next map.
i.e. with a full solar rotation, show hardly any change
between the observed and rotated images (Fig. 2).
This means that the cliilerent.ial rotation played 110

role in deforming this active region. 011 the other
hand. t.lw consecutive observed maps show subst.au
tial changes in the appca raucr- of the AH. inclil·ating
the presence of a Sf'V('r('ly clefor11wd flux tube.

\\"c investigated tlw origin of the unusual photo
spheric evolution of the AR, and we ruled out the
possibility that it was clue to the kink instability
caused by strong currents. We extrapolated the pho
tospherir: magnetic field in the linear force-free ap
proximation and chose the o: parameter matching our
extrapolations (a= 0.0:3 Mm-1) with Yohkoh/SXT
images of the coronal loops. \\'p found that the di
rection of currents detected would cause a kink of the
flux tube opposite than observed. i.e. the writhe and
the internal twist of t hc flux tube forming this AR
were of opposite signs. Furt.hcrmore. the strength of
the currents was much too low t.o form such a severe
kink. \Ve conclude that the kink of the flux tube was
caused by external forces (vortices) while emerging
th rough the convect ion zone. The interaction wit h
vortex motions deformed the flux tube. The creation
of a negative writ h« introduced a positive twist clue
tu h el iri t.y .ouserva t io n For more details see Lopez
Fuentes et al.. (:2UOU)

4. A SJ:\IPLE 0-LOOP

A very different long-term magnetic evolution was
seen of :\OAA 797~ revealing a much more simple
flux tube geometry. During the first five clays of
vigorous flux emergence we saw a niiuor rotation
of the bipole and through magnetic extrapolations
we found that the magnetic field emerged with cur
rents (van Driel-Gesztelyi et al, 1999; Manclrini ct
al.. 2000). However. in this case the rotation de
tec.tecl in the line-of-sight magnetic field was much
smaller. There was a second flux emergence in t.he
All with a relatively lrigh tilt. angle which mimicked
a reversed rotation of the bipole. However. during
the ensuing months the change in orient at ion oft his
dispersing bi pole was entirely due t.o t.he differential
rot at ion. l{.ot.ating observed 111agnd ic m a.ps (with
il diffrrential rotation fuuct ion ] to the opoch of the
next central meridian passage creates. within th« un
certainty of such sirn pie test, the same tilt of the neu
tral line as it was really observed (Fig. :l). :\OAA
79/t' had no large-scale deformation of its flux t ube:
it was a mildly twisted normal 12 loop. Such simple
0-shapccl flux tube gcornety charactcrizcs the ma
jority of flux tubes forming A.Rs, while the kinked
geo111etry appears in (at most) a few percents of all
..\Rs (Lopez-Fuentes et al, 200 I).
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Figure 3. The evolution of the magnetic surface pattern of AR 7978 were caused by (i) tilted secondary flux
emergence in the second rotation (ii) purely diffusion and the differential rotation after that. Rotating differen
tially observed magnetic maps to the epoch of the next central meridian passage creates (within the uncertainties
of such experiment) the same tilt of the neutral line as it was really observed. This AR underwent no large-scale
deformatwn of its flux tube: it was a mildly twisted normal n loop.
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ABSTRACT

At Kanzelhohe Solar Observatory, Austria, a so
lar activity monitoring and flare alerting system
is under development, which will be based 011 the
parametrization of solar flare activity using photo
metric and magnetic full-disk images of the Sun ob
tained simultaneously with high time cadence. An
important step in this project is the automatic im
age segmentation and feature detection of solar ac
t ivity phenomena related to the occurrence of solar
flares. In a first step we have developed a procedure
for automatically detecting the onset and describing
the evolution of flares in Ha full-disk images.

Key words: solar flares; solar activity monitoring;
image processing: image analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar flares are the most energetic phenomena related
to solar activity. Due to high energetic particles pro
duced by flare events 011 the Sun, which interact with
the interplanetary medium and the terrestrial envi
ronment, flares are a main source for the variations
of space weather, thus being able to produce severe
effects on Earth. Therefore, a continuous monitoring
of solar activity, which is the trigger of space weather
variations, is required. Moreover, to minimize dam
ages of space-borne and ground-based technological
systems as well as to prevent risks for biological sys
tems, reliable flare alerting and forecasting systems
arc desirable.

At Kanzelhohe Solar Observatory (KSO), which is
affiliated to the Institute of Geophysics, Astrophysics
and Meteorology at the Graz University, Austria, a
solar activity monitoring and flare alerting system is
under development (see Stcinegger ct al., 1999a,b).
The observing facilities at KSO provide us with the

----- ---- ------

opportunity of obtaining photometric full-disk im
ages of the photosphere and chromosphere simulta
neously with full-disk magnctograms and doppler
grams with high time cadence. A description of the
KSO observing facilities and their characteristics can
be found in Messcrotti et al. (1999).

A key point for a flare alerting system is the auto
matic detection of the onset of a flare and the extrac
tion of features which can act as indicators for future
flare activity. In order to make the leap from the
rather simple activity monitoring to the more com
plex flare detection and alerting, a real-time analysis
of the data is necessary. In the present paper we de
scribe a procedure, which automatically and in quasi
real-time performs a segrnentation ofHa full-disk irn
ages with respect to flare activity, and moreover an
alyzes the evolution of the detected flares.

2. A!'\ALYSIS

2.1. Objectives and Requirements

The main objectives are the automatic flare detec
tion and jiare identification. On the one hand, the
real-time detection of Ha flares may be used for flare
alerts, which, e.g., can be made accessible to the
community via the World Wide Web. On the other
hand, the detection of the onset of a flare can act as
trigger for an enhanced high time cadence observing
mode (of the order of seconds) for various observ
ing instruments at KSO, which enables to study the
evolution of an ongoing flare at different wavelengths
with an exceptional high time resolution. The flare
identification includes the extraction of relevant flare
parameters, such as position, area, brightness, etc.
The analysis of the time evolution of these parame
ters yields a global description of a flare, moreover
such parameters arc directly related to the flare im
portance and brightness class.

Proc. I" So/11r & Spuce weuthcr Eurcnontcrcnce, 'The Solar Cvclc 1111dTerrrstrial Cli1111111·'. S1111tu Cru: de Tencrite, Trneritc .. )j>u111.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the May 2, 1998 fiare. The black contour lines outline the fiare area, determined
by the automatic algorithm.

The analysis software has to fulfill three crucial re
quirements: It must be fast, automatic and robust.
For the continuous solar activity monitoring at KSO
the data acquisition rate of the Ha imaging system
will be one minute, which has turned out to be a
reasonable time cadence with respect to solar flare
monitoring (see the statistical analysis by Temmer
et al., 2000). This means that the data analysis per
Ha image is restricted to a maximum of one minute.
Moreover, the analysis must be performed fully auto
matically, i.e. without any visual inspection and/or
modification. Finally, the analysis procedure is ex
pected to be robust. On the one hand it must avoid
artifacts caused by degraded images (due to bad see
ing conditions for instance), on the other hand it
must be independent of the specific flare parameters
(e.g., faint vs. bright flares).

2.2. Image Preprocessing

Before the actual processing and analysis can be per
formed, the images must be preprocessed (for funda
mentals on image processing and analysis see, e.g.,
the textbooks of Gonzales & Woods, 1992; Jahne,
1997; Sonka et al., 1999). This comprises the removal
of effects caused by non-uniform illumination and of
the center-to-limb variation (CLY). Moreover, a cri
terion has to be applied to reject degraded images
from further analysis.

For the determination of the disk center and radius,

we apply a median filter with a large mask to the
Ha images. This non-linear filter has the effect, that
active regions are smeared but the limb is kept sharp.
An edge enhancement of the filtered image, e.g., by
application of a Sobel operator, yields strong inten
sities only at the solar limb. After thresholding the
edge enhanced image, a least squares circle fit is ap
plied, which gives the solar center and radius.

The corrections of large scale asymmetries in the im
ages are performed by a method developed by K.
Burlov-Vasiljev at KIS Freiburg, Germany. This
method splits the solar disk into concentric rings and
fits polynomials to these. Since on large scales the
disk is supposed to be radially symmetric, the poly
nomials give the image distortion similar to a Fourier
decomposition. Combining the polynomials of the
rings, this method yields also the CLY of the sun.
In order to save computing time, the corrections are
calculated from the downsized image, interpolated
afterwards and applied to the original image. This
procedure is justified by the fact that both correc
tions, asymmetries and CLY, are global ones.

The further steps of image processing and analysis
are only applied to images, which pass a quality cri
terion, in order to avoid artifacts due to image degra
dations. The quality criterion we use is based on
the standard deviation of the intensity histogram of
the already corrected image. Around the mean value
the histogram is expected to be normally distributed,
and image degradations result in a broadening of the
histogram.
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Fig1L1'e2. Time evolution of the Fcbrnary 8, 2000 [uire. The black contour lines outline the flare area, determined
by the automatic algorithm.

2.3. Image Processing

A crucial step in image processing, since it strongly
determines the outcome of the subsequent analysis,
is the image segmentation, i.c. the subdivision of an
image into its constituent parts. In the frame of the
present flare detection and alerting system, we re
strict the segmentation process only to flare regions.

T\\"O kinds of segmentation methods can be distin
guished, region based and edge based ones. Region
based segmentation methods, such as thresholding,
region growing, region splitting, ctc., make use of the
property of similarity of a region, whereas edge based
methods utilize discontinuities of image properties at
region borders.

For the segmentation of possible flare regions from
Ha full-disk images, we apply a combination of re
gion and edge based methods. The flare detection is
performed by an intensity threshold, chosen as > 2
times the quiet sun level. For the determination of
the fiaring area, a region gro\\·ing algorithm is used,
which starts at seed points with high intensity val
ues. The region growing stops if tho intensity is too
low, i.e. less than two times the quiet sun level, or if
a region border is encountered.

For this purpose an advanced edge detection tech
nique is needed. \Ye use the Canny edge detector
(Canny, 1983; 1986), which is optimized with respect
to three main goals, the edge detection, the edge lo-

calization, and the one-response to edges. The basic
steps of the Canny edge detector are the convolution
of the image with the derivative of a Gaussian mask,
which yields the edge enhanced image; the applica
tion of a non-maximum suppression, i.e, edge pixels
that arc not local maxima arc removed; a hysteresis
thresholding, which utilizes a combination of a high
threshold T11 and a low threshold TL: Any edge pixel
with an intensity value higher than T11 is presumed
to be an edge pixel, and all connected pixels wit h a
value higher than TL arc also selected as edge pixels.
Finally, in addition to the Canny edge detector \\"C

apply an edge tracing algorithm in order to achieve
closed edges, defining different image regions.

3. RESULTS

\\·e have applied the flare detection procedure to se\·
oral time series of Ho images, taken from the data
archive of the Kanzclhohe Solar Observatorv. The
time cadence oft he observations was of the order of
one minute.

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the outcome of the·
flare detection procedure for two sample events. The
black contour lines indicate the borders of the fian·
regions, as determined by the automatic procedure.
Figure 1 illustrates the results for the :\lay 2, 1998
fiar« of class 3b, which reveals a great variation in
its morphological evolution, representing a developed
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the flare area (top panel)
and its mean intensity normalized to the quiet sun
level (bottom panel). The end of the flare was not
captured.

two-ribbon flare. Due to bad seeing conditions sev
eral images were rejected, particularly at the decay
ing phase of the flare. The Sf flare of February 8,
2000 shows little morphological evolution.

In Figures 3 and 4 the time evolution of the flare
area and the mean intensity of the flare regions are
plotted. Such information can be easily extracted
from the segmented flare regions. The first and the
last dots in the plots mark the onset and the end
of the flare, except for the May 2, 1998 flare, where
the end could not be captured due to clouds. Note
the significant differences in the time evolution of the
flare area and the different brightness levels for the
two sample events.

4. CON"CLUSIONS

We have presented a procedure, developed with the
aim of automatically and in quasi real-time detect
ing and identifying solar flares in Ha full-disk im
ages. The application of the procedure to time se
ries of Ha images from the Kanzelhohe data archive
reveals that the flare regions are appropriately de
tected and segmented. Moreover, the method works
independently with respect to the kind of flare oc
curring (small vs. large size, faint vs. bright). This is
a crucial requirement of the system, which, e.g., can
not be achieved by simple segmentation techniques
based on thresholding.
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ABSTRACT

\Ye present new results on the nature of moving
magnetic features (:\I:\IFs) deduced from I3ig Bear
Solar Observatory observations of the longitudinal
magnetic fields of two large solar spots. Ml\IFs arr
small magnetic bipoles that move outward, across the
moat, of an eroding sunspot. Distinct from previous
studies, we find that :\[\Ifs are not randomly ori
ented. To wit, in 23 out of 28 (82%) Ml\IFs pairs.
the magnetic element with the polarity oft he sunspot
was located farther from the sunspot. Furthermore'.
there is a correlation between the orient at ion of t ho
bi pole and that of the twist in a sunspot. For t hf'
two nearly round sunpot s we studied, \\T find that
the bipoles arc rotated countcrr.lockwiso in the case
of a clockwise twisted sunspot and clockwise for a
spot with counterclockwise twist. We also find a
correlation between the orientation of l\1MFs bipole
and the amount of twist in the spot. The :\1:\IF
bipoles around the highly twisted sunspot are ori
ented nearly tangential to the edge of the sunspot;
while in the slightly twisted sunspot the bipoles are
oriented nearly radially. so that they point back to
the spot.

Key words: Sun: magnetic fields, moving magnetic
features, moat flow

1. I"\TRODl'CTIO~

The magnetic fields outside a sunspot appear disron
tinuous, while the large area around the spot dis
plays a variety of mass flows. Moving Magnetic FPa
tures (l\IMFs) are regarded as small magnetic ele
ments which are carried away from the sunspot to
the periphery by plasma flows (Vrabec 1971; Harvey
and Harvev 1973; Muller and Mena 1987: Brickhouse
and LaBo~te 1988; Lee 1992). A complete list of all
known properties of :\lI\IFs was compiled by Ryutova
et al. (1997).

Mayer et al. (1974) reviewed the possible orienta
tions in which a magnetic tube can be taken away

Proc. /'1 So/or & Spnce Weuther Euroconlerence. The Solur Cvc!c and Trrrrstrial Climate ', Sun tu Cru: de Tenen/I'. Teneri]« . .\/)(1111.
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from a sunspot. The model by Harvey and Har
vey (1973) suggests that magnetic flux is removed
from tho sunspot at the photosphcric level (Figure
la). This would produce pairs of l\IMFs in which
magnetic elements of opposite polarity to the sunspot
tend to hP forrnod farther out. An alternative possi
bility, depicted in Figure 1 Ii, was suggested by Wil
son (1973). In latter case. the magnetic flux tube
is detached from the main bundle of tubes well be
low the surface (at depths of about 12,000km). The
detached tubes turbulently float to the surface devel
oping twists and kinks (Ryutova et al. 1997) which
then an' s<'Pll as :\1:\IFs. Significantly, orientation
of the :\l.\!Fs bipoles in Wilson's model is exactly
the opposite: magnetic elements of opposite polarity
to the sunspot will tend to be formed close to the
sunspot. Therefore. high resolution observations of
longitudinal magnetic field can easily delineate be
tween the models. At present. there is no solid ob
servational evidence' on :\I:\IF bipole orientation that
would favor one or another model. However. Maver
(1974) and Ryutova Pl al. (1997) showed some ~vi
deuce that the inner foot.point of the l'vE'vIFbi poles
share the sunspot's polarity, which marginallv sup
ports tho model of Harvev and Harvey (1973).

To distinguish between existing models, one needs to
know exactly how :\I:\IFs appear on the solar disk
and their subsequent evolution, as well. \Ye focus
here on several observational facts which are relevant
to the theoretical models of :\ll\IFs. In Section 2, we
present new inforrnat ion on '.\I:\IFs derived from Big
Bear Solar Observatory (I3BSO) vidcomagnetograms
and compare our findings to existing theoretical mod
els. In Section 3. discussion and a short sumrnarv is
presented. ··

2. OBSER\'ATION AND RESuLTS

The data arc observations of the longitudinal mag
netic field of two large sunspots (AR NOAA 8375
and AR NOAA 8525) which were obtained at BBSO
on 1998 November 4 and 1999 May 05, rospec
ti vely, During the observations, the sunspots were
located near the central meridian (AR NOAA 8375
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Proposed models for the MMFs. 9a) the detached field line at the photospheric level {harvey and harvey, 1973);
(b) the detached field line at deep phtotospheric levels (Wilson 1973).

Figure 2. Two chromospheric Ho: images of AR NOAA 8375 and AR 8525 taken at Big Bear Solar Observatory. Left
frame is a high resolution image and right frame is an enlarged part of a full-disk Ho: image. The solid white lines in both
panels re-inforce the apparent direction of the field.

-- N18W06 and AR NOAA 8525 - N18E02). Line-of
sight magnetograms were obtained by the 25-cm re
fractor with a pixel resolution of O" .6. Both sunspots
were surrounded by intense, nearly radial moat flows.
Diameters of the moat annuli were about 70", in
the south-north direction, which is twice as large as
the diameter of the penumbra. Ha images indicate
that the sunspot in AR NOAA 8375 was rotated in
a clockwise direction (positive helicity), while dark
filaments and fibrils in an AR NOAA 8525 indicate
that the sunspot had a weak, but noticeable counter
clockwise twist (negative helicity, Figure 2). Figure 3
shows two magnetograms taken on 1998 November 4
with a time interval of approximately one hour. The
magnetic configuration includes three different struc
tures: the N polarity sunspot, the moat boundary cir
cumscribing the sunspot on the west and the moat
flow transporting magnetic flux from the sunspot to
the moat boundary. Figure 4 shows the N polar
ity sunspot surrounded by the moat flow observed
on May 5, 1999. We observed the origination of the
MMFs pairs at the penumbra! boundary. Most of the
MMFs appeared in closely spaced pairs of opposite
polarity magnetic elements. Usually, the magnetic
element of sunspot polarity came out first and only
then, the second magnetic element of the opposite
polarity appeared on the scene. Frequently magnetic
elements in a pair were not equally visible: oppo-

site (to the sunspot) polarity element was often ob
served as a loose and weak magnetic structure. A 6-
hour movie made of the longitudinal magnetograms
clearly illustrated that the moving magnetic features
originated at the penumbra! boundary and migrate
outside through the moat.

In Figures 3 and 4 a total of 28 MMF pairs are en
circled and numerated. Each pair was reliably de
fined by two successive magnetograms. To avoid an
ambiguity in the measurements of the orientation of
MMFs bipole, we selected only well-isolated MMFs
pairs. Table 1 shows angles 1> of axes of MMFs
bipoles in reference to the radial direction. 1> is de
fined as a smallest angle measured in direction from
N polarity element to the sunspot radius and is a
positive number when the measurement is made in
the counter-clockwise direction (see Figure 5 for def
inition of 1>).

First, we find no evidence that the inner footpoint
of the MMFs pair shares the sunspot polarity as it
was guessed earlier (Meyer et al. 1974, Ryutova et
al. 1997). In fact, in 23 out of 28 Mr..IFs pairs (82%),
the magnetic element with the sunspot's polarity was
located farther from the sunspot (11>1 is greater than
goo).
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Figure 3. Two longitudinal magnetic field utuiqt.s of AR NOAA 8.'175 taken on Noiembcr 4. 1998 1Lt Big Bear Solar
Ohsernator-). White is north polurits; maqnciu. jield. Clearly di.juu-d pairs of MMFs are tnarked with circles and numbered.

T!!blc 1. Orit-nrar ion of \l\IFs pall's

Bipole I 2 :l 1 .'j (j I 8 !l IO II 12 13 14 i;, 16

</J837S 138 138 ias 78 102 102 D"i q2 !J:l !J:J sn H:l :io 99 78 125

¢852.5 -13.'i -13.5 -130 -130 -112 :rn 160 -J.S!) !GR -70 -1 ();'") 1'>0

Figure 4. Image of longitudinal magnetic field of AR
:\"OAA 8525 taken on \lay 5, 1999.

Second, MMFs bipolos do not seem to be randomly
oriented. Orientation of tho :VIMFs bipole is r<'
lated to the large-scale twist of the sunspot. In each
.\evIFs pair, the magnetic element of the sunspot
polarity has a preferable position in the pair: it
is located on the left side, if we look at the pair
from the center of the sunspot with clockwise twist.

and on tho right side in the case of counterclock
wise twist (see also Figure 5). A careful study of the
sequence of magnctograms showed that the orienta
tion of bipoles remains the same throughout the life
time of t.h« bipolos. The onlv notable and significant
changes in orientation wor« related to the break-up
of the bipoles. The picture W<' deduce from the date
is shown in Figure 5.

Third, W<' find that the deviation /3 = 180° - < o >
(angle ;1 measured in counter-clockwise direction is
positive) of bipole axes from the radial direction is
correlated with the amount of helicity (twist) in the
sunspot. The amount of holicity can bP estimated
by calculation of 2D current helicity maps (Abra
rnenko et al. 1996) or by comparison of parameter o
of linear force-free field with Ho pattern around the
sunspot (Seehafer 1990: Pevtsov et al. 1995). l'n
fortunately, we W<'ITnot able to use these methods.
for we lack vector magnetograrns for tho ARs under
study. However. reliable qualitative estimations of
the amount of current helicity can be done using the
Hn images of the active regions. Penumbra! filaments
and chrornospheric fibrils in the vicinity of sunspots
show a hemisphere-dependent predominant sense of
curvature. The degree of t ho curvature is related to
the amount of hclicity in the sunspot. Thus. clock
wise rotational motions of the ~ polarity spot would
generate a vortex structure with a positive helicity.
In our case. BBSO Ho. images of AR 8375 revealed
that the leading sunspot had strong positive helic
ity and deviation f)H:Jl'i was 81° (sec also Figure 2).
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AR8375 (CW) AR 8525 (CCW)

Figure 5. Definition of an ¢.

At the same time, the sunspot in AR 8525 showed a
very weak, but noticeable amount of negative helic
ity (counter-clockwise twist) and f38.s25= -51°. This
might imply that a sunspot without large-scale twist
would have all its MMFs bipoles oriented along the
sunspot radius.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We presented high resolution observations of the
longitudinal magnetic field in a sunspot area. We
learned new specific properties of MMFs in the
sunspot moat.

l. MMF bipoles are not randomly oriented. In 23
out of 28 (82%) MMfs pairs, the magnetic ele
ment with the sunspot's polarity has a preferred
position in the pair: it is located farther from the
sunspot and a bipole is rotated counter-clockwise
when the sunspot is twisted clockwise, and vice
versa.

2. There seems to be a link between amount of ro
tation of the MMFs bipole, and amount of twist
in the sunspot. Bipoles around the sunspot with
strong twist oriented nearly perpendicular to the
sunspot radius, while bipoles of slightly twisted
sunspot are oriented mostly parallel to the ra
dius.

3. The magnetic element of the same polarity as
the sunspot comes out first, and the magnetic
element of the opposite polarity appears second
to form the MMFs bipolar pair. We found no ev
idence that the inner foot of a MMFs pair shares
the sunspot polarity.

4. The majority of MMFs pairs consist of a stronger
and compact magnetic element with the polarity
of the sunspot, and a weaker and diffuse mag
netic element of opposite polarity.

Loop models proposed by Wilson (1986) and Spruit,
Title and Ballegooijen (1987) assume that MMFs are
formed by closed detached loops which are separated
and, hence, are randomly oriented. This model is

inconsistent with the observed preferred orientation
of the MMFs pairs.

Another possibility is that the magnetic flux is de
tached from the main flux bundle at the surface
as suggested in the model of Harvey and Harvey
(1973). Mi\IFs would appear in pairs with the mag
netic polarity of the sunspot being located closer to
the sunspot, which contradicts our data.

Ryutova et al. (1997) proposed that non-linear cou
pling of flux and plasma flows leads to formation of a
stable soliton-like kink along the magnetic flux. Nu
merical simulations show that the kink travels with
a precisely defined speed and it has precisely defined
width and amplitude. The orientation of the kink
soliton is uniquely defined by the sign and the amount
of helicity in the magnetic flux tube. Applying their
results to the observed properties of MMF they found
a reasonable qualitative and quantitative agreement,
however, the model seems to fail to explain the dif
fuse structure of the second magnetic element in a
MMFs pair. According to Ryutova et al. (1997) both
elements in MMFs pair are clearly seen in the simu
lations.

In the case of strong positive helicity, a soliton-like
kink would be seen at the photospheric level as M~IFs
pairs in which, the magnetic element to the left shares
the sunspot magnetic polarity. If we assume that the
kink occurs in the configuration suggested by Wil
son (1973), then the closest magnetic element in the
model will have the same polarity as the closest ele
ment in an observed MMFs pair, but it will be po
sitioned to the left of the radius of a sunspot, which
does not correspond to the observed result (see Fig.
1). We suggest, that strong subsurface outflow out
side of a sunspot (Hulburt and Rucklidge 1999) can
rotate a detached magnetic flux and, thus, affect the
orientation of a i\E\IFs pair as well as its asymmetry.
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ABSTRACT

We analyzed the 3D structure of the linear force
free magnetic field. A longitudinal magnetogram of
the AR NOAA 8375 has been used as the photo
spheric boundary condition. Nov 5, 1998 2B/M8.4
two-ribbon flare can be explained in the framework of
quadrupolar reconnection theory: the interaction of
two closed magnetic loops which have a small spatial
angle. The revealed magnetic configuration allows us
to understand the observed location and evolution of
the flare ribbons and thP additional energy released
during the gradual phase of the flare, as well. Be
sides, reconnection of closed magnetic loops can log
ically explain the connection between a two-ribbon
flare and a giant X-ray post-flare arch which usu
ally is observed after the flare onset. We emphasize
that unlike the Kopp and Pneuman configuration,
the model discussed here, doesn't necessarily need
destabilization and opening of the magnetic field.

Key words: Sun: flares, magnetic field, linear force
free field modeling

l. I:\'TRODlICTION

It is generally accepted that a two-ribbon flare (TRF)
is due to a reconnection process which happens in
previously open magnetic field (Sturrock 1968, Hi
rayama 1974, Kopp and Pneuman 1976). It suggests
that rising prominences and/ or fast expanding coro
nal loops are trigger of the TRF. After the filament
destabilization and eruption, the stretched magnetic
field lines become open and reconnect. This process
is accompanied by type III and IV radio bursts.

On the other hand. it has also been shown that there
is no direct link between filament eruption and TRF
(Forbes 1992). Out of 16 studied two-ribbon flaws
with pre-existing dark filament. in 10 cases filaments
erupted and 5 filaments remained undisturbed (Hi
rayama 1974). In an earlier study by Smith and
Ramsey (1964), about half of the major flares were

found to hP associated with active region filaments
and precoded by their sudden eruption.

Any flare model must explain not only how and
where magnetic energy is released, but also a loca
tion (shape'!) and a topological link between all flare
ribbons and remote brightenings seen in the course
of a two ribbon flare.

The Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer aboard the
S:\I:\1mission discovered extensive post-flare coronal
arches (Svestka et al., 1982). The arches appeared to
be connected to the occurence of two-ribbon flares.
Sirnberova et al. (1993) also showed that a giant
post-flare arch was formed by interactions of large
scale loops present above the flaring active region.
This result doesn't seem to support the Kopp and
Pneurnan (1976) model which invokes the reconnec
tion of the open magnetic field lines. To the contrary,
the co-existence of a giant X-ray post-flare arch and
a post-Haro loops system can be a sign of a single
reconnection event in a simple magnetic system of
closed coronal loops.

For the famous, well-studied May 16, 1981 two
ribbon flan'. Vrsnak ct al. (1987) established that
the site of cuergy release was located at the loop top
in a dosed magnetic configuration. They also conjec
t ured that. in rho studied flan'. a process of driven
reconnection between neighboring loops took place.

Manv studies haw shown that chromospheric Ho ker
nels were found to he on the intersection of the sep
aratrices (surfaces that separate volumes of different
magnetic conncct.ivity) with the photosphere. But
only relatively few ones studied in detail the mag
netic topology in two-ribbon flares (Corbachcv and
Sornov 1988, Demoulin et al.. 1994a, Mandrini et al..
1995, Yurchishin 1997). Both the magnetic «onfigu
ration and tho Ho brightenings are found to be qual
itat.ively different and more complex than ones pro
posed in models with open magnetic field. They c011-
eluded that the flares under consideration result from
the interact ion of closed large-scale magnetic struc
tures, and not from an internal instability happening
within a twisted flux tube.

Proc I Solar & .\j>uce U'corlicr l.un« ontrrcn: <'. 'Tlu- .'')o/ur (·\de 1111dTt'ITC\/J"{(I/ ( 'linunc . Sun Tu ( 'ru: de Tcncntc, Tcncnic, Sp11r11.
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GOES X-ray Flux, Nov-05, 1998

14:00 16:00 18:00 20:00 22:00 00:00 02:00 04:00
nme,UT

Figure 1. GOES X-ray time profile of November 5, 1998
flare.

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA AND MAGNETIC
FIELD RECONSTRUCTION

BBSO observations completely covered the Nov
5, 1998 flare which occurred in AR NOAA 8375
(Yurchyshyn et al. 2000). We also used the All filter
YOHKOH soft X-ray data.

Figure 1 shows GOES soft X-ray 1-8 A flux plot of
the

Figure 2. Ha images of the two-ribbon flare. The field of
view is 200 by 200 arcsec.

flare as a function of time. It is interesting to note
that the two-ribbon flare was not provoked by fila
ment eruption, in fact, no filament was present in
this AR. Figures 2 and 3 show Ha images obtained
at the center and at the red wing of the spectral line.
The post-flare loop system connected flare ribbons B
and C and showed apparent growth.

To reconstruct coronal magnetic field we used a nu
merical method for the LFFF calculation proposed
by Abramenko and Yurchishin (1996). We used the
BBSO line-of-sight magnetogram as the photospheric
boundary condition. The magnetogram was recorded
at 18:18 LT, before the flare onset. We obtained a
set of numerical solutions with different a parameter
and then, using high resolution BBSO Ha images as
well as soft X-ray images from YOHKOH we chose
the numerical solution (a = 0.013 arcsec1) which

best fits the observed magnetic configuration before
the flare.

Figure 3. Ha off-band images of the two-ribbon flare.

3. RESULTS

We used a simple method which allowed us to de
fine magnetic links between the flare ribbons in this
two-ribbon flare. First, we calculated, the lines of
force which originate within the leading spot. Then,
considering each line, we located both its footpoints.
Doing so, we could distinguish three different mag
netic flux tubes. All the lines of force which originate
in the area marked with a have their ends at the flare
ribbon marked with B (line 1, Figure 4). All the
field-lines starting from the area b ended at the flare

AR NOAA 8384, Nov 5, 98
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Figure 4. Location of Ha flare ribbons (dashed area) su
perposed on a contour map of the longitudinal magnetic
field (solid lines - N polarity, dashed - S polarity). Con
tours levels are 100, 200, 400, 800 G. Solid lines 1, 2,
3 denote calculated field-lines (a = O.Ol3arcsec-1) con
necting the areas a and b with the flare ribbons A and
B.

ribbon A (lines 2, 3, Figure 4) while field-lines coming



Ha+0.75A 20:56:35 UT

Fiqure 5. Ha + 0. i5A imagl' taken at 20:56:.!5 ur.
Dark loops at upper right growing post-flare loops sys
tem (PFL). Solid lines denote calculat.ed field-lines con
necting the area b with the flare ribbon A. Dashed lines
calculated field lines (o. = 0.013 an:ser:-1) which connect
tlu: area c with the flare ribbon D.

011t from the area c went south-eastward and ended
at the Ha brightening D (Figure 5). Any two clos
est magnetic field lines originated correspondingly in
areas a and b. nearbv to the border between them.
haw their second en;ls separated and rooted in dif
ferent distant magnetic elements of northern polarity.
Thus, the boundaries of these a, b. r: areas are the in
tersection of separatrices with thf' photosphere. In
ot her words, following the definition by Dernoulin et
al. (Hl96). these boundaries are places where a dras
tic change in the field-Iino linkage occurs. Disconti
nuir ies in t hc field-line linkage at the boundary art- at
the origin of the formation of current sheets. It has
been found that observed flan' kernels are located at
these discontinuities (Demoulin et al.. 1996 and rd
erences therein). Our calculation show that in case
of the Nov 5, 1998 flare, Ho brightcnings are also
located at places where rapid changes in the field
linkage above the photosphere take place. According
to this, we are able to clear 11p the magnetic con
figuration in the two-ribbon flare as well as indicate
magnetic fluxes which took part in energy release pro
cess.

\Ye suggest that there were at least two large-scale
events of energy release. ThP first and major Vil
ergy release event happened about 19:35 CT (Figure
1). The Ha image taken at 19:43:35 UT (Figure 2)
shows three well developed fiare ribbons also marked
on Figure 5 with letters A, B, C. We suppose that
this energy release was due to the reconnection of
two magnetic fluxes during which the connectivity of
magnetic field was exchanged bet ween four loop foot
points without a significant changr- in the longitudi-
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Ha+0.75A 20:56:35 UT + SXT/YOHKOH 22:58 UT

Funirc 6. Gn;ysmle Ho+ 0.75A image overlapped by a
soft X-rny YOHKOH irnayr: shows the magnetic configu
ration after the juire. The resuliiou configuration consists
of ilu: lmn-losiuu; post-flare loops system (dark loops) and
ilu: 01wrlay1:ng giant X-rny post-flare arch. The crosses
denote tlu: hottest parts of Ha and X-rny loops and might
locate the site of the rcronnectuni.

nal field. Analysis of the longitudinal rnagnetograms
supports this theoretical assumption since no large
scale magnetic flux cancellations at, or around, the
flare site were observed. The first magnetic flux is
roproscntcd by a line 1 which connects the area a and
t ho flare ribbon Band shown in Figure 4. The second
one is magnetic flux which loaves the leading sunspot
int ho area band goes tot ho flare ribbon A (lines of 2.
s). The reconnection will create new magnetic loops
systems. The first 011e. the Hn post-flare loop system
connects the area band the Haro ribbon B (Figure 4).
while the second one, a large scale loop system. con
nort s the area a and the flare ribbon A. This largo
scale loop might corresponds to a well-known giant
X-ray post-flare arch (Svost.ka et al., 1982). Figure 6
shows the off-band Ho image (the same as in Figure
3) with an overlapped SXT/YOHKOH image. One
dearly sees the presence of both the low-lying Hn
post-Haro loop system (dark loops) and the overlay
ing hot X-ray giant roronal arch (a white loop with
contours at the right top comer). The Ha loop are
located just below the hot X-my loop with their top
being almost tangential. The post flare loop system
connects the leading sunspot and the flare ribbon B
and till' large scale X-ray arch has its foot.points at
the sunspot and the flare ribbon A. This kind of mag
uet.ic connection corresponds to that predicted by the
model.

13oth. the post flare loops system and the giant X
rav post-flare arch exhibit apparent growth ( Poler ro
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and Svestka 1992, Schmieder et al., 1995) as the flare
is in progress. Thus, due to the evolution of newly
formed loops, a disturbance of the pre-existing over
laying magnetic field will take place. This, in turn,
might provoke the subsequent reconnection of the
newly formed loops with the loops system which con
nects the area c and the flare ribbon D (Figure 5). If
we are correct, this second-step reconnection should
start a bit later than the main phase of the energy
release. This might be seen in Ha images taken at
19:43 UT and 20:29 VT (Figure 2). One may see that
when the eastern ribbon (marked with A in Figures
2) has faded, the south-east ribbon (marked with D)
became brighter. Also, according to SGD (Figure 1),
at 20:30 UT, after the X-ray flux reached its maxi
mum, the GOES light curve has broken its gradual
decrease and has formed plateau which might imply
that an additional source of energy has turned on.
This second reconnection event creates a new loop
system connecting the area c with the flare ribbon A
and b with D (Figure 5) and explains the evolutin aof
the flare ribbons.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As inferred from LFFF modeling, the two-ribbon
flare was a product of multiple reconnection process
between interacting loops which make a small angle
in space. The calculations explore only the large
scale magnetic field structure in the AR. However,
taking into account a possible filamentation of the
solar magnetic field. this flare could be considered
as a superposition of many small-scale reconnection
events. In this case, one would expect a variety of an
gles between small-scale magnetic fluxes which would
bring up the additional energy for the flare (An
schwanden et al., 1999). Another possible scenario
is that the self-organized criticality model could be
realized with the avalanche process of small-scale en
ergy releases (Lu and Hamilton 1991).

The magnetic configuration, revealed here, naturally
explains the location and the shape of the flare rib
bons, the location of the post flare loop system, as
well as the magnetic connection between the Ha
brightenings. Multiple magnetic reconnection also
allows us to explain the evolution of the flare ribbons
and the additional energy release during the gradual
phase of the flare. The interaction of closed magnetic
loops in two-ribbon flare can also explain the origin
of the giant X-ray coronal arch observed after the two
ribbon flare onset (Svestka et al., 1982). This result
also meets the Simberova et al. (1993) 's conclusion
that the giant arch is the result of progressive re
connection of elementary flux tubes of two (or more)
interacting loops.

We would like to emphasize that unlike the
Kopp&Pneuman configuration, the model discussed
here does not necessarily need destabilization and
eruption of the active region filament. The filament
eruption, even if it accompanies a two-ribbon flare.
could be a one of many equal possibilities to trigger
a solar flare.
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ABSTRACT

We analyze the behaviour of the solar magnetic dipole
moment during the current 23rd solar cycle (in 1998
2000). The magnetic dipole vector was determined via
analysis of the coronal magnetic field data by Wilcox
Solar Observatory. taking the dipole coefficients from
the expansion of the coronal magnetic field in
multipoles at the source surface located at 2.5 solar
radii. An attempt is undertaken to investigate the
motions of the magnetic poles of the Sun (i.e. the poles
of its central dipole). During the years of solar activity
minimum the dipole lies close to the rotational axis of
the Sun. During the rising phase of activity cycle the
reversal of the dipole vector takes place. Some
implications on the problem of active longitudes are
obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The solar coronal magnetic field plays very important.
if not dominant, role in organizing the coronal plasma.
both in large and small scale structures. However. it is
still very difficult to perform direct measurements of the
magnetic field in the corona. Several models (e. g.
Mikic and Linker 1995) were developed in order to
calculate the coronal field on the base of the
photospheric magnetic field synoptic charts. which are
recorded for a long time (e. g. Hoeksema 1991). /\
force-free extrapolation of the photospheric field
produces the coronal field. which becomes radial
beyond the source surface. Between the photosphere
and the source surface the magnetic field could be
written as a sum of different multipole components
(Hoeksema 1986).

The temporal behaviour of the solar magnetic field
expresses prominent 22-year cycle which is well-known
for a long time. During the maximum activity years the
large-scale magnetic field of the Sun changes its
polarity. The details of this process (which is believed
to be governed by some dynamo mechanism under the
photosphere) are still not completely known. The
leading role belongs to the dipole component. which
naturally describes the large-scale field and dominates
over the higher-order multipoles on large distances.

The dipole component of the solar magnetic field is also
very important in the heliosphere. where, along with the
heliospheric current sheet. it determines the large-scale
interplanetary magnetic field (Veselovsky 1996).

In the present paper we make an attempt to investigate
the large-scale coronal magnetic field reversal process
during the current 23'c1solar cycle.

RESULTS

It is the dipole component what determines the largest
scales of the coronal magnetic field, so we investigate
the behaviour of the solar magnetic dipole vector during
the current activity cycle.

The vector of the central magnetic dipole moment was
determined through the analyses of coronal magnetic
field data by Wilcox Solar Observatory. Taking the
coefficients g 111,g 11 and h 11 from the expansion of the
coronal magnetic field in multipoles at 2.5 solar radii
(which correspond to the perpendicular to the ecliptic
plane. earthward and sky-plane components of the
dipole moment vector). we can calculate the dipole
value as

)I ~ (g ~() I g JI T h ~I ) I r I . (2)

where r 1 c 2.5 solar radii is the source surface
location. Taking the ratio of different components and
the absolute value, we can deduce the polar and
azimuthal inclination angles 0 and <p of the magnetic
dipole vector in respect to the solar rotational axis.

We performed these calculations for the period from
January 8. 1998 to July 17. 2000. The plot of the

variations or the dipole field value (g~11~-·g ~1

h ~1JI':!. which is equivalent to the solar magnetic
dipole, is presented in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the dependence
of the polar inclination angle (}is shown as a function of
time. The reversal of the magnetic dipole took place in
July - August. 1999 (days 550 · 600). Several temporal
reversals also could be seen. Comparing Fig. I and Fig.

Proi: J Solar & S/)l/("C H'eu!her Eurocol/ftrencc. 'flit So/ur Cvcl c .uu! Trrrc. trial ( 'linuuc Sul/fl/ ( 'ru: dt Trnrntc. Ft!l(ri/i' .. \'11ui11.
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Figure 3. Typical maps showing the motions of the solar northern magnetic pole. On the horizontal axis: the azimuthal
inclination angle tp of the solar magnetic dipole in respect to its rotational axis. on the vertical axis: the polar inclination
angle 0. Scales in degrees. cp = 0 corresponds to the Sun - Earth direction: <p increases counterclockwise if one looks
from the solar north.

2, we can conclude that during the polarity reversal
process the strength of the dipole field decreases.

We have also calculated the dependence of the polar
inclination angle 0 on the azimuthal one <p for the whole
considered time interval. Such calculations for shorter
period of time in 1999 were reported in the paper by
Yeselovsky et. al (1999). In Fig. 3 we present several
typical maps showing full rotations of the magnetic
dipole vector during different phases of activity cycle. It
could be seen that during the minimum activity years or
early growth phase (in 1998) the polar inclination angle
0 is close to zero, i. e. the magnetic pole is situated near
the heliographic pole. Then, while the activity grows,
the motions of the magnetic pole become more
irregular, the dipole vector approaches the equator plane

(0 = 90 c ) and crosses it (in July - August, 1999).
Unfortunately. the lack of data does not permit us to
follow the reversal process more closely. After the
reversal the magnetic dipole moves towards the
southern pole (in 2000).

We then determined the Carrington longitude of the
northern magnetic pole as a sum of the central meridian
Carrington longitude and the azimuthal angle <p. Its
dependence on time is shown in Fig. 4. This plot shows
the magnetic pole longitudinal motions when the solar
rotation is subtracted. We note that when the magnetic
pole is situated at high latitudes. these calculations are
not sufficiently exact because of the differential rotation
of the Sun. Ilowever. the most interesting near-equator
motions of the magnetic pole (after day 550) are
calculated accurately enough.

During the low activity period the magnetic pole drifts
on the solar surface. sometimes in the direction
coinciding with the solar rotation. sometimes in the
opposite direction. However. near the time of the
polarity reversal the magnetic pole Carrington longitude

is situated between 140 o and 270" . Moreover. all the
reversals (temporary and main) take place in the

Carrington longitude range between 200 o and 250 o

These longitudes (with the magnetic field increased
relatively to the dipole field near the magnetic equator)
could be considered as «active» in this respect. although
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Figure 4. The time variations of the Carrington longitude of the northern solar magnetic pole during January 8. 1998 -
July 17. 2000.

the investigated period is too short for reliable
determination of active longitudes. We also note. that
during this time the antipodal region of active
longitudes (20 ° - 70 ° ) should exist on the opposite
side of the Sun near the southern magnetic pole.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Investigating the vanations of the magnetic dipole
vector during the current 23rd solar cycle (in January.
1998 - July, 2000) we found that:

• during the epoch of activity minimum and earl)
growth phase the magnetic dipole of the Sun is situated
close to its rotational axis;
• during the raising phase of the solar activity cycle
the reversal of the magnetic dipole takes place, during
the current cycle it happened in July - August, 1999;
• the reversal of the dipole is not instantaneous: the
temporal reversals occurred before and after the main
reversal;
• the value of the magnetic dipole decreased in the
period of time close to the polarity reversal;
• all the reversals (main and temporal) occurred in the

range of Carrington longitudes of about 200 ° - 250 ° .
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ABSTRACT

The historical records of temperature and rainfall at
Ebre Observatory (40.8° N, 0.5° E) and the relative
sunspot numbers have been used to study the possible
influence of the I I-year solar cycle over the
meteorological parameters. Spectral and cross
correlation analysis have been applied in order to find
such a relationship. The yearly averaged maximum
temperature displays a period near I I years, while the
yearly averaged minimum temperature and yearly
rainfall values do not present any significant peak
about that period. It has been obtained that the I I-year
solar cycle and the I I-year oscillation found in the
maximum temperature are coherent, practically in
phase. Moreover, an I I-year oscillation is found to be
significant in the cross-correlation between the solar
activity data and maximum temperature. The results
show a possible relation of the I I-year solar activity
cycle on the maximum temperature data used here.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades, several studies have been
developed to determine the relation between solar
activity and climate changes (for instance Friis
Christensen and Svensmark, 1997 and references
therein). Some of them have been centered on the
influence of solar activity cycles, mainly the well
known I I-year period cycle, over global
meteorological records or from selected places over the
world.

The purpose of this work is to look for possible
influence of the I I-year solar activity cycle on
meteorological parameters. Although the total solar
irradiance is a better indicator of solar activity when
searching Sun-Climate relationships, we chose the
relative sunspot numbers as indicator of solar activity
because we study long term series. The results obtained
are only applicable to this series, and no global
conclusions can be extracted.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

In order to carry out this study, we used the
temperature and rainfall data recorded at Ebre
Observatory (40.8° N, 0.5° E) from 1905 to 1999.
These time series have been extended up to 1880 with
the meteorological records carried out in a previous
meteorological station less than 2 km far from the
actual position of the observatory. From the daily
temperature records, we obtained yearly averages of

the daily vanation and studied their extrema, hereafter
Tmax and Tmin. The yearly rainfall values were
obtained from the daily rainfall records. Moreover, we
have studied the yearly rainfall at Valencia (39.48° N,
359.62° E) from 1864 to 1994 (Almarza et al., 1996), in
order to contrast it with the data from Ebre observatory.
The solar activity data that we used in this study were the
yearly averages of the relative sunspot numbers (SSN)
provided by the Solar-Terrestrial Physics Di vision of the
NOOA. The temperature and solar activity data are
presented in figure I.
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We used statistical methods based on high spectral
resolution harmonic analysis (see Vitinsky et al., 1986
for details) in order to obtain the spectral characteristics
of the temperature and rainfall variations probably
related to the I I -year solar cycle. We also used cross
spectral analysis to seek for the coherency between the
above-mentioned variations and from the magnitudes
linked with it we used an estimation of the squared
coherency and phase spectra but avoiding to filter the
spectrum (Bloomfield, 1976 ). Moreover, cross
correlation analysis was used to evaluate the possible
influence of the I I-year solar cycle on the
meteorological parameters.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the averaged amplitude spectra
corresponding to the SSN, Tmax and Tmin. The
spectra have been obtained from 21 time intervals with
duration of 80 years and shifted from one to each other
by 2 years. The initial year of the first interval was
1880, and the ending year of the last interval was 1999.
In this figure we clearly observe the I I-year solar cycle
in the SSN. Such I I-year oscillation activity is also
observed in Tmax data but with lower amplitude than
oscillations with periods of 7 .5. I4 and 17.5 years.
These spectral peaks are also observed in Tmin, but no
peak with period near I I-year is observed in Tmin. The
17.5-year peak could be attributed to the cycle of
regression of the lunar nodes (Currie, 1981). We are
not able to explain the possible origin of the other
peaks.
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Figure 2

Figure 3 shows the squared coherency and phase
spectra between the SSN and Tmax (left) and Tmin
(right). To obtain this figure we have used the same
spectral windows as in figure 2. It is noticeable the
large coherency between the SSN and Trnax at near I I-
year penod. Moreover. the phase spectrum shows
phase stability for the harmonics near such oscillation
activity. This figure shows also large coherency
between SSN and Tmin. However. the phase stability
is not as clear as in the previous results.
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Figure 4 shows the dynamic amplitude spectra
corresponding to SSN (top). Tmax (middle) and Tmin
(bottom). The plots were obtained using spectral
windows of 63-year time length shifted by I year from
one to each other. Only those harmonics having a
probability of existence larger than 90% were taken into
account, the others were set to have zero amplitude. It is
interesting the slowly change of the dominant period of
the I I-year solar cycle as observed from SSN.
decreasing from 11.l-year in the early IO's to 10.5 in the
40' s and increasing to I0.8 in the late 60' s. This result
probably reflects the well-known Gleissberg period. The
I I-year cycle shows an intermittent presence in Tmax,
being most persistent from the late 40' s to the late 60' s.
when the I I-year solar cycle has the largest amplitude in
the SSN. No significant presence of the I I-year cycle is
observed in the Tmin data.
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Figure 5 shows the results of cross-correlation
functions between SSN and temperatures. The 0.99 and
0.95 confidence levels of correlation are plotted to
confirm the statistical significance of the I I -year solar
cycle on the meteorological parameters. We clearly
observe the oscillations in the cross-correlation
functions with a period near I I years in analysis. SSN
vs. Tmax and SSN vs. Tmin. However, only the former
displays consecutive maxima above the 0.99
confidence level. particularly 4 recurrences.
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We made the same analysis for the rainfall data and we
found that the I I-year solar cycle is not sensitive in
such data. Figure 6 was obtained in the same way as
figure 4. We observe that practically there is no
significant I I-year oscillation in the rainfall records at
Ebrc Observatory. and the dominant period observed
from data at Valencia is outside of the periodic range
of the I I-year solar cycle. Moreover, the results of
cross-correlation analysis show no consecutive peaks
rising the confidence levels (Figure 7).
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We performed the same type of analyses by using
monthly mean values in the aforementioned tune series.
and the results we found arc qualitatively
indistinguishable from those obtained with yearly values.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

All the results presented here lead to the conclusion that
the maximum temperature data recorded in the vicinity
of the Ebre Observatory is scnsiti vc to the I I -year solar
cycle, being more stable in the second half of the time
series when the solar cycle is most energetic. Another
interesting fact is that the I I-year oscillation 1s
practically in phase between SSN and Truax (figures 3
and 5 ). However. the cross-correlation maximum at a
time lag of -9 years is larger than that at I year. This fact
111aybe related with the 22-year solar cycle. essentially
due to the fact that. although the well-known Gnevyshcv
Ohl rule is applicable in the SSN considered here. the
solar cycle 18 ( 1945 - 1954) is most active than cycle 17
(1934-1944).
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ON SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL CORRELATION STUDIES: PITFALLS AND REAL SIGNALS

Rasmus E. Benestad
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ABSTRACT

Hypotheses proposing that variations in Sun's activ
ity account for most of the observed global warm
ing on Earth have recently received some attention.
Friis- Christensen 8 Lassen (1991) found an appar
ent match between the sunspot cycle length (SSCL)
and the northern terrestrial hemispheric tempera
ture. More objective methods are used to search for
a real solar activity signal in Earth's climatic record,
and the relationships between solar activity proxies
and global mean temperature arc re-examined in or
der to quantify the relationship between the terres
trial temperature and solar activity. High correla
tion between the sunspots and the terrestrial global
mean temperature is found for non-cletrenclecl data,
but similar analysis on dctrended data indicates a
weak solar-terrestrial connection. The results from
this study contradict the hypothesis that most of the
recent warming is clue to the solar activity. Predic
tions of terrestrial temperature with linear regression
models based on the Wolf number (R2) have limited
skill.

Key words: statistical analysis, statistical inference,
preelict.ion.

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been speculations whether the sunspots
affect our climate for more than I00 years, but still
there seems to be no firm conclusion about which
role the sunspots play for the terrestrial climate.
Helland-Hansen [j Nansen (UJ20) and others made
claims about relationships between the solar activ
ity and various temperature series, whereas sceptics,
such as Manin (1972), lat.er refuted such hypotheses.
Since then, more observations with higher quality
have been gathered, and the advent of the electronic
computers has made it possible to apply sophisti
cated analytical tests to these data.

There have recently been published a number of pa
pers which have reported relationships between the

sunspot data and the terrestrial surface temperature.
This paper re-examines some of these studies and
highlights a number of grave mistakes made when ap
plying inappropriate statistical methods to test hy
pothesised relationships.

The sunspots are from Greenwich Observatory, and
the SSCL is the time between two consecutive min
ima and maxima respectively. This estimate is as
sociated with typical errors of 4-5 months, but was
chosen because it gives more data points than the
Median method (A1ursula ff Ulich, 1998). The tem
perature records are from Univ. East Anglia, CHU.

This paper discusses the presence of long-term trends
and contamination from external factors that have
not been eliminated, filtering of epochs, using inap
propriate null distribution for statistical inference,
alternative and more robust ways of estimating cor
relation statistics, the correlation between the hemi
spheres, and using sunspots for prediction of the
global mean temperature.

2. TRENDS

Regression and correlation analysis can be biased
by the presence of long-term trends in the record
(!Jenestad, 1999). One common mistake is to apply
correlation and regression analysis to series which
contain long-term trends if it is not known a pri
ori that these are part of the signal. Such trends
may bias the analysis by for instance inflating the
correlation scores if t hese trends are caused by ex
ternal factors. It is often wise to detrencl the data
(here the least-squares fit linear trend has been sub
tract.eel) in order to reduce such biases. Detrend
ing can be justified in terms of a simple mathemat
ical model: let y = nu + c [l], y = Ydt + Ytm,
x = Xdt + Xtm, and Ytm be contain the mean of y
as well as the best-fit linear trend. Let Ydt be the
detrended part of y, with zero mean. Equation 1
implies that (Ydt + Ytm) = m(xdt + Xtm) + c, or
Ydt = mxc11-(Y1m-Xim-c) ['.2]. If the linear trends in
i: and y are related (not inf!uenced by external fac
tors), then the expression parentheses in Equation
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2 equals zero and we are left with Ydt = mxdt [3],
which relate short-term excursions in x with short
term variations in y. If, on the other hand, the
trends are influenced by external factors, then the
non-detrended analysis will be biased by these. It is
less likely that short term variations are correlated
by chance than slow trends because the former have
more degrees of freedom. An example of the infla
tion of the correlation score by non-zero long-term
trends can be seen in Fig. la: The correlation scores
for the non-detrended records of SSCL and 61-month
and 121-month low-passed filtered (Gaussian) R2 are
shown in Table 1 and are for the non-detrended anal
yses -0.45 and 0.79 respectively, whereas for the de
trended series these test statistics are -0.17 and 0.52.
These are similar to the cross-validation correlation
scores reported by Benestad (1999). The main dif
ference between this study and the former is that a
longer time record is used here (1862-1985. as op
posed to 1904-1985 in Benestad (1999)).

:3. FILTERING OF THE EPOCHS

The SSCL can be found by identifying the maxima
and/or minima of the sunspot number (Fig. lb) or
by wavelet analysis. There have in the past been
at.ternpts to filter the SSCL curve (Fri is- Christensen
{: Lassen, 1991): if there is no sound physical rea
son for this, such filtering may corrupt the data.
On the one hand. a reconstruction of the times of
sunspot maxima and minima using a filtered curve
will give a squeezed and stretched version of the orig
inal one, and the timing of the maxima/minima will
be shifted. The timing of the maxima and minima
can be reconstructed from the SSCL curves, and us
ing smoothed SSCL records gives a shift in the tim
ing of the maximum and minima (marked with "+'
and 'o' in Fig. lb). On the other hand, the fil
tering will introduce a non-linear transform where
cycles before/ after long adjacent epochs have equal
influence on a given cycle as those before/after short
adjacent epochs.

1. HOW TO ESTIMATE CONFIDENCE
INTEHVALS?

Often statistical tests do not make sense without
some confidence interval: Can the null hypothesis
be rejected? The estimation of such confidence in
tervals require much careful thought. It is important
that the test is objective and that. in principle any
outcome is equally probable: the null distribution
must be appropriate for the particular case. Monte
Carlo (MC) tests are often used for testing the null
hypothesis using many random processes that mimic
the behaviour of the processes in question. But, how
should one deal with the long-term trends? Fig 2a-b
show the distribution plots for two MC tests for the
same data series. but with the difference that the

data had been detrended prior to the analysis in a)
and the observed trends were added to the surrogate
data in b). The null-distribution in panel b) is biased
towards negative values compared to the distribution
for detrended series. The addition of random trends
tends to increase the spread of the null-distribution
(not shown). The unbiased 5% MC confidence limit
is ~ 0.48 for SSCL and 0.54 for R2•

The significance estimates of the Pearson correlation
r for two series with a few number of N independent
(subsampled, defined midway between minima and
maxima respectively) data points can also be found
from (Press et al., 1989, p.533):

t = rJ(N-2)
(1-r2) · [4]

If 11 is the length of the data record and p1 is the max
imum autocorrelation of the two series, then N can
be estimated by taking N ~ n(l-p1)/(l+pi) ( vVilks,
19~J.5,p.127). The test statistic t is distributed ac
cording to a t-distribution:

f(t; X) = l r[(N + 1)/2];::.rJr r[N + t] (1+ t2 /l'V)-(N+1)/2

All test statistics in Fig. la indicate insignificant re
lationships at the 5% level according to Eq. 4, which
is also confirmed by the MC test. These confidence
measures are only "rule-of-thumb" estimates. The
p-value in the regressional analysis is estimated ac
cording to standard ANOVA procedure.

5. ALTERNATIVES TO PEARSON
CORRELATION

Other alternatives to the correlation analysis include
the more robust Spearman rank correlation and cor
relation between the tendencies (let z=x11 - X(n-1))

Long-term trends carry little weight in the latter
method. Spearman rank correlation scores for de
treuded SSCL and R2 respectively: -0.07 and 0.60
(Pvvalucs estimated from Sneuers (1990) eq. 1.4.2.1
(4)). The rank correlations indicate lower scores for
SSCL and higher for R2 than the Pearson correla
tion scores. The correlation analysis for the differ
entiated series are 0.06 and 0.17 respectively. The
Wolf number is more correlated with the terrestrial
temperature than the SSCL.

6. CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
HEMISPHERIC MEAN TEMPERATURES: A

SIGN OF EXTERNAL FORCING7

Sometimes the correlation between the two (de
t rended) hemispheric mean temperatures have been



interpreted as evidence of external (solar) forcing
(e.g. Hoyt Ci Schatt en ( l 993)). Equatorial climate
variations, such as ENSO which is a result of ocean
atmosphere coupling and not solar activity, affect the
temperatures in both hemispheres. Hence, there may
be more than one explanation for inter-hemispheric
correlation/ coherence. lt is easy to demons! rate
from cou pied ocean-atmosphere general circulation
model results that the mean temperature of the two
hemispheres are correlated. The model integration
shown in Fig.2 was int cgrated without. informat ion
on the solar activity. The correlation can be ex
plained in terms of large-scale equatorial anomalies.

1. l'SI:\G SC\'SPOTS FOR THE PHEDICTJO\'
OF THE GLOBAL \IEA~ TEMl'EIL\1THE

The ultimate test of solar-terrestrial relationships is
to use the solar data to make predictions for the
future. Ordinary linear regression can lw used for
making em pineal predict ions schemes. The global
mean temperature and sunspot data for an early pe
riod have been used to calibrate the linear regression
model (Fig 3), and the same model has been used
to make predictions for more recent temperature not
used in the model calibration. The model coefficients
and the predictions fluctuate greatly with the nu n i
her of data points when only the early data is used for
model calibration, which is a sign of a poor fit (poor
data qual ity"]. Xlod.-ls basPd on more than 1() points
can account. for up to 10r/c of t lie variance and the
regression p-value is clown to :3Vc. Predictions with
univariate models suggest. 110skill for SSCL-bascd
models, but the R, models give similar results as the
bivariate model. Further expcrimc-nt.s replacing t lw
global mean tempera! ure wit h nort.hc-rn hemispheric
mean tcmpcrat ure produce similar results. Both de
t rend ed and non-cl et rend ed analyses ar<' shown.

8. .o:« 'IXSIO:\S

One of the main poiut s made i11 this paper j,; that
all external factors that can influence or "ront arui
nate" the tests niusi+»: rlitu ina t.cd or ac·cou1ited for
in order to arrive at valid conclusions. It is also iru
portant to stress that the tests must lH' appropriate
<me! objert.i ve, so that any out co11l<' is in princi pl('
l'Cjually probable and the test is not prod isposed. :\I
t hough the signals arc weak. thew results suggest
that we cannot entirely reject the hypotheses propos
ing a connection lwt11·<'e11sunspots a nd t hP t orrr-st rial
temperature. The SSC'L and t ern-st.ria] t eruperat uro
are not related.
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scatter pot for solar activity and global mean terroeratere.
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Figure 1. a) Scatter plot between the global mean temperature and non-detrended and detrended sunspot data. b) The
Wolf number {histogram), estimate of the SSCL {black dashed curve), and low-pass filtered versions of this. The symbols
'x ', '+' and 'o' mark reconstructed times of maxima using unfiltered and two filtered SSCL records.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss the 8uC profile of
Globigerinoides ruher measured in the GT90/3 shallow
water Ionian sea core, spanning the time interval 590-
1979 AD. The most important features revealed in this
profile are: i) the 11-y cycle, determined at high
confidence level, ii) an increase of -0.4%, from 650
(Dark Age) to 1050 AD (Medieval Optimum) and iii) a
Modern Increase (Ml) of -0.3'1', from 1770 to 1940 AD.
We show that in order to explain the 811C l ly amplitude
variation (0.08 %, ) measured in our core, we must
introduce an atmospheric effect amplifying the
illumination cycle, expected from the solar 11y
irradiancc variation (0.1 'Ir). This effect can he found in
a change of cloud coverage paced by the solar cycle,
according to the mechanism proposed by Svensmark and
Friis-Christensen ( 1997)
Cloud cover changes are here proposed also to interpret
the Ml of the last century. An observed decreasing trend
in rainy days of about 11c;, at the site of the core
deposition could account for about 2/3 of the MI.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years. our research activity has been
mainly devoted to the study of climatic change in the
past centuries through the measurements of oxygen and
carbon isotopic ratios in the planktonic foraminifcra G.
rubcr deposited in shallow water Ionian sea sediments
(Cini Castagnoli et al., I999a. 199%. 2000aJ. In these
papers. using different spectral methods. we have shown
the imprint in the time series of the variability or the
solar output. In fact. the I I-year component is identified
in the records at high significance level hy Monte Carlo
Singular Spectrum Analysis IMC-SSA: Allen. 1992:
Allen and Smith. 1996: Dcuinucr ct al. 1995: Ghil and
Taricco. 1997 ). An evidence fo~·a 22 y-cyclc in the o1\)

series has also been reported (Cini Castugnoli ct al..
2000h ). Recently we have prolonged the 151.'c profile
down to 590 AD and we have shown the presence
(beside the I I-year signal) of 2 centennial cycles ( 100
and 200 years) (Cini Castagnoli ct al.. 2000c ). The
centennial and the dccadal components ha\ c the same

amplitude (peak-to-trough) of ().()8%(). A comparison
between the ol.1C profile and the historical aurorae series
(600-1500 ADJ shows that the 811C long term variations
arc at least partially of solar origin undergoing similar
long-term modulations as those of the aurorae time
series, induced by the solar-wind interactions with the
geomagnetic field.
In this paper we focus attention on the amplitude of the
811C Modern Increase (Ml) from 1770 to 1940 and we
compare it to the amplitudes of other variations recorded
in the series and in particular to that of the 11 year cycle.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The core GT90/3 is one of the cores we took during
different campaigns from the Gallipoli terrace (Gulf of
Taranto, Puglia. Italy). The extraction site of this core
(39°45 Y'N, 17"53 T'EJ is at a water depth of 174 m.
We have demonstrated the uni form stratigraphy of the
platform and we have obtained an accurate dating, using
the following methods:
I) Radiometric methods were applied in the upper part
of the cores (Cini Castagnoli ct al., 1990: Bonino ct al.,
1993 J. indicating that in this terrace I cm of sediment 1s
deposited in 15 .5 years. This high sedimentation rate
allows to obtain a high temporal resolution.
2) Tcphroanalvsis methods. Owing to the position of the
site with respect to the volcanic Campanian area.
westerly winds bring into the sediment the ashes of the
eruptions (clinopyro xcncs of clear volcanic origin
characterized hy skeletal morphology and sector
zoning), These markers can he used to test down core
the sedimentation rate. obtained by radiometric methods
in the upper part. A record of the eruptions is found in
the written historical documents all throughout the last
two millennia. since roman times. The first historical
eruption is the Vesuvius explosion of the year 79 AD.
which destroyed the city of Pompei. With the help of
other 21 volcanic markers. the sedimentation rate s was
found to he quite constant along the cores and uniform
throughout the whole platform in the last two millennia.
s=((l.(J645±0.0007J cm y'. The depth scale was
therefore transformed 111a very accurate time scale.
tested with an accuracy better than I c1r,.

l'r,« J \(I/ii,- l( \j1d( c \\'eutlu 1·l.ur,« 1111ft-r111t r. The \o/ur C\1 le 1111d ff'J"U'\/n11/ ( '/11n<1ft Su11rt1 Cr«: de Toil' ut« il'W'Uft. S11u111,
~5 ~t; Sq1rn11htT ~()f}(J 1[:_\,.\ .\P-../.63.o., rmhcr ~()(J(}J
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In order to measure isotopic ratios in foraminifera
G.ruber of the core, we sampled it at 2.5 mm in a
continuous sequence. Samples of about 5 g of sediment
were soaked in 5% Calgon solution over night then
treated in 10% H202 to remove any residual organic
material. subsequently washed with distilled water jet
through a sieve ( 150 µm). The fraction >150 µm was
kept and oven-dried at 50°C. G.tuber were picked up
under microscope. For each sample. 20-30 specimens of
G.tuber were selected for the isotopic determination.
The stable isotope measurements were performed using
a VG-PRISM mass spectrometer fitted with an
automated ISOCARB preparation device. Analitical
precision based on internal standards was better than
0.17',. Calibration of the mass spectrometer to YPDB
scale was done using NBS 19 and NBS 18 carbonate
standards.

RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to confirm the uniform stratigrafy of the
Gallipoli terrace and to verify the reproducibility of ~l11C
measurements. we have measured 813C also in 33
samples from the top of an other core (GT91/I) taken
from the same platform at a water depth of 250 m
(39°59 '25 "N, 17°45 '52 "E). In figure 1 the 811C
profiles of the GT90/3 core (dashed curve) and of the
GT91/I core (solid curve) are shown.
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Figure I: <Pc in two cores extracted front the Gallipoli
terrace.

Although the mean values of the two profiles are
different, the two cores being taken 30 km apart one
from the other and at different water depths (Cini
Castagnoli ct al., 1993 ). we note that the 811C relative
variations are the same.
It is commonly accepted that 811C variations in the
shells of symbiontic foraminifcra mainly record the
effects of symbiont density and of photosynthetic
activity at the time of their growth. Therefore the signal
is of climatic nature. Experiments performed in vitro on
G.. sacculifer (unfortunately not on G. ruberv show that
there is a relationship between the illumination level of
the specimens and their 811C (Spero c Lea, 1993). In a
linear approxyrnation, it can be expressed as:

However other factors which may contribute to the
formation of the carbon isotope signal cannot be ruled
out (Russel and Spero, 2000).
In figure 2, 359 811C values (590-1979 AD; light curve)
arc shown as a function of time with a time resolution of
3.87 years. corresponding to a sampling interval of 2.5
mm.
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Figure 2: 83C profile of the GT90/3 core (light curve)
and the SSA-reconstructed trend (heavy curve).

Superposed on the original profile we show the SSA
reconstructed trend (RCs 1,2,3; heavy curve). MC-SSA
analysis (Cini Castagnoli et al, in preparation) suggests
that 811C series consists at 95% confidence level of a) a
trend. including a 200 year component (RCs I, 2, 3), b)
a periodic component of 11.3 y (RCs 8, 9), c) a periodic
component of I00 y (RCs 4, 5 and 6, 7), d) AR( I) noise.
We note that the trend shows an increase 0.4%c from
650 (Dark Age) to 1050 AD (Medieval Optimum) and a
Modern Increase (Ml) of 0.3%o from 1770 to 1940 AD.
The MI is comparable in shape to the natural one
occurring at the transition from the Dark Age to the
Medieval Optimum.
In order to calibrate the 811C curve in terms of variations
of the solar irradiance, we may tentatively relate the
average 0.08%, 813C 11-y peak-to-trough amplitude
variation (described by RCs 8, 9) to the direct effect of
the 0.19. variation of the solar irradiance measured in
space in the last two solar cycles by high accuracy
radiometers (Froehlich and Lean, 1998). In doing so, we
realise immediately that the small direct solar forcing
docs not verify the proposed experimental relationship
between illumination and L'i811C. In fact the change of
illumination at sea level in our site of 0.15 W!m2 (Cini
Custaznoli ct al., 2000c), due to the 0.1 % solar
irradiancc variation, would produce a 811C change of
0.0037rc. smaller by more than one order of magnitude
with respect to the observed one. Therefore an
amplification factor for the illumination change must
exist. This can be found in a change of cloud coverage
paced by the solar cycle. Svensmark and Friis
Christensen ( 1997) suggested that global cloud cover
correlates closely with the galactic cosmic ray intensity,
which varies with the sunspot cycle. More clouds, less



illumination and lower 01 'c. Over a sunspot cycle. the
absolute variation of global cloud cover was found to he
about 3% on an average total cloud coverage of about
659( (Svcnsrnark. 1998). A more recent analysis
(Svcnsmark, this SOLSPA meeting) indicates that it is
the low altitude cloud fraction (below ahout 3.2 km) that
gives the significant correlation with the changes of the
cosmic ray flux. The absolute variation in low cloud
cover is of about 2l/r over a solar cycle. In a recent
proposal of the CLOUD collaboration at CERN for a
study of the link between cosmic rays and clouds, with a
cloud chamber at the CERNPS (Kirkby, this SOLSPA
meeting), the effects of the observed absolute variation
of cloud cover on the Earth's radiation budget arc
discussed. Estimates from the Earth's Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) (Hartmann. 1993) indicate that low
clouds. 26.6(/r of the total global fraction of the Earth's
surface cover (63.Y/r ). produce a net cooling due to the
dominance of the increased albedo of short wave solar
radiation of ~20.2 W/m2. The short waves control the
photosynthetic processes. originating our signal. The
variation paced by the solar cycle would therefore
produce a peak-to-trough change in the illumination at
the sea level of 1.5 W/m' (2'/r *20.2Wm 2/26N!r ).
The corresponding variation in o11C expected by (I)
should therefore be 0.03'/r,. This is of the same order of
magnitude of the measured value. This favours the
hypothesis that the direct effect of the solar irradiation
variation has to he amplified by concomitant
atmospheric effects.
The long term changes of the last century will llCJ\\ he
discussed in terms of the decrease 111 cloud cover

observed over the same area in the last century. A
decrease in cloud coverage has been observed from
1875 to 1975 in the region in which we took the core.
The meteorologist De Giorgi has col leered an accurate
homogeneous archive of rainfall data from 1875 to 1921
in Lcccc (Puglia). In the paper of Mangia ct al. ( 199 I)
those data have been integrated up to 1980 by using data
taken in Bari. A dccrcsc of annual rainy days (with
rainfall >0.2 mm) of about I I 'Ir between 1875 and 1980
has been reported. In figure -' we compare the 011C data
(dashed line) with the number of rainy days per year
(solid line).
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We note that the rainy clays decrease of 30 days per
year. i.e. of ·I I 'Ir. is concomitant with the o11C MI of
-0.W c ,

The Apulian observations arc confirmed by other
evidences. Buffoni ct al. ( 1999) have analysed the
precipitation in Italy from 1833 to 1996. On a yearly
basis a decreasing trend in precipitation of the order of
I(Jl/r has been found statistically significant.
Furthermore Russo ct al. (2000) have observed in the
long running time series of rainy days over Genova a
decrease of about I0'/r between 1833 and 1992 with an
unvarying ncgati vc tendency throughout the whole
period.
Therefore the experimental decrease in our area of about
I I 'Ir of rainy days between 1875 and 1980 can be used
for interpreting the carbon isotope effect. Assuming that
a rainy day corresponds to a whole day with low cloud
covcr.urc. we can evaluate an increase of irradiation in
the las~ century of 20.2* 11%/26.6%1=8.4 W/rn2 over our
site during the 813C modern increase of about 0.3'lrr.
From (I). this change in illumination gives an increase
of 0.2';{, in o1'C. We can conclude that the o11C data.
together with the cloudiness evidence and the in-vitro
experiments on foramini Icra, support the view that cloud
cover decrease accounts for about 2/3 of the MI during
the last century at the site of the core deposition. Other
factors inllucncing the carbon isotopic fractionation
effect cannot be ruled out and may account for -30'/r of
the signal.
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ABSTRACT

A quantitative analysis of the long-term variations of
solar activitv. total solar irradiancc and terrestrial air
temperature·are presented. The analysis of changes in
sunspot records. auroral intensity. 14C and 10Be levels in
the Earth's atmosphere and other proxy· data shows
evidence of ~210- and ~90- year periodicities. A large
number of investigations have been dedicated to this
problem. It is established that there arc numerous
statistical similarities among a variety of solar indices
and climate data on multiple temporal and spatial scales.
Recently obtained data concerning the evolution of the
Sun's open magnetic flux. the solar irradiation and
modulation of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) show the
existence the long-term variations of "solar constant"
and intensity of GCR. The changes of the average
surface temperature of the Earth for the last 150 years
show the good correlation with long-term trend of solar
activity. taking into account the solar cyclic variations
of the ~210- and ~90-ycar periods. Thus the significant
part of the increasing of the Earth's surface temperature
during the last 100years may be related to the long-term
cyclicity in the Sun·s processes. From this point of
view. supposing the existence of 210- and 90- year
periodicities in long-term variation of solar activity and
solar irradiation as well as in modulation of GCR. it is
possible to explain main features in global temperature
changes.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental source of all energy in the Earth's
climatic svstem is the Sun. Thus. variations in solar
output and solar activity may provide a means for
radiative forcing of climatic changes. The influence of
solar activity on climate remains one of the most
important problems of solar-terrestrial physics. The data
recently obtained have shown the existence of long-term
changes of the solar magnetic fields and related to its
changes of the solar irradiation and solar activity
(Lockwood et aL1999: Wang et al., 2000: Lockwood
and Stamper. 1999: Soon ct al.. 2000). The value of the
long-term changes of solar irradiation is significantly
greater than that recorded by satellites during the 11-
year solar cycle (Lockwood and Stamper, 1999). Soon
et al. (2000) have shown that variations of solar coronal
hole area related to structure of the solar magnetic fields
correlate well with variations of lower troposphere
temperatures. This correlation demonstrates the
existence of indirect action of solar activity on the
terrestrial climate through galactic and solar cosmic-ray
action on the optical properties and radiation balance of
the terrestrial atmosphere. The estimation made by
Lockwood and Stamper (1999) demonstrated that the
long-term variations of solar irradiation play a

significant role for solar forcing on terrestrial climate
change as also suggested by number of other studies
(Lean ct al.. 1995: Clivcr ct al.. 1998) The results
mentioned above demonstrate actualitv of detailed
analyses of the long-term periodicity and ·trends of solar
activity in the past and especially for the last I00 - 150
years. This is important for estimation of the problem of
Jong-termclimatic changes in the future and for analysis
of natural and anthropogenic ("greenhouse effect")
contribution on climate changes. We have centered
attention on a manifestation of the Jong-term solar
cyclicity (mainly 210 years) in different natural archives
and its relation to climatic changes.

210-YEAR SOLARCYCLE IN HISTORICAL
CHRONICS

A direct indication of long-term solar activity may be
provided only by sunspots observed by instrumental
methods and spots visible on the Sun's disc in the
pretclescopic periods. As it is established by the satellite
measurements the sunspot periods arc accompanied by
periodic variations in the solar luminosity. The
investigation of long-term cyclicity in solar variability
mav be inferred from historical observations of both
sunspots and auroras. reports of which extend back
more than two millennia.

The behavior of solar activity in the past is based on the
different catalogue of non-telescopic sunspot
observations. Wittman and Xu (1988) have studied
cyclic variations of solar activity from a catalogue of
naked-eye sunspots covering the period 165BC to 1986
AD. In power spectra they extract significant peaks at
periods of 8.4, 10.0. 11.1. 12.2. 56.0 and 92.5 years.
They pointed out that 92.5-ycar period correspond to the
Gleissberg cycle. which manifests itself in an amplitude
modulation of the I I-year cycle. Xu (1990) reviewed
manv historical materials of solar observations in
ancient China. transformed descriptive sunspot records
into a numerical time series and obtained the detailed
power spectrum of long-term variations of solar activity
over 2000 years. It appeared that the 210-year cycle has
the largest significance in the power spectrum.
Nagovitsin (2000), using the Wittman and Xu catalogue
of naked-eye sunspots. received four time series that
characterize the different side of solar activity in the
past. He established some pronounced peaks at periods
of 11. 90. 200. 400 years.

Power spectral analysis of historical auroral data from
450 AD to 1450 AD. carried out by Feynman (1988).
show a strong line at 88.4 ±0.7 years verifying the
existence of the Gleissberg cycle in auroras during that
1000 years. The minima in sunspot amplitude and
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auroral frequency occurred at about 1901 and 1811.
There is no direct evidence of changes in solar
irradiance during the Holocene. However. we do know
that some characteristics of the Sun's output did change
during the Holocene on the century time scale.
Historical evidence shows that the scope of sunspots has
varied markedly. occurring on a number of occasions
during thJ;past thousand years. The Maunder minimum
of the 17 centurv is the most recent and well known of
these. This sunspot minimum are also associated with
periods of enhanced 14C production rate in the Earth's
atmosphere.

210-YEAR CYCLE IN NATURAL ARCHIVES

Evidence of solar variabilitv on the century time scales
during the Holocene in the atmospheric 14C variations is
indisputable and this type of solar variability must be
considered to be a permanent feature of the Sun's
behavior. Global-scale climate fluctuations of the Little
Ice Age type appear to be associated with these 14C
concentration anomalies. This implies that significant
irradiance variations occur in ~arallel with the solar
fluctuations responsible for the 1 C anomalies. This link
has been examined previously by a number authors. e.g.
Damon et al. (1978): Neftel et al. (1981). Suess (1973)
was the first who derived a dominant -200-year line in
early 1·1c concentration data from tree rings of known
date. This cycle was noisy and was not at first accepted
by other investigators. although later its reality was
generally agreed. Subsequently. a number of
investigators. using different spectral methods of
analysis of radiocarbon concentration over the long time
scale. estimated the value of this period from 202 to 210
vears. Raisbeck et al. (1990) extracted the -200-year in
10Be concentration from core from South Pole. Vasiliev
and Dergachev (1995) demonstrates the very high
significance of the 210-year period that was displayed in
radiocarbon time series (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. The relative power spectral density ('1p) of
radiocarbon concentration variations in the interval of
high frequencies . Dotted lines are levels of confidences.

The isotopes 14C and 1°Be are produced by similar
physical interactions of cosmic radiation with the nuclei
in the Earth's atmosphere but their geochemical
pathways to the ground are very different. It allows to
attribute the 210-year period to modulation of cosmic
ray flux by the solar variability with this period. It will
be noted that the historical records of sunspots and
discovery minima of solar activity are in agreement with

the 14C and 1°Be data in showing the existence of-210-
year period.

There are a number of new investigations that suggest
statistically significant -210-year cyclicity in various
natural archives. The regular 206-year wave was traced
by Castagnoli et al. (1990) in the thermoluminescence
profile of a recent sea sediment core. Evidence of the
210-and 90-year periodicity was shown also in variation
of aciditv in Greenland Crete ice core data (Shumilov et
al., 2006j. This variations of acidity relate to variations
of atmospheric aerosols generated by galactic cosmic
rays (GCR). Correlation coefficient between variations
of Wolf number and acidity background is rather high
(r=-0.8). So, aerosol background variations are in phase
with cosmic ray intensity changes. and the maximal
amount of aerosols would be created during minima of
solar activity. Comparison of the results of the spectral
analvsis of the &180 from Greenland GRIP ice core. the
I
1Cconcentration from German oak chronology. and the
German varves chronology for the Holocene recently
was carried out by Schluter (1999j. The strong -210-
vear line is traced in the all mentioned above Earth·s
archives. Important result was obtained by Roig et al.
(2000). They showed the evidence of -210 year
periodicity in tree-ring growth around 50.000 years BP
from subfossil trees from Pelluco. Seno de Revoncavi.
Chile.

Sonett and Suess (1984) showed a convincing
correlation between variations of cosmic ray-produced
11C activity of the CO:: in the terrestrial atmosphere
during the past millennia and annual growth ring widths
for bristlecone wood from Campito Mountain in eastern
California (3384 m). The relative power spectral
densities for the 14C concentration and growth of ring
widths demonstrated that both time series contain cvclic
features. in particular a prominent spectral line of about
210 year. The appearance of the 210-year period in the
11C data. repeated in the tree-ring data. strongly supports
the arguments that this solar-based signal is reflected in
the growth rate of wood in the bristlecone pines. It will
be noted that although time series examined are
statistically non-stationary the -210-year line is strong
over the entire period.

THE SURFACE TEMPERATURERECORD

It is well known that the predictions of future climate
based predominantly on the record of temperature
derived from terrestrial weather stations. There are
temperature profiles of a smoothed averaged annual
global time series of the many individual land and sea
surface temperature records with estimates of
uncertainty defined by different methods. e.g.. Jones et
al. (1977). Most of the temperature rises occurred since
-1910 up to -1940. the temperature also rises from
-1975 up to now. the most temperature decrease took
place since -1945 to -1975. Since the late of l9'h
century up to now the increase in ~obal surface
temperatures is in the range about 0.6±0.2 'C. The linear
trend in surface temperature over the period 1979-1989
is about 0.15°C. As will be shown below. the
pronounced different phases in the observed
temperature changes during the considered time interval
can be explained taking into account the long-term
variability in solar activity and solar irradiance.



DISCUSSION

In situ satellite observations suggest that there may be a
solar effect on surface temperature due solar variability
on a dccadal time scale. These observations show that at
periods of higher solar variability the whole troposphere
and the lower stratosphere become warmer as a result of
the increasing total solar irradiancc. Statistical
investigations suggest that solar effect may have
contributed substantially to global surface temperature
changes on decadal to century time scales. A climatic
effect caused bv total solar irradiance variations mav
become more effective when its impact lasts longer.
Variations in the total solar irradiancc can be monitored
by changes in solar cycle length. sunspot structure and
others indirect data. By studying the effect of the
changes of solar irradiance with periods of 11(22). 80-
90 and 210 years on the atmosphere from historic and
proxy records. we may hope to come to a better
understanding of the Earth's atmosphere and how it
responds to changing of total solar irradiancc.

The rise of solar magnetic flux from 1901 up to now
(Lockwood ct al.. 1999) is a significant indication for
the ccnturv time scale variations of total solar
irradiance. From a linear relationship between magnetic
flux and the total solar irradiance they have evaluated
the value of the rise of the total solar ·irradiance during
!901-1995 as 1.65±0.23 Wm>. So it may be expected
that an effective action of total solar irradiancc is
undergone to considerable change taking into account
the Maunder and Gleissberg modes of solar activity.
When we takes the midpoint of the Maunder minimum
of solar activity at approximately 1690-1700 AD. the
next minimum of the 210-vear solar cvcle occured near
1900 AD. since then the .solar irradiancc is increased.
Each of these pronounced minima of solar activitv
coincided with coolings. When the peaks of the
Maunder and Gleissberg modes were connected by an
enveloping curve. we obtained some complicated trend
of the enhanced solar variabilitv, which remains to be
continued during a few vears of new century (Fig 2 ).
Dergachev and Raspopov (2000)
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Fig. 2. Changes in time of: (a) solar activity: R2 is the
sunspot number. the broken curve shows the 210-year
cvcle of solar activitv and the thick curve shows the
lineal combination of 90- and 210-vcar cvclcs of solar
activitv: (b) the reconstructed total solar irradiation
(Lean ·ct al. 1995)
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To produce a quantity proportional to the envelope of
the solar cycle. we smooth the time series of sunspot
number by taking an I I-year running mean. The same
procedure was carried out for the most recent time
series of solar irradiancc. geomagnetic aa-indiccs and
global average SST. Figure 3 shows I I-year running
means of a) solar irradiancc. b) sunspot number. c) aa
indices and d) global average SST anomalies. There is
an obvious long-term trend in all time series.
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Fig 3. Long-term changes of I I-year running averages
of: (a) the total solar irradiation (Lockwood and
Stamper. 1999): (b) the sunspot number: (c) the
geomagnetic aa-indcx: (d) the anomalies of the surface
temperature of the Earth.

Although these four curves arc somewhat distinguished.
they have enough points of similarity to arrive at a
conclusion on the existence of a causal relationship
between them. All curves have minima near 1900-1910
AD and maxima near 1950-1960 AD. All curve have
the same increase between 1910 and 1950 AD and the
decrease between I%0 and 1980 AD. The kev features
of the global SST curve and the variation in. the solar
irradiancc. sunspot numbers and aa-indiccs. shown in
this Figure. agree with the combined long-term trend of
solar activity (Fig 2). taking into account the cyclic
variations of the ~90- and 210-ycar periods In such
case. we can draw an conclusion that the solar
irradiancc might vary in phase with the long-term trend
of the solar activity and global average SST variations
arc responded on the long-term change of solar
irradiancc. As shown by these figures. changes in total
solar irradiancc arc the major driver of climate change
in the 20'11 century and earlier. These results suggest that
a substantial part of the low-frequency temperature
variability appear to be related to variations in external
forcing. The proposed mechanism explains the general
changes that have been observed during the 20°' century
and also explains the past few hundred years of climate
records.
As the last minimum of the large-scale 2400-ycar cycle
associated with cold epoch was during the Little Ice
Age. the next Little Ice Age would be expected only in a
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too distant future. At present we are concerning with the
increasing trend of the 2400-year cycle and we will
observe only temperature increase. Thus, the
modulation of the sunspot cycle over 210 years in
combination with of the Glaissberg cycle might be
expected to have a larger effect on climate than the 11-
year period. The synchronism of these four time series
opens a possibility of long term forecasts.

CONCLUSIONS

Existence of - 210- and 90-year solar periodicity in
climatic signals obtained from tree-ring growth data, sea
sediments. varves, ice core 6180. aerosol record etc.
shows that solar irradiance and input of solar energy to
the Earth might be varied with the long-term variations
and trends of the solar activity.

The changes of the average surface temperature of the
Earth for the last 150 years show the good correlation
with long-term trend of solar activity. taking into
account the solar cvclic variations of the -210- and -90
year periods. Thus·the significant part of the increasing
of the Earth's surface temperature during last l00 years
may be related to the long-term cyclicity in the Sun's
processes.
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ABSTRACT

Spectral analysis of long series of the radiocarbon
concentration in tree-rings for the Holocene has shown
the existence of a number of spectral maxima.
However. the some harmonics features arc not
independent. We resolve a number of periods: 2400.
940. 720. 570. 420. 360. 230. 210. 190 years applying
the methods of analvsis on the non-stationary time
series. as the frequency-time method and bi-spectral
analysis. to the radiocarbon concentration during the
last 8.000 years. The long period of about 2400 years in
this time series is more pronounced. Analysis shows
that the periods of 210. 420. and 720 years are primary
and related to solar activity. Besides the amplitudes of
primary periods are modulated by the 2400-ycar period.
The periods of 190. 230. 360. 570. and 940 years arc a
result of generation of combinativc frequencies by
interaction of the 2400 vcar oscillation and oscillation
with other primary periods.

INTRODUCTION

The most reliable and detailed information about
changes of solar activity and cosmic ray flux is based
on direct observations The cosmic rav flux. observed in
the upper atmosphere of the Earth. varies with changes
in solar activity. A significant correlation between the
cosmic-ray flux modulation and the I I-year sunspot
cycle was established by Pomerantz and Duggal (1974).
The solar activity has a maximum during the period of
sunspot number maximum but cosmic ray fluxes have
the lowers level at the same time . During intervals of
low sunspot activity a larger galactic cosmic-ray flux
arrives in the upper atmosphere.

Annual global 11C production. as calculated from
observed neutron fluxes. varies with the l l-vear solar
cycle (O'Brien. 1979). It was established. e.g.. Stuivcr
and Quav (1980). that a variable solar modulation of the
cosmic ray flux causes cosmogenic 14C to change on a
dccadal to ccnturv time scales. Sunspot. auroral and
10Be data suggest that dccadal and century type 11C
fluctuations arc also primarily influenced by the Sun.
The history of fluctuations of cosmogcnic 14C and wBc
can be derived from their concentration in tree-rings
and ice cores. correspondingly.

High-precision measurements were carried out to
analyze of the radiocarbon concentration in tree rings of
well-known ages to study causes of changes in

atmospheric 14C concentration in the past. This work
was done in different laboratories over the world during
last 25 vcars. Mam measurements have been made.
both of continuous 'annual series of tree-ring samples.
covering time scale from decades to hundreds of years,
and of continuous samples of dccadal or bidccadal
rings. spanning several millennia. c.g., Stuiver and
Becker (1986): Stuivcr and Becker (1993). 11C
measurements show three types of fluctuations: short
term (years to several decades): medium-term (decades
to several hundreds of years) and long-term (thousands
of vcars). These fluctuations arc characterized bv a
different amplitude of changes in the 1 1C concentration:
from fractions of a percentage to ~I 0%. The same
pattern can be traced in the 1°Bc concentration from ice
cores. e.g.. Finkel and Nishizumi (1997).

It is able to draw important conclusions about the 11C
activity level in wood samples of known age by
examining 11C concentration. One can observe the
physical manifestation of approximately 210- and 2400-
vcar cycles (Dergachcv and Chistvakov, 1995) in the
relative deviations of the 11C concentration in high
precision 11C measurements of dcndrochronologically
dated wood samples. The mathematical manifestation of
these cycles can be obtained by applying statistical
techniques of time series analysis. Houtcrmans (1971)
was a pioneer in revealing the most long 2400-ycar
cycle in unequally spaced 14C data by statistical
methods. After Houtcrmans (1971) this large-scale
cycle was borne out by analyzing the spectral
characteristics of the high precision 1 1C data with
difTcrcnttechniques of time series analysis (e.g.. Suess.
1980: Damon and Linick. 1986: Hood and Jirikowic
(1991).

The high amplitude variations in the cosmogenic 11C
and 10Bc during the last millcnium correlate well with
Wolf. Sporer, Maunder and Dalton solar minima. Thus
it possible to explain the periodicity in 11C
concentration as result of solar forcing. The goal of the
present work is to studv the nature of different spectral
maxima of 11C concentration during the Holocene. We
tried to select the maxima which relate to the basic
periodicity of solat activity and maxima which have
other nature.

THE CYCLIC FLUCTUATIONSOF 11C RECORDS

In our study we used of high-precision 1 1C series from
6.000 BC till 1950 AD in dcndro-chronologicallv dated

Pro: J ,,, .'lo/({r (\: .\jJUU' \\'tutlu'r L11rocon/trn1(·c. "lhc So!ur (\de 11!/d Tcrnstna! ( '{111111ft Sun/11 ( 'r11.·dt· Trnrrit«. Fn11'r1/c. Spcnn.
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wood samples (Stuiver and Becker. 1993) for
investigation of the cyclic fluctuations inl4C
concentration. The average standard deviation for sets
of data is about 0.2-0.3 percent. The resulting 14C time
sequence represents a monotonous long-term change of
the relative radiocarbon concentration (L\14C) modulated
by short-. medium. and long-term fluctuations. This
fluctuations are quasi-periodic with the periods from
tens till thousand vears. In order for studv the
peculiarities of fine structure in 14C time series. it is
necessary to remove the monotonous long-term trend
from the initial data. Figure l shows the L\14CD
sequence. which is the result of subtraction of the trend
from the initial 14C time sequence of Stuiver and Becker
(1993).

3.5"'
2700 yr 7200 yr¥ 3.0 ~

~ 2.5 -
- 2.0.

500 yr 5400 yr

-----~ ~~---___L_---~-·------'-----__l________._ -·"'----•
2000 4000 6000 8000

YEARS.BP

Fig. l. The time series of L\1·1cn after subtraction of the
long-term trend. The dotted lines are located on the
levels of triple experimental error (Jc). Four
pronounced intervals in excess of 3a level marked by
the vertical dotted lines.

One can observe that peaks above the level of 3a may
by seen to be approximately 500. 2700. 5400. and 7200
years ago. These extrema represent the large-scale
changes of radiocarbon concentration during the last
8000 vears and relate ton several high amplitudes in
L111CD-of the Maunder mode of solar minimum during
the Holocene. It is significant that these events in L\14Cn
coincide with cold epochs revealed by Schmidt and
Gruhle (1988) in dendroclimatic data. as well as with
glacier expansions shown. e.g.. by Rothlisberger (1986).
The epochs of L\14CDfluctuations with high amplitude
recur through approximately 2200 years.

This non-stationary L\11Cn sequence was examined by
Vasiliev and and Dergachev (1998), using different
ty13esof spectral analyses. The power spectrum of the
~

4Cn concentration is shown in Figure 2. The power
spectrum in Figure 2 shows a very strong line with the
period of ~ 2400 years. having the amplitude
substantially exceeding the amplitudes of other lines in
the spectrum. This component with period of ~2400
years is the principle component of super-long changes
in the temporal L114CD sequence. The low-frequency
filtration in a vicinity of this period allows to find
maxima of long-term changes of the radiocarbon
concentration. Such filtration was carried out bv
Vasiliev and Dergachev (1998). The resuit
demonstrated that the location of maxima of 2400-vears
oscillation coincide with ~1·1cn maxima shown in the
Figure l.
Vasiliev and Dergachev (1998) have analyzed
distribution of the ~ 11CD oscillation (Figure 2) for

different frequencies by using the multiple filtration
method (Dziewonski et al.. 1969) during the Holocene.
As it follows from this analysis the amplitude of L\11CD
series cyclically varies in time and the amplitude
changes are synchronous in the wide frequency band. It
turns out that the epochs of L\14CDfluctuations with high
amplitude are recurred through 2300-2500 years . It
means that the amplitude of ~1·1cD are modulated by
principal periodicity of 2400-years in different
frequency ranges. This long-period amplitude
modulation was revealed before bv Sonett (1984) onlv
for the ~210-year period in radiocarbon concentration
variations. In accordance with our results. the ~2400-
year change of the amplitude takes place also in the
other harmonics extracted in this L\14CD sequence
(Figure 2). It should be noted that the amplitude of lines
in radiocarbon power spectra arises with the increase of
a period.
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Fig. 2. The power spectrum of the L\14CD series. The
horizontal axis is marked by frequency. on vertical axis
there is shown the normalized power spectral density. A
number denotes the period (years) of primary spectral
components. A greek symbol shows the frequency of
primary and side lines (see table 1).

BI-SPECTRUMOF L\14Cn SEQUENCE

The more detailed studv of the interrelation between the
~2400-vear variation and other secular components in
the temporal L\14CDsequence can be made by the use of
bi-spectral analysis (as the review. sec King. 1996). The
bi-spectral method is applied to the analysis of non
linear processes and complex interactions in
geophysical data. The bi-spectrum is calculated by
means of Fourier transformation of the autocovariation
function of the second order. depending on two shifts.

The procedures of bi-spectral method in many respect is
analogous with the routine spectral analysis. The bi
spectrum may be considered as a function of two
frequencies. co, and Wv. From properties of bi-spectrum
follows that if the data involve harmonics with the
frequency co modulated by frequency UJ. the analysis
must reveal maxima of two-dimensional spectral
density P(w,_wy).Figure 3 shows the projection of two
dimensional spectral density P(w,_Wy) on the plane (w,.
Wy). The dark areas in the plot correspond to local
maxima of spectral density. The symmetry of the left
and right part of the spectrogram is well seen. Because
of symmetry it is enough to analyze the part of
spectrogram in the sector bounded by lines Sl and S2.
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Fig. 3. The bi-spectrum of the L'.11CD series. A dark SJX>t
designates peak top. The lines marked as SI and S2 arc
the symmetry axes of left side (CD, < 0) and right side
(CD, > 0) correspondingly. The position of vertical lines
IA and 2A with tops located on them is defined by the
2400-year period.

This Figure shows two vertical lines. marked as IA and
2A. with projections of peak tops on them. The CD,
location of these vertical lines correspond to the period
of ~2400 vcars. Moreover. the inclined line IB located
above the. left axis of svrnmctrv SI with the vertical
offset. corresponding to the period of ~2400 years is of
interest. In addition to it. Figure 3 represents curves 4A.
3A and 48. which arc mirrors in relation to IA. 2A and
IB. The fact that the projection of peak tops are located
on these lines. it is the evidence of monotonous change
of amplitude of the primary harmonics forming the
spectrum of temporal L'.11Cu variations. The period of
monotonous changes is equal to the ~2400 years. By
analyzing bi-spectrum there had been derived the
primary harmonics CD,,. CD13 and CDr in JX>WCrspectrum
(Table I).

Table I. Results of the bi-spectral analysis of a L'.11C1,

scncs. The periods arc given in the years.

Period 2400 940 710 570 500
Status rn mo:.-m w,. CUc,..+m Wn -liJ
Period 420 360 230 210 190
Status (J)B C!J1i+lil oi, -{I) to, (1).1+8

Due to the effect of modulation there arc some images
of primary harmonics (J\,, 0111, (111 on the bispectral
diagram. For instance. for the frequency o\,we can sec
the SJX>tS(-8. (1\,.) and (-8, rn"+8) on the line IA. the
SJX>tS(8. en")and (8, u\,-m) on the line 2A and the
SJX>tS(-ci\,+m.o\,) and (-o\uOla+8) on the line lB. It
will be noted that the part of SJX>tsis not designated due
to weakness of the spectral line with frequency 01y + rn.
The existence and the location of mentioned peak tops
on the bispectrogram demonstrates the existence of the
mechanism of ~2400-vcar modulation of the
atmospheric radiocarbon concentration.

NATURE OF ~2400-YEAR MODULATION

It is possible to consider three sources of ~2400-ycar
modulation of the radiocarbon concentration: solar
activity. change of carbon dioxide transfer between the
atmosphere and ocean (climatic influence) and
variations in the dipole magnetic moment with the
period of ~2400 years.
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In works of Elsasser. Ney and Winckler (1956);
O'Brien ( 1979) the mechanism of effect of the
geomagnetic field on radiocarbon production rate is
grounded and described. The number of produced
atoms 11C is proportional to µ(t)°"2, where µ(t) is the
magnetic dipole moment of the Earth. Damon and
Linick ( 1986) analyzed the possibility to explain the
change of amplitude of 210-ycar carcon cycle from this
point of view. However. according to archaeomagnetic
and palaeomagnetic data for the value of the Earth's
dipole magnetic moment docs not provide sufficient
fluctuations with this period (Damon and Sonett. 1992)

The scenario of possible climatic effect on amplitude
variations of the radiocarbon concentration was
considered by Vasiliev. Dcrgachev and RaSJX>JX>V
(1999). The amplitude of 2400-ycar cyclical wave in the
L'.11Cr1 as a result of climatic· effect~ on exchangeable
processes in carbon system was estimated. We used the
three-reservoir model of exchangeable carbon with
parameters from work of Damon. Lerman and Long
( 1978) and the relationship between changes of the
temperature and the relationship between changes of the
temperature and concentration 8180 (Salamatin et al..
1998) It appears that the relative amplitude of
radiocarbon concentration change is in agreement with
changes of temperature.

There arc numerous palaeoclimatic data. which confirm
the cyclic character of climate change with duration of
about 2400 year. The results of study by Dansgaard et
al. (1984) of the content of the 81xo in the Greenland
ice cores have demonstrated the existence of the ~2500-
vcar period of climatic nature. The ~2400-vcar period
was found bv Pestiaux ( 1988) in 8180 concentration of
ice cores and in foraminifcra from oceanic core. As a
result of carried out of the dcndroclimatic investigation
by Schmidt and Gruhlc ( 1988). it has become distinctly
that the Little Ice Age (1500-1800 AD) preceded the
cold Hallstattzcit CJX>Ch.750 - 400 BC. and the latest -
earlier cold epoch. 3200 - 2800 BC. The position of all
three epochs coincides with the CJX>Chsof high
amplitude in changes of ~ 14C

D· Investigations of
average temperature extrema of the Atlantic water
(Arabadji, 1986) have allowed to reach a conclusion
about existence. in particular. temperature minima.
having a place 400. 2800 and 5100 years BP. Recently.
Finkel and Nishizumi ( 1997) found a good correlation
between the observed millennial-scale variations in the
concentration of radiocarbon and 11'Bc during the
Holocene. The authors interpret the changes in 1"Be
concentration as a climatic effect

The solar as the source of excitation of ~2400-vear
cvcle. was considered bv Hood and Jiricowic ( 1990.).As
during the Holocene there is a close relation between
the increase of amplitude fluctuations in L'.11Cr1 and the
climatic coolings through every ~2400 years and these
coolings coincide with pronounced minima in solar
activitv. the 2400-vcar fluctuation in carbon reservoir
mav be caused bv solar variabilitv. It seems likclv that
the. regularity of strong climatic changes may ·be a
consequence of solar forcing. The climatic svstcm is
verv sensitive even to small variations in solar activitv. .

CONCLUSION

The spectral. temporal spectral and bi-spectral analysis
were carried out for the high-precision data on
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radiocarbon concentration in the Earth's atmosphere for
the past 8000 years. It is shown that the amplitude of
large-scale fluctuations varies by cyclically. The period
of this cycle is about 2300-2500 years. The bi-spectral
analvsis of data has demonstrated the existence of
amplitude modulation. The period of basic modulating
component is ~2400 year. As a result of bi-spectral
analysis the classification of lines observed in power
spectrum is made. In addition to the modulating
component three basic lines, a, p and y arc determined,
which have periods respectively 710, 420 and 210
years. The periods of 190. 230. 360, 570 .and 940 years
which also exist in the !114CD spectrum are result of
generation of combinative frequencies by interaction of
the 2400-vear oscillation and oscillation with other
basic periods. The spectrum contain also the second
harmonic (1200 years) of modulating component. The
presence at power spectrum of the first and the second
harmonics of modulating component (2400 years) and
also splitting of ground lines (a,~,and y) by these
harmonics demonstrates that use the modern methods of
spectral analyses like bi-spectral method produce more
fundamental understanding the physical nature of
radiocarbon periodicity during the Holocene. The nature
of ~2400-year periodicity is discussed as result of solar
forcing.
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ABSTRACT

Southern Hemisphere (SH) Temperature time series
corresponding to argcntinc meteorological stations
located between 22° and 26° S latitude. and at altitudes
between 400 m and 3000 m above sea level, are ana
lyzed. The environmental conditions arc also different
ranging from industrialized to unpolluted regions. The
stations and periods arc La Quiaca (1911- 1991), Salta
(1901-1991) and Tucuman (1856- 1999)
The Anomaly of the annual mean Temperature. TA
(deviation from the mean calculated over the complete
data set) shows a trend to decrease for the period 1940-
1970. TI1e l94lf s cooling is unexpected according lo
the Global Warming theory. For this period it should
not be expected changes in the increasing trend of
temperature responding lo an increasing greenhouse
gases concentration since the 19th century. when the
industrial epoch began.
The annual mean temperature have decreased 0.4. I. I
and I.2°C for La Quiaca, Salta and Tucuman respec
tively. since 1940to 1970.
TA for each series analyzed correlates with SCL (Solar
Cycle Length is the interval between successive sun
spots maximum or minimum). Temperature decrease
agrees with a SCL increase. Being the correlation coef
ficients 0.90 for La Quiaca and Salta and 0.80 for Tu
cuman over 1940-1970.
Each station analyzed behaves like Northern Hemi
sphere Land air Temperature Anomaly (NHLTA).At
least in the period analyzed the variation of the argen
tine stations temperature appears to have been modu
lated by the varying solar activity as represented by
SCL. An expected contribution to the greenhouse ef
fect due to anthropogenic sources seems to be less
dominant in 1940-1970 temperature records compared
to solar influences.

INTRODUCTION

For many years it has been considered the possibility
that changes in the sun may affect weather and climate
on Earth. Many studies tried to correlate solar activity
and meteorological parameters. Historically observa
tions of solar activity were restricted to sunspot number
and it was not clear its physical connection to mete
orological factors.

Friis-Christensen and Lassen (1991) correlated solar
activity reflected by SCL and Northern Hemisphere
Land air Temperature Anomaly (NHLTA). They found
that the long-term variation of NHLTA is negatively
correlated with the long-term variation of solar activity
during the interval of available temperature records
from 1861 to 1989. NHLTA shows a trend to increase
except in the interval 1940-1970 for which there is a
cooling in coincidence with SCL increasing. Their
result have attracted attention in the debate related to
the climate change because it would be seen as a proof
that global warming is more influenced by solar activ
ity variations than by greenhouse gases.
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Figure 1. Northern Hemisphere Land air Temperature
Anomaly (filled circle), and Solar Cvcle Length, (em
pty circle) assigned to the central year of each cycle.

In Figure I it can be observed that NHLTA shows a
surprising cooling over the period 1940-1970 unex
pected according to the Global Wanning theory by
Greenhouse gases enhancement. For this period it
should not be expected changes in the increasing trend
of temperature responding to an increasing greenhouse
effect since the 19th century. when the industrial epoch
began

The aim of this work is to search if in other tempera
ture series the 1940-1970cooling is observed.
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DATA

The monthly mean temperature data used in this work,
was obtained at the Laboratory of the National Cli
matic Data Center of the NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) where all the quality and
homogeneity testing was done with temperature time
series.
Mean annual land air temperature has been used to
calculate the anomaly of temperature.
Data of three meteorological argentine stations located
at different geophysical and environmental conditions,
are considered:
La Quiaca (22.1S, 65.6W); 3459 mas! - Rural
Salta (24.8S, 65.5W); 1221masl - Urban
Tucuman (26.8S, 65.1W); 450 mas!- Urban

SOLAR CYCLE LENGTH

Solar activity is far from being constant. One of its
periodicities is the varying number of sunspot (Rz).The
length of a sunspot period from minimum to minimum
as well as from maximum to maximum is known as the
Solar Cycle Length (SCL). A SCL is described as an
11-year period but the actual length varies between 8
and 17 years (Friis-Christensen and Lassen 1991,1992)
in such a way that short solar cycles implies high ac
tivity levels while long solar cycles are associated to
low activity levels. This solar parameter has a long
term periodicity of about 80-90 years, the Glcissberg
cycle. The length of the solar cycle may be disturbed
by accidental variations and a low-pass filter is applied
to the SCL series in order to remove short variations.
This filter is a moving average with weight L 2, 2, 2, I.
In this work. SCL smoothed series were used.

RESULTS

In order to determine the association between TA and
the long-term solar variation. the mean value of TA for
each solar cycle was calculated.
In Figure 2, TA and SCL have been drawn for the three
stations here analyzed.
During the period 1940-1970 TA varies in the range
(-0.1 to 0.3)°C for La Quiaca, -(0.5 to 0.6)°C for Salta,
and (-0.5 to 0.7)°C for Tucuman. Although TA range
of variation is different from station to station, its be
havior is quite similar in all the cases. The difference in
TA range of variation is attributable to the different
conditions of the meteorological stations.
The correlation coefficient (r) between TA and SCL for
period 1940-1970, and temperature decrease (T.,!..) for
each station are the following:

Station r T..l.-
La Quiaca 0.90 0.4°C
Salta 0.89 1.1°C
Tucuman 0.78 l.2°C
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Figure 2: Solar Cycle Length, SCL, in years (filled
circle), Temperature Anomaly value in °C (empty cir
cle) for each solar cycle and assigned to the central
year of each cycle for the stations: (a) La Quiaca; (b)
Salta; (c) Tucuman.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Although each station is located at different elevations
and environmental and geophysical conditions. the
cooling around the 1940' s. observed clearly in all of
them, is very similar (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Temperature Anomaly of La Quiaca (empty
triangle), Salta (empty circle), Tucuman (empty
square) and SCL (filled circle).

The TA behavior of SH stations, where land/ocean
relationship is different than in the NH, agrees with the
NHLTA behavior.
The 1940's cooling, between 0.4°C and l.2°C, is un
expected according to the global warming theory by
greenhouse gases enhancement. For this period. it
should not be expected changes in the increasing trend
of temperature responding to an increasing greenhouse
effect since the 19th century, when the industrial epoch
began.
In the pre-industrial epoch. before 1850, the concen
tration of greenhouse gases seems to have remained
almost constant, but since then, it has been monotoni
cally increasing (Tsonis and Elsner. 1989: Mann ct al.,
1998: Victor. 1998) In figure 4 it can be noticed the
steep increase in C02 atmospheric content -one of the
greenhouse gases- during the period 1958-1988, and it
is assumed that the upward trend will continue in the
future. Due to the warming effects of the greenhouse
gases, a continue rise in temperature is expected.
A possible cause of land air temperature decrease is
volcanic eruptions. A large volcanic eruption injects
large amounts of S02 into the lower stratosphere,
which is converted into H2S04 aerosols with a typical
lifetime of 2-3 years. The most obvious impact is to
scatter some of the incoming radiation producing
cooling at the Earth's surface that lasts for about two
years (Mao and Robok, 1998).
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Figure 4:Atmospheric C02 concentration, measured at
.\fauna Loa Observatorv, Hawaii (/9.5°N, 155°U)
hetween 1958and 1988 (after Peixoto and Oort, 1992).
Thick solid line wasfitted to the monthly data showing
the annual trend 1/1etrend at Mauna Loa is generally
accepted he representative ofthe glohal trend.

In the period 1940-1970 the only strong volcanic erup
tion was the Agung (8S'S, I l 5.5E) in 1963 with 800
DVI (Dust Veil Index is a numerical index that quanti
fies the impact of volcanic eruption's release of dust
and aerosols over the years following the event). The
close volcanic eruptions were Novarupta in 1912 with
150 DVI and Santa Elena in 1980 with I00 DVI. So.
volcanic eruptions would not be enough to explain the
decrease observed in temperature.
During the period analyzed, temperature long-term
behavior follows SCL variations, in such a way that the
temperature decreases when SCL increases in spite of
the enhancement of the greenhouse gases occurred
during this period. Temperature behavior seems to be
more affected by solar influences than by environ
mental, geographical or anthropogenic ones.
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Abstract. Near-Earth variations in the solar wind, measured by the
geomagnetic aa index since 1868. arc closely correlated with global
temperature ( r = 0.96: I'< I0 7) Geomagnetic activity leads temperature bv
4 to 8 years. Allowing for this temperature lag. an outstanding aa peak
around 1990 could explain the high global temperature in 1998. Aller 1990
the geomagnetic aa data show a steep decline comparable to the decrease
between 1955 and 1967. followed hy falling temperatures from 1961
through 1973 in spite of growing anthropogenic CO, emissions. Ihis points
to decreasing global temperature during the next 10 years.

Introduction

The total magnetic flux leaving the Sun, dragged out by the
solar wind, has risen by a factor of 2.3 since 1901 (Lock
wood et al., 1999). Concomitantly, global temperature has
increased by 0.5° C. The energy in the solar flux is trans
ferred to the near-Earth environment by magnetic reconnec
tion and directly into the atmosphere by charged particles.
There are indications that this energy has meteorological
effects within days after solar eruptions which generate high
speed streams in the solar wind (Roberts and Olson, 1973;
King, 1974; Stolov and Shapiro, 1974; Schuurmans, 1979;
Prohaska and Willett, 1983; Neubauer, 1983; Buch a, 1983;
Herman and Goldberg, 1985: Tinsley, 1996). As there is a
linear relationship between magnetic flux and solar irradi
ance, the 130% rise in the Sun's magnetic flux since 190 I
indicates a rise in the average total solar irradiance of 1.65 W
nr2 (Lockwood and Stamper, 1999). The respective radiative
forcing in the atmosphere is 0.29 W m', corresponding to
0.23° C at a moderate climate sensitivity of 0.8° C/W m".
This increase of 0.23 ° C potentially accounts for nearly ha! f
of the change in the Earth's global temperature over the same
period. Charged particles and indirect solar wind effects
make a strong additional contribution.

Svensmark and Fri is-Christensen ( 1997) have shown
that global cloud cover, observed by satellites, is linked to
the strength of galactic cosmic rays modulated by the solar
wind (r = 0.95). This effect, attributed to cloud seeding by
ionized secondary particles (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997),
induced a change in cloud cover by more than 3% within 3
V2 years. The corresponding change in radiative forcing is in
the range 0.8 tol.7 W m". This is significant, as the total
radiative forcing by C02 accumulated in the atmosphere
since pre-industrial times is about 1.5 W m". Measurements
of cosmic ray flux registering myons instead of neutrons go
back to 1937. When Svensmark ( 1998) compared these data
with temperature in the Northern Hemisphere, his results
were corroborated. Short-term observations confirm the con
nection. Forbush decreases - sudden deep drops in cosmic
ray flux within 2 days after energetic solar eruptions - coin-

cide with local shrinking of cloud cover by 3% (Pudovkin
and Veretenenko ( 1995). In the long run, climate would
not be affected if the amplitude of the indirect solar wind
effect on clouds did not change. The strength of the solar
wind, however, has increased by a factor of 2.3 since
1901.

Direct and indirect effects, taken together, point to a
dominant role of solar activity in climate change. Accord
ingly, many of the recent publications in the field ofsolar
terrestrial relationships range the Sun's contribution
between 50 and 100 % (Friis-Christensen and Lassen,
1991; Lean et al., 1995; Lau and Weng, 1995; Land
scheidt, 1995; Soon et al., 1996; Svensmark and Friis
Christensen, 1997; Reid, 1997; White et al., 1997; Svens
mark, 1998; Cliver et al. 1998 a, b; Labitzke, 1999).

Correlation analysis

The strongest contributors to the solar wind intensity are
energetic solar eruptions (coronal mass ejections, flares,
and eruptive prominences) which create the highest
velocities in the solar wind and shock waves that com
press and intensify magnetic fields in the solar wind
plasma. Coronal holes have a similar effect. So it suggests
itself to investigate whether periods of strong plasma
ejections on the Sun are connected with temperature on
Earth. Not all strong eruptions have an impact on the near
Earth environment. The effect at Earth depends on the
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heliographic position of the eruptions and conditions in inter
planetary space. Indices of geomagnetic disturbances mea
sure the response to those eruptions that actually affect the
Earth. Mayaud's aa index of geomagnetic activity (Mayaud,
1973; Coffey, 1958-1999) is homogeneous and covers the
long period 1868 to present. So I compared it with tempera
ture. The correlation between temperature and the length of
the I I-year sunspot cycle, established by Friis-Christensen
and Lassen ( 1991 ), only covers land air temperature. Hence
I selected a time series that combines Northern Hemisphere
land air temperature anomalies (Jones, 1994) with sea sur
face temperature anomalies (Parker et al., 1995). A scatter
plot of the raw yearly data shows a promising positive cor
relation between aa and temperature (r = 0.48).

Ifthere were a causal connection, temperature should lag
the aa index. So I computed the correlation coefficients for
different lags and found that the correlation reaches a
maximum when temperature lags aa by 6 years. The scatter
plot in Fig. I is based on aa data that were shifted by 6 years
to offset the temperature lag. The data were subjected to
three-point smoothing. The least-squares linear fit line
indicates a strong correlation ( r = 0.75) which explains 56%
of the variance. This correlation is highly significant. After
the shift, the record of yearly means is reduced from 131 to
125 data points as the data lost by shifting cannot be re
placed. Three-point smoothing, applied once, reduces the
number of independent data to 42. Autocorrelation within
the two time series is taken into consideration by diminishing
the number of the degrees of freedom (Schonwiese, 1985) to
35. The t method (Chambers, 1952) yields t = 6.7. The
rejection of the null hypothesis is justified at a high level of
significance: P = 9· 10-8. The t-test can be applied as both of
the time series are close to a normal distribution. Spearman' s
parameterfree rank correlation coefficient yields the same
level of significance. Randomization tests (Edgington, 1995)
and bootstrap resampling confirm this result.

The Trellis graph in Fig. 2 shows how the correlation
presented in Fig. I varies with different aa values. The
respective subclass of aa values is indicated at the top of the
different panels. The shaded rectangles represent the width
of the respective class and its subrange within the total aa
range. Consistently, the weakest aa values between 6.8 and
12.9 (bottom left) show no correlation with temperature at
all, whereas the highest values between 25.6 and 30.6 (top
right) indicate the strongest correlation. The Trellis graph
also demonstrates how the correlation develops over time.
The strongest correlation concentrates on the period from
1955 through present. This is in contradiction to assertions
in the literature (Tett et al., 1999) that there was only a
negligible effect of solar activity on temperature in the
second half of the century and especially in the two last
decades.

The correlation between temperature and solar cycle
length, established by Friis-Christensen and Lassen ( 1991),
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Figure 2. Trellis graph of the data presented in Fig. I. The panels show
scatter plots for different classes of aa. Shaded rectangles indicate the
width of the respective class and its location within the total aa range.
The weakest aa values (6.8 - 12.9) show no correlation with temperature
in a period around 1900. The highest aa values (25.6 - 30 6) display the
strongest correlation covering the period 1955 - 1998.

covers only the Northern Hemisphere. There is also no
clear indication of solar activity, the presumed cause,
leading temperature, the effect. This is also true of a
correlation between decadal aa data and temperature found
by Cliver et al. ( 1998 a) which otherwise corroborates the
result presented here, though on a much lower level of
significance, as it is solely based on 7 independent data
points.The result in Fig. 3 is not exposed to such objec
tions. The vertical axis on the left measures yearly global
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Figure 3. The solid curve shows the aa index of geomagnetic activity.
the dashed curve a combination of global land air and sea surface
temperature anomalies. The yearly data were subjected to repeated three
point smoothing. Temperature lags aa by 4 to 8 years, but follows the
undulations of the aa curve, The connection between the leading aa
extrema and the following temperature extrema is highlighted by
identical numbers. A disturbance of the correlation around 1940 points
to exceptional internal forcing.



surface temperature anomalies combining land and marine
records (Jones, 1994; Parker et al., 1995). The axis of
ordinates on the right indicates the original yearly aa index
without any offset. The original data were subjected to
repeated three-point smoothing. These strongly smoothed
data, covering 1868 - 1985, show a very close correlation
between geomagnetic activity, driven by high-speed plasma
streams in the solar wind, and global land and sea surface
temperatures (r = 0.96). This correlation explains 92% of the
variance. As this result is based on the data that have already
been shown to be highly significant, it can be considered
valid. Temperature lags aa on the average by 6 years. The lag
varies from 4 to 8 years. The related extrema in the two
curves are marked by identical numbers. The temperature
curve follows the undulations of the aa curve. There is only
one exception. After 1942 temperature did no longer follow
the ascent of aa and formed a shallow trough not emerging
in the aa curve. An explanation could be that between 1942
and 1952 the steepest rise in volcanic activity since 1860 was
observed (Simkin et al., 1981).

The lag of the temperature data suggests that some of the
excess energy linked to solar activity is stored and accumu
lated in the climate system by processes taking years. The
thermal inertia of oceans may offer an explanation. White et
al. ( 1997) have shown how the oceans respond to excess
insolation caused by solar forcing and why there is a lag of
several years depending on the length of the involved cycles
of solar activity. According to Wigley ( 1988) an 80-year
cycle of irradiance would yield an atmospheric temperature
response with a lag of7 to 9 years. The secular cycle of solar
activity, modulating the intensity of the I I-year cycle, has a
mean length of 80 - 90 years.

Long-range forecast of global temperature

The presented results suggest that future change in global
temperature may be read from the leading aa data. Fig. 4
shows the repeatedly smoothed yearly global land and sea
surface temperature anomalies and aa values after 1985.
Around 1990 the aa curve reached the highest maximum
since the beginning of the record in 1868. This aamaximum
is marked by the number 7. Allowing for a lag of8 years, the
corresponding maximum 7 of global temperature could have
occurred in 1998 with the highest temperature measured
since the establishment of regular meteorological services.
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After 1990 the aa data show a steep decline that is still
continuing though the current sunspot cycle has reached its
maximum. In the context presented here, this points to
global cooling during the decade after temperature maxi
mum 7.

20
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Figure 4. Extension of the data in Fig. 3. The aa curve reaches its highest
maximum, marked by number 7. around 1990. Aller 1990 the aa data show
a steep decline. Allowing for a lag of 8 years, a maximum in the curve of
global temperature could have occurred around 1998. This was the year
with the highest temperature observed since the establishment of interna
tional meteorological services. In 1999 the temperature was considerably
lower, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. This relationship points to
global cooling for at least I 0 years.

Actually the global temperature in 1999 was much lower
than in 1998, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. Satel
lites observed negative anomalies. As the investigated rela
tionship seems to be solid, we should see falling tempera
tures at least during the next ten years. The decline in the aa
curve after maximum 7 is steeper than after maximum 5. So
global temperature should fall at a faster rate than after
temperatur maximum 5.

Anthropogenic C02 contributions should not be an
obstacle to such decrease, as temperatures were falling from
the early sixties through the early seventies in spite of the
fast rise of anthropogenic C02 emissions. The increase in
surface temperature from 1910 to 1940 was steeper and
smoother than in the current wanning phase though the rate
of anthropogenic emissions at that time was only 10% of the
present rate. In view of insufficient data, lacking knowledge
of complex feedback processes in the climate system, and
controversial hypotheses the outcome of the forecast
experiment should contribute to answering the question to
which degree solar activity and human greenhouse gas
contributions force global temperature.
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Energy problems

Willis ( 1976) has calculated that the solar wind energy flux
is less than one millionth of the Sun's electromagnetic power
deposited near Earth. However, this estimation is based on
the total cross-sectional area of the globe. It does not take
into account that the solar wind energy may preferentially
penetrate into areas smaller than the total disk where it can
dominate other energy sources. Herman and Goldberg ( 1978)
have shown that the solar wind energy concentrates on a nar
row circumpolar latitude belt near the auroral zone. Taking
additionally into account the slant incidence of the Sun's
radiant flux, they calculated that the available power of the
solar wind would reach 20% of the Sun's electomagnetic
energy flux. If Svensmark could show in detail in his labora
tory experiments, planned in cooperation with CERN, how
galactic cosmic rays, regulated by the solar wind, affect
cloud development, we would even have to concede that the
energy of starlight is sufficient to affect climate. Cosmic rays
and starlight inject nearly the same amount of energy into the
atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT

We perform a statistical study of the decay times
for the recovery phase of the 300 most intense mag
netic storms, that occurred between Jan. 1, 1957,
and Dec. 31, 1998. Statistically representative val
ues for the decay time (T) are obtained by averaging
the most. reliable T values, which result from apply
ing a least square method to the Dst index time se
ries during each recovery phase. The D'st index in
the decaying stage oft he storm has been systemati
cally fitted with an exponential function and a wry
good correlation has been obtained for most of the
storms. A mean value of T ~ 14 ± 4 hs has been
obtained. Using the data set in this study and the
facility of web access to the GOES satellite data s
ince 1986, we selected a set of storms (from 1986 to
1998), having Dst,,,;11 < -200 nT, and investigated
their solar origin. We present preliminary results of
a more detailed correlation analysis based on longer
time scales.

Key words: geomagnetic storms: solar flares; space
weather.

1. L\TRODl"CTION

:\Iagnetic storms are characterized by a sudden en
hancement of the ring electric current circulating
around the Earth. This current is mainly transport
ed by protons, oxygen ions and electrons (in the 10-
300 keV energy range), and is located between 2 to 7
Earth radii (see Gonzalez et al. 1994 and references
therein). When the interplanetary magnetic field hit
s the Earth bowshock with a southward orientation,

----- - -----
Proc. !" So/11r& Space Weurhtr Euroconjerrnr«. 'The Solar Cvclc and Terrestrial Climate', S111/(ll Cru: de Tcncn]«. Tenerit«. Spcun,
25-29 Srptcmber 2000 (ESA Sf' ..J63.December 2000)

a reconnection process can take place. As a result,
energetic particles coming from the Sun as part of
the solar wind are free to enter to the magnetosphere
and, after a period of storage, part of these particles
are injected into the ring current system. The ring
current index Dst was introduced as a measure of
the ring current magnetic field.

Variations of the Dst index during magnetic storms
are found to display a direct relationship with the
energy stored in the ring current, which is given by

Dst(t)/ Bo= 2E(t)/(3Em)

where B0 is the average equatorial surface field, E(t)
is the total energy of the ring current, and Em is
the total magnetic energy of the geomagnetic field.
The temporal variation of the ring current energy is
related to the injection of charged particles from the
magnet.otail and also to the energy losses. A simple
relationship describing this energy balance is given
by,

fiE(t) = U(t) - E(t)/T

where U(t) is the rate of energy input and T is the
decay time. The main energy losses of the ring cur
rent are given by the following processes: (1) charge
exchange, (2) Coulomb scattering and (3) resonant
interactions with plasmons (Gonzalez et al. 1994).
Each of these processes depends rather strongly on
several properties of the particles, such as their pitch
angle, ion energy, composition and location in the ra
diation belt. The energy decay time (T) in the ring
current is, therefore, t.he end result of a rather com
plex combination of all these effects.
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One of the first estimates for the ring current de
cay time (T) was reported by Burton et al. (1975),
where a typical value of T of the order of 7 hs with
a rather large uncertainty was obtained. Many at
tempts have been done to estimate T from then on.
A summary of previous studies can be found in the
review of Feldstein (1992), where a large dispersion
among estimates by different authors (for different
sets of storms) can be observed. Within this frame
work, we have decided to perform a statistical study
of the recovery phase for a large number of intense
storms. Our statistical study involves 300 recovery
phases corresponding to the most intense magnetic
storms (Dstmin < -100 nT) that occurred from Jan
1, 1957 to Dec 31, 1998. With this goal in mind,
we have made the following working hypotheses: (1)
once the decay phase starts, energy injection is neg
ligible (i.e. U(t) ~ 0), (2) the value of T is constant
and (3) the Dst index represents the magnetic per
turbations induced by the ring current. According to
these hypotheses, for any given storm the Dst index
will decay exponentially like

Dst(t) = Dst(t = 0) exp[-t/T] (1)

where t = 0 corresponds to the peak of activity.

Although we are aware of the fact that our hypothe
ses are probably too simplistic, they allow us to use
the same technique for the whole dataset. However,
we want to stress that a large fraction of the storms
are consistent with these assumptions. In Section 2
we outline the procedure adopted for our statistical
analysis and we present our results. Section 3 out
lines the preliminary results of a work in which we
intend to look for the connection between nonrecur
rent storms and solar events, as done by Landi et
al. (1998), but covering a different period of time.
Section 4 lists our conclusions.

2. RING CURRENT DECAY RATES: FITTING
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

We develope a numerical procedure to recognize in
tense magnetic storms (i.e. Dstmin < -100 nT) and
to fit their decay times. We use the Dst series with a
time resolution of one hour, this series was obtained
from the NOAA NGDC Solar Terrestrial Physics Di
vision datasets (ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP /).

We define the starting time (ts,i) of each storm (la
beled as i), as the time in which the Dst value from

the main phase crosses down a threshold value de
fined as Dst* = -100 nT. In a similar fashion, dur
ing the recovery phase, we define the final time of
an intense storm (tJ,i) when the Dst crosses again
Dst*. The Dst peak for each event (Dstmin,i) is the
minimum value in the time interval ts,i :S t :S t f,i·
We call tu.. to the time corresponding to the peak
value. In this way we construct sub-series containing
the Dst data for each intense event, finding a total
of 300 sub-series in the analysed period.

We consider the 10 Dst values after Dstmin, corre
sponding to the first 10 hours of the recovery phase.
That is to say, we obtain 300 new sub-series with
10 elements, Dst;j (i = 1,2, ... ,300;j = 1,2, ... ,10).
The decay time is estimated by fitting the value of
T; for each of the 300 recovery phases, assuming an
exponential decay according to Eqn. (1). These T;

are computed using a standard least-square linear
procedure. We assume a linear dependence between
y = log(-Dst) and the time t elapsed from tu.. (i.e.
y = A - tf t , according to Eqn. (1)). The fitting
method is carried out in two successive steps. In a
first step, a fit is done for every storm without con
sidering errors in the measured Dst. The result of
this procedure is a first order estimate for the de
cay time (T1,;) as well as for A (A1,;). Then, us
ing the original series Dst;j, T1,; and A1,;, we com
pute 6.D;j = IDst;j +exp(A1,;)exp(-tj/T1,;)I. Using
the new series, 6.D;j, we perform a second standard
linear least square fit considering uncertainties for
Dst;j. Thus, we obtain a better estimation for T;

and its uncertainty 6.T;. From inspection of the 300
events, we find that ~ 50% are in good agreement
with an exponential decay, as shown in Fig. l.
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Figure 1. Dst values for the storm on Sep. 13, 1957.



A histogram of the number of storms for different
linear cross correlation coefficients (r i), shows that
~ 67% of the events have lrl > 0.9. Almost 80% of
the events have lrl > 0.8 and 26% (i.e. 77 storms)
display an excellent correlation, I r I> 0.97. Con
sidering only these last 77 cases, we have obtained
a mean value for the decay time, T = 14.0 ± 4.0 h
s (see Fig. 2). Note that, for very intense storms
(Dstmw < -250 nT), T decreases with the intensity
of the storm. The life time of ions due to the charge
exchange process is inverse to their velocities (Daglis
et al. 1999) and the abundance of o+ (absolute and
relative) increases during the occurrence of intense
storms (Daglis 1997). \\'e suggest that the trend dis
cussed above might correspond to a combination of
a higher energy level and a higher abundance of o+
in the ring current.

...
.. --··- -····-- ..--·-

!
I.

-350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100

Dstrnm

Fiqure 2. Decay time as a function of the intensity of the
storm for r < -0.97. The continuous line (dash-dotted)
corresponds to the mean value (standard deviation).

Fig. 3 shows the T; values (with their error bars) ob
tained for the 200 events with r < -0.9. Stars in this
figure correspond to storms having Dstmin < -200
nT (-JAevents), while dots mark the rest of the
events. \\'e find that when the value of r becomes
closer to -1, values of T, do not converge to a unique
value, quite the contrary they spread over a wide
range between 6 and 23 hs. Notice that the error
bars in Fig. 3 arc significantly lower (~ 0.1-1 hs
in most cases) than the above mentioned standard
deviation. This indicates that the decay time char
acterizing the recovery phase of any given storm is
an intrinsic property of that particular event, rather
than a universal constant. The continous line in Fig.
3 shows the partial average decay time as the thresh-
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old value for r is changed. For qualities worse than
r ~ -0.97, a monotonic increase of this partial av
erage time is observed. This trend indicates that
those events, which cannot be cleanly fitted by ex
ponentials, display recovery phases which are rather
extended in time, perhaps connected to the presence
of a sustained source of injection or perhaps due to
the combination of multiple decay times. However,
this curve also indicates that this trend is negligible
for quality fittings better than r ~ -0.97.
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.101- .•••
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Figure 3. Decay time as a function of the fitting quality.
The continuous line indicates the partial average decay
time for storms with quality better than r (see text).

The histogram shown in Fig. 4 considers all the s
torms with r < -0.97, classifying them according
to their decay time. Overlaid, we show (continuous
line) the result of a moving average smoothing pro
cedure with a very narrow bin size. This average is
performed by convolving the histogram counts with
a triangular function with a base of 4.2 hs. This s
moothed curve displays three peaks, a main peak at
~ 9.5 hs and two secondary peaks at ~ 13.1 and ~ 20
hs. This result suggests the existence of three group
s of storms characterized by different decay tiIIH'S.
These differences might be caused by a combination
of different levels of injected energy and/ or popula
tions of o+ and H+ at different altitudes (Smith and
Bewtra 1978).

3. CONNECTION \VITH SOLAR ACTIVITY

In the last years the solar ongm of geomagnetic
storms has been the subject of a long debate (see
cg. Kosugi and Shibata 1997, Hudson 1997). After
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Figure 4. A histogram of the number of storms vs. the
decay time. The thick line shows an average convolving
the histogram with a triangular function (see text).

the work of Gosling (1993) the "solar flare myth"
(which considers a cause-effect link between major
solar flares and nonrecurrent perturbations of the
geomagnetic field) was partially abandoned. It was
then proposed that such storms had their origin in
fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs). However, a
long list of examples (based on analysis of individual
events or statistical studies) is showing a link be
tween long duration flare events (LDEs) and CMEs
(see eg. van Driel-Gcsztelyi et al. 20001 Landi et
al. 1998). In this spirit, we selected a set of s
t orms (15 events}, having Dstmin < -200 nT, and
confronted it to the GOES five minutes data base
(http://scc.noaa.gov/Data/ goes.html) 1 from 1986 to
1998, and to the reports published in the correspond
ing numbers of Solar Geophysical Data. Taking a lag
time of 5 days between the peak of the storm and the
GOES time series, we find that an LDE (temporal
duration > LS hs) occurred at a solar longitude (lat
itude) of less than 30 deg. W or E (N or S) for all
but one of the storms. Besides, considering all the
events. 45/( were associated with type II-IV radio
bursts and re 22% with type IV bursts (on this topic
see the work by Cane 1997).

4. CO:.\'CLCSIO'.\S

The simple scenario of an exponential decay to de
scribe the recovery phase of geomagnetic storms
seems appropriate for more than half of the 300 stud
ied cases (considering r < 0.9). However, it is also

apparent that geomagnetic storms are rather com
plex phenomena, since: :::::::40% of the cases cannot
be described by this scenario and, for those which
can be considered as exponentially decaying, the as
sociated decay time is different for different storms
and also does not seem to remain constant as the
recovery phase progresses (as found when extending
the fitting time to 20 and 30 hs after Dstmin).

The results discussed in Section 3 seem to indicate
that LDEs, accompanied by type 4 radio emission,
are effective to perturb the geomagnetic field, as
found by Landi et al. (1998).
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ABSTRACT

During the 1920-1940 years warming weather regimes
changed in certain order. The order appears as the result
of the modulation of the flows by a large-scale
disturbance moved in the direction opposite to the
Earth's rotation and twice revolved around the Earth
from early 191Os to 1950s. We discuss whether this
feature could be a consequence of decrease in the period
of solar cycles during this time interval.

1. INTRODUCTION

Short-term climate fluctuations (of the order of 20-30
years) attract attention because of the next reasons:

• climate changes, which are believed to be a result of
greenhouse effect, occur approximately on this time
scale;

• their time-scale is close to the period of variations of
solar activity, that is considered after paper of Friis
Christensen and Lassen (1991) as one of the main
sources of climate variability.

It would be very important to separate these two factors:
natural and antropogenic, because they are different in
view of long-term variability. Variations of solar
activity are cyclic. But technogenic changes will
mcrease in time.

The main feature of long-term variations of mean North
hemisphere temperature in 1920-1940 was warming
comcided m time with period of relatively short solar
cycles. After 1940 temperature began to decrease, but in
70th the increase in temperature continued. In order to
find the reasons for temperature increase in the first half
of zo" century it is necessary to study the features of
general circulation of the atmosphere (GCA) in this time
interval. In regard of high variability of synoptic
processes, this problem seems very complicated. For its
solution one of the typization systems of weather
regimes could be used.

At least two systems, namely Vangengeim-Girs and
Dzerdzeevsky systems had got wide acceptance and are
used in super-long-term forecasts (Dzerdzeevsky, 1975;
Girs, 1974). Vangengeim-Girs system is based on the
850 mb and 700 mb geopotential height fields and is

aimed to extract long waves in free atmosphere.
Dzerdzeevsky tipization is of much more details and is
based on localisation of leading air flow directions by
the use of sea-level pressure maps. Because these flows
are in accordance with positions and orientations of
free atmosphere long waves, tipizations could
compliment each other. In what follows we'll use,
basically, Dzerdzeevsky typization.

2. DZERDZEEVSKY TYPIZATION SCHEMA

Dzerdzeevsky system consists of 13 basic typical
schemas of elementary clrcrlatlon mechanisms
(ECM) in North hemisphere. Regimes differ from each
other by the number of polar air injections tracks or
north-eastward tracks of south cyclones. They are united
into 4 groups:

1. Zonal circulation. There are no polar injections
tracks, 2 or 3 tracks of south cyclones injections.
Types of ECM are 1 and 2.

2. Break down of zonal flows. There are 1 polar
injection track, and from 1 to 3 tracks of south
cyclones injections. Types of ECM are 3-7.

3. Meridional north circulation. There are from 2 to 4
of polar injection tracks, and from 2 to 4 south
cyclones tracks. Types of ECM are 8-12.

4. Meridional south circulation, There are no polar
injections tracks, and from 2 to 4 tracks of south
cyclones injections, penetrating into polar region.
Type ofECM is 13.

Each type of ECM is divided into subtypes differed by
direction of polar air injections and tracks of south
cyclones. The total number of subtypes is 41. The
reality of types of ECM was the subject of a number of
researches. The independent testing showed that
likelihood of non-random change of ECM is very high
and is not lower than 95%.

For studying the long-term variations of circulation in
the North hemisphere as a whole all ECM were united
into groups of "zonal" and "meridional" circulation
forms. For time interval from 1899 to 1978 three
circulation epochs were revealed with dominance of
"meridional" (1899-1915, 1951-1978) and "zonal"

Proc I" So/11r & Spcu:e We111her Enroronirrence, 'The So/11r Cvc!« aru! Tcrrestnu! Cli111111c'. S1111111( 'ru: de Tcncritc. Tcncrite . .\/)(1111.
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(1916-1950) forms of circulations. These definitions are
enclosed in quotes, because they do not correspond
correctly to definition of zonal and meridional
circulation, specifically "zonal" forms consist of ECM
with one blocking. We think it would be better to call
this group as a group of cyclonic processes in which the
injections of south cyclones and activity of arctic fronts
suppress the development of polar anticyclone and lead
to decrease of quantity of polar air injections.
Correspondingly, the group of "meridional" forms is a
group of anticyclonic circulation processes with well
developed polar anticyclone and increased number of
polar air injections. Note that the new interpretation is
also rather conditional: in the frame of such definition it
would be better to include ECM of 13th type into group
of cyclonic processes because its feature is the cyclone
at pole (C-A system). Such inclusion was made in first
papers of Dzerdzeevsky. But then such classification
was rejected.

3. CIRCULATION EPOCHS

Unfortunately, in this schema the key to understanding
of reasons for changes of circulation regimes and
circulation epochs was not suggested. From our point of
view some illuminating features could be lost in
classification of ECM, when types are united into
groups.

During our analysis of frequencies of "zonal" and
"meridional" forms of ECM the doubts appear on the
correctness of specifying the epochs. Only with a big
portion of arbitrariness one can consider the second
epoch of meridional circulation similar to first. In both
cases an increase in frequencies of meridional forms
took place, but during the second epoch this increase
was not compensated by corresponding decrease in
frequency of zonal forms. Before the beginning of so"
years the total number of ECM of all types always was
constant, oscillations occurred as a result of
redistribution of quantity of ECM of first and second
group. But since the middle of 50ththe total number of
ECM increased. In Dzerdzeevsky system it happened
because of increasing frequency of "meridional" forms
and in a C-A system it occurred because of increasing
frequency of ECM of both groups.

4. THE MOST FREQUENT ECM

In order to specify the circulation types that are
responsible for increase of total number of ECM we
analysed the changes in time of frequencies of all types
of wmter and summer ECM.

The most noticeable result is an increase of 12 and 13
ECM types frequencies from the second half of 40th
years (i.e. during transition to second epoch of
meridional circulation). In the first epoch of meridional
circulation 12thtype of ECM was seen fewer, especially

in winter. An increase of frequency of 13thtype says
about total increase of cyclonic character of the
hemisphere, first of all, in high-latitude zone. Along
with increase of ECM of 12thtype, it says most likely
about instability of circulation in polar region, fast
change of south cyclonic and polar injections. It
corresponds to total increase of quantity of ECM
mentioned above. Possibly, in so" not a repeat of
meridional circulation epoch took place but transition of
ECM into some new state. Change of relationship
between types of ECM of the same group indicates the
difference in character of circulation in first and second
"meridional" circulation epoch. During the first and
second epoch in winter, res~ectively, the 5th (polar
injections into Asia) and 7 (polar injections into
America) type of "meridional" circulation dominated.
Thus epochs differ from each other by a degree of
development of anticyclonic centres of actions in
Atlantic-Euro-Asian and Pacific-American sectors.

Our analysis shows that increase in frequency of 13th
type of ECM, at least, partially is caused by replacement
of some zonal ECM. This suggestion is supported by
observation in C-A system of one additional variation
in summer in 50ththat coincided in time with awaiting
next pulse of "zonal" ECM forms increase. In some
degree it supports the inclusion of 13thECM type into
group of "zonal" circulation. Possibly the replacement
of some zonal ECM occurred as a consequence of
methodical reasons as well, because the identification of
13thtype of ECM became possible only after drift of
USSR polar station SP-1 in 1937.

Many questions appear also while analysing epoch of
"zonal" circulation. There is a strong seasonal
dependence of ECM variations. Both in winter and m
summer variations have a form of two consequent
pulses, but character of pulses is different. In winter and
in summer first pulse is caused by intensification of,
respectively, "meridional" and "zonal" circulation.
Moreover, summer variations are longer than winter
ones and they begin later. In more details the seasonal
dependence of ECM dynamics was studied by
Dzerdzeevsky (1975). Six seasons were specified,
namely, winter, summer, spring, autumn, pre-spring,
and pre-winter. In all cases variations are different, and
not only amplitudes but periods of oscillations as well.
An open question is what are the reasons of these
differences and can we unite all these variations into
one epoch taking as the base the average charactenstics.

5. ECM VARIATIONS ARE THE RESULT OF THE
WAVE WITH 18YEAR PERIOD

Analysis of integral characteristics does not answer on
appearing questions, but variations of types and
subtypes of ECM, ordered in some specific row, permit
to suppose a hypothesis which can explain the features
of ECM variations during "zonal" circulation epoch.



Figure I shows graphics of ECM frequencies in such a
way that it is possible to reveal the order of
development of variations. For convenience of visual
analysis graphics are shifted along ordinate axis and
smoothed on several points. Upper and lower figures
show graphics of ECM. respectively, in summer and in
winter. Graphics for summer are smoothed on 4 points.
but for wmter on 2 points because length of variations in
summer is slightly larger than in winter. Graphics show
numbers of corresponding types and subtypes in
summer or in winter. In the right part of the figure the
directions of polar injections corresponding to these
ECM are depicted. Initially we depicted graphics for all
subtypes of ECM, but then were forced to unite some
subtypes, because their frequencies was insufficient for
extraction of variations. For summer period we united
subtypes of groups 2 and 7 and for winter types 1,5,7.
We did not also show frequencies for those types and
subtypes, which were observed relatively rarely,
namely, 8, 9, 10, 12a, 12g.

The results of sorting of graphics appeared very
unexpected. Variations of ECM frequencies had a form
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of disturbance that moved to the west and during 35
years twice revolved around the Earth, Especially
apparently the motion of disturbance is seen in graphics
of change of "zonal" ECM types in summer period. The
direction of polar air injections changed in the next
sequence: polar injections into Atlantic, then mto
America, Pacific Ocean and Asia. When disturbance
moved in the west hemisphere the number of pure
"zonal" ECM of type 2 increased, and frequencies of
"meridional" types decreased. When disturbance moved
in East hemisphere "zonal" circulation types were
replaced by "meridional" that had in summer and in
winter, respectively, two and three main tracks. In
winter the main polar injections corresponded to mean
climate position of pressure crest, that linked Sibenan
and American anticyclones across Arctic. The third
polar injection had tendency to move along longitude in
western direction, likely, lags behind the main
disturbance. In summer period the increases in
frequencies of meridional circulation types were longer
than in winter and finally decayed after moving of
disturbance into western hemisphere.
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Figure J · Smoothed graphics of summer and winter ECMfrequencies, constructed with due account of directions of
polar injections.

Unfortunately. synoptic maps at the beginning of 20
century were not of high quality, so to determine time of
appearance of disturbance by the use of graphics of
ECM frequencies is, m practice, impossible. The motion
of disturbance is clearly seen from the instance of time.

determined by Dzerdzeevsky as a beginning of "zonal"
circulation epoch, and disappearance of disturbance
occurred, likely, at the instance of time of its finish. One
can suppose that these events were connected and
appearance of disturbance became the source (or result)
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of increase, on an average, of "zonal" circulation and
increase of mean temferature in North hemisphere
during first half of 20 century. Break down of the
wave, m its turn, gave rise to global restructuring of
ECM in so" years and to decrease in temperature (or
was its consequence).

6. CAN IT BE THE SOLAR INFLUENCE ?

In the frame of our idealised schema the reason for
change of subtypes of ECM is the drift in western
direction of the axis of main polar injections, and
transition from one form of circulation to another was
caused by interaction of disturbance with continental
and ocean areas. In Asia the disturbance initialised the
development of "meridional" forms of circulations, and
above oceans and America of "zonal" types.
Extrapolating on later period one can suppose that
warming in 70th-90th years was also connected with
appearance of such kind of disturbance. Indirect proof
of this supposition is substantial difference of spatial
structure of temperature and pressure anomaly fields
during first and second phase of warming in 1977-1988
and 1989-1994 years, that were revealed by Volodin
and Galin (1999). The difference is so substantial that
anomaly fields are well described by orthogonal
functions. Authors suggested two different mechanisms
of warming: in 1977-1988 as a result of increase of sea
surface temperature (SST) in tropics, and in 1989-1994
years as a result of decrease m ozone concentration in
lower stratosphere. Such division seems not very logic
although it is supported by calculations. In the frame of
our model a drift of disturbance can cause the difference
in spatial structure.

Keeping m mind that period of revolution is
approximately of 18 years, quasiorthogonaity of
pressure and temperature field anomalies during first
and second phase of warming is explained by shift of
disturbance approximate!y on 180 degrees. Considermg
high correlation of mean temperature in North
hemisphere and SST in tropics, one can suggest that
mechanism of pumping of disturbance has heat nature
and is connected with anomalies of ocean circulations.
This conclusion is very important for understanding of
nature of ECM dynamics during last decades.

Of course, the simplicity of the suggested model is
relative. In atmosphere and ocean the inter-annual.
decadal and centennial variations of climate
characteristic are known, but mechanisms of their
development and connections at global scale are studied
very poor. To some extent study of long-term variations
of ocean circulation replaced the searches of external
sources of climate variations among which the best
known were variations of solar activity. Researches of
Friis-Christensen and Lassen (1991) reanimated the
mterest to solar-terrestrial relationships. But they

limited themselves by analysis of mean climate
characteristics.

With higher spatial resolution specific structure of
global atmosphere circulation variations in the first half
of 20thcentury is revealed. This structure looks like the
modulation of zonal and meridional circulation forms
by a wave-like disturbance that slowly moved in
westward direction. We speculate, that the interaction of
"disturbance" with surface gave rise to change of
circulation forms, and then to temperature changes. We
know that during considered period of time solar cycles
were shorter. Possibly transition of the Sun to another,
short cycle period regime could trigger the development
of such terrestrial waves. Mechanism of triggering and
support of such waves is unknown at present. Probably
under some conditions terrestrial atmosphere becomes
unstable to excitation of specific largest-scale wave; this
wave controls excitation of smaller-scale vortical flows
and is supported through the mechanism of interaction
with them. One of such kind of mechanism was studied
in our previous paper (Tikhomolov, 1996) and gave
very promising results for interpretation of a number of
effects. Investigation of possibility of application of this
mechanism to the terrestrial atmosphere is the next step
of our researches.
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ABSTRACT

In this work the solar cycle length, SCL, is used as a
proxy of long-term changes in solar radiation, and it is
associated to ionospheric, stratospheric and tropospheric
parameters. These parameters are the maximum
ionospheric electron density, Nmax, the global lower
stratospheric temperature, LST, and the tropospheric
temperature TT. The anomaly of Nmax, LST and TT
(NmaxA, LSTA, and TTA, respectively) are highly
correlated to SCL, with a correlation coefficient greater
than 0.7 with a 95% significant level. The solar
variability then could be the responsible for the long
term modulation observed in the atmospheric
parameters here analyzed.

SOLAR CYCLE LENGTH

It is well known that solar activity is not constant. One
of its periodicities is of approximately I 1 years whose
most obvious aspect is the cycle of the sunspot number,
Rz. The length of the sunspot period from minimum to
minimum as well as from maximum from to maximum,
is known as the solar cycle length, SCL.
SCL has varied between 8 and 17 years (since sunspot
number record exists, around 1500) (Friis-Christensen
and Lassen, 1991; 1992; 1993), in such a way that short
solar cycles implies high activity levels, while long
solar cycles are characteristics of low activity levels.
This solar parameter has a long-term periodicity of
around 80-90 years called the Gleissberg cycle.
Usually the Gleissberg low-pass filter is applied to the
SCL series in order to remove short period variations of
an accidental character. This filter consists of a moving
average with weight 1, 2, 2, 2, 1. The SCL smoothed
series, which can be seen in figure 1, was used in this
work.

ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS

Maximum ionospheric electron density, Nmax -
measured around 300 km height

Based on ionospheric data during solar cycles previous
to cycle 21, it has been established that Rz have a linear

correlation with the maximum electron density, Nmax:

Nmax =a Rz + b, a and b constants (1)

In this work, in order to appreciate the Nmax
association to SCL, the effects of Rz (which explain
around 80% of Nmax variability) has been filtered,
estimating the Nmax anomaly, NmaxA, through

NmaxA = Nmax - Nmax' (2)

being Nmax the experimental value and Nmax' the one
estimated with equation ( 1).
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Figure I: Solar Cycle Length in years smoothed with
the Gleissherg low-pass filter.

Annual Nmax data, measured at 12 LT, from the
following four ionospheric stations and periods have
been analyzed: Slough (5 l. l 5N, 0.6W) (1935-1995).
Manila (14.7N, 121.IE) (1865-1993), Tucuman (29.6S,
294.6E) ( 1957- I986), and Christchurch (43 .6S, l 72.8E)
(1957-1984).
Figure 2 shows mean values of NmaxA for each solar
cycle, together with SCL. The correlation coefficient
between them is greater than 0.80 in all the cases, with
a 95% significance level, stating a high linear
association.
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Global Lower Stratospheric Temperature-LST .
measured around 30 km height

The global monthly LST of the period 1979 to 1999 was
analyzed. The LST anomaly, LSTA, was computed as
the difference between LST and the mean of the 1982-
1991 base period.
The solar radiation mainly involved in stratospheric
heating is the 200-300 nm spectral range, UV. The 10-
102.6 nm range of the solar EUV radiation is the
primary cause of ion production in the ionosphere.
Although UV and EUV originates in different sun
regions, their variations resemble each other (Donnelly
et al., 1986). Since the period length of the LST record
is not enough to estimate a significant statistical
association between LST A and SCL, this association
could be analyzed through NmaxA, assuming that both
parameters are linearly related to the solar radiation in
the UV and EUV ranges.
Figure 3 shows LST A monthly values together with
NmaxA. The correlation coefficient is higher than 0.90
with a 99% significance level. It can be deduced then
that if NmaxA is associated to SCL, then LST A could
also be related to this solar parameter.
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Figure 3: LSTA (°C) after a 12-month moving average
(enhanced line) and monthly values of NmaxAfor
Manila (plus sign).

Tropospheric Temperature- TT- measured at land
surface

The annual mean temperature obtained from the mean
daily temperature record of San Miguel de Tucuman



(29.6S, 294.6W at 481 m above sea level), has been
analyzed in this work. This record is one of the longest
time series in Argentina, covering the period 1889-
1998. The deviation from the mean temperature of the
complete period 1889-1998 has been considered here,
and it was called Tucuman Temperature Anomaly,
TTA.
This temperature data has been controlled with
consistency and homogeneity tests (Minetti, 1991 ). To
test the randomness of the TT A series, the cumulative
periodogram was estimated (Durbin, 1969; Harvey.
1993). From it the existence of low frequency
oscillations is deduced. In fact, the spectrum of TT A
(Harvey, 1993 ), shows a significant peak at a period
around 100 years.
In order to determine the association between this long
term periodicity in TT A and SCL, the mean value of
TT A for each solar cycle was calculated. In figure 4,
TT A and SCL curves have been drawn. A close
association can be noted, confirmed by a the correlation
between them which results 0.71 at a 99% significance
level.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There is a close associanon between SCL and the
atmospheric parameters Nmax, LST and TT.
In figure 5 it has been drawn, together with TTA.
NmaxA and SCL. the Northern Hemisphere land
temperature anomaly analyzed by Friis-Christensen and
Lassen ( 1991) who reported that solar variability.
measured by SCL, explain its variability since 1860. It
can be noticed that the three curves have a similar
behavior to that of SCL.

TTA. measured at a Southern Hemisphere location.
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behaves in the long-term like the Northern Hemisphere
does, supporting in this way, the results of Friis
Christensen and Lassen ( 1991).
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Figure 5: Northern Hemisphere temperature anomalv
(empty triangle), TTA (empty circle), NmaxA (plus
sign) -mean values for each solar cvcle and assigned
to the central year of each cycle- and SCL (filled
circle).

It seems then. that solar activity modulates the long
term temperature variation observed in Tucuman.
Special attention deserves the important decrease from
1945 to 1970. For this period, it should not be expected
changes m the increasing trend of temperature
responding to an increasing greenhouse effect since the
19th century, when the industrial epoch began.
In the pre-industrial epoch, before 1850, the
concentration of greenhouse gases seems to have
remained almost constant, but since then, it has been
monotonically increasing (Tsonis and Elsner. 1989:
Mann ct al., 1998; Victor, 1998). C02 atmospheric
content -one of the greenhouse gases- has a steep
increase during the period 1958-1988, and it is assumed
that the upward trend will continue in the future. Due to
the warming effects of the greenhouse gases, a continue
rise in temperature is expected.
The unexpected temperature decrease during 1945-
1970, suggests that solar activity seems to be more
dominant than the greenhouse effect, in the long-term
temperature behavior.
Nmax presents the same behavior that SCL including
the decrease during 1945-1970. It is not expected over
this parameter, measured around 300 km height,
noticeable effects due to changes in lower regions of the
atmosphere. for example a cooling of the thermosphere
after an increase in greenhouse gases (Rishbeth, 1990).
The changes observed in Nrnax, seems to be due to
solar effects only.
The time variation of LSTA is similar to that of
NmaxA, suggesting that the stratosphere also responds
solar long-term variations.
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ABSTRACT

One of well-known climate cooling events took place
during the Little Ice Age. in the epoch of Wolf. Sporer.
Maunder and Dalton minima of solar activitv. It is
experimentally documented that periods of decreased
solar activity, as reconstructed with 11C and 1°Be data in
samples of known age. coincide with climatic change. A
sharp rise in the 14C concentration in the atmosphere.
which occurred around 850 calendar years BC in the
northern hemisphere, was contemporaneous with
indications for an abrupt climate changes from relatively
warm and continental to cooler and wetter conditions.
Moreover. a ~2400-year periodicity in the development
of the most sharp climatic variations was recorded. This
periodicity is consistent with long-term secular solar
activity fluctuations. Analysis of the geophysical
situation has shown that in time interval from 2800 BP to
2600 BP a unique combination of external factors (solar
activity. cosmic ray enhancement and geomagnetic field
fast changes) took place which together forced abrupt
climate change.

INTRODUCTION

The reconstruction of features of climatic changes has
been greatly aided by historical documents, tree-ring
width variations. pollen records. ice cores. glacier
fluctuations. lake level records and so on. In the northern
hemisphere, climatic data of high resolution for the
Holocene exist in documentary record tree rings. lake
and peat sediments.

Historical evidence indicates that during the sharp
cooling which happened relatively recent. from about
AD1400 to about AD1990 (the Little Ice Age). global
temperature is lowered by 1-2 °C. e.g.. Dansgaard ct al.
(1993). The Little Ice Age coincides with the epoch of
Wolf. Sporer . Maunder and Dalton minima in solar
activity and with an significant increase of amplitude
variations in the 11C concentration in the Earth's
atmosphere. e.g.. Stuivcr and Quay (1980): Dcrgachev
and Chistyakov (1995). As the Little Ice Age has the best
geographic monitoring. this allows make some
generalizations to other such oscillations. We present
evidence for the next climatic cooling event. in the
vicinity of 750-850 BC using mainly historical and proxy
data and discuss the possible causes of the event
(geophysical aspects). The examination of such
oscillations may contribute to a greater understanding of
the climate and the solar activity as the possible cause of
climatic changes.

THE ABRUPT CLIMATE CHANGE
AROUND 2700 BP

Evidence for climatic cooling in the northern hemisphere
around 850 BC was found by Kilian et al. (1995) and
Van Geel ct al. ( 1996). from studying peat deposits. The
sharp climatic cooling in this period can be also obtained
from the examination of parameters of ring growth of
long tree-rings chronologies. According to data presented
by Becker and Kromer (1993) ring growth anomalies in
the German oak occurred near this period. Becker et al.
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( 1985) published dendrochronological data from lake
side villages in the north Alps. They got the conclusion
that no new villages were built for about half a
millenium after 850 BC. The analvsis of variations of
tree-ring growth of the bristlecone pine (Campio
Mountains) also indicates the cooling climate conditions
around 2700 BP (Jacoby. 1997).

Palynological records of lake sediments in Cameroon
(Reynaud-Farrera et al.. 1996: Maley and Brenac, 1996)
indicate a sudden forest retreat around 2700 BP. Using
sediments from two sites in tropical Africa, Gasse and
van Campo (1994) reconstructed the hydrological
balance of lakes in Ethiopia and Ghana. From the result
obtained it mav be deduced that the manifestation of the
large scale arid oscillation of climate in the vicinity of
about 400 (period of Little Ice Age) and 3000 BP.

Van Geel et al. (1996. 1998). reviewing palynological.
geological and archaeological evidence, concluded that
global abrupt climate change occurred around 2700 BP.
Climate in middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere
(Europe, North America. Japan) and the Southern
Hemisphere (New Zealand South America) changed to
colder and wetter conditions. and in the tropics (Africa,
Caribbean) to drier conditions. Climate changed to dry
conditions. related to world-wide changes of the
atmospheric circulation.

EVIDENCE FROM THE PAST SOLAR AND
GEOPHYSICAL FORCING OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The important peculiarity of climate change around 2700
BP is the synchronous sharp increase of cosmic ray
fluxes recorded as an increase of the concentration of the
cosmogenic isotope 14C (L'i11C)in tree-rings (Fig. 1). An
increase of 1°Be record in ice core (Beer et al.. 1988)was
also found around this time.
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Figure 1. L'i'"C for the period between 1000 to 200
calendar years BC (after Stuiver et al.. 1993). The abrupt
rise of L'ir4C around 800 BC coincides with the phase of
palaeoecological. geological and archaeological evidence
for climate change (vertical hatching).

There is an increasing amount of evidence for the time
interval from 3000 to 2000 BP that major climate
changes correspond with variations in cosmic ray
intensity. modulated by the changing intensity of solar
wind. ln the temperate zones of the Northern and
Southern Hemisphere. the periods of increasing cosmic
ray fluxes were characterized by a lowering of
temperatures and by an increase of effective
precipitation. At the same time there was a change to
aridity in tropic regions, e.g., Gasse and van Campo
(1994). An explanation for the climate changes, making
the wet-dry contrast between the temperate zones and the

tropics understandable, is given by Van Geel and
Renssen (1998), see also van Geel et al. (1998). ln that
explanation the influence of changing UV intensity
(important part of the relatively small changes in solar
radiation) and the related changes in the production of
ozone may play an important role (Haigh, 1994; 1996).

Two physical reasons can be responsible for long-term
variations (tens of years and more) of cosmic ray fluxes
in the Earth atmosphere: the action of solar activity
variations on galactic cosmic ray fluxes, and changes of
the dipole moment of the Earth's magnetic field.

Recent works. e.g. Vasiliev et al. (1997) showed that the
large maxima of 2300-2400-year periodicity in
atmospheric 14C concentrations may be caused by long
term decreases in solar activity and may be related to
cooling climatic periods with Alpine glacier expansions
shown (Denton and Karlen. 1973: Rothlisberger. 1986)
and sharp reductions of the Caspian Sea level
(Karpychev. 1994). The abrupt climate change around
2700 BP is one of the events in this series of cool
intervals.

However. it was not only the decrease of solar activitv
that caused the increasing cosmic ray fluxes around 2700
BP. Around this time a geomagnetic excursion named
"Sterno-Etruria" was recorded (Ransom, 1973). Around
2800 BP large variations of the direction of the
geomagnetic dipole were observed (Kochegura. 1992).
Two times the inclination (I) moved from positive
(around 60°) to 0 or negative values (around 10-20°).
Based on archaeomagnetic data from Georgia
(Caucasus). Burlatskaya and Chelidze (1990) found that
the strength of the geomagnetic field was reduced by 2 to
2.5 times around 2800 BP. A reduction bv 3-4 times of
the value of the geomagnetic dipole moment would lead
to a sharp increase of cosmic ray penetration into the
middle and low latitude atmosphere which would
strongly enlarge the total value of cosmic ray fluxes on a
global scale.

SUN'S ACTION. COSMIC RAYS AND CLIMATE

Experimental data discussed above show a close relation
between the sharp increase of cosmic ray fluxes and the
abrupt climate change around 2700 BP. Nearly the same
situation was observed around the Wolf. Sporer,
Maunder and Dalton minima of solar activity: a sharp
increase of cosmic ray fluxes occurred during one of the
coldest phases of the Little Ice Age.

An explanation of the physical effects of cosmic ray
fluxes (modulated by solar activity and geomagnetic
dipole changes) on climate and meteoparameters was
given by Pudovkin and Raspopov (1992), and by
Raspopov et al. (l 998a). They studied the physical
mechanisms (effects of galactic and solar cosmic ray
fluxes penetrating into the stratosphere and troposphere
and causing physical-chemical reactions) and concluded
that optical parameters and the radiation balance of the
atmosphere change under influence of varying cosmic
ray fluxes (Fig. 2).

Experimental data indicate that the intensity of galactic
cosmic ray fluxes change by several percents during



geomagnetic storms (Forbush decrease). During the 11-
years solar cycle the change of galactic cosmic ray fluxes
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Figure 2. Scheme of the action of solar activity and the
changes of geomagnetic field intensity on the climate
and meteoparameters.

can be about I0 % on the Earth surface and even about
50% in the stratosphere. Larger changes in cosmic ray
intensity will have taken place during long-term cycles
of solar activity, for example during the Maunder
minimum or durinz aeomaznctic excursions.

Recent experimental data support the proposed physical
mechanism. These data demonstrate the change of ozone
layer density. the development of cloudiness. the
formation of an aerosol layer in the stratosphere and an
atmospheric veil during the increase of cosmic ray fluxes
in the stratosphere and decrease of the temperature in the
stratosphere, e.g., Dmitriev and Lomakina (1977);
Shurnilov ct al. (1992: 1996): Stephenson and Scourfield
(1992): Kodama et al. (1992). Svensmark and Friis
Christensen (1997). The data mentioned above
concerning the changes of optical and thermodynamical
properties of the atmosphere related to cosmic ray flux
variations in the atmosphere permitted e.g. Raspopov ct
al. (l997a: l997b: l998b) to estimate the possible
decrease of the Earth surface temperature during the
Maunder minimum of solar activitv. This estimation

( .
gave the value of --0.6-0.7 JC. that corresponds with the
temperature change really observed. The proposed
physical mechanism explains the physical link between
the solar cycle length (indicative for solar activity which
modulates galactic cosmic ray intensity) and the global
Earth's surface temperature (Friis-Christensen and
Lassen. 199l). At the same time the proposed
mechanism explains changes of the Earth's surface
temperature during excursions, inversions, and sharp
variations of the geomagnetic field intensity (Raspopov
et al., l 998b; Pctrova and Raspopov, 1998).

We emphasise that during the deep minimum of solar
activity around 2700 BP. the flux of solar radiation to the
Earth surface was reduced: not only because of the
change the atmospheric opacity due the action of cosmic
ravs. but also because of the reduction of the total solar
irradiation. In addition. the reduction of the geomagnetic
dipole value related to the geomagnetic excursion caused
an increase of cosmic ray fluxes which was most
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effective in the middle and equatorial latitudes. As a
consequence. during the geomagnetic excursion the
dynamics and circulation of the equatorial and middle
latitude atmosphere probably was strongly affected.
Possibly this is the reason of dryness in equatorial Africa
at the time discussed. In addition (van Geel et al.. 1998:
van Geel and Rensscn, 1998). a reduction of solar UV.
and related changes in ozone production. with world
wide effects on atmospheric circulation patterns may
have played a role.

CONCLUSIONS

Palaeo-records indicate that the increase of cosmic rav
fluxes around 2700 BP. which relate to 2400-year pend
icity of solar activity. was accompanied by global
climate cooling. The analysis of the geophysical situation
shows that around 2700 BP a unique combination of
externals factors (reduced solar activity and solar
irradiation. cosmic ray enhancement. and a·geomagnetic
excursion) occurred, which together caused this climate
change. Recent experimental data demonstrate the
influence of cosmic rays on optical properties and on the
radiation balance of the atmosphere. Cosmic ray
enhancement leads to a global temperature decrease. We
conclude that the sudden temperature decrease recorded
around 2700 BP was caused bv the combined effects of
the above mentioned geophysical factors. These factors
together caused the solar radiation decrease near the
Earth surface and thus created conditions for the sudden
and sharp climate cooling as shown in the palaeo
records.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of solar activity and variability on climatic
processes during the last 300 years has been studied by
analyzing the tree-ring growth at the northern timber line
at Kola Peninsula (Russia) and in Scandinavia (Finnish
Lapland). It has been shown that there is a good
correlation between the solar activity periodicity (22 and
90 years) and cyclicity of climatic processes whose
indicator is the tree-ring growth. The tree-ring growth is
also the evidence of variability in climatic processes with
periods of about 33 and 18 years. Climatic cyclicity with
a period of about 35 years is known as the Bruckner
cycle. In the paper the physical interpretation of
generation of the climatic Bruckner cycle as resulting
from the nonlinear effect of solar activity on atmospheric
conditions is given.

INTRODUCTION

The data obtained in recent years point to the existence
of long-term variations in solar irradiation associated
with changes in the structure of solar magnetic fields
[Lockwood and Stamper, 1999]. Soon et al. [2000) have
shown that there is a close connection between the solar
activity manifesting itself in changes of the size of solar
coronal holes and such climatic parameter as variation in
surface temperatures. Dergachev and Raspopov [2000]
have demonstrated that variation in mean surface
temperatures in the Northern hemisphere is subjected to
the influence of the 90 and 210-year solar cycles. These
studies. and also a number of other works [Lean ct al.,
1995: Friis-Christensen and Lassen, 1991; Pudovkin and
Raspopov, 1992; Pudovkin and Veretenenko, 1996;
Svensrnark and Friis-Christensen, 1997; Svensmark,
1999: Shumilov et al., 1996; Raspopov et al., 1998;
Tinsly, 1996] have given evidence for a strong effect
exerted by solar activity and variability on climatic
conditions on the Earth. This effect manifests itself in the
most pronounced fashion for the periodicity of solar
processes of about 20 years and more.

The physical nature of the effect of solar activity and
variability on climatic changes can be interpreted both in
the context of variations in solar irradiation in the
process of solar activity evolution [Lean et al., 1995;

Lockwood and Stamper, 1999] and in the context of the
influence of solar rays on the atmosphere [Ney, 1959;
Pudovkin and Raspopov, 1992; Shurnilov et al., 1996:
Raspopov et al., 1998; van Geel et al., 1999;
Svensmark, 1999; Soon et al., 2000]. However,
irrespective of the physical mechanism of the influence
of solar activity and variability on climatic processes,
this effect cannot be linear because of a complex
structure of the atmosphere-ocean interaction. specific
features of atmospheric circulation, etc.

The goal of this work was to obtain experimental data
confirming the nonlinear character of the effect of solar
activity and variability on climatic conditions by
analyzing long-term dendrochronological data series of
increases in tree-ring width near the northern timber line
at the north-west of Russia (Kola Peninsula) and
Scandinavia.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Analysis of the dendrochronological data reveals that the
most pronounced climatic response is observed in the
rings of the trees growing in critical climatic conditions,
i.e., at high-elevation and high-latitude timber lines. For
the investigations, the northern timber line region (pine)
at Kola Peninsula in the Tuloma river valley
(<1>=68,8"N,/.=32,8°W) was chosen. This region has a
flat relief, and climatic conditions throughout the year
are influenced by the warm Gulf Stream. As a
consequence, the region has a good wetness in sununcr
months, which creates favorable conditions for growth of
trees in spite of the fact that the region is in polar
latitudes. The presence of 250-350-year old trees
confirms this. A good wetness of the region suggests that
the main factor regulating the tree-ring growth here arc
temperature conditions, which, in principle, is typical of
trees growing in the northern timber line regions [Jacoby
and D'Arrigo, 1989; Briffa et al., 1992]. It is important
to note that the Tuloma region is close to Northern
Finland, whose climatic conditions arc similar. where
Siren [1961] carried out dendrochronological studies by
using the tree-ring growth data for Lapland from 1180 to
1960 for latitudes 68 - 70"N.

Fig. I shows mean annual tree-ring widths (in mm) for
pine in the Tuloma valley region for 1629- 197.+.For

------ --------------------·--------- -
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the analysis, core samples of 10 trees with the age of
more than 300 years [Lovelius, 1979)were used. The
samples were employed to determine the tree-ring
growth for each of the trees, and then the mean for the
whole series was found. The data were smoothed by a 5-
year running average. This representation of the data was
used to exclude the annual meteorological variability and
to demonstrate more clearly long-term variations in
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Figure 1. Tree-ring width (Pine) at the Northern timber
line at Kola Peninsula, Tuloma River Valley (<I>=68.8°
N, A-=32.8°W). A running mean filter of 5 years was
used to smooth the data.

tree-ring growth. Variations in tree-ring growth with
periods of - 20- 30 years and - 80-90 years can be
easily seen in Fig. I. It is also evident that the largest
width of tree rings and hence, highest summer
temperatures at Kola Peninsula took place in - 1760-
1780and in 1940- 1950, and the minimum width of tree
rings (and temperature) were observed in 1770-1780
and- 1840.This is in good agreement with the
temperature behavior in the Northern hemisphere in the
past reconstructed from the data on tree-ring widths in
Northern America [Jacoby and D'Arrigo, 1989). A
pronounced minimum around 1815 -1816 is well seen as
well. This temperature minimum has a global character
and is typically attributed to eruption of the Tamboro
volcano in 1815 r. [Jones et al., 1995].

Thus the data on pine ring growth at the northern timber
line at Kola Peninsula contain palaeoclimatic
information consistent with the general trends in climatic
variations at high latitudes of the Northern hemisphere
during the last centuries.

Fig.2a shows the results of spectral analysis of temporal
variations in ring widths of pine in the Tuloma valley for
the period from 1629 to 1974: Fig.2b presents the results
of spectral analysis of tree-ring growth for Finnish
Lapland from 1463 to 1960 [Siren, 1961). It is obvious
that the two spectra nearly coincide, which points to
identical changes in climatic conditions in the north of
Scandinavia and at Kola Peninsula during the last 400 -
500 years. The spectral density is seen to peak at periods
- 1L 23, and 88 - 90 years corresponding to the
periodicity in solar activity. In addition, the spectral
density distribution has maxima at - 30 - 33 and - 18
years. Periodicity in climatic phenomena with a period of
about 30 -35 vears was for the fist time revealed in 1890
by Bruckner [1890) and was called the Bruckner cycle.
At first Bruckner found the fundamental period of
climatic oscillations equal to 34.8 ± 0.7 years. Later
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Figure 2. Spectral density of tree-ring width (Pine) at
Kola Peninsula (a) and Finnish Lapland (b), and
distribution of frequencies of variation in the tree-ring
width corresponding to periodicities in solar activity
(v0,vmvp) and their combinatory frequencies (va.-vo and
va.+v0) in Finnish Lapland (c). Dotted lines on curve (a)
are confidential levels (0,9 and 0,95).

convincing experimental evidence for such a periodicity
in climatic processes was obtained, and detailed analysis
extended the Bruckner cycle from 30 to 45 years
[Sazonov, 1979). The 18-year periodicity in climatic
processes is typically interpreted in the context of the
effect oflunar tides [O'Brien and Currie, 1993].

DISCUSSION

Spectral analysis of dendrochronological series for the
north of Kola the spectra, the climatic Bruckner cycle
also manifests Peninsula and Finnish Lapland (Fig. 2)
shows that external factors (solar activity, lunar tides)
efficiently affect climatic processes at high latitudes. In
The spectra the climatic Bruckner cycle also manifest
itself. Note that the physical nature of this cycle has not
been explained so far.

As noted above, the effect of solar activity and
variability on climatic processes cannot be linear on the



global scale because of a number of factors. such as a
large inertia of the atmosphere-ocean system. a
complicated structure of atmospheric circulation.
difference in the albedo of the water surface and land
etc. Let us examine the structure of the spectra shown in
Fig.2 from the point of view of the nonlinearity of the
effect of solar activity and variability on the atmosphere.
In case of a nonlinear process. oscillations multiple to
basic periods of solar activity arc bound to arise in the
system (Gleissberg cycle - T1= I/v1=88-90 years, Hale
cycle - T2=llv:=22 years. Schwabe cycle T3=I/v3= 11
years) [Damon et al.. I989]. In addition. cornbinatory
frequencies given by the relation v=zsv,+nv2' where m
and n integers, can be generated IBurroughs. I994].
Analysis of dendrochronological and other climatic data
for different regions of the Earth, including temperature
measurements records in Sr.Petersburg, Stockholm. and
Trondheim [Pudovkin and Lyubchich, 1989: 01'. 19691
has revealed a stronger effect of 22 and 90-year solar
cycles compared with I I-year cycles. Therefore. it can
be expected that combinatory frequencies and harmonics
resulting from Gleissberg and Hale cycles will appear in
the spectra of natural processes. In this case Glcissberg
and Hale cycles can generate such cornbinatory
frequencies as v.= v2-v1= I!T2 -l/T1 = 0.034 and v.=
V2+V1= lfT2+I/T1= 0.057.

These frequencies correspond to oscillation periods T_=
29.4 years and T_ = 17.5 years. Since the length of solar
cycles also varies. which is due to physical processes on
the Sun. combinatory frequencies can cause periods in
the range - 30-35 and - 17-18 years. Just these periods
arc present in the power spectra in Fig. 2. From this point
of view the Bruckner cycle in climatic processes can be
interpreted as a result of the nonlinear effect of solar
activity and variability on atmospheric processes.
Variability of climatic conditions with a period of - 18
years requires further consideration aimed at separation
of the effects of solar activity and lunar tides on climatic
parameters

This physical interpretation of the reasons for the
Bruckner cycle implies that Brucker cycle can manifest
itself on the global scale. This hypothesis in supported by
analysis of palaeoclimatic data from different regions of
the Earth. Schlueter [I999). having performed spectral
analysis of the 6180 content in ice cores in Greenland and
radiocarbon concentration in tree rings and thickness of
lake varves in Germany for the Holocene period. found
peaks at periods - 90. 20 -21 and - 33 years in all data
series. Wang et al. [2000) analyzed the content of nitrates
in ice at the Plateau of Tibet for 900 - I900 and
discovered periodic changes in nitrate concentration
following the solar activity periodicity and also Bruckner
cycle. Spectral analysis revealed periods of I0.3. 22.9.
3I .3 and 88.1 years. Cyclicity in climatic processes with
a period of - 30 - 35 years was found in changes in the
Saima Lake level in Finland [Sazonov. I9791. There is a
31-ycar periodicity in the Kaspian sea level [Bagrov.
1963] and a 30-ycar periodicity in river flow at north
west of Russia. including basins of the Ladoga and
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Onega lakes and areas adjacent to Ural [Zeretskaya et al.,
1992].

An important feature of the Bruckner cycle consisting in
the presence of two frequency bands with periods
centered around 30 and 45 years was revealed by
Sazonov 11979). The author [Sazonov, I979]
emphasized that the attempts to find the 33-year cycle in
solar activity failed and drew attention to the fact that
short periods (T- 30 years) were observed during the
epochs with a high solar activity level, and long cycles
(T- 45 years) are typical of a low solar activity level.
This result confirms the idea that the physical nature of
the Bruckner cycle is the result of the nonlinear effect of
solar activity on climatic processes. Indeed. under
conditions of a low solar activity and hence, small or
even nearly zero amplitude of the I I and 22-year
cyclicity, as in the Maunder minimum period generation
of combinatory frequencies of the type of l/v= l/v, ±
I/v2 (with periods of - 18 and 30 years in our case) are
not to be appreciable. and the nonlinear effect of solar
activity must manifest itself in generation of harmonics
of the 90-ycar cycle. which was actually observed. A 45-
year periodicity is the second harmonic of the 90-ycar
cycle. An increasing amplitude of the I I and 22-ycar
solar cycles gives rise to a corresponding growth in the
amplitude of combinatory frequencies with periods of -
30 and I8 years, and their effect on climatic processes
becomes dominating over that of the 2-nd harmonic of
the 90-ycar cycle.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of solar activity on climatic processes during
the last 300 years has been studied by using long-term
dendrochronological series of tree-ring growth near the
northern timber-line at Kola Peninsula and Northern
Scandinavia. It has been shown that cyclicity of climatic
processes correlates well with the solar activity periods
(T "" 22 and 90 years). and also with the periods
corresponding to combinatory frequencies (Te 30-33 and
18years) of 22- and 90-year solar periodicity.

The obtained results allow us to physically interpret the
climatic Bruckner cycle (T - 30 - 35 and - 45 vears) as a
result of the nonlinear effect of solar activity on
atmospheric processes. Climatic variability with a Period
of - 18years can be interpreted in the context of both the
nonlinear effect of solar activity and the effect of
periodicity in lunar tides on the climate.
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ABSTRACT

Possible physical interpretation of connection between
solar cycle length (SCL) and temperature anomalies arc
discussed. It is shown that as a rule shorter cycles are
the more intensive ones. During more intensive cycles
one can observe solar radiation increase and decrease of
galactic cosmic ray influence on cloud formation. Both,
direct and non-direct effects of solar activity arc
additive and lead to temperature enhancement So, the
shorter cycles could be the warmer ones. It is
demonstrated that temperature response to cycle length
changes arc di1Tercntfor periods 1705-1810 and 1900-
1990. and equal -0.03°/yr and 0.4°/yr correspondingly,
and practically absent for period 1810-1890.

SCL-parameter reflects only tendency: shorter (and
more powerful) cycles are connected to warmer climate
and could hardly be used for numerical estimates of
solar influence on the climate.

INTRODUCTION

Physical interpretation of well-known excellent
correlation between Solar Cycle Length (SCL) and
Northern Hemisphere temperature (6T) why the
connection shown by Friis-Christensen and Lassen
(1991) is still far from complete understanding on
account that SCL is not the causal factor influencing
global temperatures. More over in work by Damon and
Pcristykh (1999) and Laut and Gundcrmann (2000) is
the serious critics concerning results obtained by Friis
Christensen and Lassen (1991). Damon and Peristykh
(1999)concluded that in the last century the temperature
increase is connected in general to green-house effect
and solar activity action was not more than 25%.

However neither in Damon and Peristykh (1999)work.
not in the work by Laut and Gundcrmann (2000) there is
no interpretation why the connection between SCL and
6T rather well expressed in industrial epoch. Besides till
present time there was not any attempt to give possible
physical interpretation of connection between SCL and
6T.

The main aim of the present paper is discussion about
possible physical interpretation of connection between
SCL and variation of global temperature 6T. Such
interpretation probably may be based on the connection
between SCL and solar cycle intensity: as a rule the
shorter cycles are the more intensive ones.

RELATION BETWEEN SOLAR CYCLE LENGTH
AND SOLAR CYCLE INTENSITY

Bray (1965) was the first, who noted the tendency that
the shorter solar cycles arc the more intensive. In more
common form this tendency may be expressed by the
equation (Chistyakov, 1997):

Wm= (377.9 ±6-15)- (N959 ± 58j. L (I).

where Lis cycle length and Wmis the maximum sunspot
number for the same cycle.

This equation can be used for comparison mean values
Wm and L for 10 and more cycles. Unfortunately. it
expresses rather weak correlation between Wmand L on
long time scale. Sec, for example, Fig. I, where it is
shown dependence between Wmand L for period 1705.5
- 1989.6 (time of cycle maximum) on IYm and l. data
from (Chistyakov, 1997). So, L is simply proxy measure
of level of solar activity influencing on the climate. TI1c
dependence of temperature variations tiT from SCL
which is shown in (Friis-Christensen and Lassen, 1991)
demonstrates the situation: the more active the Sun (and
more shorter solar cycle) reflect to the higher Earth
temperatures.

DISCUSSION

Two main agents connected to solar activity and
influenced the climate are:

l. Level of solar radiation. because experimental data
prove that integral value of total radiation changes on
0.1-0. l s<Yo from maxima to minima of I I-year cycle of
solar activity (Frolich and Lean. 1998: Willson and
Hudson, 199l ). Estimates of solar radiation longer trend

Pro: J '1 Sokn' & .\/J(IU' \Vl'uther F11roco11/t'l"l'tll·t', 'Th» Sotnr Cvc!: on.l Terrestnu! ( '/1n111tt St1n!ll ( 'r11.-1fr Trnrrit«. Fent' rife .. \j>c1u1.
]5 2<JSq1tn11/1tr 2!HH! ! FS.\ S/'--HJ3. /J({c111/>cr 2!!01))
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Figure 1. Maximal sunspot numbers (Wm) and solar
cycle lengths (L) for 1705.5-1989.6, unfiltered data
(Chistyakov, 1997).

on increase of activity of the Sun expressed in mean
coronal source field over interval 1901-1995, give rise
of total solar irradiation of M ==l.65±0.23 Wrn -L

(Lockwood and Stamper, 1999).
2. The second agent probably acting on the climate are
galactic cosmic ray variations (Pudovkin and Raspopov,
1992: Shumilov et al.. 1996; Svensmark and Friis
Christensen, 1997; Raspopov et al., 1998; van Geel et
al., 1999). Changes of solar activity lead to changes of
galactic cosmic ray intensity penetrating into the
atmosphere. It was shown on some experimental data
and model calculations that galactic (GCR) and episodic
solar cosmic rays (SCR) can create additional aerosol
clouds stimulating lower cloudiness creation in the
atmosphere, which partly block solar radiation input to
the surface that leads in turn to some decrease of the
ground temperatures (Palle Bago and Butler, 2000).
Taking into account the pronounced cyclic variations of
GCR intensity (this variation is about 40% from min to
max in cycles at the 18 km altitude), then the linear
dependence between mean surface temperature
departures (L'.17) and sunspot number W takes place
(Raspopov et al., 1998):

LIT=0.003JW-0.57 (2)

It is very important that effect of solar radiation change
and effects of cosmic rays under changes of solar
activity add each other. Actually, for example, under
solar activity decrease the solar radiation also decreases,
and cosmic ray intensity increases. The last leads to
increases of aerosol layer density (Shurnilov et al, 1996)
and intensification of cloudiness formation (Svensmark
and Friis-Christensen, 1997; Palle Bago and Butler,
2000) that in turn to decrease the solar radiation input to
the Earth surface.

Let we consider the behavior of SCL proxy climate
parameter for longer period outside period of
instrumental temperature observations used in paper of

Friis-Christensen and Lassen (1991), where it was
obtained that excellent correlation between SCL and
global temperature changes. For comparison we used:
filtered (1-2-2-2-1) SCL data (SCL meanings were
taken from (Chistyakov, 1997), multiproxy smoothed
(Mann et al., 1998) data and land-sea instrumental
smoothed temperature data (Jones et al., 1998).
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Figure 2. Annual smoothed multiproxy temperatures
(lvfann et al., 1998) plotted against Ji ltered (12221)
sunspot lengths (Chistyakov, 1997) for period 1700-
1810.
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2,for period 1810-1890.
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In Figs.2,3,4 it is shown the dependence between the
temperatures and SCL for periods: 1700-1810, 1810-
1900, 1900-1990. The intervals were choosen taking
into account the following reasons:

1. We cannot exclude the possible influence on the
climate the very powerful Tambora volcanic
eruption in 1815.
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Figure -i.Annual smoothed land-sea instrumental data
otXorthern Hemisphere temperature variations (Jones
et al., 1998) and filtered (12221) sunspot lengths
rChistvakov. 1997Jfor period 1900-1990.

2. We used the last interval in which Friis-Christensen
and Lassen (1991) got excellent correlation
between SCL and L1T.

3. From 1900 year the strong rise of the global
temperature was connected to green-house effect.

.+. The first and the third intervals coincide with 210-
year maximum of solar activity. The intensity of
210-year cycle (the de Vries cycle) is 2-.+ times
more than that of 90-year ones (the Gleissberg
cycle) (Dergachev, 1995).

From comparison of Figs.2-.+it can be concluded:

A) SCL as climate parameter "works" not always, but
around enhanced periods of long-term solar activity
variations (possibly maximum of 2 IO-ycar cycle)
(Fig. 5) The alternative interpretation of this
efficiency might have been distorted by other (non
solar) physical reasons. For example, Tambora
emption in 1815 was the most powerful emption
for the last 22.000 years and could have led to
rather shurt-timc volcanic signal.

B) The response of temperature to SCL was different
from the first and third intervals: -0.03°/yr and
O ..+olvt.

The interpretation of the last conclusion seems to be
rather indefinite. The stronger response may be
connected to green-house effect influence. But the
presence of temperature minimum in 1950-1970 years
(which coincides with 90-year solar cycle minimum)
demonstrates the compatible influence of solar factor on
the climate even on the ground of well-pronounced
green-house effect (Fig. 5) On the other hand, SCL
parameter is determined from-l l-year Wolf number
cycle parameter and cannot reflect all sides of solar
activity. For example, level of solar radiation is more
strongly connected to coronal source magnetic flux
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(Lockwood and Stamper, 1999). Long-term trend of
coronal magnetic flux is not obviously connected to
SCL determined from 11-year cycle parameters. In
reality some discrepancy between annual means trend of
the coronal source magnetic flux and smoothed sunspot
numbet is seen from Fig.6 in (Lockwood and Stamper.
1999).The very good connection between solar coronal
hole area and global tropospheric temperature anomaly
has obtained by Soon et al. (2000).

1700 1800 1900 2000

Figure 5. Temporal variations of solar activity for the
last 300 years: R, is the sunspot number; the broken
line shows the 210-year cycle of solar activity; the thick
one shows the linear combination of 90- and 210-year
solar activity cycles.
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figure 6. Annual means of coronal source magneticflux
and sunspot numbers (Lockwood and Stamper, 1999).

CONCLUSIONS

Physical connection between solar cycle length (SCL)
and variation of global temperature (11T) could be based
on relation between intensity of solar cycles an its
duration: shorter (and more powerful) cycles are
connected through pronounced solar radiation and
effects of galactic cosmic rays on the cloudiness (and
aerosols) to warmer climate. However the connection
between SCL and temperature variation 11Tone have to
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considers only as a some tendency because not only
solar cycle (and Wolf numbers) may determine the solar
radiation level and the solar activity level in general.
Relation coefficients between SCL and ~T variations
may as well depend on long-term variation of solar
activity ( the 2400-year, the Gleissberg, the de Viere
cycles and etc.), and also on action other external
factors (volcanic activity, green-house effect and etc.).
We have to take into account that last century period
coincides with epoch of 2400- and 210-year solar
activity cycles enhancement.
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ABSTRACT

It is undoubtedly valuable to explore the space dis
tribution and time evolution of different solar activ
ity phenomena when trying to understand better the
quality and quantity of their responses in the helio
sphere. By the phenomenon of coronal green line
brightness we demonstrate that the dynamics of this
line radiation, as recorded especially within the zone
of middle solar latitudes, may represent a source of
relevant information to achieve the goal.

Kev words: solar emission corona; solar cycle; solar
t c-rrt-strial relations.

l. I:\TRODl'CTION

Solar corona represents a highly rarefied and fully
ionized conductive plasma. Its time and space or
ganizations are extremely sensitive to the structure
and intensity of the solar magnetic field and, in fact,
characterized by a pronounced anisotropy of the in
st ant ancous state of this field. Indeed, such a large
scale coronal inhomogeneities as are tIH' streamers.
«ondensat ions. coronal holes. polar rays. loops. voids.
r-tc. all t hov are caused and outlined bv a discrete
magnetic field dist ri hut ion in the solar atmosphere.
The above structures come from the so-called white
light corona originating from the scattering of pho
tospheric photons by the free electrons present in the
coronal medium.

Siinilarl v. the long-term and large-scale dist ribu
t i<Jn>oft lw solar emission corona brightness an· not
i"<Jtropir. ;ts wel]. Thrv s1wcificalh· rdl(•C't evolution
of the global solar Illagnct is111during the solar rv
des. At rho same time. the E corona represents the
oulv component of the coronal radiation which arises
ou t of t rue emission by the coronal ions. The men
tioned discrete coronal distributions arc manifested

both in the heliographic longitude and in t h« holi
ographic latitude and contribute to t.h« variabilit ies
and periodicities found in the general solar act.ivitv,

Intensity of the coronal green line Fe XI\ ..)30.3 nm
(CG L, in the next) represents a very proper index of
solar activity. It is because CGL radiation is propor
tional to the densit.v and rernper atur« of th« medium
where this line originates. The regular dailv pat ml
measurements of the CGL intensity arc now rarricd
out for more than half a crntur y hv a small not
work of the high-altitude coronal obscrvatorios, \\'e
have transformed all the ac('(~ssiblc data to a com
mon photometric scale and the digitized dat ahas!'
was created. Morr- details about t.h« reduct ion of
data and the structure of database can be found.
e.g., in Sykora (1992a).

The· data on CG L intonsit v is availahlo for ('acl1 :) of
solar latitude. Therefore. \\'('an· abi« to aualv:«: t h«
course of brightness at different latit.udos. wi t hin ar
bitrary latitudinal zones. solar hemispheres 01. over
the Sun as a star. \\'c prefer to cut the Sun to. at
least, five latitudinal zones: one equatorial and the
polar and middlc-latitudr: zones at hot h t lw hemi
spheres. In fact. wr: found the global coronal indices
improperly characterizing r.ho solar act ivit v, smoot b
ing many import ant details.

Somo rosult s indicating a particular rol« of t h«
middle-la tit ude zo11<'s(in our int orprtt at ion ccJ\'(·ring
most often ±2(j0 - 00° of lat it ud«) i11re-lat ion to t h«
22-ycar solar magnetic rvr.licit.v and t hC' lor1g-tr-rrn
cosmic ray modulation. including cxist cnco oft h<'ch·
namic and quasi-st ar iouarv componcut s in this mod
ulation, wer« alrradv published (St.mini and Svkora.
1997; Storini pt al.. 1997). Tho gn•c•n rnrn11a low
bright Jl('SS r('gions (alias «oronal holes). idont ilir-d in
side rho middle-lat it ud« zun<'s. \\TU' found wr-ll «orro
lated with the incn-ascd g(•acti\'ity (Svkor». J<J0:?h)

\\'e are sorry do not concrrn here wir h tho interest
ing longitudinal distributions of the CGL lnight noss,
displaying a long-lasting persistence of coronal act iv-

l'ro: /'1 ,\olar& S1111ce ireurlter F11r(lnn11trnwe. 'The Solar C\1/c uni/ Trrrr-unul C/1111ufl' Sunru Crn: de Tt11tT1/e. Trncnte, .\f1urn.
c.'i-]'! .l'e1>rn11hcr c!IOO rl:'S.\ .\'f' . .J63. l rcccmbrr 21H!IJ}
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Fiqure 1. Time-latitude distrilnitioti of the CGL intensity during the last five solar cycles atul a qraduo! ("1jc/1c

relocation of the briqhines mazimum (cf. coronal activity). The isophotes are draum with step of 10 absolu fl'
coronal units (a. c. u.) and range from 10 to 140 a. c. tz. in this figure. (We appologize f01· the differeru:e in ilu
horizont al scales on both the ptnicls.]

itv in t hr discrete intervals of holiographir longitudes
and allm1·ing to assume- t\1·0 modos (rigid and differ
ontial) in the rotation of the solar corona (Sykora,
1994, and the references therein).

'2. .-\. S.-\..\IPLE OF THE RESCLTS OBTAINED

The t imo-Iar itude distribution of the CG L intensity
(t.ho half-yearly averaged data was used in this case)
is plotted in the lower panel of Figure l. Clearly
non-uniform distribution of the coronal brightness
is displayed both over the solar latitudes and dur
ing the solar cycles. Some impulses (maxima) in
the coronal activity may be well distinguished. they
me. probably. modulated hy the generally accepted
quasi-biennial oscillations in solar art ivity. The up
por pant'! of Figure 1 shows a gradul shift of the

brightness maximum from t ho higher latitudes drnn1
to the equator (Sporers law). Thero is indication Oil

the relation between the height of the sunspot nTh'
and the highest latitude at which the coronal maxi
mum is situated at the beginning of a given cycle .

.\Ionthly averaged CGL intensities, as plotted in five
panels of Figure 2. demonstrate quite a small contri
bution oft he extensive polar zones ±60° - 900 tot lll'
tot al CGL brightness. This is because t hr polar ro
gions are most often covered by coronal holes which
with their reduced dcnsit v and temperature are not
favourable for the CGL excitation. Converselv. the
green corona low brightness regions arc good proxy
of coronal holes (Sykora. 1992b; Sykora et al. 2000).
Except of that, the polar zones manifest a st ronglv
supresscd variability of the CG L brightness duruu;
the solar cycles. Tho last finding is wvl! seen also
in Figure 3 where the maximum and minimum half-
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Funu« 2. Monthly acera.qcd CG L intensities plotted
for the chosen latitudinal zones manifest very small
contribution of the extensive polar zones to the total
CGL briohtriess of the Sun.

vrarlv means arc drawn separ at clv for the equatorial.
rniddl« and polar zones. It is worth noticing that t hr
largest variabilit v of roroual brightness (proportional
tu rho size of t.hr- shadowed area) is 1vpical for the
in iddle-lati tude zones at both solar hornisphr-rt:s.

A specific behaviour of exactly these zones is once
more shown in Figure 4. \\"hen the total green line
(TGl) intensity is compared with the sunspot num
b.-r curvr- (Rz / 2) the correlation is not verv good as
for the heights of the cvclcs. On the other hand, t'.1is
correlation is much better whr-n r.he coronal bright
noss is normalized to the brightrn•ss of the middle-
1'1ti rudo zones (the lower panel of Figure 4). How
evor. in this case the coronal cycle is su bstanr.iallv
shifted back in time.

The mentioned peculiarity is even better visible in
Figure ;) and \VC sorionslv emphasize this quality.
The rnurscs of the CCL brigut noss during activity
ndes arr prr-sent ed sep;ira1 «Iv fort he equatorial and
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Figure 5. The course of the CGL solar cycles is con
siderably different when comparing two solar zones.

middle-latitude zones. Surprisingly, the maxima of
the CGL brightness middle-latitude curve occur for
some 2-5 years earlier in comparison with those in
the equatorial curve. This fact need not be omitted
and ignored.

The solar corona undoubtedly reflects the MHD pro
cesses in the lower layers of the Sun and, subse
quently, it mediates governing of the processes taking
place in the heliosphere. Therefore, the last finding,
together with the other properties described in this
contribution. drive us to recommed more frequent
investigations of solar activity and its responses in
the heliosphere by dividing the Sun into the partic
ular latitudinal zones. Consideration of the different
phases in the solar cycle separately could be fruitful,
as well. In both the approaches, more relevant re
sults may be expected in comparison with the stud
ies based on the analysis of the whole Sun indices
only.
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ABSTRACT

Large amounts of energy are absorbed in the
atmosphere around the polar cap during geomagnetic
disturbances connected to solar activity that may
indirectly influence meteorological processes in the
troposphere. For the examination of the phenomenon
mentioned above the localization of the energy
absorption is necessary. A possible way is the
observation of the upper atmosphere in UV-light or in
X-ray generated by showers of energetic electrons. Due
to the higher energy the last one yields more compact
excited areas that makes better position determination
possible. Therefore in the present work an attempt is
made to trace relationships between ionospheric
disturbances detectable in the X-ray region and trends of
changes of sea level pressure (SLP) over the Arctic. It
was found that the effect can be stronger or weaker
depending on the initial conditions. If there is a strong
and stable surface high or low-pressure system under
the area activated in X-ray the influence will be very
weak. If the disturbance takes place over a weaker
surface high or low-pressure system the effect is
stronger. It may deepen the low if SLP is stagnating or
decreasing. It may slow down the increase of SLP when
the low is weakening or a high-pressure ridge is
developing.

INTRODUCTION

During geomagnetic disturbances caused by solar
activities large amounts of energy are absorbed in the
atmosphere, which may have an indirect effect on
meteorological processes in the troposphere. One of the
possible reasons is that the charged particles due to solar
activity penetrate into the auroral zones and generate an
electric jet current in the lower ionosphere. In the polar
cap this current may induce variable magnetic fields in
the lover atmosphere, which produces conductivity
electric currents. These vortex currents are one of the
possible sources of the heating of atmosphere, which
causes the air masses to expand. The variations of the
temperature in the atmosphere may produce a
meridional pressure profile, which may cause a change

Proc. !''Solar & Space Weather Euroconterence, 'The Solar Cvcle and Terrestrial Clunute ·. Sant« Cru; de Teneritc. Teneri]e, Spain.
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of the zonal circulation. This has been supported by
several works showing a slight change in the air
pressure connected to geomagnetic activities caused by
solar events (Mustel 1966, I972; Shchuka 1969;
Shuurmans et al. 1969, 1979; Roberts et al. 1973; King
I974; Smimov I996; Bochnicek 1998; Pudovkin 1998;
etc). Special interest is in the fact that the places of this
energy feedings are mainly in the auroral zone that is
approximately coinciding with the zone of the planetary
waves from where the mid-latitude cyclones originate.

For this reason in this paper an attempt is made to find
relationships between the location of disturbances of the
ionosphere detectable in the X-ray region and changes
of SLP over the Arctic.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

In our work the changes of SLP under the center of
areas of twenty-four different ionospheric X-ray events
were analyzed between I I January and 27 February
2000. The time pattern of the observed X-ray events (e1_

24) related to the geomagnetic disturbances is seen in
figure I.
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Figure 1: Geomagnetic Activity Indices during the
winter of year 2000 (see ref NOAA) connected to the
examined X-ray disturbance events (e 1_2,J of the
ionosphere.
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Two main considerations in view were kept in the
course of the selection of the studied time period. First
of all we have chosen a term that is around the solar
activity maximum, when the number of different
ionospheric disturbances originated from solar events
are sufficient but they still do not in overlap with each
other. On the other hand, the winter period is favourable
because that time the Arctic and the planetary waves
along the edge of the polar cap are free of disturbances
caused by solar irradiation (Serrze 1993)

POLAR Ionospheric X-ray Imaging Experiment
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Figure 2: An observation (the case of eEJ of Polar
Ionospheric X-rcy Imaging Experiment (PLUE).

To localize the ionospheric disturbances images of Polar
Ionospheric X-ray Imaging Experiment (see ref. PIXIE,
figure 2.) were applied while changes of SLP over the
North polar areas were analyzed using the surface
atmospheric pressure analysis charts of the Canadian
Meteorological Centre (see ref. CMC).

Despite the fact that in similar investigations the 500
hpa geopotential height analysis charts are generally
used we applied SLP maps because of their higher space
and time resolution. First the size and co-ordinates of
the centre of areas of ionospheric disturbances projected
onto the surface of the Earth had been determined. Then
the changes of atmospheric pressure in the centres and
the time derivatives of them were calculated by
interpolation on the base of the surface isobar charts
before, during and after the ionospheric disturbances.
Synoptic events like cyclone development under the
areas of ionospheric disturbances have been taken into
consideration as well.

RESULTS

The expected changes of pressure at the surface of the
Earth have appeared to be similar to have been
observed. Namely, the heating of the atmosphere under
the place of the ionospheric disturbance observed in X-

ray in our cases usually caused an observable decreasing
of SLP. Clear examples of this phenomenon are shown
in figure 3. The disturbance may deepen the low if the
SLP is stagnating (case of e2 in figure 3.) or decreasing
(case of e, in figure 3.). It may slow down or turn back
the increase of SLP when the low is weakening or a
high-pressure ridge is developing (case of e8 in figure
3.).
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Figure 3: The changes of sea level pressure (SLP) as
the function of time (open circles) and the time
derivative of it (black squares) at the term of an
ionospheric disturbance. The duration of the given
ionospheric disturbance event (e1,2.EJobserved in X-ray
region is shown by stripped area.

The only exceptions in the course of our investigation
were in the cases of e9-I4events where two large and
relatively stable low-pressure systems with a strong
high-pressure ridge between them covered the Arctic.
These were such large and strong formations that



processes connected to geomagnetic disturbances were
unable to produce considerable decreases in the SLP
(figure 4.).

However, an interesting effect appeared in these
stagnating SLP areas between the surface high and low
pressure systems called the "polar front" that is the most
sensitive area from the point of view of development of
mid-latitude cyclones (Parker 2000). The heating of the
atmosphere during geomagnetic disturbances may
create or stop waves of SLP (with a period of -12
hours in our cases) at a given location (figure 4.) which
affects the position of the "polar front".
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Figure 4: Possible connection between ionospheric
disturbances and the fluctuations of SLP at a given
point of the polar front. (Notation is the same as in
figure 3.)

And the impacts of the heating by energy absorbed in
the atmosphere around the "polar front" arc different
depending on the initial conditions. If the change
induced by geomagnetic disturbances in the atmospheric
pressure is in phase with the trends of the 12 hour waves
at the given point it may strengthen that (case c10 in
figure 4). If it is in anti-phase it may weaken or even
extinguish the 12 hour waves (e14 in figure 4).

CONCLUSIONS

Our results support the hypothesis that energy absorbed
in the lover atmosphere during ionospheric disturbances
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that affects on thermodynamic processes in the
troposphere causing characteristic patterns of SLP.
Furthcnnorc these processes arc in coincidence in time
and space with ionospheric disturbances detected in the
X-ray region. These impacts cannot trigger large-scale
meteorological processes like cyclogcnesis alone, but
can strengthen or weaken the development of
tropospheric processes.
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ABSTRACT

Climatic changes caused by astronomic cycles have
had a considerable impact on the Earth's biosphere.
The evolution of Hominids represents one of the
examples of a biotic answer to such changes. It would
be wrong to attribute evolution and extinction solely to
the shifts of climate. Ecological inter and intraspecific
relationships as well as development of culture by later
hominids should of course also be taken into account
while interpreting evolutionary events.

INTRODUCCTION

Climatic changes on the Earth have been partly
attributed to alterations in the insolation of its surface
due to the so-called Milancovich variations in the
eccentricity of the Earths orbit. the obliquity of its
rotational axis and prcccssional changes (Willson ct al.,
2000). These cycles have caused the large scale
expansion and retreat of ice at the poles of the Earth
thus directly changing climatic conditions in high
latitudes. It has been also argued that ice expansion at
the poles caused considerable climatic shifts in lower
latitudes due to a fall of the sea level and increase of
aridity. Corresponding records have been received on
forarninifers sediment on the sea bed. This data have
reflected alterations in the atmosphere temperature
because of the fact that the concentration of 180 in sea
sediments is higher during cold periods when 160
concentrates Ill the snow. The isotopic curve
(Shakleton et al., 1995; Opdyke et al. 1995)
demonstrates global climatic changes during the last
several million years. These changes correlate with the
eustatic curve recording alterations in the sea level
(modified from Haq et al., 1988).

The pollen record demonstrates that expansion of ice
sheets at the poles during cooling reflected in a shift of
floristic assemblages towards the equator and, in lower
latitudes, the substitution of rainforests by savannahs.
These climatic shifts also correlate with drops in sea
level during the cold glacial periods. Interglacial
periods correspond to rises in the sea level and
expansion of rain forests to the north (Sue et al., 1983).
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Following pollen records one could expect that climatic
changes have direct impact on all biological organisms.
However, as it is pointed out by R. Foley (1984 ). the
biological community has a complex organisation
maintained by many idiosyncratic interactions. Most of
the events Ill biological communities. including
extinction and speciation, arise from, or are dependent
upon. these interactions. R. Foley argues that the
named inter and intraspecific interactions form the
major cause of evolution of species. Nevertheless,
fauna! records confirm that climatic changes coincide
with migration. extinction and speciation of organisms.
which was shown by E.Vrba ( 1995) for African bovids.
It may be expected that the evolution of hominids has
also been affected by climatic alterations.

OUT Of AFRICA

The first record of hominids remains is from Africa and
dated of 4 - 4.2 Ma. Hominid species developed and
existed within the African continent for the next
several million years. The first migrations of hominids
out of African cradle are recorded by findings in
Georgia (Dmanisi, 1.7 Ma). Spain 1.4 Ma (Orce, and
Cueva Victoria) and Java ( l .9Ma). Later migrations of
hominids arc reflected in Asian and European findings
starting at about 1 Ma.

The period of existence of hominid genus spans a
number of major climatic events in Africa. According
to isotopic records, a period between 5.45 - 4 Ma is
characterised by a warm interglacial climate with a
number of positive temperature excursions. The
warmest Pliocene temperatures were established at 4-
3.4 Ma. A considerable climatic shift occurred at the
second part of the Gauss epoch when cold temperatures
started to prevail. marking the beginning of glaciation
in the Northern Hemisphere (3-2.5 Ma). The glacial
stages within the next, Matuyarna, epoch have a
frequency of 40 thousand years (in phase with the
changes of the Earth's axis). However, further forward
in time, between the Jarnarillo and the top of Brunhes
epochs (about l Ma). the 100 kyr frequency of major
glaciation began due to an increase in glacial ice cover
(Opdyke, 1995).
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Figure I: evolutionary three with indication of two important periods of climatic shift which affect human evolution.
First one occurs at 3-2.4 million years ago when appeared the first species oh Homo and Rubust austrolopithecines. The
second important event occurs lmillion years ago when austrolopithecides disappear persisting only Homo thanks to the
development of culture.
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CLIMATIC EVENT AT 3-2.5Ma

The climatic event of 3-2.5 Ma in Africa is particularly
interesting from the point of view of hominid
evolution. This time approximately marks the
extinction of the earliest species of gracile
Australopithecines and the appearance of robust
Australopithecines and the first representatives of
genus Homo. There are a number of studies on the
alterations in mammalian paleofauna in accordance
with climatic changes. One specific case has been
studied by Wesselman (1995) in Omo formation (3.0 -
1.9 Ma) on rodents. It appears that global climatic
changes caused significant migrations of rodents. It has
been demonstrated that species of closed tropical
forest. mesic savannah and woodland dominated Omo
associations of rodents at 2.95 Ma. However, at 2.34
Ma, local biota changed to domination of dry savannah
and arid steppe species. These result correspond with
the general picture of global climatic change in Africa
from warmer and wetter to a colder and drier
environment. Other groups of mammals, such as
bovines (Harris & Shipman, 1988; Vrba, 1995),
hippotamids (Geze, 1985) and suids (Cooke, 1985)
where also affected by the climate changes of this
period. During this time, Equids colonised Africa
following the savannah expansion, whereas Hipparion
became extinct as the less adapted genus.

It can be noted that the expansion of savannah and the
reduction of rain forest determined extinction of gracile
australopithecines (A. africanus, A. garlii), and
appearance of both - genus Homo and robust
Australopithecines (A. aethiopicusv. These new
hominids have probably appeared as an answer to the
new biotop. However the more complicated ecological
relationship between and within species might have
also accounted for the result.

CLIMATIC SHIFT AT l-0-9Ma

The following important climatic change of 1-0.9 Ma
coincided with the extinction of the robust
Australopithccines. However, it did not obviously
affected a more progressive group of hominids: Homo
erectus (Figure l). This species is known for the first
expansion out of Africa and as well as for a more
elaborated stone culture than its predecessors. The
expansion of Homo erectus occurred during the glacial
period in the Northern hemisphere and the drop in the
sea level. This event could have directly enabled Homo
erectus to surpass intercontinental barriers.

CONCLUSIONS

Climate changes coincide with and may be one of the
causes of the species evolution. It can be seen during
the first steps of human evolution between 4 and l
million years. Two major cooling events, caused by
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astronomic cycles and expansion of earth pole ice
sheets, happened during this time. They had a
substantial impact on distribution and evolution of
biological species. including hominids. It appears that
Homo species became more sustainable to climatic
changes with acquisition of more elaborated culture.
The development of the latter could have permitted
Homo erectus to survive in colder environments and
expand beyond the African continent.
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ABSTRACT

C02 is the most important greenhouse gas in the
atmosphere after H20. The C02 in situ continu
ous measurements at Izafia Observatory (Instituto
Nacional de Meteorologia, Tencrife, SPAI:\) in the
period June 1984-May 1999 are presented. The Ob
servatory is located in a privileged place for moni
toring the free troposphere, especially in the night
period. A NDIR (Non Disperse Infrared Analyser)
SIEMENS ULTRA1\1AT-3 is used, registering a C02
mean value every 10 minutes. The 10-minute error
is constrained to 0.1 ppmv since 1994 (to 0.2 ppmv
before this date). The mean trend observed in the
period is 1.6 ppmv/vear. This trend has been in
creasing in the last years after a minimum in 1990,
in May 1999 the trend is 2. 7 ppmv /year. C02 shows
a seasonal cycle with amplitude of 7.8 ppmv , the
maximum occurs at the beginning of May and the
minimum in the middle of September. A comparison
between the INM and NOAA C02 programs at Izafia
reveals a good agreement between discrete samples
(NOAA) and in situ measurements (INl\1). The mean
difference (one sigma) is 0.12 ± 0.63 ppmv.

Ke~· words: Carbon Dioxide; greenhouse effect: cli
mate change.

1. Il\"TRODUCTION

The Izafia Observatorv is located at 28°18'1\.
16°29'\V on the island of Tenerifc (Canary Islands)
at 2367 m a.s.l.. The station has been running since
June 1984 (Schmitt ct al., 1988), as a result of an in
ternational agreement between the governments of
Spain and the Federal Republic of Germany. At
present it is operated by the Spanish Weather Ser
vice (Instituto Nacional de l\leteorologia).
There is generally a strong and persistent subsidence
inversion over this region with the top located at
about 1200 m in summer and about 1800 m in win
ter. The Observatory normally lies above the top
of the inversion layer although it some times reaches
the station under certain synoptic conditions. This

is why Izafia is considered a very good station for
representative atmospheric measurements of the free
troposphere.
Only during daytime hours this background condi
tion of the station is broken by the effects of local
winds. Due to differential heating and orography,
a mountain breeze is established. During daytime
hours upward winds bring to the Observatory air
from the lower belt of pine forest. that is between the
Observatory and the top of the inversion layer, pro
ducing lower C02 values. During the night a cata
batic regime (descending air) reinforces the "back
ground" condition at the Observatory.
Izafia station participates in the Global Atmospheric
Watch (GAW) programme from the World Mete
orological Organization (\V:\IO). This programme
promotes systematic and reliable observation of the
global environment in the atmosphere.
Among others, Izafia contributes to the GA\V pro
gramme with continuous measurements of one of the
most important greenhouse effect gases, C02 . In
this paper the C02 time series (June 1984-May 1999)
is presented.

2. INSTRG?dE:\TATIOl\

There is a NDIR SIE:\IENS ULTRAMAT-3 at the
station for the C02 measurements. The general air
inlet is at 13 m above ground. A cool trap (-65°C)
is used to dry the sam pie.
Three levels of standard gases arc used (primary, sec
ondary and working tanks). The working tanks arc
used in the routine measurements to calibrate the
ambient air measurements every 3 hours. The work
ing tanks arc calibrated against the secondary tanks,
and the secondary ones against the primary tanks.
At the moment ten SIO (SCRIPPS INSTITUTIO'.\
OF OCEANOGRAPHY) tanks with C02 concentra
tions ranging from 330 to 400 ppmv and calibrated
in the WM0-93 scale arc used as the station primary
tanks.
For ambient air measurements a mean value and a
standard deviation is registered every 10 minutes.
For more details see Ripodas ct al. (1999).
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3. DATA QUALITY CONTROL

New software has been written to evaluate the cali
brations and the ambient air measurements. Several
improvements have been introduced: a quadratic fit
is now possible for the calibration evaluation, taking
into account the non-linearity of the instrument, and
several criteria have been introduced to select good
quality ambient air data (Ripodas et al. , 1999).
All the calibrations and data since 1995 have been
reevaluated with the new software. For data before
January 1, 1995, only data that departs considerably
from the other data has been removed.
A test called "the third gas test" is used to evaluate
the consistency of the whole instrumental and cali
bration system. The C02 concentration of one of the
three working tanks is calculated against the other
two working tanks and against the secondary tanks.
Then the differences between both calibrations are
calculated.
The results of this test has been improving with years
and it can be said that since 1994 the C02 measure
ments error is constrained to 0.1 ppmv (parts per
million in volume). Before this date the error is con
strained to 0.2 pprnv (Ripodas et al. , 1999).
Finally, to be sure of avoiding the local winds effect
and obtain C02 representative measurements of the
free troposphere, only night data (from 20 hours to 8
hours) must be considered (Navascues & Rus , 1991;
Cucvas et al. , 1991; Ripodas et al. , 1999).

4. IZANA DAILY MEAN NIGHT C02 TIME
SERIES

Daily mean night C02 values have been calculated
for the period June 1984-May 1999. The main fea
tures of this time series are analyzed in this section.
The time series has been fitted to the following func
tion:

2 3f(t)=ao+a1t+a2t +a3t +
4

+ L[b2k-1sin(27rkt) + b2kcos(27rkt)] (1)
k=l

where t is the time in years since .January 1, 1984.
The standard deviation (STD) of data and the fitted
function are 7.17 pprnv and 7.11 ppmv respectively.
The residuals are normal distributed with STD=0.93
ppmv. The fitted function explains 98% of data vari
ability.
In Figure 1 the daily mean night C02 time series can
be seen. The fitted function and the polynomial part
of it are drawn in the same figure.
The derivative of the polynomial part of the equa
tion 1 represents the C02 increasing rate evolution
through the years (Figure 2 left). The mean trend
observed in the data is 1.6 ppmv /year. At the be
ginning of the measurements (June 1984) the trend
was 2.0 ppmv /year. It has been decreasing through
the years till August 1990 with a minimum of 1.3
pprnv /year. After this date it has been increasing
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rapidly and in May 1999 the trend is 2.7 ppmv/year.
The amplitude of the seasonal cycle (Figure 2 right)
is 7.8 ppmv. The maximum is 3.3 ppmv above the
mean value and occurs at the beginning of May. The
minimum is 4.5 pprnv below the mean value and oc
curs in the middle of September.

5. COMPARISON BETvVEEN INM DATA AND
NOAA DATA

The NOAA CMDL (National Oceanic and Atmo
spheric Administration. Climate Monitoring and Di
agnostics Laboratory) cooperative air sampiing net
work is an international effort which includes regular
discrete samples from the 4 NOAA CMDL baseline
observatories, cooperative fixed sites, and commer
cial ships. Air samples are collected weekly from a
globally distributed network of sites. Samples are an
alyzed for C02, CH1, CO, H2, N20, and SF5; and for
the stable isotopes of C02 and CH4. Measurement
data are used to identify long-term trends, seasonal
variability, and spatial distribution of carbon cycle
gases.
Izafia Observatory is a cooperative station to the
'.'J'OAACMDL programme. The INM C02 contin
uous measurements are an invaluable quality control
tool when they are compared with weekly discrete
samples from the NOAA programme at Izafia,
A comparison between l:'\:\I and NOAA C02 mea
surements for the period November 1991- February
1999 has been realized. In Figure 3 the C02 INTvI
values are represented against the C02 NOAA val
ues. The histogram of the differences NOAA - IN?vl
C02 values is also represented.
The mean difference (one sigma) is 0.12 ± 0.63 pprnv.

6. DATA BASES

The INM C02 data is submitted regularly to
the World Meteorological Organitation Word Data
Centre for Greenhouse Gases in Tokio.J apan
(http://gaw.kishou.go.jp/wdcgg.html).
The INM also contributes with the C02 data to
the CADIP-C02 (Cooperative Atmospheric Data
Integration Project for Carbon Dioxide) product
GLOBALVIEW-C02, (2000).

7. COl'\CLUSIONS

The IO-minute C02 record error at Izafia is con
strained to 0.1 pprnv (0.2 ppmv before 1994).
The mean C02 trend at Izafia (1984-1999) is 1.6
ppmv /year. It has been increasing in the last years
and is 2.7 pprnv /year in '.\Ia:>1999. The C02 sea
sonal cycle amplitude is 7.8 pprnv (maximum in Xlay
and minimum in September).
A comparison between the IN'.\1 and NOAA C02
programs at Izaiia reveals a good agreement between
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discrete samples (NOAA) and in situ measurements
(INl'vI). The mean difference (one sigma) is 0.12 ±
0.63 ppmv.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper results of model calculations and
measurements of atmospheric parameter changes after
several GLEs (Ground Level Enhancements) of Solar
Proton Events (SPE) are presented. We have got on
lidar high-latitude measurements that after 16 February
1984 GLE event the increase of R(H) (backscattering
ratio) at 17 km altitude reached 40%. The model
calculations of CN (condensation nuclei) profile, which
can be served as centers of sulfate aerosol and Polar
Stratospheric Cloud (PSC) formation, demonstrate good
coincidence with above-mentioned experimental data.

Besides, after other GLE event (2 May 1998) we
measured considerable increase of NO 2 (nitrogen
dioxide) column of incident solar protons in polar
region. All these data support the idea that aerosols
created by galactic and solar cosmic rays may be one of
the key factors in non-direct solar forcing mechanism
influencing climate variability. These aerosols can block
input of solar radiation to the Earth taking part in
creation of additional cloudiness.

INTRODUCTION

In a series of papers Dreschhoff and Zeller ( 1986; 1990;
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Figure L Nitrate and conductivity record from the central Greenland ice sheet (Zeller and Dreschhoff, 1995).
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1995) demonstrated that during many SPEs pronounced
increases of sulfate and nitrate anions took place in
polar ice. Figure 1 taken from (Zeller and Dreschhoff,
1995) shows variations of nitrate and sulfate abundance
in 415-year Greenland ice core record. According to
their results several nitrate anomalies coincide with
major solar proton events, and in tum large sulfate
peaks reflect powerful volcanic eruptions (Laki, J783;
Tambora, 1815; Krakatau, 1883: Pinatubo, J99J).
Signatures above some nitrate peaks (see figure 1) mark
hagh-energy (E>450 Me V) Solar Proton Events of G LE
type detected at the surface by neutron monitors during
the last fifty years (Shea and Smart, 1993): February
1956; November 1960-July 1961; August 1972;
February 1984; September-October 1989, May 1990).
Three events (August 1972, September-October 1989,
May J990) caused considerable NO (nitrogen oxide)
enhancement and ozone decrease in the stratosphere
(Heath et al., 1977; Jackman et al., 1980; Zadorozhny et
al., 1992; Shumilov et al., 1992). During May 1990
GLEs for the first time ozone total content depletions up
to 20% (ozone "rniniholes") have been detected in
Arctic (Shumilov et al., 1992). Another GLE of
February 1984 led to aerosol enhancement at 17 km
height detected by lidar installed at Verhnetulomsky
obs. (68.6°N, 3 I .8°E) (Shumilov et al., 1996; Kasatkina
et al., J999).

Here we compare experimental results and model
calculations reported in our previous papers concerning
changes of atmospheric parameters after GLEs and
results presented in papers of Dreschhoff and Zeller
( 1986, 1990; J995). Results of high-latitude NO 1

column measurements during recent GLE of 2 May
1998 are also performed.

EFFECT OF SOLAR PROTON EVENT ON THE
MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

Solar energetic protons penetrated into the Earth
atmosphere cause ionization and dissociation of
nitrogen and oxygen generating NO:

1
NC- D) + 0 2 ~NO+ 0 (I)

An increase of atmospheric NO concentration results in
an enhancement of NO 2• HNO 3:

NO+ 0 3 ~NO 2 + 0 2 (2)

During polar night HNO 3 (nitric acid) can be removed
the gas phase leading to condensation and PSC
formation with following precipitation in polar ice.

Jn figure 2 NO altitude distribution calculated for three
large GLEs (4 August 1972, 2 J-24 May 1990, and 2
May 1998) are shown. Jn calculations the equation for
the ionization rate q(h) (crn " s -i) at altitude h was
used (Shumilov et al., 1995):

Of)

q(h) = (2rrK/Q) f D(E) ·E, (E)dE (3),
0

where E, (E) is the energy loss in the i-th altitude slab in
MeV, D(E) is the differential energy spectrum of
incident protons in cm-is -i sr -i MeV-1, Q=35eV is
the energy for one ion-electron pair production. and K is
an anisotropy coefficient. The production of NO is
assumed to be proportional to the ion production rate
with a coefficient of 1.25 (Jackman et al., 1980).
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Figure 2: Altitude profiles of NO distribution after solar
proton penetration calculated for 4 August 1972 CLE-!.

21-27 May 1990 GLEs-2, 2 May 1998 GLE-3.

It is clearly seen from the figure 2 that May 1990 and
May J998 GLEs are powerful enough to cause nitrate
spikes in ice core records, as it was observed in case 4
August J972 event (see figure I). As it was mentioned
above May J990 GLEs initiated ozone "minihole"
creation in Arctic (Shumilov et al., 1992; 1995).
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Figure 3. (A) Observations of NO 1 column performed
at Murmansk front 26 April until ~ Mav, 1998, (BJ
Temperature at 30 hPa (24 km).

During the 2 May 1998 GLE event NO, total column
was measured by zenith viewing spectrometer (435-453
nm) at high latitudes (Murmansk: 68.3°N. 33.1°E:
geomagnetic latitude - 63 .4°). Results of measurements



variations of temperature at 30 hPa that seem to
coincide with NO 2 changes (Goutail et al., 1994 ). This
coincidence is clearly seen in figure 3 encluding period
since 2 May 1998, when a continuous NO 2 increase can
be observed in spite of the temperature decrease. Such
NO) behaviour allows us to assume it to be caused by
incident solar protons.

MECHANISM OF AEROSOL ENHANCEMENT
CAUSED BY INCIDENT SOLAR PROTONS

An ordinary gas-phase photochemical theory could not
explain ozone "rninihole" and nitrate spikes in ice core
creation during solar proton events. So, the following
scheme (including heterogeneous chemistry) was
suggested (Shumilov et al., 1995):
an increase of incident solar protons ~ increase of
ionization in the stratosphere ~ increase of NOx and
HOx ~ preliminary decrease of stratospheric ozone ~
decrease of stratospheric temperature (or increase of
spatial electric charge in the stratosphere, or increase of
ion nucleation) ~ formation of stratospheric aerosol
clouds (sometimes, PSCs) ~ ozone destruction through
heterogeneous reactions.
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Figure ./: The vertical profiles of scattering ratio R(H),
1=69./.3 nm taken on 15, 18, 19, and 20 February 198./
at Verhnetulomski observatory (Shumilov et al., l 996)
Dashed curves give the quiet day level averaged for
previousfive undisturbed days.

This mechanism has been supported later both
experimentally and theoretically (Shumilov et al., I996;
Kasatkina et al., 1999). In figure 4 high-latitude lidar
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measurements of aerosol backscattering ratio R(H)
during 16 February 1984 GLE are shown (Shumilov et
al., I996). Measurements were made by lidar installed
at Verhnetulomsky obs., Murmansk region (68.6°N,
3 l .8°E). It is seen aerosol backscattering increase at 18
February 1984 between 15 and 25 km altitude. This
GLE event seems to be connected with 1984 nitrate
spike in ice core record (see figure I).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Note that it should be cold enough (below -72°C) for
nitrate PSC creation and nitrate anomalies in ice core
record appearance. Shumilov et al. (1996) and
Kasatkina et al. ( 1999) developed a model and present
calculations based on ion nucleation mechanism with
sulfate aerosol creation that can be formed at higher
temperatures in stratosphere (-30°C). The indirect
evidence is performed in figure I, where one can see
that some sulfate peaks are not correspond to volcanic
eruptions and coincide with nitrate anomalies. Another
support was reported by Shumilov et al. (2000, this
issue), where it is shown that sulfate acidity record in
polar ice reflects behind volcanic eruptions also galactic
cosmic ray variations modulated by solar activity.

Taking into account the similarity of mechanism of
ozone "minihole" and nitrate spike in ice core formation
the similar conditions of their creation should be
expected. Actually nitrate spikes and ozone "miniholes"
relevant to maior GLEs have been detected in Antarctic
ice also showing a prominent North-South asymmetry
in their appearance (Zeller et al., 1986; Dreschhoff and
Zeller, 1990; Kasatkina et al., 1998). In local winter and
early spring, when meteorological conditions are
favorable (low temperatures, large humidity etc.) the
probability of these phenomena increases. For example,
the amplitude of nitrate spike in Antarctic ice relevant to
4 August 1972 GLE (Zeller et al., 1986) is higher in
comparison with Arctic one (see figure I). In case of
ozone "rniniholes" caused by GLEs the effect of N/S
asymmetry is more appeared (they are created only
inside one polar cap and simultaneously absent in
other). Another common feature is an auroral footprint
by nitrate in Antarctic snow (Dreschhoff and Zeller,
1990) and distribution of ozone "miniholes" created by
solar protons along auroral oval border (Kasatkina et al.,
1998). This property is explained by peculiarities of
solar proton penetration to polar caps (zones surrounded
by auroral oval), where geomagnetic field lines are open
into space and do not prevent a free access of incident
particles.

In conclusion, we may argue that nitrate and sulfate
contents in polar ice core along with cosmogenic
isotopes ( 14 C and ru Be) can be used as indicators of
solar forcing of climate in the Past.
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ABSTRACT

The influence of cosmic rays modulated by solar
variability and volcanic activity on the aerosol layer is
considered. For analysis the Crete (Greenland) acidity
ice core record (Crowley et al., 1993) have been used. It
was obtained a high correlation between sunspot
numbers and acidity background variations that seem to
support the mechanism suggested by authors earlier
about the cosmic ray influence on climate and global
temperatures through aerosol concentration changes.
Results of analysis have shown that the acidity ice core
index (with exception of volcanic activity) is suitable
for demonstration of cosmic ray influence on climate in
the Past.

INTRODUCTION

Correlation between climate and volcanism is rather
weak (r=-0.23) according to recent data (Crowley et al ..
I993). However, the strong volcanic events did
influence on the climate. For example, it was noted on
dendrochronological data that the coldest temperature
since 1600 occur in 160 l in western United States and
in I641 in Fennoscandia (Briffa et al., 1992). These
dates seem to correlate with the eruption Ill

Huaynapatina in Peru (1600) and Awu in Indonesia
(I 64 I) (Crowley et al., I992). The Tambora eruption
( 1815) peak is also prominent in tree ring records from
Eastern Canada and Western Europe (Jacoby and
D' Arrigo, I989; Britla et al., I993 ). Note, however, that
climate cooling began several years earlier than
Tambora eruption (Jacoby and D' Arrigo, I989). Some
authors (Thompson et al., 1986: Dai et al., I991: Jones
et al., I995) to be sure in the connection between
volcanism and climate suggested the existence of
unknown volcanic eruption about 6 years preceding
Tambora one. Extremely strong eruption of Toba in
Sumatra (about 75000 BP) also was apparently followed
the initiation of climate cooling (Rampino et al., 1979).

Several models considering such external climate
forcings as solar activity, volcanos and anthropogenic
greenhouse gases have been developed during last two
decades (Gilliland et al., 1984; Hansen and Lacis, 1990;
Reid, 199 I; Lean et al., 1995). All these models
consider stratospheric aerosol enhancement as a
consequence of volcanic eruptions and anthropogenic
activity (Gilliland et al., 1984: Hansen and Lacis, 1990;
Bertrand et al., 1999). On the other side, the possible
impact of solar variability on climate has been estimated
only through solar irradiance variations (Reid, 1991;
Lean et al., I995). However, the amplitude of solar
irradiance variation over a l l-year solar cycle is about
0. I% and seems not to be the only reason of climate
changes.

MECHANISM OF SOLAR FORCING OF CLIMATE

Recently it was shown (both experimentally and
numerically) that high-energy solar protons during
powerful solar proton events of Ground Level Event
(GLE) type can increase aerosol concentration in the
atmosphere (Shumilov et al., 1996). Taking into account
that GLE-type solar proton events and galacic cosmicm
rays are identical in their physical nature the physical
mechanism of cosmogenic forcing of global temperature
and climate has been proposed. According to this
mechanism suggested cosmic rays modulated by solar
variability cause periodic variations in aerosol
concentration leading to global temperature changes
(Shumilov et al., 1998).

On the base of the above mentioned mechanism it was
obtained the regression relation between temperature
changes !IT and sunspot numbers W (Shumilov et al.,
I998):

iJT=UOOJ/W-057 (I),

where iJTand Ware 10-year averaged values. To obtain
this eiuation a ~roxy records of cosmogenic
isotope I Be and oO I derived from Greenland ice cores
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have been used. Note that this equation describe the
influence of the general (solar and cosmic) «signal» on
the surface temperature including variations of solar
irradiation depending on the solar activity. It is
connected to the fact that closed to the solar maxima the
solar irradiation increases and during the same period
lack of aerosols created by cosmic rays would increase
the input of the solar energy to the Earth atmosphere
and to the surface. This will lead to the positive climatic
cumulative effects. During solar minima the effects
would be negative ones.

Equation (I) is very similar to another one obtained as a
regression relation between I I-year averaged Northern
hemisphere temperature departures dT and the envelope
of the I I-year sunspot number curve derived by simply
connecting the successive Wolf number maxima
(r=0.7):

dT = 0.0039W- 0.55 (2)

This equation was obtained using instrumental Northern
hemisphere temperature records (Jones and Bradley,
1992) and results reported by (Reid, 1991).

COMBINED INFLUENCE OF SOLAR AND
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY ON CLIMATE

In this paper some experimental data supporting the
mechanism proposed are shown, and another factor
(volcanic eruptions) influencing the global temperature
is considered. We have tried to separate the climatic
influence of these different agents using the Crete
(Greenland) ice core acidity record (Crowley et al.,
1993).
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Figure I: a) Maximum sunspot number envelope for the
period 1500-1990 (/), calculated global temperature
departures (2) and Northern Hemisphere I 0-year
averaged temperature departures (3) (Jacoby and
D 'Arrigo, 1989)

Fig. Ia shows the envelope of I I-year sunspot number
cycles, global temperature departures t1T calculated
with help (I), and I I-year averaged Northern
Hemisphere temperature variations derived from tree
ring data for the period 1500-1980 (Jacoby and
D' Arrigo, 1989). For estimation of t1T variations during
the period XV-XVI centuries the data of sunspot
maximum number restored by Schove (1955) were
used. It is seen from the Fig. Ia that a rather good
correlation exists between model and experimental
temperatures (curves 2 and 3) with exception the period
since 1810 (some years before Tambora eruption). For
comparison in Fig. Ib the volcanic eruptions with more
than I µEH /kg amplitudes taken from the list of
Crowley et al. ( 1993) are shown for the period 1600-
1973. These data have been obtained from the Crete
(Greenland) ice core acidity record (Crowley et al.,
1993). It is clearly seen from Figs. Ia,b that the largest
differences between model and experimental
temperature data are observed after the greatest volcanic
eruption of Tambora (1815). This eruption really
influenced the climate (Briffa et al., 1998). Influence of
another most famous eruption of Laki ( 1783) was
comparatively weaker on account of its pollution
influence was restricted to the troposphere so that
cooling effect was local (ref. 18). It is seen from the
Fig Ib that the date of Laki eruption was closed to the
maximum of solar activity, and in this case volcanic
forcing should be compensated by solar forcing of
climate.

On account of the cooling effect began 5 years before
the Tambora eruption whole this cold period could not
be connected to volcanic activity. Even if we attract for
interpretation the unknown eruption, because of its
moderate intensity (Dai et al., 1991). For understanding
the discrepancy we try to call on the influence of cosmic
rays and other cosmophysical factors on the Earth
aerosol layer.

Hammer et al. ( 1980) suggested using of sulphuric acid
signal detected through electrical conductivity
measurements on ice cores to identify volcanic
eruptions. Ice core acidity index is now ordinary used as
indicator of volcanic activity in the Past (Crowley et al.,
1993). In contrast to sporadic volcanic eruptions the
cosmic agents (GCR) «work» permanently and should
influence on ice core acidity background through
atmospheric aerosol variations. Taking into account the
above-mentioned mechanism we consider this index to
reflect also the variations GCR intensity. In Fig.2
variations of Wolf number and acidity background
(without volcanic eruptions) taken from Crete ice core
data (Crowley et al., 1993) are shown. Correlation
coefficient between these two indexes is rather high (r=-
0.8). Negative sign of correlation coefficient reflects the
fact that the GCR intensity variations show an inverse
relation to the sunspot number. So, aerosol background
variations are in phase with cosmic ray intensity
changes, and the maximal amount of aerosols would be
created during minima of solar activity. Some



experimental support of this result was reported by
Svensmark and Friis-Christensen ( 1997), who showed
using satellite data that variations cloudiness are
correlated with ones of cosmic ray flux. Fig.2 shows
that ice core acidity index seems to be suitable for
demonstration of cosmic ray activity influence on the
climate in the Past.
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Figure 2: 20-year averaged sunspot numbers (J) and
acidity background record taken from Crete ice core
(Crowley et al, 1993) (2).

Note the problem of connection between solar and
volcanic activity is rather complicated. This question
includes the set of positive and negative feedback
connections. May be this feedbacks especially positive
ones, are responsible for rather long-time influence of
prominent volcanic eruptions on the climate. Because if
in case of the most powerful Tambora eruption, we take
into account only simple summing up of both
cosmogenic and volcanic climate forcing signals in the
stratosphere in attempt to understand influence of
Tambora eruption on the climate for period ( 1810-
1840), then we meet many difficulties. The main one is
that volcanic aerosols exist in the stratosphere not more
than 7 years (Barbera and Self, 1978). (In case of
Tambora eruption the aerosols exist about 3 years). That
is the direct immediate influence of the eruption should
have been finished not late than in 1820. However, the
supposed influence lasted at least till 1840 according to
Fig.1. But we have to remember that Tambora eruption
was the most powerful one for about the last 20000
years (Rampino et al., 1979). So, that we cannot exclude
impact of very powerful eruptions would differ from
ordinary ones, and climatic response can last, connected
to some feedback connections for more than several
years. The same conclusions were made in the report
(Briffa et al., 1998), where it was shown that cluster of
eruptions seems to lead to cooling on decadial and
rnulti-decadial time scales as it was in XVI-XVII
centuries.

The bulk effect of volcanic clusters seems to cause the
same, as in Tambora case, rather long influence on the
climate. The similar situation with some probability
could have been realized in case of Toba eruption - the
greatest explosive event for the last 2 million years: 13-
15 times more powerful than Tambora one. The
eruption seemed to initiate catastrophic cooling and new
Ice Age at 75000 BP (Rarnpino et al., 1979).
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CONCLUSIONS

Finally, the influence of both solar and cosmogenic
factors can be expressed in the next scheme (Fig.3 ).

SOLAR ANDCOSMIC FORCING AGENTS

l
Solar and &•lactic cosmic
rays, corpuscular acUvlty1 Volcanic activity

solar lrradlaoce

Condensatlcn nuclei, Occaoional aerosol
aerosol background enhancemenu

?

Aerosol content,
cioudln ••

Atmospheric tnui.sparency,
Weather condltotal ozone content, UV·B ?- precipitaUosurface temperatures,

circulation, climate changes

0111,

n

Figure 3: The scheme of combined (cosmic and
volcanic) forcing of the climate.

Some increase of the volcanic activity during solar
minima might be connected to basic state of the
atmosphere. Solar flares are believed to cause changes
in atmospheric circulation patterns that abruptly alter
the Earth's spin (Schothers, 1989). The resulting jolt
probably triggers small earthquakes which may
temporarily relieve some stress in volcanic magma
chambers, thereby weakening or even aborting large
eruptions (Schothers, 1989). From the other side the
increased precipitation during solar minima might
stimulate eruption (Rampino ct al., 1979). This feedback
connection impressed by arrow in the scheme (sec
Fig.3 ). This scheme may be useful, because till present
the investigators try to apply climate forcing of volcanos
and other agents (in our case solar and cosmogen ic
ones) separately. However, as it was shown (see Fig. I)
the combined consideration of both (cosmophysical and
volcanic) agents gives the better coincidence with
experiment.

It was shown that the background ice core acidity record
can be used for manifestation of cosmic ray influence
on aerosol background and climate in the Past. And only
combine consideration of volcanic and cosmic agent
influence on the climate could explain the Past
temperature variations. High correlation coefficient
between background acidity ice core data and solar
activity proves the existence of solar (galactic cosmic
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ray) influence on the Earth aerosol layer. All attempts to
connect acidity ice core (aerosol) data only to volcanic
activity seem to be incorrect and the influence of cosmic
ray (and other cosmophysical and solar agents) on
acidity backcground should be taken into account.
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ESTIMATION OF A "CLEAR" SKY ATMOSPHERE USING GROUND AND SATELLITE
MEASUREMENTS OF THE SOLAR RADIATION
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Abstract

Values of VIRGO/SOHO extraterrestrial solar radi
ation and global radiation on a horizontal surface
measured by a pyr anorneter installed at the P. Pen
teli (near Athens, Greece) Meteorological Station
(/ = 23° E, if; = :~8°N, height above sea level =
500 m) are used to estimate a clear sky atmosphere
The estimation is based on the model proposed by
ASIIRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerat
ing and Air Conditioning Engineers). This knowl
edge is a fundamental input for General and/or He
gional Circulation models and for surface radiative
energy budget studies.

Key words: solar irradiance: clear sky atmosphere.

i l:'\TROIWCTION

The influence of the solar radiative output to the ter
restrial atmosphere is a critical clement in the over
all understanding of our climat.e system. It is now
well established that this output is not constant Di
rect measurements of the t.ot.al solar irradiance from
space-born instruments which exist since 1978 reveal
the existence of an I l-year cycle upon which are of
ten superimposed larger. shor t-tr-r m d1anges of 27
days directly related to the phot.osphr-r ic mauifr-s: a
t.ions of solar activity (Frolrl ich et al. I <J98). The
effects of the Sun's variability are evident in a va
riety of physical and che111ical processes in t he up
per earth's atmosphere and in several meteorological
parameters (Tsiropoula. '.WUU). Variations in solar
radiation must. therefore, be inr-asurr-d cont inuously
and considered as a possible cause of climate C"hang(',
among a number of ot her possihl« causes.

• e-ruai l: georgia·:f'.J:,space .uoa.gr
1e-mail: t hanos<l1ast ro.nna.gr.

National Observatory of At hons ,
15236 P. Porrt.uli . Greece

The solar radiation arriving at the Earth's surface
is not the same to that emitted by the Sun. since
it interacts with the Earth's atmosphere. This in
teract.ion results to its attenuation and also to the
modification of its spectral composition. Thus this
radiation is subject to atmospheric scattering by air
molecules, water and dust, and atmospheric absorp
tion by O:i, H'.!U, CO'.! etc. and clouds. To study
t.lwse different processes, accurate measurements and
comparison of the incoming broadband solar irradi
ancc outside t hf' atmosphere to the irradiance mra
sured at the surface are essential.

In this work measurr-nu-ut.s of t.hr- total solar irr a
di ance (TS!) obtained by the experiment Vfll(;()
on-board SOHO and a pyrannmct.er mr-asur ing the
global radiation at a selected site on the Earl h's su r
facc were used. Since the solar input. to the lower
atmosphere is strongly affcrt.cd by the state of cloudi
nr-s», decreasing with the cloud amuunt., information
about. the presence or absr'!ICf' of clouds and t hr-ir
eff('ct. on t.h« shortwave irr adi anrr- as measured at
surface is bigly desiralJ]f' for surfar« radial ivr- energy
budget studies. One rucasur« oft hf' presence or ali
sence of clouds is obtained by the cont.uruous r·o111-
par ison between measured irr adiancc to clear (i.r-.
cloudless) sky irr adiancc. \Ve USf' the model pro
posed by ASH HAE (American Society of Heat ing.
Hefrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers. 19CJ:J)
to estimate, in a first step, a .lr-ar sky atruosphrrr
for September 1997 at the ground instrument silt'.
and to separate cloudy and clrn1d-fref' situations

'.2. SATELLITE A:'\D CHOl'ND-BASED
:\IL\Sl'HE\IENTS

Thr- average ar11011nt of radiant ,.;o]ar energy int«
grated over all wavf'lr·ngths. hr-nrr- total ir rad ianrr
per unit. t.irur- per unit area r('a('hlllg th« top of t.hr-at
mosphcrc at t lit' cart h's mean distance from the S1111.
is traditionally ,·ailed "solar rousf.aut". alt.hough it is
now clear that it varies on all t i111escales front min
utr-s to decades.

The incoming TS! data sf'! was gathered by the

l'r.« I \'olur & SjJt11 t' iL 111!1cr F11n11 ontcnn.:c. 'T/1c .\o!ur Cvclc 1111cl 111fc\f/"/11/ ( ·1111111tc 1·;t111t11Cr11.- de Trncrttr, Trnrrit«.. \ju1111.
<:» S(;1tcl!lhc1 :!,(}()() rF.\.\ S/!--Jf>3. /J1 c cmbc: ~tJfJfJJ
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VIRGO experiment on-board SOHO. The VIRGO
experiment measures the TSI with two absolute ra
diometers (DIARAD and PM06) {Frohlich et al.
1997). VIRGO's continuous sampling (since 18 Jan
uary 1996) and improved determination of the degra
dation {Anklin et al. 1998) yield reliable time series
of the TSI, probably the best available to date.

Pyranometers have been used for many years to
measure broadband surface incoming solar irradi
ance and give data that are necessary for surface en
ergy budget, cloud forcing and satellite validation re
search. For the needs of the present work one minute
averages of global horizontal irradiance were used.
These readings come from a Kipp and Zonen CMll
pyranometer. The sensor is interrogated every 30
seconds. Hourly averages were produced, based on
one-minute averages.

The solar activity effects on the radiation input were
investigated at one station located at geographic lat
itude cf; = 38°N and altitude A=500 m. A period
from September 1 to September 30, 1997, was se
lected for the present analysis. Hourly means of ir
radiance measurements from VIRGO and the pyra
norneter were used (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2a). The irradi
ance dip in Fig. 1 is due to the passage of sunspots
on the solar disk.

VIRGO Total Solar trr cdicnce (September l 997)
1367.0

7 1366.5
E

.
uc
0

~ 1366.0

0
0
"'0
~ 1.365.5

1365.0 '--"---'---'--~-'--"---'---'--~-'----'---'---'---'---'
1 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Figure 1. Total Solar lrradiancc variations during
September 1997 as measured by VIRGO on-board
SOHO. The dip zn the TS! is due to the passage of
sunspots on the solar disk.

3. RESULTS

Apart from the variation of the solar radiation due to
the solar activiy, at any given location the radiation
arriving on the TOA depends primarily on (a) the
angle of the Sun above the horizon (zenith angle) and
{b) the length of time the TOA is exposed to the Sun;

in addition solar radiation arriving at the surface of
the Earth depends on the atmospheric conditions.

Thus the TSI on a horizontal surface at the TOA at
any time following the diurnal cycle at the site where
ground measurements are available would be:

360n
Ch= Gext(l + 0.033cos

365)
cos(}, (1)

where Gext the extraterrestrial radiation measure
ments given by VIRGO, n the day of the year, (},
the zenith angle e.g. the angle between the vertical
and the line to the Sun given by the equation:

cos(}, =cos cf; cos J cosw +sin cf; sin J (2)

In the above equation cf; is the geographic latitude, w
the hour angle, e.g. the angular displacement of the
Sun east or west of the local meridian due to rotation
of the Earth on its axis at 15° per hour, noon zero,
morning negative, and J the declination of the Sun
given by the equation:

J = 23.45 sin(360 284 + n
') L' I':" ) {3)

Fig. 2 shows the hourly averages of the extraterres
trial radiation measured by VIRGO /SOHO allowed
to follow the diurnal cycle above the site under con
sideration for September 1997 (Fig. 2 (left)) and
the global radiation at the surface as measured by
the pyranometer Kipp and Zonnen CKll (Fig. 2
(right)). The daily averages are also overplotted.
Note that the values plotted in Fig. 2 correspond
to dayilight hours only.The effect of the sunspot is
nomore apparent on the irradiances which means
that the primary factor that determines the mag
nitude of the incoming radiation at the TOA is the
solar zenith angle. The effects of the atmosphere
in scattering and absorbing radiation depend on at
mospheric conditions and air mass and thus are not
constant with time. It is useful to define a standard
"clear" sky and calculate the radiation which would
be received on a horizontal surface under these stan
dard conditions. To do this we follow the model pro
posed by ASHRAE. This method estimates the beam
radiation taking into account zenith angles. Accord
ing to this method hourly values of the clear sky
beam radiation, he, on a horizontal surface are given
by:

he= Ghexp(-B/cos(),) (4)

where B is a factor to allow for changes of the in
coming solar radiation due to the presence of the
atmosphere. Hourly values of the clear sky diffuse
radiation are estimatedcan be done from the rela
tion:
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Figure 2. Left. Time series of the Total Solar lrradiancc outside the atmosphere following the diurnal cucle
during September 1997. Right global radiation on Earth as measured by a pyranometer at the P. Pcnt.eli
Meteorological Station. These data are hourly averages. Dazly aucraqes (denoted by *) are also overplotted.

(5)

C depends on the relative humidity and the presence
of different particles in the atmosphere. B and C arc
given by the empirical relations:

4

B - Lbini
i=l

4

c L Cj1lj

i=l

(6)

(7)

b,. Ci are constants 11 the day of the year (Kourc
rnenos et al. 1991). Finally. the clear sky horizontal
global radiation is obtained by t.he sum of the IH'am
and the diffuse radiations (Fig. :i (left.))

w, use the ratio s = Imea.•/ t.i.: where Imm.•. fcalc
are the hourly values of the measured and the calcu
lated global irradianrc respcct.i vely, to descr ibf' the
modification of the cloudless sky irradiance clue to
the presence of clouds. Thus clear sky conditions
produce ratio values of near unity. while deviations
from unity are due primarily to the influence oft lw
clouds that may be in the upper atmosphere and not
always visible (Fig. :i (right)). As can bf' seen Iruru
Fig. :l (right) cloudy days which have lower g (cg.
the 17th, 25th and 271" of September) show also lower
global irradiance daily aver ages (Fig. 2 (right)).

4. DISCUSSION

Accurate data of the Earth's surface radiation bud
get. are urgently needed to improve our understand
ing of the dynamics of the atmosphere used for de
tailed climatological analysis. A useful information
on this subject is a distinction between clear and
cloudy sky situations. To date it is still not well es
tablished how much solar energy is absorbed within
the Earth's atmosphere. In particular, it is not well
known what portion of the solar energy is absorbed
in the cloudy and the cloud-free atmosphere, respec
tively. In this context. long-term monitoring of su r
face radiation is very import.ant together with ad
ditional information on cloudiness to allow for the
separation between cloud-free and cloudy situations.

ln this work we used space and ground measure
rnent.s of the solar radial ion and a model proposed
by ASH RAE (199.1) to define a clear sky atmosphere.
We continuously compared the measured global irra
diance t.o the calculated clear sky irr adi anrr- at t.he
same moment and define conditions at the i.;round
.nst rurnr-nt site. The method was applied. in a first
step, to September 19\.!7 mcasurr-mr-nts. In ;1 sub
sr-qucnt work the rur-thod used for t.hr- clear sky df'
tr-ct ion will be verified 11slllg both longer-term data
sr-rir-s and images obtained by NOAA satellit cs from
the ground reception st.at ion at I'. l'ent.cli which will
help to dearly identify clot1dless or cloudy situations.
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Figure 3. Left Hourly values of the calculated clear sky global radiation. Right Ratio of the measured to the
calculated global radiation (*denote daily averages).
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ABSTRACT

Historically, the Moon has been related to rain by
several ancient cultures, using our satellite in differ
ent ways like a weather forecast. For example, a
common belief in the .'viediterranean is that the di
rection of the horns of the Moon at certain times is
a good forecast of a rainy or dry period. Also, we
have found some predictive practices (Coboiiuelas in
Spanish), following a cycle of 19 years -very close to
the 18.6 year regression cycle of the lunar nodes.

Until now, scientists have not in general pursued or
found physical reasons to sustain these beliefs. IIm\·
ever, the position of the horns of the Moon (up or
bent) at a certain epoch is highly dependent. on the
18.6 yr cycle of regression of the lunar nodes. In this
cycle, the Moon suffers a 10 degree change of declina
tion of its extreme position (Iunastice or standstills),
meaning that the tidal peak within a certain ocean
or sea can vary as much as 10 degrees of latitude
within one cycle.

Consequently, this cycle, and its harmonics at 9.3
& 4.7 years, could he related to periodic: climate
changes. In this work we present attempts to de
tect such periodic:ities in local climate series for the
Canary Islands. We also present results of spatio
ternporal analysis of the the atmospheric circulation
on the Northern Hemisphere to show which major
circulation factors determine the weather on the Ca
nary islands.

Key words: Moon; Weather.

1. INTRODUCTIO;\I

Several ancient cultures, as documented so far (Bel
monte & Sanz de Lara, 2000), have been using the
Earth's satellite in different manners like a weather
forecast. The historical tradition for a link between
the Moon and climate probably stands along all the
Mediterranean since it can be found already in Hes
iod (Greece, IX B.C.). For example, a common belief

Fiqurc 1. The Horns of the Moon: " Luna derecha
tunu: no eclui". Francisco Mendez, Frontera {Hi
crro}, August Slst, 2000.

is that the direction of the horns of the Moon at a
certain novilunium, specially the autumnal and win
ter ones, is a good forecast of a rainy or dry period
(horns up, dry weather; horns bent, wet weather).
In the Canary Islands this tradition has been alive
in all the islands until today and, in particular, in the
island of El Hierro -the "World's End" until the XV
Century there is a special class of men in charge of
this type of observations: the "perlos" (pearls) (Fig
ure 1).

The anthropologist Alicia Navarro found the ref
erence "RULE TO KNOW THE FERTILITY OF
YEARS WITH THE" AVERO"" shown in Table 1,

Proc. I'' Solar & Space We11ther Euroconierence, 'The Solar Cvcle and Terrestrial Climate". Santa Cruz de Teneri]e . Tene nte. Spain.
25-29 September 2000 (ESA SP-./63. December 2000)
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Table 1. RULE TO KNOW THE FERTILITY OF
YEARS WITH THE "AVERO".

yr nr. year prediction
1 1862 Normally Fine
2 1863 Bad, Worst
3 1864 So, so
4 1865 Excellent
5 1966 Very bad, less than 2
6 1867 Regular
7 1868 Excellent
8 1869 The least of the worse
9 1870 Excellent as 4
10 1871 Extremely bad
11 1872 So, so
12 1873 Good, better than 1
13 1874 Worse
14 1875 Some fine
15 1876 More excellent than 4
16 1877 Extremely bad
17 1878 The least of the best
18 1879 Good
19 1880 As bad as 8

from XIX century sources of the Canarian island of
Fuerteventura. This sort of weather predictive prac
tices, known as Cabaiiuelas in Spanish, is very com
mon in the popular tradition. However, this one is
exceptional for its long duration and periodicity, 19
years, which oblige us to think of a possible relation
ship to some of the lunar cycles. If we apply the
prediction to the cycle of rainfall in Betancuria (the
ancient island capital) for the period 1967-1975, we
obtain a percentage of good hits of 74%, which is
higher than the randomly expected 50% (Belmonte
& Sanz de Lara, 2000). Another common weather
forecast practice relates to the tide of the night of
Saint John, a very important festivity in the Canary
Islands. If the tide is "llena" (full), a good year can
be expected, while if it is "vacia" (empty) drought
will come.

2. PHYSICAL l'vlEANING?

In general, and to our knowledge, no scientific rea
sons have been proposed so far to sustain these tra
ditional beliefs relating "Moon and Weather". How
ever, the position of the Moon horns (up or bent) at a
certain epoch is determined by the Moon declination
which varies with the 18.6 year cycle of regression of
the lunar nodes (Figure 2). When the Moon is at the
maximum declination (rising at major lunastices), it
has a declination interval of ± 28.5 degrees while in
the minor lunastice, the declination is ± 18.5. That
is, during the cycle the Moon suffers a 10 degree

N Earth

28.5

18.5

s
TIDAL PEAK AT MAXIMUM & MINIMUM LUNAR DECLINATION

Figure 2. Tidal peak at maximum & minimum lu
nar declination: For example, if at a certain moment
the tidal peak is at the latitude of the Canary Islands
{28.5N), 9.3 years later, at a similar moment, this
peak will be at the latitude of Caba Verde {18.5N).
In the Caribbean Sea, origin of the Gulf Stream, the
variation is from the coast of New Orleans to the
southern shores of Jamaica. Consequently, we be
lieve that this cycle, and its harmonics at 9. 3 & 4. 7
years, may be related to periodic climate changes (as
demonstrated for instance in the level of the Nile
floods, Currie 1987) due to the most probable Moon
tidal influence on local, and perhaps general, ocean
streams.

change of declination which in turn means that the
position of the tidal peaks within a certain ocean or
sea of the water geoid can vary as much as 10 degrees
of latitude in 18.6 years. Also, Moon phases and Sun
positions repeat more or less in a period of 19 years
(the Methonic Cycle).

It is conceivable that such a large variation in lati
tude could influence the tides regime, in particular
at certain Globe positions, and, consequently, the
ocean flows which in turn may affect climate phe
nomena like the ENSO or the NAO. In particular, in
the North Atlantic, at the latitudes where the NAO
exerts its influence, we are dealing with differences of
latitude from Newfoundland to Southern Greenland,
locations in front of the coast of Terranova, very near
Nova Scotia which is the place with the largest tides
in the World. On the other hand, any phenomena
associated to the 10 degrees of declination variation,
due to the N & S symmetry of the Moon movement
in one sidereal cycle, should have periods of, not only
18.6, but also 9.3 and, specially, 4.7 years because the
variation of the tide peak position happens 4 times
in 18.6 years, two coming and two going.

In looking for these periods in climatic registers, Cur
rie (1987) suggests that predictions of the Nile floods
from this 19 year cycle are possible. The 19-year cy
cle is not the second harmonic of the solar 11 year
cycle. Other climatic variations, such as precipita
tion in the U.S., do also show periodicities at 11.1
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Figure 3. Temperature time series for the Canary Is
lands (upper panel) and data coverage (lower panel],

and 18.8 years, together with smaller evidence for a
periodicity at 9.1 years (second harmonic of the lat
ter). From barometric data in Japan, former USSR,
southern Europe. southern Africa and South Amor
ica. 0 'Brien s: Currie (1993) find air pressure vari
ations with periods near 18.G yr, which can attain
amplitudes as high as ll.9 mb. Thev identify thoru
as induced by the luni-solar nodal tide component
and invoke several theoretical coupling mechanisms
to explain some of their properties on sub-continent al
scales.

3. THE DATA

Several overlapping temperature serir-s from tho Ca
nary Islands have been combined into one long co11-
tinuous time series (Figure 3. upper panel; lower
panel: the data coverage). using a technique adapt od
from dendrochronology (Osborne ct al.. 1997). As
can be seen. the temperature is rising from 1970 o!l
wards, like for the rest of the :'\orthern Hemisphere
(:'\H), while it falls ill the period 1900-19-Hl, a tiin«
when the rest of the :\II was warming. Xlulti-Tapcr
Frequency Analysis of the data series. in Figure ~
shows that low-frequcnrv power is evident in t lie
bands of interest: t lu-rr- is significant spectral powr-r
near 18 or 19 years. togC'thn with a suggestion of t hr:
bi-dccadal signal.
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Figure 4. l\IultiTaper Frequency Analysis of the data
series in Figure 3. Vertical dotted lines are plotted at
17, 18, 19 and 22 years. The horizontal dotted lines
show confidence leuels between 90% (lowermost) and
99% [uppermost),

This analysis is accompanied by a composite map of
the air surface pressure on the Northern Hemisphere,
given the temperatures on the Canary Islands in the
period 1948-1990 (Figure 5). The map was made hv
subtracting the map of mean surface air pressure dm
ing times of l\"EGATIVE temperature anomalies ill
the Canaries from tho map of mean surface air prr:s
sure during times of POSITIVE temperature anoma
lies. This difference is shown in the figure contour
lines, spaced at one mb distances. Negative pres
sures are shown as dashed contours and positive mies
as solid lines, with 0 as a heavy contour. Grey areas
show the statistically significant areas, determined
by a Monte Carlo technique. Looking at the map it
is clvar that the geostrophic wind will be from the
South over the Canaries. consistent with the tr-tu
pmat.urcs, when thr-v are larger than average, and
from t.h« North when thr: temperatures are less than
average. This map looks \'(~ry much like the leading
mode of the :\AO circulation over the Atlantic, sug
gesting that an important part of the climate over
the Canaries is cont rolled by the ?\AO.

4. CO:'\CLCSIONS

A possible phvsical link between the position of the
Xloon horns at a cert ail! noviluniurn, as determined
by t h« Xloou declination within the 18.G year regn·s
siou cycle of lunar nodes, and the rainy or dry na
t ur« oft he following year on the Canary Islands. is
explored ill this work. While t he idea is well doc
unn-ut.cd for several aurient cultures which use the
Xloon as a weather forecast, the 18.G yr period it
self has also been reported in the analysis of various
climate data series. In particular, we show its de
t rct ion in a long t em pr-rat ure series for the Canary
Islands and combine the· study with a com posite map
of t.lu: air surface pressure on the N.H. \Ve find that
rhr: importance oft he'.\' AO can not IH' neglected and
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Figure 5. Composite map of the air surface pressure
on the Northern Hemisphere, given the temperatures
on the Canary Islands in the period 1948-1990.

intend to investigate whether the NAO is expressing
the 18.6 year cycle or is a factor in addition to this
possible external mechanism, both from the theoret
ical and observational sides. Rain gauge measure
ments and various climate proxies of the Mediter
ranean area will be investigated.
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SOLAR AND GEOPHYSICAL DATABASES:
THE TILES OF A PLANETARY META-ARCHIVE

Mauro Messerotti

Trieste Astronomical Observatory, Via G.B. Tiepolo 11, 34131 Trieste, Italy

ABSTRACT

In the frame of solar-terrestrial physics and the re
lated space weather applications. a brief overview is
given on the available resources to access solar, inter
planetary, geospace and geophysical data with spe
cial emphasis on the creation of a Solar-Terrestrial
Data Planetary Met a-Archive (STDPMA) to exploit
their full potentialities as a huge, inhomogeneous,
distributed dataset in a user-transparent way by
means of the new technologies in database manage
ment and user interface design.

Key words: data base; meta-archive; space weal her.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current ground-based and space-based instrumenta
l ion produces a continuous flow of data, which feeds
the existing datasets at a nonlinear rate and extends
the data amount according 1o power laws.

'\owadays a scientific user faces with a great num
ber of inhomogeneous datasets. usually organized
in geographically distributed archives with limited
rernote access, limited data query capabilities and
non-existent cross-search resources clue to the scarce
coordinat ion in archive virtual linking all over the
world. This situation makes difficult an efficient
multi-band, multi-disciplinary data mining and pre
vents the use of the whole data information content.
l !ence an advanced approach in archive extension,
linking and interfacing is needed wherever multi
band and multi-instrument data are to be cross
searched and cross-analyzed as it is the rule, e.g ..
in solar, solar-terrestrial and terrestrial physics.

In this frame, the aim of this work is to briefly review
the present status of existing and planned data min
ing resources with special attention to possible future
developments. In particular, scientific motivations
for the advancement in data archiving technologies
are considered in Section 2. A brief review of some
rolovant solar-terrestrial data portals is given in Sec
t ion 3. The requirements of a Solar-Terrestrial Data

Planetary Meta-Archive and the conclusions are pre
sented in Section 4.

2. ADVA;\'CEME'.'\TS IN DATA ARCHIVI\'G:
MOTIVATIONS AND PROJECTS

A huge amount of space- and ground-based data
is acquired on a daily basis and stored in existing
archives, challenging the available storage capacity.
as its typical unit of measurement on an annual basis
is now the Tera byte ( 1012 bytes).

The problem in dealing with such ouorrnous data
amounts is twofold. as both data storage and data
management play a fundamental complementary
role. Both technologies are under continuous devel
opment, which progresses in parallel, even if the for
mer involves experimentation in the science of mate
rials, whereas the latter in software architecture.

In fact, on one hand. new technologies and new me
dia promise efficient. reliable and low-cost solutions
by means of an increase in pointwise information
density both via new materials and writing/reading
modes, as well as by using spatial (c.g., holographic)
techniques (see, e.g., '.\Iesserotti. 1CJDCJ). which can.
in principle, provide storage media with fast access
times and capacities higher by orders of magnitude
with respect to current ones. On the other hand. the
data management software technology is suitable to
be further extended to cope with the new needs and
in the following we will con cent rate on this aspect.

From the raw datum to the most advanced met a
archive, the data organization occurs in physical and
logical liicrarchical caieqories of increasing complex
ity. Haw data arc organized in records and set of
records in files, which characterize specific data se
ries. A set of data series originates a specific dataset.
a set of datasets forms a database, and a set of
databases an archive (we prefer such a terminol
ogy, even if in the literature the terms database and
archive are often used as synonyms). Finally. a set
of archives can be linked in a meta-archive.

At the basic level, data catalogs are generated and

Proc. I., Solar & Sp.ue Weur/Jer Euriuonlcrrm«, ·1/Je Soln« C1 de and Terrcstnul Clunatc '. S1111111Cru: tie 'lcncn]«. Tenerilc, Spuin.
25-29 Sepre111hcr21JOIJ (FS.\ Sl'-HJ3. Dccrmber 21!1!0)
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updated to describe the archive content. At an op
erational, more refined level, the data information
content is indexed via selected descriptors and ar
ranged in interconnected tables via refined software
tools named Relational Data Base Management Sys
tems (RDBMS), which make easier complex queries
on the data via a standard query meta-language, the
SQL (Structured Query Language).

The power of an archive for a specific research is
given by the following features: (a) completeness in
datasets relevant to the research; (b) easiness in ac
cess; (c) power in data search; (d) speed in data re
trieval.

Most of the above requirements are satisfied in mod
ern archives thanks to the availability of fast hard
ware and refined software technologies. In fact,
user-friendly access is achieved via World-Wide Web
(WWW) Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) or Telnet
sessions, data search occurs via HTML forms in a
user-transparent way and data request and retrieval
can occur via HTML and FTP protocols respectively.
These general architectural guidelines were used in
the development of many solar archives, such as, e.g.,
the ARchive of THEMIS (Reardon et al., 1997) with
excellent results in terms of usability.

:.Jotwithstanding that, the key point becomes to
day point (a), i.e. the completeness in datasets
relevant to a specific research. In fact, current re
search in specific topics like Solar-Terrestrial Physics
and Space Weather relies on a multi-disciplinary,
i.e. multi-instrument multi-band approach (Crosby,
2000). Most of current archives are dedicated to just
one ground-based instrument or to the set of instru
ments, which pertains to a spacecraft, and sometimes
they act as portals towards other remote archives but
only at the connection level, i.e., no cross-search over
geographically distributed datasets is made avail
able.

This is a serious limitation imposed to research, as
many data are available in independent, remotely
distributed archives. but they are not searchable
through a common unified interface, which repre
sents a fundamental tool in remote collaborative re
search work as well (Messerotti et al., 2000).

To overcome such a limitation and in considera
tion of the synergetic action of the SOHO archive.
the Whole Sun Catalog (WSC) project has been
conceived (Sanchez- Duarte et al., 1997; Dimitoglou
ct al., 1998). In brief. the WSC, managed by an
RDR\IS and accessible via a WW\V GUT, in its ini
tial development phase, should represent a mean to
search in a catalog of observations, which builds up
via the daily submission of a standard log form by
the participating observing facilities. It can there
fore be considered as a searchable catalog of cata
logs, which, upon a specific query, provides a list of
available data for the date(s)/time(s) from the same
or different instruments, one or more wavelengths,
specific time and spectral resolution(s), etc., but in
dicating only the location of the related repositories

and relying on their local resources for data retrieval,
e.g., via FTP.

The WSC project considers also an advanced ex
tension in a second phase after the testing of the
first one, specifically the implementation of the dis
tributed database technology and the spatial database
extensions. As RDBMS's are scalable, they allow
table replication among geographically distributed
archives and the creation of a common catalog, which
virtually links them at the data information level but
keeps their physical management independent. This
provides a search tool for data with specified features
over different remote datasets and a way to transpar
ently retrieve data, which are incorporated into the
WSC archive itself via the spatial database exten
sions.

Recently a new project with even more advanced
goals was conceived, i.e., the Virtual Solar Obser
vatory (VSO) detailed in Hill (2000). As a meta
archive, VSO is designed to match all the mentioned
requirements with an additional feature, which is
data analysis. This means that the final scientific
user will be able to search, access and analyze the
requested solar data via a common \VWW GUI in
a transparent way, independently of their location
and with a valuable spin-off in terms of productiv
ity, besides a substantial extension in data mining
capabilities.

3. SOLAR AND GEOPHYSICAL PORTALS

When the WWW became an established tech
nology in information management over Internet.
many solar data resources started to be developed
(Messerotti. 1995) as also international organization
sites, e.g. the Joint Organization for Solar Ob
servations (JOSO) WWW server (Messerotti, 1996:
Messerotti and Veronig, ]998). Soon the number
of solar, solar-terrestrial and terrestrial W\VW data
resources increased exponentially in number, mak
ing difficult the search for a specific resource, Hence

Canadian Astronomy Data Center I
hit If dcwww dao nrc ca/

Figure 1. Some relevant portals in Solar. Solar
Terrestrial and Terrestrial Physics.
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CDS AstroWeb -Astronomy on the Internet
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/astroweb/solar. html (A)

ARTHEMIS I GDC Hiraiso Sol,.- Terrestrial Research Center/CRL I SEC

BAse Solaire Sol 2:JOO(BASS:<lJOO)I GDC I IPS Rado & Space Services I SEC

Big Bear Solar Observatory [BBSO) I GSO lmagerfor Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration ESE

Birmingham Solar Oscillations Network [Bi SON) GSN I institul d'Astrophysique Spatiale (IAS) I SPI

Boulder, Colorado - Dept. Astrophys. and Planet. Sciences SRI lnstitulo de Astrono mia y Fisica del Espacio (IAFE) I SPI

Catania Astrophysical Observatory [OAC) I SOO International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) STN

Centre de Prev;sion de 1'activite sol aire et geo magnetique SEC I Joint Organi z:ation for Sol,.- Observations (J0 S0) ISO

Cluster 11,ESA's spacefleettothe magnetosphere I SSE I Kharkov mLlti-wavestation of sol,.- monitoring (KHASSM) I SRO

Cracow - Sdar radio emission in dm wavelength I SRO Kiepenheuer-lnstitul fur Sonnenphysi k (KIS) SRI

Departement d'Astronomie Solaire(DASOP, Observatoire de Paris) SRI Laboratoryfor .Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP) I SRI

ETH Institute of Astronomy (ETH Zurich) I SRI I LASCO/SOHO I SSE

Estacion de Observaci6n Solar/ Solar Observational station [EOS) SOO MEDOC [Multi-Experiment Data Operations Centerior SOHO) I SOC

European Incoherent SCAllter I GIN MSU Solar Physics Group (Montana) I SRI

GALLEX I GPE Mees Solar Observatory (MSO, Hawaii) I SOO

GIobal Osei1lation Network Group (G0 NG) I GSN Metsahovi Radio Research station I SR0

Haleakaa Observatories (Hawaii) I SOO Mount Wllson Observatory I SOO

High Altitude Observatory (HAO) I SOO NRL Solar Physics Branch I SRI

High Energy Sol,.- Spectroscopic lmager (HESSI) SSE National Astron. Obs. of Japan - Solar Phys. Division SRI

Figure 2. First part of the list of hyper/inks made available by the CDS Astra Web portal under the heading
"Solar". In this picture non-professional sites are not shown. Site typology acronyms mean respectively: EDC
{Earth Data Center), ESE {Earth Space Experiment), CDC {Ground-Based Data Center), GIN (Ground-Based
Ionospheric Network), GPE {Ground-Based Particle Experiment), GSN {Ground-Based Solar Network). GSO
(Ground-Based Solar Observatory), ISO {International Solar Organization). NSO (National Solar Organiza
tion), SDC {Space Data Center), SEC (Space Environment Center). SOO {Solar Optical Observatory). SPI
(Space Research Institute), SRI (Solar Research Institute}, SRO (Solar Radio Observatory), SSE {Solar Space
Experiment), STN {Solar-Terrestrial Network) .
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CDS AstroWeb -Astronomy on the Internet
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/astroweb/solar. htm I (B)

National Solar Observatory [NS0) [ S0 0 I Space Environment Center I SEC

NS0 Sccra mento Peak, Sunspot, NM (NSCVSP) I S0 0 I Stanford S0 LAR Center SEC

Naval Research Laboratory Spece Science Division [NRL SSD)

Observatoire Mdi-Pyrenees (OMP) I
Service d'Aerono mie I

SPI Sternberg Astronomical Institute (Heliophys. and Seismology) ISRI

EDC I The INTER-SOL Sun Observation Programme (ISP) I GSN

SOISOD

Soft X-Ray Telescope onboard Yohkoh Satellite, ISAS, Japan

Solar Data Analysis Center (SDAC) I
SSE I Transition Region And Coronal Exporer (TRACE) I SSE

Solar Extreme-ultraviolet Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph

SEC I Universitat de Ies Illes Balears · Sd ar Phys. at Dept. of Phys. I SRI

SSE I \Mlcox Sdar Observatory [WSO) I SOD

SRI I Yohkoh Public Outreach Project [YPOP) I SSE

sRo I Zurich Solar Radio Spectrometer I SR0

Solar Flare Theory [NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center)

Solar Group of RATAN-600 I
Solar Physics Division· American Astronomic:al Society I NSO

Solar Physics at Stanford University I SRI

Solar Terrestri:al Activity Report I SEC

Solar Terrestri:al Dispatch [STD) I SEC

Solar UV .Ailasfrom HRTS [HRTS data) I SOC

Solar and Heliospheric Obsef"lldtory [SOHO) I SSE

Solar, Auroral , lonospheri c, ... Infor mati on [ Lethbri dge, Canada) I SEC

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Home Page [STP) I SEC

Figure 3. Second part of the list of hyper/inks made available by the CDS Astra Web portal under the headmg
"Solar", In this picture non-professional sites are not shown. Site typology acronyms mean respectively: EDC
(Earth Data Center), ESE (Earth Space Experiment), CDC (Ground-Based Data Center), GIN (Ground-Based
Ionospheric Network). GPE (Ground-Based Particle Experiment). GSN (Ground-Based Solar Network). GSO
(Ground-Based Solar Observatory). ISO (International Solar Organization), NSO (National Solar Organiza
tion), SDC (Space Data Center). SEC (Space Environment Center). SOO (Solar Optical Observatory). SP!
(Space Research Institute). SRI (Solar Research Institute). SRO (Solar Radio Observatory), SSE (Solar Space
Experiment). STN (Solar-Terrestrial Network) .



some portals were developed, i.e., WWW sites acting
as a unique central gateway to a set of hyperlinked
resources.

To give an idea about the enormous amount of
information distributed over the network and the
intrinsic difficulty in identifying and managing
it. it is sufficient to mention some major portals
in Solar, Solar-Terrestrial and Space Physics,
which are very rich in links and embedded fa
cilities, such as (Figure 1): the CDS AstroWeb
[http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/astroweb/solar.html],
the NASA Space Physics Data Sys-
tem (SPDS) [http://spds.nasa.gov/],
the NASA Space Physics Data Facility
(SPDF) [http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/spdf/]
with the Magnetospheric Yellow Pages
[http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/spdf/yellow-pages/data
by-type.html], the NASA National Space Science
Data Center (NSSDC) [http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/]
and the Canadian Astronomy Data Center
[http://cadcwww.dao.nrc.ca/]. Most known WWW
resources in the mentioned fields are indexed and
reachable through these portals and each of them,
in turn, points to the same or similar resources.
This makes the hyperlinking a very complex and
non-optimized graph, which negatively biases the
success in specific data searching and results in
the typical responses of the generic search engines
with thousands of entries with hundreds of repeated
items.

As an example of the variety of data sources and gen
eral resources, we tried to index the items provided
by the CDS AstroWeb under the heading "Solar" af
ter discarding all the non-professional organizations
for an easier categorization. CDS provides the hy
perlink to 64 professional organizations (Figures 2
and 3) in the following 17 categories: EDC (Earth
Data Center), ESE (Earth Space Experiment), CDC
(Ground-Based Data Center), GIN (G-B Ionospheric
Network}, GPE (G-B Particle Experiment), GSN
(G-B Solar Network), GSO (G-B Solar Observatory),
ISO (International Solar Organization), NSO (Na
tional Solar Organization), SDC (Space Data Cen
ter), SEC (Space Environment Center), SOO (So
lar Optical Observatory), SPI (Space Research In
stitute), SRI (Solar Research Institute), SRO (Solar
Radio Observatory), SSE (Solar Space Experiment),
STN (Solar-Terrestrial Network). The related distri
bution in typologies by disciplinary affinity provides
the following results in terms of number of entries:

• General typology (Figure 4)

- 37 Ground-Based Solar
13 Ground-Based Solar-Terrestrial

- 11Space-Based Solar-Terrestrial

• Ground-Based data (Figure 5)

02 GDC
- 01 GSO
- 03 GSN
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- 12 SRI
11 soo
05 SRO

- 01 GPE
- 01 NSO
- 01 ISO

• Solar-Terrestrial data (Figure 6)

- 10 SEC
- 01 STN
- 01 EDC
- 01 GIN

• Space data (Figure 7)

- 02 SDC
- 08 SSE
- 03 SPI
- 01 ESE

37

G-B SOLAR G-BS-T SPACE S-T

Figure 4. General site typology according to
data sources: Ground-Based Solar Data, Ground
Based Solar-Terrestrial Data, Space-Based Solar
Terrestrial Data.

4. A SOLAR-TEHHESTRJAL DATA
PLANETARY META-ARCHIVE

Today's physical modelling stringently needs a com
mon unified, user-friendly interface for multiwave
length data search. data display and data analysis.
Especially applications like Space Weather are intrin
sically multi-disciplinary, as it requires multi-event
modelling over solar, space and earth datasets with
the largest coverage possible of observed phenom
ena. In particular, events' prediction needs to op
erate cross-searches over different archives, perform
statistical analyses and have real-time data available
at a glance. As reviewed in previous sections, some
major Solar-Terrestrial Data Portals exist, but they
are inadequate to match the above requirements. as:
(a) mainly resource indexing is available; (b) few
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12

11

GDC GSO GSN SRI SOO SRO GPE NSO ISO

Figure 5. Specific subtypologies for Ground-Based
Solar Data sites (see text).

10

SEC STN EDC GIN

Figure 6. Specific subtypologies for Solar-Terrestrial
Data sites (see text).

soc SSE SPI ESE

Figure 7. Specific subtypologies for Space-Based
Solar-Terrestrial Data sites (see text).

resources partially allow complex, distributed data
searching over limited subsets of databases; (c) very
few resources partially allow data analysis on inho
mogeneous datasets. Therefore a Solar-Terrestrial
Data Planetary Meta-Archive (STDPMA) is needed
to exploit the full scientific potentialities of multi
wavelength modelling in Solar-Terrestrial Physics by:
(a) indexing observational resources; (b) indexing
theoretical resources; (c) allowing user-transparent
data access to distributed datasets all over the world;
(d) allowing complex data searching, retrieval and
analysis via a simplified common GUI. In princi
ple, present data archiving technologies allow the
achievement of such goals, but a global coordina
tion and collaboration must be established among
the participating data providers, archive scientists
and final scientific users, which is difficult to obtain
on a so large scale. Last but not least the alloca
tion of proper financial resources by the participat
ing organizations is a must for a full success of the
initiative. Despite its complexity, we are convinced
that the scientific community should start consider
ing the STDMPA as a feasible project, worthwhile
doing when considering the benefits in terms of im
proved modelling. In this light, the WSO and VSO
projects can represent the initial tiles of STDPMA
and act as operational test-beds for it.
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ABSTRACT

The continuing development of the Internet as a
research tool has sparked new interest in the
development of networked astronomical databases and
analysis tools. In this paper, I outline a concept for a
Virtual Solar Observatory (VSO), a set of data archives
and analysis tools distributed in physical location at
sites that already host such systems. The technical
concepts of the VSO include federated distributed
archiving, an adaptive metadata thesaurus, a single
unified intuitive GUI, context-based searches, and
distributed computing. Potential analysis tools include
content-based searches, visual programming tools, and
visualization packages. The development of a VSO
would greatly facilitate solar physics research since a
user would no longer need to have detailed knowledge
of all solar archive sites.

1. INTRODUCTION

The VSO concept outlines a software environment for
searching, obtaining and analyzing data from archives
of solar data that arc distributed at many different
observatories around the world. This "observatory" is
virtual since it exists only on the Internet, not as a
physical structure. As a research tool, the VSO would
enable a new field of correlative statistical solar
physics in which large-scale comparative studies
spanning many dimensions and data sources could be
carried out. While many such comparative solar studies
are carried out today (observational studies in recent
issues of Solar Physics consider an average of 4-5 data
sets), much larger comparisons are not feasible due to
the shear logistical obstacle of simply finding the data.
This task requires the user to learn what archives exist,
where they are, what data they contain, and the details
of the file naming convention and access methods. The
substantial effort expended for this process results in
most users accessing only a few archives in their
careers.

The idea of combining solar archives into a unified
system was first proposed by Sanchez-Duarte ct al.
(1997), and further discussed by Dimitoglou ct al.1998.
The VSO has been briefly described by Hill (2000).
Individual solar archives have been discussed by Hill ct
al., (2000), Reardon ct al. (1998), Sanchez-Duarte
(1999), and Roudier and Mahlcrbc ( 1997).

Several avenues of solar research would be accelerated
by a VSO. These areas include:

• Space weather, which would greatly benefit from
more reliable and detailed knowledge of the solar
surface signature of an imminent CME. This
requires correlating time series of coronal images,
filament positions, and surface quantities such as
vector magnetic fields and x-ray emission in
several wavelengths.

• The structure of a sunspot atmosphere, which is
still poorly understood. A composite data set of
vector magnetic field maps, space-based UV
spectra, and temporal sequences of EUV images
could yield a more complete description of the
density, magnetic field, velocity, and turbulence
with height above sunspots.

• The mechanism by which sunspots block solar
energy, thus creating fluctuations in the solar
irradiance. is poorly understood. Observations of
the surface vector magnetic field and the spatial
intensity distribution in several wavelengths are
needed for comparisons with theory.

• The statistics of active region life cycles arc not
known. Such a study requires multi-day time
series of surface magnetic field, Doppler velocity,
and intensity in several wavelengths.

• The statistical evolution of the solar granulation
properties over the course of an I I-year solar
activity cycle has only been sparsely sampled. A
consistently sampled study could reveal clues
about the long-term behavior of the underlying
near-surface flow field as well as provide insight
into the driving and damping mechanisms of the
solar oscillations. This problem requires multi
year time series of surface magnetic field, Doppler
velocity, and intensity in several wavelengths.

• The subsurface structure of active regions is
beginning to be probed by local helioseismology,
in which subsurface properties arc determined in
small patches rather than globally averaged. These
results must be placed in context, which requires
both surface magnetic field measurements and
time series of the Doppler velocity. This technique
may eventually he able to locate active regions

Pro: l ''Solar & Space \\'euther Eurocontrrrnc«. 'The Solur Cvclc and Terrestrial C!i111111e'. S11111uCm: de Tenrri]«. Teneriic .. )/win.
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before they emerge on the surface, which would be
useful for space weather predictions.

• The solar wind is believed to originate near the
boundaries of coronal holes where the solar
magnetic field is open to interplanetary space.
However, the details of the physical process that
accelerates the wind are still unknown. Research
on this question requires images that show the
location of coronal holes at either x-ray or infrared
wavelengths in conjunction with data on solar
wind speed, and surface quantities.

• A long-standing mystery is the heating of the outer
solar atmosphere. It is now known that substantial
areas of the atmosphere are actually much cooler
than the surface. Unraveling the complex
thermodynamic and energy budget of the solar
atmosphere requires the spatial and temporal
correlation of observations in the infrared, visible,
and UV with magnetic and velocity fields at
different heights above the solar surface.

2. TECHNICAL COMPONENTS

The VSO technical concept includes the federation of
distributed solar archives, an adaptive metadata
thesaurus, a single unified intuitive GUI, context-based
searches, and distributed computing.

Federating distributed solar archives means linking
together a number of archives that are located at
different physical sites into a larger, more uniform
system. A user would then need only access a single
web site from which the entire set of component
archives could be searched. This basic VSO
functionality is schematically illustrated in figure 1.

Query from
VSO translator

Figure 1: Schematic of basic VSO functionality. The
user submits a data request to the VSO, which can
either translate the query into theform appropriatefor
Archive 1, or search a VSO catalogfor thefile location
in Archive 2. These archives return their data to the
VSO, which then collates it and returns it to the user.

An adaptive metadata thesaurus is a method to
reconcile the myriad of definitions of common data
descriptors. An example that is likely to be familiar to
most users of solar data is the formatting of the date an
observation was obtained. Figure 2 schematically
shows the thesaurus in action as it learns that three
common forms of the FITS header keyword DATE
OBS are equivalent to the more intuitive "Observing
Date". In figure 3, the thesaurus is translating the
user's input back into the format specific for the
component archives. The thesaurus is essentially a
lookup table that is updated when a new archive is
added to the VSO, or when an archive revises its
metadata format.

Component Archives vso

Learning Phase

Figure 2: The learning phase of the adaptive metadata
thesaurus, a program that is taught to recognize
synonymsfor common data descriptors. In the example
here, the thesaurus is learning that three common
forms of the FITS keywordfor the observation date are
equivalent to a more intuitive term.

User Request

Translation Phase

Figure 3: Here the thesaurus is translating the user's
input into the specific format required to query a
particular component archive.

The graphical user interface (GUI) is a critical
component of the VSO. The GUI is the component
through which the user will interact with the VSO, and
it must be simple, intuitive, and easy to use. Many
solar archives currently require the user to be an expert
in specific details such as file naming conventions,
experiment numbers, etc. The VSO GUI will not
require this expert knowledge, but must provide
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/home/hill/nvo/toolb.html

Spectral wavelength specification:

l units Ang run m Mev Ghz cm'-1 Select units

Clear wavelength I
Temporal specification:

t window Real

type value

t start Time 2000.05.01.00.00.0d

Time 2000.05.31.23.59.5~t_stop

t_resolution Real 50'

spectral sampling,e.g.0.1

description

year

temporal window sec •mmin day year
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0.95Realt fill

Clear temporal I

threshold for acceptable fill(fraction ofpossible)

Example: Ifyouwant 60minutes of data with 10-second resolution every 5 days,

then t_resolution=lD sec, t_cadence=5 days, t_window=60min.

Figure 4: One menu in a possible design of the VSO user interface. This screen allows the user to specify the spectral
and temporal characteristics of the data.

flexible ways for the user to specify the data that he is
searching for.

A portion of one possible design of the VSO GUI is
shown in figure 4. The user is provided menus from
which data sources, observed quantities (i.e. magnetic
field, intensity, Doppler velocity, etc.), and dimensions
can be chosen. Other menus allow the specification of
spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics, and
finally provide the user with some control over the
platforms that will process the request.

After the data has been selected and the VSO has
performed the search, the user will be provided with
quick look thumbnail images of the data that meet the
search criteria. An example design of the search results
screen is shown in Figure 5. The user will be provided
with check boxes to select individual images, or to
obtain the entire set of offered data. Alternatively,
graphical displays could be employed to further refine
the data selection. Finally, the user will choose a data
delivery method.
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Figure 5: One possible display of the results of a VSO search.

Currently, the VSO interface design is a series of
large menus either on separate pages or on a
single page. This will most likely be replaced by
a sleeker "PC''-style single-screen design with a
large workspace surrounded by tool bars and
pull-down menus. The workspace would display
the search results as well as provide an area for
interactive data analysis and visualization tools.

The VSO would also include context-based
searches. In contrast to RDBMS queries on
tables of metadata obtained from image headers,
context-based searches use quantities directly
calculated from the data. This allows much more
complex scientific queries such as "Which
images had a magnetic field between 500 and
I000 G in the northern hemisphere between
latitudes 30 and 40° during 1984 'l"



Context-based searches arc usually expensive
computationally. Thus, the VSO will require
distributed computing for efficient operation.
This is shown schematically in figure 6. A user
submits a context-based query, which is sent by
the VSO to an archive. This archive. in turn,
distributes the computational load between itself.
other component archive systems of the VSO.
and the central YSO server. After the search is
completed. the results arc sent hack to the VSO
server, which collates the data and returns the
results to the user.

A

vso System 2 ,

System 3

B :·---1-.~I
lArc uvc 1

vso

c

vso i System 2

Figure 6: The essential steps in the distribution
of the compute load [or a VSO context-based
search. Panel A: The user submits a context
search request to the VSO. which sends the query
to the relevant archive. Panel B: The archive
sends part of the computing task to 111·0 other
svstems. and the VSO server. Panel C: The
results are sent back to the VSO server. which
collates the results and sends the results hack to
the user.

Other VSO components will include analysis
software, data visualization tools, a visual
programming interface. and a usage tracking
system. The combination of the analysis and
graphics packages with the search capabilities of
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the YSO will create a powerful new tool for solar
research. The usage tracking is essential for
measuring the overall impact on the VSO on
solar physics.

While the implementation details remain to he
determined. it is likely that the VSO will he
written in a platform-dependent language such as
Java or JavaScript. The user interface could also
he written in Java (Scholl ct al. 1999). Java
based solutions are attractive because of their
portability. but security concerns will need to he
addressed. It is also likely that the structure of
the central VSO catalog will incorporate XML.

3. COMPONENT ARCHIVES

There arc roughly a dozen major solar archives
currently maintained on the Internet. These
archives arc prime candidates for inclusion in the
YSO. and contain about I02 TB of data. The
archives arc located at:

• The NSO Digital Library (data from the
KPYT. GONG. and SOLIS)

• NASA/GSFC SDAC. (SMM. Yohkoh. etc)

• SOHO

• The Stanford University SSSC (SOI/MDI,
TON, Wilcox Solar Observatory)

• The TRACE archive at Lockheed

• Montana State University

• UCLA/Mt. Wilson 150-ft Tower

• USC/Mt. Wilson 60-ft Tower

• BBSO/NJIT

• HESS!

• ARTHEMIS

• BASS2000

• HAO

• CSUN/SFO

The archive list above is preliminary; the VSO is
intended to be easily expandable so that
additional archives can he simply incorporated
without requiring substantial resources.
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4. MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

The linking of distributed archives is more
effective than the construction of a large
centralized data center since the expertise
required to fully exploit the data resides with the
groups that designed, built, and used the
instruments to collect the data. These groups are
by far the most qualified to maintain and update
their own data sets. Similarly, the people
responsible for the data will best manage the
VSO. Thus, the VSO management concept
includes a board comprised of data users and
representatives (such as scientists, information
technologists) from each component archive.
This will give the solar physics community
substantial influence over the development of the
VSO. In addition, a small top-level group
(Project Director, Scientist, and Manager) will
provide the point of contact with funding
agencies. The community will be further
involved by making the Project Scientist a
rotating position filled by archive
representatives.

The technical development of the VSO will be
shared among the community as well. It is hoped
that each archive would obtain resources to
provide programming support both for
integration of a particular archive, and for the
overall VSO system implementation

5. CONCLUSION

The VSO is a community-based research tool
combining distributed solar archives and analysis
packages into a unified system. This would
increase the efficiency of performing solar
research, and would enable a new era of
statistical correlative solar physics. This should
produce new results in several areas of inquiry,
including space weather, helioseismology,
coronal heating, active region evolution,
irradiance variations, solar wind origins, and
sunspot structure.
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ABSTRACT

Space weather is an interdisciplinary field, especially
from the scientific point-of-view and demands data
from all parts of geo-space. Of utmost importance
it requires constant monitoring of the Sun, relying
on both space-borne and ground-based observations.
The question of data handling in this respect requires
a complex yet as simple as possible approach.

In the above context, the requirements of solar data
for space weather related issues will be addressed in
this paper having the user in mind. Emphasis will
be made on the point that the data centers must
have a clear understanding of what the users actually
need as information. This will be illustrated by show
ing examples of various space weather induced effects
and looking at the physical phenomena that caused
them. It shall be stressed that the time required to
avoid these unwanted effects is an important factor in
defining the type of solar data necessary to forecast
the above phenomena. Hence a fundamental need
is that better communication between the user and
solar community must be aimed at.

Key words: space weather: Sun: solar data.

1. 11\TRODL'CTIOI\"TO SPACE WEATHER

Technological systems are becoming more sensitive
to the space environment and the sending out of hu
mans to space more of a standard routine. Therefore
it is clear that one must be able to monitor the space
environment continuously, the aim being to avoid
unwanted space weather induced effects. This can
only be accomplished if one has reliable data that de
scribes this forever changing space environment (on
all time and spatial scales) - better known as "space
weather".

In simple terms space weather refers to how solar
activity may have unwanted effects on technological
systems and human activity. Our local space weather
is thus a consequence of the behaviour of the Sun, the

nature ofEarth's magnetic field and atmosphere, and
our location in the solar system.

The L .S. I\"ational Space Weather Program
(l\"S\VP) defines "space weather" as conditions
on the sun and in the solar wind, magneto
sphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere that can
influence the performance and reliability of space
borne and ground-based technological systems
and can endanger human life or health (see
http://www.ofcm.gov/nswp-sp/text/ a-cover.htm
and http://www.geo.nsf.gov/atm/nswp/nswp.htm).

Solar Terrestrial Physics (STP) research and space
weather are closely linked, but the main difference is
that space weather is an application-oriented disci
pline and addresses the needs of users. It should be
emphasised though that basic research in the field of
STP is necessary for space weather applications. The
main differencesbetween STP and space weather are
summarised in Table 1 (Koskinen and Pulkkinen,
1998). Note that whereas STP research uses obser
vations on all timescales, continuous monitoring is
essential for space weather services and this ofcourse
includes the monitoring of the Sun. In fact the Sun
can be said to be the driver of space weather. But
space weather is much more than understanding the
physical processes that occur on the Sun. It also
implies understanding how the various physical phe
nomena cross interplanetary space and how the mag
netosphere, ionosphere and the Earth's atmosphere
respond to the never ending changing Sun. The main
question is how to work with such a complex envi
ronment in the most concise way.

During the "The ESA Workshop on Space Weather"
(ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 11-13
November 1998), the working group "Forecasting
Space Weather - Scientific Road Map", hereby re
ferred to as "the working group", considered what
would be needed as operational models, observations,
theoretical breakthrough during the next 2-5years in
Europe, to accomplish just that. The working group
formulated seven questions that they then discussed
during a morning session (Crosby et al., 1999). These
questions will be covered in this paper emphasising
results concerning solar observations. The working
group will be identified when the results originate
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Table 1. Space weather compared to Solar-Terrestrial Physics

Space Weather Solar-Terrestrial Physics

Users Application-Oriented Basic Research

Required Observations Continuous Monitoring Scientific 0 bservations

Products Service Products Scientific Products

directly from their discussion. Below are the seven
questions that the working group formulated:

• Who are the potential users/customers for our
statement of work?

• What are the most important effects of space
weather conditions on spacecraft and ground
based systems?

• What are the space weather phenomena that
cause these effects?

• When, how far ahead, and how accurate do we
want to predict these phenomena?

• What is required in Solar-Terrestrial Physics to
predict space weather?

• How can we establish reliable prediction tech
niques?

• Which funding services can be envisaged to fi
nance these services?

In Section 2 of this paper, the first 6 questions will
be addressed, using case studies to illustrate the dif
ference in the types of solar observations that are
needed. The final section will cover question 7 and
shall conclude by emphasising the necessity of com
munication between the solar community and the po
tential user community.

2. THE IMPORTAKCE OF SOLAR DATA FOR
SPACE WEATHER FORECASTING

Potential users of space weather facilities are nu
merous; basically, everybody is in some way di
rectly/indirectly a user. It is these different users of
space weather products that help define the various
space weather effects that are observed, thereafter
defining what observations are needed to help pre
vent these effects happening in the first place. The
user community has interest in effects observed on
Earth all the way to where the farthest spacecraft is
at the moment.

2.1. Space Weather Effects and Solar Observations

The technological user community has interests for
both space and Earth purposes, many of which are
inter-connected. For example, spacecraft problems
may cause disturbances in transmission to Earth
and as a consequence affect our daily life on Earth.
Spacecraft operators need reliable predictions of
events that can cause anomalies or failures in order to
schedule operations or take protective action. Poten
tial ground based customers include powerline com
panies, oil companies and telecommunications indus
try. Astronauts are the most well known biological
users, but also crew/passengers on airlines especially
on polar routes are potential users. For more infor
mation on the various space weather users/induced
effects see Daly et al. 1996 and Lanzerotti et al.
1997.

As mentioned previously solar activity can be said
to be the driver of space weather. Therefore it is
very important that one is able to predict phenomena
such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), solar flares,
and solar energetic particle events. In the future it
will be the users of space weather forecasting centers
that must set the requirements for the time scales
and precision of the predictions. This shall be illus
trated by the following two examples, the first ad
dressing time scales of minutes whereas the second
refers to longer time scales.

It is not possible to predict the exact occurrence, in
tensity or duration of solar protons events, and con
sequently mission planning on both a short-term and
a long-term basis can be problematic. Short-term
forecasts are necessary for any tasks requiring extra
vehicular activity and the operation of radiation
sensitive detectors. Real-time observation of the Sun
can provide useful warning of solar event activity.
For example a 50 MeV proton can arrive from the
Sun in less than 25 min. Thus a warning time for
solar proton events from a flare observation is very
short and there is instead a need to be able to predict
the events that can produce them.

On the other hand a CME may reach Earth in 3 to 4



days. Once a CME is observed there is time to take
protective measures. Here instead the main problem
is that it is not yet possible to predict whether an
observed CME will hit the Earth or not and how geo
effective it will be until it has reached the Ll point.
From there the CME moves to the magnetopause in
about one hour. From the first effects at the mag
netopause it takes some tens of minutes before the
damaging effects have propagated to the various re
gions of geospace.

2.2. Csing Solar Data for Space Weather
Prediction

From the above two examples it is clear, that estab
lishing an easy-to-use reliable prediction tool is not
a simple matter. Spacecraft such as Yohkoh, SOHO,
Ulysses, TRACE, ACE, etc. are providing us with a
wealth of information concerning the physics of the
Sun. Also future solar missions (e.g. STEREO, So
lar Orbiter) will provide us with many of the essen
tial parameters that are necessary to obtain realis
tic models of the structure of the corona and helio
sphere, and for the first time it will become possible
to directly observe solar disturbances from the Sun
to the Earth (Bothmer, 1999). Furthermore missions
such as STEREO will help in the understanding of
the onset, structure and evolution of CMEs.

Space weather research is an interdisciplinary science
which strongly enhances the links in the chain of
physical processes between the Sun (interior, corona,
solar wind,) and the Earth's magnetosphere, iono
sphere, etc.. The working group emphasized that
databases for space weather applications must in
clude continuous monitoring of the ionosphere, radi
ation belts, solar wind and especially the Sun. They
also concluded that long data series for all fields
(ground-based and space-borne) are necessary and
rapid dissemination of the data is vital. Data must
be made available in real-time not only on the space
craft, but also in the relevant data centers. To ac
complish this the working group emphasized that a
fleet of satellites (elliptical, geo-stationary, polar and
heliocentric), along with ground-based observations
be defined.

The working group concluded that in order to mea
sure progress in establishing reliable prediction tech
niques, an evaluation process has to be defined to
regularly compare current prediction accuracies with
older methods. Especially, one must see if the mod
els are getting better in predicting the phenomena
that may produce space weather induced effects.

3. THE FCTCRE OF SOLAR DATA 11\
RELATIOl\ TO SPACE WEATHER

\Vhere will the money come from to do all the above'?
This was the question that the working group did
not have time to discuss. There are actually two
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points that are relevant to this topic: 1.) Who will
fund the space weather data centers (observations
and models), and 2.) Who will pay when a space
weather event is not predicted or wrongly predicted'?

The first question depends on whether the space
weather center is for example governmental and/or
private, and whether it is on national or international
(collaboration between many countries) level. It is
suggested that proposals for solar missions should
continue to emphasise space weather application as
an important issue.

Factors such as revenue loss, damage to equipment,
loss of customer confidence, degraded service, cost of
deferred maintenance, cost of augmented staffing are
all important key issues when it comes down to the
second question (http://www.sec.noaa.gov/). Imag
ine if a space weather event is predicted and does not
happen - who will cover the financial loss of the shut
down of e.g. technical utilities'? On the other hand if
the event happens, a spacecraft may be "saved", thus
avoiding a big financial loss. Space weather events
are becoming more and more of interest from the
insurance point-of-view.

Conclusions of the working group indicated that ob
servers and modellers have much to contribute in the
space weather arena in the new millennium. Having
now entered this millennium one can state that this
conclusion is indeed more true than ever, especially
for the solar community.
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THE TECONet PROJECT ONE YEAR AFTER TOTALITY

F. Clette and J .-R. Gabryl

Observatoire Royal de Belgique, B-1180 Bruxelles, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The TECONet99 campaign (Trans-European Coro
nal Observing Network) initiated by the JOSO, sue
cesfully acquired polarimetric images of the corona
during the August 11, 1999 total solar eclipse. Li
stations, out of a total of 28, collected photographic
or CCD images from many sites distributed along
the totality band, from France to Iran. Using a com
mon observing technique. they formed a time-lapse
sequence spanning a duration of about l h :30min. We
present here a summary of this international eclipse
campaign, and we describe the data processing tech
niques, as well as the current results. Electron den
sity distributions were computed up to 2..5 R~,, and
show an abnormally steep radial density gradient.
The subsequent cross-analysis with the EIT exper
iment on SOHO, and the study of temporal changes
in the corona during the eclipse will also be outlined.
although no major transient (C\IE) occurcd during
the eclipse.

Key words: Sun; corona: solar eclipses; polarimetry.

1. INTHODCCTIO:\: the TECO:\et concept

In the special context of the European total solar
eclipse of August l l. l!)()\).a Trans European Corou.il
Observing :\etwork (TECO:\et) was set up in 19!JKto
take advantage of t lie ('Xn·pt ioua lly high rn1111IH'rof
potential amateur and professional observers (( 'k-t t t'
1999). Although some participating tcaurs used ad
vanced computer-cont rolled c.uncra», th« TECO.\t·t
concept was based on the use of a co111111011obsen inl!,
t echuiquc: white-light polar irnct ry. whirh req11irnl
only fairly simple inst ru nn-nt at ion. It was t hu- oprn
to a11yo11('wi t h the 1wc<·ssary obsnvi11g skills. ('it hrr
iudividunl amateur astronomers OI' profossionnal so
lar physicists with limited funding. 'Ihc-rcforc. t lu
participants used t hei r own Icit-scopes and had tu
build sonic of the special 111echanical compour-ur-. (ro
tating filter holder) thing their m1·11resources. Only
film and polarizing Iilt crs were provided by the net
work coordinator, as t ll('se special it ems were essl'll
tial to ensure the liourogcuci ty or all photographic
data.

In a way, this campaign was a special scaled-up vr-r
sion of the Belgian coronal polar imet ry prograui.

which started in 197:3and has now gathered data dur
ing 7 total eclipses spanning two solar cycles (Gabryl
et al. l!J99). TECO\'et thus relied on an extensive
experience, but represented an unprecedented chal
lenge, as many more stations were participating and
had to produce useful data in unison, without any
direct personal contact or joint. training. Such an
initiative was in fact possible only through the ex
tensive use of Intcrnct , which allowed the exchange of
innumerable messages and questions, as well as tech
nical drawings and sometimes images. The Internet
platform also helped a lot in rccrnit.ing observers, by
making a wide public aware of this project, even in
distant countries.

Int his paper, we present the current status of the on
going analysis effort. as well as first key results based
011a s11bsd of the huge image collect.ion produced by
TECO Net.

2. The observing campaign

By using many observing stations distributed in Ion
git ud« along the totality band. as was possible for the
19!)!)eclipse. one can of course avoid the detrimental
consequences of bad weather conditions. However.
the pri11iary advantage is to allow a continuous mon
itoring of Ihe solar corona over durations much longer
titan tit<''..! 111i11ut('sof totality at one site. Changes
Io the rot at ioual parallax or true intrinsic evolutions
can t Itus \)(' studied (dy uam ic r-vcnt«, flows. coronal
111;1ss<'.i<·ctions).. \ltlto11gh this kind of time series
can now he oln ai nc-d by sparo-bornc inst ruureut s.
gro11nd-has('(l vvhi I('-Iight. images provide an iudepcu
cla nt a.hsolu t.« ca lihrn t ion. as well as direct mcasu rc-
11J('11ts of' ('lcct ron de11siti('s. For t.hat reason. a joint
obs('!'\ i11gprogra111 11it It the L.\ SC'() and EIT coronal
i111;1g('rs011SOI!() \1·;is-ubrni t t cd and executed.

\I ore !'1111da11w11ta Ily. wcl l-calibrat ('d polariinet.ric i111-
ag,·s allow tlu- sep<trill ion of I lie h>corona Iroru other
non-solar compoucut s and the dircct dctcrmiuat ion
of' t hr- d('11sity or fr('(' ('lcctrons. i\ basic par.uuc-t cr
for 111odclsoft II(' solar at mosphcre. The ptHposl' of
TU '()\et 11·ast hu» to go beyond qualit at ive st11di('s
of coroual evolui.iou (11101ion trncking) by 111e;1s11ri11g
variations of t lie ('!eel ron density in evolving lllag
net ic st ruct urcs. A key aspect of this campaign was
thus to ensure a good data homogeneity by imposing
instruuu-nt a l rcquircn n-nt s (Table I) and a co111111on
obs(•rving procedure.

Proc.!'' SolarS: Space Wear/Ja Euroconterrncr, 'The Solar Cvcle and lcrrestrial ('l1111a1e· Sa111a Cru: de Tcneriie. Tc11alfe . .\'/)(1111.
25-29 Srpumbcr 2000 (ES.-\ S/' ..Jfi3. December 21H!0)
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Table 1. Instrumental requirements
8,\..: \V photography. CCD camera
broadband, white-light
1.0-1 .15 to 2.5-4.0 !{,7,
10 arcsec or better
linear polarizing filter on indexed rot a ting mourn
either focal-plane sheet filter or full-aperture glass filter
laboratory pre-exposures of a step density scale
when possible, step exposures of the photosphere outside totality using a neutral filter of known density.

Detector
Bandpass
Field of view
Spatial resolution
Polarimetry

Calibration

Table z. Eclipse film digitization using the ::\IKO:\
LS-2000 film scanner

Intensity resolution
Scanning resolution
Raw angular resolution
Scanning dimensions
File size
0:u111ber of digitized imag.-s
Total data volume

12 bits (·!U9Glevels)
10 microns/pixel
:3 .S arcsoc
·2592 x 3S~J4 pixels
19 '.\lcgabytcs
14x21=JIS
I Gigabytes

On eclipse day. there wer« finally :\Q observing sites
run bv observers fro Ill I fi different nat ionalit ies.
About. half of the 28 participating teams collected
good image sets. Alt hough unfa vou rnbk weat 11n
conditions ruined observations in Wcst.crn Europe.
the successful observi ru; sites were fairly evenly dis
t ribut od along the totality hand. from France to Iran.
More details about the out come of t his observing
campaign and a full list of the participants can !)('
found in ('Jette L: C~aliryl ( 1999).

Hundreds of' photographir and CC'D images were fi
naly collected. These images are currently being pro
cessed at the Hoyal Observatory of Belgium (HOil)
according to a standard procedure outlined below.
Although this huge task is not yet completed, sourc
preliminary results were derived for a few reference
stations and from a first comparison 11·ith si mu It.auc
ous ext rr-ruo-uh raviolct images from FIT.

:3. D;1ta processing

After the development and digitization of photo
graphic films. the data analysis procedure has been
organized i11four s11cccssi 1·c st cps:

I. pre-processing and cosrnet ic correct ions

:!. polarization maps for each stat ion

:l. multi-stat ion int crcouiparison:
t ious. dynamical st 11dies

cross-calibr;i-

!J. modeling of the el<'ct ron density distribution

Film digitization and processing step #1 are now al
most completed. while steps #2 and #/l have been
carried out only for ;3 pri iuary stations.

:l.l. Data collection and film handling

All exposed films 11Tn' collected at the ltOB in Brns
scls, together with the corresponding observing IT
ports. The same Kodak Truax /100 emulsion was

( (
02 03 04

Fiqure !. Xl osaic of all scanned images produced by
a single photographic station (Ra111nic11-Valcea, Ro
mania: HOB). It contains 3 polarimctric sequences of
the corona (exposures: 1/2, 1/8, !/:ms), as well as
several series of calibration images.

used bv all stations. This film 11·as choosen for its
good s;·11sit ivity and wide dynamic range. All films
\WIT processed by us at ROB using the same stan
dard procedure. All films had then to be digitized.
For t his operation. the HOI3 purchased a :\IKOi\ LS-
2000 film scanner. This option maclc the scanning
task ra~t and flexible. while ensuring a photometric
quality that was appropriate for th!' purpose (Table
•)'-) .

Each film contains 2 or :3 polarization sequences
made <it :l different exposures, to cover the 1 to
1000 intensity range present in the corona (Fig. I).
They arc scanned together with calibration exposures
(partially eclipsed photosphere, laboratory density
scales). which then allows to correct the inst rumen
tal response (film. scanner), as well as variations of
the local sky transparency and of the film develop
mcnt (gan1ma variations). An additional flat-field
exposure gives the correction of the radial vignct t ing
funct ion.



Figure 2. Total brightness deduced from our reference
photographic experiment. The intensity scaling is
logarithmic with a factor of 2 between two successive
contours. The outermost contours corresponds to 2 x
10-s B0.

3.2. Processing of single-st.a; ion data sets

Both the CCD and photographic images were co
registered and corrected for the detector response.
The proper registration was achieved by a cross
correlation method applied to the lunar limb, fol
lowed by the compensation of the relative Moon
Sun motion. In addition, CCD images were further
corrected for dark current, the flat-field, and some
blooming artifacts.

In the next step. we computed the total intensity
Ih:, polarized brightness pll\., degree of polarization
p and angle of linear polarization, from each indi
vidual sequence. The latter contained a minimum
of 3 images (angular step: G0°). In some cases Iike
the computer-driven camera used by the JlOB team
(Clette ct al. 1999), up to 10 sequences of 12 images
(angular step: 15°) were obtained, in order to im
prove the precision by using a least-square method.
Based on the corresponding photosphcric images and
the solar filter factor, the intensities are finally con
verted into absolute units (10-6 Bd. Series of differ
ent exposures can then be combined to provide a full
coverage of the corona from about 1.1 to :i R:·!.

·1. Polarized brightness and structure of the 1999
corona

Up to now, we started our analysis with CCD and
photographic data from the Belgian team located
in Ramnicu-Valcea (Romania), that are of excellent
quality and will serve as the network reference. Po
larization maps from the CCD experimcut can be
found in Clctte et al. (1999), and the corresponding
contour maps from the photographic experiment arc
shown in Figures 2 and ~i. Both sets lead lo con
sistent photometric results, but a significant discrcp-
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Figure S. Polarization PK+F deduced from our refer
ence photographic experiment. Contours arc given in
steps of ,5 %, starting from 15 % (outermost contour).

ancy is observed for the degree of polarization, which
is systematically lower in the CCD data. The analy
sis of another good photographic image set from Iran
(T. Mirlorabi) allows us to conclude that CCD-based
polarizations arc indeed biased. This is probably at
tributable to a spurious near-infrared response of the
CC D (infrared-cu to ff filter). This effect does not in
fluence the intensitv calibration and can in fact be
modeled and compensated. We are now conducting
specific laboratory measurements to solve this prob
lem.

Both in total intensity and polarized brightness, the
August UJ\19 corona has a very symmetrical shape.
and is thus rather typical of a maximum-activity mor
phology. The polarization degree reaches 50 to GO%
all around the Sun. with even a local maximum of
fi5% near the North pole (PA :W.9°). However, there
are no large coronal streamers extending far from
the limb, beyond about 2 R8. Strongly non-radial
st reamers were emerging from the North-East limb.
close to the pole.

Finally, regarding dynamical phenomena in the co
rona, the results a more limited. Indeed, no major
eruptive event took place in the 2-hour time interval
of the eclipse observations, except for small outflow
ing disturbances in the Eastern sector of the corona.
A major coronal mass ejection (CME) actually oc
cured, but only 10 hours after the eclipse (at 22h
UT), near the :\orth- \Vest limb. However, in this par
ticular region, a prominence and a thin low-contrast
magnetic: arcade are detected in the TECONct data.
They might show some evolution, and could thus jus
tify a more careful study of possible CME precursors.
This question will be the focus of future work.
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Fiqure 4. Composite images obtained by merging in the central part (disc and low corona) an extreme-ultraviolet
image from the EIT experiment on SOHO (Fe XII line, 195A) with a photographic image of the extended white
light corona made by a TECONet station (Station: ROB, Ramnicu-Valcea, Romania, llh02min30sUT). The
top image uses an EIT image taken simultaneously with the eclipse (11/08/1999, llh 08min 16sUT), while
the bottom image includes an EIT image made half a solar rotation before the eclipse and mirror reversed
(29/07 /1999, 13h 13min 16sUT). Correspondances can be identified between eclipse features and structures on
the whole solar surface: for example, the thin threads fanning out from the bright region in the North-East
quadrant are actually rooted on a far-side active region.



5. EIT-eclipse composite images

By using the EIT images of the on-disc EUV corona
taken simultaneously by the EIT experiment, it be
comes possible to disentangle the spatial distribu
tion of magnetic structures seen sideways above the
Moon's limb in eclipse pictures. Some ambiguities
due to the projection of an optically thin atmosphere
on the plane of the sky can then be removed. As a
first experiment, we merged an EIT image taken in
the feXII emission line (195 A) at the time of max
imum eclipse with a single photographic image from
the ROB camera placed in Romania. As the emis
sivity in the coronal emission line is proportional to
the square of the electron density (collisionally domi
nated transition), we took the square root of the EIT
intensities. This should then give a radial distribu
tion proportional to the visible light resulting from
the Thomson scattering by coronal free electrons.
Despite the inevitable approximations (e.g. clifferen t
spatial weightings along the line of sight), the result
ing composite image in Figure 4 (top) demonstrates
that this procedure results in a very good seam
less transition between those complementary images.
It now becomes possible to trace magnetic features
(threads, rays, dark and bright ridges) detected in the
outer corona in eclipse images to field lines and local
arcades observed on the solar disk in EUV light, i.e.
clown to their foot points at the base of the corona .

Xlorcover , we can now create an equivalent compos
ite. but with an EIT image taken half a solar rota
tion before or after the eclipse, and mirror reversed
to properly match the orientation (fig. 4, bottom).
Correspondances can then be indentified in the same
wav with surface features located on the far side of
th~ Sun at the time of the eclipse. A first exam
ination of these composites immediately shows that
most of the solar activitv was concentrated on tlu- in
visible far side of the Su~. Therefore, many streamers
and threads seen above the limb arc connected to ac
ti ve regions or plages on the far side. Those results
are encouraging as matching features (even small and
thin ones) can still be found despite the 13-day de
lay, even for a very active Sun which evolves quickly
over its whole surface. This technique can still be
improved, and we will soon introduce the correction
of the EIT sensor aging (source of the dark-ring ar
tifact just outside the limb) and use the computed
polarized-brightness image instead of a single raw im
age.

5.1. Global electron density distribution

In order to derive a global electron density distribu
tion, we used the photographic data from the ROB
station in Romania and we derived the polarized
brightness p!K by substracting the f-corona inten-
sity distribution from Saito (Saito 1970). We then
implemented an axisyrnmetrical model that was al
ready applied with success to CCD data from pre
vious eclipses in 1991,1994 and 1998 (Gabryl et al.
1D98, Gabryl et al. 1999). In that model, we deter
mine the radial and angular parameters of an analyt
ical solution in two successive and independant steps
by a least-square procedure. We can freely choose the
orientation of the symmetry axis, and we decided to
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align it on the global dipolar heliospheric magnetic
field. As in addition, the latitudinal dependancy is
expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials, two in
dependant models are then calculated for the "East"
and "West." hemispheres.

Now, considering the radial electron density distri
bution in various polar angles, we find particularly
high dcnsi ties near the limb in almost all regions
(2 x 109 e/cm3, i.e. about one order of magnitude
higher than in the 1998 eclipse data), but this den
sity enhancement seems to be absent higher up. This
is well illustrated in the plots of Figure 5, where some
radial density profiles arc compared with other radial
density distributions along typical coronal structures.
This measurement confirms quantitatively the initial
observation that no major streamers were seen ex
tending beyond 2.5R;. This results in an exception
nally strong radial density gradient.

If the observed electron density gradient is inter
preted by assuming the hydrostatic equilibrium (usu
ally, a very good approximation in coronal stream
ers), the density scale height and the corresponding
hydrostatic ternperat ures arc abnormally low (8.5 to
9.0 x 105 K). This is apparently in contradiction with
the high activity level prevailing at that time, when
temperatures are expected to be in the range 1 to
2 x 106 K.

6. Conclusions

Overall, we can con cl udc from this first exploration
of the TECONet data that we succeeded in produc
ing a coherent polarirnetric data set spanning a dura
tion of about lh :30rnin. This might well be the first
successful! attempt to overcome past deficiencies like
incompatible observing procedures, the disparity of
detectors or the absence of an absolute calibration.
Furthermore, the abundance of redundant polariza
tion data available in this case will help to improve
the accuracy of the combined results by bringing a
better understanding of errors and biases affecting
the calibration of eclipse images acquired at single
sites.

Considering now the current science products, our
most surprising result is certainly the particularly
steep radial electron density gradient found every
where in this corona. Such a gradient is probably too
high to be interpreted simply in terms of an hydro
static equilibrium. In that case, which process could
induce this global departure from hydrostatic con
ditions"? In coming months, the analysis will partly
concentrate on that issue.

By accurately fitting the EIT images to the white
light ground-based images, we also show that white
light. images of the K corona can be merged seam
lessly with on-disk Et:V images. This opens the new
perspective of tracing magnetic fields over their full
extent, from their foot.points on the disk out to 3 so
lar radii, removing ambiguities. It also indicates that
such cross-analyses can be more than just morpho
logical (image "pasting"] and become quantitative
(cross-checking of two indcpendant measurements of
the electron density).
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Figure 5. Radial density distributions along some typical features in the August 1999corona (West limb): latitude
90° (solid), 65° (long dash), 20° (dash clotted), -30° (clash :3 clots) and -70° (clotted). As a comparison, we include
the distributions for some radial structures in the February 1998 eclipse (clashed). Symbols correspond to the
average reference profiles derived by Koutchrny (1992) for a streamer (*), a polar hole (square) and the equatorial
region (+ and triangle). Note the high densities at the base of the corona, and the steep radial density gradient.

Although no major eruptive event was captured over
the duration of the ground-based eclipse observa
tions, TECONet images might provide insight about
precursors of a large coronal mass ejection that went
off 10 hours later. So, new questions arise and will
probably remain open until the massive processing
work of the full TECONet data set is completed.
Anyway, this eclipse again showed us how difficult
it still is nowadays to predict exactly how the corona
will look like, up to the last second before totality.
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ABSTRACT make possibility to register some changes in
solar corona during the time (approx. 120
min) of totality band crossing the Europe
(Markova and Belik, 1999).

Observation of total solar eclipse obtained
along the path of totality allows to study both
fast and slow changes of white-light corona
structures. These types of changes, as well as
CME, slow moving of plasma, oscilations and
so on reflect dynamics of photospheric and
chromospheric activity caused by convection
of magnetic fields. It is shown that structure
changes in the individual formations.
especially in coronal streamers could be
occurred. By comparison of obtained pictures
the speeds of moving of disturbances I00-200
km/s was found.

EQUIPMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

INTRODll(TION

In this paper the first results obtained from
three observation places are presented. The
first observation group was located in town
Grandvilliers (France, 49.667N, 1,933E), the
second one was near Balaton Lake (Hungary,
46,5N, l 7,5E), the third one was in Pitesci
(Romania, 45,5N, 24,47E). All three groups
was equipped by the same, or similar
telescopes (MTO 1100/100, Rubinnar
I0001100, lens objective 300/4,5). All pictures
were made on the same type of film (Kodak
Royal 200 ASA) with the same exposures
( 111000 - 2s ). All the films was developed at
the same laboratory and at the same
developer. Finally, the films were digitized at
the same scanner with maximal resolution of
2000 DPI.

The 1999 .European" eclipse had a great
opportunity to organize the multi-station
observation of total solar eclipse along the
entire totality band. After the last successful
eclipse observations performed by
Observatory Upice we had an idea to employ
this opportunity and organize two-station
observation.
Moreover, plenty of Czech amateur
astronomers, some Czech observatories and
any other people asked us to coordinate ·''99
eclipse Czech observational campaign", or to
help them with preparing of their experiments.
Then we decide to spread our program about
their observation and make real multi-station
observation. This circumstance allows collect
the unique data obtained with the same or
very similar telescopes, the same exposure
times and the same types of films. These data

RESULTS

As Parker ( 1988) has suggested, the solar
corona is heated by nanotlares. One may
suppose that their responses should be
observed as faint brightness excess in chosen
coronal structures, especially in the thin
extended streamers.
We have tried to find these faint brightness
changes in the center axes of chosen streamers
(fig. I). The long helmet streamers were
scanned along radial axes to find course of

Pro; I .\olur& S/h/U' irnllht'I" F11r111'/!l!/tl"l'l/U'. "lht: .\ofur (\('/(' nn.] r('/T('_\(rt({/ ('/1111t1/(' Su11!t1 ('ru.-dl' Trnrrit« Trncnt«. s,)(/11/.

2.' 2<JSl'f>lc111hcr !!JOO 1LS.·\ SI' -lf1.!. /!1·1cinbcr !l!l!!!J
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density downtrend. This process was repeated
on different pictures and on gentle different
"axes" of one and the same streamer to
eliminate irregularities caused by impurities
and faults on the pictures.

1,95 Ro (R). All radial scans are shown on
fig. 5. If we suppose the relations of events
l ,26(F), l ,58(H) and I, 72(R) Ro, the
corresponding speeds are 129 km/s (F-H) and
116 km/s (H-R).

a) 345° streamer: DISCUSSION

This streamer is situated in polar solar region,
which shows only faint solar activity (Solar
Data Analysis Center, 2000). On the west-side
of this streamer the violent coronal hole is
situated. We found possible "brightness
candidates" in this streamer: I, 12 Ro on
France snapshots (sign.Fin the next), 1,45 Ro
on Hungary pictures (H in the next) and 1,55
Ro, respectively 1,62 Ro on Romania pictures
(R in the next). All radial scans are shown on
fig. 2. The time diference is 1720 s (F-H) and
840 s (H-R). The corresponding speeds of
irregularity moving along the streamer are
133 km/s (F-H) and 93 km/s, respectively 141
km/s (H-R).

Optimal condition over total solar eclipses
offers an opportunity to observe structural
changes in the white-light corona (Zirker et
al., 1992). Observations made at different
sites along the eclipse path provide a
possibility to study both the slow and fast
changes in the solar corona. Photometric
analysis shows that there could be another
type of changes in the same type of coronal
structure, especially in helmet streamers.
These changes, preliminary called as "waves",
have been detected in some helmet streamers
during 1999 eclipse. Providing that these
enhancements, detected at different heights in
the streamer, are the same, we have estimated
a speed of their propagation of 77-198 km/s.
These values are in agreement with the our
results obtained during the total solar eclipses
on Oktober 24, 1995 and November 3, 1994
(Belik et al., 1999).

b) 235° streamer:

This streamer is situated in region, which
shows little enhanced activity. In this streamer
only very faint brightness were found: 1,35
and 1,61 Ro (F), 1,54 and 1,71 Ro (H) and
1,5, 1,74 and 1,95 Ro (R). All radial scans are
shown on fig. 3. It is very complicated to
identify correlations between individual
irregularities. We can only with very big
insurance determine the speeds on 77 or 146
km/s (F-H) and 198 km/s (H-R).

CONCLUSION

c) 120° streamer:

We have tried to detect the possibility of
small-scale manifestation, as result of
nanotlares or other dynamic processes, in the
brightness in coronal streamers observed
during total solar eclipses. Koutchmy ( 1994)
proposed that probably all white-light corona
is in dynamic state at sub-arcsec resolution.
Irregularities in the brightness along the
helmet streamers are very faint and they could
by lightly interchanged with errors caused by
digitize process, impurities, film
inhomogenities and some more faults. As we
sad earlier, this fault possibilities were
minimized.
Nevertheless, we are in opinion that almost all
detected events could be realistic and they
could be an another type of phenomena
showing that the white-light corona is in
dynamic state.

This streamer is situated above active region
No. 8665, which shows rather strong activity
(Mees Solar Observatory, 2000). In this
streamer we can detect brightness changes at
1,42 Ro (F), 1,85 Ro (H) and 2,07 Ro (R). All
radial scans are shown on fig. 4. The speeds
are 174 and 182 km/s.

d) 60° streamer:

This streamer is situated above arising active
regions No. 8667 and 8668. In this streamer
were found next possible events: 1,26 Ro (F),
1,33, 1,35 and 1,58 Ro (H) and 1,5, 1,72 and
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RADIO POLARIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE 11 AUGUST 1999 SOLAR ECLIPSE
VIA THE TRIESTE SOLAR RADIO SYSTEM

M. Messerotti, P. Zlobec, and S. Padovan

Trieste Astronomical Observat orv. Via C.R Tic-polo 11. :{ t 1:{I Trieste. lt.aly

ABSTRACT

Tht' Tri('st c Solar Hadio System (TS HS) was used to
perform radio polarimot ric observations of t.h« p.ir
t ial occult at ion of the radio Su11 in the m-dm band
at fixed frequencies (2:{7. 3:27. 108. ()JO. H20 \lllz)
during the 11 August 1qqq solar eclipse, By cornpar
ing thc- theoretical ('Clipsc curve oft he optical disk
wit h thc observed radio ones for the Ll I and HI! IH>
lariza t.ion component S respectively, it was possi bk to
derive an estimation of the radii of the radio disk at
the diiloront frequencies to con st met t hooret iral ra
dio eclipse curves. Tho comparison oft he obscrvc-d
and theoretical radio eclipse curve's is discussed with
respect to the possible presence of solar radio sources.

Ke1· words: solar ('Clipse: radio occult.at.ion: radio
source.

l, l\"THODUCTION

Th« observation of solar eclipses in the radio do
main can allow to increase the spatial resolution of
the instrumental set bv means of the knife edge ef
fect originated by the Iunar Jimb during its passage
over the solar disk. Xloreover. such scans of solar
radio sources provide details on their location and
spatial morphology even when large beam antennas
are used, see, e.g., the re-view by Mcsserotti (1997),
The Tricst.o Solar Radio System is a set of two mul
tichannol solar radio polarimeters, operating at 2:{7.
327. HJ8. GlO XlHz with a 10 rn parabolic antenna
and at 1420, 2695 .\!Hz with a 3 rn parabolic an
tenna respectively, operated by the Trieste Ast ro
nornical Observatory (Italy) at the Basovizza Ob
serving Station. The TSRS has limited spatial reso
lution, but very high time resolution (routinely 1 ms
at all channels) and accurate circular polarization
measurements (Messerot.ti et al., 2000). It has been
used to observe the 11 /\ ugust 1999 solar eclipse in
the att.ompt to estimate the radius of the radio disk
at carh observing frequency and to locate possible
existing radio sources, Sect ion 2 describes the Sun's
activity level. The TSHS observations are detailed

---·------- -----

Proc I" So/11r& Space IVl'11thn Eurorontcrcnrr. 'The So/or Cvclc 11111' Terrestrial Clinune '. S11nt11Cru: de Tcnrri]r, Tencriic, St>{//fl.
25-29 Se1>teJ11i>cr2000 ILS,\ sr.scs. December 2000)

in Section :{ and the data processing scheme in ScT
lion L The radio eclips(' r-urvcs are presented in Sec
tion !'i and the cstim;llc'cl radio radii in Section fi. The
occult.at.ion of radio sources is discussed in Sc1ctio11-
and the' conclusions are sunuuarizcc! in Section 8.

2, SOLAR :\C'Tl\TIY O\' 11 J\\JGUST l!JlJ<J

Fiqure l . H 0 synoptic filtergram taken on 11 August
1999 at the Kanzetliohe Solar Observatory {Allstna),

Although in the maximum phase of the present cycle,
which is expected to peak in 2000-2001, the activity
level was quite low on 11 August 1999. Only three
active regions were visible on the solar disk: one lo
cated in the southern hemisphere in the proximity of
the central meridian and the others near the eastern
and the western limb respectively (Figure 1) with 110

prominent magnetic topology and a limited number
of spots. Therefore very weak, mainly unpolarized
activity was detected in the radio band as well.
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3. THE RADIO OBSERVATIONS IN TRIESTE

The circumstances of the solar eclipse for the date
and different locations all over the world are detailed
in Espenak & Anderson (1997). The Basovizza ob
serving station is located at longitude 13°52'34"E,
latitude 45°38'37" N and 403 m a.s.l. and the re
lated local circumstances of the partial eclipse are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Topocentric eclipse circumstances.

Start time
Maximum time

End time

09:19:22.9 UT
10:43:25.9 UT
12:07:55.6 UT

Duration 02h 48m 328• 7

Magnitude 0.953

The considerable eclipse magnitude, i.e. the fraction
of the solar diameter covered by the Moon at max
imum occultation, and the Moon/Sun radius ratio
for the date (1.028), made such eclipse an interest
ing event for the detection of possible radio sources.

For the whole event duration, the TSRS was oper
ated in disk tracking mode and the flux density and
polarization data were acquired with a sampling rate
of 1000 Hz at 237, 327, 408, 610 and 1420 MHz,
as the 2695 MHz receiver was under maintenance.
Unfortunately, the 610 MHz channel was made un
usable due to strong TV broadcast interferences, so
that only four frequency channel (237, 327, 408, 1420
MHz) data were used in the present analysis. As the
lunar disk passage occurred over a long time span,
only low time resolution (1 s averaged) data were
considered. Finally, the unpolarized character of the
observed emissions allowed us to limit the analysis to
the Left-handed Circular Polarization (LCP) channel
for each frequency.

The normalized LCP radio recordings are shown in
Figure 2. The background is essentially unpolarized
at all frequencies, but a very weak type I burst activ
ity shows a stronger Left-Handed (LH) polarization
before the eclipse start at 237 MHz, the preferred
frequency for noise storms of which type I bursts are
the impulsive component, and decreases both in in
tensity and in occurrence frequency at 327 and 408
MHz. At 237 ~1Hz the total flux density is about
11 solar flux units (sfu). This indicates the quite
weak character of the emission when compared with
the typical quiet Sun level at this frequency, which is
about 8 sfu. Therefore the activity contributed only
by 2 or 3 sfu over the background during that day.

Some weak, short-living man-made interferences are
mixed with solar activity and visible also at the time
of eclipse maximum, when most of the Sun is oc-
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Figure 2. Normalized LCP radio fiux density time
profiles for each receiving frequency and the related
optical eclipse curve. The eclipse start, maximum
and end times are identified by vertical markers.



culted, more prominently in the RCP 327 MHz chan
nel. Hence we focused our attention on the LCP
channel only.

4. DATA PROCESSING SCHEME

We computed the theoretical solar eclipse curve
m the visible domain by assuming an optical so
lar radius R0 = 0°.2630 and a lunar radius
RM oon = 0° .2704. The photometric curve was de
rived as the time evolution of the normalized so
lar disk visible area resulting from the relative mo
tion of the covering Moon in a Sun-centered eclip
tic reference frame, whose high accuracy ephemeris
were computed by means of the Horizons On
Line Ephemeris System made accessible by the
Jot Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) at the URL
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.html.

The observed solar eclipse curves in the radio domain
at each frequency in the LCP channel were then com
pared with the theoretical optical one (Figure 2). By
assuming an uniform radio emission, we estimated a
corresponding effective radio radius, i.e., the effec
tive radius of the solar radio disk for each frequency,
from the difference in the minima of the observed
radio and the theoretical optical eclipse curves.

Based on the estimated radio radii, we derived the
effective radio occuliaiion curves for each frequency
and compared them with the observed radio ones
(Figure 3) to detect possible features indicative of
the occultation of localized radio sources.

5. RADIO ECLIPSE CURVES

The working hypothesis that the solar radio bright
ness is uniform is a zero order approximation, as we
already stressed in Section 3 that at least one source
of type l bursts was present, but is not unreason
able due to the very low intensity of the source it
self, which should only cause a modest asymmetry
in the photometric barycenter. Moreover, one must
take into account as well that at radio frequencies
the limb edge is by no means as sharp as the optical
one.

It comes immediately evident from a comparison of
the observed radio and the computed optical curves
(Figure 2) that the radio occultation minimum is less
deep than the optical one, which demonstrates that
the radio radius is larger than the optical one, as ex
pocted. Moreover. the difference becomes larger as
the observing frequency decreases, which is due to
the fact that lower frequencies are originated higher
up in the corona in plasma shells with progressively
larger radii. This is also indicated by the presence
of a fiat plateau in the radio minima of the corre
spondent radio eclipse curves presented in Figure 3.
In fact, they are larger at lower frequencies, which
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Fiqure 4. Estimated effective radio radii for each observing [requencu of the TSRS .

is typically observed, e.g. in the photometry of bi
nary stars, when the occulting body (in such case,
the Moon) is much smaller then the eclipsed one (i.e.
the radio corona).

A further evident feature in Figure 2 is the time shift
of the radio minima with respect to the optical one,
more pronounced at higher frequencies, i.e. the radio
eclipse anticipated the optical one. This effect can be
ascribed to the presence of an active region that was
occulted just at the eclipse start and was therefore
located at the western solar limb, as discussed later
in Section 7.

6. ESTIMATED EFFECTIVE RADIO RADII

Under the above assumptions, we derived the values
reported in Table 2 for the effective radio radii, which
are also presented in graphical form in Figure 4 with
respect to the optical Ha disk.

The estimated radio radii are physically consistent,
if one takes into account both the typical smoothness
of the radio limb and the presence of a radio source at
the western limb as well as an increased coronal elec
tron density with a steep gradient, derived from opti
cal observations along the totality path in the frame
of the TECONet 99 campaign (Clette, 2000), which
can explain the presence of denser plasma layers with
higher critical frequencies higher up in the corona
with respect to unperturbed conditions. In fact, the
reported values are comparable with the ones gener
ally assumed in the literature for the height above
the photosphere of an active region, see, e.g., Kai,

Melrose and Suzuki (1985) and references therein.
As a comparison, the occultation of a radio source
observed in Trieste at 239 MHz during the 20 .\Iay
1966 solar eclipse provided a lower limit of 0.24 solar
radii for its height above the photosphere (Abrami
et al., 1967).

Table 2. Optical and effective radio radii of the S11n.

[0] [R0] >-[cm] v[.\IIHz!

Moon's radius 0.2704 1.028 vis. VIS.

Sun's radius 0.2630 1.000 VIS. VIS.

Sun's radius 0.2996 1.139 21.1 1420
0.3077 1.170 73..5 408
0.3228 1.227 91.7 327
0.3428 1.303 126.6 237

7. RADIO SOURCE OCCULTAT!Ol'\

Any consideration on possible radio source occul
tation can more appropriately come from the com
parison of the observed and estimated radio eclipse
curves (Figure 3) and, in particular, more precisely
from the difference curves, obtained by subtracting
the observed from the computed radio eclipse ones
(not shown here for conciseness).
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6. Occultaiioti of a radio source at 1420 MHz depicted by the lunar limb positions at the reicoont 111111.s.
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A noise storm activity enhancement is observable at
lower frequencies, i.e. both in the 237 and in the
327 MHz LCP channels, before and after the eclipse
maximum (Figure 3). In particular, the storm con
tinuum and the impulsive type I component are more
pronounced at 237 MHz from 11:10 to 12:20 UT and
show an increase from 11:33 to 12:10 UT. During this
time span the eastern limb was occulted and there
fore the source of such radio emission was located in
the proximity of the western limb. The polarization
of the type I activity is the same both before and
after the eclipse maximum and this suggests that it
was originated in the same source.

Type I activity is never observed at 1420 MHz, so
that here it does not mask other possible underlying
activity as it does at lower frequencies. In fact, the
1420 MHz radio eclipse curve (Figure 5) and the cor
respondent difference curve (not shown) evidentiate
a negative bump in the decreasing branch before the
eclipse maximum and a positive bump of the same
duration in the increasing branch after it. This indi
cates the presence of a localized source on the solar
disk near the central meridian. In fact, the times (Ta
ble 3) characterizing the start and the minimum of
the negative bump are associated respectively with
the first contact of the lunar limb with the radio
source and the occultation of its maximum emission
region in the southern hemisphere. The times, which
identify the start, maximum and end of the positive
bump, indicate the uncovering of the radio source by
the lunar disk. A graphical representation of such oc
cultation is shown in Figure 6, where the positions of
the lunar limb at the relevant times specified in Ta
ble 3 are superimposed to the Ho: filtergram oriented
in the ecliptic (E) reference frame. A reasonable spa
tial correspondence between the radio and the optical
active region is evident, especially if one takes into
account that the coronal radio source is larger than
the optical active region and that the presence of the
observed peak emission subsource can significantly
modify the symmetry of the radio isophote topology
with respect to the radial direction above the optical

Table 3. Approximate occultation times of a radio
source located near the central meridian as derived
from the eclipse curve observed at 1420 MHz.

1st contact 10:02 UT

Occultation of maximum 10:12 UT

2nd contact 10:22 UT

3rd contact 11:20 UT

Uncovering of maximum 11:31 UT

4th contact 11:40 UT

active region. Due to the weakness of the observed
radio activity, which decreases the signal-to-noise ra
tio, no further detailed analysis of the radio source
fine structure in the spatial domain was possible.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The 11 August 1999 solar eclipse was observed in
the radio domain by means of the Trieste Solar Ra
dio System with limited spatial resolution. The radio
eclipse curves at 237, 327, 408 and 1420 MHz were
compared with the computed optical eclipse one to
derive the correspondent radii of the solar corona at
each frequency under the hypothesis of uniform radio
brightness. The estimated effective radio radii (1.14
at 1420 MHz, 1.17 at 408 MHz, 1.23 at 327 MHz
and 1.30 at 237 MHz) are consistent with those re
ported in the literature and with the increased elec
tron density distribution determined by optical mea
surements in the totality path as well. Based on the
derived effective radio radii, radio eclipse curves were
computed to be compared with the observed ones
in the search for radio source occultations. A noise
storm source was observed most prominently at 237
MHz and its impulsive component also at 327 and
408 MHz, which exhibited a slight LH polarization,
whereas the other weak activity was unpolarized at
all frequencies. A detailed analysis at 1420 MHz re
sulted in the identification of a radio source located
near the central meridian, but no spatial fine struc
ture could be derived.
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THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF AUGUST 11, 1999 OBSERVED AT BUCHAREST
ASTRONOMICAL INSTITUTE IN THE 2.6 CM RADIO WAVWLENGTH
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Cutitul de Argint 5, RO- 75212, Bucuresti 28, Romania

Fax: +40 l 337.33.89: tel.: +40 1 336 36 87
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Abstract:

The observation of the total solar eclipse of August l l ,
l 999 at Bucharest was aimed at finding the (lack of)
evidence of small (arcsecond) scale radio structures in
the solar atmosphere ([I] Oncica l 997a and the
references within). The method was borrowed and
adapted from lunar occultation measurement of
extragalactic radio sources ([2] Hazard l976). The
transit of the Moon's limb over the Solar disk was
observed for 3h30m (9h20mUT - l 2h50mUT), more
than the duration of the eclipse (2h4 7m l9s from
9h4 lm25sUT to 12h28m44sUT). Some global evidence
of the Fresnel diffraction pattern was found. The
coincidence with the occultation of particular solar
structures as observed in other spectral regions is
analyzed.

The Instruments

The observation was carried out with a low noise
(T2=35K) microwave receiver in a wide (B=2GHz)
bandwidth configuration. The measured system
temperature was nevertheless much higher (T".,=320K).
The receiver was placed at the focus of an equatorial
mounted (D=2m) dish. The measured antenna lobe
(1-IPBW=2°.7) was twice the theoretical one. The radio
equipment and its parameters was described in an earlier
paper ([3] Buiculescu et.al. 1997)
The down converted signal, square law detected and
low pass filtered (at 50kHz). was sampled at 1Oms
(Nyquist rate) and fed to a 14 bit DIA converter ([4]
Oncica 1998) For the visual control the same signal
was send to a strip chart recorder also.
The eclipse circumstances for Bucharest were (in UT):

I st Contact 09h4lm24s9
211d Contact l lh05m47s7
Maximum 11h06m58s.9
3'd Contact i l lh08ml0s0
4°' Contact 12h28m43s6

Proc. !''Solar & Space wecuher Euroconterrnce. 'The Solar Cvcle and Terrestrial Climate ·. Santa Cru: de Teneriic. Tenerite, Spain.
25-29 September 2000 IESA S!'-.+63. December 2000)

Due to some technical problems the total effective
observation time used for analysis was of only
3h2 lm40s. Due to some technical problems some 5min.
Each of data at both ends of the eclipse were discarded
(see figure I).

:he obse-veo e ctrp se curve (smoothed at F10s)
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Figure I: The eclipse curve (smoothed at !Os)

The Principle

The main idea behind the experiment was to use the
transit of the Moon's Iimb over the solar disk to generate
a Fresnel diffraction pattern for solar radio structures
smaller than the first Fresnel fringe if such structures du
exist ([5] Oncica l 997b and the references within).
The main parameter is the angular size of the first
Fresnel zone (8=1.2arcsec at 2.6cm). The transit of the
Moon over the solar disk translates the angular pattern
into the time domain at 2'.8/arcsec.
The data analysis was aimed to detect the characteristic,
chirp like, linear drift in frequency of the signal
generated by the time evolution of the Fresnel fringe
rate (see figure 2).
The feature must appear around 0.5Hz (at immersion)
and fade away around 0.3Hz. At emmersion the spectral
pattern is reversed both in time and in frequency. Lower
frequencies arc allowed for non-central contact.
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Figure 2: The Fresnel fringes dynamic spectrum

The Observations

Using the standard spectral analysis of the full 3h22m
data record an obvious spectral feature in the 0.35-
0.45Hz range is easily observable (see figure 3). This
was the only spectral feature of the entire eclipse curve
and is indicates that something may happen as expected.
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Figure 3: The full eclipse curve spectrum

For a more elaborate insight the Joint Time-Frequency
Analysis (JTF) was used. This method allows for
localization both in time and frequency of a particular
feature. Its objective was to test for the chirp like
behavior of the spectral feature around 0.4Hz at a
particular moment that is to be correlated with the lunar
occultation of a solar structure as seen in some other
wavelength range.
Although in this analysis the noise is a real nuisance the
large frequency bandwidth (2GHz, allowed by the slow
chirp rate) and long integration time (0.5s, allowed by
the slow fringe rate) brought a quality factor of 3.2x I04

for a resolution of IOmK (!).

The full data set was split in intervals of 256s each and
tested for the linear chirp. This has to be descending at
the I 51 contact and ascending at the 4th contact.
Five JTF features resembled to the expected linear chirp
rate of the Fresnel like signal (see figures 4, 5, and 6).
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Figure 4: Descending chirp at T+20s and T+ 125s
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Figure 5: Descending chirp at T+80s
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Three other features, more fuzzy than faint, may be
considered as candidates.(see figures 7, and 8).
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Figure 7: Ascending chirp at T+I IOs
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Figure 8: Ascending chirp at T+!60s

The Analysis

To see if these chirp-like features in the dynamic
spectrum can be considered as a signature of the
occultation of some solar atmospheric structure we
choose to use the soft X-ray image of the Sun as seem
by Yohkoh at 14h42mUT (see figure 9). North is up.
The features at IOhl 9m in figure 4 correspond with the
l 51 contact with the most important active region on the
solar disk (near the center SSE). The features at lOh50m
in figure 5 correspond with the l " contact with the loops
near the SW solar limb.
The feature at 11h30m in figure 6 corresponds with the
4th contact of the same active region as in figure 4 (near
center SSE). The same stands for figure 7 at I2h 13,
which corresponds to the 4th contact of the same loop,
near the SW solar limb. The feature in figure 8 at
12h3Sm may rise some question as it takes place some
3min. after the optical end of the eclipse. Nevertheless
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the Moon's limb is only RI! 0 high in the large loops
over the NE solar limb

Conclusion

Even if the significance of these results may be a matter
of debates the author is confidant based on three
arguments. The first is the prominent and almost
singular spectral peak around 0.4 Hz. The second is
obvious characteristic linear drift of the five JTFA
features. The third argument is the slight coincidence
between the time occurrence of that chirp like features
and the moments of contact for some solar active
regions as observed in other spectral ranges. This last
argument needs further work to be enforced.

Yohkoh Soft X-ray Telescope, Soft X rays
August 11, 1999 at 14:42

Figure 9: Yohkoh soft X-ray image of the Sun
(From Kiepeheuer Institut fur Sonnen Physsik website)
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ABSTRACT

In October 1999 started in Arcetri the construction
of IBIS (Interferometric Bldimensional Spectrome
ter), a new instrument for solar bi dimensional spec
troscopy.
When completed in 2002, this instrument will allow
to take monochromatic images of the solar surface
on a large spectral range and on a large field of view,
with high spectral, spatial and temporal resolution.
These characteristics will make IBIS a poweful so
lar spectrometer, well suited for new generation tele
scopes such as THE:\HS.

Key words: Sun; instrumentation: spectrographs: in
terferometers.

1. I~TRODUCTION

Both theoretical and observational results suggest
that observations with high spectral, spatial and
temporal resolution are necessary to the comprehen
sion of solar phenomena relevant to solve basic prob
lems in stellar atmospheres.

On the other hand, the three-dimensional relation
ships between pressure, temperature, velocity and
magnetic field, describing the state of the plasma in
different solar structures, can only be investigated by
narrow-band bidimensional spectroscopy.

For this reason, at the encl of 1996, the Italian
Panoramic Xlonochromator (IPM) (Cavallini, 1998)
has been installed at THE'.\IIS. where, from April
1997, it is operative and at the disposal of all ob
servers.
This instrument suffers, however, of some limita
tions, as low transparenrc and slow wavelength po
sitioning.
Drawing therefore from the experience acquired with
the construction of IP'.\L a new instrument with
improved characteristics has been designed and it
is now under construction in Arcetri. It will b<'

built with the contribution of the Arcetri Astrophys
ical Observatory, the Department of Astronomy and
Space Science of the Florence University, and the
Department of Physics of thr: Rome "Tor Verga ta"
University.

2. THE ITALIAN PANORAMIC
MONOCHROMATOR

Let us consider firstly the more relevant instrumental
characteristics of IP:\I (Tab. 1):

1 - High spectral resolving power.
R = >./~>. = 260 000 - 270 000;

2 - High wavelength stability.
The maximum drift of the instrumental profile is
S 10 m s-1 on 10 h;

3 - Small useful spectral range.
IPM is essentially formed by a Fabry-Perot interfer
ometer, used in telecentric mounting, in series with a
Universal Birefringent Ftlter (UBF) (Beckers, 1971,
1972), used as order sorta, namely to isolate only
one order of the interferometer. To be suitably used
to this purpose, CBF demands however a very long
calibration procedure, which, for the moment, has
been performed on only 6 spectral ranges, 5 of which
of astrophysical interest. This limits the useful spec
tral range, which in principle extends from 4600 A up
to 6800 A, to '.:::'.200 A;
4 - Small field of view.
The present field of view (51" in diameter) is too
small for some applications as. for example, to study
active regions;

5 - Long exposure time ===} Low spatial reso-
1ution.
Mainly due to CBF, the overall transparence is low:
from 0.7 % at H13 (4861 A) to 2.0 % at Ha (6563
A), imposing a mean exposure time of about 200 -
300 ms, too long to freeze the seeing. As a conse
quence, while IP'.\I has been dosigned to completely
exploit the spatial resolution allowed by the telescope

l'r,« I .'')(1/ur& .'';j)(/(t' \Lurhcr F11ro< u11/1 f/'f/( l' 'Till' Solur ('\(le 1111dFn-rc1!n11/ ("/1111U!l' \.;ell/{(/ c·ru.-de lcl/t'l"l/C i rncnt«, .•.•;,iuin
<:» Sc11ttmhcr .lfJ(J(J1/:.S.\ SF .ir.> o., (11!/i('/" ~(}{}()/
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('.:::'.0.2" for THEMIS), due to the long exposure time,
the spatial resolution is lowered by the seeing effects;

6 - Low acquisition rate ==> Low temporal res-
olution.
UBF is formed by nine crystal groups (Lyot ele
ments) the rotation of which around the optical axis
allows the passband wavelength positioning. The
tuning is mechanically performed (nine steps motors
and shaftings), preventing short setting times. More
over, as the angular rotations necessary to set the
passband to the demanded wavelength depend on the
start configuration, the setting time is not constant
and can vary from '.:::'.0.1 s up to '.:::'.1 s. This im
plies that, if sequences of images taken at equal time
intervals are desired, a minimum wavelength setting
time of 1 s must be used. For this reason, and due to
the long exposure time, also using high speed CCD
cameras, as those recently installed at IPM (March
2000), the acquisition rate cannot be higher than '.:::'.
0.7 frames s-1.

Among the instrumental characteristics detailed
above, the high spatial resolution certainly is the
most demanding one, not readly obtainable with
ground-based observations. Two metods are used
to correct the seeing effects limiting the spatial res
olution in solar observations: adaptive optics and
the phase diversity tecnique (Lofdahl & Scharmer,
1994; Tritschler et al., 1997). However, while the
use of adaptive optics is limited, for the present, to
small fields of view (about 10" x 10"), phase diver
sity does not suffer of this limitation. On the other
hand, phase diversity requires that two images of the
same solar region (one on focus and another out of
focus of a known amount) are simultaneously taken
with a very short exposure time (less than c; 40 ms),
in order to freeze the seeing. The post facto analysis
of the two images allows then to find and to cor
rect the effects of the atmosferic wavefront on the
observed field of view.
The short exposure times required by this method
impose therefore a very high instrumental through
put and, for this reason, all the results so far obtained
are limited to data acquired with broad-band filters,
devoid of any spectral information.

Concluding, therefore, a high transparence is re
quired to an instrument which is able to take
monochromatic images of the solar surface with high
spectral and spatial resolution on a large field of
view.

3. THE INTERFEROMETRIC
BIDIMENSION AL SPECTROMETER

Starting from the previous considerations, a new in
strument has been therefore designed to overcome all
the limitations imposed by IPM, mainly due to the
use of UBF to isolate one order of the interferometer.

On the other hand, the same result can be also ob
tained, as known, by using a narrow-band interfer-

ence filter in tandem with a series of interferome
ters with suitable spacings. This solution, already
adopted in the past (Mack et al., 1963; McNutt,
1965; Stoner, 1966; Ramsay et al., 1970; Loughhead
et al., 1978; Bray, 1988), did not obtain, however,
good results, mainly due to the difficulty in securing
the correct tuning between different interferometers.

This problem has been solved however (Hicks et al.,
1976), thanks to the progresses in controlling spacing
and parallelism of the interferometer plates.
So IBIS is essentially formed by two Fabry-Perot in
terferometers and a narrow-band interference filter
mounted in series. The adopted interferometers are
two Queensgate (Mod. ET50), piezo-scanned and
capacity servo-controlled, with a clear diameter of
50 mm, a maximum flatness error for each plate of
>./150 (after coating), and a very short wavelength
setting time (few ms).

The interferometers are used in classic mounting and
in axial-mode, that allows higher spectral resolution
and secures the same shape of the instrumental pro
file on all the points of the final image plane.

The ratio between the spacings of the two interferom
eters has been choosen so to produce the minimum
amount of parasitic light (defined as the ratio be
tween the flux outside the instrumental profile, and
the flux within it). Finally, the two spacings and the
coating reflectivity have been selected as the better
compromise between parasitic light, spectral resolu
tion and overall transparence.

The principal optical path is formed by four lenses:
the two interferometers are mounted in series be
tween the third and the fourth of them. The first
three lenses successively collimate the field stop,
placed in a secondary focus of the telescope, and the
pupil, producing an image of the latter compatible
with the clear diameter of the interferometers. The
forth lens, followed by a suitable optics, finally forms,
on two identical CCD cameras, two monochromatic
images of the selected solar area, one on focus and
another out of focus, to be used for the phase diver
sity procedure.

Between the two Fabry-Perot, a filter wheel carries a
set of narrow-band interference filters (FWHM = 3
A or 5 A, depending on wavelength) with the double
aim of isolating the instrumental profile and of reduc
ing the ghost images produced by inter-reflections
between the two interferometers. Narrow-band in
terference filters have a peak transparence of c; 30%,
while the intensity of ghost images is '.:::'.10% of the
principal one (that simply transmitted). Due to the
filter, therefore, the resulting intensity of ghost im
ages is lowered to c; 1%. This allows the use of the in
terferometers in axial-mode, avoiding the unwanted
effects produced by their tilt, essentially consisting
in a different shape of the instrumental profile in dif
ferent points of the final image plane.

Moreover, a beamsplitter, placed between the first
and the second lens, draws a small amount of the
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Table 1. Comparison between IPM and IBIS characteristics

IPM IBIS

Wavelength range 4600 A - 6800 A 5800 A - 8600 A

Calibrated ranges 5184 A (Mg bl), No calibration
5380 A (C I), is necessary
5576 A (Fe I),
5890 A (Na D2),
6438 A (Cd red line),
6563 A (Ha)

Full wuu. at Half 17 mA - 26 mA 21 mA - 42 mA
Maximum (FWHM)

Spectral resolving power 260 000 - 270 000 205 000 - 320 000
(>./ ~>.)
Wavelength drift < 10 ms"! on 10 h ::::;10 rns"! on 10 h

Field of view 51" 80"
(circular)

Transparence 0.7% - 2.0 % 10.0 % - 16.2 %
(H3 - Ha)

Exposure time 200 - 300 ms < 20 ms
(S/r\ 2: 100)

Wavelength setting time 1 s ~ 1.5 ms

Acquisition rate ~ 0.7 frames s-1 ~ 5 frames s-1
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incoming radiation (':::'.0.25 %), which then passes
through a second set of broad-band interference fil
ters (FWHM = 50 A), centered at the same peak
wavelength of the previous ones. A suitable optics
finally forms on a third CCD camera a white light im
age, on the same scale of the monochromatic ones.
The three CCD cameras then simultaneously take
one white light and two monochromatic images of
the same selected solar area.

The high transparence of the whole system (see later)
allows very short exposure times and hence the re
construction of the seeing modified wavefront by
means of the phase diversity tecnique, applied to
the monochromatic images. These images can be
therefore corrected for the seeing effects, achieving
a spatial resolution near the diffraction limit of the
telescope.

The adopted CCD cameras are three high speed (5
MHz) Pentamax of Princeton Instruments, with a
Kodak CAF-1400 detector with 1317 x 1035 pixels.

Some secondary optical paths are then necessary to
allow the instrumental set-up. In particular:

1 - Tuning: the radiation emitted by a continuos
source can be injected in the principal optical path
to find the initial tuning conditions for the two in
terferometers;

2 - Parallelism: the radiation emitted by a frequency
stabilized He-Ne laser can be injected in the principal
optical path to verify and to adjust the parallelism
of the two interferometer plates;

3 - Orthogonality: two pellicle beam splitters can
be inserted on the plane of the image formed by the
second lens and before it to verify and to adjust the
orthogonality between each interferometer and the
optical axis.

Many instrumental components are provided with
actuators for a remote positioning, while four TV
cameras allow to verify the correctness of the opera
tions.
A fifth TV camera continuously shows the selected
solar region to monitor the solar and atmospheric
conditions.

The more relevant instrumental characteristics of
IBIS can be finally summarized as follows (Tab. 1):

1 - High spectral resolving power.
R = >../D.>.. = 205 000 (at 8600 A) - 320 000 (at 7000
A);

2 - High wavelength stability.
The maximum drift of the instrumental profile is
:::;10 m s-1 on 10 h;

3 - Large useful spectral range.
The useful spectral range covers 2800 A (5800 A -
8600 A), without any limitation (if the required in
terference filters are available);

4 - Large field of view.
The field of view (80" in diameter) is large enough
to study also active regions;

5 - Short exposure time ===? High spatial reso
lution.
The instrumental transparence (10% - 16%) is large
enough to allow exposure times of 5 - 20 ms (S/N
2: 100 on the solar continuum, in the THEMIS sit
uation). The seeing can be therefore frozen and the
images can be corrected post facto for the wavefront
distortion (phase diversity), achieving a spatial reso
lution near the theoretic limit of the telescope;

6 - High acquisition rate ===? High temporal res
olution.
A test performed by using a high speed CCD cam
era (Princeton Instruments Mod. Pentamax with
CCD Kodak KAF-1400) showed that, for a frame
of 512x512 pixels (1024x1024 binned x2) and a dy
namic range of 12 bits, the acquisition time, includ
ing exposure (20 ms), reading and storing, amounts
to ':::'.200 ms. Since the wavelength positioning time
of the two interferometers is negligible (some ms), an
acquisition rate of 5 frames s-1 can be expected.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The characteristics detailed above (high spectral,
spatial and temporal resolution, very high wave
length stability, large useful spectral range and large
field of view) make IBIS a nearly ideal instrument for
solar bidimensional spectroscopy. When completed
in 2002 and installed at THEMIS, it will be a power
ful instrument for solar research, suitable to be suc
cessfully used for a wide range of scientific projects.
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ABSTRACT

The Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) has become op
erational at the Roque de los Muchachos Observa
tory on La Palma. The first image sequences taken
with this innovative telescope demonstrate its capa
bility for tomographic high-resolution imaging of the
magnetic topology of the solar atmosphere up to the
transition region over the large field of view permit
ted by consistent speckle restoration. We review the
science needs for such imaging and describe the DOT
solution to the problems posed by the earth atmo
sphere and the solar physics niche filled by the DOT.

Keywords: solar telescopes, solar atmosphere. solar
magnetism, speckle reconstruction.

1. I:'\TRODUCTION

This meeting connects solar physics with the terres
trial climate. One back-reaction aspect of the latter
on the former is that terrestrial weather, in particu
lar the "atmospheric: seeing" which characterizes the
amount of image deterioration caused by the earth's
atmosphere. is of great importance in setting the
angular resolution of groundbased solar telescopes.
Achieving high angular resolution over long dura
tions in many spectral diagnostics is a prime quest
of solar physics because many of its key problems
are dominated by magnetism while the solar mag
netic field is structured into very slender tubes and
loops. The latter harbor important processes espe
cially in the outer solar atmosphere where magnetic
pressure dominates gas pressure, but mapping them
and measuring their properties requires higher res
olution than achieved sofar clue to the spoiling hv
the earth's atmosphere. The quest is to obtain high
angular resolution not just in the brief glimpses per
mitted by the best seeing at the best sites, but con
sistently over long duration. At present, this goal
comes in reach with the advent of adaptive optics.
The Dutch Open Telescope described here relics 011

an alternative technique to get rid of the dPgradatioll
by the earth's atmosphere: consistent high-volume
speckle restoration. Its advantage is that it produces
image restoration to t ho diffraction limit over t ho
whole fiokl of view oft h<' telescope.

In this contributiou wP br icflv review the reasons
why high angular resolution is so important to so
lar physics and describe how the new and in nova
tive Dutch Open Toloxcopc (DOT) fills this nePd
by speckle-restored mulr i-wawlengt h imaging. This
presentation is in rat hor general terms in view oft 11<'

mixed audience at this conference. Xlore dot ailed

DOT presentations were given at the 20th :\SO /Sac
Peak Summer Workshop and will appear in the ASP
Conference Series (editor :\I. Sigwarth). An excel
lent recent monograph on solar (and stellar) mag
netism that is suited as introduction to scientists
from outside the field (such as climatologists) is Solar
and Stellar Magnetic Activity by Schrijver & Zwaan
(2000).

2. HIGH RESOLUTION SOLAR PHYSICS

Figure l updates a figure printed in older ESA pro
ceedings (Rutten l 9D3). The update consists of
tilting the clotted groundbased resolution limit to
vertical. The image-restoration revolution, whether
through adaptive optics or speckle reconstruction,
will permit groundbased registration of solar scenes
at about 100 km resolution over durations as long
as the sun shines (or round the clock with round
the-earth networks). The tilt change implies a much
better grasp 011 sunspot umbrae and penumbrae,
"magnetic grains" which mark individual fluxtubes
away from active regions. and prominences. These
are all magnetically dominated structures that are
rather ill-understood. The phenomena more to the
left in Fig. 1 arc mostly gasdynamical in nature and
are gPnerally much better understood, in particular
the granulation (turbulent convection) and the 5-min
oscillation (global p-mocle oscillations). The :\IHD
paradigms (capitalized in Fig. l) are applied else
where- in astrophysics (e.g., to explain accretion disks
around magnetic white dwarfs and neutron stars and
the AB Dor and Be star phenomena), but they de
pend on high-resolut ion solar physics for elaboration.
Likewise. the sun-r-luuate connection requires iden
tification of the wav in which the sun modulates its
irradiauce and wind. i.e .. to understand the act i\'
ity cycle. The major cycle components, active re
gions and magnetic network. arc made up of the slen
der :\IHD configurations called fibrils and fiuxt ubes.
Studying solar cyclP properties entails trying to un
derstand these basic building blocks of magnetism
in the solar atmosphere at their intrinsic scales and
their pattern evolutions over long durations. The
currently achieved tilting of the groundbased limit
in Fig. l therefore represents a major breakthrough
in solar astrophysics.

:~. TO:\IOGRAPHIC SOLAR PHYSICS

Another req uircmont in solar physics is a holis
tic approach, as exemplified bv the SOHO mission
("from tho solar interior to the outer heliosphere" ).

Proc. !'1 Sotar & Spacc \\'eurha L11ronl/l/ere11a. 'The So/or ( 'vcl« 1111dTerrestrial ( '/1111urc·. Santa Cru: de Tencri!e, Tcncrijc. Spuin.
25-29 September 2000 (F.\A S!'-./03. Dcccmbc: 2000)
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Figure 1: Spacetime characteristics of solar phenomena (small print) and solar-inspired paradigms of magnetohydrodynamics
(capitals). The dotted groundbased limit corresponds to the best "seeing" of the earth's atmosphere which even at the best sites
permits subarcsecond resolution only over brief duration. The limit now tilts to the dashed vertical line set by aperture diffraction,
thanks to the advent of adaptive optics and speckle restoration. The latter technique is exploited at the DOT.

In optical solar magnetometry, one aspect is the
need to sample the solar atmosphere at different
heights simultaneously. The reason is that the solar
atmosphere changes dramatically between different
regimes and presents drastically different scenes to
the terrestrial observer at different wavelengths.
The solar photosphere, defined as the layer where
the bulk of the electromagnetic radiation escapes
as visible light (a dramatic transition from near
equilibrium photon enclosure, killing off the sub
surface convection into the shallow pancake pattern
called granulation) is also the layer where magnetic
fields take over from gas dynamics in dictating the
structuring and in supplying the key processes, and
it is also the outermost layer where the sun may be
regarded as spherical in zero-order approximation.
The chromosphere is magnetically split into network
and internetwork in quiet regions and is very finely
structured above active regions. The transition to
the corona consists of tiny fibrils with much variation
in length, inclination. and ordering. The closed-field
parts of the corona outside coronal holes are made up
of bundles of wry thin coronal loops. Yet unidenti
fied processes supply energy to the gas in these loops.
reaching a balance against cooling by X-ray photon
losses at temperatures of 1-2 million K.
The loops are magnetically anchored (in unknown
fashion) to the strong-field ftuxtubes that break out
of the photosphere and respond dynamically on a
wide variety of timescales to the footpoint forcing.
These magnetic connections between very disparate
regimes, from gas dynamics via magnetohydrody
namics to plasma physics and from LTE radiation
enclosure to X-ray photon drain, require simulta
neous study of structures, processes and radiation

in the photosphere, chromosphere, transition region
and corona.

4. PROXY MAGNETOMETRY

The Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) 1 relieson "proxy"
magnetometry. i.e .. using the intensity encoding im
posed by magnetic structures to portray the topol
ogy and evolution of the magnetic field. The chief
optical diagnostics are the G band, Ca II K, and
Ho. Higher up. the coronal topology is best sam
pled in soft-X ray lines such as the Fe IX, FeX line
pair at 171nm used by the TRACE mission2 to pro
duce vivid movies of coronal field evolution. Obvi
ously, holistic solar tomography requires combining
groundbased observing and space observing~ a tac
tic frequently followed in current solar physics. for
example in the multi-telescope campaigns of the Eu
ropean Solar Xlagnctometry Network (ES;\1.:\)3.

4.1 G band: photospheric topology
The G band around 430.5 nm (a 1 nm piece of spec
trum filled with lines of the CH molecule, the name
was given by Fraunhofer) has been found to be the
best diagnostic to chart the location and evolution of
magnetic ftuxtubes in the deep photosphere because
these appear on high-resolution G-band filtergrams
as bright points (Fig. 2). Standard ftuxtube mod
els explain this from the "hot wall" effect (Spruit
1976, Spruit & Zwaan 1981): the tube is relatively
empty because the inside magnetic pressure balances
the outside gas pressure, and so it acts as a viewing

1DOT: http://dot.astro.uu.nl
2TRACE: http://vestige.lmsal.com/TRACE
3ES\l:\": http://www.astro.uu.nl/ <-rutt onyt mr



tube through which radiation escapes from layers be
low the outside surface, with the hot tube walls pro
ducing brighter emission than the surroundings. In
the G band this contrast is enhanced because the
CH molecules dissociate in the fluxtube so that the
many dark CH lines in the G band vanish and the
tube gas gains even more transparency compared to
the outside gas than at other wavelengths.

The intrinsic sharpness of the photospheric flux
tubes is very high because they are very thin and
the G-band photons are emitted thermally and are
not much spread by scattering on their way out.
At 100 km resolution most resulting G-band bright
points are not resolved. but at least they are identifi
able so that they can be located and traced in time.
At somewhat lower resolution (say 0.5 arcsec) they
vanish because they are mostly located within dark
intergranular lanes so that smearing by atmospheric
seeing cancels bright against dark (Title & Berger
1996).

4.2 Ca II K: chromospheric topology

The Ca II K line is the strongest Fraunhofer line and
samples the chromosphere at about 1000 km above
the white-light surface. At this height, the magnetic:
network is enhanced by yet unidentified heating pro
cesses so that the Ca II K line-center intensity (at
about 0.1 nm bandwidth) provides an excellent mag
netogram proxy (but unsigned). This fact has been
exploited extensively in gauging the magnetic activ
ity of sun-like stars (reviewed extensively by Sc:hrij
ver & Zwaan 2000).

The sharpness of Ca II K images is intrinsically less
than for the G band. partially because the line pho
tons are scattered considerably on their way out lw
fore their final escape towards the observer, and par
tially because the fluxtubes expand and merge with
height. The same regime and the same patterning
are also sampled by imaging in the near- UV con
tinua, but the state of the art (mo nm and 170 nm
pass bands of the TRACE mission) does not yet reach
the intrinsic angular resolution nor the resolution ob
tained at groundbased telescopes.

4.3 Ho: transition region topology

The Balmer Ho line comes from the most abundant
element but is much less strong than Ca II K in the
solar spectrum because its lower-level n = 2 popu
lation has very low weight in the Boltzmann pop
ulation partitioning over the hydrogen energy lev
els. Nevertheless. its high excitation energy causes
this line to respond to gas at high temperature so
that it maps low-lying fibrils in the transition regime
between chromosphere and corona if these are suffi
ciently dense.

This transition regime has often been modeled as
a spherical shell between the 8 000 K chromosphere
and the 2 million K corona. but a high-resolution Ho
movie immediately shows the fallacy of such model
ing by displaying a mass of fibrils with no semblance
of sphericity. The "moss" phenomenon discovered
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with TRACE indicates that 2 million-K plasma ac
tually descends clown to between the Ho fibrils in
plage (Berger et al. 1999).

Using Ho as magnetograph proxy to derive the field
topology from the observed fibrils is not straightfor
ward because the latter harbor length-wise flows that
modulate the apparent fibril contrast through sub
stantial Dopplershifts. The resulting mix of bright
ness and Dopplershift variations requires full pro
file modeling, so that filtergrams must be taken at
a number of wavelengths and interpreted through
inversions based on sophisticated radiative transfer
modeling.

The intrinsic Ho resolution can be exceedingly high
because the fibrils may be effectively or even opti
cally thin, imposing their scale on the emergent radi
ation without transfer smearing. This is particularly
the case in filaments and prominences (the latter are
filaments seen off-limb where the background radia
tion along the line of sight vanishes). These amaz
ing structures, keeping very cool gas up in the hot
corona and persisting very long, are rich sources of
:VIHD physics. They probably consist of very thin
magnetic fibrils in complex topologies that are best
encoded in He radiation.

5. DUTCH OPEN TELESCOPE

The DOT is located at the Roque de los Muchachos
Observatory on La Palma which is one of the best
sites known worldwide for high-resolution solar imag
ing. The La Palma seeing can be superb, especially
when the oceanic trade wind blows strongly upslope
from the ~orth. The photographs in Fig. 3 illustrate
that the DOT adheres to its name in being open, a
design which capitalizes on the strong-wind good see
ing by firstly not upsetting the laminar character of
the trade wind (open transparent tower), secondly
by relying 011 mirror and telescope flushing by the
same wind to avoid internal seeing. Solar heating
of the prime focus structure is avoided by reflecting
most of the image away with a mirror that is water
cooled to ambient temperature. The DOT design
departs radically from all other high-resolution solar
telescopes, which all employ telescope evacuation to
avoid internal turbulence. The excellent image qual
ity achieved by the DOT (Fig. 2 and assorted movies
at http://dot.astro.uu.nl) attest to the success of the
open principle.

One potential problem of an open telescope that re
lies on wind flushing is shake by wind buffeting. The
DOT has an extraordinary stiff structure and sophis
ticated self-aligning gear trains that avoid telescope
pivoting under variable wind loads. The DOT sup
port tower is not stiff but permits platform motions
only parallel to the platform. without the pivoting
that would represent pointing errors when observing
the sun (a source at infinity).

The DOT enclosure is a fold-away clamshell canopy
of stiff fabric on heavy steel ribs. It can be closed
in very strong winds and should withstand !rnrri-
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Figure 2: Speckle-restored C: band images taken with the DOT on 1999 October 21 (top) and 23 (bottom). The upper image is part
of a one-hour movie of which each frame resulted from speckle reconstruction using 60 video exposures from the initial analog DOT
camera digitized at 8 bits. The quality of the G band as high-resolution diagnostic of the photospheric magnetic field topology is
well exhibited: all bright grains in the intergranular lanes between the two sunspots correspond to strong-field Huxtubes that jut
through the surface like anglers floats. The full movie is available at http://dot.astro.uu.nl and vividly displays the rapid evolution
of the fiuxtubc patterning. with some tubes traveling fast from left to right and others the other way (rather as if pulled along by
subsurface trout). The lower image shows a similarly complex scene including a larger sunspot.
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Figure :l: The Dutch Opc-n Tok-scope at the Hoque do Los x l urhachos Obsorvat orv on La Palma. First p.uu-l: llOT wit h clarnslwll
dome closed. The open \Oll'<'r is 13 m high. Th» pipelines in the foreground connect the DOT to t lu- Swedish solar tok-scopo buildini;
from which the DOT is operut cd. wit h Iibr-r-opt ic links for image transport. :'\orth is to r lu: right. \[iddle panel: DOT point<'d
towards the sun. The parallact ic mount has large and lu-avv gears to avoid windshake since goud st'eing oftvu correlates wit h st ro11g
wind 011 La Palma. The wiud also flushes t lu- primary mirror (L)cm diameter) which sits left of the t.wo hosPs. Highthand p.uu-l:
initial prime focus inst r unu-nt at ion The stPel struts support irnaging oquipmcn! that in this l'l99 photograph consisu-d only of
the slender tube at center. containing a wan-r-coolcd Iiold stop (a:! mm hoh- in a t iltr-d mirror) which t rnusm it s only a :l arcmi n
field and reflects the re-st oft he pr imo-focus irnage awav. and n·-irnaging optics. C:-band filt t'r and a simpk- analog video canu-ra of
which the output is digit izod at 011]\' 8 bits . At present. t lu- DOT is being oquipp.-d wit h a now 10-bit digital five-ramr-ra svst c-ru
and mu ltipio-wavelengr h optics that will mostly he mounud bPsides t hr- incoming beam

cane wind loads and has done so the past win
ters. The coated fabric also tends to resist ice dt'
position. otherwise a major problem at the Canan·
Island mountain summits where uudorcoolod fogs of
ten cause heavy upwind icicle growt h.

The DOT is currcnt lv boiug equipped with a multi
wavek-ugt h multi-camcra imaging syst Pm. using fin'
digital CCD cameras to obtain spockk-rcstorod ini
ages ill tho G band. the center of t ho Ca II K line.
and a rapidly switched narrow passband in Ho using
a birefringent Lyot hit or on loan from t lH' Canadian
Research Council. Another tunable bircfringont fil
ter 011loan from colleagues at Irkutsk will probahlv
be installed to obtain Dopplergrams (volorirv maps)
using the narrow I3a II -l'i'i-1 resonance lino. ThP cam
eras will lH' operated svuchronouslv in sprrkk: n10dt'
(many-frame bursts at fast cadencC') a11Clprovide- a
four times larger field of vit'\\' than t lu- ono in Fig.'..?.

(i. SPECKLE HESTOIL\T!O.\"

The DOT is locarvd at an excdknt. site which pro
vides the good SC'C'ingat strong wind combinat ion
that is lH'<'ded to iuakc the wiud-Iiushod open tt'l<'
scope principle work. ThP DOT dorsnt spoil r l«
good sPcing there by virtue of its opon struct un-.
.\"cverthelc'ss, the site and the open principle do not
suffice to tilt the ground based limit tot ho vorr irul as
in Fig. l. Excellent sePi11gnot onlv ocTms fairlv rurc
evon at La Palma. but it also con1<'s int ormit tout Iv.
Thus. rh« rc-maining atmospheric ck-toriorar ion of r lu-

image quality limits the frequency and the dura
tion of high-resolution image taking severelv. Tho
DOT auswor to this problem is to consistent ly applv
spcxkk- rocoust ruct ion to all image acquisition. This
sets the DOT apart from the atmospheric restora
tion programs elsC'\\·hcn' which rely 011adaptive op
tics. Both t cchniquos require at least moderate- se<'
ing quality bocauso t ho solar scene should yet contain
suflicionr angular st met me to permit gauging t lu- at
mosplu-rir wavefront deformations. The gain is that
moclcruto st'cing ocTurs far mow frcquentlv as \\'<'II
as far mort- ronxisn-nt lv over long durations.

Sp('ckl<· rrxonst met ion through t lu- sprxkl« masking
techniq1ll' is a woll-cst ahlishr-d tPchniq11e also i11so
lar physics (\\'eigt'lt lDii. \\'eigdt ~ \\'irnitzl'r !!le':\.
de B<H'r c\: Knoor l <J<J2)hut has not b('<'n applied at
the scalt' Oll which the DOT will omplov it. g('n('r
ating up to 'J()() Gh,·tp of spockk- data per ohs<'ITing
clav. This data sr ro.un implies that t hc- (vorv small)
DOT to.un will lw sw.unpc«]. hut t he hop« i-, that
in t he nc-ar fur ure pnrallol JHOn'ssing of rh.- sp<'cklt'
data can be realized to obtain fast. pnlwps noar-rcal
t iuu-. reduct ion.

Th« major a<h·antag(' of the choict' for SJH'cklt' rr
ronst ruct ion ovor adapt in' opt ic-, i:-; that it ddi\·
t'rs diilrnct ion-limir od re-solution of O.'..?arc,;pc· over
t hl' whole field of \'it'\\' sc-t hy the c;urn'ra chip
siz«. i:m x 100 mTst'c2 for t h« JH'\\. DOT canH'ras.
Th« alt crnut in'. adapt in' optics. d<·lin'rs full rorror
t ion onlv for rho ct'l1tral isopl.uuu ir pat rh of alrout
'ix'> affsPc2 insr.-ad oft he mu nv huu.lrt-d patc!H'" re-
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stored at the DOT. Multiconjugate adaptive optics
(Beckers 1989) may solve this problem eventually,
but not soon.
The reason that adaptive optics is intensely pur
sued at many other solar telescopes is that speckle
reconstruction gives out at larger aperture because
the speckle coding signal diminishes, and that adap
tive optics permits feeding spectrometer slits with a
stabilized image and so permits the long exposure
times needed for spectropolarimetry at high spec
tral resolution and large signal-to-noise as required
for precise Stokes vector mapping. Similar signal-to
noise problems may arise for the narrow-band imag
ing through the tunable Ha and Ba II 4554 filters
at the DOT (or for future Fabry Perot instruments
at the DOT), but these are solvable using the two
channel speckle restoration technique of Keller &
von der Liihe (1992) in which synchronous wide-band
speckle bursts define a deconvolution operator for the
narrow-band speckle frames.

7. DOT :.;-ICHEA:.;-DPROSPECTS

With its new five-camera system and its large-volume
speckle data-acquisition system, the DOT will be
the first solar telescope with the capability to pro
vide long-duration image sequences at the telescope
diffraction limit (0.2 arcsec) that map the magnetic
topology over a sizable field (130 x 100 arcsec2) in
tomographic fashion, simultaneously for the photo
sphere (G band), chromosphere (Call K) and low
transition region (tuned Ho). Obviously, this capa
bility fills a niche in solar physics concerning the hor
izontal topology and vertical structure of solar mag
netic fields. It is also obvious that such tomographic
high-resolution imaging will be desirable as context
information to high-resolution spectropolarimetry at
other telescopes employing adaptive optics, and to
coronal field mapping using X-ray image sequences
from space.
Whether the DOT will actually fill this niche is pri
marily a question of funding. The DOT team is very
small (just the author list to this contribution) and
the DOT finances are insecure. The current funding
ends by the end of 2001. The DOT future therefore
hinges on the first campaigns with the new multi
wavelength imaging system. In a wider context, the
future of solar physics at Utrecht rides on the out
come as well.

8. DOT SPI:\OFF

The success of the DOT in obtaining superb image
sequences (Fig. 2) even with the very simple initial
analog camera (Fig. 3) has demonstrated the valid
ity of the open concept. This demonstration and
the advent of adaptive optics together open the way
for much larger solar telescopes. Vacuum reflectors
and refractors are limited to about 1 m diameter be
cause the entrance window or lens cannot be much
larger when thin, or causes resolution deterioration

from imperfections in the glass volume when thick.
The success of the open principle is therefore very
good news. In addition, adaptive optics now per
mits restoration of the atmospheric degradation be
yond the aperture limit at which speckle reconstruc
tion (and phase-diverse reconstruction, or a mix
ture) work well. Thus, the future for high-resolution
observing of the sun from the ground has become
rosy. Two major new telescope projects exploit these
advances. The German GREGOR4 project aims
to refurbish the Cregory-Coude telescope at Izafia
(Tenerife) with a new open feed on the top of the
building, weather-protected by an upsized copy of
the DOT clamshell canopy. The US solar physics
community led by the National Solar Observatory is
embarking on the ATST5, currently targeted as an
open telescope with 4 m diameter. Its roadmap ad
vertises the DOT as technology example.
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ABSTRACT

A new global network for high-resolution Ho full-disk
observations of the sun has been established at the Big
Bear Solar Observatory (U.S.A.), the Kanzelhohe So
lar Observatory (Austria), and the Yunnan Astronomical
Observatory (China). Each of the three stations have a
2K x 2K pixel CCD detector available to monitor the
sun with a spatial resolution of I arcsec per pixel and a
cadence of at least I image per minute. We will imple
ment automatic detection routines for flare and filament
eruptions. These routines can automatically trigger even
higher cadence observations. Having high· cadence data
from three observing stations will enable us to accurately
track solar rotation rates as determined by local correla
tion and feature tracking techniques. This includes, e.g.,
tracking over several days the proper motion of active re
gions. High-cadence Ho data with high spatial resolu
tion allow us to study in detail the correlations between
coronal mass ejections and the solar surface activity. The
new network also represents an important tool for correl
ative studies between ground-based and space observa
tions, as well as for improving the reliability of current
space weather predictions.

Key words: solar activity; space weather; full-disk ob
servations; flare monitoring.

1. INTRODUCTION

While full-disk observations in the spectral line of Ha
(A 656.3 nm) obtained at a single observing site can con
tribute to important solar research, for several reasons it
is necessary to monitor the sun round-the-clock. The
most severe problem for single station observations is the
inevitable night-time gap. Many interesting and impor
tant chromospheric phenomena, such as flares or filament
eruptions, occur during the night so that they are missed
and lost at a single observing station. Round-the-clock

Proc. !''Solar & Spcu:c \Veuther Furrnontercncc. "The Solur Cvi!« ii/Id Tcrrrstrial Climate '. Sun ti/ Cm: de Trncrite, Tenrritc, S1111i11.
25-29 September 2000 (/:"S;\ SP-./(!3. Dercmhcr 2000!

full-disk observations with high spatial resolution and
high cadence performed by a dedicated network of Ho
telescopes distributed around the globe can continuously
follow the evolution of active regions and monitor every
flare and filament eruption occuring on the visible solar
hemisphere. Observing the sun continuously in Ho is
not only important for solar physics, but also for space
weather research. As triggers of space weather variations,
chromospheric features such as flares and filament erup
tions and the associated coronal mass ejections, have a
direct impact on the solar terrestrial environment. Unin
terrupted high cadence Ho observations are therefore im
portant for monitoring and forecasting both solar activity
and space weather.

To overcome the limitations of single observing sites and
to enable the continuous monitoring of the solar chro
mosphere with fast and large format CCD cameras, the
new global high-resolution Ha network has been estab
lished between Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) in
the U.S.A., Kanzelhohe Solar Observatory (KSO) in Aus
tria, and Yunnan Astronomical Observatory (YNAO) in
China.

2. NETWORK SITES AND INSTRUMENTS

BBSO has a long tradition in obtaining synoptic full
disk observations of the sun in Ha (Denker et al., 1999).
The same applies to KSO, where high-cadence full-disk
Ho data are obtained since more than 25 years (Otruba,
1999). The characteristics of the Ho imaging systems
operated at each of the network's sites are summarized
in Table 1. At each observatory a 21( x 2]( pixel CCD
camera is in operation, allowing to obtain full-disk Ho
images with a resolution of I arcsec per pixel and a ca
dence of at least 1 image per minute. In case of a rapid
solar activity change, this cadence can be increased to
a rate of several images per minute. All cameras use the
same Kodak KAF-4200 sensor, which is essential for ob
taining a homogeneous and consistent data set.
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Table1. Characteristics of thefull-disk Ha imaging sys
tems at Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO),Kanzelhohe
Solar Observatory (KSO), and YunnanAstronomical Ob
servatory (YNAO). Both BBSO and KSO use an Apogee
KX4 CCD camerae, whereas YNAO operates a Kodak
Megaplus CCD camera. All cameras use a Kodak KAF-
4200 sensor. The meanings of the symbols and abbrevi
ations are thefollowing: geographical longitude ttb)and
latitude (/3), elevation (h), telescope aperture (0), filter
bandpass (6.>..), tunablefilter range (FR), number ofpix
els (PN), pixel size (PS), and dynamic range (DR).

BBSO KSO YNAO
¢ +116°54.9' -13° 54.4' -102°47.4'
/3 +34°15.2' +46°40.7' +25°01.5'
h 2067 m 1526m 1940m
0 15cm 10cm 18cm
6.>.. 0.05 nm 0.07 nm 0.05 nm
FR ±0.10 nm ±0.30nm ±0.06 nm
PN 2K x 2K 2K x 2K 2K x 2K
PS 9 x 9 µm2 9 x 9 µm2 9 x 9 µm2

DR 14bit 14bit 8 bit

The largest time difference between the network sites is
about 9.4 hours between BBSO and YNAO. The differ
ence between BBSO and KSO is about 8.7 hours and that
between YNAO and KSO about 5.9 hours. During the
summer, each station can observe 12hours on clear days.
Therefore, during the summer months and good weather,
there is no night-time gap. In winter, when each station
is expected to operate 8 hours, the BBSO/YNAOgap will
be about 1.4 hours and the BBSO/KSO gap about 0.7
hours. However, these short gaps are no real limitation
because although occacionally a flare can be missed in
winter time, we are still able to record the pre- and post
flare evolution with high temporal resolution. Moreover,
we do not intend to use the network data for FFT analy
sis, as it is the case with the GONGnetwork and therefore
such short data gaps are negligible. Based on long-term
weather records of the three stations, we anticipate a 70%
duty cycle in summers and 60% in winters.

3. DATAPRODUCTS

All data obtained by the network are processed in exactly
the same way in order to produce a homogeneous data
set. After correcting for dark current and flat-field, the
average quiet sun limb darkening function is subtracted
to obtain contrast-enhanced Ha images. A detailed de
scription of this data calibration can be found in Denker
et al. ( 1999). Figure 1 shows one such high-resolution
full-disk Ha image obtained by the network. This par
ticular image was observed at BBSO on June 6, 2000,
at 15:42 UT with the 15 cm Singer full-disk telescope.

Please note the uniform contrast throughout the whole
disk, which facilitates the detection of chromospheric
features like plages, filaments, and prominences. The first
network observations have been obtained in March 2000
at BBSO, KSO, and YNAO. Since then we have been
able to constantly improve the quality of the data. In Fig
ure 2 we present a recent set of network data observed on
August 23, 2000.

The central data archive of the network resides
at BBSO, where the most recent network observa
tions can be accessed through the World Wide Web
(http://www.bbso.njit.edu/Research/Halpha/). Since the
amount of high-cadence data (about 5 GB per day and
per site on an average observing day) does not allow an
instantaneous transfer by internet, the data from KSO
and YNAO are sent on a regular basis to BBSO on ex
abyte and DLT tapes. At BBSO all network data are
included into the recently upgraded archiving system
(ftp://ftp.bbso.njit.edu/Archive/).

Besides high-cadence contrast-enhanced Ho: images of
unique quality and resolution, we are going to provide
lists with the positions and characteristics of all flares and
filament disappearances, as well as lists with all new flux
emergences observed on the sun.

4. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

In combination with space and ground-based observa
tions, Ho: full-disk observations of high temporal and
spatial resolution have been proven to be a key diagnos
tic for determining the magnetic field topology between
the photosphere, chromosphere, transition region, and
corona. We believe that large format CCD cameras and
advanced image processing techniques provide a unique
opportunity for studies with full-disk Ha data. Among
the scientific objectives of the new network are the fol
lowing:

Feature Identification and Feature Tracking: Local cor
relation and feature tracking is used to determine global
(differential rotation) and local flow fields (flows in ac
tive regions and filaments) from full-disk data. Disconti
nuities in currently available time sequences severely in
hibits the accurate measurement of these flow fields.

Flare Monitoring: High-resolution Ho: images with 24
hours high-cadence coverage are essential to identify all
the flares on the visible hemisphere of the sun and to de
rive a detailed picture of flare evolution and the underly
ing physical processes.

Filament Eruptions and Coronal Mass Ejections:
Round-the-clock high-resolution full-disk Ho: data are
extremely important for studying the correlation between
filamentdisappearances and CMEs and for understanding
their possible driving mechanisms. Figure 1 is an excel
lent example of how ground based observations and space
observations can supplement each other for studying cor
relations between the various activity phenomena.
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Figure 1. Contrast-enhancedfull-disk Ho image (2K x 2K pixel) obtained after correctingfor dark current andflat
field, and after subtracting the average center-to-limb variation of the quiet sun. This image was recorded with Big Bear
Solar Observatory's 15 cm Singerful I-disk telescope on June 6, 2000, at 15:42 UT during the eruption of an X2.3flare
in NOAA 9026. This/fare, whose position is marked bv the white box (400 x 400 pixel), started at 14:48 UT and \\'as
associated with a halo CME and a severe magnetic storm. The inset in the lower right corner shows this magnificent
CME on a SOHOILASCO C3 image recordedat the same time, although the contrast of the halo is quite weak.
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Figure 2. This series of contrast-enhanced Ha images was obtained on August 23, 2000, at YunnanAstronomical Obser
vatory (03:11 UT, left), Kanzelhohe Solar Observatory (06:37 UT,center), and Big Bear Solar Observatory (15o46UT,
right). Note the evolution of thefilament in the southern hemisphere within onlv afew hours.

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the Ml.9 flare which erupted on July 10, 2000, at 20:05 UT (time of maximum X-ray
flux measured by GOES) in the active regionNOAA 9070. Theframes are 300 x 210pixel subframes of2K x 2K high
resolutionfall-disk Ha. images. Theflare is located in the lower right corner of the active region. Only every sixth image
of the actual observed 1 minute cadence data is shown.



Figure 4. Average fiowfield around the MI. 9ffare shown
in Figure 3 derived hi· local correlation tracking (LCT)
from 110 Ha. images obtained before the/fare started to
erupt (18:00 - 19:50 UT). Solar north is on the top and
east on the left of the image.

Mini-Filaments: The energy release and mass ejections
of erupting mini-filaments are of particular importance.
since both can contribute to coronal heating and so
lar wind acceleration (Wang et al., 2000). With high
cadence and high-contrast I-In data. the spatial distribu
tion of mini-filaments is easy to measure and their de
tailed evolution can be studied.

Support of Space-Based Observations: The SOHO
(Domingo et al., 1995) and TRACE (Schrijver et al.,
1996) space missions are supported by supplying I-In data
from BBSO and KSO. By having available high cadence
round-the-clock observations from three different sites.
we are able to offer even more complete and homoge
neous data sets for correlative studies with data obtained
in space. Of special interest in this respect is the upcom
ing HESS! (Holman et al.. 1997) mission which will be
devoted to solar flare research. High quality I-In data ob
tained simultaneously with the X and 1-ray data from
HESS! will be an essential tool to reveal the physics
behind solar flare eruptions. Since HESS! will provide
full-disk observations, continuous solar full-disk data
obtained from the ground are vitally important.

Support of Ground-Based Observations: The data and
aims of the new Ho network are similar to those of the
!SOON project (Neidig et al., 1997), which however is
still not fully operational. Data from our network will
be available to !SOON for closing data gaps and supple
menting their observations. Additionally, our data analy
sis and forecasting tools can be adopted by !SOON. The
Max Millennium Program (Canfield, 1999) and its co
ordinated observing campaigns will also profit from the
availability of high-cadence and high-resolution network
observations.
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Figure 5. Flow field obtained hr l.Cl'fiom 75 Fames
observed during the/faring phase (19:50- 21: 15 LT).

Solar Activitv and Space Weather Forecasting: Based on
the detailed structure of the active regions monitored with
high-cadence. we will predict the probability of flaring
and filament eruptions. The automatic detection of fila
ment and flare eruptions will extend the forecast times for
space weather predictions.

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS: FLOW FIELDS
AROUND A FLARE

Although the network is in operation for only a few
months and considering the fact that the first weeks af
ter its installation have been mainly devoted to extensive
testing and improving of the imaging and data archiv
ing systems, we have already compiled a large amount of
high quality contrast-enhanced full-disk data. One of the
first questions which we try to answer with this material
is. how the dynamics of the chromosphere is changing
before and during a flare event. It is a well known fact
that the proper motion of bipolar sunspot groups lead to
shearing of the associated magnetic field lines, which in
tum can trigger flares (see. e.g .. Li et al., 1999: Raman
et al., 1998: Wang et al.. 1991 ). Additionally, the vari
ous components of a flare exhibit a pronounced dynamic
behaviour during the flaring phase (for an overview see
Martin, 1989). If there is a typical pattern in the motions
around an active region observed in I-In, it can be used
as a precursor for flaring activity. There have been only
a few attempts to address this problem, but with data of
lower quality and resolution (e.g., Gutermuth, 1999 ).

For a first preliminary analysis we selected a flare which
erupted in active region NOAA 9070 on July 10, 2000.
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Figure 6. Flowfield obtained by l.Cl'from 80Fames
observed after theflaring phase (21:15 - 22:35 UT).

In Figure 3 the temporal evolution of this M1.9 flare is
shown, which reached the maximum of its X-ray emis
sion at 20:05 UT as measured by the GOES satellite. A
600" x 600" subframe around NOAA 9070 is used to de
rive the average flow field by local correlation tracking
from a 4.5 hour time series of calibrated high-cadence
full-disk data. In each subframe the displacement be
tween subsequent exposures is calculated for a grid of
60 x 60 evenly spaced points. The resulting displace
ment maps are converted into velocities and the average
flow fields for the pre-flare, flaring, and post-flare phases
are computed.

The first qualitative results of this analysis are shown in
Figures 4 to 6. The displayed flow fields (400" x 400"
around the active region) are represented by white arrows
superimposed on the images and the lengths of the arrows
denote the magnitude of the motions in arbitrary units. A
comparison of these figures yields the following results:
(a) The flow field is clearly changing between the differ
ent flare phases. (b) Before the flare erupts (Figure 4),
there exists a strong southwest-ward flow at the southern
edge of NOAA 9070. From the western edge of the ac
tive region, flows are moving outwards. No motions of
the nearby filament can be detected. (c) In Figure 5 the
dynamics of the flare eruption leads to an increased radial
motion away from the western edge, whereas the flow
around the southern part has weakened. Additionally, the
lower part of the filament starts moving to the west. (d)
During the post-flare phase (Figure 6), the flows around
NOAA 9070 have slowed down noticeably, whereas the
motion of the lower portion of the filament has clearly
increased.

These preliminary findings are a promising hint for using
the changes in the flow fields around active regions as a
precursor for flaring activity, in addition to other param-

eters like, e.g., area, intensity, and complexity. In contin
uation of this work we will perform a detailed statistical
analysis of a representative sample of flares of different
structure, size, and evolution.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The new global Ho network enables us to monitor the
chromosphere of the sun continuously with high spatial
resolution ( 1arcsec per pixel) and high cadence (1expo
sure per minute). The calibrated full-disk images avail
able from the network are unique in quality and resolu
tion. The availability of these data is essential for a vari
ety of important scientific research projects, relevant for
both solar physics and space weather.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SOLAR INSTRUMENTATION
AT THE INSTITUTO DE ASTROFISICA DE CANARIAS
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ABSTRACT

This contribution corresponds to the report pre
sented within the :\Ieeting on Observing Techniques
and Recent Instrumental Developments in Solar
Physics.

The main advances in solar instrumentation dur
ing the past year at the Instituto de Astroffsica de
Canarias (IAC) are reviewed. They concern with
the upgrading of facilities for the Vacuum New
ton Telescope (V.\T) of the Observatorio del Teide
(OT 1 Tcnerife), and two last-generation full Stokes
Polarimeters based on Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals
(FLCs): LPSP (La Palma Stokes Polarimeter, first
light in September 1998), for visible wavelengths,
installed at the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope
(SVST) of the Observatorio de! Roque de Los Mucha
chos (ORM, La Palma), and TIP (Tenerifc Infrared
Polarimeter, first light in July 1998) for the near IH
range, presently working at the Vacuum Tower Tele
scope (VTT) of the OT. Both instruments have been
designed and developed at the IAC, in collaboration
with the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and the
Kiepenheuer Institut for Sonncnphysik, respectively.

Key words: solar instrumentation; visible photome
try; infrared photometry; visible spectropolarimetry;
infrared spectropolarimetry.

1. Upgrading of the Vacuum Newton Telescope

The VNTCc~OT operates now fully dedicated to the
development of two long-term observing programs re
lated to the solar cvcle:
(i) Modeling of the ;ariatwn of the solar irradiance.
The aim is to fit the irradiance variations measured
from space borne radiometers to ground-based mea
surements of parameters such like brightness and ar
eas of magnetic regions in the Sun.

For this purpose, full disc images arc taken on a daily
basis since 1996. Obtaining full disc images requires
a small refractor (7 cm of diameter, 100 cm of focal
length) attached to the main tube of the VNT, shar
ing the tracking of the Sun. Several filters are avail-

able: three broad-band (blue, green, reel), G band,
and two CaII K (10 and 3 A half-width).

One example of a full disc image in the G band can
be seen in Fig. l.

Figure 1. Full disc image in the G band taken with the
VNT@OT

(ii) Variation of the infrared contrast in sunspots.
The goal of this program is to verify, using new gen
eration instruments, the variation of the sunspot con
trast with the solar cycle, in wavelengths around 1.6
µm, detected in the late sixties and early seventies
(Albretgsen & Matlby 1978, 1981).

For this purpose, a IR detector (SU128-l.7 RT,
128xl28 px of 60x60 tan) placed at the focal plane
of the telescope (scale: 0'!22/pixel) takes images cov
ering an ample range of sunspot sizes, positions on
the disc, and phases along the activity cycle.

Two IR images (1.6 1un) of sunspots and pores arc
shown in Fig. 2.

Proc I" So/or& Sp.u: \\'e11thcr Eurocontcrencr. 'The Solar Cviu: and Tcrrcstriu! Cli11111te'.Su11111Cni: de Tenrri]r. Tcneri]« .. \)){/In
25-29 September 201!0 ILS.·\ Sl'--1(!3. December 2000)
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Figure 2. IR images at 1.6 µm of sunspots and pores.

2. Visible and IR Polarimeters for the Canarian
Observatories

These two analysers measure all 4 Stokes parameters
almost simultaneously using a modulation scheme
based on FLCs. Four images corresponding to 4 dif
ferent states of the FLCs are needed to measure the
whole Stokes vector, and a number of exposures for
each of those states can be added to improve the S/N
ratio. Details about these instruments can be found
in Collados (1999) and Martinez Pillet et al. (1999).

Line spectra, time series of spectra, and two
dimensional maps of Stokes I, Q, U, and V can be
obtained with LPSP and TIP, by scanning the spa
tial direction perpendicular to the slit with the aid of
available Correlation Trackers.

2.1. La Palma Stokes Polarimeter

The nominal wavelength (Ao) of LPSP@ORM
is 6300 A. The detector used is a CHIL-CCD
camera with 755x242 px of 8.5 µmx 19.75 µm
(spatial xspectral direction).

A field of view is 60" x 60" can be scanned in about
30 minutes. The spectral range at Ao is 4.3 A, with
a pixel size of 01!157x17.95mA.

Maps of the four Stokes parameters for a sunspot
with a light bridge, and one example of slit spectra
for a spatial point in the bridge can be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Maps of Stokes I, Q, U, and V corresponding
to a sunspot. Spectra of the 6301 and 6302 A Fei lines
for a spatial point in the light bridge are also shown.

During this last year, two observing campaigns have
been carried out to observe the four Stokes parame
ters at the solar limb for lines which are sensitive to
scattering and Hanle effect.

In addition, LPSP has made a coordinate campaign
with SOHO/MDI to provide a calibration of MDI
magnetograms.

Finally, LPSP will be adapted to the New Swedish
Solar Tower. The calcite beam-splitter should be
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changed due to the F /# two times smaller. An up
graded CCD and communication with the new image
stabilisation system are also considered.

2.2. Tenerife Infrared Polarimeter

TIP@OT has been designed for a wavelength range
from 1 to 2.3 µm. Presently, a pair of FLCs is in
stalled, valid for the H band (1.5 to 1.8 µm, Ao=l.56
µm). TIP uses a NICMOS-3 IR detector, with
256x256 px of 40 pmx40 µm.

A field of view is 40" x 40" can be scanned at steps
of 01:4, in about 10 minutes. The spectral range at
>.0 is 7.4 A, with a pixel size of o':37x29 mA.

Four observational campaigns of different groups
have been scheduled and succcsfully carried out dur
ing this year within this spectral range. In particular,
temporal series of 2D maps have been obtained last
July for the first time. Fig. 4 shows a series of Stokes
I and V maps of a quiet region at disc centre, lasting
by about 1.5 hours.

A new pair of FLCs for the Irzrn region have already
been tested at the laboratory and the telescope. Nev
ertheless, their use is still restricted to the 1.13 to 1.23
µm spectral range, due to problems with overlapping
of diffraction orders, which arc presently under study.

The new filter for 1.08 µm, which includes the Her
1.0830 µm line, has been received during the Euro
conference. The first tests at the telescope have been
carried out by the end of September 2000.

Although FLCs sensitive to the 2µm region are avail
able and have been tested at the laboratory, this
wavelength is not accessible for the moment, because
the beam splitter has null transmission in that band.
The most plausible explanation is that one of the two
crossed calcites absorbs the ordinary beam, and the
other one absorbs the extraordinary beam. This is
coherent with a paper by Oliva et al. (1997).
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Fiqurc 4. Tinu series (about 1. 5 hours) of Stokes I and V maps corresponding to a quiet region at disc centre, obtiuncd
unlli TI!'+ CT at the VTT@OT on July 25, 2000. Each map consists of 15 adjacent positions of the slit (~ 38" long).

II
taken at steps of~ 0. 4. The time step between two adjacent positions is about 1 min.
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ABSTRACT

GREGOR is a high resolution solar telescope with
an aperture of 1.5 meter which will be equipped with
an adaptive optics system. It is designed for high
precision measurements of the magnetic field and the
plasma motion in the solar photosphere and chromo
sphere with a resolution of 70 km on the Sun. The
focal plane instrumentation will include a high reso
lution filter spectrometer and a polarimetric spectro
graph for the visible and the near-UV spectral range.
GREGOR will replace the Gregory coude telescope
at the Observatorio del Teide on Tenerife.

l. l'.\"TRODL"CTION

A new generation of large aperture telescopes is
needed to understand the small-scale physical pro
cesses in the the solar atmosphere. These occur at
spatial scales of 100 km and below and often involve
very short time scales. Only a large aperture can col
lect enough flux within a short enough time to study
the processes with sufficient photometric and polari
metric precision. An aperture which significantly ex
ceeds the apertures of today's solar telescopes can
actually resolve their structure.

GREGOR will be a Gregorian telescope - hence the
name - with an aperture of 1.5 meter. It is designed
for high precision polarimetric measurements. It will
replace the 45 cm Gregory Conde telescope at the
Teide Observatory on Tenerife (Fig 1), which will be
retired after 40 years of service. the existing building
will be reused except for the dome. GREGOR will
make use of modern technology and telescope design
principles. Besides offering unprecedented scientific
potential to its users, it will also serve as a test bed
of new technologies of even larger ground-based solar
telescopes.

Proc I'' Solar & Space We111/ier Eurocnntercnce. 'Tlu: S11/11r Cvclc 111/i/ Tcrn-smal C/11111111·'. S11111a(·,.,,:tie Tcncrttc, Tencritc, Spcnn
25-29 September 2!JIJ(JIES:\ .\P--HJ3.December 201)())

Figure 1. The Gregory Goude telescope at the Teide
Observatory.
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2. SCIE:\"TIFIC 013.JECTIVES

The magnetic activity of the Sun plays a dominant
role in virtually all processes in the solar atmosphere.
It is responsible for the C'nt'rg\· balance of the outer
atmosphere. it causes the activity «vcle and the con
comitant variability of the solar luminosity, and it
produces most of the sometimes spectacular phenom
ena like sunspots, prominences. fiaros and coronal
mass ejections, Theoretical studies and numerical
computations suggest that much of the interaction
between the solar plasma and the magnetic field oc
curs on wry small spatial scales of about 70 km on
the Sun, corresponding to an angle of 0.1 arcsec. It is
therefore important to haw a large «nough telescope
which can resolve such small details. In addition.
a larg<~aperture is needed tu achieve the photomet
ric accuracy and sensitivity ll<'<'cledfor a quantitative
physical understanding of tho solar magnetic field.

Topics which will be addressed by GREGOR include:

• Emcrqctu:e, evolution and disap pcarance of rn.u.g
uetic jiuo: in the solar photosphere: Magnetic
fiux appears at the solar surface as dipoles with
a variety of sizes. from large spots to small mag
netic elements. The total fiux of the Sun is re
placed within 2 or 3 clays. Since the magnetic
Hux does not constant lv increase, a mechanism
for fiux disappearance must exist. The corre
sponding processes occur on the scale of the
smallest magnetic elements.

• Energy budget of sunspots: The strong magnetic
field of a sunspot blocks the convective enrrgy
transport to the solar surface. This blocking ef
fect qualitatively explains the presence of cool
sunspots, but the sunspot temperature is much
higher as one would expect from complete sup
pression of convective energy transport. Small
scale phenomena. like umbra! dots or penumbra!
grains are likely to provide the observed heat
fiux in a sunspot.

• Chromosphere: The bright points at the bound
aries and the interior of the supergranulation
cells play a key role for the heating and the dy
namics of the chromosphere. The size of and
the wave motion in these structures need to be
measured with high photometric precision and
sufficient spatial resolution.

3. CHATIACTETIISTICS OF GREGOR

GREGOR will be located at the top of the building
which currently houses the Gn~gory condo telescope
(GCT) and its spectograph (fig 1). The GCT will
be removed and the top of t h« building will be refur
bished. Fig 2 shows rho 11('\\' telescope mounted in
an alt-az configuration. The' telescope tube consists
of an open Serrurrier truss which supports the main

---·---

Fiy11"1"c 2. Sketch of GREGOR. Mount structure:
b/111·. telescope tube: yellow, optical elements: red.

mirror cdL the top ring / secondary mirror assem
bly wit h a primary field stop, and a tertiary mirror
assembly behind the primary mirror. A coude train
dirr-rr s the sunlight through the mount structure to
t lu- fixed scientific foci in two observing areas uncler
near h the telescope.

Tho out ire telescope will he made light-weighted.
which. despite the considerably larger aperture, can
lx- supported by the building. The open concept
makes an open dome necessary to avoid dome see
ing. We' presently consider a dome which is of the
same design and slightly bigger than the one of tho
Dutch open telescope (DOT, Rutten et al. 1999) 011

La Palma. During operation the dome will be com
pltn-lv folded down. allowing the air to flow freely
through the telescope.

\\'ind huffet iug will be minimized by a stiff mo
cliauiral design and a retractable wind shield. \V<'
rurrent.lv investigate CCh cleaning of the mirrors
for controlling contamination by the dust conditions
which occur every now and then OJI the Canaries. A
lightweight telescope implies lightweight optics; an
OJH'Il telescope implies strict thermal control of th«
td<'SCO]H'structure and the mirror surfaces to avoid
intr-rual and mirror seeing. \V<' intend to address
t h<'sP problems with new materials for the optics as
dl'snilH'd in the following sections.



3.1. Optical Configuration

The optical design is a 3-mirror configuration where
the first two mirrors form a classical Gn~gorian t elo
scope (Fig 3). The design is wry similar to that of
the LEST telescope (Engvold ct al. 1990), and has
inherited much of its features. The first three mir
rors (l\11, '.\12 and :\I3) are curved to provide imaging.
The primary mirror :\Il is an f/1.75 paraboloid. A
cooled field stop at the prime focus (Fl) directs most
oft he sunlight sideways and transmits a field of view
of 300 arcsec. of which the central 180 arc.scr are un
vignetted. Thero is a sccoudarv focus (F2) near the
center of the telescope tube where polarisation op
tics and a removable field lens will be placed. Tho
field lens produces a pupil image suitable for adap
tive optics further down the light path. Focusing of
the telescope is achieved by an axial translation of
:\I3.

A folding fiat (i\I4) directs the light towards the
coud« train and to the scientific focal plane (F3)
in the observing room below the tdescopc. The
coudc train is accomodated within tho mount st rue
ture which also gives room for an optical bench wit h
adaptive optics near its central part. The two fold
ing mirrors MG and :\I7 at the center of the fork are
located near a 110 nun diameter image of the pupil
and will be used for fast guiding and adaptive: op
tics. A folding fiat :\I8 directs the light horizont allv
towards the science focus. :\I8 can be removed to lot
the light pass through the floor into the room hr-low.
The effective focal length is 75 111 and the final f/50
focal plane can be directed towards t\\"CJ laborut orios
in the two stories below the telescope.

The absence of vacuum wiudows makes the ent ir« in
frared spectral regime accessible, including tho ther
mal Ill Johnson :'\ and Q bands at Hl11m and '201m1.
as soon as the field lens is removed from the optical
path. The adaptive optics will not be required at
these wavelengths.

3.2. Lightweight Technology

The current concept includes lightweightcd silicon
carbide (SiC) as the material of choice for thr: first
three mirror blanks. This results in an estimated
weight of about I.SO kg for the 1.5 meter primary.
SiC has a thermal conductivitv which is about 100
times that of conventional glass ceramics and which
results in «xcellcnt thermodynamic stability and a
very homogeneous mirror temperature. This prop
nty is crucial for a precise control of the air tem
perature Huctuat.ions in front of the mirror surface,
the main cause of internal seeing of an open tele
scope. The primary absorbs about 170 \\' whr:n the
telescope is pointed to the Sun. This heat will lw
disposed of by active cooling of the mirror from tho
back side, maintaining its temperature dose to the
ambient.

Since largr' SiC optics arc still challenging today's
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Fig111"e3. Sketch of the optical conficuration:

technology, \\T arc conduct.ung a development pro
gram with tho Gnman industry. Fig 4 shows the
hack side of the lightweighted prototype of the ter
tiary mirror i\I3, wit h which the foasibility of stable.
polishablo surface layers on large SiC blanks could
\w demonstratod. The 3G cm diameter blank weighs
2.;:Jkg. \Ye an' now starting the development of the
primary mirror.

Tho lightweight mirrors considcrablv reduce the
overall weight of the tdcscope. This increases the
lom·st resonance frequency and the stiffness of the
mount structure. thus reducing its sensitivity to
wind-induced vibrations.

Figure 4- Back side of the MS prototype, showing the
lightweight structure.
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3.3. Adaptive Optics

Adaptive optics (AO) is essential for high resolu
tion observations from the ground, and the only way
to reconcile the conflicting requirements on spatial,
spectral and temporal resolution and photometric
precision. In the current concept, GREGOR will be
equipped with a "first-level" AO system which will
be capable of compensating 64 degrees of freedom
(about 150 actuators) with a closed-loop frequency
of 150 Hz. Such a system would achieve a Strehl
ratio of better than 0.5 for about 20 % of the time
under the atmospheric conditions at Izafia.

A Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor measures the
deformed wavefront near the science focus. The lin
ear terms of the deformation will be fed back to a
long range tip-tilt mirror to remove the major part
of the error. The low-frequency part of the terms
corresponding to Seidel coma and spherical aberra
tion will be used to control the alignment of M2 with
respect to Ml in three translational degrees of free
dom. The low-frequency part of the focus term will
control the axial position of M3, which will also be
used for focusing.

3.4. Focal-plane instruments

Focal plane instruments will be installed in the
present observing room and in the spectrograph
room of the GCT, which comprise the two topmost
floors of the building. A sketch of the upper floor
with the telescope at the center and fixed optical
benches with instruments is shown in fig 5. M8 will
be rotated to direct the light to the desired table.

GREGOR will be equipped with a high-resolution
Fabry-Perot filter spectrometer and a polarimetric
spectrograph for the visible and near-UV wavelength
range. Both instruments will be installed in the top
floor. The existing Czerny-Turner spectrograph in
the room below will be remodeled to be used with
the new telescope.

4. CONCLUSIONS

GREGOR combines several important goals for ob
servational solar astronomy in Germany in an ideal
fashion. Most important is the access to a first class
observing facility which represents a major step in
scientific potential compared to current solar tele
scopes. This is accomplished by the large collect
ing area and spatial resolution in combination with
the adaptive optics system and the excellent site.
Another important aspect is the application of new
technology to improve solar telescopes, which could
serve as an example for future large solar telescope
projects.

Figure 5. Horizontal cross section of the top observ
ing floor. The round structure near the center is the
lower part of the telescope mount at the level of MB.
Several optical benches accomodate post focus instru
ments.
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LONG-TERM OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS AT THE VNT
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ABSTRACT

A long-term programme of observations at the Vacuum
Newton Telescope is described. It consist of two main
parts: 1) full-disc observations in six different filters to
determine the different contributions of magnetic struc
tures (sunspots, plages and network) to the solar irradi
ance fluctuations and 2) a study of the variation of the IR
contrast of sunspots with the solar cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Vacuum Newton Telescope (VNT) was installed at
a pre-existing solar tower at the Observatorio del Teide,
Tenerife, on 1972 June 17. Designed and constructed
by the Fraunhofer Institute (now Kiepenheuer Institute,
Freiburg, Germany), it had previously been used in site
testing campaigns in the Mediterranean area and after
some improvements (evacuation and a new mounting) it
was transferred to Tenerife for testing the promising char
acteristics of the Canarian Observatories for solar obser
vations.

In the seventies, this telescope was almost exclusively
dedicated to site-testing campaigns that culminated in a
comparative analysis between the Roque de los Mucha
chos (La Palma) and Teide (Tencrife) Observatories in
1979 (Brandt & Wohl, 1982). Mattig & Casanovas
(1975) and Vazquez (1987, 1991) report on the instru
mentation existing during these periods and the main sci
entific results achieved.

When starting the operation of other solar telescopes in
the Canaries (VTT, GCT. SVST and THEMIS) we con
sidered that the full dedication of the VNT to long-term
observing programmes would optimally fit its perfor
mance. Consequently, we are presently running on the
VNT two scientific programmes which are described be
low. One of these programmes requires an additional
instrument-the Full Disk Images (FDI) telescope-that
has been attached to the main telescope sharing the track
ing of the Sun (see Figure l ).

Figure 1. Vacuum Newton Telescope (VNT) operating
at Observatorio de! Teide (Tenerife). The main mirror
has an aperture of 40 c111and a focal length of 3 111. A
secondary magnification system gives an effective focal
length of 37.5 111 (image scale= 5.511/111111).The evacuated
tube is closed by a BK7 entrance window of diameter 50
cm. The FD/ telescope can be seen riding on the upper
part of the VNT

2. SIMULATION OF VARIATIONS IN SOLAR
IRRADIANCE (PROGRAMME l)

The variation of irradiance with the solar cycle has been
measured by space borne radiometers since 1980 (see, for
example, Vazquez, 1999; White, 2001, these proceed
ings). However, information covering longer periods in
the past are crucial for comparison with climatic records,
and consequently simulations of the solar irradiance vari
ation for these periods are needed. These simulations can
be derived only from fits of the current irradiance varia
tions to ground-based measurements of parameters such
as brightness and areas of magnetic regions on the Sun,
which have been monitored for many years now.

As the solar radiometers integrate spatially the informa
tion over the entire solar disc, images including the full
disc are accordingly needed for a reliable measurement of
the above mentioned parameters (see examples in Figures
2 and 3).

Proc. /'1 Solur& SjNIU' \\'euthl'r Furocon/t'U'f/U'. 'flit Solar Cvclc and Trrrcstnn! Climute .. \antu Cr11:dt Trnrritc, Trneri!c. SJJnUI.
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Figure 2. Solar disc at )..393.311111 (Ca II K), fwhm=l.5
nm, corrected for limb-darkening. The image was
recordedwith the FD/ telescope described in the text, on
2000 September 22.

Figure 3. Solar disc at >..425.0nm, fwhm=l5 nm, cor
rectedfor limb-darkening. The image was recordedwith
the FDI telescope on 2000 September 22.

2.1. The FDI telescope

For the purpose of recording full-disc solar images, rn
1996 we coupled to the main telescope a small refractor
of aperture 68 mm and focal length 600 mm. The tele
scope was equipped with a CCD videocamera (PULNIX)
operating at a rate of 25 frames/s and a frame-grabber,
giving a pixel size of 5". A system of cross-polarizers al
lowed fine tunning of the light level, and the images were
taken in the interferential filters listed in Table 1.

Table1. Filters operating on the FD/ telescope

Wavelength
(nm)

FWHM
(nm)

Colour

425.0 15.0 blue
520.0 15.0 green
630.0 20.0 red
430.8 1.1 G-band
393.3 1.5 Ca IIK
393.3 0.3 Ca II K

Focusing, tuning of cross-polarizers and filter selection
were remote-controlled by motors, and the best images
within an optional period were selected and recorded by
the SAIS (System for Automatic Image Selection). All
these devices for image acquisition were developed at the
IAC. Images were collected on a daily basis from 1996 to
1998, and in 1999 the system was updated as follows:

• The former FDI telescope was replaced by a larger
refractor of aperture 70 mm and focal length 1000
mm.

• The videocamera was substituted by an 8-bit CCD
camera (DALSA) 1024 x 1024 pix, operating at a
rate of 40 images/s, and with a pixel size of 12 µm.

• A new version of the System for Automatic Im
age Selection, SAIS-II, adapted to the new frame
grabber and including more capabilities, was imple
mented.

Figure 4 shows a sketch of the new FDI telescope and
the equipment attached to it.The combination of the new
camera and new optical configuration produces a final
pixel size of 2.475". Significant effort has also been made
to improve the software for reduction of data mainly as
far as the f!atfield correction is concerned. The latter is
based on the paper by Kuhn, Lin & Loranz (1991).

3. VARIATION IN IR BRIGHTNESS WITH THE
SOLAR CYCLE (PROGRAMME 2)

During the late sixties and early seventies the Oslo group
(Maltby and collaborators) carried out systematic obser
vations of sunspot contrast with a pinhole photometer in a
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Figure 4. Sketch of the FD/ telescope: I) wheel housing the interferential filters; 2) a beam-splitter to deflect energy
outside the telescope; 3) cross-polarizers to modify the light level incident on the chip; 4) an 8-bit CCD camera (DALSA)
1024 x 1024pix, and 5) a holder for diaphragms and/or neutral density filters.

wavelength range from the visible to IR. One of the high
lights of their work was the detection of variability in the
sunspot contrast during the solar cycle at two wavelength
ranges centred on 1.6 and 2.2 µm (Albretgsen & Maltby,
1978, 1981).

Several interpretations of this variability have been of
fered (e.g. Schussler, 1980; Yoshimura, 1983 ). How
ever, these observational results need urgent confirmation
with more powerful instrumentation. With this purpose in
March 1999 we started an observing programme at ,\ 1.6
µm, in an attempt to get an adequate coverage of sunspot
sizes, positions on the disc and phases during the solar
cycle.

3.1. Instrumentation

For the IR programme the main telescope (40 cm aperture
and 37 .5 m effective focal length) is used. Images are
taken with a Sbin detector from Sensors Unlimited, 128
pix square with a pixel size of 40 11m,which corresponds
to 0.22" /pixel in the focal plane.

The image acquisition is performed using the SAIS-II,
which is also switched to operate with the IR camera.
The small field of view included in the chip of the cam
era means that large sunspots have to be mosaicked. To
overcome this drawback very efficient and user-friendly
software has been developed to assemble post facto the
different regions of a large sunspot (see Figure 5).

Our aim is shortly to modify the secondary optics of
the Newton in order to reduce the latter's effective focal
length by a factor of 2 so that the field of view is twice as
large. Also in the new version, the focusing mechanism
and the device to interchange neutral density filters will
be motorized to be remote controlled.

A code has been developed to flatfield the images and to
determine in a quick and routine way the brightness, area
and histogram of umbrae and penumbrae so that statisti
cal analysis of a large sample of sunspots is made possi-

Figure 5. Example of the results achieved with the
code developed for assembling frames including differ
ent sunspot sub-fields. In this case four frames have been
assembled. The image corresponds to a sunspot in ,\J.6
µm (2000 August 10).
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ble. Apart from this, careful correction for stray-light has
also been considered as explained below.

3.2. Aerosols and stray-light

Stray-light, of both instrumental and atmospheric origin,
is one of the most notable disturbing factors in the correct
determination of sunspot contrast. Although its influence
decreases with increasing wavelength it is still noticeable
at IR.

In the first phase of our observing programme, we are
taking daily IR images of the solar limb to estimate its
degradation and from this infer the shape of the spread
function that will be used in the stray-light correction.

In a second phase of the programme we will use aure
ola measurements out to a distance of I solar radius for
a more complete determination of the spread function.
The records of aureolas will be performed with a pinhole
photometer at several wavelengths in the visible to estab
lish their dependence on ,\ and subsequently extrapolate
to the IR (1.6 µm) using an aerosol model by Gonzalez
Jorge et al. (1998).
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ABSTRACT

A synthetic description of solar observations carried
out at Catania Astrophysical Obscrvatorv in the op
tical range is gi vc-n. Xlor« prociselv. t 11(' Catania
Astrophysical Observatory history, the insr runu-nt
cliar.u.tcristics, t IH' data obt niuod by rcducr iou of im
ages. the data distribution list. the international rn
operations and the main research topics aw reported.

Key words: Solar Optical Observations: Photo
sphere; Chromosphere.

1. HISTORICAL I~TRODlJCTIO\"

Optical observations of the solar photosphere and
chromosphere have been cani(•d out at Catania As
trophysical Observatorv siucc 1880, year of its foun
da t.ion.
In lDOGAnnibale Ricce'i (181-1-lDlD) started the tTg
ular program of solar patrol in t hr: Hn of H and K
of Ca II lines in the old SPat of Catania Asr rophvs
ira! Observatory (fig. l(a) ). Visual observations
of sunspots and rapid evolut ion phenomena made
sinr« th« first years of obsorvat ions are kooprn in our
archives (see figg. 2 (a) and:~ (;1)).
In lDlll, in cooperation with C. Hale, lw carried out
tho first observations with a SJH'(trohdiograph mt t 11('
.\It.. Etna at 3000 meters ahow S<'(!level.
Sohr observations wore carri<'d out with a cPrtain
cont inuitv also during t hP worlr! wars.
In U););) .\lario G. Fracas torn orgauiz(•d t hP mov«
of all t.h« instruments for solar observations in rhr
pn-sont scat sit uarvd at rho Citt;\ Univcrsit aria (fig.
1 (b) ).
Duo to the acquired <'xpe•ri('ll("('and competences. to
the quality of opornt ing inst nuncuts, to the good S('('
ing and to its g<'ographvcal position, since 1070 Cat a
nia Astrophysical ObsC'n·at on· has taken part in thf'
International Program :\10\"SEE (.\Icmitoring of t.ht:
Sun-Earth Environmcnt.) for s.ystr•rnatic ohsc-rvat iou
and data exchangi- in solar-I <'ff('Strial n'S('il!Th act i,·i
t i<'s. TIH' MO\"SEE progr.uu OJH'rates under the aus
pi('c's of the Scientific Commit t !'(' on Solar Terrestrial

physics (SCOSTEP) of the International Council of
the Scientific Uuions (ICSU).
Between several international cooperations. \H'

would like to mention the onr- which took place in
1073 with the AT.\I project of the Skylab mission
(Itah·-ASE cooporntion ). Catania Astrophysical Ob
servatorv. besides than beC'iug involved as a scien
tific partner during the phase of the instruments
planning, also played the following roles during the
mannod mission: first, in akrt.ing the astronauts
when a fiare was taking place, not to risk going out
side the vehicle during the high energetic bombard
mont following the event. and second in indicating
t ho most interesting regions whore the AT.\l tele
scop<' had to be pointed .
Xlon-over. besides than the historical background. \W

would like to st ross that all t.h« researchers involved
in Solar Physics in Catania have always intended till'
work of sistornatir observation of solar activity to ])('
;1 Iuud.nucnt.al rcascarch, also devoted to a continu
ous improving and testing of instruments and tech
nologio» and to tho form ati on of new r-xporiruent al
r<'s<'ardH'rs in the field of Ast rophysics.
Xloroovor. the acquisition of data in the optical
rang('. besides than lH'<'ing an invaluable inhorit auco
for future· generations. has lx-r-n and will be un
replaceable to d<'<'JH'llsolar physics topics tog<'the·r
wi: h spac<' observations.

2. I\"STRUl\IENTS

At prosont , the iustrumonr s usod for solar observa
t.ions an• inside t lu: Catania Astrophysical Observa
t orv (lat= 37° 31' ~"-2 .\". lottg= lh 00111 17.~s E.
h= ID3 111 asl).
Thr- program for r lu- obsn vat ions is performed bv
tuc-ans of an equatorial spar whicl: includes throc i11-
st runu-uts:

a) Cook rofractor. used to mal«: daily drawings of
pon•s and sunspots fr0111visual observation;

b ) l;>() Itllll rofr.ut or (focal h'ngth of 230 cm) wir h
a Ho Lvot-filr or (boudwidt.h of 0.2G or 0.50 .-l)
and a 102~ x J()2.l (2~ .G x 21.G) CCD array (in

Pro: l' .\o/ur& S/)(IU' \\'nu/Jer L11roum/<'U'lll'C. 'The Solur Cvilc and Trrrrstna} Ch mute .\'u111c1 Cru: dt Trnrrit». Trncnt«. Spain.
25-2'! S<'/>lc11Ji>a]IJ()IJ 1FS.\ SP-Hi3. o.. 011/>er iooo,
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) The Catania Astrophysical Observatory at the beginning of the last century; (b) the domes con
taining the instruments for solar observation in the present seat at the Ciiui Universitaria.

patrol mode the camera can take images every
40 sec);

c) 150 mm refractor feeding a Ha Halle-filter for
limb observations.

The program performed by means of these instru
ments includes : daily drawings of sunspots and
pores by projection of the Sun image (fig. 2 (b));
digital image acquisitions (every 15 minutes) in the
Ha line center and wings, besides than the monitor
ing of transient phenomena, like active prominences
(fig. 3 (b)) and flares (fig. 4).

3. DATA REDUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Each day, one white light and one Ha image (fig. 5)
are available on the official Web site of the Catania
Astrophysical Observatory.
Moreover, from observations we deduce the following
data:

• Sunspots: latitude, longitude, Carrington lon
gitude, type according to Zurich classification,
sunspots number, pores number, projected area
in millionths of the solar hemisphere;

• Ha faculae : latitude, longitude, Carrington
longitude, compactness, projected area in mil
lionths of the solar hemisphere;

• Ha flares : time of beginning, time of maximum,
time of end, latitude, longitude, projected area
in millionths of the solar hemisphere, maximum
intensity referred to the local undisturbed chro
mosphere;

• Ha quiescent prominences : latitude, longitude,
height in arc seconds, area in Prominence Area
Units (U.P.);

• Ha active prominences : latitude, longitude,
time of beginning, time of end, importance ac
cording to standard international rules.

.,.. .:.,.. -o ,,,. - ~-
....

V'i:}
(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Example of the drawing of a sunspot
made in 1865; (b) drawing of sunspots and pores (on
the left) and table containing data for each sunspot
group (on the right (20 September 2000)).

These data are regularly distributed to the follow
ing Observatories : Boulder, Moscow, Freiburg,
Meudon, SIDC Bruxelles, Cracow, Bologna, Trieste.
During the period 1967-1995 all the reduced data
were yearly published in a Bulletin (Ternullo, 1990a).
Data since 1995 to date, will be soon distributed by
means of our web pages.
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(h)

Fur11:rc 3. (11.) E:z:ampll' of 11 cluoniosplieru: prtnu 1111·1u·1· drtumtu; uuulc in. Co.t.11.11i(l 111 1881: (/1) erunipl« of o /JSL
oh•wr·vcd with Ho Zl'lss [ilt.cr (O.'IDecember l!J!J!J- J 1 N 80 lo' (O.A.C.)).

l. RESEAIK'H ,\C'TI\TfY A0JD FCTn'{E
DE\'ELOP\IE\'TS

Hc•sc·arch aci ivirv cani1·d <>111at Car.uiia Astrnpln·s
it·:il Observat.orv in t lu- Iiokl of solar physics ru.unl ,
c·t>nc·c·n1s t lu- following topics

• dc~terrnirwtion of t lw phor.osphcric a11g11lm vo
locity by tracers (Zappalii alld Zuccarello, 1091).
(Ternullo. 199Clh):

• st.uclv of the inrr-r.ut i011 hc•tw<'<'ll phot osphorir
tracers aud plasma (Z\l('(';1rdlo.1993):

• dl't('rrni11ati011 oft lw vari.ibilirv of r h« solar dif
Icrent ial rotation ;is ;i Iun«: ion of t lw pli;1s« of
the ac.t.ivit v C\Tlc· I l':itl'rni> c-t al.,1991. ZappaL'1
and Zllccarcllo.2lHHJ):

• uiaintaiuauce oft lu: solar dvu.nuo (I31'1\'(·d«r<' c·t
al.,1991 ):

• static loops modelling (\':in den Oord ~ Zur
«arello .1996):

• mechanisms of st orag<' of magnetic ('W'rgv in
coroual loops (Zn1T;1rl'llo c•t al.,1987, Zappali1
and Zuccarcllo. lDSD):

• diag11ost ics of plasm» i11 the t.rausit iou n·g1on
and corona (\.<'11t11r;1and Spadaro.1999):

• st udv of t r;rnsil'111s lrv llll':lllS of ;1 c0111p;1r:11iv«
all;ih·sis lwt \1-<'<'llgn )\Illel-h;1sc•d .uid sat«llit <' ini
:igc•s (Zncc;in·llo au.l !lCllllilllo.191)9. Z\l(Til!C')lo
c·t al..2000):

• Sun-Earth 1·011ll1·ction.

As 1o the last point. \\'I' would lil«- to strvss that
sisu-run: ir obsc-rvar ions of solar phenomena is rn•c
('SS<ll'V for t h« 1·0111pn•lwllsi011 of m1•d1anisrns which
c·;1llS<'sudden variat ions in 111<'heliosphere whrrc- t 111'
Eart h is dipped.
Th« Sun is in Iact t ll<' sou re(' of t 111' solar wnul
a flow of gas«s that stJ<'illllS towards the E:1rth ;it
S])('«ds mort: than ;)()() k1111wr s«co11d. Dist.urb.inros
in t 11<'solar wind shal«: t.hc- Earth's rnagnctic <'ll<'rgv
and provide ('!H'rgv to tlu- radiation belts. \lon•o\'l'l'.
n·gi011s on t.h« surface of t 11<'Sun often flare-up aud
gi\·c· off ultraviolet light and x-ravs t.hat heat up t ll<'
Earth's upper atmosphere. This Space• \\.<'at her call
change• the orbits of satcllitPs and shorten mission
lifetimes, As \\'I' horomc- 11101<'dependent upon sat<'l
lit c•s in space W<' i11cn•as<'11gly fod t 111•dfects of spac<'
\\·c·ath<'r and rn•c•d to prcdict it.
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Fiqure 4. Example of a two ribbon flare observed at
the line center of the Ho: line (19 November 1999 -
16 N 28 W (O.A.C.)).

In the framework of this question, thanks to the com
pentencos of the Catania solar phvsics group and to
the methoorologic conditions which ensure good see
ing for more than 350 davs per war. the Catania As
trophysical Observat orv, is strongly involved in the
Space Weather Program.
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OPTIMAL WINDOWS TO DETERMINE SOLAR GRANULATION IMAGE QUALITY
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ABSTRACT

Information theory can help us to determine an optimal
window (Giammanco, 2000) for image analysis; there
fore, the size of the window is a good estimator of image
quality. The Optimal Window Method (OWM) is sensi
tive to the size of the structure present in the image and
indicates features that are more or less smeared out.

I. THE OPTIMAL WINDOW METHOD

We define the quality of an image according to the
amount of detail that can be seen in it. In this way the
quality of a flatfield image containing no detail is made
equal to 0 and the quality of any other image is given by
a suitable definition of its distance from the flatfield im-
age.

For this purpose, we divide the whole image into p x P
windows and denote by 11µ the number of windows that
are not "flat" out of the total of NJ! windows obtained
(of course nµ and NP depend, for a given image, on the
width, p, of the windows). Information theory suggests
that the optimal value. P»- corresponds to the maximum
of the entropy:

where r1, = nµ/NP. and we can use p0 as a quality pa
rameter of the image (when Po increases, the image wors
ens). We must emphasize that JJo is not the resolution in
pixels, although it is related to it; a possible calibration is
under study.

This method appears to be more suitable than that pre
viously used, based on image contrast (Collados &
Vazquez, 1987), (Ricort et al., 1981 ), because the quality
of each image is now mainly determined by the presence
of small structures, while the contrast can be significantly
influenced by large-scale variation.

To prove this we present two images of granulation in
Figure 1; the time delay between them is about 7 minutes.
Their quality have been evaluated by the popular contrast
method and by the OWM. The results are conflicting: the
contrast method gives the image in Figure b), which is

better than simple visual analysis; the OWM gives the
image in Figure a).

The corresponding quality maps are on the right of each
figure. Note the large black areas in the map of image b,
which appear darker and contribute to the contrast but are
of poor quality.

2. CONCLUSIONS

A method of determining the quality of granulation im
ages has been presented that can be applied in other as
trophysical contexts.

Its characteristics are that very different images can be
compared with them, and they provide a quality map of
image and a parameter that can be related to the spatial
resolution (after calibration).

The method is useful for following the time evolution of
instrument performance and choosing the best images of
a large time series. The quality maps may be useful for
optimizing image restoration software and compressing
images by a factor p without loss of information.
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a.

b.

Figure 1. The images of different quality classes: a) con
trast = 4.4%, Po = 6, b) contrast = 5%, Po = 8. The
indications given by the two quality parameters are op
posite. The contrast method gives image b) as the best,
while it is apparentfrom visual inspection that image b)
has better resolution.

a.

b.

Figure 2. Quality maps of the images shown in Figure I.
The imageswere divided in 6 x 6windows, corresponding
to the optimum widthfor image a). The detailed windows
are given in white, "flat" windows in black. Note the
presence inb) of a large black regionwhich, nevertheless,
contributes significantly to the higher contrast of b) with
respect to a).
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STANDARDIZED COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR SOLAR IMAGE DATA

William T. Thompson

Emergent IT Inc .. :\ASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Cod<' G82.3, Crer-nbelt . .\ID 20771, "CSA

ADS TRACT

The current state of describing the coordinates of
solar image data is chaotic. and docs not take into
account the most rr-rr-nr d('Yelopments in the com -
dinate svst.ems for ast ronomy in gcrwraL especially
as related to FITS fik-s. A set of formal systems
for describing the coordinates of solar image data
is proposed. These svst oms build 011 current prac
tice in applying coordinates to solar image dar a.
Both holiographic and heliocentric coordinates an'
discussed. A distinction is also drawn between he
liocentric and helioprojcrti ye coordina t('s. wher« the
latter takes the observer's exact geometry into ac
count. The extension of these coordinate systems
to observations made from non-tcrrcstial viewpoints.
such as STEREO and Solar Probe. is discussed. A
formal system for incorporation of these coordinates
into FITS files. based on the FITS World Coordinate'
System, is described.

Key words: Solar: Coordinates.

1. I::\TRODUCTION

Solar research is becoming ever increasing more so
phisticated. Advances in solar instrumentation have
led to increases in spatial resolution, and will con
tinue to do so. Future space missions will view
the Sun from different perspectives than the current
view from ground-based observatories, or satellites in
Earth orbit. Both of these advances will require more
careful attention to the coordinate systems used for
solar image data. In fact, some taste of this has al
ready occured with the Solar and Hcliospheric Obser
vatory (SOHO) satellite, which views the Sun from
the inner Lagrange point between the Earth and the
Sun. The Sun appears approximately 1% bigger from
SOHO than it does from the Earth, requiring ad
justment whenever SOHO images are compared with
data from ground-based observatories, or satellites in
low Earth orbit, such as Yohkoh.

Although there is widespread agreement on the co
ordinate systems to be used for interplanetary space
(Russell, 1971; Hapgood, 1992), no formal structure

exists for solar irnag<' coordinates, except for the well
established heliographic coordinate system. In par
ticular. r.horc is no agreement 011 how these coordi
natos should appear in FITS headers, with potential
confusion when data from one observatory is com
pared t.o data from another. Therefore, I have put
together a draft proposal to outline the various pos
sible coordinate svstrms which niav be used for solar
image data. and to show how t.hnsr: coordinate S\"S

terns rclatr- to the \\"orld Coordinate System (\\"CS)
formalism used in FITS files. In this proposal. at
tent ion is giYen to rurrout practice within the solar
imagi llg comm uni t.v,

With solar imaging instrumentation now planned for
spacor.raf! which will operate at large distances awav
from tire Earth-Sun lino. consideration must also be
giYen as to how t lu: viewpoint of the instrument
should ill' taken into account in tho coordinate sys
tem. This is also discussed in the proposed

There is Bot enough space here to outline the full
proposal, which is available from

http://orpheus.nascom.nasa.gov/
-thompson/papers/coordinates.ps

However. the basic outline of the proposal will be
given here.

2. THE COORDINATE SYSTEJ\IS

Three main classes of coordinate systems are consid
ered. Tho first is the well known heliographic sys
tem of solar latitude and longitude, illustrated in
Figure 1. This class includes both Stonyhurst and
Carrington varieties.

The next class is heliocentric coordinate systems,
with three orthogonal axes x, y, and z , measured
in physical units (e.g. kilometers or solar radii).
and centered on the Sun. There arc a number of
well-established heliocentric: coordinate systems used
in space physics (Hapgood 1992). Examples in
clude Heliocentric Aries Ecliptic: (HAE), Heliocen
tric Earth Ecliptic (HEE), and Heliocentric Earth

Proc. !''Solar & Spuce wcathc: Euroconjercncc. "The Solar Cvc!c and Terrestrial Cli11111/e'. Santa Cm: de Teneri!e, Te11cr1/('.Sp11i11.
25-29 September 2000 IES!\ Sf'-./63. December 2000)
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'forth pole

East limb West limb

Figure 1. A diagram of the Sun, showing lines of con
stant heliographic longitude and latitude on the solar
disk. The origin of the coordinate system is at the
intersection of the solar equator and the (terrestrial)
observer's central meridian. This representation is
also known as a Stonyhurst grid.

Equatorial (HEEQ). However, the heliocentric sys
tems considered here are aligned to have one axis (z)
oriented along the Sun-observer line, so that the x
and y axes correspond to positions on a solar image.

The third class replaces the heliocentric positions
with their angular equivalents, and is given the name
helioprojective. Such a coordinate system is actually
observer-centric, and the distance from the observer
forms the third dimension of the system. For a ter
restrial observer, we would call this a geocentric co
ordinate system; however, non-terrestrial viewpoints
will also be allowed. Both the formal and informal
relationships between the heliocentric and heliopro
jective coordinate systems are considered in the full
proposal. In the formal definition, they are related
by spherical trigonometry. Informally, the relation
ship between a heliocentric position and a heliopro
jective angle in degrees is simply

tt
x ~ Do( 1800Wr

where D0 is the distance to the Sun.

Both heliocentric and helioprojective coordinates can
be expressed in two subcategories. The Cartesian
subcategory, illustrated in Figure 2 expresses coor
dinates as distances along the east-west and south
north axes. For example, this subcategory has been
extensively used in the planning and cataloging of
SOHO observations. On the other hand, the Radial
subcategory, shown in Figure 3, consists of a radial
distance and a position angle, and is commonly used
with coronagraph data.

3. THE WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM

So far, I have not discussed how to incorporate
these coordinate systems into FITS files. It was de
cided to make use of the World Coordinate System

Figure 2. A diagram of the Sun, with lines of con
stant heliocentric-cartesian position (x, y) overlayed.
The z axis points out of the page. For helioprojective
cartesian coordinates, the spatial positions (x, y) are
replaced by the angles (BxJJy), and the coordinate z
is replaced by the distance d from the observer. In
the formal definition of helioprojective-cartesian co
ordinates, the angle Bx acts like a longitude, and By
acts like a latitude. In the small-angle approxima
tion, however, they differ from (x, y) only by a simple
scaling factor.

(WCS) (Greisen and Calabretta, 2000; Calabretta
and Greisen, 2000) for this purpose, for the follow
ing reasons:

• It is the emerging standard in the FITS world for
annotating the coordinates of data arrays (in
cluding non-spatial axes).

• It resolves the ambiguities inherit in the original
FITS coordinate scheme (Wells et al. 1981).

• It explicitly handles spherical coordinates,
which is useful both for properly handling the
perspective of the data, and also for heliographic
coordinates.

• It allows multiple coordinate systems to be asso
ciated with the same data. For example, one can
provide coordinates in both a heliographic and
helioprojective system for the same data set.

The WCS labels for the solar imaging coordinates
discussed earlier are given in Table 3. Using the WCS
does involve some changes in the FITS coordinates
keywords, outlined in Table 2. However, I will also
consider how solar coordinates can be expressed in
the older system.

There is not enough space here to illustrate how all
these different coordinate systems can be incorpo
rated into a FITS header. Instead, I will concentrate
on the simplest and most commonly used coordinate
system. namely helioprojective-cartesian. Figure 4
shows a sample header for a hypothetical instrument
with a plate scale of 3.6 arcscc/pixel, observing from
1 AT. The detector is a 1024xl024 CCD. with the



Figure 3. A diagmm of the Sun demonstraiinq
heliocentric-radial coordinates. with lines of constant
impact parameter p and position angle 1jJ overlaued.
The oalue of u: at each of the four compass points
is also shown. The z axis points out of the page.
For helioprojective-radial coordinates, the distance p
is replaced by the angle ep • and the coordinate z is re
placed by the distance d from the observer. How ever,
because of the requirements of the WCS, the quantity
which appears in the FITS headers is [JP = eP - 90°,
so that disk center is one of the poles of this spherical
coordinate system.

Sun centered in the CCD, and the solar north pole
pointing straight up on the detector.

Figure 4. Sample FITS header, demonstrating
helioprojectiue-cartesian coordinates.

SIMPLE
BITPIX
NAXIS
NAXIS1
NAXIS2
CTYPE1
CTYPE2
CRPIX1
CRPIX2
CUNIT1
CUNIT2
CD1_1
CD2_2
CRVAL1
CRVAL2
END

T /Simple FITS file
-32 /Real*4 (Floating point)

2 /Two-dimensional image
1024 /# of pixels per column
1024 /# of pixels per row

'HPLN-TAN' /Axis labels (Theta_X)
'HPLT-TAN' I (Theta_Y)

512.5 /Ref. is center of CCD
512.5 I

'arcsec ' /Angles in arcsec
'arcsec ' I

3.6 /Plate scale in arcsec
3.6 I
0.0 /Ref.pix. is Sun center
o.o I

One of the strengths of the WCS is its ability to han
dlc different map projections. For example, an image
of the Sun in helioprojective-cartesian coordinates is
most likely to be expressed in something known as
the gnomic or TAN projection, in which the pixels
arc spaced as the tangent of the: anglular positions.
rather than directly as the angles themselves. Al
most all solar imaging instruments have optics which
produce an image in the TAN projection. This is why
the labels HPLN and HPLT are always shown here fol-
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Table 1. WoT'ld Coordinate System axis labels
(CTYPEi values) for· the uarious coordinate systems,
uiliere d is the distance from the obserocr, De~ is the
distance to Sun center, and ( is the helioprojectivc
analog of the heliocentric coordinate z.

Coordinate system
Variables \VCS labels

Holiogra phic coordinates
8,<J>,r HGLT-AZP, HGLN-AZP, HECR

Carrington coordinates
(:-),<fie·, r CRLT-AZP, CRLN-AZP, HECR

Hclioccntric-car tcsian
x,y,z SOLX, SOLY, SOLZ

Heliocentric-radial
p, z SDLI, HCPA, SOLZ

Helioprojccti ve-cartesian
8x,Hy,d HPLN-TAN, HPLT-TAN,

Hclioprojective-r.idial
5p,~,d HRLN-TAN, HRLT-TAN,

DIST

DIST
Additional parameters

h. = r - R., HECH
D,. DSUN

HPRZ

lowed by the letters -TAN, because: that is the map
projection of these data. (Similarly, the hdiographic
coordinates of the same image would be in the per
spective zcnithal projection, represented by -AZP.)

However, the spherical coordinate map projection
capabilities of the World Coordinate System offer a
large amount of flexibility in dealing with data which
arc not cast in straightforward cartesian terms. \Yi th
the appropriate map projections, one can handle not
only images, but also synoptic maps in the helio
graphic system, and maps of the corona in radial
distance and position angle.

Table 2. Comparison of the FITS coordinate key
inottls in the old and new system, for helioprojective
cartesiosi coordinates. The only differences arc the
usage of the CDj.i matrix, and the CTYPEi labels. Al
ihouqh. the WCS makes CDELTi and CROTAi obsolete,
their inclusion is recommended for backwards com
patibility.

Keyword wcsOriginal
CRPIXi
CRVALi
CDELTi
CRDTAi
CDj_i
CUNITi
CTYPEi

Exactly the same in both
Exactly the same in both

Spacing Obsolete
Rotation Obsolete
Not used Replaces CDELTi, CROTAi

Exactly the same in both
SOLARX HPLN-TAN
SOLARY HPLT-TAN
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4. OBSER\.ER"S POSITIO:\

To support non-terrestrial viewpoints, such as the
upcoming STEREO mission, a mechanism is needed
for specifying the observer..s position. In the pro
posed system, this is handled in the following man
ner:

• Observer's position specified by using FITS key
words formed by taking four-letter \VCS code,
followed by the characters "_OBS'".

• Recommended keywords
HGLN_OBS,HGLLOBS.e.g.

are DSUN_OBS.

DSUN_OBS=1.507E+11 /Distance (m)
HGLN_OBS= 0.0 /Obs. long. (deg)
HGLT_OBS= 7.25 /Obs. lat. (deg)

• Space physics coordinate systems can also be
used, e.g. HEQx_OBS.HEQY_OBS,HEQZ_OBSfor He
liocentric Earth Equatorial coordinates.

• If the keywords for observer's position are omit
ted. then an Earth-based (or low Earth orbit)
observation is assumed.

One extra consideration for non-terrestrial view
points is that I suggest that the prime meridian of
the non-Cartesian heliographic coordinate system he
defined to always include the sub-Earth point. That
way, observers with different viewpoints will still
measure the same heliographic coordinates. Thus,
for a terrestrial observer, the central meridian on the
disk will always represent <I>= 0, while it will take
on other values for non-terrestrial observers.

5. THE Cl'RRENT FITS COORDINATE
SYSTEM

Over the last few years, a standard has been devel
oping for solar image coordinates in FITS files, using
the older CDELTi,CROTAikeywords rather than the
newer WCS formalism with a CDj_i transformation
matrix. This system has the following characteris
tics:

• The coordinate axes correspond to Figure 2.

• The coordinate axis labels vary, or are omitted,
but are typically SOLARX,SOLARY,as used by the
SOHO project.

• The coordinates are expressed in arcseconds.
However, no map projections are explicitly
given, and the distinction between heliocentric
and helioprojective coordinates is glossed over.

Since the positions are not true angles, but vary
as the tangent, this system is really helioprojective
cartesian in the TANprojection. More details on

how older FITS systems can be incorporated into
the \\"CS-based system are given in the full text of
the proposal.

Although I encourage the eventual adoption of the
WCS. the above system can be used for data which
don't require the full WCS formalism. Even with the
WCS, I recommend including CDELTiand CROTAifor
backwards compatibility.

6. CONCLUSIONS

I have presented a standardized coordinate system
which is precise, rigorous, and comprehensive. He
liographic, heliocentric (distance), and helioprojec
tive (angular) coordinates are all treated. The pro
posed system builds on current standards, and ex
tends them for the needs of future missions, such
as STEREO and Solar Probe. It incorporates the
emerging World Coordinate System standard for
rigor, and for the flexibility needed to encompass all
possible coordinate representations. However, many
current FITS files are incorporated as a special sub
set of the helioprojective-cartesian system in the TAN
projection.

Only an outline of the proposed coordinate system
is given here. The full text of the proposal can be
found at

http://orpheus.nascom.nasa.gov/
-thompson/papers/coordinates.ps
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TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE FROM VIRGO ON SOHO

Claus Friihlich and Wolfgang Finstcrle

Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Ohscrvatorium Davos. World Radiation Center, 7260 Davos Dorf. Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The long-term changes of the VIRGO radiometers on
SoHO have been re-analyzed in detail. The exposure de
pendent changes can be described for both type of ra
diometers hy a combination of an increase of the sen
sitivity and a degradation with time which depends on
the dose of radiation from the sun. Also an exposure in
dependent increase of the sensitivity has been detected
which explains the early increase of the VIRGO T SI
which was since the beginning of the measurements a un
resolved puzzle.

Key words: Total Solar Irradiancc: Solar Radiometry:
SoHONIRGO.

1. INTRODUCTION

The early increase of the VIRGO total solar irradiancc
(TS[) shortly after the minimum in 1996 was until
recently an unresolved issue (Frohlich & Lean 1998;
Frohlich 2000). Although this increase was incompat
ible with the empirical models based on the influence
of sunspots. Iaculac and the network. the former being
represented by the photometric sunspot index (PS I, sec
c.g Frohlich ct al. (1994 )) and the later hy the Mgll in
dex. the core-to-wing ratio of the Mg!! line (sec e.g.
Chandra ct al. ( l 995)). there was no obvious reason not
to believe the corrections for the long-term behavior of
the VIRGO radiometry as proposed by Frohlich ct al.
(I 997); Anklin ct al. ( l 999); Fri\hlich & Anklin (2000).
The corrections for the operational radiometers PM06V
A and DIARAD-L were based on the assumption that
changes depend only on the time exposed to solar radi
ation and thus can he determined by comparing the oper
ational radiometers with the rarely exposed radiometers
PM06V-B and DIARAD-L. Moreover. the DIARAD
R was assumed to be constant. mainly hccausc the DI
ARAD type radiometers showed much less degradation
than the PM06V radiometers. This was a first surprise
of SoHO as during e.g. the EURECA mission both types
showed a very similar degradation of roughly I part-per
million (ppm) per clay similar to what other radiometers
in space such as ACRIM show. As this increase was
definitively not present in the empirical models the obvi-

nus conclusion was. that the sun seemed behaving differ
ently than during the minima and early increase towards
the maxima before. With increasing solar activity the ir
radiance achieved levels of the preceding activity maxima
well before the maximum was reached. Both. the early
increase and the high level before the maximum could ob
viously be explained by a steady increase of the sensitiv
ity with time of the VIRGO radiometers. A simple linear
upward trend of about l mwm-2d-1 up to the time of the
SoHO vacations would in a first approach remove most
of the problem. An obvious question. however. is what
could be the physical reason for this behaviour and why
have other radiometers of similar type in space not shown
such a behaviour. Definitively the environment on SoHO
is extraordinary stable and it was definitively the clean
liest spacecraft ever launched. The cleanliness. however.
should not influence the radiometry too much. as cavi
ties arc used and exposure dependent changes - although
very small - carefully monitored. The high stability of
the thermal environment. however. could well result in a
yet unobserved behaviour of the radiometers. The prin
ciple of these radiometer is based on thermal flux mea
surements and thus is inherently influenced by changes
in the thcnnal environment at the level of a few parts-per
million.

1996 199i 2000
• A S.2 >:-. Y AY .•• A,5'..:: \

1998 1999
- "5.J ..•.::-.•
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~
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Figure I. Time-series of the level-I observations from the
VIRGO radiometers PM06V and DIARAD.

In the following we will describe the investigation of the
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VIRGO radiometry which leads to an internally consis
tent picture of the behaviour although the details of the
physical mechanisms arc still to be understood. For a
description of the principle of electrically calibrated ra
diometers and more specifically of the VIRGO radiome
ters we refer to Frohlich ct al. (1995).

2. EXPOSURE DEPENDENT CHANGES

We start with a description of the exposure dependent
changes as they can he deduced from comparison of the
radiometers with different exposures to the sun. Figure I
shows the level 1 data as obtained after reducing the raw
data to physical units and by applying all a-priori known
instrumental effects such as electrical calibration and cor
rections for the thermal environment and operational cor
rections for distance and velocity to the sun. These data
show a combination of the sun's irradiancc variation and
instrumental changes. It is also obvious that the two back
up instruments show more likely the irradiance changes
whereas the operational ones are more influenced by in
strumental behaviour. Already at this stage of evaluation
the different long-term behaviour of PM06V and DI
ARAD is very obvious. with the latter showing a much
smaller difference between the operational and its back
up than the former. Also prominent is the early increase
of the PM06V radiometers during the first few days of
exposure. This early increase by about 500 ppm must be
an increase in the absorptivity of the black paint in the
cavity. However. with a measured reflectivity of the cav
ity of some 300 ppm still another effect needs to amplify
the observed increase. This is most probably related to
a decrease of the non-equivalence between electrical and
radiative heating. This is due to the radiation reflected
onto the side wall of the cavity. from where a certain
amount is lost to the environment and not measured by
the heat-flux-sensor. Thus radiative heating of the cav
ity is less efficient than electrical heating. which is called
non-equivalence. It is obvious that a decrease of the re
flectivity of the paint leads to a proportional decrease in
the non-equivalence (less radiation is falling on the side
wall). Assuming a change in reflectivity of the paint by
a factor of 2 (e.g. from 0.06 to 0.03) the reflectivity will
decrease by 150 ppm; in order to explain the full 500 ppm
change the non-equivalence has to decrease by a factor of
2 also. yielding a value of the initial non-equivalence in
space of about 700 ppm (2 x [500 - 150]) for the PM06V
radiometers. This value would correspond to a thermal
conductivity of something like 4-5 wm-2K-1 if we be
lieve the model calculations for the explanation of the be
haviour of the PM06 radiometers in air where we observe
a non-equivalence of 3000 ppm and calculate a conduc
tivity of ::::::20Wm-2K-1 (Frohlich 1988). Thus the loss
of the side-wall would need to have an emissivity c ::::::0. 7
if the energy is transported by radiation only. This is
much higher than e ::::::0.1 which is expected for the actual
side wall of the cavity which is gold plated outside and
the hlack inside has a view-factor through the entrance
aperture of the cavity of about 7%. Although the amount
of the effect lacks a reasonable explanation it is observed
not only for the PM06V radiometers on SoHO. but also
for HF on NIMBUS7 (Frcihlich & Lean 1998; Frohlich

2000) and possibly also for ACRIM-II on UARS which
all use the same paint.

To account for changes of the paint we assume a hyper
bolic behaviour as function of exposure time. This choice
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Figure 2. Top panel shows the MgII Index as used for
determining the close and the lower panel shows the result
of the analysis of the ratio of the operational and back-up
instruments.

is a result of the solution of the differential equation gov
erning a change of the surface properties which in tum
reduces the influence of the radiation as a function of the
exposure time iexp· The increase i(iexp) due to a change
in the paint's absorptivity is described by

This function is normalized to zero at iexp = 0. The de
crease in sensitivity with exposure time d(iexp), normally
termed as degradation. is assumed to be a decreasing lin
ear function with time which is modulated by the dose of
the received radiation weighted with a hyperbolic func
tion in time. For the dose the Mgll index from the SUSIM
experiment on UARS is used as proxy and the change in
sensitivity is described hy

d(iexp) =

a lot (MgII-o) ( (1+ te;p .: -1) dt+ctexp,

(2)

with o an offset determining the initial contribution to
the slope and c the slope of the linear function; again
this function is normalized to zero at iexp = 0. For
the period before and after the SoHO vacations a reduc
tion factor is introduced to reflect possible changes in the
behaviour of the cavities. Also the slope of the linear
function is reduced accordingly which could mean that
an exponential function would probably better represent
the long-term behaviour. But. because of the gap during
the SoHO vacations it is difficult to follow the changes
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Table 1. Summary ofthe parameters determinedfor the long-term changes ofthe VIRGO radiometers

d

Exposure dependent Corrections ~---Exp,;~~~~indep~ndenl
Correctionsa T {)_____ C __ J_ __ ( ----- ~~·v~·

Wm -2 d mWm-2d-t Wm-2 d
1.72 88S 2.s 6.21 o.m1 147.o 0.00087
1.01 440 2.S 4. l2 0.843 4\0.8 0.09S(i
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ppm
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27S.7
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Figure 3. Corrections for PM06V-A abd B (lop panel)
and the resulting ratio with the final corrections applied.

accurately. The parameters of these functions arc deter
mined for each type of radiometer assuming the same in
fluence on each as a function of their exposure time. In
the case of DIARAD-R the total exposure time is not even
a day up to now (September 2000) and thus this instru
ment is assumed to have no exposure dependent change.
For PM06V-B, the exposure time was early in the mis
sion quite important, and reached about I0 clays when the
cadence was changed from once every 8 hours to about
once a week (around May 1996). The parameters arc
varied in such a way that the standard deviation from a
linear fit to the ratio of the hack-up to the operational ra
diometer readings is minimized. The constant c is used
to adjust the slope to zero. The result for the dose de
pendent corrections arc shown as deviations from a linear
trend in Fig. 2. The final values of the parameters as arc
listed in Table 1 for the two radiometer types. The ratios
of the operational and hack-up instruments with the final
parameters arc shown in Fig. 3 and 4. It is important lo
note that the close dependent degradation was essential to
achieve this low variation around the straight line (more
than a factor of two lower than without). With a final pre
cision of a few lens or ppm this demonstrates also how
well it seems to descrihc the observed degradation. In
the case of the DIARAD-L the corrections arc such that
the degradation at the beginning is masked by an increase
in sensitivity as for the PM06Y radiometers. hut with a
much longer time constant. In parallel with this increase
in absolute sensitivity an increase of the relative sensitiv
ity to short-term variations by more than 30'k is observed
(sec below). This was first observed during the passage or
an active region without a sunspot in May 1996 as a dif-
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Figure 4. Corrections for DIARAD-L and R (top panel)
and the resulting ratio with the final corrections applied.

fcrcncc in amplitude between DIARAD-L and PM06Y
A.

3. EXPOSURE INDEPENDENT CHANGES

The comparison of the time series of PM06Y-A
and DIARAD-L corrected for the exposure dependent
changes shows a trend which has to he exposure indepen
dent. Ohviously. such a trend could never he determined
from only one type of radiometer. As stated in the intro
duction the question is whether this effect can only he ob
served in a quiet thermal environment like on SoHO and
has thus so Iar never been detected. As a model for this
increase in sensitivity we propose an exponential function
with a time constant t: and amplitude a; after the SoHO
vacations the amplitude is multiplied by aafter which cor
responds Loa shift in time of the exponential function by
T log rLafter· Again we minimize the standard deviation
from a regression line to the ratio PM06Y-NDIARAD
L, first by varying the parameters a and T for the PM06Y
A. In a second step we minimize T of DIARAD-L and
then adjust its a coefficient so that the slope becomes
zero. This is done iteratively and the procedure converges
to well defined parameters which arc listed in Table I and
shown in Fig. 5. Before the SoHO vacations the situation
is straight forward and it converges towards a unique so
lution. mainly due to the fact that the time constants or the
two radiometers arc (fortunately) quite different. After
the SoHo vacations the fit is done only for the period up to
day 1430when a change in the behaviour is observed (sec
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Figure 5. Corrections for the exposure independent be
haviour of PM06V-A and DIARAD-L (top pasnel) and
the corrected ratio (lower panel).

below). The minimization works much better than for the
full series and the result is quite interesting. as it indicates
no change in behaviour after the gap. and the determined
aafter indicate that the curves just continue from before.
It is assumed that the effect starts with the switch-on of
the instrument and is due to the slightly higher tempera
ture of the cavity relative to the surroundings. Whether
the effect was discontinued over the gap and conforms
to the assumption cannot be decided because the effect
is already quite small (10% in the case of DIARAD and
less than 1°70 for PM06V) and its detection marginal. The
reason for the effect may again be a change of the non
equivalence through a change in e.g. the emissivity of the
side-walls of the cavities (inside and outside). But. as for
the early increase. the observed change of 500-600 ppm
is larger than what could be expected. For DIARAD-L
- and possibly also for PM06V-A with a smaller ampli
tude - we need still another effect as it shows a kind of
fall-back to a less sensitive mode when it is switched off.
After the accidental switch-off of VIRGO in September
1996 this effect is well documented for DIARAD as it
starts after switch-on with a sensitivity which is lower
by about 200 ppm after the 3-day switch-off. After the
SoHO vacations a value of 276 ppm is determined from
the ratio to PM06V-A by assuming that the change is due
to DIARAD alone. This sounds reasonable as the Sun has
increased during the SoHO vacations and the data from
DIARAD are more or less constant over the gap (sec Fig.
1). The 1996 event is presently corrected as suggested
by the DIARAD team by shifting the data from just af
ter the switch-on until 37 days later by 110 ppm upward.
although we would prefer a correction which is consis
tent with both the events in September 1996 and after the
SoHO vacations. As mentioned above there is a further
problem encountered after mission day 1430 when the
ratio of PM06V-A/DIARAD-L changes; this coincides
with the time when the MgII index increased abruptly
(see Fig. 2). Also in Fig. 6 it is obvious that something
happened around day 1430. This needs further investi
gation. and probably some irradiation tests of the black
paint used in DIARAD. which has no heritage in long-

0 500 1000
Epoch January 0, 1996

1500

Figure 6. DIARAD sensitivity change as determined by
comparing the variability around the mean value with the
one of PM06V-A (top panel). The lower panel shows the
difference in standard deviation for the same periods as
the sensitivity determinations. The parameters are deter
mined from means over 41 days, shifted by 10 days.

term space radiometry other than on EURECA.

Another interesting observation is the modulation of the
ratio with a period of about an year. In the ratio only
the difference between the sensitivities of the two instru
ments is observed. However. the signal in the VIRGO
irradiance is of similar magnitude; hence the fact that
this signal vanishes after day 1430 may indicate that fi
nally DIARAD has reached a sensitivity similar to the
one of PM06V. All this means that the precision and
the sensitivity to the ''main" part of the irradiancc sig
nal is accurate to only about 0.01% whereas changes of
the short-term sensitivity up to that level are still possible.
A similar effect was observed by comparison of HF and
ACRIM-I during the solar minimum 1985.
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Figure 7. Time-series of the VIRGO TSI from February
1996 until September 2000.



4. VIRGO TS! AND COMPOSITE UPDATE

From this analysis a new version (3.50) of the VIRGO
TS! can be constructed. The VIRGO irradiancc is
a composite of the results from the corrected data of
DIARAD-L and PM06V-A. An average of the data from
the two radiometers is not a good way to produce the best
TS!. The short-term sensitivity change of the DIARAD
has to be corrected first. which is possible from the deter
minations shown in Fig. 6, the exponential curve is used
to rise the sensitivity to the same level as PM06V. This
is done until the SoHO vacations and no further correc
tions arc applied afterwards yet. At the beginning of the
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Figure 8. Composite TSI updated with the VIRGO Ver
sion 3.50 data.

mission the PM06 V data arc less reliable. partly due to
the early increase which cannot be determined very ac
curately as PM06V-B was only operative after the major
increase of PM06V-A was over. and partly due to the
new type of operation which was needed after the failure
of the shutters (Frohlich Cl al. 1997). Thus. before mis
sion day 195 the PM06V data arc discarded. During the
periods when both radiometers arc availahlc the average
of PM06V-A and the short-term corrected DIARAD-L
is used. If only one radiometer is available it is multi
plied or divided by the average ratio from Fig. 5. For
the data after day 1430 the average is taken. although the
data arc expected to change when the results of a more
detailed investigations arc available. Figure 7 shows the
TSI from February l996 until September 2000 (Version
3.50); they arc also available as daily and hourly val
ues from www. pmodwrc. ch in files with an explaining
header and three columns with the VIRGO. PM06V and
DIARAD lcvcl-2 values.

With the new VIRGO TSI we have also updated the
composite which is shown in Fig. 8 and is also available
from the PMOD/WRC web server as version 19. This
composite is now compared to the model calibrated over
the full period of the composite as described in Frohlich
( 1999). The result is shown in Fig. 9 and the onset into
the new cycle 23 has no longer the pronounced difference
due to the early increase of the VIRGO radiometry.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the composite with the new
VIRGO data with the model composed of PS I and a long
a short-term Mgll index.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The detailed investigation of the behaviour of the VIRGO
radiometers allows to determine the long-term changes in
an internally consistent and unambiguous way. The most
important message is that there arc changes which can
not be determined by comparing differently exposed ra
diometers. because the effects do not dependent on expo
sure to the sun as detected for the VIRGO radiometers. It
is quite possible that this exposure independent behaviour
could only be detected in an environment as stable as the
one on Sol!O. Some of the yet unexplained fluctuations
of other space radiometers may be due to such effects. but
the substantial changes of the thermal environment do not
allow to reach a steady state as on SoHO.

The comparison of the composite with the model shows
now reasonable agreement for the increase of TSI to
wards the maximum of cycle 23.
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ABSTRACT

Ice cores represent natural archives that contain
information about a large variety of parameters related to
climate change and solar variability. Solar variability is
recorded in ice through the solar wind induced
modulation of the cosmic ray flux. During periods cf
high solar activity, the cosmic ray flux penetrating into
the atmosphere is reduced leading to a smaller
rrroduction rate of cosmogenic radionuclides such as
0Be. These nuclides are removed from the atmosphere
mainly by wet precipitation and stored partly in ice
sheets or glaciers. Since solar activity affects the solar
irradiance, reconstruction of cosmogenic nuclides in ice
cores also provides information on past solar forcing.
Besides solar forcing, ice cores contain additional
information about other forcing factors such as
greenhouse gases occluded in air bubbles, aerosols, and
volcanic ash.
At the same time, ice offers the opportunity to study the
response of the climate system to various forms cf
forcing. A large number of different parameters can be
used to derive temperature, precipitation rate, wind
speed and others.
The analysis of the cosmogenic nuclides 10Be, 14C, and
3°C\ reveals not only that solar variability is partly
cyclic with periodicities around 11, 90, 205 and
possibly more years, but also that extended periods cf
low solar activity, so called grand minima, often
coincide with rapid climate changes.

INTRODUCTION

The Sun is an especially interesting and important
object to study for two main reasons. Firstly, the sun is
by far the closest star and therefore offers the opportunity
to study many details that cannot be resolved on other
stars. Secondly, it is the main source of energy on Earth
which drives the climate system. Observations during
the last decades clearly revealed that the Sun is a
variable star. Consequently, its role in climate forcing
became an important issue. However, the time scales
involved in solar and climate variability significantly
exceed the length of observational records which are
typically limited to the last few centuries. Therefore, one
has to rely on indirect or proxy data which are recovered
from natural archives such as ice cores, sediments, tree
rings, corals, etc .. The purpose of this paper is to give a
short overview on how polar ice cores can be used to
learn more about solar cycles and climate changes on
time-scales ranging from decades to millennia.

Proc. J ''Solar & Sl'ace Weather Eurmontrreme, The Solar Cvcle and Trrrestriul Climutr, Sw1t11Cru: de Tenrrt]e. Teneri]e. S{'11i11.
25-29 Scptemher 2001!(E:·s,.\SP-.f63. l iccrmber 2000)

ARCHIVE ICE

Polar ice sheets are formed from snow. The snowflakes
grow together to grains which slowly increase in size.
Due to the pressure of the overlying new snow layers,
the grains become more and more compacted and finally
turn into ice. The consequence of this formation process
is that the ice not only preserves all the atmospheric
constituents such as aerosols and dust, it also contains
air bubbles that enable to determine the atmospheric
composition and in particular the reconstruction of
greenhouse gases in the past. This unique property
makes ice the only archive that virtually stores all the
climate forcing factors (greenhouse gases, aerosols and
volcanic dust, solar irradiance) except internal
variability. Ice cores also contain information on the
corresponding climate response (temperature,
precipitation rate, wind speed, atmospheric circulation).
Another important property of ice is that it flows. This
can be seen in Fig. I, which schematically depicts an
ice-sheet. The ice slowly flows towards the margin of
the ice sheet, where it partly melts and partly breaks up
as icebergs. Under steady-state conditions, the ice lost
in the ablation area is replaced by snow falling on the
accumulation area where new layers are formed
continuously. As a consequence of the horizontal
movement of the ice, the annual layers become thinner
with increasing depth, as indicated in Fig. I.

Figure I: Fonnation of an ice sheet. The snow falling in
the accumulation region turns into ice that slowly flows
towards the ablation area where it breaks up into ice
bergs or melts. As a consequence of the flow
characteristics the thickness of annual layers decreases
with increasing depth.
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This leads to another special property of the archive ice.
The depth--age relationship is non-linear, which has the
advantage that the uppermost part of the core is well
resolved and the total time period covered is long (of the
order of 105 years for polar ice cores). The disadvantage
of this non-linear time-scale is. however, that dating ice
is difficult and relies strongly on correct modelling of
the ice-flow. The main ice sheets are situated in polar
regions (Greenland, with a maximum thickness of
approx. 3 km and Antarctica, with a thickness of up to 4
km). Smaller ice sheets at lower latitudes can only be
found at high altitudes (Andes, Himalaya, Alps)
(Thompson, Yao et al. 1997).
There is a steadily growing number of parameters which
can be measured in ice cores. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to discuss all these parameters. In Table I, a
small selection of those related to climate forcing and
climate response is given.

Table I. Climate parameters measured in ice cores

Parameter

C02
CH4
S04
Ash10Be. 3°CI
8180
Borehole temperature
Annual layer thickness
Dust
Anions I cations

Proxy for

Greenhouse gases
Greenhouse gases
Volcanic eruptions
Volcanic eruptions
Solar activity
Temperature
Temperature
Precipitation rate
Wind speed
Atmospheric circulation

As an example, 8180 of the GRIP ice core is shown in
Fig. 2. 8180 (relative deviation of the 180/160 ratio in ice
from a standard in %0) reflects mainly the temperature at
which snow is formed.
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Figure 2: 8180 measured in the GRIP ice core from
Greenland. Low values indicate cold climate. During the
last I0'000 years the temperature was relatively stable
compared to the preceding glacial period.

Fig. 2 shows that during glacial times the temperature
in Greenland was characterized by abrupt changes (so
called Dansgaard Oeschger events) of up to 20° C within

a few decades. The last 10'000 years, the so-called
Holocene, however. looks comparatively stable. The
Dansgaard Oeschger events were probably caused by
abrupt changes in the ocean circulation, transporting
heat to high latitudes. In the following, we concentrate
on the question what ice cores can tell us about the
history of solar activity and solar irradiance.

RADIONUCLIDES IN ICE

Direct measurements by satellite-based radiometers over
the past two decades clearly show that the solar
irradiance changes in phase with the magnetic activity
(Lean 1997). Models taking into account the positive
contribution from faculae and the negative contribution
from sunspots explain quite well the changes observed
in solar irradiance on time-scales from days to months
(see other articles in this volume). With regard to the
climatically more relevant time-scales of decades and
longer, only little is known. Several attempts were
made to reconstruct the increase in solar irradiance from
the Maunder minimum (1645 to 1715 A.O.) to the
present. The results lay in the range of 0.2 to 0.6%
which is considerably more than the observed change of
0.15% from solar minimum to solar maximum during
an I I-year cycle (lean, Beer et al. 1995) (Hoyt and
Schatten 1997). Based on observations of solar type
stars that exhibit changes in brightness of up to I%.
similar changes in solar irradiance cannot be excluded.
An important open question is whether on long time
scales, solar irradiance changes are only due to magnetic
processes in the photosphere or whether fluctuation in
the convective energy transport are involved as well
(Yoshimura 1998) (Nesme-Ribes, Ferreira et al. 1994 ).
The magnetic activity manifests itself in many different
ways which are all related but differ to some extent. The
most famous and longest record is the sunspot record
that goes back quite reliably to about 1600. the time of
the invention of the telescope. Another proxy of solar
activity is the aa-index (Mayaud 1973 ). It represents
fluctuations in the geomagnetic field observed from two
antipodal stations. These fluctuations are caused by the
interaction of the magnetic field carried by the solar
wind with the geomagnetic field. The aa-index goes
back to 1868.

Table 2. Some cosmogenic radionuclides and their main
properties.

Nuclide Half-life Target Production rate

10Be (years) (atoms cm" s-1)
1.5 I06 N,O 0.018

14c 5730 N, 0 2.0
J<>c1 3.01 105 Ar 0.0019

The heliosphere interacts not only with the geomagnetic
field but also with the cosmic ray particles in the
vicinity of the solar system. Solar modulation affects
mainly the low energy part of the cosmic ray spectrum.
The more active the sun. the lower the cosmic ray flux
penetrating into the solar system. The cosmic ray



particles (87% protons. 12% helium nuclidcs. I",;,
heavier particles) that enter the Earths atmosphere react
with Nitrogen. Oxygen and Argon. producing a cascade
of secondary particles. These nuclear processes produce a
variety of cosmouenic nuclides such as 10Be. 14C and
"ci These nucli(les arc listed in Table 2 together with
their main properties.
The physics of the production processes is well
understood and therefore the production rate can be
calculated for each point in the atmosphere. depending
on the heliospheric modulation and the geomagnetic
field intensity. provided the involved nuclear cross
sections are known (Masarik and Beer 1999). As an
example, Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the mean
global production rate of 111Be as a function of solar
modulation parameter ct> (cf>= 0: quiet sun. ct> = 1'000:
very active sun) and the geomagnetic field intensity B in
relative units (B = 1 corresponds to the present tick!
intensity). As can be seen. the dynamic range between
no magnetic field (B = 0). no solar modulation (ct> cc 0)
and doubled magnetic field (8 = 2). very active sun (<Ii
= 1'000) is about one order of magnitude. Note that the
dependencies are non-linear and that production changes
by only a factor 3-4 were observed so far.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the relative mean global 10Be

production rate on the geomagnetic field intensitiy and
the solar activity parameter ct>. The production rate I
corresponds to a geomagnetic field I and a ct> of 550.

The transport of the cosmogenic nuclides produced 111

the atmosphere is not as well understood as the
production processes. 14C forms CO, and exchanges
between the main reservoirs of the carbon cycle
(atmosphere, ocean. biosphere). 10Bc and 36CI become
attached to aerosols or exist in gaseous form {'6CI). Aller
a mean residence time of 1 to 2 years they are removed
from the atmosphere mainly by wet precipitation.

In Polar Regions. the aerosols are removed by the snow
that forms the ice sheet. Assuming a production rate of
0.018 111Be atoms cm' s·1 (Table 2) and a precipitation
rate of 100 cm y 1• a simple calculation reveals '1 global
average 10Be concentration of approximately 101 atoms
per kg of ice. Extremely sensitive detection techniques
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are necessary to measure 10 atoms. Due to the long
half-life, decay counting is not feasible. However.
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), using single atom
detection is suitable to do the job (Suter. Beer ct al.
1989). A known amount of sta.blc ''Be (typically 0.5
mg) is added to each sample. This leads to a 10Be/'Be

ratio in the range of !0·1' to 10-12• Alter extraction of the
Be from the water by ion exchange technique, a BeO
sample is produced. This sample is put into the ion
source of the AMS system and an ion beam is produced
and accelerated to high energy (20 MeV) by means of a
tandem accelerator. This high energy destroys the
molecular background and enables suppression of the
isobaric background (1118 in the case of 111Be). ln the
following. some of the results obtained so far are
discussed:

SOLAR CYCLES

Direct observations clearly reveal that part of the solar
variability is cyclic. ln the following. we will
concentrate only on cycles with time scales of years and
longer. Cycles with periodicities from centuries to
millennia are based on indirect or proxy data. Since
these data (e.g. 10Be. 14C) represent a complex
combination of different signals it is not always possible
to unambiguously attribute a cycle to solar variability.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the 1''£3~

;-1~ -the 14C system.
Solar modulation affects both nuclides in a very similar
way. I lowcver, climate effects arc expected to be different
due to the different systems

One way of distinguishing between solar variability
. d i . l d h . 111B d 14C
111 ucec signa s an ot ers is to compare e an .
Both radionuclides are produced by similar nuclear
reactions in the atmosphere. Their respective production
rates and its dependence on solar activity can be
calculated (Masarik and Beer 1999). However. after
production their geochemical behaviour is completely
different (Fig. 4).

A comparison of the two radionuclide records therefore
allows us to distinguish between the production signal
caused by solar and geomagnetic modulation and the
system signal caused by the climate affecting the
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transport and the exchange processes between the
different reservoirs depicted in Fig. 4.
An actual comparison can be made in 2 ways: 1. By an
inverse calculation, using the 14C data to obtain the
production rate function that is needed to explain the
l'i14C values determined in tree-rings (L'i14C: deviation cf
the atmospheric 14C/2C ratio from a standard in %0). 2.
By calculating the expected atmospheric l'i 14C values
assuming that the measured 10Be concentration in ice
reflects exclusively production variations. In both cases,
an appropriate carbon cycle model is needed to account
for the exchange of C02 between atmosphere, biosphere
and ocean.
The results from such comparisons indicate that, for the
past several millennia, the short-term (decades to
centuries) fluctuations in the l'i14C record are mainly due
to production variations, most likely caused by solar
modulation.
It is important to note that cycles associated with solar
activity do not have a fixed periodicity. For example in
the case of the sunspot cycle, the periodicity varies
between 9 and 17 years. This rises the important
question whether the periodicity averaged over longer
times stays constant or not (Dicke 1978; Beer,
Baumgartner et al. 1994). To answer this question,
longer and very precisely dated records of solar activity
are needed than are presently available.

The most prominent solar cycle is the 11-y Schwabe
cycle discovered by Schwabe in 1843 when analysing
his I7 years long sunspot data. In Fig. 5 the sunspot
cycle based on sunspot groups (Hoyt and Schatten
1998) is shown for the period 1600- I999 together with
the inversely plotted 10Be concentration measured in the
Dye 3 ice core from South Greenland (Beer,
Baumgartner et al. 1994).
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Figure 5: Comparison of of sunspot numbers with 10Be

concentration. Periods of low solar activity are dashed.

In view of the fact that sunspot numbers and
heliospheric modulation of the 10Be production rate are
different representations of a common cause, the solar
activity, the agreement is good. A detailed analysis
shows that the 10Be signal lags behind the sunspot

signal by about 1 year, corresponding to the mean
residence of 10Be in the atmosphere. It is interestinfi to
note that the Schwabe cycle is still present in the 0Be

record during the Maunder minimum (Beer, Tobias et
al. 1998).

A 90-year cycle was discussed by Gleissberg when
analysing the auroral record (Gleissberg 1965).
The Dye 3 annual 10Be record going back to 1423 also
shows the 90-year Gleissberg cycle (Beer, Joos et al.
1994).

The 205-year DeYries cycle is the most promment
periodicity in the l'i 14C record during the Holocene.
However, as with other periodicities, its amplitude and
periodicity are variable with time. Since the sunspot
record is too short to detect the 205-year DeVries cycle,
its attribution to solar variability is based on indirect
evidence. The agreement between 10Be and 14C clearly
points to a production origin of this cycle. There is no
indication from geomagnetic records so far for a 205-year
cycle. On the other hand, the solar minima Maunder,
Spoerer and Wolf are spaced at about 200 years.( 1700,
1500, 1300 AD.). This and an additional argument
further down leads us to the conclusion that the DeVries
cycle is indeed a solar cycle.
The DeYries solar cycle is the first solar cycle the
existence of which has been proven for a period cf
25 '000 years. The 10Be flux from the GRIP ice-core
(Summit, Central Greenland) shows a strong DeYries
cycle (Wagner, Beer et al. 200 I). The band pass filtered
data are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6. In the lower
panel, the geomagnetic field intensity is depicted for the
same period of time. A comparison of the geomagnetic
field intensity with the envelope of the band filter output
reveals a relatively high degree of similarity. This is to
be expected because calculations show that during
periods of low geomagnetic field intensity the
production amplitude is enhanced and vice versa.
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Figure 6: The DeVries 205-year cycle found by
bandpass filtering the 10Be flux data from GRIP for the
period 25-50 ky BP. Note that the amplitude of the
DeVries cycle is modulated by the geomagnetic field as
expected.



Taking into account that a perfect agreement would only
be obtained if the solar modulation process had a
constant amplitude, which is not the case, the good
correlation between the filter output and the geomagnetic
field is another argument in favour of a solar origin of
the De Vries cycle.

Cycles with longer periodicities (e.g. l 000-2000 years)
could not yet be attributed to solar modulation.

SOLAR MINIMA

An especially interesting feature of the sunspot record is
the period from 1645 to 1715 A.D. that is characterized
by an almost complete absence of sunspots (Fig. 5), the
so-called Maunder minimum. Since then, solar activity
has steadily grown with the exceptions of a few less
pronounced minima: the Dalton minimum ( 1790-1830)
and some weaker minima around 1890 and 1960.
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Figure 7: 14C peaks corresponding to periods of low
solar activity and possibly also reduced solar irradiance

Maunder type mimma occurred earlier throughout the
Holocene and are called grand minima. Since only little
is known about these grand minima from direct
observations, their occurrence is documented mainly by
cosmogenic nuclide records. Fig. 7 shows the detrendcd
~

14C record (Stuiver, Reimer et al. 1998): The grand
minima that correspond to maxima with regard to the
cosmogenic nuclide production are marked by arrows.
How do we know that these peaks in ~14C are of solar
origin and not caused by climatic effects or geomagnetic
modulation'? Firstly, the similarity in amplitude and
duration of the peaks with the one corresponding to the
Maunder minimum points to a common cause.
Secondly, it seems rather unlikely that the geomagnetic
dipole field exhibits such strong excursions within only
approximately a century. Finally, the good agreement
between the measured ~ 14C and the calculated ~14C
based on 111Be data from ice cores convincingly shows
that these peaks are due to production and not climatic
effects. This brings us to the last topic, solar forcing and
its detection (Beer, Mende et al. 2000).

SOLAR FORCING OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The two main problems related to solar forcing and
climate change are:
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1. The lack of a quantitative solar forcing function.
As discussed above, the physical processes
responsible for changes in solar irradiance are not
yet well understood, especially as far as long-term
changes are concerned. All attempts so far are
therefore based mainly on various assumptions
leading to differences of about a factor of 2. Longer
forcing records are based on simple linear regression
models (Bard, Raisbeck et al. 2000).

2. The response function of the climate system to solar
forcing is probably variable in time and not well
known. There is an increasing number of
experiments with global circulation models (GCM)
including solar forcing. However, these model runs
do not take into account the change in the spectral
energy distribution and its potential effects on the
atmosphere (e.g. Ozone). There may be other effects
on the atmosphere caused by the interaction of the
heliosphere with the magnetosphere and by cosmic
rays with the atmosphere which could also
contribute to climate change (Tinsley, Brown et al.
1989).

In view of all these uncertainties, the question arises
which would be the best strategy to detect solar induced
climate changes. One approach is to use the Milankovic
forcing that is caused by planetary gravitational effects
on the orbital parameters of the earth (Berger, lmbrie et
al. 1984 ). Although only changes of the eccentricity
causes changes in the total solar irradiance, the fact that
the latitudinal forcing function can be calculated
precisely for any time offers the unique opportunity to
study the response function on longer time-scales (::0: I 0
ky). Another straightforward approach is to search for
fingerprints of solar forcing. All we know for sure is that
solar irradiance changed in phase with solar activity over
the past two Schwabe cycles. It is reasonable to assume
that longer solar activity changes are associated with
larger changes in solar irradiance (Beer, Mende et al.
2000). Therefore, good candidates for solar forcing effects
are solar minima, in particular grand minima. In fact,
instrumental temperature records reveal cold events
during the minima around 1810, 1890 and 1960 (Fig.
5).
The Maunder and Spoerer minima occurred during the
so-called "little ice-age", a period characterized by a
general advance of glaciers. The more high-resolution
climate records become available, the more evidence is
found that abrupt climate changes indeed often coincide
with solar minima (Magny 1993; Yan Geel and Renssen
1998).

CONCLUSIONS

To fully understand the present variability of the Sun
and the terrestrial climate system and even more to
make predictions about their future behavior it is
inevitable to improve the understanding of their long
term dynamics in the past. For this purpose, natural
archives such as polar ice cores provide a wealth of
information.
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Solar variability can be reconstructed by means cf
cosmogenic radionuclides such as 111Be and 14C. The
production rates of both nuclides is modulated by the
magnetic fields carried by the solar wind. 10Be

measurements show that solar variability has a cyclic
component with periodicities of 11, 90, 205 and
possibly more years. However, the relationship between
solar activity and solar irradiance is not yet understood
in detail.
Ice cores not only contain information on climate
forcing, but also on climate response. There is growing
evidence that especially periods of low solar activity
(grand minima) coincide with periods of rapid climate
changes.
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Abstract
Climate model calculations require aerosol properties
expressing the fraction of energy scattered in the
backward direction, such as the asymmetry factor, the
ratio of hemispheric backscattering to total scattering
and the upscatter fraction These parameters can be
obtained from the inversion of scattering coefficients
using the retrieved size distribution as an intermediate
step. The method is described in Gonzalez Jorge and
Ogren ( 1996) Here we evaluate the approach and its
uncertainties applying the method to measurements of
aerosol light scattering at Mauna Loa (MLO Hawaii,
USA) The results show that long-term trends of
asymmetry factors, hemispheric backscattering to total
scattering ratios and upscatter fractions can be obtained
from multi-wavelength aerosol scattering coefficients.
Multi-wavelength measurements of aerosol light
scattering coefficient are available for a variety of
locations, some with a 20-year data record This data
base provides an opportunity to estimate typical values
of these parameters

Introduction
The aerosol asymmetry factor, hemispheric
backscattering to total scattering ratio and upscatter
fraction are key parameters for the recent climate model
calculations The most direct way to obtain the
asymmetry factor and the upscatter fraction is by
integrating over the aerosol scattering phase function
measured with a polar nephelometer, an instrument only
found as research versions and not presently
commercially available. The hemispheric backscattering
to total scattering ratio can be measured with an
integrating nephelometer However this instrument is
quite recent and expensive thus hemispheric
backscattering coefficients are not included in some data
bases. These aerosol properties can be retrieved using
the inversion method of King et al ( 1978). as shown by
Gonzalez Jorge and Ogren ( 1996) and Gonzalez Jorge
and Ogren (in preparation) In both papers the
uncertainty statistic analysis has been performed on
calculated inversion input data. This is assuming several
size distributions an refractive indices and computing the
scattering coefficients needed in the inversion This is a
follow on work and the input data are actual data

measured at Mauna Loa (Hawaii) in 1988 with an
integrating nephelometer The uncertainty statistical
analysis has been performed running the inversion
program under different assumptions and quantifying the
uncertainty in the retrievals by the differences in the
parameters.
This study consisted of the following steps
l Uncertainty statistical analysis as in Gonzalez Jorge
and Ogren ( 1996) and Gonzalez Jorge and Ogren (in
preparation) The only difference is that the size
distributions are similar to the size distributions
measured at MLO
2. Uncertainty statistical analysis calculating the
differences in the retrieved parameters obtained under
different assumptions in the inversion of scattering
coefficients measured at MLO in 1988
3. Examples of temporal series of Asymmetry factors,
upscatter fractions and hemispheric backscattering to
total scattering ratio retrieved assuming the most
convenient set of assumptions for the inversion method

Table I Indices of refraction
A (µm) m., m.\S ms.\
045 1500 1.530 1432
0.55 I 525 I 528 1431
0 70 I 570 I 526 1428
0 85 I 650 I 520 1426

* The ammonium sulfate and dust refractive mdices arc interpolated
from the rclrncnve indices reported bv Toon ct al. ( l 976) and Pancr son
( 1977), respectively lhc sulfuric Jc1J refractive indices arc
interpolated from the retrucuvc indices reported by Palmer and
Willia rm (I '!75)

Theory of the tests
Aerosol compositions. size distributions and
multiwavelength scattering coefficients have been
measured at Mauna Loa The Angstrom exponent (a),
which is estimated from multi-wavelength scattering
coefficients. can be used as an indicator for changes in
the aerosol composition and size distributions On this
basis and according to Clarke and Porter ( 1991), three
Mauna Loa aerosol regimes can be identified (I) For
a< I we can assume dust refractive indices, (2) for a>2
we can assume the sulfuric acid refractive indices, and
(3) for I<a<2 we can assume the ammonium sulfate
refractive indices Table I shows these refractive indices

Pr.» I \/llUr ,\ \;id1 1 \\ 11U/?1 ,- Fur(l11111/1rc1111' 1111 \11/dr ( ·\ .m.l lrrrn!r11il ( "/111111!1 \01.'/i,' (

~5-~tJ \c;1tc111hl'r :_111•11 .I', \ <I' .:», .; Ur 1 1 inhr: ~(}fJ(}1
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and Table 2 shows six bimodal lognormal distributions
that will represent the size distributions measured at
MLO.
The inversion algorithm of King et al. ( 1978), used to
retrieve the aerosol size distributions, has been modified
to allow the assumptions of wavelength dependent
refractive indices and the angular truncation of the
nephelometer

Table 2. Parameters of the number size distributions
d to generate the "true" ootical
Size Total Mean radius Geometric

distribution number (µm) standard
(cm") deviation

I (10, 0 005) (0.1, 0.3) (1.5,20)

2 (8. 0 05) (0 I,0 28) (1.5,2.2)

3 (10,005) (0 !,024) (14, 2 2)

4 (3, 0 6) (0 12, 0.4) (16, 18)

5 (8. 0 6) (0 l, 05) (l.6, l.6)

6 (50, O. l) (0 08, 0 8) (1.6, 1.6)
First and second entry are the accumulauon and coarse mode,

respectively
• These size distributions have similar shapes to size distributions
reported by Clarke and Portter (199!).

We study how uncertainties propagate for
a. Assumptions of a constant refractive index (m'=cte)
This refractive index might be a best assumption for a
certain type of aerosol. However, it would not represent
the whole aerosol composition picture.
b. Assumptions of a refractive index that only depends
on the aerosol composition (m'=m'(a))
c. Assumptions of a wrong refractive index that depends
on the Angstrom exponent and on the wavelength
(m=rn'(a, A.))
We also study how the nephelometer angular trucation
can affect the retrievals. Three angular responses can be
assumed for the nephelorneter: a) Ideal response
(f(8)=1) b) Step response (f(8)=0, for 8<7 and 8>170;
f(8)=1, for 7<8<170) c) The response measured by
Anderson et al ( 1996) We will consider only the
angular responses (a) and (c).
The sensitivity to particle shape cannot be studied here
since Mie theory is being assumed throughout the whole
process.
Relative humidity variations lead to particle size and
refractive index changes. Therefore changes in RH are
somehow studied with changes in the Angstrom
exponent and in the size distribution.

Tests and results
~- Uncertainty statistical analysis with known size
distributions and refractive indices as in Gonzalez Jorge
and Ogren (1996; in preparation). We computed "true"
scattering coefficients (cr,0). asymmetry factors (g),

hemispheric to total scattering ratios (crb,Jcr,p) and
upscattering fractions (Pusp). assuming the refractive
indices with a dependency on wavelength for
Ammonium sulfate, Sulfuric Acid and Dust (Table l)
using the size distributions of Table 2. We performed the
following tests:
Test I. Retrieve the aerosol size distribution assuming a

unique refractive index (m'=cte) that is calculated as the
aritmetic average of all refractive indices in Table 2.
Compute crsp. g, crbs1/crsp and Pusp using the retrieved size
distributions and m=cte.
Test 2. Retrieve the aerosol size distribution assuming a
constant m'r=m'(a) for all A. but depending on the
Angstrom exponent. rn' is calculated as the aritmetic
average of each column in Table 2. Compute cr,P, g,
crbsi/crsp and Pusp using the retrieved size distributions and
rn=m'(a).
Test 3. Retrieve the aerosol size distribution assuming a
refractive index with a wavelength dependency for each
aerosol composition (m'=m(A., a)). It will be assumed the
3 sets of refractive indices in Table 2 for each "true"
aerosol composition. Compute cr,P, g, crhsi/CTsp and Pusp
using the retrieved size distributions and m'=m(A., a)
Finally, compare the retrieved parameters in test 1, 2 and
3 with the "true" parameters.

Results. Table 3 shows the average percentage errors
and percentage standard deviations in the retrieved
parameters of test I. Since m=1.506 is closer to the
refractive indices for amonium sulfate and dust than for
sulfuric acid, sulfuric acid has the largest uncertainties in
the retrieved parameters. The hemispheric backscattring
to total scattering ratio is the worst retrieval with the
uncertainty going for -1% (ammonium sulfate, dust) to
17% (sulfuric acid)
Table 4 shows the average errors and standard deviation
in the retrieved parameters of test 2. The assumed
refractive indices were m'=l.53 for ammonium sulfate,
m'=l.43 for sulfuric acid and m'=l.56 for dust Again
the assumptions of dust or amonium sulfate lead to
similar errors in the retrieved parameters, since the
refractive indices are almost the same.
Table 5 shows the average errors and standard deviation
in the retrieved parameters of test 3. There are not
meaningful differences between the uncertainties in the
retrievals in both Table 4 and Table S. In fact, for some
cases, assuming a refractive index with a wavelength
dependency leads to larger errors than assuming an
aritmetic average of the refractive indices for the three
wavelengths.

Step 2. Uncertainty statistical analysis performed on the
calculated differences in the parameters retrieved from
the inversion of actual scattering coefficients data
measured at MLO in 1988.
The test cosisted of retrieving the aerosol size
distribution and calculate the three parameters making
the following assumptions:
Al. A constant m' for all A.and aerosol regimes. m' is
calculated as the aritmetic average of all refractive
indices in Table 1
A2. A constant m' for all A. but depending on the
Angstrom exponent rn' is calculated as the aritmetic
average of each column in Table 1
A3. m' as a function of A.and aerosol regimes
A4. Proceed as in I, but considering f(8) measured by
Anderson et al. ( 1996)
AS. Proceed as in 2, but considering f(8) measured by
Anderson et al. ( 1996).
A6. Proceed as in 3, but considering f(8) measured by
Anderson et al. ( 1996)



Table 3 Percentage average errors and standard
deviations in the retrieved parameters for assuming a
constant refractive index in the inversion of scattering
coefficients.

m mo mAs ffisA
Osn (6, 7) (-LI) (05, I)
g (I, 5) (l, 4) (-5, 4)

ob.Jo,. (-1, 13) (-1, 12) (l 7, 13)

Bu.'ln (-2, 7) (-2, 7) (6, 6)

Table 4 Average errors and standard deviations in the
retrieved parameters for assuming the same refractive
index for all compositions in the inversion of scattering
coefficients. The refractive indices have a dependency on
waveteru ztn.

m Osn g Obs,,/O,n 8usn m'
(-6, 7) (-2,6) (7, 13) (I, 7) m'o

mo (-6,6) (-. l ,8) (2, 13) (- 6, 7) m'A."i
(-6,7) (6,4) (-12, 12) (-8, 7) m's,\

(-.I, I) (-2,4) (7, 12) (2,6) m'o
mAs (-3, I) (-4,6) (2, l l) (- 3,6) m'.\s

(-.2, I) (6,5) (-13,10) (-8,6) m'sA

(03, !) (-8,3) (26, 12) (I0,5) m'o

msA (-.2, I) (-6,6) (21, 12) (8,5) m'As

(- 2, I) (-1,5) (5, 12) (3,6) m'sA

Table 5 Average errors and standard deviations in the
retrieved parameters for assuming a wrong refractive
index for all compositions in the inversion of scattering
coefficients. The refractive indices have a dependency on
wavelength

m O'sn g Ob,,,/O,n e., m'
(-5,7) (-3,7) (4, 17) (3,9) m'o

mo (-6,6) (2,4) (2, 12) (-1,7) m' ..,s
(-6, 7) (6,4) (-12,11) (-8,6) m'sA
( 1,2) (-3,8) (3, 19) (3,9) m'o

mAs (- 3, I) (-.2,4) (I, 11) (- 6,6) m'As
(-.3, I) (6,3) (-14, IO) (-8,6) m'sA
(- 5,2) (-1 l ,8) (29,23) ( 14,9) m'o

ffisA (-.I,I) (-6,3) (20, 12) (8,5) m'As

(- 2, I) (-.6,3) (4,12) (- 2,6) m's"

Results. We compare and calculate relative differences
among different cases from (Al) to (A6). Tables 6, 7
and 8 show the average percentage difference in the
retrieved parameters calculated between running the
inversion program under two different sets of
assumptions The average percentage difference is
smaller than 2% for the asymmetry factor, 2% for the
upscatter fraction and 8% for the hemispheric
backscattering to total scattering ratio The average
percentage standard deviation of the percentage
difference is smaller than 3% for the asymmetry factor,
5% for the upscatter fraction and 9% for the hemispheric
to total scattering ratio Since the percentage differences
are small for all the cases, it is worthless complicating
the inversion program by adding detailed assumptions of
the aerosol composition

Step 3 Examples of temporal series of asymmetry
factors (Fig I), upscatter fractions (Fig 2) and
hemispheric backscattering to total scattering ratio (Fig
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Table 6. Percentage average difference and standard
deviation in the retrieved asvmetrv f

Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6
Al (0, 0) (- 8, 2 7) (-7,34) (-19, 2.2) (-6, 2 6) (-4,34)
A2 (7, 26) (0, 0) ( r. l l) (-10,21) (I, 9) (2, 13)
A3 (6, 34) (-1, 12) (0, 0) (-ll, JO) (0, 17) (2, 8)
A4 (18, 2 l) (9, 22) (LO, 2 9) (0, 00) (IO, 18) (LI, 2 7)
AS (5, 2 5) (- l, 9) (0, 17) (-11, 17) (0, 0) (!, 14)
A6 (3, 34) (-3, 14) (- 2, 8) (-12, 28) (- l, 15) (0, 0)

Table 7. Percentage average difference and standard
deviation in the retrieved uoscatterinz fr

Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6
Al (0, 0) (-I, 2 6) (- 7, 4 7) (14, 2.1) (- 2, 2 6) (-10,4 9)
A2 (0, 2 6) (0, 0) (-5. 25) (13,27) (-1, 11) (- 7, 2 8)
A3 (5,44) (4, 23) (0, 0) (17, 44) (3, 2 8) (- 2, 9)
A4 (-15,23) (-14,2 7) (-19,48) (0, 0) (-14,2 2) (-2.1,4 8)
AS (I, 2 6) ( l, l I) (-4, 3 0) (14, 21) (0, 0) (-6, 30)
A6 (7. 4 6) (6, 2 6) (2, l 0) (18, 44) (5, 2 8) (0. 0)

Table 8. Percentage average difference and standard
deviation in the retrieved hemispheric backscattering to

1 scanennz rauo
Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6

Al (0 00) (3 7, 7 8)(3 6,8 6)(69, 7 0) (3 7, 7 7) (3 6, 85)
A2 (-44,87) (0, 0) (0, LS) (28,51) (2.20) (2, 19)
A3 (-4 5, 94) (0, 15) (0. 0) (2 7, 6 0) ( l.3 0) (2, 18)
A4 (-78.83)(-31.53)(-32.64) (0,0) (-29,42)(-29.55)
AS (-45,86)(-2,210)(-2.3.l) (27,4.l) (0,0) (0.19)
A6 (-45.93) (- 2.19) (- 2,8) (26,52) (0, 18) (0, OJ
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Figure 1 Asvmmcirv factors calculated usmg the retrieved size
distribunons

3) obtained using this method. According to step 2, we
have assumed a constant refractive index

conclusion.
We used the inversion algorithm of King et al to obtain
the asymmetry factors, hemispheric backscattering to
total scattering ratios and upscatter fractions from
scattering coefficients using the retrieved size
distributions as an intermediate step We have done two
types of uncertainty analysis
Step I Assuming size distributions and refractive indices
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for calculating true parameters using Mie theory. From
this analysis we conclude that ( l) the largest
uncertainties are found for the hemispheric
backscattering to total scattering ratio as it was expected
from Gonzalez Jorge and Ogren (l 996); (2) the smallest
uncertainties are obtained in the case of assuming the
constant refractive index; (3) it is irelevant to distingush
dust event from ammonium sulfate events, using the
reported refractive indices of Table 2.
Step 2: Using scattering coefficients measured at Mauna
Loa as input data to the inversion program. From this
analysis we conclude that the asymmetry factors and
upscatter fractions can be obtained assuming a constant
refractive index and it is worthless adapting the inversion
program to complicate assumptions of the refractive
index to retrieve the asymmetry factors and upscatter
fractions.
Accordingly we have plotted the retrieved parameters
assuming a constant refractive index in Step 3. This
figure provides an example of what we can obtain with
this method.
The asymmetry factors, hemispheric backscattering to
total scattering ratios and upscatter fractions are three
needed parameters for climate models calculations.
Scattering coefficients have been measured for many
places during long time periods (sometimes more than
20 years long) and inversion procedures allow obtaining
the three parameters back in time and for many places,
where scattering coefficients (or other multiwavelength
optical properties) have been monitored. We intend to
retrieve larger temporal series of them for a further
analysis.
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